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TAX INCENTIVES TO ENCOURAGE HOUSING IN URBAN
POVERTY AREAS

THUBBDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1967

U.S.SAp
COMMI7 ON ANCE,

Waahington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:40 a.m. in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Smathers, Talmadge, Harris, Williams,
Carlson Curtis, and Dirksben.

The C TiuwLr. This hearing was called to hear witnesses on S. 2100,
a bill to encourage and assist private enterprise to provide adequate
housing in urbanm poverty areas for low-income and lower middle-
income persons, introduced by Senator Kennedy of New York, Sena-
tor Smather senator Pearson, and Senator Ribicoff.

(The bill, S. 2100, and the committee press release announcing these
hearings, follow:)

(1)





90r CONGER

90rH S. 2100 *

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATh8

JrL 1.1% 1967
Mr. KENNI Y of New York (for himself, Mr. SAT11KRx, Mr. PUAnoN, and

Mr. Risicorv) introduced the following bill; which was read twice and
referred to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To encourage and assist private enterprise to provide adequate

housing in urban poverty areas for low-income and lower
middle income persons.

1 Be it enacted by as Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of tke United Stages of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Urban Housing Develop-

4 ment Act of 1967".

5 DBCLARATION OF PURPOSB

6 Sc. 2. It is the purpose of this Act to assist private

7 enterprise in providing new and substantially rehabilitated

8 hming in nrmn poverty areas in order to enhance the living

9 conditions of sich areas, and to meet an immediate and

% 2100, wae, to reic ebanges suggested by Senator Robert F. Knedy. .
peas at p. 42i.
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1 pressing need for decent, safe, and sanitary housing for low-

2 inowue and lower middle income persons at rentals which

3 they cat afford.

4 DI'INITIONS

5 Sjc. 3. As used in this Act-

6 (1) The terni "Secretary" (for purposes of title I and

7 title II) means the &%eretary of IHouxitig and Urban Devel-

8 opment.

9 (2) The term "urban poverty area" means an area,

10 within a standard metropolitan statistical area containing a

11 lwpulation of at least two hundred and fifty thousand, which

12 the Bureau of the Census has determined, at the request of,

13 and under procedures approved by, the Office of Econoiuie

14 Opportunity, to be a poverty area, subject to such modifica-

15 tions, exceptions, or additions as the Secretary, In consulta-

16 tion with the Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity,

17 may determine to be appropriate for the purposes of this Act.

18 i (3) The term "city" means any municipality, county,

19 parish, or other political subdivision of a State having general

20 governmental powers.

21 (4) The term "certified project" means a housing proj-

22 ect, which may cons6t of one or more buildings, with respect

2.,3 to which an unrevoked certificate of eligibility has been issued

24 by the Secretary under section 101 of this Act.
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1 (5) The term "certified operation period" means with

2 regard to a certified project.-

3 (A) in the case of a project financed in part by a

4 mortgage insured under section 235 of the National

5 Housing Act, the term of such mortgage, or

6 (B) in the case of a project not financed in part by a

7 mortgage insured under section 235 of the National

8 Housing Act, fifty years from the date of completion of

9 construction or rehabilitation of the project which is

10 certified under section 101 of this Act.

11 (0) The term "net return" means with respect to iny

12 fis al year, the net operating income of a certified project,

13 before any deductions for depreciation, interest, United States

14 income tax, and State or local income or franchise taxes cor-

15 puted with reference to net income, but less the amount of the

16 amortization payment (including both the amount thereof

17 attributable to interest and the amount thereof attributable to

18 retirement of principal) payable on a mortgage on the project

19 insured under section 235 of the National Housing Act.

20 (7) The term "home management corporation" means

21 a public or private nonprofit corporation or association which

22 is organized under State or local law by the residents of one

23 or moi certified projects in an urban poverty area for the

24 purpose of managing and performing maintenance tasks on
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1 each project, for developing and carrying out programs for

2 improving the physical, economic, and social conditions pre-

3 vailing in the urban poverty area where such project is con-

4 structed, and ultimately for purchasing such project to take

5 ownership either in the name of the corporation or in the

6 name of each resident of such project.

7 (8) The term "holder" means any individual, firm, or

8 corporation pos.essing an unrevoked certificate of eligibility

9 issued by the Secretary under section 101 of this Act.

10 (9) The term "initial equity" means, with respect to

11 the holder of a certified project, the difference between the

12 total cost of the project to the holder as determined under

13 section 235 (d) (3) of the National 1omising Act and the

14 principal amount of any mortgage on the project, insured

15 under section 235 of the National Housing Act, at the par-

16 ticular time in question.

17 (10) The term "occupancy charge" means the rental

18 or other payment made by the occupants of dwelling units

19 in a certified project to any holder of such project including

20 a home management corporation composed of such occupants.

21 TITLE I-ELIGIBILITY FOR ASSISTANCE

22 CRTrIOATEb OF ELTOMILITY

23 Sw. 101. (a) The Secretary shall issue a certificate of

24 eligibility to any applicant desiring to provide housing in an

25 urban poverty area for low-income and lower middle-income

26 persons, if-
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1 (1) the governing body of the city in which the

2 project is to be located has given written notice to the

3 Secretary that it wishes to participate in the program

4 authorized by this Act, and has given written assumes

5 (deemed satiifactory to the Secretary) that local real

6 estate taxes levied against any project, during any year

7 in the certified operation period, will not exceed 5 per

8 centun of the occupancy charg for the project during

9 such period;

10 (2) the Secretary, after consultation with such

11 governing body or an agency or instrmnntality of such

12 city designated by such body, and after consultation

13 with the residents of such urban poverty area deter-

14 mines that such project will contribute to the overall

15 economic and social welfare of the area and will be

16 coordinated with all other governmental programs for

17 community development;

18 (3) the Secretary determines that the applicant

19 meets such requirements with respect to business and

20 financial responsibility as he may prescribe; and

21 (4) the applicant agrees, in such form and manner

22 as tlte Secretary may prescribe-

23 (A) to provide at leat one hundred dwelling

24 units of housing (through new constuction or the

25tjti rebhailiktaio of existing sucture) in
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1 conformity with sadards prescribed by the Sem-

2 tary under subsection (d) within such period of

8 time, and at such site within an urban poverty area,

4 as may be specified or agreed to by the approving

5 agency under paragraph (2) ;

6 (B) to provide at least as many dwelling units

7 of housing (through new construction or the sub-

8 tantial rehabilitation of existing structures) as are

9 eliminatedin the course of such construction or sub-

10 stantial rehabilitation;

11 (0) to hold and manage the certified project

12 in accordance with the provisions of this Act, and

13 any regulations issued pursuant thereto;

14. (D) to establish, during the certified operation-

15 period, occupancy charges for dwelling units in the

16 project which are not in excess of the levels pre-

17 scribed by the Secretary pursuant to section 102;

18 (E) to lease, during the certified operation

19 period, dwelling units in the project to eligible iudi-

20 viduals and families in accordance with regulations

21 prescribed by the Secretary tinder section 103;

22 (F) to utilize, during the certified operation

23 period, the services of a home management oorpora-

24 tion whenever such services are available; and

25 (0) to sell, .ander, or otherwise dispose of the
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1 certified project only to the holder of a certificate ef

2 eligibility issued pursuant to subsection (b), during

3 the certified operation period: Provided, That any

4 home numagenient corporation established for the

5 certified project shall have a first option to purchase

6 such project froin the applicant at any time after the

7 expiration of four-fifths of the applicant's minimum

8 holding period at a price which exceeds the princ-

9 pil aniowit of any insured mortgage on the project

10 under section 235 of the National Housing Act by

11 no more than the holder's initial equity in the project

12 and subject to such other terms and conditions &a

13 may ba specified by the Secretary.

14 (5) the Secretary determines that the cost of the

15 project, estimated operating costs of the project, and

16 other factors relating thereto, will permit the establish;

17 meant of occupancy charges, under the standards set

18 forth in section 102, which will not be in excess of thosd

19 suitable for low-income or lower middle income indiviil&

20 uab and families. The Secretary shall issue, from time tW

21 time, bulletins setting forth m um occupancy charge

22 levels suitable for low-income or lower middle income

23 individuals and families in various urban poverty areas

24 throughout the country; and

25 (6) the Secretary determines that the approving

85-199 O- T-2
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1 agency under paragraph (2), or such other agency or

2 iWlmentality as the governing body of the city may

Sdesignate, will carry out an adequate relocation program,

4 in accordance with section 105, for any persons displaced

5 from their homes or business establishments by the

6 project

7 (b) The Secretary shall issue a certificate of eligibility

8 for benefits under this Act to any applicant who is or will

9 be the successor in interest to the owership of any project

10 with respect to which a certificate was issued ader subsection

11 (a)if-

12 (1) the Secretary determines that the applicaut

1 meets such requirements with respect to business and

14 financial responsibility as he may prescribe; and

15 (2) the applicant agrees to conform to the require-

16 ments of subsection (a) (4).

17 (c) The Secretary shall terminate a certificate of eligi-

18 bility issued to any holder under this section whenever he

19 detmines after a hearing that such holder has failed, after

20 due notice and a reasonable opportunity to correct the failure

21 has been given, to carry out its agreement under subsection

n (a) (4) or ()()0

28 (d) Any ertified project with respect to which a cer-

2t tificate of eligibility is issued under this section shall conform

26 to such sadards of design, construction, and operation as
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1 tilt St-cretary shoitl h.y rtgitlnai mqujire. Stch regulation

2 slial-

3 (1) giving dwt effect toa nny aetioti taken by the

4 locality inl which salc p"oject is located, insurc that the

5 piijctis sto deisignied. etistinicti. atl iiqx'nitcel 11. tit

6 1114141' 1i'iit. Nifte. 1111l -411IITlt V IIEhig4 ill ('4thhl(ti-

7 rahl k lI('1silirg ?t4iI.i'5,s 110141

8 (2) estailski ax~uimaium eei.t limitaitions for tiac

9 priij((t ida fii dlhify, timit ill the joribiect iatviiig

10) 1110I'd Aor

12 (11) thet Size *11 1titr (if the 1ttait,

1.3 (C) whether the aituit iq I~iir(id by nlew eow-

14 stnictimi iir sidis'ntiail rehabilitation, mtid

15 (D)) b~uildhing (tot-i ill file' particatir l(Xilit3y.

16 (c) The 1Sekcretary slut Ii keepi interested and paaiiilt-

17 lug Federal, State, and local agencies fully npprised (if any
18 actian takeii IInt tkrtisecin

19 (f) The SecreffarV 11111y b y reptim~oi require thet holder

2)0 tof ai certfic(ate tof elhigibility isnmed tider t11i2 sCetioin to flit

21 such. repors Wai time. tit tie its lie niy dvlt~' necesmiry ill

22 foraler to cairry tout hjim fatuctins under this title.j

12.3 (g) Nol certificate of eligibility all lie isued under

2-it this wetiota, unless npplication therefore ig rev'ived boy thte
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1 Secretary prior to the expiration of fifteen years after the

2 date of enactment of this Act.

3 OCCUPANCY CHAMM FO DWELLING UNITS It C1rTIFiED

4 PRoJ OTS

5 SEC. 102. (a) The maximum occupancy charges for

6 dwelling units in any certified project shall be fixed in

7 accordance with schedules to be submitted by the holder

8 to the Secretary, from time to time, and approved by the

9 Secretary. In approving any such schedule for any suich

10 project, the Secretary shall be guided by the following

11 criteria.

12 (1) The gross occupancy charges for a certified

13 project shall be established at a level which (assuming

14 a vacancy factor of not more than 7 per centum of

15 the available dwelling units in the project), would be

16 sufficient to produce for a holder having the minimum

17 initial equity in the project, a not return equal to 3 per

18 centum of such equity in each fiscal year of the holder

19 commencing or ending during the certified operation

20 period. The fact that a holder has a greater equity in

21 a certified project than the minimum required equity

22 shall not affect the gross occupancy charge of the

23 project.

24 (2) The occupancy charge for each dwelling unit

2 shall bear its reasonable and proportionate share (haring
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1 regard to the type and size of the accommodations

2 provided) of the gross occupancy charge for the project.

3 (b) The Secretary may, at the request of the owner of

4 a certified project or upon his own initiative, authorize or

5 require such changes or modifications in any occupancy

6 charge schedule, approved for such project under subsection

7 (a), as he determines to be necessary (I) to allow for

8 maintenance costs or a vacancy factor above or below those

9 upon which such schedule was previously predicated and

10 approved, or (2) to insure compliance with the require-

11 ments set forth in subsection (a) of section 101 (a) (4).

12 (c) The Secretary is authorized, upon such terms and

13 conditions as he shall by regulation prescribe, to make com-

14 mitments to insure, and to surer, the owner of a certified

15 project against a negative annual net return from such

16 project in a particular fiscal year. For the purpomes of this

17 subsection there is hereby created an Equity Insurance Fund

18 which shall be used by the secretary as a revolving fund

19 with respect to insurance provided hereunder, and there is

20 authorized to be appropriated (1) the sum of $10,000,000

21 to provide initial capital for such fund, and (2) such addi-

2 2 tioal sums as may from time to time be required, in the

event the balance in such fund becomes less than $5,000,000,

24 to restore such balance to an amount equal to $10,000,000.

For insurac granted under this subsMo the 8ewe'ary
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1 shall fix and collect a I lliliull clharge ill 111,1i4ililloit Ils

2 h d4terminei4 to he iietll.iy to maifiIliui! i the fuinil i 11

3 sound basist: Provhnl, That lily charges so estalhlied shall

4 be reduced during any period in which the Idaee il such

5 fund ext-eeds 41 lO(HimXH): It'uridlyl Ind/ r. 'Illid no S1111ai.

6 shill lie laid front slh fund to lhe owier of a cer-tilied

7 project who willfully (ailws. his .anuil niet return frill his

8 investint to fl Il1ow () per centun.

9 ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOB OBTAINING OCCUPANCY

10 IN CERTIFIED PROJECTS

11 SEc. 103. The Secretary shall prescribe regulations with

12 respect to the eligibility of individuals an, families for occu-

13 pancy in a certified project. In prescribing such regulations,

14 the Secretary shall be guided by the following criteria:

15 (1) No person shall be ineligible for occupancy in

16 the project because of race, creed, color, or national

17 origin.

18 (2) A first priority shall be granted to individuals

19 and families who were displaced from their homes as a

20 result of property acquisitions made in connection with

21 the establishment of such project or an industrial or

commercial facility under the provisions of the Urban

2 Fanployment Opportunities Development Act of 1967.

92 (3) Except as provided in mragraph (2), no indi-

25 vidtal or family shall he eligible to obtain ocmpancy inl
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1 a dwelling unit of the project if the annual occupancy

2 charge established and approved for such unit is less

3 than 18 per ountum of the adjusted gross annual income

4 (as defined in section 62 of the Internal Revenue Code)

5 of such individual or family: Provided, That the Scere-

6 tary may waive the foregoing requirement whenever he

7 determines that there are no prospective tenants avail-

8 able for such dwelling unit, at the established occupancy

9 charge rate, who are eligible individuals and families.

10 IE,I(1 tIILItTY REQUIREM1ENT8 FOn ,MINTAINING O(CU-

11 IANCY IN (' TI FiID I'iROJ IX'T

12 S.. 104. (a) No individual or family tlhail be required

13 to miove from a ctriifihd project as a result of all increase in

14 his or its anita income: PAraidchd, That if, for aiy caledar

15 year, the nitud t occnulacy charge for the dwelling unit

16 occ.upied by ail individual or family is less than 15 per

17 veiatunt of his or its adjusted gr.ws income, for such yeor,

18 such individual or fatanily shall be required to piy to the

19 holder of tht, project, stech amount in addition to his or its

20 rrgilltr lN13'Iattls, ill .(II ilnstaltHaeuts aInd lit Such fimes as

21 may he required nider r-egulations to le prescribed by the

22 Secretary, as will result in a total occlmney charge to such

n iuulividlal or faniily equnl to 18 per centun of the adjusted

24 Jrnsx ineonae of such individual or family for such year. Any

25 -such additionl tntounts received by the owner of the project
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1 shall be used to make payments to the Secretary for deposit

2 in the Tax Abatement Fund, established under section 106,

3 to reduce the costs to the Federal Government of making

4 grants under such section.

5 (b) The Secretary may by regidation require each in-

6 dividual or family occupying a unit in a certified project to

7 file such income statements from time to time as he may deem

8 necessary in order to carry out his functions under this

9 section.

10 RELOCATION ST OB

11 SFC. 105. (a) In determining whether, for the purposes

12 of section 101 (a) (5), an adequate relocation program exists

13 in any city to assist in the relocation of persons, businesses,

14 and nonprofit organizations displaced as the result of property

15 acquisitions made in connection with a certified project, the

16 Secretary shall be guided by the following criteria:

17 (1) Any persons so displaced shall be assured under

18 the program of obtaining decent, safe, and sanitary hous-

19 ing at rentals which they can afford and at locations

20 which are reasonably accessible to their places of em-

21 ployment.

22 (2) As part of the program, the services of a home

23 management corporation shall be utilized to provide mov-

24 ing and resettlement to persons so displaced:

25 Proided, That if such services are not available a local
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1 group of residents of the re in which the project will be

2 situated will receive training and compensation, in aw-

3 oordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary, in

4 providing moving and resettlement asisance to persons

5 so displaced.

6 (3) (A) There will be paid to any person or family

7 so displaced-

8 (i) a moving expense allowance, determined

9 according to a schedule approved by the Secretary,

10 not to exceed $200;

11 (ii) a dislocation allowance equal to the amount

12 under (i) or $100, whichever is the lesser;

13 (i ii) an additional payment of $300, if such

14 person or family purchases a dwelling for the pur-

15 pose of residence within one year from the date of

16 actual displacement, and the dwelling so purchased

17 is situated upon real estate in which such person or

18 family acquires a fee title or a life estate, or which is

19 held under a ninety-nine-year lease or other type of

20 long-term lease equivalent to fee ownership.

21 (B) In addition to the amounts payable under sub-

22 paragraph (A), there will be paid to any fmily, any

23 individual (not a member of a family) who is sixty-two

24 years of age or over, or any individual (not a member

25 of family) who is handicapped within the meaning of
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1 ~etion 202 fie llotsilg Art 14 1919. Illutiloy Iay-

2 Illeltl over a lwrim ltt. tlo exeet'd twenaty-foulr Ilaluthm

a ill aIl nallUoit not to exceed *lx") ill f il first Itwelv

4 months and $500 iii tile imccold tvt've ' llmOths to

5 assist such family or iiadividiual to secttre at dev'ii,

6 safe, and sainlitary dwelling. Subject to the limitations

7 imposed by do preceding setlitn'ice, the additional lmty-

8 ments shall be an amount which, WhIciI added to 20

9 per ecutum (if tihe ailmal income of much famailv or iii-

10 div'iduail at tilet tinle of dis il.eem.lut. eqilmls Ohe average

11 annual rental required for s 'h t decent..,ate, itImd

12 sanitary dwelling of modest stanadrds adull inl size

13 to accoammlodatO such family or ildividmil ill Iras nmot

14 geucrally lems desirable ill regard to imiili. utilities ,mid

15 public and com mercial facilities: Ijo'iIeli. Thaot such

16 plylnellts shall lie alltde o'ly to ii fitiaily or individual

17 who is unaldie to secutie a dwelling Iunit ill a low-retat

18 hu.simug project assisted under the Uaiited Su.tes Housing

19 Act of 1937, or lider it State or local pIWOgAtIU huavilg

20 the same1 gelieltml I)'p oscs is the Federal ilognliaa wider

21 such Act, or a dwelling iuanit assisted wnder section 101

22 of the I[oimi g and Urban )e\ eloaient Act of 1905.

23 (4) There will be paid to any business concern or

24 nonprofit organization so displaced-

23 (A) its reasonable aid nccomry moving ex-
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1 pens.. and any actual direct luom of property

2 (except goodwill or profit) for which reimburse

3 meant or compensation is not otherwise made; and

4 (B) an additional $2,50 in the case of a pri-

5 vate business concern with average annual net earn-

6 ing. of les than $I0,000 per year, if suoh concern

7 is not part of a larger enterprise having establish-

A ments other than the one with reslet to which the

9 displacement ocurred.

10 (b) The Secretary is authorized to enter into contracts

11 to make, and to make grants to any city carrying out an

12 approved relocation program under this section, or to any

13 agency or instrumentality of such city designated by the gov-

14 erning body thereof, to defray that part of the cost of oarry-

15 ing out suoh program which is required tinder paragraphs

16 (2), (8), and (4) of subsection (a).

17 (o) There are authorized to be appropriated suh sums

18 as may be necessr to carry out the purposes of this section.

19 An) sums so appropriated shall remain available until

20 expended.

21 (IRANTR TO ITR8 IIM OVIIING TAX HINKMF'ITS WITH 31CMPIP(T

22 TO ( RtTIVIND PROJHi'Th

23 Hwi'. 100. (a) The Seretary is autltorixd to enter hito

24 contracts to nake, nm! to make, annual grants to cities par-
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1 ticipating in the program authorized by this Act. The amount

2 of any such grant shall not exceed a su equal to-

3 (1) 50 per centum of the amount by which the tax

4 revenues received or receivable by such city ringg any

5 year were reduced by reason of any tax benefits girAtetd

6 by such city, pursuant to section 101 (a) (I). tit one or

7 more certified projects, and

8 (2) an amount equal to any contribution paid or

9 Imiyable to such city by a State to defray any part of

10 the loss of tax revenues incurred or incurable by such

11 city during such year as the result of such tax bemfit:

12 Provided, That in no case shall the amount of any s c'h

13 grant exceed 75 per centum of the amount by which the

14 tax revenues received or receivable by any such city

15 during any year were reduced by reason of such tax

16 benefit.

17 (b) For the purpose of this section, there is hereby

18 created a Tax Abatement Fund which shall be used by the

19 Secretary for grants hereunder. Such funds shall consist of

20 (1) the sum of $30,()0,000 to be appropriated hy the Con-

21 gress to provide initial capital to such fund, (2) such addi-

22 tional sums as may be appropriated thereto by the Congress

23 in the event the balance in such fund becomes less than $20,-

24 000,000 to restore such balance to an amount equal to $.30,-
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1 000.000, and (3) such sums as may be deposited therein by
2 the ,'e.reary from receipts under section 104 (a) (2).

3 AI8TA OB FM HOXI MBAWAGBMBN OORPO]ATIONB

4 SEC. 107. (a) The Secretary, in consultation with the

5 Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity, is authorized

6 to undertake such activities as he determines to be appro-

7 priate to assist the residents of urban poverty areas to orga-

8 nize and make use of home management corporationL Such

9 activities may include grants to defray reasonable and neces-

10 sary expenses incident to the organization of such corporm-

11 tions. Such activities may also include the issuance of model

12 forms of management agreements which may be entered into

13 between holders and such corporations.

14 (b) For the purposes of this section, there is hereby

15 created a Home Management Assistance Fund, and there is

16 authorized to be appropriated (1) the sum of $5,000,000 to

17 provide initial capital for such fund, and (2) such addi.

18 tional sums as may from time to time be required to make all

19 necessary grants to home management corporations. Any

20 sum so appropriated shall remain available until expended.

21 (c) After its organization, a home management corpora.

22 tion shall receive funds from the Home Management Fund

Sand from any other Federal agency only if the Secretary, in

24 consultation with the Director of the Office o Economic
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1 Opportity, detmine. that the members of such corpora-

2 tion a contributing suficit tim and funds to insure that

3 the corporation is operating efficently and effectively.

4 ADMINISTRATION

5 8So. 108. The provisions of this title shall be admin-

6 istered by the Secretary through a Low-Income Housing

7 Administration to be established by the Secretary in the

8 Department of Housing and Urban Development.

9 PENALTIES

10 Sac. 109. Whoever, in any report or income statement

U required to be filed under this tite, or any regulation issued

12 pusant thereto, knowingly makes a false statement of a

13 material fact, shall be fined not more than $ or

14 imprisoned not more than , or both.

15 TIThE I-HOUSING ACTS AMENDMENTS

16 MORTAGE INSURANOB

17 Sac. 201. Title II of the National Housing Act is

18 amended by adding at the end thereof a new section as

•19 follows:

20 "MORTGAOIR TNSURANCN FOR URBAN HOUSING

21 "Sc. 235. (a) This section is designed to assist private

22 industry to provide housing in nrban poverty area for low-

23 income and lower middle income persons in furtherance of

24 the purposes of, and under a program authoised by, the

25 Urban Housing and Development Act of 1967.
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1 "(b) The &ewretry is authorized, upon application by

2 the mortgagee, (1) to insure in a rdaute with the pro-

3 visions of this section tny mortgage (iichiding advante dur-

4 ig constnction) which is executed by a mortgagor to whom

5 has been imed, tudor section 101 of the Urban Housing

6 Development Act of 1967, an unrevoked certificate of eligi-

7 bility, and which i. otherwise eligible for insmurace as herein

8 provided; and (2) upon such terms and conditions as the

9 Secretary may prescribe, to make commitments for the in-

10 surance of such mortgages prior to their execution or dis-

11 bursement thereon.

12 "(c) As used in this station (except as otherwise herein

13 provided), the terms 'mortgage', 'mortgagee', 'mortgmer',

14 and 'maturity date' shal have the same meaning as in see-

15 tion 201 id this Act.

16 "(d) To Ite eligible for insuriane tinder this mtion, a

17 mortgage 41iill-

18 "(I) u~wIt e boa uadte to and Iw held by a wort-

19 gagee ail lnived Iby the e.rea ry i s responsible and able

20 to srvitv tile mhort;ae properly:

21 " (a) tnt exceed int princlill atiOwlt $

22 " (03) ntie exceed R0 1er centitln of the total cost of

W the project when the proposed new construction or sib-

2 stantial rehabilitation is completed. For purpoem of this

2.5 paragraph, the tots cost of a certified project sha be
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1 the sam of (A) the mortgagor's adjusted basis for the

2 project (incllg both the land and the buildings) for

3 Federal income tax purposes, at the time that the new

4 construction, or substantial rehabilitation, certified under

5 section 101 of the Urban Housing Development Act of

6 1967, is completed, and (B) the amount of carrying

7 charges allocable to the certified project, which were

8 incurred during such construction or rehabilitation thereof

9 and deducted by the inortgagor under section 266 of the

10 Internal Revenue Code. Subject to regulations to be pre-

11 scribed by the Secretary, there may be included in the

12 total cost of the project, a net profit for the builder (who,

13 for this purpose, shall include all parties related to the

14 builder under section 267 of the Internal Revenue

15 Code), of tip to, but not more than, 10 per (entuin of

16 the total cost of the project less such profit:

17 "(4) bear interest (exclusive of preniium charges

18 for insurance and service charge, if any) at not to

19 exceed 2 per centumn per annum on the amount of the

20 principal obligation outstanding at any time; and contain

21 such terms and provisions with respect to the application

22 of the mortgagor's periodic payment to amortization of

23 the principal of the mortgage, insurance, repairs, altera-
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1 tioi, paiyment of taxes, default reserves, delinquency

2 charges, foreclosure proceedings, anticipation of maturity,

3 and such other master as the Secretary may prescribe;

4 and

"(5) provide for complete amortization by periodic

6 pityments within such terms, but not to exceed fifty

7 years, as the Secretary may prescribe.

8 "(e) .A project covered by a mortgage insured under

9 the provisions of this section shall comply with the require-

10 inents of the Urban lHousing Development Act of 1967, and

11 regulations prescribed thereunder, and for such purpose the

12 Secretary may make such contracts with, and acquire for

13 not to exceed $100 such stock or interest in the mortgagor,

14 as he deems necessary to render effective any such require-

15 ments. Such stock or interest shall be paid for out of the

16 Oeneraf-insurauce Fwad and shall be redeemed -by the mor..

17 gagor at par upon the termination of all obligations of the

18 Secretary under the insumne.

19 "(f) Notwithstkuding any provision of this Act, the

20 Secretary may, whenever he detenuines that such action is

21 necessary or desirable in furtherance of the purposes of this

2 section, insure a mortgage under this section with no premium

2 charge, with a reduced premium charge, or with a premium

M-li O-1---4
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1 cag for such period or periods during the time the insur-

2 ance is in effect, as the Secretary may determine, and there

8 is authorized to be appropriated such amounts as may be

4 necessmy to reimburse the General Insitrance Fund for any

5 net losses in connection with such insurance.

6 "(g) The mortgagee shall be entitled to receive the

7 benefits of insurance issued under this section as provided

8 in section 207 (g) o this Act with respect to mortgage in-

9 sured under such section 207, and the provisions of subsee-

10 tions (h), (i), (j), (k), and (1) of such section 207 shall

11 be applicable to mortgages insured under this section."

12 COWT CERTIFICATION

13 St. 202. Section 227 (a) of the National Rousing

14 Act is amended by striking out "or (viii) under section 234

15 (d)" and inserting in lieu thereof "(viii) under section 234

16 (d), or (ix) under section 285".

17 PUWHASES BY FERUL NATIONALL MOMMoAoB

18 ADSOOIATION

19 SmC. 203. Section 305 of the National Housing Act is

20 amended by adding at the end thereof a new subsection as

21 follows:

22 "(j) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act,

23 the Asoc1.on is authored to make ommiments to pur
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1 chase and to purchase, service, or sell, any mortgage insurd

2 under section 235 of this Act, subject to the following limi-

3 tations:

4 "(1) The total amount of such purchases and com-

5 mitments outstanding at any one time shall not exceed

6 #500,000,0, which amount shall he increased by

7 $ 0O,00),000 on July 1 in each of the years 1968.

8 1969, 1970, 1971, and 1972.

9 "(2) Not more than 20 per centuna of the total

10 amount of such purchases and comnitments outstanding

11 at any one time shall relate to mortgages secured by

12 properties situated in any one city."

13 CiTIFIIED PMOJBOT8 IN URBAN ISNZWAL AREAS

14 Si. 204. Section 107 (a) of the Housing Act of 1949 is

15 amended-

16 (1) by striking out "or (2)" andinserting "(2)

17 (2) by adding alter "Act," the following: "or (3)

18 a purchaser having an unrevoked certificate of eligibility

19 issued under section 101 of the Urban Housing Develop-

20 nent Act of 1967,"; and

21 (3) by inserting "low or" before "modente

22 income".
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1 TITLE III-INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

2 AMENDMENTS

3 TAX TREATMENT OF CERTIFIED PROJE('TS

4 Swc. 301. (a) Subpart A of part IV of subchapter A of

5 chapter I of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to

6 credits allowable) is amended by renumbering section 40) as

7 42, and by inserting the following new section:

8 "SEC. 41. INVESTMENT IN CERTAIN HOUSING PROJECTS

9 IN URBAN POVERTY AREAS.

10 "o (a) (iENERAL RULE.-There shall be allowed, ais a

11 credit against the tax imposed by this chapter, the aimiiot

12 determined tnder section 1392.

13 "(b) RouLATIowi.-The Secretary or his delegate

14 shall prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to carry

15 out the purposes of this section and section 1392."

16 (b) Subchapter S of chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue

17 Code of 1954 (relating to the taxable status of small business

18 corporations) is amended by inserting after section 1378 the

19 folloning new section:

20 "SEC. 1379 ISURED INDEBTEDNESS OF SMALL BUSI.

21 NESS CORPORATION.

22 "(a) INsuaw LOA.-In the case of an electing small

23 business corporation which has been granted an insured loan

24 (as defined in subsection (c)) or which has purchased a
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1 section 1391 property (as defined in subsection 1391 (3))

2 subject to an insured loan (as defined in subsection (c) ) -

3 "(1) the insured loan shall be deemed to have been

4 made by the lender to the shareholders of such corpora-

.3 tion, in proportion to their holdings of stock at the time

6 that the loan is made,

7 "(2) the proceeds of the insured loan shall be

8 deemed to have been loaned by such shareholders to the

9 electing corporation. on the sanie terms as those of the

10 insured loan, and

11 "(3) payments by the corporation on the insured

12 loan shall be treated as payments on the loan deemed

13 made to the corporation by its shareholders under sub-

14 section (b) herewith, which are, in turn, paid by the

15 shareholders on the insured loan.

16 "(b) SALE oF SxOCK.-A sale or exchange of shares

17 of stock in an electing small business corporation, in propor-

18 tion to which an allocation of an insured loan was at any time

19 made tinder subsection (a) (1) shall be deemed-

20 "(1) to include a sale or exchange of the unpaid

21 portion, if any. of the loan to the corporation which was

22 deemed nmde by the holder of such stock under Rubsee-

23 tion (a) (2), and

24 "(2) to have been made subject to the portion of
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I the insured han deemed owing by the holder of such

2 stock under subsection (a) (1).

3 #(c) DEpIvITio.x.- For purposes of this actionn the

4 term 'insured loa' inms a loanin made to an electing small

5 business corporation which is insured tunder section 235 of

6 the National Housing Act."

7 (c) Chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue ('ode of 1954

8 (relating to noamal taxes and surtaxes) is amended by add-

9 ing at the end thereof the following new subchapter:

10 "Subehapter U-Tax Treatment of Certain Hous-

11 ing Projects in Urban Poverty Areas

"tSev. 1:19 2. Investment crediit.
' w .139:. Depn-ciation of setion 1391 htiidiliig..

"See. 1:194. ]estonition of LWasik.
See. 1395. Dis lwitions before end of win'mum hldiiig

period.
"'Se. isft% ;. icoaieog, it ion ofguiui 11 ,ertiin iu i4'ii, of

Section 1391 prowt'y.

12 "SEC. 1391. DEFINITION&

13 "For iIriIoNs. of this sulbchapter--

14 "(1) ,.:'TIOX 131,1 (T'TIV',IV'ATJ,.-The term

15 section 1391 certificate' means a certificate of eligibility

16 issued by the Secretary of Housing and I rtan )e-

17 velopment-

18 " (A) under section 101 (a) of the Urban

19 Housing Development Act of 1967, authorizing the

20 grant of certain income tax and other incentives
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1 to a person constructing, or substantially rehabili-

2 eating, a certified project, or

3 "(B) under section 101 (b) of such Act, au-

4 thoriziug certain income tax and other incentives

5 to a person who is a successor in interest to such

6 a project.

7 "(2) SUCTION 189 1 BuiLwm .--The term 'section

8 1391 building' means any building which has been con-

9 structed, or substantially rehabilitated, pursuant to a

10 section 1391 certificate. The term includee-

11 "(A) the structure of the building and all

12 components of such building constituting section

13 1250 property (as defined in subsection 1250 (e)),

14 and

15 "(B) elevators and escalators in the building

16 but no other equipment used in tho operation of

17 the building which constitutes section 1245 property

18 (as defined in ,hi jo,, 1 245 (a) (3) ).

19 "(3) SWVION 13 91 POPERTy.-The term 'section

20 1391 property' ieans real property consisting of-

21 "(A) a section 1391 bdlding, and

22 "(B) the land on which any such section 1391

23 building is located.

24 For purposes of this subsection, the land on which a seo-
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1 tion 1391 building is located shall include reasonable

2 grounds for the building, encompmsing gardens, play-

s grounds, and other facilities. In a case in which such

4 grounds constitute less than all of a tract of land owned

5 by the taxpayer (whether or not any other building not

6 constituting a section 1391 building is located on such a

7 tract), an apportionment of the total tract as between

8 the section 1391 property and other property, shall be

9 made pursuant to regulations to be prescribed by the

10 Secretary or his delegate.

11 "(4) SETixiON 13 1 ooRmoKATiO.-The term

12 'section 1391 corporation' means a corporation which is

13 holding one or more section 1391 properties.

14 "(5) EQUITY INVESTMENT.-The term 'equity

15 investment' means-

16 "(A) with respect to the first holder of a see-

17 tion 1391 property, the amount by which (i) the

18 holder's adjusted Imsis for .uch property at the time

19 of the completion of the construction or substantial

20 rehabilitation undertaken pur.uant to the section

21 1391 certificate exceeds (ii) the initial principal

22 amount of any mortgage on such property which is

23 insured under the provisions of section 235 of the

24 National Housing Act, and

25 "(B) with respect to a subsequent holder of a
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1 section 13911 Iroperty, the aniomit by which (i)

2 suIEch holder's atdjutsted IbIsis for such prolrly at the

3 time of acquisition exceeds (ii) the urpaid principal

4 autIltitat of 1i1y IIloil lgage inisured under the provisions

5 lf sectionI 2:15 lf thee Nati,il Hltsing Act tip whieh

6 the property is subject at the time of its aaluisition.

7 "(6) EQUITY I.NVETMEN NT PER',ENTAOF.-Tho

8 term 'equity nivestntent percentage' itants. with respect

9 to the holder of it s-lion 1391 property, the ratio of-

10 "(A) the holder's equity investment in such

11 property, over

12 "(11) the holder's adjusted basis for such prop-

13 eity at the appliuhle tine specified in subsection

14 (5).
15 " (7) .l1AXIMUM; 11IING. PH~iom.-The tern

16 'lluiaxiiIIlieu holding Il.i6or lacills with respect to a se,-

17 uio 1 i 391 Ir'P.erly flie I's-4tr f (A) tie tseful lift! of

18 the section 131 I.ildig. coi.lituttiig part, of such prop-

19 ('rly, as dcteriIited under section 1:-;53 (whether or not

20 ilt election with respect to such building has been Imiade

21 uuder such section) , or, (11) the useful life of such

22 building for purposes of section 167, determined without

23 regard to section 1393.

24 "(8) MNIMTuM HOLDING PERIOD.-The term 'min-
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1 imum holding period' mem with respet to a section

2 1891 propety-

8 "(A) in the case of the first holder thereof 10

4 years, or

5 "(B) in the cse of a subequent holder of such

6 property, 10 years or, if lower, the useful life of the

.7 section 1391 building constituting part of such prop-

s erty for purposes of section 167 but determined

9 without regard to section 1893.

10 "(9) QuALnmn UXePBWDITu 4.--The term 'qual-

11 ified expenditures' means, with respect to any taxable

12 year-

13 "(A) as to a taxpayer who, during the taxable

14 year, completed the construction or substantial reha.

15 bilitation of a setion 1891 building, pursuant to a

16 section 1391 certificate, the adjusted basis of the

17 section 1391 property of which such building con-

18 stitutes a part, at the time of the completion of such

19 construction or substantial rehabilitation, and

20 "(B) as to a taxpayer who prwhaeesasection

21 1391 property during the taxable year, as a subse-

22 quent holder thereof, the basis of such property at

23 the time of purchase.

24 "(10) FIMST ROLDIL-The term 'first holder'
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1 means with respect to any section 1391 huildiu, or me-

2 lion 1391 property, tie person to whoin a section 1:3511

3 certificate is ixmied uitlomrizing die (mIitJiutih or xuli-

4 stantial rehabilitation Of A M1ti11 1391 buiilding ais Int

5 of such property.

6 "(11) 8SUMI QUJrNT J1OLDxN-The ten 'luble-

7 quent holder' means, with respect to any section 1391

8 property, a person t) whom a section 1391 certificate

9 hs heWe imued with rspct to such property under xec-

10 tion 101 (b) of the Urlan Housing developmentt Act

11 of 1967, but only if-

12 "(A) such person acquires such property by

13 purchase (as defined in section 179 (d) (2)) from

14 a person who, at the thne of the purchase, was a first

15 holder or subsequent holder of the property,

16 "(B) the acquisition is made after the end of

17 the minimum holding period applicable to such prop-

18 erty in the hands of such first or subsequent holder.

19 4SEC. ML INVESTMENT CREDIT.

20 "(A) DXT)WRMINATION oP AMouNT.-

21 "(1) GENR AL RUL-The amount of the credit

22 allowed by section 41 for the taxable year with respeo

23 to any section 1391 property (as dcOned in subsection

24 1891 (3) ) shall be the following percentage of the qudi-
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I fled expenditures (as defined in subsection 1391 (7))

2 made by the taxpayer during the taxable year with

3 respect to such property:
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"(2) LImiTA .- Notwithstanding paragraph

5 (1), the credit allowed by section 41 for the taxable

6 year shall not exceed the taxpayer's liability for tax

7 for the taxable year.

8 "(3) LIABILITY Foj TAx.-For purposes of this

9 section, the liability for tax for the taxable year shall be

10 the tax imposed by this chapter for such year, reduced

11 by the sum of the credits allowable under-

"(A) section 33 (relating to foreign

credit),

"(B) section 35 (relating to partially tax-ex-

empt interest),

"(C) section 37 (relating to retirement in-

17 eome), and
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"(D) section 38 (relating to investment in cer-

2 tain depreciable property).

3 For purposes of this paragraph, any tax imposed for

4 the taxable year by section 531 (relating to accumu-

5 late earnings tax), section 541 (relating to personal

6 holding company tax), or section 1378 (relating to tax

7 on certain capital gains of subchapter 8 corporations),

8 and any additional tax imposed for the taxable year by

9 section 1351 (Z) (1) (relating to recoveries of foreign

10 expropriation losses), shall not be considered tax im-

11 posed by this chapter for such year.

12 "(b) CARRYBACK AND CABRYOV89 OF UNUMM

13 CUITs.-

14 "(1) ALLOWANCI OF CREDIT-If the amount of

15 the credit determined under subsection (a) (1) for any

16 taxable year exceeds the limitation provided by subsec-

17 tion (a) (2) for such taxable year (hereafter in this

18 subsection referred to as the 'unused credit year'), such

19 excess shall be-

20 "(A) a section 41 credit rryback to each of

21 the 3 taxable years preceding the unused credit

22 year, and

23 "(B) a section 41 credit aryover to each of

24 the 7 taxable years following the unused credit year,
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1 and shall be added to the amount allowable as a credit

2 by section 41 for such years, except that such excess

3 may be a carryback only to a taxable year ending after

4 the dito of the enactuact of die Urban Housing De-

r) velopment Act of 1967. The entire amount of the

6 ills.d credit for an lin-sed credit year sa be carried

7 to die earliest of the 10 taxable years to which (by

8 reason of stblaragraphs (A) and (B)), such credit

9 may be carried and then to each of the other 9 taxable

10 years to the extent that, because of the limitation con-

11 gained in paragraph (2), such unused credit may not be

12 added for a prior taxable year to which smeh unused

13 credit may be carried.

14 "(62) LifTJo.-The amount of the uuusd

15 credit which may be added under pargraph (1) for

16 any preceding or sueed taxable year dall not 6x-

17 ceed the amount by which the limitation provided by

18 s section (a) (2) for such taxable yeareceeds the

19 sum of-

20 "(A) the cei allowable under subecon

21 (a) (1) for such taxable year, and ,

22 "(B) the amounts which, by remn of this

23 subsection, are added to the amount allowable for

24 such taxable year and attributable to taxable years

25 preceding the unused credit year. .
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1 "(C) Suzcz-rwA S CoolUVoRzoS&.-n the case of

2 an electing small business corporation (as defined in section

3 1371)-

4 "(1) the qualified expenditures for each taxable

5 year shall be apportioned pro rata among the persons

6 who are shareholders of such corporation on the last day

7 of such taxable year, and

8 "(2) any person to whom any expenditures have

9 been apportioned under paragraph (1) shall be treated

10 (for purposes of this subchapter) as the taxpayer with

11 respect to such expenditures, and such expenditures shall

1_ not (by reason of such apportionment) lose their char-

13 acter as qualified expenditures.

14 "(d) E8TATE8 AND TRusTs.-In the case of an estate

15 or trust--

16 "(1) the qualified expenditures for any taxable year

17 shall be apportioned between the estate or trust and the

18 beneficiaries on the basis of the income of the estate or

19 trust allocable to each, and

20 "(2) any beneficiary to whom any expenditures

21 have been apportioned under paragraph (1) shall be

22 treated (for purposes of this subchapter) as the taxpayer

23 with respect to such expenditures, and such expenditures

24 shall not (by reason of such apportionment) lose their

2 character as qualified expenditures.
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1 "(e) CaRMUDRo
"() For the effect of a disposltion of sectloa U91 prop.

erty before the end of the minimum holding period appli.
cable to a certifed housing project, se section 135

'(2) For application of this subdapter to certain
acquiring corporations see section 381(c)(24).

2 "SZ 19L DEPRECIATION OF SECTION 151 BUILDINGS.

3 "(a) ELcn0ozr BY TAxFAYm.-If an election is made

4 under this subsection with respect to a section 1391 building

5 (as defined in subsection 1391 (2)) -

6 "(1) expenditures paid or accrued in the course of

7 the construction, or substantial rehabilitation of such

8 building, pursuant to a section 1391 certificate (as de-

9 fined in subsection 1391 (1)), for the demolition of

10 existing structures and for site improvement, which

11 would, apat from this subsection, be added to the tax-

12 payer's basis for the land, shall instead be added to the

13 taxpayer's basis for the section 1391 building;

14 "(2) the useful life of such section 1391 building,

15 for purposes of section 167 shall be the number of years

16 determined under subsection (b) ; and

17 "(3) for purposes of section 167, such building shall

18 be treated as having no salvage value.

19 An election under this subsection with respect to any prop-

20 erty shall be made at such time and in such manner as the

21 Secretary or his delegate prescribes by regulations. Any such
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1 election may he revoked only with the consent of the Sece

2 tary or his delegate.

3 "(b) USHFUL LIFH.-For purposes of subsection (a) -
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4 For purpow of applying this subsection, the useful life of a

5 section 1391 building apart from the application of the per-

6 eentages specified in this subsection shall not be deemed less

7 than the term, or remaining termn, o any mortgage on the

8 building insured under section 235 of the National Housing

9 At

10 "(e) METHiiOD w )EPIUwAIATION.-If an elCtion, i

11 made 0ider subsetionn (a) with respect to any .ection 1391

12 hnilding. the methods of depreciation sIecified in .tul,.wtiho

13 167 (e) mnay Iw used only if the taxpayer's equity invest-

14 ment pen'cottage is in excess of 50 percent.

15 "(d) LMrTATo.-Paragraph (1) (A) shall not

16 apply Io any section 1391 building if the useful life of such

17 building to the taxpayer for purposes of section 167 (deter-

18 mined without regard to this subsection) is 'less than 10

M-is 0--V ----.4
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1 years. Tho useful life of ally section 139I building shall not,

2 iy rvcasoi of all clections under tlis sublsection, ie less tiall

3 I10 years.

4 "(es) Unoas RI:vi:E:.xvE.-

"For the effect of any early disposition of a section 1391
building with respect to which an election Is made under
mubetion (a), - section.1395

5 "SEC. 139 RESTORATION OF BASIS.

6 (a) ELECTINx.-i-nder regulations precrild by the

7 Secretary or his delegate, if at holdr of at section 1391 prop-

8 erty (as defined in subsection 1.391 (3) ) holds such PiropKrty

9 for the ninxiintun holding period applicable thereto (a

10 declined in subsection 1391 (7)), and at the end of such

11 period certifies to the Secretary or his delegate that he will

12 continue to hold such property in conformity with the re-

13 quirenients of section 101 of the Urban Housing Develop-

14 ment Act of 1967, such holder shall, for purposes of this

15 chapter (except as provided in subsection (b)), be treated

16 its having sold and purchased such property, on the first day

17 after the end of such InaxinallUn holding period, for au amount

18 equiial to the sum of:

19 "(1) his equity investment in such property (ats

20 defined in subsection 1391 (5)) less the amount of any

21 credits allowed to such holder under section 41 with

22 respect to such property; and

2"(2) the unpaid principal amount of any mortgage
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1 i 3im.red mhidr action 235 of the National Jiousinig Act

2 to which u'h property im subject oil the dale of such

3 purchase.

4 "(b) TREATMENT AS SUBSEQUENT Ho ..- A tax-

Siyer who makes an election under subsection (n) hereof

6 slill be tremted as of the date of the purchase under such

7 election as a subsequent holder of the section 1391 property

8 for all purposes under this chapter, except that such taxpayer

9 shall not be entitled to ayV er(eit onl such piuhase uider

10 .section 1392.

11 "SEC. 1395. DISPOSITIONS BEFORE END OF MINIMUM

12 HOLDING PERIOD.

13 "(a) DIsPOsITIOWS OF SECTION 1391 PRorIrryT.-If

14 any section 1391 property (ai. defined in subisectioui 1391

15 (3) ) is disposd of before die end of the minimum holding

16 period applicable to such property (as defined in subsection

17 1391 (8) ) expe't in a dis i)sition subject to .wetiol 139f;

18 (c)-

19 " (1) in applying section 1250 (relating to gaill

20 from disposition of certain depreciable realty) to such

21 disposition-

22 "(A) the applicable percentage shall be 100

23 percent, and

24 "(B) the term 'additional depreciation' in sub-

25 section 12.50 (a) (1) (A) shall mean (in lieu of the
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1 meaning set forth in subsection 1250(b) (1)) the

2 depreciation adjustments with respect to such prop-

3 erty, to the extent they exceed the sum of-

4 "(i) the amount of the depreciation ad-

5 justments which would have resulted if such

6 adjustments had been determined for each tax-

7 able year, under the straight-line method of

8 depreciation, but without regard to section

9 1393, and

10 "(ii) any amounts eliminated from addi-

11 tional depreciation under paragraph (b) (5).

12 "(2) the tax under this chapter for the taxable year

13 in which the disposition occurs shall be increased by an

14 amount equal to the credits allowed under section 41 for

15 prior taxable years which are attributable to such prop-

16 erty, and any carrybacks and carryovers under section

17 1392 (b) shall be adjusted: Provided, That this para-

18 graph shall not apply to any disposition upon which gain

19 otherwise subject to section 1250(a) is not recognized

20 in whole or in part by virtue of any of the provisions of

21 section 1250 (c).

22 For purposes of this subsection, if the section 1391 certificate

23 (as defined in subsection 1391 (1)), issued with respect

24 to any section 1391 property, is terminated by the Scre-

25 tary of Housing and Urban Development under section 101
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1 (c) of the Urban Housing Development Act of 1967, or if

2 any property otherwise ceases to qualify as section 1391

3 property with respect to the taxpayer, such property shall

4 be treated as having been disposed of on the day on which

5 such termination becomes effective or such cessation occurs.

6 "(b) DISPOSITION OF STOCK.-

7 " (1) GENERAL RULE.-If stock in a section 1391

8 corporation (as defined in subsection 1391 (4)) is dis-

9 posed of before the end of the minimum holding period

10 applicable to any section 1391 property held by the

11 corporation issuing such stock, gain on such disposition

12 which is not subject to the provision of section 341 (a),

13 shall be considered as gain from the sale or exchange

14 of property which is not a capital asset, to the extent

15 of the amount determined under paragraph (2).

16 "(2) AMOUNT OF ORDINARY INOOm3-The

17 amount of gain subject to paragraph (1) shall be the

18 amount allocable to the stock sold (as determined by

19 the regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary or his

20 delegate), of the aggregate gain subject to section

21 1250 (a) that would have been realized by the section

22 1391 corporation, if at the time of such disposition of

23 stock, the corporation sold, at a price equal to its fair

24 market value, each section 1391 property (as defined in

25 subsection 1391 (3)) which it had not, at such time,
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1 held for its iuiiiiuimmi liolditig licriod. In applying pirui-

2 griph ( I) to it suilc or exeliuiige mider swelimi 302,

3 30u3, ..r:140. fill% guain subject lo sub~sectiou (it) realized

4 lby the section 1391 corporations ou such sale or ex.

5 tclia1i( sila-ll ti1i1 lg' i l~id'l tii- tlijoteiitiliI iIW4lli('

6 ofI thes iiiipiitui sithajeetf to seelioii 1 250. reered to

7 ill tlhe parecedinig s('It&'ie.

8 "4 (3f) 3i NOieTV .41 AItIIR)OLDIC8.-'uanagralh]i (I)

9 oIf this 5III)5tti(Il 8t1111l not ;apply if-

10 " (A) at no time dinring the 5 years preeil-

11 ing the side or exclimillge. file taxpayer oIwned di-

12 rettfly or intdireely over' 1) peelit of e'ithier the

13 commIonI stock or the voting %;toxk oif the seetioa 1 391

14CEIIol~oiti4IiI, 01.

15(11) it the time of the sale or exchage. the

I6 aggregate fair market vilue of the set*tionI 1391~

17 projaetiex held byv the section 1391 corporation, less

18 thic liabilities to) which such propiertieq fire subject or

19 which are i(1itlit'wise rela~ted tlii'eto, repIIW$4'ted ls

90tan 1( jperem'it of thle fair aarket vuuhue of such cor-

21 j)(JnitiobI1't' a5.wts less tile altilbtult of fill its liabilities.

2: (A) I'lltral (1I) Smafll not apply to it (155-

24 position ljn dentl or by gift.

2) "' (B1) Poraigraph (1) sluihl not apply to a sid1e
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1 or exchange of stock in complete liquidation of the

2 corporation under section 831.

3 "(0) If the basis of stock in a section 1391

4 corporation in the hands of a transferee is deter-

5 mined by reference to its basis in the hands of the

6 tranferor thereof in a disposition otherwise subject

,/ to paragraph (1), by reason of the applicationof

8 section 382, 351, 861, 871 (a), 721, or 731, the

9 amount of gain taken into account by the transferor

10 on such disposition under paragraph (1) of this

1 subsection shall not exceed the amount of gain ree-

2 ognized on the disposition, determined without ref-

13 erence to this section.

14 "(5) ,LIMINATION FROM ADDITONAL DEPBBCI&

15 TIo.-The amount of gain recognized under paragraph

16 (1) on a ale or change of stock in a section 1391

17 orporation shal, s of th. date of such sale or exchange,

18 be eliminated from the additionaldepreciation as to the

19 seton 1391 properties held by such corporation under

20 subparagraph 1891 (a) (1) (B) (ii).

21 OSC 1W NONRW IGNITION OF GAIN ON CERTAIN DISl

22 POSITIONS OF SECTION 1UKf PROPERTY.

23 "(a) NorNMcooIUoZ OF OMAl.-Upon a sale or ex-

24 change of section 1391 property (as defined in subsection
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1 1391 (3)), gain shall not be recognized to the extent set

2 forth in subsection (b), (c) or (e).

8 "(b) QUAUY'E IXVBaTMNT.-

4"(1) as maA ,iuz.-If section 1891 property

5 is sold or exchaned at any time after the end of the

6 minimum holding period applicable to ouch property (as

7 defined in subsection 1391 (8)), no gain shall be reog-

8 nized if, within 1 year after the date of such sale or

9 exchange, or within such longer period of time as may

10 be authorized by the Seretary or his delegate, upon an

11 application of the taxpayer showing reasonable grounds

12 for an extension, the taxpayer makes a qualified reinvest-

13 ment (as defined in paragraph (2)) of an amount not

14 less than:

15 "(A) the amount realized on such sale or ex-

16 change, over

17 "(B) the amount of any mo on such

is property insured under section 236 d the Naional

19 Housing Act (as of the date of such ale or ex-

20 change).

S"(2) AmousT or quAwrmF xuJNvXwT.--

2 For purpose of this subsectio a qualified reinvestment

23 shall mean:

"(A) an expenditure paid or accrued by the

taxpayer which will constitute purt of a qualified j
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1 expenditure (as defined in subsection 1391 (9)), or

23 "(B) any other expenditure paid or awcred by

3 the taxpayer for the construction or substantial re-

4 habiliation of housing, the rental levels of which

5 insure that they will be suitable for ooUpancy by

o low-income or lower middle income families or mdi-

7viduak The typo of expenditums which shall con-

8 stitute qualified reinvestment under subparagraph

9 be specifiedinre ons to beprescribed

10 by the ecretay Ho gad Develop.

11 MU

12 "()(Duaws NTO BM0

19 "d Ji~~O{ EenD o1 M M Hown-

21 "(1)} Omzaw IuJL I- section 1891 property is

2 sold or edaaged at any time after the end of the mai

23 mum holding peiod applicable to sch property (a

S defined in subsection 1391 (7)) and subse ion (b) or
25 (c) do notapplytou sale orexhange, then the gain
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1 to be recognized on such sale or exchange shall not ex-

2 oeed an amount determined under paragraph (2).

3 "(2) AMOUNT O ORDINARY NCOM.-The

4 amount of gain to be recognized in a sale or exchange

5 described in paragraph (1) shall not be greater than

6 the excess of:

7 "(A) the amount realized on such sale or ex-

8 change, over

9 "(B) the amount of any mortgage on such

10 property insured under section 235 of the National

11 Housing Act, as of the date of such sale or exchange.

12 "(e) COAR-CTRIMZATION OF GANr.-If section 1391

13 property is sold or exchanged after the expiration of the

14 minimum holding period applicable to such property, any

15 gain realized on such sale or exchange shall be treated as

16 gain on the sale or exchange of property described in sub-

17 section 1231 (b)."

18 TBCINICAL, CONFORMING0 AND CLERICAL AMBNDMBNTS

19 Sac. 302. (a) The table of subchapter, for chapter 1

20 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is amended by adding

21 at the end thereof the klowing new item:

Svc Am U. Tax treatment of certain housing jpmecs in urban
poverty areas"
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(b) The table of sections for subpart A of part IV of

subchapter A of chapter 1 of such Code is amended by

inserting the following:

".9e. 41. Investment in certain housing projects in urban
poverty areas."

(c) S e.tion 167 (j) of such Code is amended to read

as follows:

"(j) n~O~s REFERENCFS.-

"(1) For additional rules applicable to depreciation of
improvements in the case of mines, oil and gas wells,
other natural deposits, and timber, se section 611.

"(2) For additional rules applicable to depreciation of
section 1391 property, we section 13W."

(d) Section 381 (e) of such Code is amended by adding

at the end thereof the following new peragrph:

"(24) CREDIT UlNDRS SECTION 41 FOR INVEST-

MENT IN CERTAIN HTOUSINO PROJECTS IN URBAN

POV=TY ARJL&-The acquiring corporation shall take

into account (to the extent proper to carry out the pur-

poses of this section and section 41, and under such regu-

lations as may be prescribed by the Secretay or his

delegate) the items required to be taken into account for

purposes of section 41 in respect to the distributor or

tranderor eorpomtion."
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I (e) Section 1250 of such Code is amended by adding

2 t die end thereof the following new subsection:

3 "(i) (ERTI"IWA) HOUSINO PICOJET.-For special rues

4 for applying this section in the case of real property coin-

5 prising .Mtion 1391 property, see section 1395."

6 (f) Sub.ction 1250 (d) is amended by adding at the

7 end thereof the following new paragraph:

8 "(9) TRANSI'ER TO iOME MANAGEMENT CORI"

9 P.ATION.-SUbseCtion (a) shall not apply to a disposition

10 of section 1391 property (as defined in subsection 1391

11 (3)) which is subject to subsection 1396(c) ."

12 (g) Section 1371 of such Code is amended by adding

13 at the end thereof the following new subsection:

14 "(e) OOBzATE SHABHOLDBB.-.Subparagraph (a)

15 (2) of this section shal not apply to a corporation during

16 any taxable year in which over 90 percent of its gross re-

17 ceipts constitute rental or other income realized in the opera-

18 tion of section 1391 property ad/or the proceeds of sales

19 or exchanges of such property."

20 (h) Section 1372 (e) (5) of such Code is amended by

21 iering after "rents" the following: "(other than rents

22 from section 1391 property) ".

23 (i) The table of setions for subehapter 8 of chapter 1
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I of such Code is amended by adding at the end thereof the

2 following new item:

"See. 1379. I,,debledurm to shareholders of renall busiuw
owporatio holdisic motion 1891 property."

3 wuonB DATB

4 So. 303. The amendments -iide by this tide shall

5 apply to taxable years ending after the date of the enactment

6 of this Act.
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(Press release, Committee on Finance, United States Senate, Aug. 11, 19671

RusSeu B. L*No ('D. LA.), CHAIRMAN, COMMTEE ON FINANCM, ANNOUNCu
HEAINGS ON TAz IwcuzTvs To EzboouAoE HOUsuNO CoNsTiwroN zN Pov-
ErrY AeAs

Chairman Russell B. Long today announced that the Committee on Finance
would hold three days of hearings on legislation to encourage and assist private
enterprise to provide adequate housing In urban poverty areas. The Chairman
stated that spokesmen from the Treasury Department and from the Department
of Housing and Urban Development would be lead-off witnesses.

The Hearing would begin at 10 a.m., on Thursday, September 14 and would
continue through Saturday, September 16, In Room 2221, New Senate Office Bldg.

Legislation presently before the Committee on Finance dealing with this
subject Is embodied In 8. 2100, Introduced by Senators Smathers, Riblcoff, Ken-
nedy (NY) and Pearson. Anong the Federal tax incentives included in this bill
are (1) tax credits ranging from 2% to 22% of the expenditures Involved,
depending upon the proportion of the owners equity In the building to the debt
Involved; (2) accelerated depreciation based on shorter useful lives for the
building where the owner has a substantial equity: and ($) an allowance for
amortisation of the costs incurred in demolishing existing structures to make
way for the new housing.

In addition to these Federal tax benefits, 5. 2100 would authorize Federal
grants to cities (a) in the nature of reimbursements for a portion of revenues
lost to the city because of tax benefits it may grant with respect to such housings,
and (b) to match State contributions to the city for the same purpose.

Persons desiring to be heard on this important matter should submit requests
to Tom Vail, Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance, not later than Friday, Sep-
tember & In order to facilitate the hearing, those with smilar interests should
designate a single spokesman to present their testimony. As soon as the hearing
schedule is tixed, witnesses will be advised of their time of appearance, and a
full witness list will be announced.

Witnesses who are scheduled to appear are urged to make their statements
as brief as possible to conserve the time of the Committee. In order to further
conserve time, the Committee will be pleased to receive from any interested
person a written statement for inclusion in the printed record of the hearings
in lieu of a personal appearance. These statements will be given the same full
consideration as though they had been delivered orally. Chairman Long urged
that those persons who desire to contribute written statements to submit them
to Tom Vail, Chief Counsel, no later than Saturday, September 18.

All statements should include a summary sheet and subject heading and
should be submitted to the Committee the day before the witness is to testify.

The CHAanMAN. One of the sponsors, along with Senator Kennedy,
is the ranking member of this committee, Senator Smathers. He might
want to say a word or two about the bill as we open hearings on it.

Senator SXATHJ.& First, I would like to thank the chairman for
his willingness to call the committee together to hear what I think
is a very significant and important proposal in a field which we need
to give more attention and more action if we are to bring about better
conditions in our Nation's cities.

I hope we will have as many Senators as possible to hear the re-
marks of the author of the bill, Senator Kennedy, and those who are
sponsorng it with him-the Senator from Kansas, the Senator from
Connecticut and others.

As I say, I think it is a monumentally important piece of legislation.
If the sickening living conditions of the ghetto dweller were in part

responsible for the strife of the summer of 1967, and if we do not want
to see this strife repeated, with its wanton destruction and looting,
then we must do something to rid the cities of their intolerable living
conditions.



The problem of inadequate housing for the poor has Iong been with
us. Unfortunately, not enough has been done about it. The Federal
Government 30 years ago acted to provide public housing for low-
income groups. Yet over those 30 years only 639,000 public housing
units have been completed and four-fifths of these were built in com-
munities that cannot be classified as poverty-stricken urban centers.

The remedy to poor housing through direct Government assistance
has been tried and it has been found wanting. As yet, a workable
alternative to public housing for low-income groups has not been
found.

Private developers have not wished to engage in low-income hous-
ing construction because there has been little, if any, profit in it. Quite
naturally, the American businessman expects the mxum profit-
at least a fair profit-from his investments Unfortunately, by itself,
building private housing for the poor offers no such profit.

S. 2100 attempts to make investments in low-income housing more
attractive to the businessman than it is today. It would do this by
making construction loans available under terms which cannot be
matched today.

To a builder willing to build multiple, low-income dwelling units
in urban areas, 50-year mortgages would be available at an interest
cost of 2 percent, with the Cvernment subsidizing the approximate
2-percent interest difference between the 4-percent rate at which the
Government would borrow to obtain the mortgage funds and the
2-percent rate at which the mortgage money would be lent to the
builder.

While the low-interest mortgage money is a genuine incentive to a
builder, the incentive in S. 2100 that would really make the program
attractive to the businessman are the tax benefits which are intended
to encourage greater participation by the businessman in this low-
income urban housing investment.

Since this is the tax-writing committee in the Senate, it is appro-
priate that the bill be before us and that we discuss its tax provisions.
The principal tax incentives provided by the bill to developers of low-
income urban housing are, first, the tax credits, and second, the reduced
depreciable life of these properties.

The bill before us provides as a. credit against the income tax of an
individual or corporation investing in low-income, urban housing a
percentage of the investment. The credit which the taxpayer can take
rises with the taxpayer's equity investment in the project.

Thus, a credit against income tax of 8 percent of the investment is
available to the person who has a minimiun 20-percent equity in the
cost of the housing; but the credit can be as high as 80 percent for the
person who pays te entire project cost.

Second, the useful lives of the low-income urban housing to be con.
strutted under this bill are reduced for depreciation purposes. Thus,
the cost of the project can be deducted in large amounts over fewer
years than is ordinarily possible, providing the taxpayer with a larger
reduction in taxable income in thoseyears of depreciation.

In 5. 2100, depreciation on a building with & normal useful life of
50 years may be taken over a period of 20 years by an investor who
puts up 2o0 percent of the cost of construction. The period of deprecia-
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tion is reduced to 7 years for the investor whose equity capital pays
the entire cost of the urban housing construction.

The basis upon which depreciation is taken is to include site im-
provement and demolition costs. And for purposes of depreciation,
the buildig is to be treated as having no salvage value, permitting
depreciation of the entire cost of the bulldig.

There are additional tax provisions in the proposal before us today
which will be developed as the hearing proceeds

As a coauthor of S. 2100, I believe it offers the right kind of incen-
tives in the right amounts. I believe it offers a responsible solution to
the housing needs of the poor that direct Government intervention
has been unable to provide despite 30 years of trial.

This hearing gives us an opportuniLy to view the housing needs of
the poor in perspective and to weigh the features of S. 2100 against
those needs. I am confident the bill will withstand the test of analysis

Our first witness this morning is the Honorable Robert F. Kenned
Senator from the State of New'York, and principal author of the bill
before us.

Senator Kennedy, we are delighted that you can be with us. Would
you please take the stand and begin your statement I

Senator CARoLN. Mr. Chairman, before the distinguished Senator
prceeds, may I state that at 11 o'clock this morning we have the

irstmeeting of the conferees on the foreign aid bill. We will meet in
the Senate committee room. When I walk out, I hope the dist .ed
Senator will understand I am going to a committee meeting. It is the
first meeting for the conference between the House and Senate.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT F. KENNEDY, A U.& SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Senator Kixmow. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement from the
junior Senator from Kansas who had expected to testify before the
committee. He left his statement with me. He asks that it be placed
in the record.

Pnator Pearson's statement appears at p. 114.)
eCHAmMAN. During these hearings, Senator Kennedy, I may

have to go to the floor. I hope you will pardon me if I do. I hope to
hear your statement. If so, I will leave you in the sympathetic hands
of Senator Smathers.

Senator Kimwr. I would like to be in your sympathetic hands
as welL I would also like to express my appreciation to the chairman
and to the members of the committee for calling this hearing, and
hearing testimony today, Friday, and Saturday.

I very much appreciate the opportunity to testify before this com-
mittee on S. 2100. In the course of your work on the Internal Revenue
Code, you have dealt with literally hundreds of widely varying ques-
tions of social policy. You have decided that tax incentives were ap-
propriate and necessary to encourage such diverse activities as the con-
struction of grain facilities, the purchase of heavy machinery, the de-
velopment of rural farmlands, and the growth of Puerto Rico.

S. 2100 would have this committee make a similar decision Lbout low-
income housing-a decision which the committee's experience has justly



qualified it to make, for the committee's work on social security and
welfare has brought it in direct contact with the problem of the poor.

Moreover, it has considered housing and other construction problems
several times within recent years. For exam pe, its decision to grant
accelerated depreciation for construction has helped maintain a boom-
ing investment market for office buildings and high- and middle-income
housing units.

Now this committee has an opportunity to enlarge that market.
S. 2100 would stimulate investment in low-income housing within the
poverty areas of our major cities. Its companion, S. 2088, would en-
courage industrial development in the same areas.

This has been the fourth summer of widespread and serious civil
disorder in the great urban centers of our country. It is the fourth sum-
nier in which the frustration and anger born out of poverty and nur-
tured on lack of opportunity have shattered the peace and tranquillity
of our society. And in this fourth summer, we have seen the most
serious upheavals, the most widespread looting, and the most vicious
and senseless acts of violence.

Today, the easy temptation-the tendency of all too many-is to
think that force and troops, firearms, and tear gas are the answer to
strife between Americans. For too many, the simple course of order-
ing obedience to law and of prohibiting riots is the solution to the
crisis of our cities.

But force and violence and prohibitive decrees cannot and must not
be our only responses to the tragic problems before us. Punishment is
not prevention; denunciation will not provide opportunity. If we are
not again to reap violence and disorder-if we are to overcome the
demagogs who preach hate and destruction-then we must renew our
efforts to end the grinding poverty that breeds first fury and frustra-
tion-and then riots and recrimination.

We must bring light to this dark world which the poor now inhabit.
For the child, for the unemployed young men. for all those who live
in the urban ghetto, we must make life something more than continu.
ing frustration and degradation.

It is no longer enough to point to a landmark Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act when we know that seven out of 10 children
ini poverty areas will not graduate from high school-and that if they
do, there is no better than an even chance that they will have acquired
the equivalent of an eighth grade education.

It will not suffice to point to the achievements of medicare and medi-
caid when we know that in our urban ghettos infant mortality rates
are twice the national average, and mental retardation is seven times
the community average.

We can take little pride in 30 years of low-income housing programs
when our statistics show that 43 percent of all housing ii the inner
city is substandard, unhealthly, and dilapidated.

Most important, we cannot rest on a record which lists the Man-
power Development and Training Act, the Area Redevelopment Act,
the Economic Development Act, and the Economic Opportunity Act
when we know that unemployment remains the curse of the poor. there
can be little sense of accomplishment when we realize that in a typical
big-city poverty area, only about 45 percent of the adult men have
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full-time employment which pays more than $60 a week. A bare ma-
jority of these men have full-time work at any rate of pay. Less than
three out of five have any work at all. The fact is that the people of
the ghetto live today with an unemployment rate far worse than the
rest of the Nation knew during the great depression.

The time has come when we must begin a meaningful dialog between
the two Americas-a dialog between honest men which will inevitably
reveal the misery and degradation of the one and liberate the funda-
mental decency of the other. This dialog will require more than words
and more than sentiments of brotherhood. We must demonstrate good
faith with swift and forceful action.

But if these efforts are to be meaningful, if they are to have signifi-
cance, then they can no longer be limited programs which are run by
the Federal Government and financed by direct. appropriations, pro-
grams which are run out of Washington and implemented by Gcv-
ernment agencies. For even the strongest advocates of increased Fed-
eral efforts in education, health, and housing-and I number myself in
these ranks-must admit that they are not enough.

To rely exclusively, even primarily, on Government efforts is to
ignore private enterprise, the shaping force in American life and
politics. Private industry has built our cities and industries, it has
created jobs for over 60 million Americans now at work. But it has not
yet rebuilt the centers of poverty, nor put their people to work, for
there has been no adequate inducement to do so.

Now we must find the right mechanism for involving private enter-
prise in this great remaining task. We must find the key to unlocking
the initiative and resources of the private sector-the key to making it
profitable for investors to put their funds to work in this Nation's
poverty areas.

The bill S. 2100 that Senator Smathers and I introduced in which
we were joined by Senators Pearson and Ribicoff, provides such a
mechanism. It is designed to encourage a partnership of private enter-
prise and Government in one area of need-in the swift and efficient
production of low-income housing. It establishes a new approach to
owering the cost of housing, white providing reasonable and compet-
itive profits on investment-primarily through a system of tax
incentives.

Before turning to a description of S. 2100's provisions, let me stress
that this bill-and its companion measure S. 2088-offers only one type
of mechanism for permitting private enterprise to attack the problems
of our urban ghettos. Certainly there are other ways-some of which
may be equally as effective--for achieving the objective we seek.

But the hour is late for our urban centers; the time for extended
studies and drawn-out hearings has passed. As Prof. George Sternlieb
has written:

The gap between the norm and the typical living conditions of poor urbanites
is perhaps wider today than it was 20 years ago.

In my judgment, unless some other cohesive and workable proposal
appears more feasible, we should utilize the tax incentive approach
which is incorporated in these measures. For in the field of housing, S.
2100 offers an infinitely expandable mechanism, with minimal costs,
to create the low-income dwelling units so badly needed in the major
cities of this Nation.
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This bill has 11 basic features. I have also developed a number of
amendments to it since it was introduced, and I will describe many of
those as well.

First, the bill encompasses not only the building of new units, but
encourages the rehabilitation of existing structures.

Second, cities will have primary control over their programs. Satis-
factory consultation must be had with city officials-as well as local
residents-before a certificate can be obtained from the Department
of Housing and Urban Development. Under this procedure, the city
can determine the order and pace of reconstruction for its poverty
areas, and deal with resettlement in an orderly fashion.

Third, the benefits of the bill are limited to the construction of low-
income housing within urban poverty areas, demarcated on maps pre-
pared by the Bureau of the Census for the Office of EconomicOpportunityfourth, the bill establishes a new Low-Income Housing Adminis

tration within the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
Assignment of this program to the Federal Housing Administration
would be neither appropriate nor effective. FHA's primary interest
is in the construction of single-family homes for middle-inc*o.me fam-
ilies. But the presonnel and procedures developed to deal with the sub.
urbs are not well suited to the rapid processing of applications for the
construction of multiple-dwelling units for low-income families.

Fifth, an applicant receiving local approval and certification from
HUD can obtain mortgage insurance for a loan of up to 80 percent of
the project's cost, to be amortized over a period of 50 years at a 2 per-
cent rate of interest. In return for receiving the low-interest loan and
other benefits, the applicant must agree to meet basic standards of
design, construction, and maintenance, and to build or rehabilitate at
least 100 units whose rentals will be determined by the DepartmeW
of Housing and Urban Development.

The investing entity must also agree to accept a direct base return
on its equity of approximately 3 percent. Finally, it must rent to low-
income persons, and continue as owner of the project for a minimwn
period of 10 years.

Sixth, in order to induce groups of individuals and corporations
to pool their resources for the rebuilding of urban poverty areas, the
bill amends subchapter S of the Internal Revenue Code. Under the
amendments, corporations having individual or corporate shareholders
can be formed to construct low-income housing projects and treat the
income thus derived as though they were partnerships. These corpora-
tions can then pass the rental income received and the tax losses through
to their shareholders without an intervening corporate income tax.

Seventh, the bill provides for adequate payments to aid the resettle-
ment of all those persons or businesses foied to move due to the con-
struction or rehabilitation of low-income housing.

Eighth, the bill creates a Home Management Fund and provides
for the formation of home management corporations. The Fund, with
an initial appropriation of $5 billion, will supply financial assistance
and expertise for organizing the buildings' tenants into management
corporations. These bodies will then worit with the projects' owners,
performing management and maintenance functions within the build-
ings for appropriate fees.



It is expected that the role of the management corporation in the
project itself will grow from maintenance assistance to ownership. The
bill therefore, provides inducements for the owner to sell the building
to his tenants. Thus, the management corporations can provide a
gradual transition from ordinary renting to cooperative or (ondorain-
irn ownership, avoiding at the outset tIe com pex and difficult legal
and financial problems of ownership of multiple dwellings.

Ninth, the bill provides for the estaiblishnent of a property tax abate-
ment fund whose ultimate effect will be to lower tenant rentals in
projects built under this program.

Tenth, the bill establishes an integrated system of tax and other
incentives designed to encourage individuals and corporations to in-
vest in the construction of certified low-income housing projects. The
initial owner of the project would receive a tax credit scaled to his
equity investment, front a 3-percent credit for an investment of 20
percent to what I now propose should be a 30-percent credit against a
100-percent equity investment. The credit is taken on the entire cost
of the project.

The initial owner is also afforded accelerated depreciation on a slid-
ing scale depending on the amount of his equity investment. With a 20-
percent equity investment, the owner can depreciate the project over a
period of 20 years. With a 100-percent equity investment, the progres-
sive scale that I am now proposing would permit a 7-year depreciation
period.

Included within the depreciable base--not capitalized as land costs--
are all demolition and site improvement costs. In depreciating the
project, the initial owner need not make an allowance for the project's
salvage Value.

The initial owner is assigned a minimum and a maximum require
holding period. The minimum period for all initial owners is equal to
10 years or the assigned depreciation period, whichever is less, and a
sale before the end of that period--except to a home management cor-
poration-leads to a return of all tax benefits to the Government.

A sale to the tenants is completely tax free if it is made after the
owner has held the project for at least 2 years. If the sale to a private
buyer occurs after the minimum period, the owner can either pay a
limited capital gains tax on his profits, or reinvest the cash proeds-
free of tax-in another low-income housing project. In other words,
Mr. Chairman, the bill aims at forcing the owner to hold the project
for at least 7 to 10 years, which gives some stability to the project. The
only exception is if he sells to the tenants' council--the people that live
in the building, and they take over the ownership. He can make this
sale after 2 years and if he does lie pays no capital gains tax.

The point is that it gives stability if he holds it himself; but if lie
disposes of it he has to dispose of it to the people who live in the project
so that they then come the owners of their own housing, which we
think is very advisable and very helpful. It is a way to go into home-
ownership and go into it in a careful way that really makes some
sense.

If the sale to the private buyer occurs after the minimum period, the
owner can either pay a limited capital gains tax on his profits or re-
invest the cash proceeds, free of tax, in the construction or rehabilita-



tion of another low-income housing project. In other words, if he slls
to the tenants, ho pays no capital gains tax, or if he uses the money he
gains from the sale of the project and reinvests it back in the ghetto or
in this low-income area, he doesn't have to pay a tax.

Again. it is an incentive to reinvest the money and to have the money
build on itself, so that there are additional buildings coustructed.
Tl', t is the point of allowing the forgiveness.

Senator Cuirris. May I ask a brief question f
On the reinvestuinent, does it have to be in new construction I
Senatr Kiwzxxw. No; either rehabilitation or new construction.
Senator Cuirris. How about existing structures I
Senator KENwUr. Yes; in the area. As long as he invests in a low-

ine(one area and will rebuild the housing, that is all that is necessary.
If he builds more low-income housing, then no taxable gain is rec-

ognized on any of t le reinvested sale proceeds-just as an individual
taxpayer who sells his house to buy another need not recognize any
gain on the sale of his first house.

If he does not reinvest the proceeds, he pays a capital gains tax only
on.a portion of his profit. In effect, the builder is relieved of capital
gains payments on the difference between his proceeds and the re-
maining mortgage, which is calculated as if he has an initial mortgage
of 80 percent of the total cost.

The maximum required holding period is also scaled to benefit the
high-equity investor. The maximum required holding period is equal
to the useful life of the project for depreciation purposes--approxi.
inately 20 years for the owner with '20 percent in equity; 7 years for
the 100 percent equity investor.

I think you are familiar with the fact that lie has to invest at least
20 x,.rcent, but he can invest. up to 100 percent. The depreciation pe-
riod if he invests only the 20 percent is 20 years, and if he invests the
whole 100 percent he has a depreciation period of only 7 years.

So there is a substantial tax advantage for him to put additional
equity in the investmenLt. The latter figure is new. We used to have, as
you remember, 10 years and we havelowered it to 7 years. It is pro-
vided in one of the amendments I have developed.

If at the end of the maximum required holding; period an owner
decides to continue operating the building, he is given a restored basis
and permitted to redepreciate the building as if he had purchased it
from himself but at a constantly decilining price. In most cases, stabil-
ity of ownership is desirable and this bill takes the relevant steps to
encourage that stability.

All subsequent buyers-other than the tenants' home management
corporation-are granted credits and accelerated depreciation peri
ods. They are also assigned maximum and minimum required holding
periods.

Finally, an insurance fund with an initial appropriation of $10
million is established. The fund, while charging a reasonable premium
from all participating owners7 guarantees that if in any year the di-
rect return on an investment in a pro ject falls from the permitted 3
percent below zero percent, there will be a reimbursement for cash

In the 2 months that have passed since this bill and its companion
measure to encourage the construction of industrial and commercial
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facilities were introduced, I have solicited the views of mayors, busi-
nessmen, and community leaders. I have received comments and rec-
ommendations from hundreds of interested Americans. And, of
course, these bills have had the benefit of careful and painstaking scru-
tiny from many competent men iwthin various departments and agen-
cies which comprise our Federal Government. From these analyses, I
have compiled a list of the most substantial suggestions and criticisms.
All have been weighed carefully. Some have been adopted and I am
now prepared to offer them as amendments. The remainder I have
attempted to answer to my own satisfaction and I hope to the satisfac-
tion of this committee.

Some of the witnesses who will appear before this committee have
some very useful suggestions. I have not had time to incorporate them.
Mr. Rouse, for instance, who is going to testify today, has some con-
cern about some aspects of the bill, and I think these are very legiti-
mate concerns. He has some suggestions.

Mr. Ford, who is going to submit a statement to the committee, also
has some suggestions which he thinks will make the bill more attrac-
tive and more effective. I think some of his ideas also make some sense.
I haven't incorporated all of them. I am not opposed to some of them.
I would hope that they would be considered by the committee because
I think many of them improve the bill and improve its companion
measure.

Let me turn now to those suggestions which concern the Urban
Housing Development Act, since that is the proposal which is before
the committee today.

First it is argued that the housing units which will be produced
under this bill will bear rental charges that are too high to justify the
incentives granted.

In my testimony before the Banking and Currency Committee a
few weeks ago, I referred to a range of $73 to $99 a month as typical
rents for units built under this proposal

It is contended that these rents are too high for most of those who
live in our urban poverty areas. But let us remember that they are
from $25 to $50 a month less costly than the rents charged for com-
parable units similar in size and construction cost built under the ma-
jor program that we now have for moderate-income housing--221

d3'other words, I don't think this program is perfect,. but I think
these are provisions that are much better than any provisions that are
presently on the books. I think that fact should be considered in any
criticism that might be made that this bill is not applicable, or that
these rents cannot be paid by every person who lives in the ghetto
area.

Moreover, the rents which I mentioned when I introduced this bill
are not statutorily fixed charges. When I cited these possible rentals
I was relating them to housing units costing anywhere from $10,000
to $15,000 to construct and carrying monthly maintenance costs of
from $40 to $50.

It is clear that in some large cities, dwelling units can be successfully
rehabilitated for only $6,500 or $7,500; in these and in other cities,
maintenance charges may be only $20 or $25 a month. Under these



circumstances, housing units may rent not for $70 or $80 but for only
$45 to $50 a month.

Finally, as Secretary Weaver and many other urban scholars have
told this Congress tine and again, hundreds of thousands of urban
poverty area residents are currently paying rentals of $100 and $110
a month for tiny dilapidated and eteriorating housing units. These
are the millions of Americans who cannot qualify for public housing,
but who earn too little to compete for decent living facilities on the
open market.

It is these people who must now be aided in their efforts to obtain
safe clean, well-constructed housing, in which they and their children
can live comfortably with a sense pride and self-respect:

These people can benefit from S. 2100. They deserve assistance from
Congress in their endeavors to find the "adequate shelter" which has
been promised them for over three decades but which has been so long
in coming.

Second, it is argued that the price which the taxpayers must pay to
get private enterrise to build low-rent housing units under this
program istoohigh.

Moreover, it is contended that the existing 221 (d) (3) below market
interest rate and rent supplement programs offer sufficiently high rates
of return to interest private investors in the housing business.

After doing careful comparative cost analyses, which I shall submit
to this committee with my testimony, I have reached the conclusion,
and I think it will be supported by other testimony before this com-
mittee, that it would be far less expensive to produce low-rent dwelling
units under S. 2100 than under a 221(d) (3) program even with an
added rent supplement.

The cost to the taxpayer of a typical housing project built through
2-percent financing over 50 years under a coordinlted system of tax
incentives may be anywhere from $300,000 to over $1 million less
during its lifetime than a comparable project built under existing
programs. That would include a combined 221 (d) (3) below market
interest rate-rent mpplement project.

Moreover yields to the investor will be on the average of 5 to 10
percent higher under this bill than under 221(d) (3) with an added
rent supplement. Consequently it will attract many of the investors
who have traditionally avoided low-income Federal housing programs.

Finally, this bill does not have the disadvantages that would be
involved in a large-scale extension of rent supplements. For this pro-
posal is not a welfare approach: it avoids requiring low- and moderate-
income people to rely on receiving Government help every month.

It avoids requiring the poor to live in housing units they cannot
afford.

It avoids requiring landlords to rely on a monthly Government
subsid .

AndYit avoids forcing the Federal Government into a complicated
and burdensome process of matching tenants and landlords.

Rather, S. 2100 is an effort to reduce rents to levels which the poor
can afford to pay. At the same time it offers substantial profits to in-
vestors through a mechanism traditional in the real estate business-a
mechanism which permits the investor, not the Federal Government,
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to estimate yields and tax savings and to determine whether the invest-
ment is sound.

No new bureaucracy need be set up at the Yederal level; no major
new appropriations must be obtained from the Congress; no new forms
and records zvist be submitted by private investors.

The progmua is virtually self-regulating once it has been put into
effect. It is simple; it is clear; and it is understandable to all those who
will participate in it.

Third, it is argued that inducing private enterprise to invest. in
urban poverty areas is not an appropriate u.e of the Internal Revenue
Code. It is said that if this soci purpose is sought through the mech-
anism of -tax incentives, the code will be opened up to other exceptions
until its primary function, raising revenue, is dissipated.

In general, I have sup rted the proposition that the Internal Reve-
nue Code should strive lor a uniform tax base and not offer a number
of exceptions and tax-saving gimmicks. Preferential tax incentives
should not be lightly given.

Nevertheless,1 think we all must admit that from its inception, the
code has been employed to attain worthwhile, and in sonie cases, not
so worthwhile ends.

Now, in 1967, it is no simple matter to determine whether the code
should be used for a new nonrevenue raising purpose Nevertheless,
there are some criteria that can help decide whether any particular
suggested departure from a uniform tax base is justified.

Does it, as President Kennedy asked when lie submitted the original
investment credit proposal, "promote desirable social or economic ob-
jectives of overriding importance"?

Does it in fact compensate investors for additional risks and burdens
rather than create a special privileged groupI

Is it the simplestfmost efficient means for attaining the desired goal
In my judgment, tax incentives to induce housing construction, and

industrial development as well, in urban poverty areas meet all of
these criteria. Certainly they will promote "a desirable objective of
overriding importance', the rebuilding of our urban ghettoes and
the employment of our most disadvantaged citizens.

They are also fair. They insure nothing more than a reasonable
rate of return to those who face the higher costs and increased security
problems of investing in our urban slums; they do nothing more than
compensate for greater than normal risks and greater than normal
expenditures of time, effort, and resources.

Moreover, tax incentives are the most simple and efficient system
for encouraging businessmen to begin the necessary task of restoring
our urban centers--a task they are understandably uneasy about
undertaking.

Such incentives can be introduced without establishing new bureau-
cratic and administrative procedures. They are understandable and
acceptable to businessmen without being too costly. And they offer
the certainty which investors need if they are to make new and risk-
filled investments within our urban ghettoes.

Fourth, it is argued that even if all the incentives propd by these
bills are needed, they should not be granted in a prefixed package.
Rather, they should be parceled out in different combinations and
degrees to different investors.
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In my judgment, this suggestion ignores not only the urgency and
extent of our urban crisis, but the realities of business life and busi-
ness attitudes about the Federal bureaucracy. Action-results--are
needed now. We simply cannot take the time that would be involved
in dealing with each investor as an individual and specific catse.

We do not have the time to match every need with differing incen-
tives. Our urban problems are too massive to be met by a narrow,
circumscribed program. Unemployment rates of up to 40 percent and
housing shortages in the millions will not be solved by a cumbersome
process which carefully tailors its subsidies to satisfy each applicant's
individual situation.

Moreover, our business leaders have never shown great interest in
any program which necessitates constant conferences with, and obser-
vation by, Federal officials. They are far more attracted by a broad
program which carefully lays out the rules of the game but not every
specific play by the participants.

Fifth, it is argued that by building in the ghetto, we lock its resi-
dents in and turn our backs on the goal of integration. But open occu-
pancy is not inconsistent with ghetto rehabilitation. For open occu-
pancy laws are not enough. An escape hatch for those who both want
to and can afford to move away from the ghetto is desirable. But what
about those who either want to or have to stay where they are ? What
about those who would build their own community; those who would
take pride in their own neighborhoods if they could?

Integration is a vital, an indispensable goal in an open society. But
equally important, the vast majority of Negroes must be enabled
to achieve basic financial and social security where they live now.

'Indeed, a new generation of Negroes is striving to establish a sense
of community as a people, to gain a measure of control over their own
destiny as a people Sensitivity to that aspiration is at the heart of

S. 2100. And it is in no way inconsistent with a total commitment to
an open society.

Oir urban centers are ever more crowded, ever more segregated.
ever more dangerous We must come to grips with this overwhe g
blight. We must rebuild these areas because that is what their resi-
dents need most. As the John F Kraft organization found in its
extensive survey of New York City's Harlem area; "There is one over-
riding problem-and it is housing. Eighty-four percent of those inter-
viewed strongly endorsed a rebuilding program"-as compared to
tie 6 percent who were concerned over the issue of integration.
And they are right. For a truly open society depends in the long

run on the achievement of full comparability of housing and full
employment. Today's suburbs, after all, house the children and grand-
children of those whose confinement in the inner city ended only
when they began earning enough to afford to move, Only when our
center cities have been revitalized and made attractive to all, and
when employment opportunities are truly equal will we have a so-
ciety where each man has the opportunity to choose whom he will
call neighbor--a society in which open occupancy laws, have meaning
for all.

Sixth, it is argued that the bill places too much emphasis on rental
housing and does not offer sufficient possibilities for tenant owner-
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ship. I believe there is some merit in this contention. I have therefore
developed an amendment to meet this objection but I would stress
to the committee at the same time that undae reliance should not be
placed on homeownerships as a panacea for all the problems of the
slum.

Certainly, it does help provide a new sense of pride and participa-
tion in the community. But it is not an answer for the young man who
lacks a decent job or a real education, or the opportunity to promise
his chlidren a better life than he had.

And most important, homeownership is difficult in our large cities
where people usually live in multiple d-wellings. Mortgages with joint
liability, common responsibility for common-iving areas, ownership
bylaws, and the imposition of liens on nonpayi ng occupants are com-
plex and troublesome matters. Defaults, foreclosures, and losses
of equity investment can be overwhelming crisis for the residents
of urban poverty areas who were once convinced of the value of
homeownership.

Nevertheless, I think homeownership should be encouraged where
it is feasible. I therefore propose that S. 2100 be amended to permit
a private investor to sell the project to his tenants at the end of only
2 years with the approval of the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development. Included in this provision is a financing mechanism to
encourage such sales.

The Minimum 2-year period is to allow the tenants to form a stable
residents' organization and carefully decide if they want to assume
ownership of the project.

At the same time, a relatively short mandatory holding period has
benefits both for the Federal Government and for the private investor.
The more rapid the transfer to tenant ownership, te smaller the reve-
nue loss. And because of the way the depreciation mechanism works,
the swifter the sale, the higher the profit margin is to the private
owner. In sort, a minimum holding period with a prescribed selling
procedure may prove the most feasible possibility for transforming
rental housing into homeownership in our major cities.

Seventh, although somewhat inconsistent with the homeownership
argument, it is argued that potential investors under the bill will be
deterred because it requires them to deal with their tenants through
home management corporations.

But why in fact should a tenant organization disturb a private
owner# As we are now beginning to learn, one of the most successful
ways to avoid misunderstandings between landlord and tenants is to
encourage tenant participation in the day-to-day operations of the
building. The National Association of Housing & development Offi-
cials has noted in discussing public housing:

It seems doubtful that housing for low-income families can be kept In decent
condition without the closest cooperation and participation of the tenants...
Leadership (should) come from the Joint efforts of the manager and tenants.

Moreover, since the landlord will benefit if the tenants purchase the
project after a short period of time, it is to his advantage to help de-
velop a management corporation and to stimulate the tenants' interest
in buying the project.

Eighth, it is argued that the equity investment requirements are too
high. It is also said that since progressivity of profits exists only up to



the 50 percent equity level, no businessmen will make a capital con-
tribution above that percentage.

As to the first contention: it would be extremely easy for this com-
mittee to modify S. 2100 and allow a lower minmum. equity or, for
that matter, establish a fixed equity ratio in place of a sliding scale.
But I believe neither of these clanges should be made. I think they
should be considered by the committee, but at the monent I would be
opposed to them.

if Congress is to offer substantial profits to those who would in-
vest in low- and moderate-income housing, then it should require
higher than normal equity investments. And if this Congress--like any
wartime Congress-is to work from the premise that only a limited
pool of Federal mortgage money can be made available, then it
Should provide for scaled-capital investment as a means for stretch-
ing our immediately available dollars a little bit further. In other
words, under this program, Mr. Chairman, investors would not have
to go to the Federal Government. They would make the money avail-
able themselves.

This bill puts an emphasis on that. It stresses the fact that the equity
investment should be as high as possible. If we are going to do that,
it seems to me we should make it more profitable to invest more
equity.

As for the second contention, if it is the desire of Congress to
achieve a profit scale that is progressive up to the 100-percent equity
level, the result is relatively simple to attain. One of the amend-
ments I have prepared would raise the maximum initial credit to
30 percent, reduce the minimum depreciation period to 7 years, and
alter the capital gains recovery provisions.

In the original bill we utilized a 22-percent credit with 10 years and
this amendment would change these figures to 30 percent and 7 years.
I would like that amendment to be considered by the committee.

If it is adopted, participation will increase in attractivcne.ss as the
equity contribution increases-all the way to a 100-percent level of
contribution. And even with these modifications, it would still cost the
Federal Government less to produce low rentals under this bill than
it would cost under a combined 221(d) (8)-rent supplements
program.

In brief, this bill is a flexible tool; it can be molded by this com-
mittee to produce those rates of return deemed necessary to insure
the construction of sufficient low rental housing.

Ninth, it is contended that the tax abatement provisions will be
of little value in States whose constitutions require uniformity of
property taxation or limit the extent of any possible abatement. To
meet this objection, I have prepared an amendment providing that
in States where an outright abatement is impossible, lower taxes can
be achieved by direct subsidy to the project owner, either from both
the Federal and Statn governments or from the Federal Government
alone.

Tenth, it is argued that S. 2100 fails to avoid the relocation problems
which urban renewal caused. It is said that each effort at new con-
struction or rehabilitation will lead to massive resettlement problems
for the community's residents. I disagree. The bill requires the con-



munity to be consulted on project location. With the help of local
groups, the rebuilding process can take place efficiently and without
undue displacement. The densities of most slum areas are not so great as
to preclude staggered construction, and the technology of private
enterprise is not so backward that temporary housing cannot be made
available for those whose dwelling units must be renovated.

Mr. Chairman, S. 2100 is in a sense a modest proposal. For no claim
is made that it will by itself revitalize the ghetto. It offers no magic
formula to thrust open all the doors that keep the poor from sharing
in the affluent society.

It is a limited proposal-a new mechanism to induce private enter-
prise to play a major role in rebuilding our cities. It is a proposal
which, along with its companion bill, S. 2088, is designed to meet the
most pressing problems of America's poor-substandaxd housing and
staggering unemployment rates.

And in this regard, Mr. Chairman, let me turn briefly to S. 2088,
which, although not the subject of these hearings, is also before the
committee.

S. 2088, which Senator Pearson and I introduced, and which has re-
received bipartisan support in both Houses of Congress, seeks to en-
courage private enterprise to create new job opportunities for unem-
ployed and low-income persons. It is a bill designed to deal with an un-
employment problem that is getting more seric v by the day. As the
Department of Labor states in its 1967 manpower report, "Economic
and social conditions are getting worse, not better in slum areas."

At this time, I would like only to offer two amendments to S. 2088 for
the consideration of this committee.

First, after a good deal of study, I have concluded that the most
economically disadvantaged rural counties should be included in the
proposal. Therefore, I would suggest that we permit the Secretary
of Commerce to designate a number of rural counties, equal in number
to those cities in which qualifying urban poverty areas are located, and
to determine how many jobs are needed in each county. These counties
should be selected on the basis of such criteria as per capita income,
outmigration, rate of unemployment and underemployment and cur-
rent economic development as well as potential for growth as an in-
dustrial or commercial area. To insure that a disproportionate number
of these rural poverty areas are not selected in two or three States, I
would also add a ceiling on the number which can be designated in any
particular State. In certifying a particular plant or facility, the Sec-
retary of Commerce would also have to determine if the area needed
such a facility and if the plant would create a sufficient number of
jobs to justify the incentives granted. But to maintain at least some
inducement for industry to locate in our cities, I would limit the tax
incentives for firms locating in these rural areas to credits and in-
creased depreciation deductions. The excess salary deductions-which
are clearly a risk equalize-should apply only to those plants estab-
lishing facilities in urban poverty areas. I believe these incentives will
encourage investment in economically disadvantaged rural areas with-
out producing a continued flight of industry from our large cities.

Second, I would suggest a reduction in the number of jobs which
must be created at any qualifying industrial facility from 50 to 20.
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The lower figure would still protect against operations whose impact
on the unemployment problem is too small to justify the benefits
granted. But it will significantly increase the number of firms which
might qualify under the act, and will produce more substantial results
in both urban and rural poverty areas.

Mr. Chairman, the time has come when Congress must decide
whether it wishes to involve private enterprise in the struggle to re-
move the blight of poverty from the face of our Nation.

We must take the necessary steps-now---to induce potential in-
vestors to place surplus funds in poverty area enterprises. That it will
take Federal encouragement in the form of tax incentives and subsidies
should be no deterrent.

For as a great American poet onoe told us:
New times demand new measures * * *; the world advances and In time out-

grows the laws that In our father!' day were best.

Mr. Chairman I request that my full statement be made a. part of
the record and that the various amendments which I suggested to S.
2088 and S. 2100 along with a cost analysis of S. 2100 be made a part
of the hearing record. (See below.)

Finally, I ask permission to include in the record certain statements
and letters I have received from municipal officials, business executives,
and civic leaders. (See appendix.)

Senator SMATURFM (presiding). Without objection, all of that will
be made a part of the record.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROERT F. KENNEDY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I very much appreciate the
opportunity to testify before this Committee as Its first witness on 8. 2100. This
Committee's jurisdiction gives it an expertise as broad as the range of problems
faced by this Nation. In the course of its work on the Internal Revenue Code it
has dealt with literally hundreds of widely varying questions of social policy.
It has decided that tax incentives were appropriate and necessary to encourage
such diverse activities as the construction of grain facilities, the purchase of
heavy machinery, the development of rural farm lands, and the growth of Puerto
Rico.

S. 2100 would have this Committee make a similar decision about low-income
housing--a decision which the Committee's experience has justly qualified it to
make. For the Committee's work on social security and welfare has brought It In
direct contact with the problem of the poor. Moreover, it has considered housing
and other construction problems several times within recent years. For example,
its decision to grant accelerated depreciation for construction has helped
maintain a booming investment market for office buildings and high and middle-
income housing units. Now this Committee has an opportunity to enlarge that
market. S. 2100 would stimulate Investment In low-income housing within the
poverty areas of our major cities. Its companion, S. 2088, would encourage
industrial development in the same areas.

This has been the fourth summer of widespread and serious civil disorder
In the great urban centers of our country. It Is the fourth summer in which
the frustration and anger born out of povety and nurtured on lack of opportunity
have shattered the peace and tranquility of our society. And in this fourth sum-
mer, we have seen the most serious upheavals, the most widespread looting,
and the most vicious and senseless acts of violence.

Today, the easy temptation-the tendency of all too many-is to think that
force and troops, firearms, and tear gas are the answer to strife between Ameri-
cans. For too many, the simple course of ordering obedience to law and of prohib-
iting riots is the solution to the crisis o our cities

But force and violence and prohibitive decrees cannot and must not be our only
responses to the tragic problems before us. Punishment Is not prevention;



denunciation will not provide opportunity. If we are not again to reap violence
and disorder-if we are to overcome the demagogues who preach hate and
destruction-then we must renew our efforts to end the grinding poverty that
breeds first fury and frustration-and then riots and recrimination.

We must bring light to this dark world which the poor now Inhabit. For
the child, for the unemployed young men, for all those who live In the urban
ghetto, we must make life something more than continuing frustration and
degradation.

It is no longer enough to point to a landmark Elementary and Secondary
klducation Act when we know that 7 out of 10 children In poverty areas will

not graduate from high school-and that if they do, there is no better than an
even chance they will have acquired the equivalent of an 8th grade education.

It will not suffice to point to the achievements of Medicare and Medicaid when
we know that in our urban ghettoes infant mortality rates are twice the na-
tional average, and mental retardation is seven times the community average.

We can take little pride in 30 years of low-income housing programs when
our statistics show that 43 percent of all housing In the inner city is substandard,
unhealthy and dilapidated.

Most important, we cannot rest on a record which lists the Manpower Develop-
ment and Training Act, the Area Redevelopment Act, the lconomle Development
Act and the Economic Opportunity Act when we know that unemployment re-
mains the curse of the poor. There can be little sense of accomplishment when
we realize that In a typical big-city poverty area, only about 45% of the adult
men have full-time employment which pays more than $00 a week. A bare ma-
Jority of these men have full time work at any rate of pay. Less than three out
of five have any work at all. The fact is that the people of the ghetto live today
with an unemployment rate far worse than the rest of the nation knew during
the Great Depression.

The time has come when we must begin a meaningful dialogue between the
two Americas-a diologue between honest men which will inevitably reveal the
misery and degradation of the one and liberate the fundamental decency of the
other. This dialogue will require more than words and more than sentiments
of brotherhood. We must demonstrate good faith with swift and forceful action.

But if these efforts are to be meaningful, if they are to have significance, then
they can no longer be limited to programs which are run by the Federal govern-
ment and financed by direct appropriations, programs which are run out of
Washington and implemented by government agencies& For even the strongest
advocate of increased Federal efforts in education, health, and housing-and I
number myself in these ranks--must admit that they are not enough.

To rely exclusively, even primarily, on Government efforts is to ignore private
enterprise, the shaping force in American life and politics. Private industry has
built our cities and Industries, it has created jobs for over 60 million Americans
now at work. But It has not yet rebuilt the centers of poverty, nor put their
people to work for there has been no adequate inducement to do so.

Now we must find the right mechanism for involving private enterprise in
this great remaining task. We must find the key to unlocking the initiative and
resources of the private sector-the key to making it profitable for investors to
put their funds to work in this Nation's poverty areas.

The Bill (S. 2100) that Senator Smathers and I introduced, In which we were
Joined by Senators Pearson and Ribicoff, provides such a mechanism. It Is de-
signed to encourage a partnership of private enterprise and government in one
area of need-in the swift and efficient production of low-income housing. It
establishes a new approach to lowering the cost of housing, while providing rea-
sonable and competitive profits on investment--primarily through a system of
tax Incentives

Before turning to a description of S. 2100's provisions, let me stress that this
bill--and its companion measure S. 2088--offers only one type of mechanism for
permitting private enterprise to attack the problems of our urban ghettoes. Cer-
tainly there are other ways--some of which may be equally as effective-for
achieving the objective we seek.

But the hour is late for our urban centers; the time for extended studies and
drawn-out hearings has passed. As Professor George Sternlieb has written: "The
gap between the norm and the typical living conditions of poor urbanites Is per-
haps wider today than It was twenty years ago." In my judgment, unless some
other cohesive and workable proposal appears more feasible we should utilize
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the tax incentive approach which Is incorporated in these measures. For, In thefield of housing, S. 2100 offers an infinitely expendable mechanism, with minimalcosts, to create the low-income dwelling units so badly needed In the major citiesof this nation.This bill has eleven basic features. I have developed a number of amendmentsto it since It was Introduced, and I will describe many of those as well.First. The bill encompasses not only the building of new units, but encouragesthe rehabilitation of existing structures.Second. Cities will have primary control over their programs; satisfactoryconsultation must be had with city officiais--as well as local residents--beforei certificate can be obtained from the Department of Housing and Urban Develop.ment. Under this procedure, the city can determine the order and pace of recon-struction for its poverty areas, and deal with resettlement in an orderly fashion.Third. The benefits of the bill are limited to the construction of low-incomehousing within urban poverty artas, demarcated on maps prepared by the Bu-reau of the Census for the Office of Economic Opportunity.Fourth. The bill establishes a new Low-Income Housing Administration withinthe Department of Housing and Urban Development. Assignment of this programto the Federal Housing Administration would be neither appropriate nor effec-tive. FHA's primary interest is in the construction of single-family homes formiddle-income families. But the personnel and procedures developed to deal withthe suburbs are not well suited to the rapid processing of applications for theconstruction of multiple-dwelling units for low-income families.Fifth. An applicant receiving local approval and certification from HUD canobtain mortgage Insurance for a loan of up to 80 percent of the project's cost, to beamortized over a period of 50 years at a 2 percent rate of interest. In return forreceiving the low-interest loan and other benefits, the applicant must agree tomeet basic standards of design, construction, and maintenance, and to build orrehabilitate at least 100 units whose rentals wil be determind by the Depart-ment of Housing and Urban Development. The Investing entity must also agreeto accept a direct base return on his equity of approximately 3 percent. Finally,it must rent to low-income persons, and continue as owner of the project for aminimum period of ten years.Sixth. In order to induce groups of individuals and corporations to pool theirresources for the rebuilding of urban poverty areas, the bill amends SubchapterS of the Internal Revenue Code. Under the amendments, corporations havingindividual or corporate shareholders can be formed to construct low-income hous-ing projects and treat the income thus derived as though they were partnerships.These corporations can then pass the rental income received and the tax lossesthrough to their shareholders without an intervening corporate income tax.Seventh. The bill provides for adequate payments to aid the resettlement ofall those persons or businesses forced to move due to the construction or rehabili-tation of low-Income housing.Eighth. The bill creates a Home Management Fund and provides for the forma-tion of Home Management Corporations. The Fund, with an initial appropria-tion of $5 million, will supply financial assistance and expertise for organizingthe buildings' tenants Into management corporations. These bodies will thenwork with the project's owners, performing management and maintenance func-tions within the buildings for appropriate fees.It is expected that the role of the management corporation in the project itselfwill grow from maintenance assistance to ownership. The bill therefore providesinducements for the owner to sell the building to his tenants. Thus the manage-ment corporations can provide a gradual transition from ordinary renting to co-operative or condominium ownership, avoiding at the outset the complex anddifficult legal and financial problems of ownership of multiple dwellings.Ninth. The bill provides for the establishment of a Property Tax AbatementFund whose ultimate effect will be to lower tenant rentals in projects built under

this program.
Tenth. The bill establishes an integrated system of tax and other incentivesdesigned to encourage individuals and corporations to invest In the contructionof certified low-income housing projects. The initial owner of the project wouldreceive a tax credit scaled to his equity investment, from a 8 percent credit foran Investment of 2D percent, to what I now propose should be a 30 percentcredit against a 100 percent equity investment. The credit is taken on the entirecost of the project.
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The initial owner Is also afforded accelerated depreciation on a sliding scale
depending on the amount ot his equity investment. With a 20 percent equity in-
vestment, the owner can depreciate the project over a period of 20 years. With a
100 percent equity investment, the progressive scale that I am now proposing
would permit a 7-year depreciation period. Included within the depreciable
base-not capitalized as land costs--are all demolition and site improvement
costs In depreciating the project, the initial owner need not make an allowance
for the project's salvage value.

The initial owner is assigned a minimum and a maximum required holding
period. The minimum period for all initial owners Is equal to 10 years or the as-
signed depreciation period, whichever is less, and a sale before the end of that
period---except to a home management corporation-leads to a return of all
tax benefits to the Government. A sale to the tenants is completely tax free if
it is made after the owner has held the project for at least two years. If the
sale to a private buyer occurs after the minimum period, the owner can either
pay a limited capital gains tax on his profits, the owner can either pay a limited
capital gains tax on his profits, or reinvest the cash proceed--free of tax-in
another low-income housing project. If he builds more low-Income housing, then
no taxable gain is recognized on any of the reinvested sale lproceeds--ju.t as an
individual taxpayer, who sells his house to buy another, need not recognize any
gain on the sale of his first house. If he does not reinvest the proceeds, he pays
a capital gains tax only on a portion of his profit. In effect the builder is relieved
of capital gains payments on the difference between his proceeds and the remain-
ing mortgage, which is calculated as if he has an initial mortgage of 80 per-
cent of the total cost.

The maximum required holding period is also scaled to benefit the high equity
investor. The maximum required holding period is equal to the useful life of
the project for depreciation purposes; approximately 20 years for the owner
with 20 percent in equity, 7 years for the 100 percent equity investor. The latter
figure is new, and Is provided in one of the amendments I have developed. If
at the end of the maximum required holding period, an owner decides to con-
tinue operating the building, he is given a restored basis and permitted to re-
depreciate the building as if he had purchased it from himself. In mtst cases.,
stability of ownership is desirable and this bill takes relevant steps to encour-
age that stability.

All subsequent buyers--other than the tenants home management corpora-
tion-are granted credits and accelerated depreciation periods; they are also
assigned maximum and minimum required holding periods.

Finally, an Insurance fund with an initial appropriation of $10 million is es-
tablished. The fund, while charging a reasonable premium from all participat-
ing owners, guarantees that if in any year, the direct return on an investment
in a project falls from the permitted 3 percent below 0 percent, there will be
a reimbursement for cash losses.

In the two months that have passed since this bill and its companion measure
to encourage the construction of industrial and commercial facilities were in-
troduced, I have solicited the views of mayors, businessmen and community lead-
ers. I have received comments and recommendations from hundreds of inter-
e"ted Americans. And, of course, these bills have had the benefit of careful
and painstaking scrutiny from many competent men within various departments
and agencies which comprise our Federal Government. From these analyses I
have compiled a list of the most substantial suggestions and criticisms: all have
been weighed carefully; some have been adopted and I am now prepared to
offer them as amendments; the remainder, I have attempted to answer to my
own satisfaction and I hope to the satisfaction of this Committee.

Let me turn now to those suggestions which concern the Urban Housing
Development Act, since that is the proopsal which is before te Committee today.

First, it is argued that the housing units which will be produced under this
bill will bar rental charges that are too high to Justify the incentives granted.

In my testimony before the Bankirg and Currency Committee a few weeks
ago, I referred to a range of $73 to $"q a month as typical rents for units built
under this Iroposal. It is contended that these rents are too high for most of
those who live in our urban poverty areas. But let us remember that they are
from $25 to $50 a month less costly than the rents charged for comparable
units--similar In size and construction cost-built under the major program
that we now have for moderate-income housing-221 (d) (3).
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Moreover, the rents which I mentioned when I Introduced this bill are not
statutorily fixed charges. When I cited these possible rentals I was relating
them to housing units costing anywhere from $10,000 to $15,000 to construct and
carrying monthly maintenance coots of from $40 to $50. It is clear that in some
large cities, dwelling units can be successfully rehabilitated for only $&00 or
$75WO; In these and in other cities, maintenance charges may be to only $20
or $25 a month. Under these circumstances, housing units may rent not for $70
or $80 but for only $45 to $50 a month.

Finally, as Secretary Weaver and many other urban scholars have told this
Congress time and again, hundreds of thousands of urban poverty area residents
are currently paying rentals of $100 and $110 a month for tiny dilapidated and
deteriorating housing units. These are the millions of Americans who cannot
qualify for public housing, but who earn too little to compete for decent living
facilities on the open market. It is these people who must now be aided in their
efforts to obtain safe, clean, well-constructed housing, in which they and their
children can live comfortably with a sense of pride and self-respect. These peo-
ple can benefit from S. 2100. They deserve assistance from Congress In their
endeavors to find the "adequate shelter" which has been promised them for over
three decades but which has been so long in coming.

Second, it is argued that the price which the taxpayers must pay to get private
enterprise to build low rent housing units undei this program is too high. More-
over, it is contended that the existing 221(d) (3) below market interest rate
and rent supplement programs offer sufficiently high rates of return to interest
private investors in the housing business. After careful comparative cost
analyses--which I shall submit to this Committee with my testimony-I have
reached the conclusion that it would be far less expensive to produce low rent
dwelling units under S. 2100 than under a 221(d) (3) program even with an
added rent supplement. The cost to the taxpayer of a typical housing project
built through 2 percent financing over 50 years under a coordinated system of
tax incentives may be anywhere from $300,000 to over $1,000,000 less during Its
lifetime than a comparable project built under existing programs. Moreover.
yields to the investor will be on the average of 5 to 10 percent higher under this
bill than under 221(d) (3) with an added rent supplement. Consequently it
will attract many of the investors who have traditionally avoided low-income
Federal housing programs.

Finally, this bill does not have the disadvantages that would be Involved in a
large-scale extension of rent supplements. For this proposal Is not a welfare
approach: It avoids requiring low and moderate income people to rely on re-
ceiving government help every month. It avoids requiring the poor to live In
housing units they cannot afford. It avoids requiring landlords to rely on a
monthly government subsidy. And It avoids forcing the Federal Government
into a complicated and burdensome process of matching tenants and landlords.

Rather, S. 2100 is an effort to reduce rents to levels which the poor can afford
to pay. At the same time it offers substantial profits to investors through a
mechanism traditional in the real estate business-a mechanism which permits
the investor, not the Federal government, to estimate yields and tax savings
and to determine whether the investment is sound. No new bureaucracy need
be set up at the Federal level; no major new appropriations must be obtained
from the Congress; no new forms and records must be submitted by private
investors. The program is virtually self-regulating once it has been put into
effect. It is simple; it is clear; and it is understandable to all those who will
participate In it.

Third, it is argued that inducing private enterprise to invest in urban poverty
areas is not an appropriate use of the Internal Revenue Code. It is said that if
this social purpose is sought through the mechanism of tax ncentives, the Code
will be opened up to other exceptions until its primary function-raising
revenue-is dissipated.

In general, I have supported the proposition that the Internal Revenue Code
should strive for a uniform tax base and not offer a number of exceptions and
tax-saving gimmicks. Preferential tax incentives should not be lightly given.
Nevertheless, I think we all must admit that from its inception. the Code has
been employed to attain worthwhile-and in some cases not so worthwhile ends

Now-in 1967-it is no simple matter to determine whether the Code should
be used for a new non-revenue raising purpose. Nevertheless. there are some
criteria that can help decide whether any particular suggested departure from
a uniform tax base s Justified.

85-199-67----4
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Does it, as Pres dent Kennedy asked when he submitted the original invest-
ment credit proposal, "promote desirable social or economic objectives of over-
riding Importancer

Does it in fact compensate Investors for additional risks and burdens rather
than eamite a special privileged group?

Is it the simplest, most efficient means for attaining the desired goal?
In my judgment, tax incentives to induce housing construction-and indus-

trial development as well-in urban poverty areas meet all of these criteria.
Cert-: jly they will promote "a desirable objective of overriding Importance"-
the n building of our urban ghettoes and the employment of our most dis-
advai aged citizens. They are also fair. They insure nothing more than a
reasoisable rate of return to those who face the higher costs and increased
security problems of investing In our urban slums; they do nothing more than
compensate for greater than normal risks and greater than normal expenditures
of time, effort, and resources. Moreover, tax incentives are the most simple and
efflicent system for encouraging businessmen to un0er-take the necessary task of
restoring our urban centers--a task they are understandably uneasy about under-
taking. Such Incentives can be Introduced without establishing new bureaucratic
and administrative procedures. They are understandable and acceptable to busi-
nessmen without being too costly. And they offer the certainty which Investors
need if they are to make new and risk-filled investments within our urban
ghettoes.

Fourth, It Is argued that even if all the incentives proposed by these bills are
needed, they should not be granted in a pre-fixed package. Rather they should
;e )arceled out in different combinations and degrees to different investors. In
my judgment, this suggestion ignores not only the urgency and extent of our
urban crisis, but the realities of business life and business attitudes about the
Federal bureaucracy. Action-results-are needed now. We simply cannot take
the time that would be involved in dealing with each Investor as an individual
case. We do not have the time to match every need with differing Incentives. Our
urban problems are too massive to be met by a narrow, clrcumscribed program.
Unemployment rates of up to 40 percent and housing shortages In the millions
will not be solved by a cumbersome process which carefully tMilors its subsidies
to satisfy each applicant's individual situation. Moreover, our business leaders
have never shown great interest In any program which necessitates ctnslaut
conferences with. and observation by, Federal officials. They are fair more
attracted by a broad program which carefully lays out the rules of the game
but not every sscific play by the participants.

Fifth, it Is argued that by building in the ghetto, we lock its residents in
and turn our backs on the goal of integration. But open occupancy is not incon-
sistent with ghetto rehabilitation. For open occuliancy laws are not etinmgh. An
escape hatch for those who booth want to and can afford to move away from
the ghetto is desirable. But what about those who either want to and have to
stay where they are? What about those who would build their own community,
those who would take pride in their own neighborhoods if they could?

Integration Is a vital, an indispensable goal in an open society. But equally
Important, the vast majority of Negroes must be enabled to achieve base
financial and social security where they live now. Indew,, a new generation of
Negroes is striving to establish a sense of community as a people, to gain a
measure of control over their own destiny as a people. Sensitivity to that aspira-
tion is at the heart of S. 2100. And it is in no way inconsistent with a total
commitment to an open society.

Our urban centers are ever more crowded, ever more segregated, ever more
dangerous. We must come to grips with this overwhelming blight. We must
rebuild these areas because that is what their residents need most. As the
John F. Kraft organization found in its extensive survey of New York City's
Harlem area: "There is one overriding problem-and It Is housing. Eighty-four
percent of those interviewed strongly endorsed a rebuilding program"-as com-
pared to the 6 percent who were concerned over the Issue of Integration. And
they are right

For a truly open society depends in the long run on the achievement of full
comparability of housing and full employment. Today's suburbs, after all. house
the children and grandchildren of those whose confinement In the inner city
ended only when they began earning enough to afford to move. Only when our
center cities have been revitalized and made attractive to all, and when em-
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ployment opportunities are truly equal, will we have a society where each man
has the opportunity to choose whom he will call neighbor-a society in which
open occupancy laws, have meaning for all.

Sixth. It Is argued that the bill places too much emphasis on rental housing
and does not offer sufficient pibllities for tenant ownership. I believe there is
some merit In this contention. I have developed an amendment to meet this
objection; but I would stress to the Commnittee at the same time that undue
reliance should not be placed on hine ownership as a panacea for all the prob-
ens of the slum. Certainly, it does help provide a new sense of pride and lr-

tlcipation in the community. But it is not anl answer for the young main who lacks
: de.cent job or a real education, or the opportunity to promise his children a
better life. And most important, home ownership is difficult In our large cities
where pieolde usually live in multiple dwellings. Mortgages with joint liability.
(emawon resionsibiiity for commoit livi ng areas, ownership by-laws, and the
Iimposition of liens on non-paying occuli ts are complex and troublesome imat-
ters. Defaults, foreclosures, and losses if equity Investment van be overwhelming
crises for the residents of urban poverty areas who were once convinced of the
waiue of home ownership.

Nevertheless, I think home ownership should be enicouraged where It is ftasi-
lile. 1 therefore pro me that S. 21W0 be amended to permit a private investor to
sell the project to his tenants at the end of only two years with the approval
ot the Setcretmary of Housing and Urban l)evelopment. Included in this provision
NS a linancing niwedihanisin to encourage such sales.

The minimum two-year is'riod is to allow the tenants to form a stable re.i-
dwizs' organization and carefully decide if they want to assume ownership of
the project. At the smie time, a relatively short mandatory holding period hamA
beiellLs iboth for the Federal governmentt and for the private Investor. The
mo~re rapid the transfer to tenant ownership, the smaller the revenue los, .%lt
because of the way depreciation works the swifter the sale, the higher the
lrofit margin is to the private owner. In short, a minimum holding period with
a lirescribed -selling procedure may prove the most feasible possibility for trais-
forming rental housing into home ownership in our major cities.

Seventh. somewhat inconsistent with the home ownership argument, it is
argued that istential investors under the bill will be deterred because it re-
quires them to deal with their tenants through home management corporations.
But why in fact should a tenant organization disturb a private owner? As we are
now beginning to learn, one of the most s8ucsfui ways to avoid misunderstand-
ings between landlord and tenants is to encourage tenant participation In the
day-to-day operations of the building. As the National Association of Housing
and Reflevelopment Officials has noted in discussing public housing: "It seems
doubtful that housing for low-income families can be kept in decent condition
without the closest cooperation and participaton of the tenants . . . Leader-
ship (should) come from the Joint efforts of the manager and tenants." More-
over. since the landlord will benefit if the tenants purchase the project after a
short iwri,d of time. it is to his advantage to help develop a management corpo-
ration and to stimulate the tenants' interest in buying the project.

Eighth, It is argued that the equity investment requirements are too high.
It is also said that since progressivity of profits exists only up to 50 percent
equity level, no businessmen will make a capital contribution above that per-
centage. As to the first contention: it would be extremely easy for this Com-
mittee to modify S. 2100 and allow a lower minimum equity or, for that matter,
establish a fixed equity ratio in place of a sliding scale. But I believe neither
of these changes should be made. If Congress Is to offer substantial profits to
those who would invest In low and moderate income housing, then It should
require higher than normal equity investments. And if this Congress-like any
wartime Congress-is to work from the premise that only a limited pool of
Federal mortgage money can be made available, then It should provide for scaled
capital investment as a means for stretching our immediately available dollars
a little bit further.

As for the second contention, if It is the desire of Congress to achieve a profits
sale that is progressive up to the 100 percent equity level, the result is rela-
tively simple to attain. One of the amendments I have prepared wmld raise the
maximum initial credit to 30 percent. reduces the minimum depreciation period
to 7 years. and alter the capital gains recovery provisions. If this amendment
is adopted, participation will Increase In attractiveness as the equity contribution
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increases--all the way to a 100 percent level of contribution. And even witb
these modifications, it would still cost the Federal government less to produce
low rentals under this bill than it would cost under a combined 221(d) (3) rent
supplements program. In brief, this bill is a flexible tool; it can be molded by
this Committee to produce those rates of return deemed necessary to ensure the
construction of sufficient low rental housing.

Ninth, it is contended that the tax abatement provisions will be of little value
in States whose Constitutions require uniformity of property taxation or limit
the extent of any posible abatement To meet this objection, I have prepared an
amendment providing that in States where an outright abatement is impossible,
lower taxes can be achieved by direct subsidy to the project owner, either from
both the Federal and State Governments or from the Federal Government alone.

Tenth, it is argued that S. 2100 fails to avoid the relocation problems which
urban renewal caused. It is said that each effort at new construction or rehabili-
tation will lead to massive resettlement problems for the community's residents.
I disagree. The bill requires the community to be consulted on project location.
With the help of local groups, the rebuilding process can take iduce efficiently
and without undue displacement The densities of most slum areas are not so
great as to preclude staggered constructioy-, and the technology of private enter-
prise is not so backward that temporary housing cannot be made available for
those whose dwelling units must be renovated.

Mr. Chairman, S. 2100 is in a sense a modlest proposal. For no claim is made
that it will by itself revitalize the go'etto. It doers no magic formula to thrust
open all the doors :hat keep the poin fron , shytring in the affluent society. It Is
a limited proposal---a %ew mechanism to ind ice private enterprise to play a
major role in rebuilding our cities. It is a, prtp,-sal which, along with its coin-
IMnion bill, S. 20,", is $(signed to meet the mo't pressing problems of America's
poor-substandard housing and staggering une-,ployment rates.

And in this regard, Mr. Chairman, let me turn briefly to S. -088, which,
although not the subject of these hearings, is also before the Committee. S. 2088,
which Senator Peor'son and I introduced, and which has received bipartisan
support in both Houses of Congress, seeks to encourage private enterprise to
create new job opportunities for unemployed and low-income Persons. It is a
bill designed to deal with an unemployment problem that is getting more serious
by the day.

As the Department of Labor states in Its 1967 Manpower report, "Economic
and social condition.- are getting worse, not better in slum areas."

At this time, I would like only to offer two amendments to 5. 2080 for the
consideration of thi.4 Committee.

First, after a good deal of study. I have concluded that the mt economically
disadvantaged rural eounte.i should be included in the proposal. Therefore, I
would suggest that we permit the Secretary of Commerce to designate a num-
ber of rural counties, equal In number to those cities in which qualifying urban
poverty areas are located, and to determine how mamy Jobs are needled in each
county. These counties should be selected on the basis of such criteria as ler
capita Income, out-migration, rate of unemployment and under-employment and
current economic development as well as potential for growth as an industrial
or commercial area. To ensure that a disproportionate number of these rural
loverty areas are not selected in two or three States, I would als, add a ceiling
on the number which can be designated in any particular State. In certifying a
particular plant or facility, the Secretary of Commerce would also have to deter-
mine if the area needed such a facility and If the plant would create a sufficient
number of Jobs to justify the incentives granted.

I believe these incentives will encourage investment In economically disad-
vantaged rural areas without producing a continued flight of industry from our
large cities.

Second, I would suggest a reduction In the number of Jobs which must fe
created at any qualifying industrial facility from fifty to twenty. The lower fig-
ure would still protect against operations whose impact on the unemployment
problem is too small to Justify the benefits granted. But it will substantially in-
(rease the number of firms which might qualify under the Act, and will produce
more substantial results In both urban and rural poverty areas.

Mr. Chairman, the time has come when Congress must decide whether It
wishes significantly to involve private enterprise in the struggle to remove the
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blight of poverty from the face of our nation. We must take the necessary
step*-now--to Induce potential investors to place surplus funds In poverty area
enterprises. That it will take Federal encouragement in the form of tax incen-
tives and subsidies should be no deterrent. For as a great American poet once
told us: "New times demand new measures. .. ; the world advances and in time
outgrows the laws that In our fathers' day were best."

SUGGLSTE AMENDMENT TO S. 2100

Page 3, lines -. 7 & 19. add (d) after 235
Page 3, line 23, or more certified projects In an urban poverty area, and of

which euch residents are the sole members for the
Page ,5. line 15. add (d) after 235
Page 5, $cc. 101(a) (1) should note read, (1) the governing body of the city

in which the project is to be primarily located and which, under local law, has
the primary authority to act in regard to the construction or substantial reha-
iilitation of such project, has given written notice to the Secretary that It wishes
to INirticipate in the program authorizel by this Act;

Page 5, add a new Sce. 1011 a) 12)
(2) the city and when necessary, the State in which the project is to be located.

have
(A) given written assurance-q, deemed satisfactory to the Secretary, that the

aggregate of State and city real estate taxes and assessments levied against auny
project, during any year in the .ertitied om-ration period (less alny direct slub-
sidles given by the State and vity to the project, including but not limited to
aity reductions in land cot) will iot exceed 5 iercntwn of the occupancy
cha rges of the proJect during such Ieriod ; or

(11) submitted a written opinion of the highest legal officer of the State that
the furnishing of such assurances is barred, or barred to the extent not furnished,
by a provision in the Constitution of such State in force on July 13, 197;

(slcceeding numbers (2) through (6) become (3) through (7)
PageT. line 5, delete the word 'first"
Page 7, line 7, expiration of two years of the applicant's minimum holding pc.

riod. Such option shall be exercised only uin the affirmative vote of two-thirds
of the members of the home inanuagemnent corporation and. during the first Mven
years of such corporation's existence shall require the approval of the Secretary.
The Secretary shall, in cases where his approval for an exercise of such option
is required, grant such approval only if the home management corlration denm-
onstrattes to his satisfaction that It is capable of managing the building on an
efficient and financially sound basis. Such option shall be a right to purchase the
project for a price equal to the excess of:
(1) the aggregate qualified exipenditures (as defined in section 1391(9) of the

Internal Revenue Code) of the first holder thereof (as defined In section 1391
(10) of the Internal Revenue Code) over

(11) the aggregate amount of depreciation deductions that would have been
allowable to such holder under section 167 of the Internal Revenue Code if he
had held the project through the date of exercise of the option and depreciation
deductions were computed under the straight line method of depreciation over a
useful life of 50 years. A pkirchase pursuant to any such aption shall be subject
to such other terms and conditions as may be specified by the Secretary; (cul-
tinue with line 14, number (5)
Page 8, line 16 ments of subsection (a) (5).
Page 8, line 22, (a) (5) or (b) (2).
Page 9, line 11 (A) the provisions of subsection (a) (5),
Page 10, line 15, take-out the comma after "project"
Page 10, line 16, add a comla after the word "produce"
Page 10, add a new paragraph (2) following line 23 (2) The gross occupancy

charges for a certified project held by a home management corporation nary in-
clude any additional amount needed to cover the payments on any mortgage placed
on such project by the home management corporation to finance the purchase
of suxh project: Provided, That such charges will not be increased to a level in
excess of 10(5% of that otherwise permissible under paragraph (1).

Page 10. line 2., Paragraph (2) becomes (3)
Page 11, line 11, ments set forth in section 101 (a) (5).
'age 13, line 3, than 1 per centum of the average annual adjusted gross inconie
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Page 13, line 5, of such individual or the adults in such family taken in the
aggregate, over a period to be specified by the Secretary: Provided, That the
Secre-

Page 13, lima. 14 through 24,
his or its income: Provided, That if, the annual occupancy charge for the
dwelling unit occupied by the Individual or family is less than 15 per centum
of such Individual's average annual adjusted gross income, or the aggregate
average adjusted gross income of the adults in such family, in such period as
may be specified by the Secretary, such individual or family shall prospectively
be required to pay to the holder of the project, an annual occupancy charge equal
to 18 per centum of the average adjusted gross income of such individual, or
the aggregate average adjusted gross income of the adults of such family, in
such period as the Secretary specified. Any

Page 14, line 7,
file such copies of Income tax returns or other income statements from time to
time as he may deem

Page 14, line 12,
of section 101 (a) (6), an adequate relocation program exists

Page 14, line 22 throtigh line 25,
(2) As part of the program, a local
(continue with page 15)

Page 15, line 2,
situated may receive training and compensation, in ac-

Page 16, lines 9 and 10,
percentum of the average adjusted gross income of such individual or the average
aggregate adjusted gross income of the adults In such family, over a period to be
specified by the Secretary, equals the average

Page 17, line 5,
vate business concern with average annual taxable income, over a period to be
specified by the Secretary,

Page 17, line 7,
is not part of a larger enterprise (as defined under regulations to be prescribed
by the Secretary) having establish-

Page 17, line 24,
contracts to make, and to make, annual grants to States and cities par-

Page 18, lineS, substitute new paragraph (1) and (2) and add new subsections
(b), (c),and (d)
(1) to a State or city, 50 per centum of the amount by which the real estate
tax revenues and assessments received or receivable by such state or city in any
taxable year were reduced by reason of assurances granted under section 101
(a) (2), plus

(2) to a city, an amount equal to any contribution paid or payable to such
city by a State to defray any part of the reduction of tax revenues incurred
or incurrable by such city during such year as the result of Nuch assurances:
Provided, That in no case shall the amount payable under this paragraph exceed
25 per centum of the amount by which the tax revenues receivable by any such
city during any year were reduced by reason of such assurances.

(b) In any case in which assurances under section 101 (a) (2) were not fur-
nished, or were furnished only in part, the Secretary is authorized to enter into
contracts to make, and to make, annual grants to the holder of a certified pro-
ject in such city equal to fifty per centum of the excess of-
(1) the amount of State and city real estate taxes and assessments paid or pay-
able by such holder for each year, after subtracting any reductions in such taxes,
as a result of any assurances, over
(2) 5 per centum of the occupancy charges for iuch year.

(c) For purposes of subsections (a) and (b), a reduction in tax revenues
shall Include any subsidies given by a State or city to, or for, a certified project
for the purpose of reducing the local real estate tax assessments pursuant to
assurances granted under section 101 (a) (2).

(d) No payments shall be made under subsections (a) or (b) with respect to
State or city real estate taxes and assessments which constitute a higher percent-
age of the occupancy charges of a certified project than the percentage which such
taxes and assessments bear to the gross rental income of conventional apartment
houses in the same city.

Page 18, kne 17, (b) becomes (e)
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Page 19, line 2,
the Secretary from receipts under section 104 (a).

Page 19, Ue 2,
forms of constitutions for home* management corporations and of model forms
of management agreements which may be entered into
Page 20, after lkne 3, add new Seo. 108

OWNERSHIP SUBSIDY FOR HOME MANAGEMENT CORPORATIONS

Sec. 108 (a) A home management corporation which, pursuant to section 101
(a) (5) (G) has exercised Its option to purchase a certified project shall be en-
titled to receive as a subsidy, for each of Its fiscal years ending after the exercise
of such option, but within the certified operation period, the amount needed to
meet the payments on any mortgage placed on such project by such corporation
to finance the purchase of such project, but only to the extent such amount can-
not be obtained by such corporation through gross occupancy charges because
of the limitation on such charges provided in section 102(a) (2).

(b) For purpos s of this section, there is hereby created a Home Management
Purchase Fund, and there ih authorized to be appropriated (1) the sum of $5,-
000,000 to provide Initial capital for such fund, and (2) such additional sunis
as may from time to time be requited to make all necessary subsidy payments
to home management corporations pursuant to subsection (a). Any sum so ap-
propriated shall remain available until expended.

Page 20, line 5 and line 10, Sec. 108 and Sec. 109 become Sec. 109 and Sec. 110
Page 20, line 23,

income and lower middle income lrsons, and to assist home management cor-
porations to purchase housing, in furtherance of

Page 21, line 2, take out the comma after the word "mortgagee"
Page 21, lines 4 through 8,

Ing construction) which meets the requirements of subwctlon (d) or (e) of this
,section, and which Is otherwise eligible for Insurance as herein provided; and
(2) upon such terms and conditions as the

Page 21, line 16 and line 17,
"(d) A mortgage shall be eligible for insurance under this section If it shall-

Page 21, line: 18 through 20, add new " 1),
have been executed by a mortgagor to whom has been issued, under section 101
(a) of the Urban Housing Development Act of 1967, an revoked certificate
of eligibility;

(succeeding numbers "(1) through "(5) become "(2) through "(6)
Page 22, line 9, after the word "mortgagor" add "but which could have been

capitalized by the mortgagor"
Page 23, lines 6 and 7,

payments, upon such terms as the Secretary may prescribe, over a period of
fifty years.
Page 23, after line 7, add new 1'(e) and "(I) through. "(6),

"(e) A mortgage shall be eligible for insurance under this section If It shall-
"(1) have been executed by a home management corporation which has pur-

chased a certified project,
"(2) have been made to, and be held by, a mortgagee approved by the Secre-

tary as retqonslble and able to service the mortgage properly;
"(3) not exceed In principal amount $-;
"(4) not exceed in principal amount the excess, If any, of:

"(A) the price at which the home management corporation purchased the
property, over

"(B) the sum of:
"(I) the amount of any mortgage insured under section 235(d) of the

National Housln& Act to which such project Is subject at the time of
the purchase by the home management corporation, plus

"(i) an amount equal to the number of units In such project mult ilpfled
by $100.

"(5) bear interest (exclusive of premium charges for insurance and service
charge, if any) at a rate not to exceed 6 per centum per annum on the amount
of th principal obligation outstanding at any time; and contain such terms and
provisions with respect to the application of the mortgagor's periodic payment
to amortization of the principal of the mortgage, insurance, repairs, alterations.
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payment of taxes, default reserves, delinquency charges, foreclosure proceedings,
anticipation of maturity, and such other matters as the Secrtary may prescribe;
and

"(6) provide for complete amortization by periodic payments upon such terms
as the Secretary may prescribe, over a period of fifty years less the period
which has elapsed since the completion of construction or substantial rehabilita-
tion of such project pursuant to a certificate granted under section 101 (a) of
the Urban Housing Development Act of 1967.
(succeeding letters "(e), "(f), and "(g) become "(f), "(g) and "(h)

Page 26, line 5,
mitments outstanding at any one time as to mortgages subject to section 235
(d) shall not exceed

Page *5, line 11,
at any one time, after the Issuance of purchases and commitments totaling at
least $ , shall relate to mortgages secured by

Page 26, line 2.0, correct the spelling of the word "INSURED"
Page 27, line 14, change the word herewith to hereof
Page 27, line 19, add a comma after (1)
Page 28, line 5, add (d) after 235
Page 29, line 13, take out "sub" in "subsection 1254) (c))
Line 29, line 18, take out "sub" In "Subsection 1245 (a) (3)
Page 30, line 23, add (d), after section 235
Page 31, line 5, add (d) after section 235
Page 31, line 11,

property, to
Page 31. line 21. take out the comma after the word "or"
Page 32, lines 2 through 9

131)1 property the lesser of (A) ten years, (B) the useful life of the section 1391
building, constituting part of such property, as determined under section 131)3
(whether or not an election with respet to such building has been made ander
such section), or (C) the useful life of such section 1391 building for purposes of
section 167, determined withotit regard to section 1393.

Page 33, line 23, take out "sub" In the word "subsection"
Page 34. line 1.

fled expenditures (as defined in section 1391 (9))
Page 34, line 2,

made by the taxpayer with
Page 34, change figures in middle and right-hand columns of chart

Less than .0% none 3 percent 2 percent
5 "0 3 '*

6.5 " 4
8 " 5
9.5 " 6
10 " 7
U1 " 8 "12 " 9 "

14 " 10
16 " 11
18 " 12

" 13
"0 '" 15
24 " 1T
26 " 19
28 " 21
3o 23

left-hand column (mldd'e column) (right-hand column)

Page Mi. imnnwdiatcly following rh art, add
A subsequent holder shall receive a credit under this paragraph with respect

to any section 1391 property only If he acquires such property within 40 years
after the completion of construction or substantial rehabilitation of a section
1,91 building thereon.

Pape .9. lIne 5. take out "sh" in the word "suahqetlon"
Pooe .Q. le .0. take out "sub" in the word "subsection"
Page 38. line 15,

for purposes of section 167. shall be
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Page 39, line 3 and chart "(b)" Useful Life.-() For purposes of subsection (a)-

(a defined In se 1)910)) Is-

(1)

If the tax"Yer Is th Ist
holder (as defined in se..
1301(10)) wth respect to
th sec. 1391 building, te
useful ife of the building
shall be the following per-
centae of its usef] lie
as determined under per.
(2)-

(2)

If the taxpayer Is a sudsequnt
holder (as defined In sec.

1 W(II with respect to the
1391 betUiMIL the use-

ful life of the building shall
be the following percentage
of Its useful lie a deter-
mined under par. (2). but Inno ce lss tum 10 Yors-.

yws

Less than 10 percent .......... ....................
10 percent or more but less than 20 percent ...........
20 percent or more but less than 25 percent ...........
25 percent or more but less than 30 percent.......
30 percent or more but less than 35 percent ...........
35 percent or more but less than 40 percent ..........
40 percent or more but less than 45 percent ...........
45 percent or more but less than 50 percent .......
50 percent or mote but less than 55 percent ..........
55 percent or more but less than 60 percent .......
60 percent or more but less than 65 percent.......
65 percent or more but less than 70 percent.......
70 percent or more but less than 75 percent ...........
75 percent or more but less than 80 percent.......
80 percent or more but less than 45 percent ...........
85 percent 3r more but less than 90 percent ....
90 percent or more but less than 95 percent ...........
95 percent or more but less than 100 percent ....
100 percent .......................................

None..............
None .....................
40 percent .................
36 percent ...... .....
32 percent .................
28 percent ................
25 percent .................
22 percent .................
20 percent .................
19 percent .................
18 percent .................
17.5 percent..........
17 percent ................
16.5 percent ..........
16 percent .................
15.5 percent..........
15 percent ..... . . . . . . . . . .
14.5 percent ..............14 percent .................

Page 39, folloring chart, "(2) For purposes of applying the percentages set
forth in paragraph (1), the useful life of a section 1391 building shall be--

"(A) In the case of a first holder, 50 years, and
"(B) In the case of any subsequent holder, the remaining u.*eful life of the

section 1391 building at the time of its acquisition, assuming a useful life of 50
years in the hands of the first holder.

"(3) If the useful life determined under paragraph (1) includes a fraction of
a year, such u-seful life shall be conwputed in years and months and any fraction
of a month shall be rounded to the nearest mouth.

Page 39, take out lines 4 through :).
Page 39, line 12, take out the "sub" in the word "subsection"
Page 39, line 13, 167 (c) may not be used.
Page 39. take out lines 14 through 18
Page 40, take out lines I through 3
Page 40, line, 4, "(d) Caoss RF.FEREYCE.-
Page 40. line 3. take out "sub" in the word "subsection"
Page 40, line 10, take out "sub" In the word "subsection"
Pagc 40, line 11, period, elects to
Page 40, line 18 to page 41, line 3. determined under sub.section (b).
"(b) Restoration Price. The price at which a holder making an election under

sub.etion (a) shall be treated as having sold and purchased the section 1391
property, shall be an amount equal to:

"(1 ) in the case of the first holder of such property. the price at which a home
management corporation could have exercised its option to purt-hiase such prop-
ert., on the date of such sale and purchase, under section 101 (a) (5) of the
Urban Housing Development Act of 1967; and

"(2) in the case of a subsequent holder of such property, the lesser of:
"(A) the option prlcr for a home management corporation under section

101 (a) (5) of the Urban Housing Development Act of 1967, on the date of
such sale and purchase, or

"(B) the excess, if any, of-
"(1) the aggregate qualified expenditures (a defined LA section 1391

(9) of such holder, over
"(11) the aggregate amount of depreciation deductions that would have

been allowable to such holder under section 167 to the date of the pur-
chase assuming depreciation deductions were computed under the
straight line method of depreciation over the remaining useful life of
the section 1391 building at the time of its acquisition by such holder.
assuming a useful life of 50 years In the hands of the first holder.

75 percent.
55 percent.
40 percent
39 percent
38 percent
37 percent.
36 percent.
35 percent.
34 percent.
33 percent.
32 percent.
31 percent.
30 percent.
29 percent.
28 percent.
27 percent.
26 percent.
25 percent.
24 percent.
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Page 41, w 4, change "(b) to "(e)
Page 41, line 8, add after chapter "except that (1) such election shall not at.

feet the taxpayer's status as a holder or subsequent holder for purposes of sub.
section (b), (2) such purchase shall not be a qualified reinvestment for the pur.
pooe of applying section 1896 (b) (1), (3) such taxpayer"

Page 41, liUe 14, take out the "sub" in the word 'subctoe"
Page 41, line 16, take out the "sub" in the word "subsection"
Page 41, line 17, the word "expect" should be "except"
Page 42, line 4, "(1) the depreciation ad-
Page 4A. line 7, take out the comma after the word "year"
Page 42, lime 23, take out the "sub" In the word "subsection"
Page 43. line 8. take out the "sub" In the word "subsection".
Page 43, line 20, take out the comma after the word "delegate"
Page 43, line 21, 12,50(a) that would have been recognized by the section
Page 43, line 23 and 24, stock, the corporation sold, at a price determined under

section 1349(b) ; each section 1391 property (as defined In
Page 45, line 15, TION.-The amount of gain subject to paragraph
Page 45, line 16, (1) on a dislosition of stock in a section 1391
Page 45, line 17, corporation shall, as of the date of such disposition,
Page 45, line 20, subparagraph 1395 (a) (1) (B) (I).
Page 45. line 23 and 24, "(a) NONRECOGNITION OF GAIx.-Upon a disposition of

section 1301 property (as defined in section
Page 46. line 2, forth in subsection (b), (c), or (d).
Page 46i, line 18, property insured under section 235(d) of the National
Page 47, line 1, change "subsection 1391 (9)" to "section 1391(9) (A)"
1'age 47, line 8, add the word "this" before the word "subparagraph"
Page 47, line 9, shall be specified in regulations to be prescribed
Pale 47, line 14, any time after the expiration of two years of the taxpayer's

holding
Page 47, line* 19, 2, and 2.3, change "niaxiiuuin" to "minimum"
Page 47, line 24, take out the "sub" in the word "subsection" 1391
Page 48, line 2, ceed the amount determined under paragraph (2)
Page 48, line 3, "(2) AMOU NT OF o AX.-The
Page 48, line .4, amount of gain to be recognized on a sale or exchange
Page 48, line 9 through 11, add a new "(B) "(B) the amount of the mortgage

insured under section 235(d) of the National Housing Act that would have been
on such property, as of the date of such sale or exchange, on the assumptions
that :

(1) the equity investment percentage (as defined in section 1391(5)) of the
first holder of the property (as defined In section 1391(10) ) was 20%, and

(ii) all payments on such mortgage had been timely made through the date of
such sale or exchange.

Page 48, line 15-16, gain or loss recognized on such sale or exchange shall be
treated as gain or loss on the sale or exchange of property described In

Page 48, aiter line 17 add nete See. 1397
"'68w. 1397. AUTHORITY OF PRESIDENT TO CHANGE RATFS AND USEFUL LFE66(a) Change by Eirceutire.-The President shall have the power at any time

and from time to time to increase or decrease by Executive order any or all of
the:

"( 1) rates of credits specified in See. 1392. (a) (1),
"(2) the percentages utilized in computing useful lives under Sec. 1393

(b) (1) and.
"(3) the useful life specified in Sec. 1392(b) (2) as the basis for the appli-

cation of the percentages specified in See. 1392(b) (1).
"(b) Marinunt Chang.-No increase or decrease in the rate, percentage, or

useful life prescribed In an Executive order Issued under subsection (a) shall
cause such rate, percentage, or useful life to be higher than 115 percent or lower
than 95 percent of the comparable rate, percentage, or useful life specified in
See. 1392(a) i1 ), Sec. 1393 (b) (1) or Sec. 1393(b) (2) ot the date of enactment of
the Urban Housing Development Act of 1967."(c) Different Property.-The power of the President under subsection (a),
shall Include, but not be limited to, the power to prescribe different rates of credit.
percentages, and useful lives for different classes of See. 1391 property and for
different areas of the country.

Page 49, after line 17 add a nete (e)
(M) Section 501(c) of such Code Is amended by adding at the end thereof, the

following new paragraph:



"(18) A home management corporation as defined In section 3(7) of the
Urban Housing Development Act of 1967.

Page 50, sucteeding subsections (e) and (f) become (f) and (g)
Page 50, line 10, take out the "sub" in the word "subsection"
Page 50. line 11, take out the "sub" In the word "subsection"
Page 50, succeeding subsection (g), (h), and (1) become (h), (1), and (j)
Page 50, lines 17 through 19 celpts are realized in the operation, sale, or ex-

change of section 1391 property."

SU'MMARY OF SLGOESTEU AMENDMENTS TO S. 2100

1. LOCAL JtEAL ESTATE TAX ABATEMENT

A. 1. 2100 provides that a certified project may be erected In a city only if
assuranc9s are furnished that local real estate taxes will be kept to not more
than 5 percent of the occupancy charges of the project. The Federal government
will then reimburse the city for 50 percent of the loss of tax revenues. If the State
reimburses the city for any further pMrtion of the loss the Federal government
will match its contribution up to an additional 25 percent of the loss. This
provision brings the Federal government's total contribution up to 75 percent
of the abatement.

B. The suggested amendments to the bill reflect the following changes In these
provisions:

1. When several local Jurisdictions would otherwise impose real estate taxes
on the (rtified project, or when such taxes are imposed by the State, assurances
may be required from that State;

2. The assurances concerning the maintenance of real estate taxes at the 5
per ent level need not be furnished in any case in which the State and/or city
is barrtl from the giving of such asinnces by a constitutional provision in
effect on the (late of introductions of the bill. In this type of case. the Federal
government will reimburse the holder of a project directly for 50 percent of the
excess of the real estate taxes paid over 5 percent of the occupancy charges for
the project. Because of this limited 50 percent reimbursement, the rentals for
such a project will be slightly higher than the rentals for a comparable project
In the city in which the real estate taxes are held to 5 percent of occupancy
charges.

C. In certain case a State or city may be unable to reduce its real estate taxes
directly, but may be able to make a direct subsidy to a project holder so as to
reduce its net local thx burden. Any such direct subsidy will be treated as a
reduction of the real estate taxes otherwise paid or payable by the particular
project.

IT. SALES TO HOME MANAGEMENT CORJ'OWATIONS

The following changes were made in the provisions of the bill governing sales
of .ertitied projects to home management corporations.

A. A home management corporation is now given an absolute option to purchase
the property instead of merely a first option prior to a sale to another party.

R. The HMC's option is useable at anj time atter the expiration of two years
of a private owner's holding period, but may be exercised only with the approval
of HUD in the first 7 years of the H1MC's existence.

C. The option price to an HMC represents the initial cost of the property less
the depreciation on the building computed under the straight line method over
a .5 year life. Thus after the expiration of 50 years the price to the HMC would
represent merely the initial cost of land.
D. The )epartment of Housing and Urban Development Is given the power

to promulgate model forms of constitutions and management contracts for
HMC's. It is sPeciflcally p.-ovided however, that an IIMC may exercise its option
to purchase the project only upon the affirmative vote of % of Its members.

. In order to assist an HMC in becoming the owner of its property the PHA
will insure a mortgage loan to an HMC which was procured to finance part of the
purchase price. The maximum amount of a mortgage which may be so insured is
the excess of: (1) The price paid by the HMC pursuant to its option, over (2)
the sum of the existing insured mortgage, if any, on the project and a charge of
$100 per apartment which Is to be contributed by the tenants as equity capital
toward the purchase.

F. An HMC may, in order to meet the payments on any mortgage it incurs in
purchasing the project, raise the occupancy charges by 5% of the previously
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existing level. If the Increased charges are Insufficient to finance the payment
of all of the expenses of the HMC, ncluding payments on its new mortgage,
the U3M0 may receive a subsidy from a Federal Fund established to help finance
such purchases. The bill provides an Initial appropriation of $5 million for such
a fund.

Ill. TENAXT ELWMGX Y AND SENT I CEAsrS

A. The amendments submitted give the Department of Housing and Urban
L)evelopment the authority to promulgate regulations regarding the length of
the period during which the Income of an Individual, or family, must fall within
a required range, If such individual or family is to be eligible as a tenant In a
qualified project.

B. S. 2100 provides that no individual, or family, residing in a certified project
shall be required to move as a result of an increase In Its income. However, if
the charge for its rent becomes less than 18% of his or Its adjusted gross Income,
the tenant is required to pay an additional occupancy charge equal to such dif-
ference. The amendments submitted in this regard are as follows:

1. In order to prevent rent changes as a result of a mere temporary fluctuation
in the tenant's income, HUD is given the authority to promulgate reguations
slecifying the length of the period during which the tenant's income must in-
crease, if his rent is also to be increased.

2. Any such increase in occupancy charges may be made only prospectively
following the end of the stipulated period.

IV. MORTGAGE TERM

Under S. 2100 as introduced, the Department of HUD had the authority to
insure mortgages on the certitied project for any term up to 50 years. Under the
proposed amendments, the mandatory term of any mortgage insured under pro-
posed section 235 is 50 years.

V. TAX PROVISIONS

The following changes are made in the tax provisions of the bill:
A. The credit rates are changed. The previous range of credits for a first

holder was from 3% to 2A2% whereas under the proposed amendments the range
is from 3% to 30%.

The previous range of credits for a subsequent holder was from 2% to 22%.
Under the proposed amendments the range is from 2% to 23%. The credits in
the middle ranges of equity investment have, however, been reduced.

B. A subsequent holder will be eligible for the credits only if it acquires the
property within 40 years after completion of the construction or substantial
rehabilitation.

C. Under the bill as introduced, the useful life (of a certified project apart from
the percentage reduction established by section 1394 (the "base useful life") wax
left to determination in each case under existing law.

Under the proposed amendments the base useful life is specified as:
1. 50 years for the first holder, and
2. for any subsequent holder, 50 years le.s the period elapsing for any pre-

vious holders following the completion of the construction or substantial
rehabilitation of the project.

D. The range of percentage reductions of useful life has also been changed.
In the original bill the useful lives for a first holder were reduced to from 2% to
20% of the useful lives otherwise applicable, i.e., to depreciation periods of 20
years to 10 years. Under the amendments, b range is from 40% to 14% of the
useful lives otherwise applicabe. That is to depreciation periods of from 20 years
to 7 years. In the original bill the depreciation period for a subsequent holder
ranged from 50% to 25% of the useful life otherwise applicable. Under the
amendments the range is from 75% to 24% of the useful life otherwise applicable.
A subsequent holder's depreciation period may in no event be reduced under sec-
tion 1394 below 10 years.

E. Under the original bill, upon a sale of a certified project by a holder-to
someone other than a HMC-after the expiration of the holder's minimum hold-
ing period a full capital gains tax was payable. Upon a sale at the end of a
holder's maximum holding period, the capital gains payable was to be recognized
only to the extent that the sates price exceeded the Insured mortgage.

Under the amendments submitted, if a holder sells after the expiration of his
minim-mn holding period a gain is recognized only to the extent of the excess of:

1. the sales price over
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2. the amount of the mortgage that would have been on the project If the
first holder had made the minimum 20 percent equity investment. The hold-
er's maximum holding period now has significance only under the restoration
of basis provisions (see below).

F. Under section 1894, a holder of a certified project may, after the expiration
of his maximum holding period, elect to continue to hold the property. As a result
of such election he Is treated as if he sold the property to himself. Under the pro-
posed amendment, the price at which such sale Is deemed made Is defined as the
lesser of:

1. The price at which the holder would have sold the property to a Home
Management Corporation at the time, pursuant to the Home Management
Corporation's option, or

2. In the case of a subsequent holder the excess of his actual cost to him
for the property over the depreciation of the part of such costs allocable
to the building. Such depreciation is to be computed on a straight line basis
over a life equal to 50 years less the period lapsing between the completion
of construction or substantial rehabilitation of the project and the holder's
acquisition thereof. Under such an election, the holder is deemed to recog-
nize gain as if he had sold to ' stranger at such prices. He then receives
a "step-up" in basis, for depreciation and other purposes, up to the amount
of said price.

G. Section 1395 provides that in certain circumstances upon a sale of stock in
a section 1391 corporation, a taxpayer will realize ordinary income to the extent
of his proportionate share of the amount of ordinary Income which would have
been realized by the corporation If it had sold all of Its section 1391 properties
which it had not yet held for the minimum holding period. In certain instances--
such as a sale to an HIMC--no gain would be recognized by the corporation. Under
the amendments submitted, no ordinary income will be realized upon a stock
sale to the extent that ordinary income would have been realized by the corpora-
tion on the sale to the same buyer.

H. Under the amendments submitted, the President Is given the authority to
vary the credit rates and alter the useful life up or down within a 15 percent
range. The President is given the authority to make variations within such range
for different types of buildings and for different areas of the country. Such
changes may be necessary to reflect differences In construction costs, operating
income, and other factors.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE URBAN HOUSING DEVELOPMENT AcT or 1967

1. PURPOSE OF BILL

The purpose of the Urban Housing Development Act is to promote the con-
struction and rehabilitation of low rental housing by private enterprise. By
encouraging large corporations to Invest in such housing, the bill also Is designed
to Induce private Industry to begin achieving "that scale of operation, that inte-
gration of functions, and that mechanization of activities which will refute the
charge that housing is the Industry capitalism forgot."

This memorandum explores the means by which the Urban Housing Develop-
ment Act achieves these objectives and the resulting revenue costs to the Federal
government. Comparisons are drawn between the revenue losses Incurred under
this bill with those incurred under a combined rent supplement-below market
Interest rate Section 221(d) (3) program-the most comparable housing program
possible under existing law.3

I Meyerson, Terrett, Wheaton, Housitfg, People and Cities 344 (1962). The authors go on
to state that "Because the building industry In made up o? so many relatively small oper-
ating units, no one exerts the economic influence necessary to convert it into a more effective
structure." Costs and rentals can only be reduced by "large, tight-knit, efficiently managed
organizations" which can "eliminate most of the weak links in the long chain of actions
that keep the majority of builders inefficient and insecure."

2 Section 221(d) (3) authorixes the FKA to insure mortgage loans on rental and coopera-
tive "low-interest rate" multiple dwelling housing. The interest rate on such loans is set
by the FRA at a rate lower than the current market rate but not lower than the lesser of
(a) 3% or (b) the average market yield on outstanding U.S. securities In a particular
period. At the present time the rate is 3%. The term of a 21(d) (8) loan may be any
period up to 40 years.

In the case of a building to be owned by a private profit corporation (as distinguished
from a cooperative or a nonprofit corporation) :

(a) the owner must be a "limited dividend corporation":
(b) the loan may not exceed 90% of the cost of the proc; and
(c) the owner's rent charges may not exceed an amount which will produce with a 7%

vacancy factor, a 6% yield on the owner's net equity investment.
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A. Low ZAWWWe
The 'qow rentals" objective is prouced under the Urban Housing Development

Act In the following manner:
1. The rentals for the apartments In a project built under this bill (a "certified

project") are established at a level which allows (after payment of operating
expenses, real estate taxes and debt service) a basic X percent yield on equity
capital to the Investor.

This return is to be compared with the yield of 0 eent included in the rentals
ota section 22(d) (8) project.

2. The rentals of units In a certified project are also maintained at a modest
level (below those feasible for a 221(d) (8) project) by reducing two of the
basic expenses which rentals normally must cover, namely, real estate taxes and
debt service.

Local real estate taxes paid by a 221(d) (8) project have normally amounted
to at least 14 percent of rental income {pet of such taxes)--a rate which increases
In larger cities. By contrast, this bill provides that local authorities desiring to
participate In the program, mustin the absence of an existing constitutional
prohibition -- hold real estate taxes on the certified project to not more than 5
percent of rental ncome. The Federal government will then reimburse the local
taxing entity for a maximum of 50 percent of the cost of this reduction. If the
State reimburses a further 25 percent, the Federal government will bear the last
25 percent-thereby raising Its total contribution to 75 percent of the abatement.'

The second expense controlled by the bill is debt serve. Under the 221 (d) (8)
program, with a limited-prodt sponsor, the debt service to be covered by rentals
constitutes payments on a loan:

of 90 percent of the cost of the project,
payable over 40 years,
with 8 percent nterest,

Under this bill, the debt service is on a loan,
of not more than 80 percent o the cost of the project,
payable over 50 years,
with 2 percent Interest

The monthly debt service to be covered by rentals under the Urban Housing
Development Act is approximately 84 percent of that which must be covered with
regard to a 221 (d) (8) project.

As a result of these two factors, the rentals on units In a certified project will
typically be only 75 percent ot the rentals of a comparable project constructed
under section 221(d) (8).
B. Bni ler'e Yi

1. 221(d) (3) Project-The 6 percent yield from the rentals on a 221(d) (8)
project would not sufice to interest Investors in the program. There are, however,
various other tax benefits under existing law which Increase the yield of the
owner of a 22(d) (8) proJect.

The owner of a 221 (d) (8) project-or, for that matter the owners of many con-
ventional apartment house--will typically realize tax loes during the frst
seven or eight years of operation. This Is the period during which accelerated
slepreclatlon deductions " substantially exceed the operating income of the
building, including that portion of the income being used to amortize the mortgage.
Tax losses in this period are magnified by the fact that the mortgage payments

8 The bI provides that In those States where an existing constitutional prohibition
prevents a real estate tax abatement or a direct subsidy to produce a tax level of 5 per
cent, the Federal government will pay a subsidy directly to the owner of the proect in
order to reduce taxes by anywhere from 60 to 7m .[ 1 s the chargm depedli upon
the locality's efforts In reducing the cost of the GOnd.

'61nee the buildings now located In urban poverty areas produce very limited tax reve-
nues. It In estimated that this system ae tax abatements will not in bet produce ay loss'
In revenues to local governments 3vm after an abatement, the result will normally be a
revenue gain.

6 The rental level on all projects built under this bill is computed as If the Investor bad
made a minimum 20 percent equity Investment even when the builder has in fact made a
higher investment. T declinsdn the builder's debt service at hhr levels of equity Iavest
ment, permits the maintenance Of a net return e1 equity which is sligtly higher than 3

' The guideline life promulgated by the Treasury for apartment houses If 40 years. Under
existing law, the first oweer ft any new apartment house may use the following accelerated
method of deprecation-the 200 percent declining balance method ("200 DB") and the
sum of the years digits method. The owner od a used asumat house way a the 1M0
percent delining blnmetod ("160i Pereset is") whihI, eLapmd
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being ad pOn marilY of deduetlbha interest rather than non-deductlve
principal amortization Pament.

When the builder offsets these tax losses aUst his other incomW--thoebY
eliminatingL the potential tax thereon--he, in effect, realizes a further cash
flow.' Indeed, by utilization of the 200DB method, the owner of a 22(d) (8)
project may achieve, In the first 10 years of operations, an overall yield of about
8.19 percent. But even this return has proven insufficient to induce a spbstantlal
amount of building by private Industry under section 221 (8).

From the eighth through approximately the tenth years, these tax benefits
become negligible; by the end of about the eleventh year, the "tax shelter"
aspect of the 221 project has been completely exhausted. At that point the con-
stantly increasing mortgage amortization payments begin to exceed the decln-
Ing depreciation deductions. Thus, the cash flow realized by the holder gradually
becomes taxable, and his after tax yield declines below 6 percent.

In the case of a luxury apartment house or ommercial buildiLg, the same
problem of a declining tax shelter is offset by several other factors. First, the
building may be fully occupied and in demand so that direct returns from rentals
may have increased to 10 or even 20 percept of equity; the property has therefore
become an attractive holding apart from tax benefits. Second, because of the In-
creased yield, the owner may refinance the mortgae and thereby realize tax-
free dollars to use for Investment. Third, he may make a profitable sale of the
building. Finally, ifte original investment was intended only as a tax device
and the property Is not profitable, donate-It to his
foundation-thereby securing t+W tax ded

In the case of a 221(d) project, the refinancing fitable sale alter-
natives are not availb n view of the deminimus 6 peren M turn from the
property. Thus after ut one-fourth its life expectancy the 2 d) (8) project
has become an un fitable and economi sound part o he holder's
portfolio.'

In contrast, e tax ince yes provi d for the Housing De ent
Act are desi to Incre the inlti o of ret, on his ne equity
Investment f rm the 8 perceu inm the tal a normal turn
of about 1- %---a yield n to In t w out
being excess e. The bill a atte a eve a I yield f 1 pe for
all subsequ t buyers, er thAn e managem corra on.

This adi onal yiel on e j a from follow tax in yes
provided fOIn the bi

a. A tax t based upon the wne n d in the poJect;
b. A shoe deprecia on peri anis y existing law; and
c. An on in th proj xs epr e compared to Its non-

depreciable d the tion site improve ent.The tax iUves ro are Pat p vons in 9 tax
laws- 'civ -,.he investment credit fo chin and and a&
celery. .s de ation period for d acllt IJ[hnls 'merl
attempts to ada these incenti the dnen of low
rental housing.

The size of the Incentiveby sea them to owner's
equity investment example, a 3 percent credit and a 20-y depreciation
period are grated to making a 20 percent equity Inv ent; the cor-
parable figure .or an In financing the entire po yrisk capital are
30 percent and 7 year

This scaling of benefits to eq mpllahes three objectives.
First It promotes the construction of low rental housing with the smallest pos-
sible drain on the FAderal government's mortgage guaranty pool Second it pro-
motes the building of low rental housing even after the Federal mortgage funds
appropriated In this bill are exiaausted. Third it provides an incetivo--epeclallY

An excellent discussion of the tax shelter aspects ofthe building conventional apart-
meat houses aPDaM to the .ZrI4 of t rows XITSMO1 9 ) me Tihs
7.. Meusee, = as before the Hous Ways and Nuns Coltte., p. 4 ,(193).Ti
report and other attic-o live examples t how such tax benefits have Induee construe-
tion of luxury apartment houses even when the actual rate of return expeetd In the eariy
runrs fro the builin Itself Is minimal -

'The forWoin iats mar sa~t at least one of. the reaq " whr private enterprise
hm not shown grreat t is tb9 (d1 () roM. .
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for major corporation. with available cesh sesoure---to ave the eAditiewa
red tape involved in obtaining a substantial guaranteed loss.'
0. Jk1.tioshAip of Revenue Coat to Low Rentils and Yield

In comparing costs, yields and rentals of housing projects built under
221(d) (3) and under this proposed legislation, two relationships are of critical
importance.

First, the added interest subsidy costs and real estate tax abatement pay-
ments incurred under this bill are reflected in lower rentals. Indeed the differ-
ence in rentals between the two programs is about twice the cost of achieving
the difference. Both of these additional costs do not affect the owner's return
but only reduce rentals.

Second, the tax incentives granted under this bill do not affect the rentals.
Rather, they are merely the means for increasing the average yield for the
initial investor in, and subsequent purchaser of, a certified project as compared
with the return for the builder and holders of a 221 (d) (3) project.

IL ELEMENTS Or REVENUE LOSS AN" REVENUE REURN

A revenue loss to the Federal government will be incurred on each certified
project built under the Urban Housing Development Act. Computing the size
and significance of that loss is not, however, an easy task, for numerous varia-
bles--such as the cost of Federal borrowing, the normal equity investment, the
length of the Initial owner's holding period and the probable purchaser from the
initial owner-are involved in such computations and the interaction of these
variables produce significantly different revenue results.

Moreover, any cost analysis must be viewed In the light of the basic fact that
revenue increments produced by this bill-through the collection of taxes on
new income generated by the construction--will occur during and shortly after
the construction period, while, by contrast, the revenue costs will take place
gradually over a 50 year period.

Cash immediately in hand can reproduce itself; as any businessman or
banker will testify, there Is economic value in having money at the present time
even though a greater sum must be paid back over an extended period of time.

In general the revenue losses to the Federal government with regard to any
certified project arise from the Interest rate subsidy, the tax abatement pay-
ments, and the several tax incentives.
A. Interest Cost

An interest cost is incurred on each Federally insured mortgage used to finance
a project. This cost represents the difference between the 2 percent interest
rate at which the mortgage loan will be made and the interest rate at which the
government is able to borrow the money.

Over the past two years, the Federal long-term borrowing rate has averaged
approximately 4.5 percent; this rate has therefore been adopted for purposes
of analysis. A 2.5 percent Interest subsidy on a 50 year loan eventually amounts
to 76 percent of the principal amount of the loan.* If the Federal borrowing
rate were to go down to 4 percent-so that the subsidy would be only 2 percent-
the subsidy would eventually amount to only 59 percent of the principal amount
of the loan.

Thus, assuming a 4.5 percent borrowing rate, the 50 year interest subsidy on
the full proposed $8 billion loan fund is about $2.28 billion. Of signifiance, how-
ever, is the fact that this cost Is incurred, not in one lump sum, but over a 50
year period.

sIt to envisged that a builder seeking a certification for tax benefits without a guar-.
anteed mortgage or with a very small guaranteed mortgage should receive rapid approval
as in the ease ot certifications for emergency defense facilities.

uTbe actual interest cost Is computed in the following manner. It Is assumed that the
Department of Housing and Urban Development will lend $80 billion to qualifying builders.
These loans will be subJect to repayment in level monthly installments over a fifty year
period with interest charges at the rate of 2 percent per annum. The installments to be
received from BUD project owners In each year during this period will equal approximately
$95.5 million. HUD is presumed to have borrowed this money from the Treasury at a 4.0
percent rate of Interest. As each payment Is received, HU wil apply the prineipal com-
ponent against the principal of the amount it owes the Treasury and the Interest com-
ponent against the interest it owes the Treasury. Since BUD has lent at 2 percent and Is
repaying at 4.5 percent there will be a defleit In interest each mouth which will have to
be made up by a direct appropriation. These interest deficits over a 30 year period will
total $2.280 billion (T6 percent of the amount loaned) or an aera s of aNut $4.6
million a year.
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The interest subsidy on a 221 (d) (3) loan (from 4.5 percent to 3 percent over
40 years) is only 34 percent of the principal amount of the mortgage. Section
.'1 (d) (3) mortgage funds are generally 90 percent of project cots whereas

mortgages under this bill are 80 percent or Itcw of project costs. In short to pro-
duce the same amount of housing under the 221 (d) (3) program requires a
minimum 10 percent increase in Federal borrowing. Moreover, if the fund estab-
lished under this bill is used to supply mortgages of less than 80 percent of the
cost of the project-which will occur In numerous cases-the same loan fund
produces as well a still greater quantity of housing than would an identical sum
of money under section 221 (d) (3).
B. Ral Estate Ta: Subsidy Cost

The bill also provides a real estate tax subsidy equal to between 50 percent
and 75 percent of the difference between the city and State taxes otherwise
payable (about 14 percent or wore of gross rentals) and 5 parent of the gross
rental income of a certified project.

Thus assuming the construction of 2500 projects of 120 units evach." the all-
nual estimated Federal real estate subsidy may thus range, frml $13.875 to $20.00
million per year (50% to 75% of an $11,000 subsidy on 2500 buildings).

C. Costs and Rcnt Lcrcls
Apart from tax incentives and flow back, the average annual cost of the bll

should amount to approximately $0 to $00tG million. This is computed as fullows:
Interest subsidy ($2.3 billion divided by 50 yrs.) ------ 46, 000, 000
Real estate tax subsidy (2500 buildings at $55d0 to

r-yr.)------------------------------------ 13, 750,000- ,10, 625, 000

Total ----------------------------------- 59, 750, 00- 66, 625, 000
With regard to a prograin of similar scope financed under section 221 (d) (3)

comparable annual co.st would be only $2S.687-500-which represents the average
interest subsidy over 40 years on a loan fund of $3,375 billion.

It is estimated, however, that the annual aggregate of rental for units in each
of the projects constructed under the Urban Housing Development Act bill would
be $40.363 lower than the rentals In an identical project constituted under section
_."21(d) (3).' Thus to achieve under section =21(d) (3) the rentals achieved under
ths bill, the trvo*ernment would have to lmy annual rent supplements of at least
$110.91 million ($40,363 on 2.500 projects).

In summary, apart from the tax incentives, the Urban Housing Development
Act costs $72.96 to $79.84 million per annum less than a program of similar size
financed under 221(d) (3) coupled with rent supplements which would produce
comparable rentals."

Y). Tar Costs
Attention is now turned to the tax costs which are designed to increase rates of

return under the Urban Housing Development Act to satisfactory levels. These
tax costs are as follows:

1. Credit
Tax credits are granted to the holder of each project and to subsequent pur-

chasers. These credits, of course, reduce tax revenues dollar for dollar.

u Treasury figures for unit cost and project Mse have been adopted. Under the Urban
Housing Development Art. a fund of $3.750 billion ($3.0 billion i Federal mortgage money)
and at least $7,0 million in private capital will build 2,500_projeets of 120 units each.
The comparable figures under 221(d) (3) are $3.375 billion in Federal mortgage money and
$375 million in private capital,uSee P. 92 infra.

Is The differential L computed as follows:
281(d)(() Project

Interest subsidy -- ------------------------------------------- , 8
Rent supplements .------- ---------------------- MO. 91

Total cost ----------- ----- ------ ----------- 139.59
Urbu Ho**6W Development At
interest and real estate tax aldy....... 59. TO to S. 03

Total ..............----------- 7 9. 84 to 72.91

85-199-7--
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2. Excess Depreoiatiou.
A cost for depreciation is incurred as the holder of each certified project ap-

plies the tax losses which arise each year front his continued ownership of the
project against his other Income."

To the extent that tile depreciation deductions shield tie income of the project
Itself against taxes there is no revenue "loss" since, in the absence of the bill,
the project would never have been built.

Depreciation deductions, of course, reduce the holder's cost for the project,
and thus Increase the amount of gain he will realize on a subsequent Sale of
project. lHence, to the extent that the holder of a certlled project must pay a
capital gains tax upon a stile, the exctss deprvclatiou tax cost Is, In effect,
"reeoujsxl" by the Fhederal government.

In thre situations, payment of it capital gains tax upon sale is not required
or is reduced by the Urban Ilouting Development Act.

(1) If the holder sells to a lotie management corporation (IIMC) as early
as two years after he assumes ownership, no capital gains tax is imyable.
(2) If the holder sells after the expiration of lis minium holding leriold (i1)

years) and reinvests the proceeds In the construction of another low rental
project. no capital gains tax is iPyable.

(3) If the holder sells after the end of his minimum holding period, the gain
to be recognized for tax purposes is limited to the excess of-

(I) the salem proce I~eds, over
Ii) the amount of the Insured inortgage that would have been on the

property had the initial holder made the minimum 20 percent equity
Invettment.

The capital gains taxes not ptsidl in the above situations do )ot represnt an
"out of lwscket" loss of revenue to the Federal government. since, in the absence
of the Urban Housing Developtent Act. the projects would not have been built.
In short, the calculable revenue loss under this bill arises when the excess

depreciation deductions on the project are applied against the holder's other
ilcome (whi(.h WoltI(l otherwise have been subject to taxes). This revenue loss
may Ime r(diw'td by any capital gains tax that is ipid o a sale of the certilled
Projt.t, rather than further Increased by a capital gains forgiveness.

3. SU'M)MARY OF TAX COSTS

The amount of revenue loss resulting from the tax incentive provisions varies
delwindinig tilmi the anlouvt of the holder's initial equity investment, the manner
in which the holder disposes of tile property, the time at which tile disposition is
made. and the choice of depreciation technique. The amount of loss on , y
particular project under various circumstances can be estimated and these calcu-
lations appear in a latte- part of the memorandum. To obtain an overall cost
figure. however, a computation has been made on the assumption that the
Urban housing Development Act will produce the construction of 200 projects
of 120 units each (a total of 300,000 units).

Under these circumstances, the 50 year tax revenue cost-If the projects are
all built with 20 percent equity investments-may range anywhere from $297.5
million Is to $1.4 billion " with the more likely estimate being closer to the $297.5
million figure.

If the projects are all built with a 100percent equity Investment the tax cost
may range from $1.652" ' to $4.26 billion,= but would almost certainly be closer
to the $1.12 figure. Moreover. those buildings constructed with a 100 percent
equity Investment would not bear any part of the $2.28 billion interest subsidy.
The Federal mortgage fund would then be available to finance the construction
of other housing projects.

E. The Flow Baok
In any event, all or a substantial part of the Federal government's tax Incen-

tive revenue losses, on either a project constructed under the Urban Housing
Development Act or under an enlarged 221(d) (8) program, should "flow back"

14 The annual tax los, as to a particular project. In the excess of: (a) the depreciation
dduction, over ( b) the net operatIng Income on the building, Is, interet payments on
the MOrtgagst1$119 00 per bulldlnr on 2500 buildings (we p. 18 lafr).

is 560.000 per building on 2500 buildings (see p. 14 intra).
IT $661.000 per building on 2300 buildings (see p. 16 infa ).
3$1,00,0 per building on 2300 building* (M p.1I nft).
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to It In the form of taxes un Income which Is generated by the construclion of
the builli:gs. Thus, for example, the government will collect additional income
taxes on the salaries of laborers and other personnel employed in the construe-
tion of the buildings and on the profits obtained from the building materials
sujpiel. It will also collect taxes on the income earned when laborers, manage.
ment employees, and material suppliers engaged directly or indirectly In the
construction of the projects spend their nOles to purchase goods and services."

It is estimated that for each dollar expended in the construction of the build-
lng, about $3)0in Income should 1x- created throughout the economy (including
the dollar itself). This additional Income arises through the so-called "multiplier"
effe.t.

Overall, it Is estimated that approximately 13 percent of the $3.00 of Income
cre'atcd by each dollar of exoeiditures on the certified project will return to the
Federal Treasury in additional income tax revenues.1 Thus even If the minimum
2,5(X) buildings were built, the flow-back in revenues to the Federal Government
would be $1.4t94 billion

It is critical to note that this "flow back" to thw Treasury will occur during
the period of conistruction of the building anl within a year or two thereafter,
and tinder normal circumstances will greatly exceed the only revenue losses dur-
Ing that period."

I1. OVIEHAIIL COST COMP'UTATION UNI)RII URBAN IIO)UING DIEVIL1,IENT ACT

If 2500 buildings with M0 percent financing are construeted under the Urban
iiousinJg I )el(Ipmenlt Act. the ninitnumn revenue loss, before the flow back,
should be about $3.245 billion, coinputed as follows:

Interest Subsidy ---------------------------------------------- $2.
teal l'stilte Tax Subsidy (1izm1x) ------------------------------ 7

Tax teductliozs anywhere from .29S billion to $1.4 billion but likely
to I, (lose to-------------------------------------------------- -208

Total --------------------------------------------------- 5

The revenue flow buck In this case is $1.462 billion, leaving a net revenue cost
of $1.782 billion (&15.6 million I'r year). If the imaximun tax cost estimate of
$1.4 billion Is tisedl instead of the miininuzn $.2WS billion figure, the net cost votmes
to about $2.884 billion (about $57.6 million per year.) 0

The gross revenue cost before the flow back, therefore, ranges from $3.2 bil.
lion to $4.3 billion, or from $64.1 million to $80.0 million per annum. This yearly
cost is far less than the $139 million in rent supplements and interest subsidies
need to produce comparable rents under 221(d) (3). In addition, the annual
tax costs for comparable 221(d) (3) projects will amount to at least an addi-
tional $ 25 million per annum.

If, by contrast, 5W}0O buildings were constructed, 2500 with 00 ercent govern-
ment financing and 25W with no government financing, the aggregate revenue
loss before the flow back would be about $5.0 billion computed as follows:

Rano"
Interest Subsidy --------------------------------------------- $2. 20
Real Estate Tax Subsidy (max) ---------------------------------- 1.330
Tax reductions:

80 percent Federal mortgage buildings anywhere from .298 billion
to $1.830 billion (but likely to be closer to) ---------------------. 208

Buildings without Federal mortgage (anywhere from $1.652 billion
to $4.2 billion but likely to be closer to) ------------- .... .

Total -----------------------------------------------

I A further flow of revenues back to the government will come from taxes on the
Income of persona working In thfa. mAintenance and operations of the buildings. These
revim'ee hare not been Included In the analyst.

10The forelging "multipler" analysis it on the sasumptio that. In view of the
unused productive capacity In the building Industry and the amount of unused capital Is
tue eftnomy, the construction of the carted projects will lead to new employment and
males of materials and will not merely "'bd-up - the rates beina psL& for labor and services
which might otherwise be us In the construction of other bll dam.

It Tli total equals 13 percent of $.,2 billion (AX $&76 billion).
0 In short, no interest cost on revenues lost results to the government since It Is earning

Interest on revenues which have sowed back, that ar greats' than any revenues whtei
have been lostNOf this sum about $18.8 iton pee ya coastituts real estate tax subsddis



In this case, however, the flow back in revenues is $2.926 billion *" leaving a
net revenue loss of about $2.634 billion (about $52.7 million per year).

IM. EXAMPLE

The above principles may best be illustrated by (lie following examples, fill of
which are based on a project consisting of 1.0 units costing $12,500 a unilt.' The
$1,500,000 aggregate cost of the project represents:

Land ------------------------------------------------ $100,000
Demolition and site improvement -------------------------------- 15(), 000
Building --------------------------------------------- 1, 250, (00

Total ------------------------------------------- 1,500,000

Rentals
The gross rental income of a project under the Urban Ilousing lhvelojlweilt

Act is designed to yield to an initial holder making a 2'0 percent equity invest-
mf'nt a 3 percent yield ($9000) on his equity investment of $30000.

The rental income and expenditures of such a certified project may be clii-
pared to the rental income and expenses of a comparable project under secti(mn
221(d) (3) as follows:

Certified project 221 project

P~r annum Per unit Per annum Per unit
per month

(ross rental income (assuming maximum occupancy and other
adjustments) ------------------------------------------- $118,368 $82.20 $158, 731 $110. 23

7 percent vacancy factor ----------------------------------- 8,268 5.75 11, 102 7. 71

Annual gross rental income --------------------------------- 1110,100 76.45 147, 629 102.52
Less:

Operating expenses ----------------------------------- 57, 600 40. 00 57,600 40. 00
Real estate tax 2 --------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  5,500 3.82 23, 040 16.00

Net operating income (taxable income before depreciation
and interest) ------------------------------------- 47,000 32.63 FA, 9"9 46. 52

Less mortgage payment (principal and interest) .......... 38; 000 26.38 57, 989 40.27

Cash flow to holder ----------------------------------- 96.25 89,000 6.25

i The gross rental income figure will not vary even when the holder bas invested a higher percentage of equity. Thus,
In the case of a builder akin a5O percent equity investment, his mortgage payments will only be 23,700 per annum
leaving him with a cash flow of $23,300 per annum (a little above a 3-percent return on his equity investment of $750,000).

2 These taxes constitute 5 percent of gross rental income.
3 This $9,000 figure represents a 6-percent return on the required 10 percent equity investment of $150,000.

The above table clearly shows why rentals are lower under the Urban Housing
Development Act than under section 221(d) (3). These reduced charges are the
result of lower payments of (a) real estate taxes and (b) debt service.

To achieve the same reduced rentals in a comparable project 2'21 (d) (3), the
Federal government would have to pay rent supplements of $40,363 per annum
($158,731-118,368), in addition to the interest subsidy involved in the section
221 (d) (3) mortgage financing.

B. Real Estate Tar Subsidy
It is estimated that in the absence of the bill, local real estate taxes against

such a project would amount to approximately 14 percent of gross rents or $16,571
per year.

The cost of reducing the local real estate tax expenie to 5 percent of gross
rents ($5,500) would thus be approximately $11,072 IrF year, of which the Fed-
eral government would bear 50-75 percent or $5,536 to $8,304 per year. This would
amount to a cost of about $276,800 over the life of the project.

" This sum represents twice the flow back In the above example.
n Detailed schedules underlying the eomputations summr h n are annexed to this

ulmorandum
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C. Interest Coat
hle interest cost (assuming a 2.5% subsidy from 4.5% to 2%) will amount to

76% of the principal amount of the loan. Thus, it will vary from $912,000
($18,254) v'r annuiin) In the case of a builder making a 20% equity investment to
zero for the builder who finances the building completely through equity
investment.

D. Multiplier
On the basis of a 3 to 1 multiplier the total Income created through the con-

strwtion of a project under either the Urban Iousing Development Act or an
exp:lnded 221(d) (3) proPgram would be :about $4,500,000, of whih about 13%
or &5,5,(0) would, within several years after the completion of construction, flow
la.k to the government in tar revenues.

. Tax (Coxt.9
1. liitiatl l1oldr Making ai 20 Percernt Equitp InreRtnii'lt

a. ('rrdit.- -if the initial holder makes a minimum. 20 percent equity invest-
ment. the initial tax credit granted is $45.000.

h. 7,'rieti , ('ost.-The application of the tnx losses arsing from th,' project
:v.-iaist t le owzir's other income results in tax savings to the owner. and revenue
(."St. to the Fi-deral government.

lDririg thme first ten yeors of the project's life, these tar savings and the In-
vestor's total yield are as follows:

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Depreciation, Mortgage Tax loss les Tax saving, Builder,

Year (20 years, 150 Cash flows amortizadon 2 and 3 50 percent total Y
percent D.B.)' of (4) (2) and (5)

I ---------------------- $10.300 $9, 00 $14.000 $78.300 $39,150 $48,150
2 ...................... 93,700 9,000 14,400 70.300 35,150 44,150
3 ..................... 86,600 9.000 14.700 62.900 31.450 40,450
4 ..................... 80. 100 9. 000 15, 000 56, 100 28. (50 37, 050
5 ...................... 74.100 9,000 15,300 49,800 24,900 33.900
6 ...................... 68.600 9,000 15.600 44,000 22,000 31,000
7 ..................... 63, 000 9,000 15,900 38.100 19,050 28.050
8(s'1)................ 60,200 9.000 16,200 35,000 17,500 26, 500
9 (s/l ................ 60,200 9.000 16,600 34 600 17,300 26,500
10(s/1) ............... 60.200 9,000 16 900 34,300 17.150 26,150

Total ............ 748,000 90,003 154,600 503,400 251.700 341,700

1 The depreciation is computed on a basis of $1.350,000 whi"h, under the bill, includes demolition and site improvementcosts of $150,000,
2 The cash flow equals the net operating income of $47,000 less the mortgage payments of $38,000. The mortgage

amortization (col. 3) equals the $38,000 mortgage payment less the interest component thereof.
SAs under existing law, the builder switches to the straight-line method when this becomes profitable.

Of course, the shorter the holding period, the lower the revenue loss to the
Federal government. This is, of course, due to the reduction in the number of
years in which excess depreciation deductions are offset against the owner's
other income.

In contrast, the investor's percentage yield increases as his holding period
decrease.. This result occurs because tax losses are at their highest in the early
years of the holding period due to:

(1) the effect of declining balance depreciation, and
(2) the fact that the Interest component of the mortgage payments (which

is deductible) is at Its highest.
c. Sale to HAC.-A sale to a HMC may be made freo of capital gains taxes

after the end of the second year, (subject to HUD approval). Upon such a sale,
the price is limited to the cost of the property less the depreciation deductions
which would have been taken If the depreciation hu,.d been computed on a
straight line basis over a 50 year period.

A The amount of the owner's final yield and the resulting revenue losses to the Federal
government also depend upon the type of sale made, ai hereinaftet described.



The builder's yield, and the resulting revenue loss, assuming a sale to a HMC,
may be summarized as follows:

Reveilue loss
Sale to HMC at end of year Builder's yield (in percent) I includingg $45.000

credits)

2------------------------.......19.12 (case 1)----------------------------- $119.000
10 ............................ 12.51 (case 2) ............................. . O
20 .................................. 12.24 (caAe 3) ................................... . 48, 000

I The case rumber5 refer to cmputatioais in the annexed schedules.

In view of the high yield tealizable upon an early sale. the initial owner has
a signfil-ant Incentive to prepare his tenants for purchasing the building through
a H3IC as quickly :s po,-sible. Such a sale is also advanta a..tis for tie Federal
government, because at that point, the tents receive no further tax Incentives
i although the interest and real estate tax suh'idies continie). Indeed the total tax
revenue losses in the above situation (whih is likely to he the most commreon
because of the favorable results to the private owner), constitute considerably less
than the $5M%.S.000 gained in new tax revenues as a result (if the cmistrucfion of
the project." Moreover, even in the case of a sale to a HMC after 20 years, the
total tax loss is only $45,,0) and this cost is spread out over 20 years whereas the
$5s57.0(O in revenue flow back is received during, and shortly after, construction.

d) , le to a Prit'ate Party at the End of the Maximum Hohling 'rind.-If the
initial owner takes the lest; likely course of holding the property for his m:xinium
holding period of 20 years. and then selling to a private party, the excess deprecia-
tion revenue loss is $413.000. -

Upon a private sale at the end of a maximum holding period, however, the
owner niust-unless he takes advantage of the reinvestment provision paY a
capital gains tax to the extent that the sale proceeds are received in cash above
the mortgage.

The schedule of credits and depreciation period reductions for any private
buyer h;,s been structured to produce in most cases a 10 percent yield for such
buyer if the purchase is made at a price equal to that at which a HMC has an
option to purchase.

On the basis of such ct sales price, the .20 percent investor's yield would be as
follows:

Gross sales Capital Net sales Tax cost (amount
Sale at end of year proceeds gains tax proceeds Percent of yield shown above,

less capital gain)

10 ...................... $185.000 1$46,000 $139,000 11.31 $251,000
20 ...................... 104,000 326,000 88,000 4 12.14 432,000

1 Since the sale is made after the end of the builder's minimum holding period, the capital gain is limited to $460,000,
25 percent of the excess of the $1,230,000 sales price.

2 C;se 4.
a This ,'1gure represents 25 percent of the cash proceeds of $104,000 received above the mortgage.
* Case5,

In the case of the first buyer the credit may amount to approximately $26,000.
For the first and subsequent buyers, the depreciation cost-net the recovery
of capital gains taxes to the government should amount to only about $100,000.

Of During the first two years after construction, the total revenue losses are a maximum
of $173.000 computed as follows: real estate tax subsidy (2 years at maximum of $8,300
eaCh) : Interst subsidy (2 years at $18,250) ; tax credit of W46,000; depreciation tax yav-
Ings ($74,250). This is about thirty percent of the $565,000 revenue Inflow on income gen-
erated by the construction.

raThe initial owner's tax loss of $826,000 (which I assumed to result In a 50% tax
benefit of $418,000) represents the excess of: (a) $1,850,000 in depreciation deductions,
over (b) the aggregate income of $524,000.

.J 1f, after the end of his minimum holding period, the builder sells the property and
reinvest. the asb proceeds (above the outstadng FHA insured mor In another low
rental project), be in relieved of capital gains tax on the sale. Under this provision, the
government secures two buildings for the cost of one. The total cost for both buildings In
this situation will generally be comparable to the cost upon a tax free sale to a HMC after
10 years.
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When these private turnovers are carried through for the entire fifty year
period, the total tax credits and current tax reductions reach a limit of about
$50,000. This figure should represent the maximum conceivable loss of tax
revenues to the Federal government of any project constructed under the bill with
a 20 percent equity investment Even in this situation, however, the government's
initial tax gain of $585,000--accruing in the period immediately following con-
struction--exceeds the 50 year tax cost.

It is highly unlikely, however, that many buildings will remain in private hands
throughout the full 50 year period-without at least one "roll-over" which would
lortduce additional low-cost housing. It is even more likely that the builder will
nmxlmize his return by selling to a HMC as soon as It is possible for him to
do so without incurring a penalty tax, that is, two years after construction with
HUD approval. In this event, the revenue loss to the Federal government is sub-
stantially reduced.

3. INITIAL OWNER MAKING 50 PERCENT EQUITY INVESTMENT

The Initial owner making a 50 percent equity investment $750,000) would
be granted a tax credit of $165,000 (11% of $1,500,000).

The investor's yield and the Federal government's revenue loss resulting from
depreciation deductions over the 10 years minimum and maximum holding
period are as follows:

Depreciation Mortgage
Year (50 percent Cash flow amortization Tax losses Tax saving Return

D..-lO years)

1 .................. $202,500 $23,300 $8,800 $170.400 $85,200 $108,500
2 .................. 172.130 23.300 9.000 139.830 69,915 93,215
3 .................. 146,310 23, 300 9,200 113,810 56,905 80,205
4 .................. 124,360 23,300 9,400 91,660 45,830 69,130
5 .................. 117,450 23,300 9,600 84,550 42,275 65,575
6 .................. 117,450 23,300 9.800 84.350 42,175 65,475
7 .................. 117,450 23,300 10,000 83,950 42,075 65,375
8 .................. 117,450 23,300 10,200 83,950 41,975 65, 275
9 .................. 117,450 23.300 10,400 83,750 41,875 65,175

10 .................. 117.450 23,300 10.600 83,550 41,775 65.075
Total ......... 1,350.000 233.000 97.000 1.020,000 510. 000 743,000

(a) Sale to HMC.-In the case of a sale to a HMC the investor's yield and the
resulting revenue loss to the Federal government are as follows:

Sale at end of the year Builder's yield Revenue loss

2 ................................................. 123.34 $320,000
10 ................................................. SIL 675,000

' Case 6.
2Case 7.

After such a sale to a HMO no further tax Incentives are granted In regard to
the building.

(b) Sale to a private holder
If such an investor makes a private sale after 10 years at the lMO price and

does not reinvest the proceeds in more low income housing, a capital gains tax
of approximately $4Ooo0 will be payable. This represents 25 percent of the

excess of:
(a) the $1,30,000 sales price over
(b) the $1,05,000 mortgage that would have been on the project at the

time of sale if the builder had originally made the minimum 20% equity
investment.

This tax would reduce the Investor's yield to 12.249 percent (Case 8) and the
Government's revenue loss to $629,000.

It will be noted that the cost in tax revenue at a 50 percent equity investment
will exceed the comparable tax cost at 20 percent equity investment by any-
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where from $200,000 to $378,000. However, the interest subidy at 0()0% equity
investment is approximately $43,004) lower than the Interest substlidy tat 24)%
equity Investment (70% of a $450,000 loss of Federal mortgage). In short, under
any circumstances, the Increased costs to the Federal government for 50 lwrt-vat
equity investors is miulwal. Moreover the number of houses widch call be built
for the same mortgage pool is increa-sed by 25rO.

3. INITIAL OWNER MAKING 100-PEiUCENT EQUITY INVESTMENT

In the case of an Initial owner mktng a 100 1wrtitt equity inve'tmeiit. the
tax redit granted would be approximately $4).000 (30'% of $1.5000) i op-
Ixosed to the $45,0) credit granted to the builder making a 20 percentt equity
Investment.

Iln this situation, however, there is no interest cot-as contrasted with the
$912.XK) titetrest cost Incturred on an M) percent federally stred mortgage.

Tie investor's yield and the Federal government's rtven, loss result ug 'frt'mi
deprtw'iation dedtlictions taken over the seven year miltimut and maximuin hold-
ing period are as follows:

Year Depreciation(150 Cash flow Amortization Tax loss Tax saving Total return
D.B.--7 years) of molts.ile

I .............. $289. 400 $47,000 0 $?47.400 $12 1.'N) $168.20
2 .............. 227.300 47.000 0 180.300 90.150 137, l
3 .............. 178.500 47.000 0 131,500 65.7.W 112.75
4 .............. 163,700 47.000 0 116,700 59.350 105 35
5 .............. 163.700 47,000 0 116, 700 58.350 105.35
6 .............. 163.700 47.000 0 116,700 58 350 105.35
7 .............. 163,700 47. 000 0 116,700 58.350 105.35

Total .... 135,000 329,000 0 1,021,000 510.000 &39. 50

a. Sale to liJ[(.-ln the case of a siale to a ItIM. the ownt'r's yield. id the
resulting revenue loss to the Federal government are:

Sale at end of year Builder's Revenue loss
yield percentt)

7 ........................................................................ 313.132 960,000

I Case 9.
a Case 10.

Of course, after such a sale to a HMC, no further tax Incentives are granted
In regard to the building.

b. A Sale to a Private Holder.-Let us assume, on the other hand, that an
Investor financing the entire building by equity capital makes a private sale after
7 years, at the HMC option price, and does not reinvest the proceeds in more
low-income housing. In such event, a capital gains tax of $34,000 will be paid,
which represents 25% of the excess of:

(a) the $1,311,000 sales price, over
(b) the $1,095.000 mortgage that would have been on the project at the

time of sale if the builder had originally made the minimum 20% equity
investment.

On the basis of such a sale, the owner's yield will be 12.98% (case 11) and
the revenue loss to the government $900,000 (the $90,000 lobs shown above,
less the $54,000 capital gains tax). It is doubtful, however, in the case of a 100
percent investor that a private sale could be made at a price quite as high as
the HMC's option price. Thus if the investor makes a private sale, his yield is
now likely to be about 10 percent.

It Is estimated that the tax credit granted to the buyer at the end of seven
years may be approximately $250,000 and that his tax savings through accel-
erated depreciation (net of capital gains recovery) may amount to about
$200,000. Over a 50 year term the total tax incentives granted may conceivably
amount to about $1,700,000. But no interest subsidy cost must be added on to this
figure since there is no Federal mortgage on the projec.
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4. COMPARISON O YIELD AT DIFMJNT LEVTJ OF EQUITY INVESTMI"T

A comparison of the yields to be realized by Investors in typical situations, at
various levels of equity Investment Is as follows:

Sale at end of year
Equity investment (percent)

20 50 100

ToMC:
2 ........................................................... 19.12 23.314 25.359
10 ....................................... .................. 12.51 12.787 13.132

To private party:
10 ........................................................... 12. 249 10.0
20 .......................................................... 12.24 ............ .............

5. CON8TIZUCTION UNDER 221 (D) t3)

The following schedule shoisvs the pattern of tax smtving., ta x cots maid et
yield for the builder of a 221 project over its first .years.

Depreciation I
Year (40-year 200

percent D.B.)

....................
2..... ................
3......... .......
4...................
5 ..................
6 .................
7...... .. ........
8 ...............
9.............

10 .....................

Subtotal .........

11..............
12 ............
13 .....................
14 ..................
15 .....................
18................
I?................

8 ....................
19....................
20 .................

Subtotal .........

Total ............

$62,500
59,400
56,400
53, 600
51.000
48.400
45,900
43. 600
41.500
39.400

501, 700

37.400
35,600
33. 8O
32,100
30,500
29, 00
27.500
26,100
24,900
23,600

300.500

802,200

Amotization

$17. 700
18,300
18,800
19,40020, 000
20, 600
21,200
21.900
22. 500
23,200

203.600

23,900
24.700
25,400
26.200
27,000
27.800
28,700
29,500
30.400
31,300

274,900

478,5W0

Cash flow

$9.000
9, 0oo)
9,000
9,000
9,000
9, 00b
9.000
9.000
9,000
9.000

90.00

9, 000
9,000
9.000
9,OO
9,000
9,0009000
9,000
9.000

90,000X

180.000

(Cash flow
Tax loss Tax saving return pius

tax saving)

$35,800
32, 100
28,600
25. 200
22.000
18,800
15,700
12.700
10. 0JO
7.200

208,100

4650
(600?(3.100o

(7. 0O)
(10,200)

12, 400)
14,:001(16, 71O

(64.400)

143,700

$17,900 $26.900
16.050 25,050
14.300 23,300
12.600 21,600
11,000 20,000
9, 40 18,400
7,850 16,850
6,350 15,350
5,000 14,000
3,600 12,600

104,050 194,050

2,250 11,250
950 9,950

(300) 8.700
1,550) 7,450

(2,750) 6.250
(3,900) 5, 10
5, )00 3,900
$6, 200) 2, 80
(,250) 1,750

(32.200) 57, 80

71,850 251,850

I This is based on $1,250,000 cost of buiid-ng-wkitch does not include the demoition and site muPovemwnt as well as
and costs.

a. Initial Owner's Yild.-If oue assimues a sale by the initial owner at the
end of the 10th year for approximately $I0,00 above the mortgage, his rate of
return In approximately 8.19% (case 12).

The ).00 pri(* above the mortgage Is the $9,000 direc-t celh flow from the
property capitalized at 10%.'" It is unlikely that a higher price could be littained

5 Actually the seller wouhl retain only $81.t.00 of the proceeds of such a sale, since a
$59,000 capital gains tax would be payable computed as follows:

8ales Price:
Cash ------------------... - --.... ... 0.------ $.000

Morta.e -- --------------------- , 1.45, 000

Total -------------.---- -------------------------- 1,235,000
Les: Adjusted basis ..--.-.--------------------- ------------ 998,000

Gain on sa2...............................-137,000
z Rate (percent) ---------------------------......

capital cins tax.---------- .------ 9,000



since tax savings with regard to 221(d) (3) projects cease in the 12th year.
Thereafter, the holder Is limited to his $9,000 cash flow from the property less
the tax thereon.n By the 17th year his return net of taxes Is only $3,900 per
annum.

b. Revenue Loae.-As indicated by the above table, the cost in tax revenues
over a 10 year period of the 221 (d) (3) project would be approximately $104,050.
This would be reduced to $45,000 by the $5,000 capital gain pay-back on a sale
at the end of the 10th year.

If, however, the builder gave the property to his foundation at that pint (as
It would be advisable for him to do) the governent would Incur a further tax
cost of $45,000 as the builder offset the charitable deduction against his other
Income. This would increase the total tax cost of the project to $149,000 although
it would increase the owner's yield slightly (Case 13).

This $45,000 or $149,000 ten year tax revenue cost of the project under section
221(d) (3) may be compared with the following 50 year tax cost for the project
if it were constructed under the Urban Housing Development Act with an Initial
equity investment of 20 per cent.
1. Sale to HMC at end of-

(a) second year ----------------------------------- $119,000
(b) tenth year ------------------------------------ 297,000

2. Sale to private party with building remaining in private hands over
a 50 year period.. ------------------------------------- 5,000

Thus, in the first and most likely case of an early sale to a HMC, the tax cost
of a certified project may actually be lower than the tax cost of a comparable
project constructed under section 221 (d) (3).

Even at the opposite extreme, however, when the certified project remains in
private hands over the 50 year period, the maximum additional tax cost-above
the tax cost of a 221 (d) (3) project-is only $380,000 to $490,000. This additional
cost In tax revenues is more than off-set by the additional cost in rent supple-
ments and interest subsidies (above the Interest subsidy and real estate tax
subsidies under the Urban Housing Development Act) that would be incurred
by the Federal government In order to achieve comparable rental levels under
section 221 (d) (3). The computation is as follows:

Section 221 cost:
Interest cost (84% of loan of $1,350.000 ----------------- $459,000
Rent 8ulements ($40W36 per year for 50 yrs ----------- 2,018,000
Les: Susidies under Urban Housing Development Act ------- 2,477, 000

Interest Subsidy ----------------------------------- 912,000
Real Estate Tax Subsidy (max. of $8,300 per year for 50 years)_- 415, 000

Total --------------------------------------- 1,327, 000
Additional Cost If Project constructed under section 22 (d) (3) -_ 1,150, 000

The significance of this comparison is increased when one considers the fact
that the initial owner's rate of return for a 221 (d) (8) project would have been
only about 8 percent-- level Insufficient to interest private enterprise in the
program. In contrast, the same owner's rate of return under the Urban Housing
Development Act may normally range from 12-19 percent.

The $45,000 to $149,000 estimated tax cost, over 10 years for a project con-
structed under section 22(d) (8) may also be compared with the following 50

rThe average annual taxable Income before depreciation during the second ten year
period will be about $36500 of which an average of $27 500 represents mortgage amortiza-
tion and $9000 depreciation would be a pproximately8*5,000 (straight line method)--30
year life based on a $1.075.000 cost for the building. Thus the buyer would have an annual
taxable Income of $1000 on which he would pay a tax of about $500 reducing his current
yield to only $8.500. Moreover this yield must be discounted mince this holder will probably
not be able to find a subsequent purchaser who will assume the remaining mortgage and
return the second holder's equity Investment. A constantly Increasing amortisatlon compo-
nent prevents anmy adequate return for a subsequent buyer who makes a substantial equity
Investment,

It may be noted that on the base of a $1,500.000 purchase price, the buyer's deprecia-
dion would be approximatelp 841.600 per annum. This would give rise to an average annual
tax savings during the succeeding 10 years, of about $2500. Thus on the buyer s Invest-
ment of approximately $354.000 above the mortgage (that i the $1,500,000 price less the
81.146,000 remaining mortgage), he would be realizing a return of only 811.500 per
annum--which Is les than 8 percent Even if the 150% declining balance method were
used,. the buyer's return In the first your would be las tha 6 paeent ad would, of
course, declin theseaf te.
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year tax cost for the project, were it constructed under the Urban Housing De-
velopment Act with a 100 percent equity investment.

1. Sale to HMO at end of
(a) second year ----------------------------------- $61,000
(b) tenth year ------------------------------------ 90, 000

2. Sale to private party with building remaining in private hands
over 50 year period --------------------------------- 1,700,000

Thus, the added tax coot of the building constructed under this bill, with a
100 percent equity Investment, may range from $410,000 to $1,550,000 in excess
of the tax cost of a stmila- project constructed under 221(d) (3) with the most
likely result closer to $410,000.

However, the rent supplements and added interest subsidy which the govern-
ment would have to pay to achieve the same rentals for the 221(d) (3) project
would be approximately $2,200,000.

The comparison Is as follows:
221 project costs:

Interest Subsidy (34% of loan of $1,30,000) --------------- $459, 000
Rent Supplements ($40,S63 per year for 50 years) ------------. 2, 01,000

Total --------------------------------------- 2,477,000
Le-vx: Subsidies uaider Bill Annual real estate tax subsidy (max-
inum of $8,300 per year for 50 years) ------------------- 415,000

Additional cost It constructed under 221(d) (3) ----------- 2.200,000
After off-setting against the foregoing figure the additional tax incentives, it

may be concluded that the project will cost about $500,000 to $1,8W0.000 less to
the government if constructed under the Urban Housing Development Act.

The following schedules show the yield percentages realized to the builder of
a certified project ("CP") or a 221(d) (3) in certain cases.

The yield percentage means the discount rate at which the present value of all
future returns will equal the builder's equity investment.

In all cases involving a certified project, the builder's credit is treated as a
return to be received one year from the date of the investment.

The subsequent returns In the case of a builder of a CP (and the only returns
In the case of a builder of a 22 project) are:

(a) the builder's current yield during his holding period for the building, that
Is, his aggregate cash flow from rental income plus his tax savings, and

(b) his sales proceeds (net of capital gains tax, if any).
All of the cases are based on the following schedules of current yield which

are annexed hereto:

Schedule No. Build of- Perceetafe "Holing period (years)
equity investment

I.................................. CP .................... 20 20
S.................................. CP .................... 50 10

fit .................................. cP .................... 100 7
IV ................................... 221 project ............ 10 20

The specific cases as to which rate of return is computed are as follows:

Equity invest- Holdin CT If sale
case NO. CP or 221 Mont (percent) 2e Sales proceeds t to HIUC Yield

(ears)

Ce 20 2 271 ............ 19.12
2............ CP 20 10 i ............ it 51
............ cP 20 20 104 12.24

C. ........ . 20 10 185 .11.31
4...... * ... CP 20 20 104 IL 2.14
5 ............ CP 50 2 710 ............ .34
6 ............. C 50 10 57 . .. 787
7 ............ C o5 10 577 46 " 12.249
S...CP 100 2 1,442 ............ 559

910......... CC 100 7 1,311 ............ 1& 132
1 ........... C, 100 7 1,311 54 12.6
12 ........... 221 10 1o s0 50 & 13
13 ........... 221 10 10 145 ............ 9.11
14 .......... 221 10 20 145 ............ 95

I So or Contribut".
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SCHEDULE I

CP-20 PERCENT EQUITY INVESTMENT (300)-CURRENT RETURN-YEARS 1 TO 20

[in thousandsJ

(1) (2) (4) (4) (5) (6)

Depreciation Mortgage Tax saving Builder's
Year (20 years, Cash amortxa. Tax loss (50 percent current yield

150 percent flow Uon of(4)) ((2) and (3))O.B.,)

1 ........................ 101.3 9 14.0 78.3 39.15 48.15
2 ......................... 93.7 9 14.4 70.3 35.15 44.15
3 ......................... 86.6 9 14.7 62.9 31.45 40.45
4 ........................ 80.1 9 15.0 56.1 2.05 37.05
5 ......................... 74.1 9 15.3 49.8 24.90 33.90
6 ......................... 68.6 9 15.6 44.0 22. 0 31.00
7 ......................... 63.0 9 15.9 38.1 19.05 28.05
8(s/1) .................... 60.2 9 16.2 35.0 17. 50 26.50
9 /1) 1 ....... 60.2 9 16.6 34.6 17.30 26.30
10(s/1) . ........... " 60.2 9 16.9 34.3 17.15 26.15

748.0 90 154.6 503.4 251.70 341.70

11 ........................ 60.2 9 17.2 34.0 17.00 26.00
12 ........................ 60.2 9 17.6 33.6 16.80 25.80
13 ...................... . 60.2 9 17.9 33.3 16.65 25.65
14 ........................ 60.2 9 18.3 32.9 16.45 25.45
15 ........................ 60.2 9 18.7 32.5 16.25 25.25
16 ........................ 60.2 9 19.0 32.2 16.10 25.10
17 ........................ 60.2 9 19.4 31.8 15.90 24.90
18 ....................... 60.2 9 19.8 31.4 15.70 24.70
19 ........................ 60.2 9 20.2 31.0 15.50 24.50
20 ........................ 60.2 9 20.6 30.6 15.30 24.30

60.2 90 188.7 323.3 161.65 251.65

1,350.0 180 343.3 826.7 413.35 593.35

Depreciation is computed on a basis of 1,350 which under the bill includess demolition and site improvements costs
100.
2 The cish flow equals the net operating income of 47 less the mortgage payments of 38. The mortgage amortization

(col. 3) equals the total mortgage payments of 38 less the interest component thereof.
I Mortgage of 1.200, term 40 years, 2 percent interest.
'As under existing law, the builder switches to the str3ight-line method when this becomes profitable.

SCHEDULE II

CP-50 PERCENT EQUITY INVESTMENT ($750)

Current return, years I to 10

Depreciation MortRagOe
Year 50 percent Cash flow amortization Tax losses Tax saving ReturnDB 10years

1 ...................... $202.50 $23.3 $8.8 $170.40 $85.200 $108.500
2 ...................... 172.13 23.3 9.0 139.83 69.915 93.215
3 ...................... 146.31 23.3 9.2 113.81 56.905 80.205
4 ...................... 124.36 23.3 9.4 91.66 45.830 69. 130
5 ...................... 117.45 23.3 9.6 84.55 42.275 65.575
6 ..................... 117.45 23.3 9.8 84.35 42.175 65.475
7 ...................... 117.45 23.3 10.0 83.95 42.075 65.375
8 ...................... 117.45 23.3 10.2 83.95 41.975 65.275
9 ...................... 117.45 23.3 10.4 83.75 41.875 65.175
10 ..................... 117.45 23.3 10.6 83.55 41.775 65.075

Total ............ 1,350.00 233.0 97.0 1,020.00 510.000 743. 000
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SCHEDULE III

CP-100 PERCENT EQUITY INVESTMENT ($1,500)

Amortization
Cash flow of mortgage

Total
Tax loss Tax saving return

I ................. -
2 .............. ......
3 .......-.........
4 ....................
5-----................
6 ......................
7. ...............

Total..........

$289.4
227.3
178. 5
163.7
163.7
163.7
163.7

1.350.0

$47
47
47
47
47
47
41

329

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

$242.4
180.3
131.5
116.7
116.7
11& 7
116.7

1.021.0

$122.20
90.15
65. 75
58. 35
58. 35
58. 35
58.35

510.50

SCHEDULE IV

221 PROJECT (10 PERCENT EQUITY INVESTMENT-150) CURRENT RETURN-YEARS I TO 20

Depreciation
Year (40 yedfs, 200

percent 08) 1

Mortgage
Fiow amnrtiza.

tion 2

Cash flow
Tax loss Tax saving and saving

return

1...
2._.
3 .
4°..

5..
6..
7°..

8...
9..

10-..

11 ....

13 ....
14
15....
16...
17...
18 ....
19 ....
20 ....

............... 62.5

............... 59.4

................ 56.4

............... 53.6
............... 51.0
.............. 4 .4
------.-------- 45.9
. ............ - 43.6
............... 41.5
----.-----.---. 39.4

Total ......... 501.7

------.------ - 37.4

............... 33.8
--.-----.------ 32.1

------------ 30.5
----...-..--... 29.0
.............. 27.5
-.--------.---- 26.1
-.---...------- 24.9
..............- 23.6

Total ......... 300.5

Total ......... 802.2

9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0

90.0

9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0

90.0

180.0

17.7
18.3
18.8
19.4
20. 0
20.6
21.2
21.9
22. 5
23.2

203.6

23. 9
24. 7
25.4
26. 2
27.0
27.8
28.7
29. 5
30.4
31.3

274.9

478. 5

35.8
32. 1
28.6
25.2
22.0
18.8
15.7
12.7
10.0
7.2

208. 1

4.5
1.9

dJ: f1R55
(7.8)
1z0. 2

(14.5)
(16.7)

(64.4)

143.7

17.90
16.05
14.30
12.60
11.00
9.40
7.85
6.35
5.00
3.60

104.05

2.25
.95

(.30)
(1.55?

(5.10)
(6.20)
7.25)
& 35)

(32.20)
71.85

26.90
25. 05
23.30
21.60
20.00
18. 40
16.85
15.35
14.00
12.60

194.05

11.25
9.95
8.70
7.45
6.25
5.10
3.90
2.80
1.75
.65

57.80

251.85

a Based on 1250 cost of building not including demolition and site Improvement cost
'Mortgage of 1,350, 40-year term, 3 percenL

SUGGESTED AMENDMENTS TO S. 2088

Page .1, line 2 of the description should now read: "additional employment
opportunities for residents of urban and rural".

Page 1, line 3: "That this Act may be cited as the "Urban and Rural Employ-
ment".

Page 1, line 7: "in the Nation's cities and rural communities, and the social,
physical and psychologi-".

Page 8, line 2: "to the residents of urban and rural poverty areas, but nothing
in this".

Page 2, line 8: "mercial facility of such enterprise in an urban or rural poverty
area,".

Page , line 11, place a period after the word "Act" and eliminate the rest of
line 11.

Page 3, take out lines 12 and 1&
Page 3, add & ieW (8) :
"(8) The term 'rural poverty area' mean any county, without a city or any

part of a ciy of over 50000 persons, which the Secretary of Commerce, after

Year
Depreciation

'f50 D8eyears)

$168.20
137. 15
112.75
105.35
105.35
105.35
105.35

839.50
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consultation with the Secretary of Labor, has determined Is In need of a4isdttane
authorihed by this Act. In desiguating any such county, the number of which
shall not exceed the number of cite, with urban poverty areas which qualify
utder thim Act, the Secretary of Commerve hall be guided by. but not be limited
to. the following standards-

"(A) the rate of unemployment and under-euiployment in auch county and
the immediately surrounding area;

"(It) the per capita Income of the residents of such county;
"(C) the emigration from such county during the past three years;
"(1)) the nature of Industrial and vommwercial development existing In

such county and the Inunediately surroundiug area : and
"o(E) the Oti'olomlC 4udvisbility of locating Industrial and couninerial

facilities In such county:
Provide'd That the number of rural poverty arenas dehsigattl in Iuy hiile shall
not exced the nuzub'Wr of Citiese with urban poverty ara. deslgnaated in any
State."
Pages 3 through 6. suceet,,ding numbers (3) through (10) Nw'ome (4) through

(i).
Pagc 5. line 8: "certification from the Secretary or the Secretary of Commerce.

either at the Industrial or".
Page 5. live 11, change the word "fifty" to "twenty".
Page 6. line 6: "The Secretary and the Secretary of Commerce shall have the

power, after consultation with".
Page 6. line 9: "ticular urban and rural areas throughout the country."
Page 6, line 11: "CERTIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY N URBAN 12OVEItTY

AREA".
Page 7, lines 4 through 6: "opportunity to testify, has approved the establish-

meut of an enterprise of such nature at the particular location, and so certifies
to the Secretary ;".

Page 7, add new (3): "(3) the Secretary determines that the iron to whom
the certificate for ,uch enterprise is to be sued mtets such requirenentm with
respect to business and financial responsibility as he may prescrilw :". "(Succeedl-
Ing numbers (3) through (6) become (4) through (7) )."

Page 8, lins' 0, change the word "fifty" to "twenty".
Page 8, take out lines 3, 4, 5, and 0,
Page 8. line 7: "of which not fewer than.
Page 11, line 6: "(C) of subsection (a) (4) ; and.
Page 11, line 17: "(a) (4) or (c) (2). In mnaking a deternination under this".
Page Ii. line *12: "specified In subsection (a) (4) (11) shall not lie grounls".
Page 12. lite 4: "of suhsection (a) (4) (11) of this section coatlimue to".
Page 12. line 9: "applying subsection (a) (4) (B) of this section."
Page 1.1, add new ,ce. lot. (a):

"CRTIFICATION Or ELIGIBILITY IN aURAL PO%*1RTY ARKA

":c. 102. (a ) The Secretary of ('olzll'e sns hall deterinule the number ad
tYle of jobs which must IN- created lit any rural poverty arna deslgmstcd uider
section 3(3) i order to provide the iietissary employment olisrtinitles to use
the huian resources, otf, and to low the migration front, stch rural Imerty aras
dte to lack of economic opplotrtunity. With that number aidi type of jolb., las
been created in any such rural poverty area the designition under sectohn 3(3)
shall terminate."

Page 13. add new Se'. 102(b):
"(b) The Secretary of Commerce, after consultation with the Sec-retary of

Labor, shall issue a rtificate of eligibility for benefits wuder this Act to tiny
Ior-on who is engaged In, or desires to engage in. an Industrial or 'oimmer'lal
enterprise, through a sPcifiled industrial or commercial facility loated, or to be
located, ini a rural poverty area, If:

"(1) the person to whom the certificate for such enterprise In to be issued
agrees. in such form and manner as the Secretary may prescribe-

"(A) in the case of an enterprise not then having an Industrial or
commercial facility located in a rural poverty area, to establish, within
such period of tine a. the approving agency inder laragraph (2) may
rc uirre, such Industrial or commercial facility conformingg to standards
prescribed by the Secretary under subsection (d) of this section) at
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a site specified or agreed to, by such agency within such an area, to
conform it to standards prescribed by the Secretary under subsection

d) of this section;
"(B) to provide, in connection with Its operations at such industrial

or commercial facility located, or to be located, in a rural poverty area,
that number of quailied Jobs to be opecilled by the Secretary of Corl-
nerve but not to be less than :0 of which not fewer than two-thirds of

tall persons holding any such qualified Jobs are persons who were prior
to such employment low-income individuals who have resided In such
county or the immediately surrounding area for six months or more;

"(C) to pay wages to persons employed in connection with the opera-
tions at ituy such facility at rates not less than the minimum wages
determined by the Se.retary of Labor under section 1(b) of the Act of
June 30. 131 (pwpularly known as the Walsh-Hlealy Act), as amended
(41 U.S.&. 35(b)), to be the prevailing minimum wages for persons
employed In similar work In the county or surrounding area In which
such facility Is located; and

"(l)) to maintain records listing the names and residences of all
full-time employees tit the Industrial or commercial facility for which
the certftlcate it being Issued, the date on which they were hired, their
employment and economic situation at the time of hiring, and any other
information rtqulrel by the Secretary, and in the case of an Industrial
or timuneriail facility, which is to be part of an industrial or commercial
enezterjrise also conducted by siuci Ier.oit at other locations, or which
Is to be tonluctetd by a pearson alo engaged in other enterprises, to
maintain rtvords showing the portion of such person's taxable Income
or net operating losses allocable to the industrial or commer-ial facility
for which the certlilcate i being Issued, as If It were conducted by a
separate entity, pursuant to regulations promulgated lay the Seeretary
of the Treasury or his delegate under action 4S2 of the Internal Revenue
Code, modified as may be necessary to fulfill the purlpoes of this Act.

"(2) the Secretary determines that the expected benefits to employment
and to other aspects of the ecnomic and social welfare of such rural poverty
area warrant the granthig of the income tax incentIved under Title III of
this Act as to the capital investment In such industrial or commercial
facility ; and
" .3) the secretary determines that the Issuance of such certificate Is in

accordance with the policy set forth in section 2 representing the relocation
of industry.

"(c) The Secretary shall issue a separate certificate of eligibility w'th regard
to each industrial or commercial facility which meets the requirements of sub.
section (a) rgardless of whether such facility is operated by any person as part
of a single Industrial or commercial enterprise.

"(d) The Secretary shall Issue a certificate of eligibility for benefits under
thim Act to any pereon who is t smnuctsor In interest to any person operating
an industrial or commercial enterprise which has established an Industrial or
coaumercial facility In a rural poverty area and with respect to which facility
a certiflchate of eligibility wan Issued under subsecton (a), If-

"(1) suelh person has been approved by the appropriate agency under
paragraph (2) of subsection (a)L and has been so certified by such agency
to the Secretary;

"(2) such person agrees to continue to use the facility as an Industrial
or commercial facility, and to conform to the requirements of subpnragraahs
(B) and (C) of subsection (a)(8) ;and

"(3) the issuance of such certificate Is in accordance, as deteramned by
the Secretary, with the policy set forth In section 2 respecting the relocation
of Industry.

"(e) The Secretary shall terminate a certificate of eligibility issued to any
Iersn under this section to operate an industrial or commercial facility when-
ever he determines, after an appropriate hearing, that the person to whom su('h
certificate was Issued has failed, after due notice and a reasonable opportunity
to correct the failure at such facility has been given, to carry'out its agreement
under subsection (a) (8) or (b) (2). In making a deterL.instlon under this sub-
section, the Secretary shall be guided by, but not be limited to, the following
criteria:
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"(1) a reduction in the number of qualified Jobs provided by any such
enterprise below the minimums slpcifled In subsection (a) (3) (B) shall not
be grounds for termination of a certificate of eligibility issued to such
enterprise, If the Secretary determines that (1) such reduction results from
business or economic factors beyond the control of such enterprise, and (1t)
not less than two-thirds of all the js'rsous employed full tie in such Jobs
by such enterpri.,e to meet the erqulrtwnents of sub.-ection (a) (3) (1) of
this section continue to meet those requirements.

"(2) a change In the residence of any ps'rson emp)loyed by such enterprise,
after his employment hais commenced. shall not affect his status for purses
of applying subsection (a) (3) (B) 4f this setion.

"4 f) Any Industrial or commercial facility for which a certificate of eligibility
Is Issued under this section shall conform to such staintdards or design and
construction as the Secretary shall by regulation rtqluire. Suci r'gulation.- slall
give due effett to any action taken by the locality in which such faculty Is, or
will loe located, to insure that It Is . o designed auid constructed as to provide a
decent, safe, and sanitary place of enulo 3nwilt In an etht'tically ple'l.ing
t rict ure.

"(g) The Secretary shall keep Interested and iarticipating Feth(rl, State,
and local agencies fully aplprai.-ed of anly action taken by himt under this sea'tion.

"hIt) No certificate of eligibility slall be issued itnder tliis section to any
];erson. unless application thereftire is reteive'd by the Secretary lritir to tMte
expiration of ten years after the diate of enactment of this Act."

Paff. 13., line- 2 antd lint' 12: 84-c. 102. (a) [heconit-4 Sec. 10". (at) and c.. 10:.
(i) eomes Sec. 104. (a).

PaIr" 13, line .: "under section 101 or 102 to lib, such rteleorts from time to
time".

Page 13. line 13: "of section 101 (a) (5), an adtituate rt'oiat ion Irogrnm".
Payc 13. lines 15 anit 1;: "imusilless converns, anti nonplrofi corporatiions dis-

pla'ed through an at quisition of jrollkrty, whether by tminent dtenwin, agre-
ment or any other uteans to perinit the location of an industrial or comnerciai
facility".

Piac 16. linc 17, Sec. 104 becomes Sec. 1to.
Pugit 17. line 15: "in Certain ! )cprtciabhe l''Property in 'rlan atd Rural Poverty".
Paut, 21. line 20: "terminated under sttiou 101(d) or section 102(e) of tie

Urban and Rural Employ-".
Pag/e 23, line 2: "of Housing anl 'rban 1)eveloment or, ill the alipropriate

case,, the Setcretary of ('ommerce, ct'rtits that such".
'ag' 23, line 21 and line 22: "under section 101 (a) or section 101 (c) or by

the., Secretary of Comnerce under section 101 (b) or section 101(1) of the Urban
and Rural Eminployment Opportunity Ihweloplnent Act of 1)N67."

Pay 25. line 13: "defined in section 3(6) of the Urban and Rural Eniloly-
nent ( Op-".

Page 25. line 16: "or. in the appropriate case, by the Secretary of Coinnerce in
a section 40 certi fico te."

Page 25, liea 19: "(as defined in section 3(5) of the Urban and Rural Em-
ployment".

Page 25. line 22: "has not been terminated under section 101(d) or section
102(e) of such".

Page 26. line 23: "standards prescribed under section 101(d) of the Urban
and Rural".

Page 3f. line 18: "101(a) (4) (D) or section 102(b) (2) (D) of the Urban and
Rural Employment O-".

Page 35, line 22: "3(6) of the Urban and Rural Employment Opportunities
Develop-".

Page 37, line 2: "TRIES LOCATING IN URBAN AND RURAL POVERTY
AREAS".

Parge 37, line 6: strike out "I" and substitute "F".
Page 37. line 7: "LOCATING IN URBAN AND RURAL POVERTY AREAS".
Page 37. line 9. strike out "See. 251" and substitute "Sec. 271".
Page 37, line If: "tary of Housing and Urban Development or, in the appropri-

ate case. with the Secretary of Commerce, for low-income".
Page 37, line 15: "individuals who reside In an urban or rural poverty area or

who".
Page 37, line 18: "under section 101 or 102 of the Urban and Rural Employ-

ment Opportunities".



Pagc 37. line 25: "the Secretary of llousig and 'rban Development o', In
the appropriate east,, with t he Secretary of Conuerct, shail".

Pagc 48, 1lhe 4: "(2) all Inidividualst to be eiiltoyeil In an urban or rural".
i'agc J8, lin' 19: "tary of lolusinig ain(I U rbn IDeveohpmWt or. Iii the aiprjrirI-

aite Case, with tht Se'rtatary of C(olmmir-P s teh rule:, and".
'a!/e .J, liac 2, strike out ",'Ie. 252" aiiid suk.4,tlite "Set.. 272".
Pag/e .M, lines 7. 8, 9. strike out "0I)". 64e)# and 'c)" and Insert In lieu

t i-reof ' i e)", "( f )", and '(d)" resitc-i ively.
PIge .19. liney I, .trike out "(d " aind j) auld in.rt hI iien ther(4)f "(e)" aind F

respectively.

Sentator SM.Nt.r\TuLs. I would like to collgrattIlate the (list inguished
Senator front New York for his statemnt Obviosly, I 11'ree with it.
as I aii a. cosponsor oft lhe bill. The a:l||(Ille~its which Ie rtconuiids
make a great deal of sense insofar as ineeting the emds which the ineas-

uti'e is ca lcuelted to ineet.
I shall ask if Scviator Willi:nins., of Delawa c, has anyl, questions.
Sell'Itor WIILLIA.S. Mr. ('luirinan, I just have a couple at this time.
I lliIlerstaild the bill, as it is before s, provides that the Slponsors

will have to keep the project a mininiua of 10 years to reap the full
benelits. I understand you are proposing to mend that to a 7-year
period. Is that correct?

Selator K:t.NxNmv. It would require a 10-year period, a flat 10-year
period unlesis the actual depreciation )riod was shorter. However, if
thi sIoitsors of tie lprgrain sold t he units to the tenants, lie could do
so after 2 vears. lie would have to keep it 10 years, or" the depreciation
period, un;le-ss lie sold to the people who lived in ihese projects.

Senator Wi LI.\ ts. I see.
Seattor KENNUW. Otherwi:se, there is a quite long required holding

period.
Senator Wtmmt.%ims. If he sells after 2 years, would he still retain the

full investment credit?
Senator KEN.x'. No. On a private sale, he loses that.
Senator WILLIAMS. i1e loses the investment credit?
Senator KENNEDY. If he sold to anyone other than the home-

maiiNaement corporation.
Senator WLIJAmMs. lie could sell to a home-managemen| corpora-

tion and le keeps all the tax benefits and his depreciation, and so
forth?

Senator KENN Dy. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. What (lid the 7 years have reference to?
Senator KENN)y. Let's assume that the project costs $1 million.

He has to put in at least 20 percent, which is ',i200,000. He can put in
up to the whole $1 million. We try to make it attractive for him to
put in as much money as possible.'If he puts in $200,000--or 20 per-
cent.-he gets a depreciation period of 20 years.

If lie puts up the whole $1 million on the project, he gets a depre-
ciation period of 7 years. We originally had 10 years and changed it
because the period wasn't attractive enough for the individual once lie
had to go above $500,000 or 50 percent; it was no longer an incentive
for him to put the rest of the money in. We therefore made it more
attractive by lowering the depreciation period to 7 years and changing
the tax credit to 30 percent instead of 22 percent.

Senator WnWAms. I understand that.
Senator Kwwr. There is also the depreciation change, Senator.

I 105
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Senator Wadj&xs. But in the depreciation, as I understand it, the
bill as originally drafted provided that they could limit their deprecia-
tion to 20 percent of the nonnal period with a 10-year minimum.

For example, if it was a 40-year structure, 20 percent would be 8
years, but you would hit the minimum and they would have to use the
10.

What I am not quite clear on is, could they use the 7 years rollover
rather than the 10 years I

Senator KENNEDy. Yes; for the first owner with a 100-percent equity
investment.

Senator Wil.LAMS. You meant the 7-year factor comes in that we
would reduce this rollover period to 7 rather than 10.

Senator KNzEDY. That is correct.
Senator Wuzx.xs. I believe I understand that now. I might say I

will want to discuss this with the Treasury to see how the mathematics
of this works.

Senator KzN-zNy. Yes.
Senator STUMns. Senator Harris.
Senator HARms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to say, Senator Kennedy, I share with you concern about

the depth and breadth, and crisis nature of the urban problem in this
country. I think there isn't any way we can have the kind of America
you and I visualize for our children unless we recognize what sort of
crisis we are really confronted with and move forcefully to meet that
crisis.

I think we can't do it in the old ways and I think you're quite right
with this bill and with the companion bill concerning jobs, in deciding
to build upon the very strong motivation in this country, and that is
profitmaking in the private enterprise system.

You say in your statement on page 2, 'This dialog which is needed
will require more than words and more than sentiments of brother-
hood." I think that is true. I think we ought to do these things be-
cause they are right, but I think we can't count on it being done for
that reason.

I think we are going to have to try to make it more profitable for
people to do the kinds of things we are going to have to do in this
country and do it vwry rapidly in housing and especially in employ-
ment.

If I had to choose between the two, I would choose employment,
because I think housing to some degree follows income, and income,
particularly what people in poverty have, is an area that we haven'tdone ver much within the past.

Senator KNNrED. As you know, I introduced a bill on employ-
ment which is now before this committee. I would hope that at some
time in the future this bill will be considered by the committee.

Senator HAnus. I wish we could have hearings on that bill also, on
the whole subject of tax incentives for employment and training.

I think jobs for poor people where they are and the training to do
those jobs is very imprtant.-I think that is a hopeful thing, that people
do want to work, they do want the training to work.

Since they do, I think we ought to really move to try to provide
those jobs and that training. . I
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Senator KxEx=Y. I agree with you, Senator. I think that we have
to remember that these things are very interelated. To provide the
housing and not provide the jobs does not make a great deal of sense
and to provide jobs and not provide an adequate educational system,
or decent places for people to live will not be very satisfactory.

It seems to me we have to supply education and training. We have
to provide jobs and we have to provide housing. It has to be an inter-
related program-an integrated effort.

Senator HAIus. I agree.
I want to compliment you on the suggested amendment you have

mentioned on page 8 of your statement-in regard to homeownership.
There is somot-hing almost akin to a religious feeling about owning
your own home in this country.

I think your suggestions made about ownership are very good. As
you recogn'iize, it is difficult to do that where you are talking about
multiple-family dwellings.

Senator KExEzDY. Yes. It is difficult, and that is why I had some
reluctance at the beginning. Everybody wants to move in that direc-
tion, but the fact is that in many-really in all--of our major urban
centers, there are major obstacles to a poor person owning his own
home. It is offered as a panacea, but it is not a practical one imme-
diately.

I felt that through this bill, and through a job bill so that people
could find employment, we could move in the direction where people
would have sufficient incomes and adequate preparation for owning
their own homes.

Senator HARms. Another thing I want to discuss with you is the
question of resettlement and relocation. It seems to me that that is the
source of a great deal of bitterness and resentment around the coun-
try, and quite rightly so. We have all sorts of policies on highway relo-
cation, urban renewal relocation.

I have found as I have traveled around the country in many of the
major cities urban renewal areas where the people have been moved
out and yet we haven't come along with the housing in which they are
to be relocated.

Senator KENNFDY. That is right.
Senator HARms. It seems to me that your bill might be strengthened

a little if you could spell out in more detail how the community will be
consulted. I think you have, in some way, to give these people more
power over the decisions that affect their lives.

I notice you mention that, but I wonder if there isn't some way that
that could be spelled out better.

Senator Kurx.Ny. I agree with that.. I think it is key. The relocation
provisions that I have in this legislation are much stronger than any
relocation provisions we have in any legislation at the present time.

I think one of the great problems that we have in our urban centers,
and in the whole problem of urban renewal, is the fact that relocation
has not been well handled at all. I think it is one of the sources of great
,bitterness.

There are two things: First, the relocation provisions in this bill are
-taken basically from the bill that was introduced by Senator Muskie
last yeart I "dnk this bill. ia the best and u o thorough pieoe of legi-
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lation on t his whole quest on. Pe:'haips S. 2100 jirovisionis van be im-
proved and )erlaps tile committee can go into it 11nd develop ways in
which it can be inI)roved. ut it is tremendously strengthened over
the kinds of legislation that we have at the moment, which We are
operating under at the )resent time.

Second, under this bill and under the employment bill-which I
went into a little more detail in my prepared statement-nothing is
done without consultation with the local community.

The local community makes the judgment and the city officials make
the judgment. It ; not the Federal (Governmentt that makes the determi-
nation as to wh:!, should be done. Tile people in the area decide whalt
should be done, -iwhere this construction should take place, a(d decide
it in conjunction with the city government.

It. is possible, and i nnmany of our most poverty stricken ('omulinities,
it, is t fact, that you don't have any political structure. I think we have
to start to build that political structure. That is what we are trying to
do, for instance, in Bedford-Stuyvesant. I think it is till related to the
question you raid att the lxginning: namely, that tlhel.e things are very
interrelated one to the otler. It does not (10 amy good to just t.o in and
put in a large public housing project, if you d not( do a.niythim,, about
the schools, about education, about recreation, or crime. It doesn't. do
any grood whatsoever.

I ihink that we can do something, hut tlat will require some effort
ani initiative and leadersli ) at ti lt.il level. We are trvil-n to (10
that now in the biggest ghetto area in the United States, lIeford-
St y ve.:ant. where we lmve 40),00 people living under these conoli-
tions. But I think it can be done.

There ar going. to h-, lrIn!! wit *,1 as f Ivre iA wit 1 :111A' !:immd f
a democratic system YoU estailis. But it is te first tinte these peojde
have really participated in their affairs or their future. Tle have to
have a. Say in what they are going to do or what is going to be done.
They have to have a say and an important say or the programs will
be nmeaningless.

Senator IlammIs. There are some other questions I want to ask you.
A real concern of mine is the one you mention at the top of pia, 8,
the fear that people will be locked into the ghetto situation. I t hink
you have a question akin to one that you have on Indian reservations.

Are these viable economic or other kinds of units I Is there an ap-
rproach where you might have vest-pocket-type housing projects in
various parts of the city that would be available only to the poor and
not just in the ghetto area itself I

Senator KENNEDwY. I think you would have a tremendous problem
about it in any one of these cities. I think first the transportation
problem and the range of mechanical questions involved in moving
people out and specifically into a housing unit in a different part of
the city-a community which they are not used to-will create
problems.

Second, I think you have the problem of whether these people can
obtain jobs and be sufficiently trained and educated. If you take people
out of Harlem and build a bi housing roject on 0th Street and
Madison Avenue you create a lot of proems as to where they are
going to get jobs m the highly skilled area. You need job and edoa,.
toa programs at the same time.
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A child who goes to school in the ghetto area is a year behind by the
time he gets to the third grade and 2 years behind by the time he gets
to the sixth grade. He will not be equipped to enter the school system
of the rest of the city.

So if you do something about all of the,e other matters at the same
time, I think some planned breakup of the ghetto might make some
selise.

Senator, I think that a comnplletely open society is tle ideal, certainly,
but I don't think we are prepared for some of thoso thin g yet. As we
move in that direct ion, and I am in favor of nmving in that" direction,
we can solve even more of our problems. But while we are talking about
taking people out. of the ghettos and moving them into the suburbs,
while we are moving in that direction, as a practical matter we are
not iaking a great deal of active progressz.
We have not made a great &deal of progress. We have 6e.n talking

about it. for a long period of time. I don t a',:icipate we will make a
great (leal of progress in the future.

It se ems to me we cannot wait until we reach a successful and effec-
tive open society before we start rebuilding the ghettos that are so run
down, deteriorating and rat infested.

Senator JIAI1mS. I believe the crying need in this country is for jobs
and training of Iuor people. I an talking priniarily about privatejobs.

You. of course, know as well as anvbodv in the country, the lrolienis
there have been with building trade unions,. and how, for various
reasons, we jnst haven't been able to do very mi,,h about Negro
apprentices and Negro journeymen in the buildin;,m trades unions.

In some cities the prol,lem is worse now than it was a year ago or 2
years ago.
Senatr KE.l.'N.ED. YC..
Senator I [autnis. I don't think we can just sign _ pledges, as we have

before. and I know you share that concern.
Is- tlero any wa- to give more incentive for Negroes particularly,

and poor people generally, to be brought into apprenticeship pro-
grainr. part cu 1ary in the building trades?

Senator ,.x.Nr.n. We do that in the Bedford-Stuyvesa nt job in-
centi vo program which is a prog-ram outlined for bringing these people
into unions. 1t. ne just say that I think one of the problems. Senator,
has ban that the building we are talking about-the reconstruction
that we are talking about-has gone on in the cities and has not taken
place in the hett o anas.

We haven't. done any rebuilding, any rehabilitation, in the la.;t 30
Vears, to s eak of. in tle ghetto area. What we have been arguing g and
fighting about du ng, this period of time is taking the Negroes out
of the ghettos and giving them jobs that might be ol d by somebody
else who is working in some other part. of the city.

If this is new employment, and it is in a person's neighborhood,
because the rehabilitation and rebuilding is taking place i his neigh-
borhood, then I think we will be much more successful in finding
him employment and making hhn a part of a labor ornraniz:ton.

I have to go back to my own personal experience. We have had a
program in Bedford-Stuyvesait and it has been a rehabilitation pro-
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gram, even without these tax incentives. We have had some fine assist-
ance from the Labor Department and from the poverty program, andalso from some private foundations, sach as the Ford Foundatin the
Astor Foundation. In short, we had some money available.

We started rehabilitating some of the blocks in Bedford-Stuyvesant.
It is a beginning. But the fact is we have had 300 or 400 young men
between the ages of 16 and 30 or 35 who have been working on those
programs. They have been doing the carpentry work, the plumbing
work, the bricklaying work, fixing the sidewalks, doing work on the
trees, all of this kind of work. All of these efforts had been worked
out previously with the building trades.

They cane in and played a major role themselves. Thus it is the
people from the residences who by and large hold the majority of the
jobs. Some of them are former union members. The vast majority
are not.

We have worked out a wage scale in connection with the work that.
these people are doing. I think it. has been very, very satisfactory.
There was no major fight or struggle about it. It'didn't appear in the
newspapers.

But by sitting down and working out the difficulties with reasonable
men and on a reasonable basis we were able to develop a program that
has, at, least up to the present, time, been sueeessfl . I think you can do it.

Again, I think it will require effort. I think all of these things will
require effort. I don't think any of them are easy. It is a very hard
argument to say you have to give this Negro or Puerto Rican or Mexi-
can-American a job, and because of this, some other man who has been
a member of a labor union for years has to he deprived of his job.

They say there is not enough work available. If we start a major
r building prograin, a major job program. there will be more jobs for
everybodv. That is what we are talking about. It. means more employ-
ment. It doesnt mean dividing the jobs that are presently available
among a large group of people. We are talking about bringing in new
jobs, new employment, in areas in which these people live. I think on
that kind of a Program you can have cooperation.

Senator H1ARR-q. The last question: I think you are quite right in
saying we ought to take advantage of the social impact that tax laws
have. I think we haven't done a very good job of that in the past. We
have seen them only as revenue-raising measures. They do have social
impact. I think there ore much better ways that we can use that social
impact.

The thing we must not do, I think, is make the problem worse for
the cities and for the urban ghettos. That has been a concern of mine.

As you know, I think we have had some 5,300,000 poor southern
Negresq move to the cities since 1950. So you have this problem of
migration which mayors all over the country have mentioned to me as
I havo lately talked "to them.

I notice at the bottom of page 10 you state that you have concluded
that economically disadvantaged rural counties should be included in
the proposal on tax incentives for jobs and training.

As you know, Senator Pearson and I have authored a bill which is
before this committee along that general line. I do think you have to,
in some way, integrto the building up of the city with the slowing
down of the migration.
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Senator Ks NEDY. I agree with you. I think it was a deficiency and
defect in the legislation that I originally introduced. I think the provi-
sion I have suggested fills that gap. I believe the legislation which you
authored also deals with the pr-oblem. I think it is just a question of
working out the lan uage.

Senator IHAMLus. would hope that on both bills, your bill in regard
to urban jobs and training, and the Pearson-Harris bill on ruraljobs
and training, might be the subject of a total hearing.

Senator KrLNNDY. Yes. They should be considered together.
Senator HAlus. Thank you, Ur. Chairman.
Senator SMATIFIMS. Senator Curtis.
Senator CURTIS. Senator Kennedy, what do your figurs indicate to

be the levels of rent that would have to be charged for the housing built
under your proposal I

Senator KziNwxr. It would range, Senator, in very large cities,
from about $73 to about $95.

Senator Crrrs. For what size unit I
Senator KENNFDY. Could I add that in some lower income areas, the

rent could go down as low as $45 or $50.
Senator Curris. That is with the existing program of rent supple-

ments or without it I
Senator Kf~aNm. Without it.
Senator Cuirrs. In other words, by the tax incentives to build, and

the subsidized interest the rent could be as low as $45?
Senator KENNF, Dr. Yes. In a larger community, in the communities

where the trit would cost $15,000 to construct, it would range between
$85 and $99.

Senator CURIs. If it cost how much ?
Senator IE.NNEDr. $15 000
Senator Curims. Would that be the majority of cases I
Senator KENNTDY. No: not necessarily. It varies tremendously

across the country. In some of the smaller communities it is much,
mich lower than that. But it is going to vary.

Senator Curns I am directing my question to what you referred to
as the slums and ghetto areas. Could you build any units there for less
than $15,000?

Senator KENNEDr. Yes; you can, and you can completely rehabili-
tate units for less than that. I have said that the rent can be approxi-
mately $70 even in our largest cities.

My point is, Senator, that this bill would get the rent down to about
this evel. This is about $25 to $40 less than under any program that
exists at the moment.

Second, the bill does not get to the very poor-to those who are on
welfare--admittedly. That would still be a problem. That is why I
think the companion bill to provide jobs is important because it gets
people off welfare.

The rent supplement subsidy could be used as a supplement to this
program, to lower the rents even further.

Senator CuRms. You are suggesting this plus a rent subsidy?
Senator KENNEDr. No. I think this program stands on its own and

has merit on its own; but it can also be used in connection with rent
supplements.
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The rent supplement program under 221(d) (3) and under the pro-
gram that was discussed yesterday, involving the $1 billion that
is going to be made available by the insurance companies, will require
a rent supplement of $80 or so to bring the rents down to the $70 or
$80 level.

If you want to, you could bring ours down from $80, say, to $50,
by a $30 rent subsidy.

Senator CuRTis. "That would be using both programs .
Senator KESNNEDY. I think this legislation makes sense on its face

and it still affects the poor and meets the problems of the ghetto. It
could also, if you wanted to, be supplemented by rent supplements.

Senator CURTIS. I find this statement on page 2 of your statement:
A bare majority of these men have full-time work at any rate of pay.
Just prior to that, you say:
There can be little sense of accomplishment when we realize that in a typical

big city poverty area, only about 45 percent of the adult men have full-time
employment which pays more than $60 a week.

Then you say:
A bare majority have full-time work at any rate.

It seems to me like there would be a near majority, then, who
couldn't pay any $73 or $90.

Senator KENNEDY. It does not reach all the poor, as I said. It does
not reach those on welfare. That is why I think that the job program
is so important. I do not think putting a housing program in just by
itself. Senator, is the answer, because people are not going to have
the incomes to pay- tbe rents.

But I think tlat if you had a job program at the same time to
raise the level of employment and provide more employment for
these people, and if you permitted the private enterprise system to
come into the ghetto in an active way, we could lower the price per
unit in the ghetto so that housing would not be as costly. Then the
rehabilitation of housing would not be as costly, as it is at the present
time.

We could lower the cost of the rents. But we do not have the kinds
of programs to do so now. The private enterprise system has played no
role whatsoever in rebuilding or providing new housing in the ghetto.

Senator CERTIS. What do the statistics show I Are there any people
with sufficient income that they might secure adequate housing that
do not have it?

Senator KENNEDY. I don't understand the question.
Senator CURTIs. Are there people with sufficient income either to

buiy a bouse or to buy an apartment, or to rent a house or apartment,
who do not have adequate housing?

Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Senator Cumiris. What is the trouble?
Senator KExNmNE . There is just no adequate housing available.
Senator Cumis. I mean if they have the money.
Senator KExNDY. The rents frequently are much, much higher.

Rents are extremely high in many of these urban poverty areas. When
these people move out of the areas, they do not know where they will
get jobs. Frequently, if they move out of the areas they cannot get
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housing anyway because of the fact that they are Negroes, Puerto
Ricans or Mexican-Americans. They have to stay in the ghetto and
the rents are very high for completely unsatisfactory housing.

I think Secretary 'Weaver said there were 4 million people in the
category where they couhl afford too much to qualify for public
housing but not enough to obtain decent housing on the open market.
Senator CtURrIs. 4 million .p)elle who have sufficient income to

provide themselves with housing and are unable to do so?
Senator KF.NNE.DY. Secretary Weaver is going to testify and maybe

he can answer that question specitically. I can answer the question
that there are thousands and hundreds of thousands of people who
have satisfactory incomes, but do not have adequate housing. They
cannot get adequate housing. That is not only in the ghetto areas but
it is in our rural areas as well.

Senator Cu'RIs. By satisfactory inome -
Senator KENNEDY. I am talking about substandard housing. They

have to be content with substandard housing.
Senator Cris. Their income would not be satisfactory unless it

would be suffix-ient for theii, to secure housing without assistance,
would it? Anyone whose income is so low that they cannot get. housing
without. assistance would not have an adequate inonle, would they?

Senator KFNNE\-FDY. There are people with satisfactory incomes who
cannot obtain housing in the United States.

Senator CUR'nS. I notice also on plage "2 you say, "We can take little
pride in 30 years of low-income housing programs when our statistics
show that 43 percent of all housinpi ill the impr city is substandard.
unhealthy. and dilapidated."

Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. I also notice in the statement that is before us of the

distinguished acting chairman, Senator Smathers. this statement -
Senator KE.NFDY. Senator, I might add that I have a specific

answer to your question. In the 1965 hearings on rent subsidies, Robert
Weaver saId:

About 4 million of the Nation's famillies are within the income range where
they are unable to afford decent housing, but have incomes above those permitted
for admission to public housing.

Senator Crrrs. In Senator Smat hers' statement I find this:
The Federal Government, 30 years ago, acted to provide public housing for

low-income groups. Yet over those 30 years, only 039.000 public housing units
have been completed and four-fifths of these were built in communities that
cannot be classified as poverty-stricken urban centers.

Senator KF.-NNEDY. They are in areas that have a population of 25.000
or under.

Senator CURTS. The remedy through direct Government assistance
has been tried and found wan'tin,., tlie Senator said.

I appreciate having those two statements because there are many
people who have felt that. public housing over the last 30 years was
accomplishing something. I don't know, but I imagine it would be
intemsting to tabulate the total eos, the total administrative cost alone,
of public housing on the various levels of government for the last 30
years.

I think it would be a rather shc figure.
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Senator Kwmr. I do not think that Senator Smathers was say-
ing-nor was I--that public housing did not benefit some of the people.

The point we are making is that it benefited the poor, low-income
people, in the smaller communities in the United States. It is not that
it was worthless.

Senator Cumis. Are there small communities that are poverty
stricken I

Senator Kummwr. It has not had an effect on the major urban centers.
That is the problem. It has not had any real effect on the major urban
centers. That is why we are concerned.

Senator Cuwrris. It hasn't had any.effect?
Senator Ku1NzDy. Not any major effect. There have been public

housing projects constructed which have been very helpful. It is better
that they were done than that none were done. But in the city of New
York, according to a report isused there, between 1960 and 1965 we went
from 420,000 substandard units to 525,000 substantard units.

Our housing is becoming dilapidated and substandard much more
rapidly than new housing is being constructed. Any programs now un-
der consideration will still not close that gap. That is what is of such
concern. That is one of the reasons, Senator, why you have the tremen-
dous dissatisfaction that exists in our ghettos. The fact is that the
housing is bad; the living conditions for children are bad; the educa-
tional system is unsatisfactory; and people cannot find decent jobs.
You would be unhappy, too, under those circumstances.

Senator Cumr. Yes; I am just saying that the taxpayers have been
spending something for more than a quarter of a century and the
problem gets worse.

Senator K!irwwr. That is why I would like to move in a different
direction.

Senator CurTIS. We paid an awful price for a chance to get worse
in this country.

Senator KNNEDY. We have a chance to change it now.
Senator Cuwis. I think that is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SmTHz m. Senator Dirksen.
Senator DIKszw. No questions.
Senator SxATHERS. Senator Kennedy, we would like to invite you to

sit here with the committee while we listen to the other witnesses.
Senator Kzxmwy. Thank you.
Senator SMATHERS. We will insert into the record at this point the

statement of Senator Pearson.
(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT BY SENAToR JAMES B. PEAso.

URBAN HOUSING DEVELOPMENT ACT

Mr. Chairman, it is an honor and a pleasure for me to be here this morning
to testify on behalf of the Urban Housing Development Act which I have co-
sponsored with the distinguished Junior Senator from New York in an effort to
create a large number of new low-cost housing units in the decaying cores of
our sorely distressed metropolitan areas

As the recent social explosions In the slums of Detroit, Newark, Cincinnati and
37 other American cities so tragically indicate, life in many of our metropolitan
regions is proving unbearable for thousands of residents who have been trapped in
a prison of poverty-a prison usually not of their own making. When summer's
heat sears overcrowded families Hving eight in a room, when winter's cold sickens
elderly residents of drafty, unheated tenements, and when hundreds of babies are
nmntallsed from the rat bites they have received during the night, it is time for
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immediate and decisive action by the Congress to at least insure the availability
of a low-cost sanitary home for all our citizens.

The Federal Government hs not been idle, however. Indeed, it has attempted
for the past S0 years to treat the complex problems of low-cost housing through
a wide variety of programs. Noble as these efforts may have been, at best they
have barely scratched the surface of a deep and growing cancer. Of the 630,000
units created since 193? by these programs, less than one-fifth have been built
in cities of over 25,000 people--the very areas where today the low-cost housing
problem is so acute.

Thus, mucl; more must be done If our large urban centers are to be rewarding
places to live for all our citizens and not just the privileged few. The scope of
this challenge is truly immense. The housing census of 1960, for example, cias-
allied four million urban housing units as substandard. Three million more were
found in need of major repair and approximately two million others badly vio-
lated local codes or were seriously overcrowded. In sum, forty percent of housing
In urban poverty areas was classified as substandard. Furthermore, there is no
evidence this deplorable situation has Improved In the past seven years. Quite the
contrary, recent selective studies have shown that the problem Is growing rapidly
worse

State and local administrations are finding that the cost of government Is
rising, while new revenue sources are dwindling. Even the vast financial resources
of the Federal Government have been stretched to the limit by an expensive
overseas war and a bewildering variety of domestic problems, of which low-
Income housing is only one. Thus, it Is unrealistic to expect government, either
Federal, State or local, to solve this difficult problem. Existing housing pro-
grams should be expanded, of course. And worthy new approaches, such as
rent supplements, should be given an opportunity to prove their merit. These pro-
grams are only part of the answer, however. The long-run solution must rest with
local initiative and private enterprise. For, it is here, and here alone, that
creative solutions may i'e tailored to local problems ard the vast resources of
private enterprise brought into play to produce a blend of Ideas and experience
which will have a significant impact on our urban housing needs.

Private business has already shown considerable interest o;nd Imagination in
meeting the challenge of low-cost housing. In New York City, for example,
sleial 48-hour rehabilitation teams have proven that new techniques can swiftly
renovate dilapidated dwellings at relatively modest cost.

Thus, experience indicates the willingness and capability of private industry
to effectively treat our urban housing ills-when given an incentive. For the risks
are simply too great to be borne alone. The bill under consideration today is
designed to provide a small measure of financial security through public as-
sistance and thus to stimulate the creation of 300,000 to 400,000 low cost housing
units in our areas of greatest need. It would lower building costs through an
extended Interest rate subsidy and authorize tax abatement payments to munic-
Ipalitles to better enable them to lower real estate taxes on low-income housing
projects.

This latter provision is particularly important, for, at present, property taxes
are one of the most serious obstacles to the creation of low-cost housing in our
major cities. In some areas they have reached an equivalent of 25 percent of total
rents and thus Impose a significant burden on those tenants least able to bear it.
By providing an abatement subsidy, this bill would give significant relief to these
hard-pressed tenants while protecting the fiscal integrity of municipal government

In addition, this bill gives significant encouragement to the private entre-
preneur through a sliding scale of tax credits related to the size of his equity in-
vestment ThR stimulant encourages the investor to provide as much of his own
equity as possible, thus fostering greater community involvement while extending
the effect of the Federal subsidy.

This measure will encourage the construction and renovation of a significant
number of two and three bedroom units that will rent for less than $100 per
month. And It will make this contribution at relatively little public cost. In fact
the maximum cost of the interest rate subsidy and connected expenses Is estimated
at $50 million a year, a figure that is certainly not excessive in light of the enor-
mous need that must be met and the multi-billion dollar budget that would be
necessary were public financing to be relied upon exclusively.

But adequate housing, important as It is, Is only part of the problem of the
ghetto Jobs must also be developed and filled in large numbers For without Jobs
and an adequate level of Income, even modest rents cannot be afforded by slum
residents unless they are full subsidized.
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Foretnust. ilinolig our p)rograIns lnd tile oldest is thie low-rent public
housing program. riis program, first authorized in 19)37, has pro-
vidted decent hfusing for hlundrels of thousands of low-income faiil ies.

We now have approximately 657,000 low-rent housing units avail-
able for occupancy, with an additional 177.00t) units under contract.

Public housing, once quite controversial, has now generally coime te
Ile an acce)ted function of government to help house those with tie
loWeSt, illtoifles. IIIOv1atOIn sit recent years have contribute( to this
1a0ceptCialice.

The.se innovations include the leasing froml private owners of inits
in existing housing, tile wcattering of public housing g residences in
small projects or individual units, and the turnkey program which
permits private builders to carry out many of the preliminary func-
tions such as site acquisition and design as well as the actual con-
struction.

We are very pleased with the accelerating p)ro" under the turn-
key program, and we believe that its close tie-in with private enterprise
has contributed imnensely to its success.

As you know, the President just a few weeks ago announced his ap-
l)roval of a plan recommended by ne and endorsed by the Kaiser
V011inlittee, to explore one further ranification of the turkey theory-
the use of private management companies to run the low-rent housing
project as well as to build it.

More recently, I reported to the President that by emphasizing the
turnkey nethod and by giving priority in processing to projects which

can be put under contract within 9 months, we shall at least double the
annual number of public housing projects placed in occupancy over
the next 12 months.

Thus, we become more responsive to the needs of our poor by
achieving greater participation by private enterprise in the low-rent
housing program.
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In 1961 we initiated the first national moderate income housing
program. From the outset it has deeply involved the private sector
of our economy in the provision of housing for those who cannot
afford it.

This is FHA's section 221(d) (3) below market interest rate pro-
gram which permits nonprofit, cooperative, and limited-dividend spon-
sors to build rental and cooperative housing with 3-percent mortgages
insured by FHA.

In order to keep the record straight, I think I should point out that
this is different from the 221(d) (3) program that is involved in the
rent supplement program.

In the rent supplement program it is not the 221 (d) (3) below mar-
ket interest rate program, but the 221 (d) (3) program with a market
interest rate which is utilized.

So here the same type of subsidy, which is used basically to effect
the reduction in rents in Senator Kennedy's bill, is utilized also in
the 221(d) (3) below market interest rate program.

As of June 30, 1967, some 145,000 housing units for moderate income
families and individuals havo been provided or are being pIrcessed
under the progTam-the maximum at this time that e1n be flded
under the special assistauce functions of the Federal National Mort-
gage Association.

FNMA is the permanent mortgagee for these mortgages because of
their below market. interest. nte. We shall continue to expand this
source of credit with $.500 million for further special assistance pro-
vided for in this year's budget. This is a rogram that can be quickly
expaunded as more special assistant funds are made availabl e .

It is interesting to note that 69,000 of the iuiits, have been or are
being provided by limited-dividend sponsors, private individuals, or
corporations who have invested at least 10 percent of the cost of the
project out of their own funds and resource. Clearly there has been
no shortage of sponsors or lack of interest in this program.

The most recent of our major housing programs is the rent supple-
ment program. Born in controversy tod still embroiled in controversy,
it is, I believe, the most significant recent step that the Federal Gov"-
ernment has taken to assist in housing low-income families.

It has the decided advantage of deeply involving the private sec-
tor of the economy. Not only is the housing built, owned, and man-
aged privately, but it is also designed to be financed privately at a
market interest rat

With the $32 million so far authorized by Congress for annual rent
supplement payments, 489 projects with 33,900 dwelling units have
bnapp roved for construction. Of these, 13,900 will be owned by
limit-dividend sponsors. This has occurred in the short span of 16
months since the first appropriation was made for the rent supple-
inent program.

On the-basis of these and other programs and the authorizations and
appropriations we are seeking incident to them, we shall be able in
the next 12 months to finance 13,000 units of low-income housing and
64 000 units of moderate-income housing.

During this period there will be the following volume of housing
starts: 90,000 uiits of low-income housing and 44,000 units of moder-
ate-income housing.

These data are presented not to s that they meet the total
need, but to indicate that the current ativity is substantial.
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More important is the fact that on this basis substantial and rapid
expansion can be effected.

Only yesterday morning at the White House, a group of major in-
surance companies of the Nation announced the earmarking of $1
billion to be invested in supporting housing and employment oppor-
tunities in the neglected areas of our cities and for the deprived people
who live in our central cities.

In announcing this significant evidence of private enterprise's com-
mitment to urban America, and particularly to the urban poor, the
spokesman for the insurance industry specifically identified rent sup.
plenents as the area into which it would probably move most rapidly.

Hece is evidence, as in the case of the turnkey approach, of how
existing programs can be and are being utilized to secure meaningful
involvement by private enterprise.

I have set out briefly some of the major existing activities of HUD
in the field of providing housing for law- and moderate-income fami-
lies in order to establish a fraumework within which to comment on
S. 2100. The program contemplated by this bill parallels some features
of these existing programs. It also proposes a major step into a new area,
of incentives to encourage the provision of such housing. This is the
extensive use of a variety of income tax incentives. These make S. 2100
a complicated bill with extensive variable features.

As a result it is somewhat difficult to evaluate the program's pros-
pects in the light of past experiences, but we can estimate its cost as
compared with existing programs.

The sponsor of this legislation, Senator Robert Kennedy, has out-
lined its provisions. I shall not repeat what lie has said.

At the outset, there occur to me three major questions which I be-
lieve need to be answered in an attempt to evaluate the proposal. The
first basic question is this: How does the cost of the proposal compare
with the cost of established programs I

The costs to the Federal Government are significantly greater under
the program laid out in S. 2100 than those under our present 221 (d) (3)
below market interest rate program. Although it is difficult to develop
the exast Federal cost per unit under S. 2100 because of the variable
tax benefits, our analysis indicates that, for a dwelling unit with a
capital cost of $12,500, the monthly cost to the Federal Government
under this bill would run between $50 and $104 for a unit renting a
ap roximately $84 per month.

This compares to a cost of $31 per month under the 221(d) (8) be-
low market interest rate program with the same $84 rental, if it were
simply modified to permit, as does S. 2100, 50-year loans at a 2-percent
interest rate with a Federal grant for local tax abatement.

We would be happy to put these figures in a table and into the
record so they can be analyze.

Senator SmATwam Without objection, we will make them a part
of the record.

(The following information was received by the committee:)

CoMPAjRsoN or S. 2100 Wrrx Swmo 221(d) (8) BMIR Paoowx

For purposes ot comparison, it I assumed that there are five identical buildings
containing 120 dwelling units costng $12v50 each; thrre financed under S. 2100,
one with a 20 percent equity, one with a 50 percent equiy, and the other with
an equity ot 50 percent plus $1,000 (so as to bring the equity over 50 percent In
order to obtain the more favorable accelerated depreciation method, termed
"sum ot the years digit"), one Snanced under the existing Section 221(d) (8)
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Below Mlarket Interest Rate (IMIR) Program, and one financed under a modl-
lied Section 22(d) (3) BMIR Program (50 year loans at 2 percent interest tad
Federal grants to compensate for local property tax abatement). In each in-
stance, the dwelling units would be "substantially rehabilitated" existing struc-
tures (in order to achieve a development cost of $12.500 per unit) and the owners
would accept the dividend limitations prescribed. Total development cost is Its-
sumed at $1.5 million, of which 10 percent Is land cost, which coincides with the
figures used by Senator Kenntedy In his Illustrations set forth in the Congressional
Record of July 13,196 (page S O S).

Three sets of comparisons are made. Table one shows the elements of cost de.
termining the monthly rental under the five situations and the rates of return
on the equity investment indicated by the "percent equity". The mainten: nce and
operation expense of $40 and the local property tax of $16 shown in the table are
based on FIIA experience. The cash rate of return on equity Is about 3 percent
under 8. 2100 and 6 percent under 221 (d) (3) 111111L

Pursuant to Section 102(a) (1) of S. 2100, where the equity percentage is
greater than 20 percent t, the gross occtplancy charge 1., IOnetheless, ealciltul
on the assumption that the capital comt of the housing is financed by an 80 per-
cent loan and by a 20 Irt't'Ut eqiulty. This produces a slightly higher return on
eluity to the owner, since the monthly capital charge on this as.suated distrlba-
tion of financing is somewhat higher than the monthly capital charge rtsulling
from the actual distribution of financing (50 percent loan, 50 Iwreent eqlulty), and
this excess accrues to the owner as a return on eqluity. As e'pilnined in fotnote d
of Talb' 1. thie actual monthly de'bt service on a iIvan of S;.25A) (50 ptxreetnt of
$*2,50) Is $16.49 and the actual monthly return onl the 50 ltwreeit equity Is$15.63.

To achieve the same lowest rental obli:uble under q. 2100 (."2.80 under the
20 percent equity situation), it 14 assumued that the Section 221(d) (3) 1131t
Prkrani wrculd be modified to permit 50 year 2 erci-nt intilri'st rate loans nund to
provide grants for loal property tax nbatement. Since the capital charges of
$35.9.3 uder the modtled 221 (d) (3) BJMIR exceed the capital charges of $33.15

1 o1n aiiortization of $16.38 plug return on eq Ity of $6.2,3 plus equity anarnwty
premium of $.52) the 20 percent equity case under 8. 2100 by $2.78 the grant
for tax abatement must be correspondingly larger to tichieve the ..4111e rental.
Thum thle payment In lieu of tax shown on line 7 of table 1 is correspondingly
stunller. $3.85 less $2.78 equals $1.07.

The rates of return on equity investment shown In the bottom part of Table
1 rt-pre.ent average rates of return over tile minimum holding period nieded
to obtain the tax benefits under S. 2100. This is 10 years in each Instance cx-
e'pt for the case where the equity is 50 percent plus $1,000. where it Is assumed
that the property is sold to a Home Management Corporation after 8 years (so
as to obtain a waiver of the capital gains tax). For the other cases It is assumed
that the property Is sold fter 10 years and the sales proceeds are reused by the
owner for another "low income" housing project. While an 8 year time span
and a 10 year time span are not strictly comparable, these two time sins have
been used to show the range of prospective costs to the Government under S.
2100, an explained below and In Table 2. Inasmuch as the initial owner Is
"free and clear" of the housing project after the minimum holding period, such
period Is used as the time span for purposes of discounting to pr ~ent values
the various returns and the tax benefits described in the following paragraph.

To calculate the rates of return, It Is assumed that the owner In each Instance
Is in the 50 percent tax bracket and that he has ample Income froin other
sources against which he could apply tax losses and tax credits to obtain full
advan age. Accoerdingly, from the rental Income (net of assumed 7 Peremt va-
eaney lo.s) deductions were made for those items that are deductible under the
Feleral income tax law. i.e.. maintenance and operation expense , local prolrty
taxes or payments In lieu of taxem, the equity guarantee premium. interest on
the mortgage loan. and depreciation. This produced a tax loss in each of the 10
.-ears. To this net loe after taxes were added the value of the tax credit .ad
the value of the capital gain (after an assumed 25 percent capital gains (ax
In the two cases under Section 221 (d) (3) BMIR) to produce a total tax Ienefit.
The total tax benefit was then combined with the cash return on equity to pro.)
dace an annual total return. The sum of such annual total returns for the 10
years divided by 10 (eight years divided by 8 where the minmnu holding
period Is 8 years) was then contrasted to the respective equity investment in
order to obtain an average rate of return on Investment.

Average rates of return over a 10 year period fall to reflect the fact that some
benefits do not occur until later years and, hence, have a lower value to the
owner today. To account for this time discrepancy, present values of the actual
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return during each of the first 10 (or 8) years were calculated using an 8 percent
rate of discount (a rate of return that Is permitted under the Section 207 FHA
insurance program).

Table 2 shows the lion ret-overable costs to the Federal Government resulting
from the five cases of Federal asiistance under review. There are six subsidy
elemients shown In Table 2.

Ko long as there is a Federal debt outstanding, the Federal Government incurs
an Interest cost, assumed to be 4 percent (the average Interest rate of the out-
.titnirltnle Federal debt as of June 80. 1907), for every dollar of debt that the
Treasury in unable to extinguish, either be(-ause It han lout tax revenues on account
of tax relief or has made expenditures for other purpwes, and thus has less
nioney for debt retirement. It Is asumed that this Interest cost will continue
for eatch successive year. as well as the present year In which the tax revenues
are forngline or the Federal exlenditures are nmde. For purloes of consistency.
a four perc nt Interest rate Is also employed to calculate the present value of the
actual eosts Incurred on account of the various subsidy Items and also to measure
the degree of subsidy Inherent In Federal loans bearing a two or three percent
Interest rate.

With re"wet to the tax benefit, the iioints of cornparlson are the proposed
changes from existing tax law. Thus. the more favorable accelerated deprecia-
tion under . 2100 lit compared to what an owner would obtain under existing
law (e.g., accelerated depreciation on a 40 year life sqman). Neither tax credits
for Investments In residential properties nor waiver of the capital gains tax are

rovided under existing tax law.

TABLE I.-COMPARATIVE RENTS AND RATES OF RETURN UNDER S. 2100 AND SECTION 22I(0X3) $MIN PROGRAM

S.2100 221(dX3) OWR

20 percent 50 peret 50 Pee Eisting Modified
equity equity equity a program program

A. DetrWmnation of monthly rental:
1. Maintenance and operation ex-

pens1_ .................. $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00
2. Loan amortization (debt service)... '26.31 "326.31 2 21 38 44A 21 129.68
3. Return on equity... . ..... . 6. 25 '1.25 56.25 6.25 1.25
4. FHA mortgage insurance premium ............. ........ ...

S. Equity guarantee premium A ....... .52 1.30 1.30
6. Local ptoprty t ...... ..... 1......6.0..0...... " . 00
7. Payment u h of tax".......... .* ' - _ 3.8 -- 3.. ........... .. i' "

& Not monthly rm ............... 77.00 77.82 77.82 102.52 77.00
9. Assume 7 percent vacncy I ....... .0 5. a 58 7.71 5. 0

10. Gross rnt paid by tant .........--.-- - 82.80 13.6 110.23 I2.0

B. Returns on equity investment
(project cost: $1,500.000; 120 units at $12500 eoch):
I. Poerct equity.................. 20 0 50 ID 10
2. Amount of equity ...... 00,0 S750,000 S751.000 150,000 $154,000
3. Avorage annual reu.rn:0

undiscoontad ............. U al.163 01176.95 a0$212,54 0 &3%614 0 $38,124
Diounted at I poered 5 53 216  116. 1a 153, 17  5 3, 481  523.

4. Average anavel rat of return
(percent)"1

Undiscounted .............. 28. 1 23. 6 21 3 26.4 254
Dismuntd at I percent ...... 17.7 IS. 20.5 1S? W. 3

Based on FHA experiences.
50year loan at 2 percent Interest.
s Pursuant to sLc, 102(aXl) gross occupancy charge is calculated on assumtion ot 20 peenort equity and 80 percent

loan. even though ownr-mortPaor actua3ly has a 50 percent equity. In elect, the impact en the rental restingl from
capital charges (loan amortlzation plus return on equity) is Increased from 53.12 (16.43 plue 1.63) for the So percent
equity to 3-63 (26.38 plus 6.25) for te 20 percent equity.

y 4.year loan at 3 percent Intorest
& Based on 0.25 percent of equity Investment per year. Since we. 102(cp authorizes the collection of ati equity guarantee

premium to maintaini the fund on a mad bass,' It Is assumed tha a proporteinae n misted I* size of equity
would be collected, even though sc propoki t pm would he at viande =I00 mto of determining glros
occpanicy charge prescribed in 30L l0(aXI).

15 percent of net monthly rnt.
ofllrne i between 7 and srm of Is ItM.

:7 peet gross ret pid by enant
o retrn us Vim lue d taxn leses to owner In 50.peo ta brad
sSuma ofa ;ctui ur s during Ids 10 years divided by 1D.

a Som at actual returns during Id I ye divided by 1
i PenMt vaue a ctual retrns, us in ot rate od discount.

SAveraMe annual roturnl d b of "ut (le 2).
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TAKE 2.-COMPARISON OF FEDERAL COSTS FOR PROJECT COSTING 81,500,000 (120 UNITS AT S2,50) OVER
MINIMUM HOLDING PERIOD'

S 2100 221(dX3) BMIRSubsidy elomeat
20-perent 50-perentt 50"pent Existing Modified

equity equity eqit1 + 51.00 program Program

1. Interetraobsubsdy ........... 8176,720. 00 1$110,460.00 $811,240.00 1'8t030.00 '$198,820.00
. Waiver of iurance preiem ...... 5, 543 00 33,465. 00 27,354.00 SIX 240. 00 60,240.00

3. Grants for local property tax abate
meet ......................... 87,48 00 87,190.00 8$,752.00 ............ 107. 570. 00

4 Tax credit ....................... 45,000.00 180,00.00 l80,00.00 ........................
5. Accelerateddepreciation ......... '175,730.00 ' 476,502. 00 '473,72100..................
6Capital gains tax exemption ...... ' 187.144.00 9 337,500.00 w 319,174. 00..............
7. Total Cash C ................. .72%6/7.00 1,226,417.00 1,1582400 158,270.00 366,630.00
8. Interest cost n ................ 132,393. 00 2 7. 19565700 35,26 00 81,095.00
lGrand total cost k . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 070. 00 1 465 144. 00 1,353,90300 193.536.00 477.725.00

1t Presentvalueofgrandtotalcostl... 718,789.00 1,247,558100 1,202,26100 165.41800 382,101.00
Average ctuWa ts perunlt per month . 5.59 101.75 117.53 13 44 31.03
Avr p w value of actual costs per

month . ............. ...... 0.92 8664 104.37 11.0 26.53

1 Minimum holding period necessary to obtain tax benefits; assumed to be 10 years in each instance, except where
owner furnishes equity capital equal to 50 percent of cost plus $1,000. For the latter It is assumed to be 8 years, upon theexpiration of which the housing project is sold to a home management corporation.

T Difference in annual debt service on indicated loan amount between a SO-year loan at 2 percent and a 50-year loan at
percent (the average interest rate on the outstanding Treasu d as of June 30, 196.

Difference in annual debt service on $1,350,000 between a 40yer ioan at 3 percent and a 40-year loan at 4 percent
4 0 percent of outstanding loan balance in each year.
A50 percent of monthly difference between $16 and indicated payment in lieu of tax times number of months in minimum

holding period, times number of dwelling units.
I Tax credit rate (per sec. 1392 investment credit) applied to total project cost.
150 percent of annual difference between depreciation allowance over shortened lifespan (20 years and 10 years

respectively) with depreciation over 40-year lifespan (usual life of residential property), with depreciation calculated by
the 150-percent de3ining balance method.

550 percent of annual difference between (1) depreciation allowance calculated by the sum of the years digits method
with an estimated lifespan of 10 years and (2) depreciation allowance calculated by the 150-percent declining balance
method over a 40-year lifespan.

$Capital qains tax that might have been paid, but waived because owner reused proceeds from sale of housing project
for another -low-income" project

U Capital gains tax that might have been paid, but waived because property sold to a home management corporation.
u Simple interest at 4 percent p3r year on annual cash cost times number of years remaining during minmum holding

period (including present year).
a Total cash cost plus interest cost.
I Present values of annual grand total costs, discounted at 4 percent
i Grand total costs divided by number of dwelling units times number of months in minimum holding period.
" Present value of grand total costs divided by number of dwelling units times number of months in minimum holding

period.

Secretary WFivva. The second question is: Are rewards as great as
those proposed in S. 2100 necessary to attract private enterprise into
this fieldI

Our experience suggests two alternative possible approaches which
I believe to be more effective. The first is to offer an opportunity for
limited-dividend sponsors to make a much smaller long-term commit-
ment of capital and look to the accelerated depreciation provisions un-
der present law as the incentive to remain involved over a period of
10 or more years.

Only last week, I talked to a group of investors in San Antonio, Tex.,
who were already committed to sponsoring some 1,600 units of 221 (d)
(3) housing. They stated they would like to expand their operations.

The president of a large corporation recently indicated that a con-
sortium of industries might undertake a much larger program of a
similar nature, again utilzing the 221(d) (3) program but limiting
its long-term investment to 10 percent of the cost.

A second approach, which needs to be considered as an alternative,
would involve the construction of low- and moderate-income housing
by private enterprise and the spinning off of the finished product to a
limited-dividend or a nonprofit sponsor. The latter would purchase
and manage the housing.
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Already, several large corporations, such as U.S. Gypsum, have
done just this. Only yesterday they announced another project of this
nature.

In Atlanta, the Celotex Corp. is constructing a 221 (d) (8) develop-
ment which will be purchased and managed by a local church.

And, of course, there is no reason why any type of ownership could
not buy competent management. This could be done on a fee basis and
is already being proposed as the latest development in turnkey public
housing

Several turnkey developers are proposing 221(d) (3) projects on
sites to be shared with the turnkey public housing. They have proposed
that they provide combined management for both developments, and
that they stay with the 221(d) (3) project.

The third basic question relates to the fiscal and tax implications of
S. 2100. Since I am not an expert in the field, I shall defer to the Treas-
ury Department on this matter. Under Secretary Barr who will follow
me will discuss this aspect of the bill in detail.

S. 2100 presents other problems. First and primarily, I am concerned
about the severe geographic limitations contained in the bill for the
location of these housing projects. Only housing constructed in poverty
areas located in major metropolitan areas would be eligible for the very
significant Federal subsidies set out in the bill. ThisI believe to be a
serious mistake.

We have severe urban housing problems in smaller urban areas as
well as those with a population in excess of 250,000. Fewer than 125
standard metropolitan statistical areas out of a total of 231 would
qualify for these new housing projects. When I say new, I don't mean
new construction, but new programs.

More significant, however, is the limitation of these projects to
existing poverty areas. I agree wholeheartedly that housing is needed
for those living in our poverty areas, many of which are racial ghettos.

I concur entirely with the Senator. It is not right to talk about doing
nothing in these areas and only looking to opening opportunities out-
side of them. These are two sides of the same coin and we have to do
both simultaneously.

Therefore, I would certainly encourage placing housing in these
areas in all appropriate cases. However, to limit this housing solely
to these areas would be undesirable. It would tend to strengthen the
barriers that already confront the poor and the minority groups and
prevent them from breaking out of these areas and becoming assimi-
lated into the general stream of our society.

To consider restricting a major housing aid program primarily to
the ghetto would be a significantly backward step.-I believe that any
program of this nature should be available for housing built in any
section of our urban areas.

Although the bill states that its aim is to provide housing for low
and lower middle-income persons, the income-to-rent ratio set out in
the bill is in effect directed generally toward those families in the latter
income group. This is brought about by the fact that a new tenant
may pay as low as 18 percent of his annual income for rent as opposed
to the public housing program which normally requires a tenant to
pay 20 percent of hii income for rent and the rent supplement pro-
gram that requires a tenant to pay 25 percent of his income for rent.
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At a monthly rental of $84 per month for a unit costing $12,500 and
the income-4o-rent ratio prescribed by the bill, the income level served
would be $5,600 per year.

Senator Kw.1joy. I was not sure that you were clear about where
it says "mafy pay." It says "muay pay' as low as 18 percent but it does
not require it.

I think that figure of $-,60 is misleading.
Secretary WvE. I think the problem liere, and this may be covered

by the bill because it may be optional, is if you are going to gt down
to the income groups we have been talking uibout, that you were talking
about this morning, lie is going to have to pay more than that.

Senator KENxjrWy. I agive with that, But it says "may pay,"
Secretary WVi&W. This was the top.
Senator K. NNE¢y. But it is quite dear ija the bill. I do not know why

you brought it up.
Senator SMAT Ua. Please proceed, Mr. Secretary.
secretaryy W EAvER. The etort to involve tenants in the operation of

tie project through the hoine-management corporation is a move in
the right direction. This direction is comparable to our experiments
With the cooperative form of ownership and oe which we have been
encouraging local housing authorities to take in their federally assisted
low-rent public housing projects.

However, I am concerned about some of the implications of such
involvement under the specific provisions of the bill. Although the bill
is vague as to the exact nature and degree of involvement to be given
the tenant organizations, it would seen that the owner of the property
might have to turn over to his tenants major management decisions
which can substantially affect the continuing value of- his equity. This
very vagueness could give rise to a most difficult pjx)bleni ilk the opera-
tion of the housing development.

There is a significant difference between involving the tenants of a
low-rent public* housing project in some inanageinent decisions-a id
I think they should be, tuc mnmore than they are-where you have a
governmental entity, and involving them in management decisions on
a broad scale for a project that is privately owned.

Although, of course, they should be involved there, too.
Another problem is the neans of assuring continuity in the iolicy of

the management organization where inembership consists solely of
tenants, at least during the first-now it would be two,--8 years when
they have no financial stake in the property and where it is reasonable
to expect a frequent tuniover in tenants.

The CHAIR-3AN. Mr. Secretary, if I could interrupt you for a nio-
mient, let me ask you about one thing that does concern ie very much
about this bill. this is a very interesting bill and certainly deserves
study.

Your statement deserves more study than I have been able to give it
to this point. What concerns me about this bill to a considerable extent
is that it would seem to me that in these congested areas our objective
should be to try to move people out of them, into the suburban areas,
and to perhaps-build some industries out there, and to build sarn. better
housing and provide better transportation for people there.

If one plant wants to provide 500 jobs for low-income people, it
might be a good idea to give them some incentive to put a plant out
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from the city and to provide some very modern facilities to get the
people back and forth.

Perhaps they could provide high-speed transportation at off-peak
hours, for example, to get the people back and forth. I should think
that with regard to a lot of these so-called ghetto areas, our objective
should be to tear the thing down and build some parking in its place,
or else put parks in.

What is your reaction to that ?
Secretary 1VEAVI'tR. I must say that I think, as I said earlier, we

have here two sides of the same coin. But let me point out several
things. In the first place, I think that, regardles of the present con-
ditions in these ghetto areas, many of them are very g.oXd real estate.
Harlem is one of the most desirable parts of New York City. So is
the South Side of Chicago. Northwest Washington is good real estate.

I think it would be a mistake to say that we will despair of these
areas and not have any more Iousing in them. I think they have to be
rehabilitated. But I think by the same token that simply rehabilitating
these areas is not enough. Many of them, and I mus diu i e slightly
with the Senator, have pretty high densities and some of them, if you
look at the natural increase of population, would not be able to absorb
this natural increase without having even higher densities. Even if
yVou are going to rehabilitate them, you still have a problem of reloca-
tion a problem of dispersal.

Also, I think, while it is possible and probably desirable to have
some new industry in these areas, most of the residents in the area
now employed are employed outside of them and this will continue.

So you have to have transportation, you have to have dispersal, and
I think you have to have rehabilitation, all three simultaneously.

The only difference between the Senator and myself on this is pro-
bably the mix.

Tfie CIRMMAN. I would like to ask you one further question about
this matter. It has to do with the regional problems, which might not
concern you too much, but which is very vital to me.

Senator Kennedy does a magnificient job of representing that great
State of New York. I am doing my humble best to represent a State
smaller in population, although perhaps tops in quality, Louisiana.

Can you tell me how Louisiana will get its share of money I We are
not a high-income State.

Secretary WRAVIER. I would think that New Orleans, La. certainly
would qualify for this type of development, and perhaps Baton Rouge
and Shreveport, depending on the size of their metropolitan areas.

The CnAIRMAN. Do you think you can work this thing out in such
a fashion or do you think you can work it out in such a fashion that
we don't wind up making the poor States poorer while we make the
rich States richer?

Secretary WAVER. I think that legislation or an activity designel
to accomplish the purposes of this bill, with which I am in large agree-
ment, would extend its benefits pretty much across the country, more
or less on the basis of population distribution. More of it would eo
into the more populous States Any program that deals primarily with
people has that effect.

The Cn3AIRMA. That doesn't concern me. New York getting more
money because they have more population. But I want to be sure that
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we don't work something out where New York gets it all. You think
we can work it out where a little State like Louisiana can get our
proportionate share of this?

Secretary WAVER. I have many more problems with this bill than
that problem.

TheCHAIRAN. As far as I eom concerned, I don't know of any more
basic problem in the bill than that.

Secretary Wzva Just as I defer to the Treasury on the tax prob-
lems, I will defer to you on that problem.
Senator TILTAMS. Do you feel sure after New York and Louisiana

get through dividing there will be just a little bit left for the other 48
States? "

Secretary WAvETI. On that I can give you great assurance.
I agree with the desirability of permitting a home-management cor-

poration representing the tenants living in a project to purchase the
project.

Here I will have to revise the rest. of this because I speak of the
8 years and you talk about 2 years. Let me say that with the 2-year
modification some other problems come up.

The first one is whether or not this would be an incentive, as I am
afraid it might be, for the owners to tend to milk the property, and
also, and to me more important, this could alter both your aid my
figures as to the tax benefits on the one hand and the cost of the pro-
gram to the Federal Government on the other hand.

I am not a lightning calculator, so I cannot talk to that at the
moment.

Again. I had some problems about, as you know, the use of local
tax abatement because of the constitutional and the local legal prob-
lems. Here you have proposed an amendment which would deal with
this.

It seems to me, and I just saw it this morning, this would meet the
problem.

I would like to discuss briefly the relocation payment provisions of
the bill.

I believe it would be a mistake to provide for relocation payments
which differed substantially from those now applicable to all other

TI) prorms.
I would like the record to show that the programs of HIT) have

the only relocation benefits that are both uniform and of a high stand-
ard. They are not as high as I would like to see them, but they are
much higher than any of the others. But to have one program in an
agency which isn't consistent with the others is difficult. I have been
bringing the others up to urban renewal.

The problem presents itself in this case with respect to the payments
authorized for displaced families and individuals.

These payments are substantially the same as those approved by the
Senate iwhien it passed S. 1681 last year.

As you know this would provide a comprehensive and consistent
approach to relocation throughout the Government, one which I
support verI strongly.

I believe it is beer to treat the relocation problem as a whole and
not on a piecemeal basis.
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Therefore, I would recommend that any relation payments
authorized by this bill be the same as for oer HUD programs, or
that new, uniform standards be extended to all HUD programs or,
preferably, to all federally assisted programs as was provided in
5. 1681.

In other words, I am not against the h gher standards, but I would
like to see them universal, and I would like to see the standards of
HUD consistent.

I have spoken somewhat at length on the problems, as I see them.
The concerns I have expressed should not be taken as an indication
of any disinterest on my part, or that of the administration, in finding
new and better means of providing housing for lower income persons.
I am deeply concerned about these problems, but I am also concerned
about devising efficient and effective means of solving them.

I would urge the committee to consider seriously the questions and
issues raised by the proposal; and I would also urge it to consider the
possibility of building upon existing programs.

We are continuously seeking ways to make these existing programs
operate more efficiently and to become more responsive to their
potential users.

One example that immediately comes to mind is the turnkey method
of providing low-rent public housing. The great advantage offturnkey
is not only that it deeply involves private enterprise, but that it also
enables us to provide public housing so much more quickly, and
somewhat more cheaply.

By taking the turnkey route, the time it takes to provide a project
ready for occupancy has been reduced by 50 to 60 percent.

Another significant innovation is what we call accelerated multi-
family processing. We are experimenting with this in several of our
regional offices. It. involves giving the regional office more authority
in processing and approving FRA multifamily insurance applications.

With AMP we expect to be able to reduce processing time on multi-
family cases by as much as two-thirdsthereby enabling us to provide
more expeditiously this housing, a good part of which is for low- and
moderate-income persons.

Among the projects that could be speeded by AMP are section
221(d) (3) below market interest rate housing and rent supplement
housing.

My experience suggests that the most effective meaus of achieving
a large volume of privately financed and managed low- and moderate-
income housing lies in these directions.

I recommend, therefore, that careful consideration be given to a
reappraisal of the roles of private, profit-motivated enterprise,
limited-profit investors, and nonprofit organizations.

While the latter have a vital role to play, I am copwineed, as this
bill implies, that profit-niotivated enterprise is most effective in pro-
dueing oickl' a sizable amount of housing.

Therefore, I would propose that. we look to such enterprise as the
means for building the bulk of the shelter that is needed.

At the same time, I suggest that some of those who are interested
in developing the needed shelter may, because of the possibility of
small long-term investment and rapid depreciation, wish to remain
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as thle owners, operators, and managers of the resulting housing. This
they can do, and increasingly are doing in the 221 (d) (3) below market
interest rate and rent supplement programs.

Many others who are highly capable of planning and constructing
low- and moderate-income housing, through rent supplements or 221
(d) (3) developments, do not wish to remain as long-term investors.
These can spin off the finished product (completed housing) to lim-
ited-dividend, nonprofit, or cooperative groups. The latter would own
the properties. They wold either manage them directly or purchase
management on a contract basis.

The result of improving and expediting these prosrrams would be
an accelerated volume of new construction and rehabilitation and the
provision of management more responsive to the needs and aspirations
of the tenants.

Such an approach would, as does our current turnkey public hous-
ing plan, utilize fully private enterprise in both construction and
management. It would be attractive to the private entrepreneur who
choses a short-term involvement and to the one who elects to stay with
the development for a longer term. And the cost to the Federal Gov-
ernment would be readily ascertainable.

I appreciate the opportunity your committee has given me to pre-
sent these comments. I would le pleased to answer any questions you
have.
Senator SHATHERS (presiding). Thank you very much, Mr. Secre-

tary
aishall ask you just a couple of questions and then turn you over to

the other menlbers of the committee.
Mr. Secretary, what is your information as to how many people in

the low-income groups today are not adequately housed?
Secretary WrAvmJ. Well, of course, any of these figures are esti-

mates, but the bulk of the low-income families in this country are not
now adequately housed and in addition, as the Senator pointed out,
we have a large number who are not low income who are still not
adequately housed.

Most of these are the people who are living in the ghetto or the
prototype of the people who are living in the ghetto.

Senator SMAmAs. Is it your judgment that we are gaining ground
or losing ground with respect to providing low-income families with
ade quate housing?

Secretary Wravma. We are gaining. Unfortunately, a lot of the
statistics that have been used have been based upon a redefinition be-
tween the two periods of study.

I have just received the preliminary estimates, for example, from
the 1966 survey of economic opportunity conducted by the Census
Bureau for OEO. These estimates indicate that, whereas in 1960. 16
percent of the Nation's occupied housing was substandard, by 1966
it was only about 10 percent.

So we are gaining. We are not gaining as quickly as we ought to,
but we are not losing ground, as some of the earlier figures suggested.

Senator Sx rEaS. Do you believe that we are gaining in the
ghettos in the larger cities of the United States, providing more
housing for these people, or is the housing situation deteriorating in
the ghettos I
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Secretary WxAvt Let me say two things:
In the first place, I don't think we have definitive data, but every

indication I have would suggest that, particularly in the larger and
the more highly cr'jwded ghettos, the situation is not improving, and
probably deteriorting.

Senator SKATHW.z. I thought that is what I heard you say a moment
ago in answer to a question from one of the committee members. I
gathered that you implied, if you did not state explicitly, that with
the increase in the population of the ghettos, the rapid rate of growth
of people of low income, we are not keeping up, and that there is no
way under the present programs to keep up with the problem of ade-
quate low-income housing.

As a matter of fact, we are losing ground. It is for that reason
that some people were thinking of moving low-income groups out to
suburbia.

Is it not a fact that in the ghettos the population is running much
ahead of the increase in housing?

Secretary WrvzA. There are two things that are occurring. In the
first place, you are getting a movement of people not to the suburbs
from the ghettos, but into other parts of the central city, some of
whom are able to upgrade their housing as their incomes have moved
up.

At the same time you are getting a movement of people into these
areas who are low income and who remain low income. The ghettos
have never adequately housed these people. In some of our cities,
or most of our cities, I would say, practically all that 1 have seen data
on the number and proportion o substandard housing is declining.

but in the pockets of poverty the numbers are declining much more
slowly than elsewhere, and the population is increasing. So the rela-
t ire situation is becoming worse in these areas.

Senator SMA7THERS. So the relative situation becomes worse. In es-
sence, we are losing ground. If that is the case, then, does that not in-
dicate that we need some new approach to this problem I

Secretary WEA&v. I think it indicates that we need an expansion
in this area, and that we have to do more and do it more rapidly than
we are doing it. I don't say we have to have a new approach, because
I am not at all convinced that there is anything substantial that the
new approach would do that we can't do with existing approaches. I
am also convinced that with the existing approaches we can do it with
less cost to the Federal Government.

Senator SxgruTHaS. You have made reference to a new turnkey
public housing program, in which private builders are building low-
cost housing. How significant has that been in terms of units How
many turnkey public housing units have thus far been built by pri-
vate investors.

Secretary WFAVEIT. I think it is around 7,000 to 10,000 units that
are now in various stages, some in completion and some under con-
struction. We are getting now, as I mentioned, all of the public hous-
ing units that can utilize the turnkey method, and as a result of that,
we will double the number of units that will be ready for occupancy
in the next 12 months over the last 12 months without any increase
in authorization.
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S nator KENNEDY. How many were ready for occupancy in the last
12 monthsI

Secretary Wwviz. We will go from i35,M) to 70,000.
Senator KFjrqNEaD. Then the answer to Senator Sinathers is that

there was 35,000 prepared for ocen ancy.
Secretary WrAvFv.. I don't think he asked that question. Ie asked

about how many were under turnkey.
Senator SMATIERs. My question is how many are under it and how

many have you built ?
Secretary VTAvn. We will now e building all that are authorized

under the authority we have from the Congress. My point is that we
can build more if we get more authority and we cani build then much
more rapidly with the turnkey approach than we could before.

Senator SmATIIEtS. Is it your judgment. that the Congress is going
to appropriate funds for more of this type of public housing?

Secretary WET AvF.R. I would defer to your judgment on that.Senator S3ATliFias. Frankly, my judgment is that the Congre, is
looking for some new approach. As a matter of fact. even though in
our State we have had a relatively satisfactory public housing pro-
gram, almost everybody is looking for a new and better nkethod of doing
It.

This bill, as I understand it, is designed to get. private enterprise
into the progun.

Secretary V%itn. Let mime say two things there: The current hill
is not going to be a substitute for public housing. I don't think it was
intended to be a substitute for public iousilig. It cannot provide homis-
ing through new construction in our higher cost. cities, where the

eatest problem is, at rents which will be comparable to the lubli
housing program. Nobody has ever said that it would.

we still have the problem of providing housing for the lowest
income elements of our population. fr Isofar as there are units in these
areas which are structural v sound and which can be acquirl at a
reasonable price and rehabilitated, this will meet a part of that need.
But in the high-cost areas it will not, aid I don't think the Senator
ever has said that it would, provide housing for a large number of
low-income people through new construct ion.

Senator SATHRF.-4. Is it not a factual statement that with rwspect
to the building of adequate housing for low-income People in the
ghettos and the areas which breed riots and crime and disease, we are
losing ground?

Secretary WrTvxR. This is one of the tricky statistical concepts. I
would rather put it this way: Whether we are losing ground or gain-
ing ground, if we are gaining it, we are gaining it very, very slowly.

Senator SMATHERS. You are losing groun1ld with respe ct to popula-
tion. That is what you said a moment ago.

Secretary WEvF.. I think there is no question in my mind 1111d no
question in your mind that we are far from providing'the volume of
housing that is necessary and that we need to accelerate materially,
much more than we are doing now, much more than this bill would
do, in order to meet the needs that a society which is aflluent should
meet.

Senator SMATJmEu. You say on page 16:
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I amt convinced. as thin bill holuJe. that lrodt-notivated enterprise Is Most
effet'live in pIrtslut'nig quickly a sinible amount of housing. Therefore. I would
prolpse that we look to Kttch enterprise as a meaaw for building the bulk of the
shelter that is neded.

It seenms to ile that that is exactly what this bill seeks to do.
Secretary WA¥vmt. It certainly does, but I think there are otiler

ways of doing it that will be equally as effective aid less expensive.
Senator SMATHEts. Essentially, what you are saying is that we

should do it by doing more of what we have xn doing.
Secretary 1V-'vEi. By using nore of the new departures than we

have been doing, rather than what we wee doing 0 or 6 years al'o.
Senator SMATHiERS. Senator Williams.
Senator WJLLJAMS. I just have one question, Mr. Secretary.
On pag," 5 of your statement you have this statement:
Yesterday morning at the White House a group of major Insurante companies

of the Nation announced the earmarking of $1 billion to be Invested in suIporting
housing and employment opportunities in the neglected areas of our cities and
for the deprived people who live In our central cities.

My question is: To what extent will these funds be guaranteed by
t he U.S. Government

Secretary WVim. Insofar as they are involved in mortgages, they
will be FlIA-insured.

Senator WuJAAMS. One hundred xercuent guaranteed I
Secretary Wr."vxa. FHA-insured; yes.
Senator WiLuIAMs. It is contemplated that they will be through the

F I A: is that not true I
Secretary Wp~vn. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLAMS. So, in effect, what this means is that they will be

loaning $1 billion on mortgages which carry, in turn, a 100-percent
Government guarantee.

Secretary W.&vxR. Yes, but they will be purchasing then at a price
that they are not now able to be sold at. They are going into areas
where they haven't been before, and they are buying the types of mort-
gpioslthey haven't bought before, at a price which nobody has paid

beore.
Senator WILLIAMS. I understand the mechanics of it.
What rate of interest would be allowed I
Secretary WEAVR. It depends upon which mortgage. But if they

buy, as they say they will, rent supplement paper, 1 (d) (3) at a
market interest rate, it will be at 6 percent.

Senator WaLlmAs. That would be a 6-percent Government-guar-
anteed obligation; is that right I

Secretary Wmvm. That s right.
Senator WLuAm. That would be about 1 percent more than could

be obtained in yield from a Government bond invested at the same
time; is that correct I

Secretary IV.vm. I imagine so. I don't know.
Senator WuaaMS. But they are all 100 percent Govermnent guar-

anteed?
Secretary WFr.AV=. Yes.
Senator WIIJAMs. That was my understanding. I wanted to be sure.
When you speak of this being the great venture of private industry,

they are really moving in with a Government guarantee of 100 percent.
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Secretary WAvER. And moving in at a price that is favorable to our
program.

Senator WniLams. And slightly favorable to the lender when you
can get a 6-percent, 100-percent Government-guaranteed mortgage. A
6-percent Government-guaranteed note is not too bad, either.

Secretary WAvxR. That is not a competitive return in today's mar-
ket. They will not get 6 percent. These mortgages cannot be sold at as
favorable a price in the market.

Senator VILLIAMS. Thank you.
Senator SMATJIERS. Senator Kennedy, the committee would like to

extend to you the opportunity to ask any questions you might have.
Senator KENxNw. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just to follow up what Senator Williams said; Is it correct that they

will build under 221 (d) (3)?
Secretary WAv&. No; they will not build. They will finance. You

have to differentiate again with 2:21 (d) (03). The 2'21 (d) (3) mortgage,
which has the same type of subsidy as you would use tinder this bill to
keep your rents down, has an interest rate subsidy. They would ob-
viously not purchase because at the present time the interest rate is 3
percent and under your progal it woull be 2 percent.

But they would buy 221(d) (3) mortgages at a market rate of
interest, and these are the mortgages on which the rent supplements
are based.

Senator Ki.xf,'. How much is a unit in the city of New York,
Chicago, or Ios Angeles under 221 (d) (3) going to rent for?

Secretary W1wAvER. Are you talking abmut helow market? Which
program?

&enator Kz.xrENN. How much rent su)plement will you have to pay
to get the tenant in there?

Ce rotary WrEAvEJR. It depends upon the tenant's income.
,Senator 'KixwYi~ . What do you exlet with a tenant income of

$4,(0) 1?
secretary WxAvE.. The supplement, depending again upon the cost

of the unit, would vary from $40 to $60 a month.
Senator KNF FjDY. It probably would be up to $70, would it not, in a

major city?
Secretary WEFA.VR. It depends upon, again, the type of construction.

But. it might go as far as that.
Senator KFJNNiD. And that would be very rare that you got (own

to $40, would it. not as a pract ical matter?
Secretarv VxA jI It all depends upon what his income is. As you

sair, f it is $4,000, then there is the size of the family. It depends upon
how large a unit he needs. If he needed a 2-bedroom unit, it would be
less.

Senator KJ.N Ny. How many 221(d) (3) units are being const meted
in the ghettos at. the present time?

ISecretary IV&wE. In New York City we have just to give you one
example--but you asked in the ghettos.

Senator KFNvNEDY. Yes, not just in the city.
Secretar. WEAVTER. I dont know. I couldn't tell you.
Senator kEnNrD . Do any of your assistants have that information ?

I don't want to be rude, but that is what we are discussing.
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Secretary WAvF& You have to define what you mean by a ghetto.
For example, we have provided over one-third of this aidon urban
renewal sites. Most of these urban renewal sites were parts of slums
and are often in areas that would be surrounded by slum areas.

Would tha*t be a ghetto? For example, we have just financed a
221(d) (8) cooperative in Southwest Washington, which was, as you
klow, one of the worst slunis in Washington. It is now rehabilitated.
Is that in tie ghetto

Sector KENNEDy. It was a ghetto at one time before rehabilitation
went on.

Secretary Wzavu. If you take that definition, about 30 or 40 percent .
Senator X wir. For instance, in Harlem, how much 221(d) (8)

has been placed in Harlem I
Secretary WzavxR. I can't give you Harlem. I can give you New

York City. About 2,000 units.
Senator KENNEDY. In New York City I
Secretary WzAvim. In New York County-Manhattan.
Senator Kr~lqw. 2,000 units in what period of time?
Secretary WEAvr.K. Since about 1962, when we got the regulations

out on it.
Senator KENNDY. And what do they rent forI
.Secretary Wmvr. . We will have to supply that to you.
Senator krxNNzDY. Approximately what do they rent for t
Mr. BIOWNS'EIN. I would say that the average rent would probably

be, for a two-bedroom unit, around $120 a month for new construct ion,
but much less for rehabilitated.

Senator KENNMY. Let ,me ask you about another place. How about
, atts I How much 221 (d) (3) have you placed in Watts?
Mr. Biow Nsnr;. We have a couple of projects there, but not as

much as in Harlem.
Senator KENNEDY. How many do you have I
Mr. BmowxsmJa. I can't answer you specifically, Senator, but we

have a couple of 221(d) (3) projects of which I am aware in Watts.
Senator KENnEIY. Can you tell me how many 221(d) (3) you have

in liedford-Stuyvesant I
Secretary WFAvit. I don't keep these figures in my head.
Getting back to your earlier point about the rent, I think it shodd

be indicate that the basic component of reducing rent wider both
S. 2100 and the 221(d) (3) below market interest rate program is
primarily the same. It is an interest-rate subsidy.

The difference between the two is that the subsidy you propose is
a subsidy to bring the interest rate down to 2 percent and we have
it down to 3; you make it 50 years and we have it at 40 years.

In addition to that, you have the provision for the local tax abate-
ment which is a new item. But. the machinery for keeping rents down
is basically the same. There is very little difference between them.
There is nothing in your bill that couldn't. be put, by a simple amend-
ment, into ours, ,or r0n1 ours that couldn't be put in a simple amend-
ment into yours.

Senator KzXNICr. My point is that we are not doing it at the
moment.

Secretary WF.AVEr. There are 800 units under 221 (d) (3), for Bed-
ford-Stuyvesant.
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Senator KF.xNEDY. When were they constructed?
Mr. WooD. There were approved, I understand, by the board of di-

rectors of the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corp., but are only
proposed . By the way, the Restoration Corp. and the New York City

Planning Commission recently approved 1,200 low-rent, public hous-
ing units for the area, out of a reservation given the New York City
Housing Authority 2 years ago.

Senator KF. Exwr. Are they available yet?
Mr. WOOD. No.
Senator KENNED'. flow many units are there actually ini Watts?
My point is, that 221(d) (3) is 14adequate. Wleu,you tWk about

2,000 units in Mawttan which rent for $120 a unit that hardly deals
with the problem.

Secretary IVE~v. Let me answer that in two ways. The volume of
our program is determined by the amount of special assistance funds
that are made available just as it would be in your program The limi-
tation on the amount of housing is the amount of special assistance
funds that will get you the below-market rate of interest.

We have muny developers who have indicated and have already
placed applications for 221(d) (3) which cannot be accepted because
we don't have the money to finance them. There is no problem of the
program being slow now. The problem is getting tihe financing.

Senator KFNxxrr. You said during the 1965 hearings on rent supple-
nients that the 221(d) (3) program has been successful, "but it has
served only the top of the moderate-income families and it has not got-
ten down to the people who are still between it and public housing. It
serves a little bit of the layer between public housing and private, but
you have a whole lot left in there and this whole lot is getting larger."

Secret WAvsa. And this can be said in part of your proposal,
and it can be corrected in 221(d) (3) by the simple device of king
the saie type of financial arrangements, to wit, 50-year mortgages at
2 percent.

Senator KixxYwr. I think that would e a step forward. Are you
going to suggest it for 221 (d) (3)?

As I said in my testimony, I ain not wedded to these figures. What
I would like to do is make more housing available. But what con-
cerns me is that really, Mr. Weaver, as both of us know, and as all
of your assistants know, the housing programs that. have been in ex-
istence up to the present time have not made housing available for
those in the low-income group.

Secretary WAVER. And your program will not either, unless it is
adequately financed. No program will, but the poit I am making is
that the programs we have, if they are adequately or further financed,
will be effective.

Senator KEN X E Y. If there are improvements made in 221 (d) (3)-
changes along the lines that presently exist in the legislation that Sen.
ator Smathers and I have introduced--that will make it more avail-
able for people who live in the ghettos.

Secretary WEwTm. But 221 (d) (3) is not designed primarily to deal
with the lowest income problems, and I don't think your bill is either.

But rent supplements are designed to do that. You cannot use your
bill to house tie people who are now in the public housing level of
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income if you are going to provide new construction or if you are
going to provide major rehabilitation of buildings that are expensive.

Senator KEN-rNWy. The legislation that I introduced along with
other Senators and Congressmen reduces the rents to anywhere from
$70 to $90 or $70 to $100. In the example you used, it gets it to $84 a
unit as compared, under 221(d) (3), to about $120 or $130 a unit.

That has an effect on a sizable portion of the population. But it can
go beyond that. As I said in answer to Senator Curtis, you could have
it rent supplement which could take this reduced cost down to $50.
But at least you have a manageable situation if you have it at $70 or
$80.

My concern, quite frankly, with the $1 billion program that, was an-
nouned yesterday is that using it, with 221(d) (3) will produce a
rent supplement that is going to be tremendous.

Secretary YWrAE You are not talking about that.
Senator KEN NEDY. Could I finish I
We are talking about rents of $120 and to get this sum down into

the area of the people for which this housing will be available means
that you have to get it down to $60 or $70.

Secretary WrqvFv.A Obviously neither the program that you are
proposing nor the programs that we have now, except for rent supple-
tents and for public housing, get down to $60 and $70. Neither one

of them does this.
The second thing is-
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Weaver, I think it is fair to separate these.

You (an't associate the legislation we have suggested and what we are
considering today with 221 (d) (3).

S. rotary WFAVER. Yes, you can.
Seittor KE.NNEDY. It is $30 or $40 less.
Secltary WEAVF.. All you have to do is give it the same favorable

financing which you have in yours. Why create a whole new instru-
nment if you can take an instrument you have and by a simple action
iuake it as effective a the other one?

Senator KENN?.DY. Are you suggesting that I
SeVlretary WEAVER. I am not here to suggest legislation. I am here

to answer questions on your bill.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you think it would be a good idea?
Secretary WEAvER. It could well be. But let me say, before I would

suggest such legislation, I would have to first look and see whether or
not we are prol iferatinf programs and whether or not. we have now
within the existing tools other programs that might do this. It may
well le that we don't. If so, then this would be a suggestion which
I think would be desirable.

But I do want to clear up one thing which constantly has come up
in this hearing, and that is that there are two 221(d) (3) programs.
Thle 221 (d) (3) program which is comparable to the program that you
tire talking about in your bill is one of an interest subsidy. It is now
fixed at 3 percent.

Rent supplements do not go on top of that program. It is not a rent
supplenient plus an interest supplement. The mortgages carry a market
rate of interest. This is what the insurance companies are talking
about buying at 6 percent.
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On this basis the rent is then reduced by a supplement. So you don't
have two supplements. You have one supplement. Therefore, that sup-
plement in cash has to be greater than it would be if it were put oil
top of, say, your proposal or on top of a 221 (d) (3) below-market inter-
eat rate mortgage.

Further, we can produce at a much lower cost in subsidy, at any
rental level under 221(d) (3) than under the proposal that is before
us. I think this has to be considered, if for no other reason than you
are always going to have a limited amount of money for subsidy, and
if you can get cheaper subsidy you can get more housing with the
amount of subsidy you have.

Senator Kmr.DNY. I don't want to take too much time, Mr. Weaver,
but where you say 145,000 units-and I am just making this point
because I am concerned about the fact that under any of these pro-
grams there hasn't been enough housing construction-you say 145,000
units for moderate-income families and individuals were provided
or are being processed under the program as of June 30,1967.

How many does that mean were constructed, for instance, last year?
Secretary WzvFxa. We have the construction figures for next year.
Senator kzwNwgy. How long have they been under considerationI
Secretary Wrzvza It would be about 30,000 or 35,000 of them. I could

give you those figures.
Senator KzVIrzy. When you say "for moderate-income families and

individuals have been provided or are being processed," what does that
mean ? How long have they been in process!

Secretary WzAvsa. There are thiee stages, as you know, First. a per-
son comes in with a proposal and, if it is feasible, he then goes out with
a reservation of funds. We have to reserve the funds since it is a below-
market interest rate.

He then goes out and begins to develop the project. Then he comes
in with the project. and the project is approved and a commitment, a
mortgage commitment, is made.

Soon after the commitment is made, he goes into construction.
So there are three stages First, reservation; then commitment; then

construction. And fourth, completion.
It takes anywhere from-depending upon the size of the place-12

to 18 months just to carry out the construction. At the best, it takes
6 months to do the planning and to get the package put together.

Senator KENNEDY. How many of these were constructed last year
and how man were being processed?

Supplied mor record: 11,652 units completed in the last fiscal year;
18,343 units had commitments issued; and applications for 33,729
units were in various stages of processing.

Secretary Wr im I will give you those data.
Senator kzNNEDY. You do not have that data ! Have some of these

been in process for 3 or 4 years ?
Secretary WE~vER. Our processing in multifamily, up until recently,

ran extremely long, sometimes as long as 18 months. This is what we
have now attempted to change and we have cut it down to around 6
months.

Senator KENNEDY. Have some of these 145,000 been under process
for a number of years !
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Secretary WzRvza. Yes
Senator KimNwy. Do you know how many were constructed last

yearI
Mr. BRowNSzTi. The completions last year, Senator, were probably

around 11,000, and construction was started on about 13,000 units last
year.

Senator Kuxxzlr. Is it correct that out of the public housing that
only 20 or 25 percent of them have been in communities of larger than
25,000?

Secretary. WEtAv No, I would doubt that very seriously. We have,
for example, some 600,000 units now in occupancy and over 100,000
of those are in New York City. So that figure could not be. That mi It
represent the number of cities that are involved, but for the number
of units, it would not be true.

Senator KEIIKEDi. I am recalling your testimony before the Ribi-
coff committee, when you said that four-fifths of the public housing
program serves communities with less than 25,000 population.

Secretary Wz~vrz. That is what I am saying. It is the number of
communities. In other words, more than four-fifths of the commu-
nities with federally assisted low-rent housing projects are under 25,-
000, but almost four-fifths of the tits are in communities with a
population in excess of 25,000.

Senator K.NxDy. Four-fifths of the public housing program serves
communities of less than 25,000.

Secretary WrvAa. That is a misinterpretation of the data quoted
there, because the data will show that this is the number of commu-
nities that are being served, four-fifths of them are under 25,000, but
the exact opposite is true for the number of units.

Senator KvFxxg. And how many public housing units were con-
structed, for instance, last year ! I

Secretary WEAVER. Last year. 35,000.Senator K NNEDY. And how many of those went into the ghettos of
large cities?

Secretary WEAvEa. I wouldn't be able to tell you. The majority, I
would guess. I can get this for you, but we have to go through each
one and figure out what is a ghetto and what isn't a ghetto. In other
words, the data are not kept on this basis.

Senator KnNxEDY. We are having severe problems in the country
and they are focused in some of these ghetto areas. It would seem to
me that it would be helpful to know what we are doing in the way of
housing-to know whatkind of programs we have.

Secretary WLWm. We can provide it, but I can't give it to you off
the top of my head.

Senator KE2VNEDY. You do not have anybody here with you who
knows that!

Secretary Wrivma. No. Let me point out that this is not. a one-
way street. We have great opposition from many of the communities
about putting public housing in the ghettos, and there is great op-
position among the nonwhites in many urban cQmmunities about
making the ghettos more of a one-income type and putting more pub-
lic housing into them.

So while this may be a good statistic for some purpose, other people
consider it an undesirable development. We are trying to diversify

85-19-7-10
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this. We are trying to say that the programs will not be satisfactory if
they only build in the ghettos. We don't say we won't build in the
gletto, but we say we have to build in the ghetto and other places, too.

Senator KENNyY. I am concerned. From my own personal look at
soine of these areas, I do not see that we are making progress in hous-
ing, Mr. Weaver. I do not think that the programs we have had in
existence up to the present time have made any impact on the lives of
the people who live in these ghettos.

I think that public housing has not, and 221(d) (3) obviously has
not. I do not think just a continuation of the programs that we have at
the present moment is going to give us the answer.

As I say, we may find some fault with some of the figures in S. 2100.
I think the principle of interesting the private sector in becoming ac-
tively involved in solving this kind of a problem would be extremely
useful. You pointed out in your book that the only way they are going
to do that is if there is a profit incentive. This legislation makes an
effort to give them that profit incentive.

I do not see how you are going to get them interested and actively
involved in any of these programs unless you do that. I support the
rent supplement, but the rent supplement is really the most expensive
possible way in which to accomplish the task of making low-income
housing available through the private system.

Secretary WL&vz. Let me reply, if I can recall all of your statement,
in this way:

In the first place, the fact that the problem has not been solved and
that the problem still exists, and that there are still great areas of lack
of progress, I dont think is due to the programs. I think it is due to
the scope of the programs, which has been determined by the appro-
priations and the authority that has Len given to these programs by
the Congress.

Right now, many of our programs are before the Congress for ap-
propriations. I think the efficacy of these programs is determined in
large part by the amount of funds that are made available for them.
Insofar as the interesting of private enterprise is concerned, I think we
have been interesting private enterprise, and I think we are continuing
to interest private enterprise.

I think there is a large sector of the private enterprise system which
finds a 10-percent investment and rapid depreciation attractive to it.
They must, because they are coming in. There are more of them lined
up in front of our offices on the 221(d) (3) program than we have
money to support the projects.

Some of them are somewhat hesitant about putting much long-term
investment in. We have evidence of actual oaies, actual projects,
actual people to indicate that we are involving private enterprise.

This is also true in our turnkey public housing, and it has been true
in the recent action of the insurance people. We are involving the pri-
vate enterprise people and we have a commission set up to find out how
to involve them more completely and I think a commission of highly
qualified people.

Senator KENNEDY. You mentioned "Only last week I talked to a
group of investors in San Antonio, Tex." Where is that project to be
constructed I
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Secretary WEAvxE. In San Almtonio, El Paso, Oklahoma City, and
Los Angeles.

Senator K-F,.NwY. For instance, in Los Angeles will it be con-
structed in Watts?

Secretary ivWEa. I don't know. They haven't submitted their ap-
ication. I hope it wont be constructed iu Watts because I would

ike to see some housing open to moderateinaome people which is
not in the gletto.

Smaitor Ki iwxs. But Otis is for really woderate-income people.
eotary Wsmv&L Just -s your program islgely for moderate-

income people.
Senator KNEwy. Mr. Weaver we keep going back and forth on

that. It just does not happen to be correct. When you talk about a
rental of $120, it is quite different. from a rental of $70 or $80. That
is all. It happens to be quite different.Secretary W&F'Ea. Of the poor people in America, in the ghettos,
very few can afford to pay $70 an $80 a month.

Senator KjxEwY. That is correct. So I would say if you want to
get it down below that you can use the rent supplement or a further
refinement of what we have suggested. If $70 or $80 is not low enough,
then you can use a refinement ofy what we suggested-by giving lower
interest charges or amortization forgiveness, or else you can use the
rent supplement.

But it is quite different than when you talk about. 221 (d) (3) and
vou talk about the people who are lined up to invest. I agree they are
lined tup, but they are lined up for middle-income housing. They are
not lined up to help the people we are trying to help through this
legislation. That is the point.

Secretary Wt.wEi. Senator, this program was proposed and de-
veloped as a program for moderate-income people. If it is to be util-
ized, and if we want to utilize it for the same income groups that you
atre proposing to meet in your prgram, this can be done by a very
simple matter of putting it on the same financial terms, 50 years and
2 )erent.

W'hen you talk about putting rent supplements on top of S. 2100,
or rent supplements on top of a below-market interest rate, that is a
very expensive program. fou would have a combined expense which
I tllink would b very, very large.

Senator KENNIEY. Just to get 221(d)(3) down by rent supple-
ments to the level where we are renting under our legislation will cost
a great. deal of money. The legislation that; we have suggested and
r-coniniended here, hits the low-income groups and it is much less ex-
pensive than if you had a rent supplement tiat got your rents down
in 221 (d) (3).

Secretary W.A'vm& The rent supplement does not go with the
221 (d) (3) program we are discussing. The rent supplement goes with
a 2-21 (d) (3) mortgage with a market rate of interest. So you have
no subsidy and no expense to the Government for that money-but
only for the supplement. This is exactly what we have done with the
(leal we have worked out with the insurance people.

All you have to do to get down to the income group you are talking
about wider the existing 221(d) (8) program is to amend the bill
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cent, and provide the grants to local communities for tax adjust-
ment.

You come out almost exactly the same, a matter of a dollar or so
one way or the other. That is all I am saying.

Senator Kwzruz. Thank you.
Senator SMATIuEm. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
May I just my to you that we appreciate your statement. If it were

the opinion of the Congress that we need a new approacI, that the
old app"rache hen ot bem su&mt, aad if the Cou.pm did enact
this type of program, you would be happy to administer it, would
you not I

Secretary WAvm. I would have to look at it from a different point
of view then--to see how workable it was. I have no objection to any
bill that would accomplish the purposes that are outlined in this bill.

Senator Swuxns. Thank you very much.
The committee will stand in recess until 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 1:10 pam. the committee recessed, to reconvene at

2 p.m. the same day.)
A7 RECESS

(The committee reconvened at 2 p.m., Senator George A. Smathers
presiding.)

Senator SIas. The meeting will come to order.
Our first witness this afternoon is the very distinguished Under

Secretary of the Treasury, a former Member of the U. Congress, an
expert in many fields, Joe Barr.

Joe, proceed as you like.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH W. BARR, UNDER SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY, ACCOMPANIED BY JEROME KURTZ, TAX LEGISLA-
TIVE COUNSEL, TREASURY DEPARTMENT

1fr. BAd. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have this opportunity to testify on

the bill, S. 2100, which provides certain encouragements to the con-
struction or rehabilitation of low-income housing.

We recognize that this hearing will serve to call attention to various
approaches to the goal of increasing the supply of adequate housing
in poverty areas. Both the goal and the desire to explore all approaches
are most laudable. As is always the case with Government policies, we
must be ready to evaluate alternative means of achieving our objective
and consider that objective in the light of other calls upon our resources.
The bill introduces new ideas in the approach to the problem of low-
income housing, such as the increased reliance on equity investment,
which justify a very careful study.

I shall address myself to the tax and loan provisions of S. 2100.
Briefly, the bill allows generous investment credits, generous deprecia-
tion provisions, generous capital gain treatment after 10 years, a
partial relief from local property taxes, and a generous low interest
loan.

All of these tax and loan benefits are conditioned on the housing
project meeting certain standards as to acceptability as low- or
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moderate-income housing. These standards are administered by the
Secretary of HUD.

I shall not add anything to the evaluation of these provisions as
respects a desirable housing policy since Secretary Weaver has already
commented on this. I shall have a few remarks to make later on about
the problem of linking tax treatment to findings as to compliance
with conditions established by Government departments other than
Treasury.

I shal not undertake to repeat the details of the bill's tax provisions,
but I shall draw your attention to certain broad aspects of the way these
tax provisions are set forth in the bill.

(1) The investment credit and the depreciation provision are struc-
tured to provide more tax benefit the larger the proportion of equity
that is put into the project, though as I shall point out later the struc-
ture of the bill as a whole does not always provide a better rate of
return for higher equity.

(2) The investment credit and the depreciation provisions are struc-
tured to yield tax benefits even if the housing project itself is un-
profitable. Actually, the depreciation is so generous that the normal
expectation would b6 for the housing project to show a loss for tax pur-
poses; and the only v ay the taxpayer could realize the offered tax bene-
fits would be to use them against taxable income from other sources.
This would be easy if the housing investor is a large company with
diversified interests, especially non-real-estate interests, because even
ordinary real estate investments tend to show losses for tax purposes.

To facilitate this use of excess deductions on the housing project, the
bill also amends subchapter S, the provisions that allow certain corpo-
rations to elect to be taxed in a way generally similar to the taxation of
partnerships. This will permit the organization of an eligible housing
project by a group of individuals with the intent of using the excess
deductions against their ordinary income from other sources.

(3) Finally, the various tax benefits are designed to encourage a
10-year holding period by the original investors. The provisions deal-
ing with sale are also structured to encourage sale to another organiza-
tion that will have the purpose of offering low-income housing.

ORNERAL REMARKS ON TI E TAX INCENTIVE APPROACH

I want to comment first on this use of tax incentives to encourage
nonrevenue objectives involving a narrow group of taxpayers.

My first point is that there are no special tax disadvantages to real
estate inveitmnt. There wnyld fw i esw for considering Chansres in
the tax law if it were contended that the tax law provides special tax
disadvantages or tax barriers to housing investment. The advocates of
this legislation have not claimed that present tax law is loaded against
real estate investment or against low-income housing investment.
Rather, they state that the problem arises within the housing field,
that given the level of building and rehabilitation costs, construction
cannot be undertaken which yields a positive profit when rents are
charged which are a reasonable proportion of the income of moderate-
and low-income individuals. The advocates of S. 2100 contend that this
inconsistency between building costs and reasonable rent levels should
be offset by very generous tax provisions.
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This makes S. 2100 plainly an effort to achieve nonrevenue objec-
tives through the tax system. What can be said about this?

To answer this question, I would like to start off by saying that we
ought to begin with the asumption that an investigator chooses between
alternative investments on the basis of net aftertax income in relation
to investment.

I shall address mystelf later to the question of whether there are
differences from the investors standpoint or the Government's stand-
point between dollars that are "paid" as tax reductions and dollars
that are "paid" in other ways. It is useful first, however, to recognize
the basic similarity between a dollar benefit received from tax savings
and a dollar benefit from direct Government outlays. Each is a buck.

A tax saving can always be reproduced by some form of Govern-
ment payment program. A tax credit of 10 percent of an investment
provides the same result as giving an investor 10 percent of the cost
of his investment. Allowing a taxpayer to speed up (epreciation deduc-
tions by taking, say, 20 percent of the cost in the first year permits a
corporate taxpayer to reduce its taxpayment by 48 percent of this
deduction in the first year, and it increases the taxpayments at some
future time when the deduction would otherwise have been taken. This
benefit can be reproduced by offering the taxpayer an interest-free loan
equal to the amount of tax saving from the rapid depreciation to be
repaid in the future when he would have otherwise taken thedepreciation.cannot stress this point too strongly. There is no magic which

permits Government to give away tax dollars and have a lesser budget
impact than if it had given away expenditure dollars, nor does a dollar
of net budget cost have a different impact on the investor's after-tax
rate of return if it is incurred as tax reduction or as direct outlay.

While there is this broad comparability between tax incentive pro-
grams and loan or expenditure programs, there are some significant
differences which must be kept in mind. To be very clear, let me specify
that I am comparing a tax and an expenditure program which produces
the same net benefits for the investor and has the same net cost to the
Government.

For illustration, one may want to think of a tax incentive which
provides an annual tax credit for low-income housing investment
exactly equal to the benefit that the investor would gain from an annual
direct payment, which we might call a rent supplement. This hypo-
thetical tax credit, could be made available under exactly the same
terms that rent supplements are made available under present law.
The question comes down to: "What are the advantages or disad-
vantages of building this rent supplement program into the tax law?"

One difference is that the tax route does not provide assistance to
the individual or corporation which has limited income from other
sources and which therefore cannot make full use of the tax incentives.
A system of direct payments on the other hand could provide benefits
even where the particular housing investment was the only activity
of the investor being benefited.

One would think that this was a general disadvantage of providing
incentives through the tax system. The supporters of S. 2100, however,
apparently believe that it is the large businesses which ought to be
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attracted into the low-income housing field and that they take it as nc
disadvantage to their tax approach that the benefits are only helpfu
to taxpayers with incomes from other sources. This I might add is not
a particular advantage of the tax approach since this sort of condition
could be built into the rent supplement program if we agree that
the condition is a desirable one.

Another difference between the tax and expenditure routes is
that the tax benefits, where they are related to increased deductions,
vary in amount according to the effective tax rate of the taxpayer. The
tax benefit of rapid depreciation can be as high as 70 percent for the
individual taxpayer in the top bracket or as low as 14 percent for a
low-inome investor. S. 2100 oes provide some tax benefits that work
through extra deductions, so that it will thus afford different relief for
different taxpayers.

This I should point out works in directly the opposite direction to
the normal incentive generated by a free pricing system. In a free
pricing system the usual response to shortages is an increase in prie
and, consequently, an increasing income to people who can provide
the service m short supply. This increasing income would be sub ect to
the usual tax rules, and a person in the 70-percent bracket would find
that he could keep 30 percent of income earned by providing the serv-
ices just as he could keep 30 percent of any other income he had earned.
The investor in the 30-percent bracket would find that he could keep
70 percent in both cases. When we structure the incentive, however,
as an additional tax deduction rather than as a price increase, the
incentive is far more attractive to the high-income taxpayer than it
is to the low-income taxpayer.

It becomes a matter of careful calculation for each investor, and
his tax adviser, to determine how much this extra depreciation is worth
in the particular case and whether or not this justifies accepting a
lowet before-tax return. It may be useful to point to the analogous
situation of tax-exempt bonds. One cannot answer the general ques-
tion: "Are municipals a better investment than U.S. Governments?"
without examining and making assumptions, about the future total
income prospects o the investor. The vdue of the tax exemption de-
pends upon future tax rates. It is well known that tax-exempt bonds
are attractive investments to high-income taxpayers but not to low-
income taxpayers. It is also suggested in the literature on the tax
exemption that this constitutes a rather inefficient incentive because
the net incentive effect must work through the marginal investor who
will get less advantage from the exemption than higher bracket in-
vestors, and some of the benefit afforded the high-bracket investor is
wasted.

Another difference between the tax solution and the expenditure
solution is that reliance on tax incentives for nonrevenue objectives
divides the Government consideration of social problems.

Let me go back to my hypothetical example of a tax credit system
which provided exactly the same benefits as a rent supplement pro-
gram. By throwing these benefits into the tax system we have not
changed the basic fact that this is still a major housing problem, but
we have gotten the Treasury Department and the Finance Committee
and the Ways and Means Committee into the act at the cost of reducing
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the ability of the Department of HUD and the congressional commit-
tees that normally deal with housing problems to act. on the total
housing picture.

I don't want to suggest that the two tax committees are necessarily
inadequate to decide on housing policy-or on all other social prob-
leins--but I can speak from, a personal standpoint that I see no reason
why the Treasury Department has any particular competence in mak-
ing judgments as to what constitutes good housing policy: and con-
vert ting the rent supplement arrangement into tax credits would simply
push the Treasury into this position.

A further aspect of converting an expenditure program into a set of
tax benefits is that it tends to get isolated from the budget review
process. An expenditure program is examined regularly in the prep-
aration of the Presidents budget, and in the appropriation process.
A tax provision rarely gets reviewed. I might suggest that the whole
problem of tax reform to a large extent comes down to incentives
and preferences that have been adopted at various times and never
systematically reviewed to determine whether the Government is
getting what it pays for.

This does not mean that under a direct program we cannot provide
a particular investor reasonable assurance that benefits agreed upon
will in fact be forthcoming. It does mean that under a direct pro-
gram we can make changes in the program when these become de-
sirable, whereas experience has shown time after time that it is ex-
tremely hard to make changes where tax benefits are involved.

A final difficulty of structuring these benefits into the tax law is the
precedent problem. There are an enormous number of other tax incen-
tive proposals. The list is so loniw that I could not include them all,
but let me give you the flavor of it. There are bills to provide-

A tax credit for tuition and expenses of higher education.
A tax credit to encourage contributions to higher education.
A tax credit to encourage worker training.
A tax credit to encourage industrial pollution control.
A tax credit to encourage airport development.
" tax credit for underground transmission lines.
A tax credit for exports.
A tax credit for freight cars.
A tax credit to encourage gold mining.
A tax credit to encourage hiring older workers, and so on and

so on.
I cannot help but observe that if we go along this tax incentive route

the Treasury Department would soon be making the crucial decisions
in almost all matters of domestic economic policy. This would, of
course, require a larger staff; and it has enormous possibilities for
empire building. We would, however, prefer to decline this honor.

I might add, Mr. Chairman, if all these tax incentives were adopted,
there would not be much use for any Government departments but
the Treasury Department, the State Department, and the Defense
Department.

The proponents of S. 2100 imply that there might be some net ad-
vantages of the tax approach over the expenditure approach. I shall
address myself to two of these. One argument advanced is that the
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Congress might, vote for a tax pogran where it would not vote for all
expenditure program which provided precisely the same benefits at
precisely the same cost-or even a lower cost. I question the validitv of
this argument. In it demioracy we must face up to soine decisions, and
we must be willing to abide by the decisions that our procedures reath.
The Congress may or inay not Ie willing to approve a program of
budget loss",s and housing benefits. If that programs is rejected on its
own merits, it would seen that restating it as at tax reduction is akin to
seeking a backdoor expenditure where it. is harrier for people to see
just what are the costs and benefits involved in the expenditure.

Another argument which seenis to be implied in stipport of S. 2100
is that the business response to a tax incentive would be better because
there is a feeling that there is something wrong about accepting a di-
rect payment from the Government but something honorable about
earning one's tax bill through tax benefits.

Basically, this viewpoint attributes a good deal of irrationality to
business firms. It says in effect that they would not make a careful coin-
iarison of net returns but would arlitrarily reject some worthwhile
profit. prospects because the incentives were cast in the foril of a dirt't
subsidy rather than a tax subsidy. The experience with the SST pro-
grain-and other subsidy prograns--suggests that bum'ines s firms do
make careful calculations on their profit prospects taking direct sub-
sidies into account. In fact, since the benefits of tax incentives vary
depending on the estimated tax position of the investor, the calculi-
tion of the expected returns in a specific case can become more compli-
cated when special tax benefits are involved. It seems disingenuous to
asisume that investors will do a lot of things in order to gain somewhat
uncertain benefits in the form of tax reduction that they would not do
to win benefits of exact calculable amounts through some other system.
The particular irnentires of the bill S. 2100

Secretary Weaver has discussed some cost comparisons of S. 2100
and other methods of providing incentives to low-income housing. The
evaluation of the particular incentives under S. 2100 in terms of re-
turns to the investor requires analysis of the benefits under a variety of
assumed patterns of investing in real estate and a variety of tax situa-
tions of the investor. The complexities here are so involved that we
hesitate to offer any general conclusions. Some comments are appro-
priate, however.

The bill provides increasing tax benefits for investors with a higher
portion of the cost of the project covered by equity investment. The
hill defines equity investment as the difference between the total cost
of the project and the face amount of any mortgag-, insured under
section 2,35 of the National Housing Act. This treats as a 100-percent
equity case a project financed largely by a conventional mortgage.
This would produce the result, for example, that if the project is
financed with a 70-percent commercial mortgage, then the invest-
ment credit in the first year would be equal to the entire real equity
investment in the project..

After the first year the investor could have gotten the full amount
of his own investment back from the investment credit alone and in
addition would have substantial benefits from the accelerated depre-
ciation which is offered and from the net return provided in the
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bill. The value of the depreciation deductions alone, in the first 5
years of operation for a taxpayer in the 70-percent bracket, would

e equivalent to an additional return equal to more than his initial
investment.

Over a 20-year holding period the bill seems to provide tax benefits
in gross amount equal to about the full cost of the project, even after
making allowance for the payment on the mortgage if we assume
that the mortgage is a 20-year 6-percent loan. After the 20 years an
investor who had put up a $1 million project and was in a sufficiently
high tax bracket would seem to have made tax savings of $1 million;
and he would be the outright owner of a housing project which on
the basis of experience with real estate values would still be worth
not much less than $1 million, and under the bill he would be entitled
to start taking depreciation on a restored basis of $700,000.

In different circumstances, where there is no conventional mortgage,
it appears that despite the intentions of the authors of the bill the rate
of return under S. 2100 will not be better for a high-equity invest-
ment than it. will be for a low-equity investment.

I might add that this statement should be modified in light of Sen-
ator Kennedy's testimony this morning.

This is likely to be the case if the taxpayer is in a lower bracket.
In one sense this is problem that could possibly be modified by re-
structuring the bill. The apparent objective of making high-equity
investment relatively more attractive could be accomplished by either
charging a higher rate on the guaranteed loan or by roviding sharper
graduation of the investment credit as Senator Kennedy has done.
The heavy reliance in the structure of benefits on rapid depreciation
would seem to make the results of the bill necessarily erratic between
taxpayers at high or low marginal tax rates.

One point to be drawn from this goes back to the point I made earlier
that the use of tax incentive devices makes it. extremely difficult to
calculate how much we are paying for an increase in some desired
investment.

Another problem in this portion of the bill has to do with whether
or not we really want a very high equity investment. In a basic sense
the cost to Government of any system of incentives for low-income
housing will have to be the difterehce between what we expect the ten-
ants to pay in rent and the total return necessary to make the invest-
ment attractive to an investor.

Lenders expect a lower return than equity holders. If 90 percent
of the initial investment can be accomplished through borrowing with
a return of about 6 percent on that 90 percent, the cost of the total pro-
gram to the Government will be less than it would be if 50 or 90 percent
of the investment represented equity funds and which would require
Government contributions large enough to provide a prospective 12- to
15-nercent aftertax rate of return on those equity funds.

To accomplish our goals in the low-income housing field as economi-
cally as possible, it would appear that we should rely heavily on the use
of borrowed funds. The leverage provided by borrowed funds can
guarantee a sufficiently high return on a net equity investment so as to
attract equity investors. Some advice that we have gathered from
people in the real estate business suggests that increasing available
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mortgage money for low-income housing would be fully as effective,
and cheaper, than attracting more equity money. On this point the
committee will want to get views from people with knowledge of the
real estate business.

Since this committee is particularly concerned with the Govern-
itent's administrative budget, it should be pointed out that any pro-
gram which can be operated through the private banking system with
a loan guarantee will involve lower administrative budget deficits than
a program which requires the Government to provide the loans di-
rectly. The device of 2-percent interest in S. 2100 will require direct
Government financing and mean substantially high short-term budget
costs for any net incentive provided.

We have some technical problems with the draft of S. 2100 which
I shall not go into, but I shall submit a statement for the record on
these points.

THE TAX LAW AND REAL ESTATE INVEMTMFNT GENERALLY

It is appropriate to add some remarks on the general situation of
investment in real estate including housing under the present tax law.

Real estate investments qualify for the accelerated depreciation
methods provided under the 1954 code revision. There is no record of
critical consideration at that time of the appropriateness of applying
these methods to buildings, and indeed it appears that these methods
were adopted entirely with investment in machinery and equipment
in mind.

Due in part to the inappropriateness of the allowable depreciation,
a pattern has developed in building investment wherein the original
investors often hold the property for much less than the useful life
during wrich time the depreciation deduction is very high in relation
to the cash flow, resulting in little or no current tax. When the de-
preciation base is largely exhausted, the property is sold; and a sub-
stantial capital gain is realized. The Treasury made recommendations
in both 1961 and 1963 for cutting back on this pattern of realizing
normal investment returns at capital gain rates. A slight cutback was
enacted by the Congress in 1964.

Another part of the picture of the tax treatment of real estate in-
vestment is that the 7-percent-investment credit does not apply to
buildings. In substance we have the result that real estate investment
gets tax encouragements in forms different from those offered investors
in machinery and equipment. The Treasury Department is engged
in research to evaluate the impact of present tax provisions and pos-
sible alternatives on real estate investment, and several outside coi-
sultants are involved in the research.

In conclusion, let me repeat mv initial comment that S. 2100 raises
important issues. I have tried to draw attention to several major
aspects, including the technique of casting benefits in the form of
specialized tax reductions and the emphasis oi high-equity investment.
Both of these aspects have disadvantages of which the committee
should be aware. I believe that these hearings, providing, as they do,
an opportunity carefully to consider and weigh as objectively as pos-
sible the varying approaches to an objective which we all share, will
prove to be a very helpful step forward in this area.
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Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that I agree with the authors of
the bill that the problems we face in this area are so serious that we
must give careful consideration to every suggestion made for solv-
ing them.

I do appreciate the opportunity to join with this conunittee in (is-
cussing what we ought to do about what we all admit is a problem
of great inapitude in this country.

Senator SMATHEM. I)o I understand your testimony to he that you
do not believe that the tax system should ever be used to bring about
any social betterment or improvement in conditions?

Mr. BARR. Mr. Chairman, as you know. the Congress in its wisdom
at various times has used the Internal Revenue (ode to achieve social
objectives. I mention charitable deductions as one example, and I also
mention the special provisions for the blind and for the aged. ('on-
gress has seen fit at tines to give tax benefits for social purposes. I ain
not saying that should never be done.

Senator SUATIMS. Were you and the Treasury against those pro-
posals?

Mr. B.AR. Mr. Chairman, I was not in the Treasury at the time.
I do not know what their attitude was at the time. I do make this dis-
tinction, Mr. Chairman. We have consistently opposed the use of the
tax code for narrow or specialized purposes.

In this situation we are considering a problem that involves urban
housing but not all urban housing. We are considering a problem that
involves a portion of urban housing.

Senator SMATHFRS. Is it your judgment and the Treasury's judg-
ment that the riots in Newark and Detroit and Watts are a specialized
problem that is not of concern to the Treasury and the people of the
United States ?

Mr. BARR. It is indeed of concern to the Treasury and to every rea-
sonable man in this country, Mr. Chairman. It must be attacked. The
only issue we are raising here: Is the tax code the appropriate vehicle I

Senator SMATHERS. You do agree that under certain circumstances
you have recommended tax credits to achieve social purposes?

Mr. BARR. Not a tax credit, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SMATHERS& Not a tax credit ?
Mr. BARR. No, sir.
Senator SxATHms. Did the administration recently recommend a

bill to provide a tax credit or tax deduction for people who make
political contributions ?

Mr. BARR. We recommended a deduction, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SMATHEJs. That is almost the same thing, is it not ? Would

you support a deduction for the people who build-low-cost housing?
Mr. BARR. Mr. Chairman, a tax incentive for political contributions

would apply across the board, it would be available to every American
citizen.

Senator SXATnms. Do you think every American is interested in
fighting crime and poverty I

Mr. BARR. I do.
Senator SxATH us. Don't you think that is the concern of every citi-

zen who pays taxes, that even if he lives in Florida, in a small remote
town without riots in the streets, he recognizes that crime and poverty
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hurt the image of America and eventually cost everybody money I Cer-
tainly in your home State of Indiana I am sure everybody deprecates
the vandalism and the riots that have occurred in other areas of the
country.

I (10 not understand how you and the Treasury can say that this is
a narrow problem and base your opposition on the argument that
the tax credit envisioned bo this bill should not be given because only
a few, you say, will get it.

Mr. BuAM. Mr. Chairman, when I say it is a narrow problem, I do
not mean to say it is not a national problem of prime importance. Of
course it is. What I am saying is that the credit would go to a rela-
tively small portion of the population those who invest in these prop-
erties in a relatively small portion of the geographical area of this
Nation. That is the term of reference I am using when I siy it is a
narrow problem.

Senator Su s. Do you think that the people of Indiana your
home State, are as much concerned about the problems that recur in
New York or Detroit or Los Angeles, the Watts area as they are
about Thailand or Israel?

Mr. BAR. Speaking as an ex-Congressmaii, and not a very good
politician but an ex-politician, I would say they are more concerned
about, these riots, Mr. Chairman. I would also say I represented an
urban area with a ghetto. I know what these problems are becapse
I worked in them, myself. On one occasion at least I worked with
President Kennedy in this area in attempting to develop the kind of
housing that you are trying to develop here, and we were successful.

Senator SMATIERS. I want to get back to the Treasury's position.
I know of your concern, but I want to see if I understand the Treas-
ury's position correctly. You are more concerned about the riots
and the ghetto problems and the problems that result from ghettos
and slum housing than you are about some of the underdeveloped
countries: but why is it that the administration recommended an
investntit credit, for example, to American industry if they would
go into Thailand, Israel, and some countries in Latin America?

Mr. BAss. Mr. Chairman, that credit was si1)1pl7 the 7-percent in-
vestment credit. That was a negotiating matter. We are faced in those
countries with real problems. Our investors in those countries are
faced with real problems.

Senator S M Ams. I don't question that. But is that a bigger
problem than the problem in Detroit, the problem in Watts, the
problem in Newark?

Mr. BARR. Mr. Chairman, let me make this clear. We have not said
that we would not grant the 7-percent investment credit to this housing
in these areas or to rehabilitation in these areas. I want to make it
very clear that we have this whole area under study. If we could scrub
up what we consider to be some of the abuses in the real estate area,
we might very well be prepared to propose that the investment credit
be extended.

Senator SmxA=ms. Would you call it a fair tent on my part to
say that possibly the major portion of the position of the Treasury
stenm from the fact that they did not make this recommendation first I

Mr. BAm. I would hope that we would not be in such a parochiW
position.
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Mr. Chairman, I think you have seen us in action too often for
such a statement. We have opposed, as 1 said, a tax credit for edu-
cation, for contributions to higher education, for manpower train-
ing, for pollution control-wherever there is a tax credit propxsed
for what we consider specialized objectives, we have consistently said
that this is not the appropriate way to do it.

I want to make it very clear that we are not opposed to spending
money in this area. We are opposed to using a tax device when we
think there are better and more efficient methods available, and that
is to put the money on the line.

Senator SMATHIIRS. You said in your statement that a buck was a
buck.

Mr. BARR. Yes, sir.
Senator SMATHIPRR. You are a former MAember of Congress and youhave testified before this coninittee many .Is it your ontention

that a buck spent by the Federal (Iovernimaizt is more useful than abuck spent by private e enterprise or by. business .... "°?

Mr. BAIM No, I did not say that. I "Waid that whether private enter-
prise gets a dollar fromn tax reduction or a dollar from a dirt. Fed-
erl payment does not affect their aftertax return. I think in the
climate in which we are living today it is the aftertax return that t
reasonable investor looks at.

$enator SMATIIEPiS. Is it not a fact that you have hearid many econ-
ontists state that a buck spent by a private investor in some private
enterprise has a greatly increaset multiplier effect over the same buck
spent by Government ?

Mr. BAR. I have heard it, but I don't. agree with it.
Senator W2AAMs. I would like to support the Republican philos-

ophy of our chairman at this point.
Senator SMATHERs. I am usually supporting the administration, as

any friend from 1)laware knows, but when they come before us and
sty they oppose this measure because they have a very serious.and
conscientious objection to using the Internal Revenue Code to achieve
social purposes, then that lxothers me, because the record is full of
illustrations of this administration using the Internal Revenue ('ode
for all types of goals which it felt desirable; accelerated (lelm'iation
is one example.

Mr. BA R. That is not a social purpose, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SMATHERS. You came before us and -sad it was for the pur-

pose of providing more jobs.
Mr. BAaw. Is that a social or economic purpose ?
Senator SMATFIrm. The question is: Is it uneconomical to elimi-

nate ghettos and crime and the expense that goes with it? Is that
uneconomical ?

Mr. BARs. Go ahead, Mr. Chairman; we just don't agree on the
terms.

Senator SMATH. I want to read what. the distinguished Secretary
Fowler mid when talking about accelerated depreciation for various
categories of machinery:

In coordination with other police these tax measures will greatly increase
the propects of combating successfully unacceptable levels of unemployment.
They will aid in and reduce the cost at public and private program for reducing
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Imverty. ellmlitln lejir-Powd anes, whihh i% what we are trying to do. aiviill-
tating an adjuatueut b' wanUaagewueLmt and labor to go with dynatle di4lildihes.
tof mwlern ndustrlul society.

I can just. hear 1ii3 now. TheI lie went oi1 to say:
Of eourne thtm ineastire are not the end it ftli beginlig, particularly If

they prove rnationably aitievwfil lit the achievement of the.tw brimd objectiv, .
There will alway. be an unfiishdwd task of adapting our tax and fRa*el iolicIs. to
changing t onotil envirolment lit a itanner that will atrengthel otlr e)nolwy
and maintain our intlerrtnl pattern of teonowe orglUnisatlola.

W1hat T don't understand is how vol. as Henry Fowlerls riglht-hliand
lill, 'ull collie downt here today, a few short nnlths after that stirring

address by the St'eretarv, and take a totally contrary position.
Mr. BARR. Let lte Se If T ('ail exl)lainl thi; posit ion1. ,eclvtary Fowler

was speaking about ivalistio dek'reciation guidelines, not accelerated
depreiation.

Sector S3.ITlIt.kS. I will turn you over to the kind and tender
l11INlies of Mr. Williams.

Mr. BAs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We will let it stand there.
Senator WIM1J.iA2s. Mr. 'Secret'ary, I agree with you in sul)orting

the objectives of this bill, but in order that we n'my un(erstand it
better and its application, I would like to follow through a hypotlet-
ical ca-se jusi. how this act would work, assuming it is l)aK.Vd."

Mr. BAR. All right.
Senator WILLIANSts. As T understand it, the hill related to the 22-per-

cent tax credit. That has now teetn changed to 30.
Mr. BARR. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. I also understand that tile reomnlnendatio this

ntorning was that the lnilniltul period in which tile writeoif would
Ie as provided in the bill was 20 percent of the normal life, and if the
nornial life of the building was 40 yea s, 20 percent would be 8 and I
think we have a minimuni of 10. Is that correct ?

Mr. BARR. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. I understand this morning they changed this

illiiliiilil to 7.
Mr. BARR. That is my understanding.
Senator WILLIAMS. That would apply in place of the 10 1
Mfr. BARR. Yes.
Senator WIIJAAM8. So iny test ions will be directed on the hasis of

the 30 percent. with the rollover on tile basis of 7 years.
Mr. BARR. All right, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. On page 4 you refer to a tax credit of 10 peIen.et

of the investment providing the same result as giving the investor
10 percent of the cost of his investment. I understandthat, htt the
same thing would be true in this case.

For example, taking as a hypothetical case a million-dollar project.
The tax credit would be 30 percent.

Mr. BAU. That is right.
Senator WUUAMs. And we will assume'for the moment that this

taxpayer is in the 50.percent bracket, for the corporation it would be
48 percent, but it wotd be 53 percent if you get. your 10-percent tax
surcharge. But we will use the Stpercent bracket in this computation.
Now, this taxpayer will get an immediate credit of $800,000.
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Mr. BAss. That is correct.
Senator WLLIAMS. That will actually reduce his investment, remain-

ing investment, and as you pointed out it is a partial payment, it re-
duces his investment in this case to $700,000.

Mr. BARR. That is right, sir. How much are you assuming that this
hypothetical person is investing?

Senator WILL AMs. For the moment. we will use the $1 million, either
all his own money or conventional financing.

Mr. BARR. All his own money or conventional mortgage financingI
Senator WILIUAms. All of his own money. He has $300,000. He has

$3(),000 tax credit and lie is in the 50-percent. bracket. He may be
an individual-first, if it is a corporation it will be practically 50F'per-
cent. The bill also provides that they would get the benefit of sub-
chapter S which means that they could incorporate this project and
still commingle the results with their personal tax return.

Mr. BARR. That is correct.
Senator W.LLixMs. If they are in the 50-percent bracket as a per-

sonal individual taxpayer, they would get the full benefit of this tax
credit on this basis.

Mr. BARR. You would get the benefits of the cost incurred by the
project.. It would flow not to the corporation, but to you directly as an
individual.

Senator WILxAt3s. To you directly as an individual ?
Mr. BA Rs. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMs. So if you start out with $300,000 tax credit, this

individual, which would reduce his cost, actual cash outlay to $700,000.
Mr. BARR. That is correct.
Senator WILLUAMS. Under this latter proposal, in 7 years he could

write off as depreciations the full $1 million, could he not?
Mr. BARR. That is correct. He could write off the total building cost.

lie ean't write off the land.
Senator WillIAms. That is right. We are talking about the project.
Mr. BARRs. Right.
Senator WILLIAMS. He could write off not only the $700,000 which

is the remaining cost, but the $300,000 which he has just taken as a
tax credit.

Mr. BARs. That is right.
Senattor VILLIAMS. If lie is in the 50-percent tax bracket that tax

writeoff is 7 years and would be worth a half million dollars, would it
not ?

Mr. BARR. That is correct.
Senator WxllIAMs. He would have this $300,000 tax credit, or a

total of $800,000 lie got back in cash on his investment at the end of
7 years, is that correct ?

Mr. BARR. That is correct.
Senator WILLuAMs. At the end Qf 7 years, under this bill as I under-

stand it-and we will assume for the moment he is keeping this proj-
ect-he can roll his base for depreciation purposes back up to $700,000;
can he not?

Mr. Bmm. That is correct. Senator Kennedy said something this
horning about a capital gains provision at this juncture. I am not quite
clear on that. It might not be completely $700,000 but it would be in that
area.
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Senator VILLIAMS. I checked with the staff and we were unable to
lind any provision where the capital gains tax was applicable. If it is
we could put it in. As it is now, as we understand it, at the end of 7
-yeairs he would set it up on his books again for depreciation purposes.
Even though he had written it down to zero at the end of the 7 years,
he woul set it up on his books again at $700,000.

Mr. Ruimi. That is right.
Senior Vu.mms. During the next 7 years lie would write that next

$700,000 off and that would be another $350,000 tax credit, would it
not?

Mfr. BARR. That. is correct. That is a tax benefit lie would have.
Senator WV'IUAMs. Tax benefit. At the end of that 7 years the build-

ill 14 years old.
Vrs. BIRR. That is right.
Senator WILLAMS. lie cin take this rollover again and set it up on

his books again at $700,000, could he not?
Mr. B.%nR. That is ri it.
Senator WImLIAms. He writes it off again in the next 7 years and

gets another tax benefit of $350,000; is that correctI
Mr. BARR. That is correct.
Senator KENNEDY. I want to make sure when he says "yes," that he

knows it is yes.
Mr. BA.R,. That is our understanding of the proposal, Senator. You

mnade a statement this morning----
Senator KmENEDY. I don't want to interrupt, but we have had con-

v'eiNrstions with other representatives of the Treasury Department
and come out with a quite different answer than you are giving. So
what you are saying, comes as either a surprise to me.

Mr: BARR. Let me defer to the technical staff.
Senator KENNEDY. I did not want to interrupt.
Mr. BARn. I have prepared several examples that we have worked

through-not exactly the same computation, but somewhat the same
computation-for a 70-percent investor, for a corporation, and for a
50-percent investor, and it checks out generally with the information
I have.

Senator WIULIA s. As I read the bill, this is the way it appeared
to me.

Mr. BARR. The one thing I want to make clear, Senator Kennedy, is
that your capital gains provision could reduce some of these figuresslightly...Senator WniAms. If the capital gains *s applicable and put -

Mr. Bmm (continuing). It would not reduce the basis.
Senator Wiuw ms. It would reduce the benefit. As I interpreted

t he bill and as it was interpreted to me-
Mr. BAR. We don't have the provision. We don't understand pre-

cisely how it operates. If I am in error on these statements, I would like
to supply it for the record.

Senator TALmAmDG. You may submit it and it will be included in
the record.

Mr. BARR. Thank you.
Senator WILwAxs. Now we have a building 21 years of af The

normal life of these buildings is 35 or 40 years, but we wil use & years
now.

85-199--67-11
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The first year the tax benefits would be $800,000. The second year-
Mr. BAHR. The first cycle.
Senator WnLA Ms. The first cycle.
Mr. BAm Right.
Senator WLIAMS. The second cycle would be $350,000.
Mr. BAme. Correct.
Senator Wnzwums. Third cycle, $350,000?
Mr. Bum. That is right.
Senator WxLuAms. The building is 21 years old and we have writ-

ten it down to zero for the third time. Now, we set it up on our books
again at $700 000; is that right I

Mr. BAsm. Yes
Senator Wxums. The fourth cycle we get another $350,000.
Mr. BAm. That is correct.
Senator WIaluis. At the end of the fourth cycle, 28 years, we have

put it up again and rolled it over another cycle, $700,000, depreciated
out we get another $350,000; it that right I

Mr. BAsm. That is correct.
Senator Wnxzu s. That brings a total of $2,200,000 tax benefits that

I have had in tax reductions out of a building that originally cost me
$700,000; is that correct

Mr. Bum. That is correct.
Senator WnjuAxs. And I would still own the building f
Mr. BAWe You have omitted one thing, sir. There is a rent computa-

tion in here that you can earn up to $30,000 a year on this.
Senator WLxAMS. That would be over and above this I
Mr. BARs. Yes. The rent of the corporation after tax would be

$15,000.
Senator WlLAms. These earnings up to 6 percent on your money

would be over and beyond what I am speaking ol as tax benefits?
Mr. BA=. Up to 3percent; that is right.
Senator Cum=&s If you would let the slumdweller own this you

would abolish poverty in one generation.
Mr. BARB. I am afraid that there are not many slumdwellers in the

70-percent bracket.
Senator WiIxs. I have discovered a neat way I can go out of

politics and make a good living. That is why I want to be sure I am
correct.

On this project you still have a million dollar investment and you
ke;ep po ion of the property for the entire 35 years ?

Mr. BAsa That is right.
Senator WUIM.-3y depreciating this property five times and

with the first $300,000 tax credit I have reduced my tax obligation
$2,200,000 from what I would have paid, and I still own a $700,000
building fThat is correct; is it notIMr. Yes, sir.

Senator Kw"wi. Could I interrupt for a minute ? It really is not
correct.

Mr. BRAn. There is a.capita gain. The only distinction is that we
don't know what the Ca igain provision is.

Senator WvLLAm. ou would have to pay the capital gains on the
profits when you distribute them; sure
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Senator KEvNW. I am saying if you really want to get the facts on
the record-

Mr. Bmw. I certainly don't want to give some misinformation.
Senator W zIAMS. Let us start all over again.
Mr. BARB. Senator Kennedy, if you or tie gentleman with you will

correct us where we are wrong, I don't want to misinform this com-
mittee.

Senator WiuI wMs. I don't say what was intended, I am not getting
into that. I am speaking of the bill as it is. This is the way as r inter-
pret it and this Is the way the Treasury interprets it.

I want to go into another hypothetical case. Suppose I and my
brother each start out now and we each build a building at a million
dollars, and again we will call it conventional financing or all our
money. At the end of 7 years, I would have collected the $300,000 tax
credit.

Mr. BAss. That is right.
Senator WLA-rTS. Less the depreciation, the full million I
Mr. Bmm. That is right.
Senator WILwIAs.We are going to assume for the moment we are

both in the 50-percent bracket. Depreciating this full $1 million in the
first 7 years, which is worth $500,000 to us, that is $800,000-

Mr. BAmw That is correct.
Senator Wujxms (continuing). That each of us has recovered

on this property which was a mnillion-dollar property. This is the
end of the first 7 years.

Mr. BAR. All right.
Senator WITAMs. Now I sell my property for $1 million.
Mr. BARR. All right.
Senator Wnimms. I reinvest the proceeds within the year, as

provided under this bill, by buying my brother's property for $1 mil-
ion. Of course, he would have reinvested, and we each write out a

check and make a bona fide transaction.
Mr. B"wl. You are assuming that your brother has a qualified

investment.
Senator WLIAMS. That is correct; both qualified projects.
I buy his and I pay him a million dollars. He buys min and pays

a million dollars Now, if we both reinvested the proceeds from our
sale within a year, we would not be subject to capital gains; is that
correct I

Mr. Baw. That is the way I read the bill.
Senator Wuzuus. This is a new investment in the property be-

cause that is a new property to me. I collect another $300,000 tax
credit; do I not f

Mr. B AR. Just a minute. Will you excuse us I This is a new wrinkle.
Senator WiwAxs My understanding is that if I reivest these

proceeds within a year in another project and it is approved, I will
get another investment tax credit.

Mr. BAm. I am informed by counsel that you are correct.
Senator WhLuMs. Now I have $300,000. Now I can depreciate that

full $1 million because I have a million-dollar cost in this new
property.Mr. BAss That is right.
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Senator WILLIAMS. So I have over $500,000.
Now I have $800,000 for the second time around.
Mr. BARn. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAis. Now the building is 14 years old. My brother

and I sit down and get into a little negotiation. I decide to buy that
property back again and give him a million dollars again for his prop-
erty, and he buys my property for a million dollars again. Can I go
through the cycle a tiird time under the bill?

Mr. BARn. Assuming that the Secretary of HUD would certify and
that it is a bona fide sale.

Senator WVILLMis. That is right, it would have to be. I would get
$300,000 again.

Mr. BARR. Right.
Senator WILLIAMS. I won't even follow it through the remainder of

the five times, but I can do it five times; is that not true, under this
bill?

Mr. B RR. Yes. There is no limit on the number of times.
Senator WILLIAMS. I would not be subject to capital gains in this

latter case because I am really investing the proceeds within a year. Is
that correct I

Mr. BARR. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. So, there is no capital gains procedure.
Mr. BAmU. No.
Senator WILLIAMS. In that instance in the 5 years I would take

$4 million without paying any capital gains back on an investment
that I put up of $700,000. Is that correct?

Mr. BAIm. It is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. It is correct?
Mr. BARR. To the best of my knowledge.
Senator WILLIAMS. I think this is one of the most far-reaching pro-

posals, and I would say there would be a tremendous amount of build-
ing. I wonder if we would not put ag roof over America with that.

As I get it, I want to be sure, I can incorporate these projects under
chapter S, filing it under chapter S, use these as charges against my own
personal taxes; is that correct?

Mr. BARR. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. Assume that the individual is in the 70-percent

bracket, he would get the same $300,000, but he would get $700,000
tax benefits as he depreciates it; would he not ?

Mr. BAM. Let me check my example.
Senator WLIAMS. With a million-dollar project-
Mr. BAR. You are right, 70 percent of the million, $700,000.
Senator WILLIAMS. Take this same case of a man with a million-

.llar project; 70-percent bracket, too.
Air. BARR. All right.
Senator WILLIAMS. He collects the first year $300,000 tax credit, and

he depreciates a million dollars' worth of property; in the 70-percent
bracket lie gets a million dollars back. He gets his back the first 7 years;
does he not ?

Mr. BARR. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. If he and his brother or any other nonrelated in-

dividual in that approved project can buy and sell every 7 years, they
can each collect a million dollars every 7 years; is that correct?
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Mr. BA iM. Yes, sir; the way we read the bill.
Senator WiLLuAMS. I have no further questions.
Senator TALMADGE. Senator Kennedy.
Senator KzNNEDY. May I ask some questions I
Senator TALKADoE. Yes.
Senator KNNEDY. We had a conversation before the hearing started

this afternoon in connection with some of these matters. As think I
explained to you at that time, Senator Williams, I think that the bill
covers these kinds of problems that you have outlined. Obviously if it
does not, we can strengthen it.

As far as the individual selling to another individual after a period
of 7 years, as I explained to you before, I think it was covered ade-
quately and satisfactorily in the amendment that I offered this morn-
ing to insure protection against that kind of problem. The bill and its
amendments deal with these kinds of difficulties which constitute the
objections that you raised about the legislation.

The kind of situation you described really is no longer xssible if it
ever were possible under S.2100.

Senator WILIA3S. If the Senator will yield, I am just speaking of
the bill on which we are holding hearings. I will point out to the -en-
ator that I think some of the amendments aggravated the problem
rather than corrected it because you raised the investment credit from
22 percent to 30 percent. You increased the benefit 8 percent in that
category. When you reduce the minimum limitation from the rollover
from 10 years to 7 years, you make it possible to get an extra rollover
in the life of it.

I know that the Senator, I am sure, never intended to do this, but
I think this is something that has to be reexamined. I am just speak-
ing of what the bill does as the bill is before us on which we are hold-
ing hearings.

senator KENNEDY. There were those two amendments, and also
some other amendments which I referred to in my testimony today
which deal with the very problems and questions you are raising.

Senator WnLAxs. I will say the bill as it was, as it was pointed out,
would be one of the greatest bonanzas that had ever been sed
Rather than a bill to take care of the poverty-stricken individuals,
this would really be labeled more or less the poverty bill for the multi-
millionaires.

I don't think it was intended, and I don't think this Congress would
pass any such proposal.

Senator KENNEDY. As I said, even before the hearings began, any
of these technical matters could be easily straightened out. To permit
bonanzas is not the intention of the bill. I clarified that when I testi-
fied this morning. We put the amendments in to be sure this kind of
practice did not take place. I explained to you personally it could not
take place. I am glad to have that in the record. The fact is that the
results you achieve could not occur under this legislation. The legis-
lation that we are discussing is S. 2100, with the amendments I have

sur. 9 BAM. Senator Kennedy, with the permission of the chairman
and Senator Williams, we would be delighted to take your amend.
ments and add them to the record with computations.
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Senator KENNEDY. Will you do that and submit it for the recordI
Would you like to have it clarified Ia
Senator WILLIAMS. After the amendments have been printed, cer-

tainly we will examine it. I do not for a moment say that this was
intended. We are holding hearings on this bill. There were no
amendments before us at the time we started the hearings.

Senator KENNEDY. Senator, a lot of the things you have said in this
exchange would not ever take place under the bill as submitted. I
think Ishould have the right to clarify that. Certainly the amend-
mients clarify some other asl*cts of the bill. If you want to have the
facts in connection with the bill, I will be glad to help you.

Senator WILLIAMS. I do. I want all the explanations. These provi-
sions are not in the bill. I know you did not intend them; I am sure of
that. The point is if this bill was enacted as it is, the Treasury would
make the decision and interpretation as to how I as a builder would
be treated. and this is their interpretation. That would stand regard-
less of what my intention would be or yours in the bill. I am sure that
will be corrected. I am just trying to point out the applications of the
bill which is all I have had before me for the last couple of days, no
suggestion of amendments. I was analyzing the bill as it is. It looked
like it would be much more attractive to go into the real estate busi-
ness and the building business than to run for President of the United
States or stay in Congress.

Senator TALMADOE. Thank you very much. Is there anything
further

Senator KENFFDY. Could I ask a question?
Senator TALMADE. Senator Kennedy.
Senator KENNEDY. I have a list here of situations in which tax in-

centives have been used. I can mention other cases in which tax credits
have been used. Senator Smathers touched on some of these examples
briefly. They are as follows:

(1) Accelerated depreciation in 1954 to stimulate investment
in the American economy.

(2) Additional first year depreciation grants to aid small busi-
ness in 1958.

Are you opposed to those two measures?
Mr. BARR. Senator Kennedy, in 1958 1 was not associated with this

Government.
Senator KENNEmr. Do you say those should be repealed?
Mr. BARR. Did you refer to the accelerated depreciation in 1962 or

1954?
Senator KzmmNr. 1954.
Mr. BARR. We did propose, Senator Kennedy, that portion of the

accelerated depreciation as it applies to real estate be modified. We
proposed this in 1962 and in 1964.

Senator KExNEDy. Some of that accelerated depreciation still is in
existence?

Mr. BARR. That is correct.
Senator KENNEF.Dy. My point is, Would you be in favor of repealing

it at the moment ?

Mr. BAn. I would have to supply that for the record. I haven't
looked at these provisions. Let me say this, Senator Kennedy. We
have not suggested that they be repealed.
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Senator KENNEDY. Let me give you all of these I have here:
(3) Reduction for research and experimental expenditures;
(4) Intangible drilling costs, exploration and developmental

costs for minig and percentage depletion-all of these are incen-
tives for the discovery and exploitation of mineral resources;

(5) Deductions for charitable contributions;
(6) Deductions of tax and interest to promote homeownership;
(7) Tax benefits to encourage the use of private pension plans;
(8) Tax benefits for various organizations to promote certain

religious and charitable activities;
(0) Rapid amortization to encourage the production of grain

storage facilities;
(10) Stock options to encourage key employee ownership;
(11) Favorable tax treatment for Western Hemisphere trade

corporations;
(12) Deductions for the premiums for paying health insur-

ance;
(13) And just recently passed in Congress, a tax credit for in-

vestment to Thailand.
It seems we can use the code for other social and economic objectives

and for investments in Thailand and Israel. Then why cannot we use
it for other areas where we need it so greatly?

Mr. BARB. We are not at this moment prepared to state we are
opposed to using the 7-percent investment credits to re-hab hous-
ing or as a matter of fact to any housing. This and other tax aspects
of real estate financing are under study. May I also add that in 1962
and in 1964 we made proposals to curtail what we thought were un-
reasonable aspects. I wrote down the list as quickly as I could as you
were reading it. In certain areas such as intangible drilling expenses,
pension plans, and stock options, to name a few, we have urged thp
Congress to change these provisions.

Senator KEr;DY. I think the question is whether you would be
in favor of repealing those exceptions. The point of your testimony
was that really tax incentives should not be used for any social and
economic purposes. The fact is that we are already down the tax incen-
tive road. The fact is that 12 or 14 exceptions are on the books at the
very moment. There are some which have been suggested or recom-
mended. We just passed a treaty recommended by the administration
for a 7-percent investment credit for industry in Thailand.

At various times the administration has suggested a 30-percent tax
credit for investors in less developed countries. My point is that if we
can do it for all these other groups, if we can do it for other countries,
why can't we do it for the greatest problem facing our country at the
moment?

Mr. BARn. Senator Kennedy, we are, as I say, arguing from only a
verv restricted base. We agree with the objectives that you are ap-
proaching here. We do say that in attacking the problem of a segment
of urban housing or the totality of urban housing, we do not believe
that the tax route is the most efficient way of approaching this problem.

Senator KEN.NEDN-Y. Secretary Fowler and assistant Secretary Sur-
rey have supported some of these tax incentives. You certainly are not
asking for repeal of all of them at the moment,
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Mr. BARR. The only one we have supported has been the 7-percent
investment credit which had broad economic impact which is used
by nearly every taxpayer in the United States who has any connec-
tion with business or a profession.

Senator KENNEDY. The administration supported 7 percent for
Israel and 7 percent for Thailand.

Mr. BARR. That is purely extending a domestic benefit to make
sure that our investors in Thailand, -Israel, and the rest of these
other countries are treated fairly and equally.

Senator KENxEDY. If you called Harlem and Watts, Thailand and
Israel, would you permit it to happen thereI

Mr. BARR. We have not said that we would not extend the 7-percent-
investment credit either to rehabilitate housing or new housing ill
the ghetto.

Senator KEN.vEDY. Assistant Secretary Surrey said we must con-
stantly ask ourselves how tax changes can contribute to the achieve-
ment of full employment and growth, an achievement that would solve
many of our national problems.

Mr. BARR. That is correct.
Senator KENNEDY. It seems to me that in the legislation we are. sug-

gesting it would do just that. It would abide by what Secretary Fowler
stated and what Secretary Surrey said was necessar'y.

Mr. BARe. I do not disagree with either of them. These are indirect
approaches. We are trying to promote full employment and growth.
The social benefits that flow from full employment and growth are one
of the types of benefits, not the only benefits.

Senator KENziw. Thank you.
Senator TALMADOG. Thank you very much Mr. Secretary.
Senator KY.NEDY. Mr. Chairman, could I call Mr. Ziegler for a

couple of minutes to respond to several of these points?
Senator TALMADGE. Yes.
Mr. BARs. I just want to make sure we have not misinformed the

committee. If we are in error, we will be delighted to discuss this. We
have studied this bill. We have given it serious study. We have tried to
give it the attention it deserves. If we are wrong in our answers, we will
be delighted to correct the record.

Senator KNFEY. Will you identify yourself for the record?

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN s. ZIEGLE, OF YOUNG, KAPLAN &
EDELSTEIN, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. Z=iLmri My name is Stephen Ziegler, attorney at law, member
of the bar of the State of New York, member of the firm of Young,
Kaplan & Edelstein New York City.

My firm advises business on a wide range of business transactions,
tax consequences. I, myself, have been a lecturer on tax matters before
the Practicing Law Institute. I have several articles on tax matters in
tax publications. Comments I have submitted on various revenue bills
and regulations have received serious attention in the Treasury De-
partment.

I would like to discuss for a moment the revenue cost of a project
constructed under the bill.
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The numbers just read off were read very quickly and they sounded
very good but unfortunately they were not correct. First of all, in com-
puting taxable losses and tax refunds you just don't take the deprecia-
tion deduction and multiply by the tax rate. First you have to subtract
the rental income for the project to find out what is left over as tax loss
which can be offset against the builder's other income.

The figures just read off before completely omitted to do that.
Mr. BAR. Mr. Ziegler, I pointed that out to Senator Williams, and

lie admitted an error in his computation. But it is additional return.
Mr. Zimii. Yes; it is additional return, of course, but still and all

it is not tax loss to the Government.
Mr. BARR. Senator Williams was discussing return, not tax loss. I

reminded him there was $30,000 a year return lie could get on that
million dollar investment that should be worked into these computa-
tions and we have so worked them in in our computations.

Mr. ZIEGLER. I have seen your computations. We have made computa-
tions based on the example you used. I would like to take those figures
and run through at least one hypothetical case.

First of all, under the bill as originally submitted the basic life we
start from is not the traditional 40 years. We start with an automatic
50 years. The bill starts from a higher base although it applies certain
reductions in useful life. In a case of a builder making a 20-percent
equity investment lie gets a credit of 3 percent of the cost of the build-
i tg, which we will assume is $1,500,000. So his credit is only $45,000.

Over the first 10 yeirs of the building's life the man has depreciation
deducitons of about $748,000. These are computed under the 150-
percent declining balance method. It is less rapid than the method
which the builder could use under existing law, that is, the 200-percent
declining halance method. After we subtract the builder's income from
the property, part of which goes to the builder and part of which goes
to pay off the mortgage, we find that the builder has tax losses over
10 years of approximately $500,000.

Assuming that the builder is in a 50-percent bracket he thereby
realizes tax savings of $2505,000. Let us add that to his $45,000 credit
and so far he has realized tax savings of about $297,000.

Mr. BARR. There are a few assumptions you must make as you move
along. You say this is a million and a half dollars project. Now the
assumption you are making is--how much of this is equity capitalI

Mr. ZIELER. I am assuming $300,000 is equity capital, the minimum;
and the balance of one million two is Government insured loan.

Mr. Krirrz. That was not the assumption in Senator Williams'
example.

Mr. BARR. Senator Kennedy, use a hundred precent equity so we
will be consistent.

Senator KF.N;FDy. Let me ask you a question so that we get both
of them. Is it correct that under this legislation it will be less costly
to the Government tian under eithr 221 (d) (3) or under rent supple-
ment to produce a specified rental I

Mr. ZIEGLER. Yes, sir. No matter what the income, no matter what
the investment, when you take the tax cost of this bill, add it to the
interest cost, add it to the real estate abatement. cost, it will be less
than the interest. cost and the rent supplements that would have to
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be paid to achieve the same rent under 221 or under the rent supple-
ment program.

Let me run through the two tax examples and then we will add up
all the costs, including the interest cost.

Assuming that the builder sells out at the end of 10 years to the
Home Management Corp., which would be advantageous for him to do
because it maximizes the amount of his return from the property, there
would be no more tax benefits granted in this case. It has beeti cut off
at $297,000. How does it compare with the cost of the same building if
it is constructed under existing law I If the same building were some-
how put up under 221 (d) (3), and we contend that nobody would put
it up because he would not make a high enough return, over the first
10 years the builder would get tax deductions of approximately
$500,000. Those are computed on the double declining balance method
of depreciation which is more rapid than the method under the bill but
which the builder can use under existing law. After subtracting his
cash flow the 221 builder has a tax loss of $208,000 which produces a
saving of about $105,000. He, of course, gets no credit under existing
law. So far he has $105,000 tax saving. At the end of 10 years the 221
builder is faced with quite a problem. The amortization lrarts of his
mortgage payments are quite high now. He is no longer making even a
6-percent yield from the property. Clearly he will not go on holding it.
If at that point he sells he will have to pay a big capital gains tax. Ile
would not want to do that.

Secretary Weaver today indicated the kind of choices he would
make. He would give it to a charitable foundation or nonprofit
corporation.

Let us assume the value of the building above the mortgage is about
$100,000. He would get another $50,000 tax deduction. This means that
the total tax cost of the building to the Government even though it is
constructed under existing law is $150,000 over the first 10 years.

This is done all the time. In 1964 the administration put into the
hearings before the Senate Finance Committee a memorandum con-
taining 50 pages of examples of this type of tax saving under existing
law.

In summary, we find that the tax cost of the building under the bill
was $297 000 over the first 10 years and the tax cost under existinK
law was $150,000. Completely apart from any other factor, this addi-
tional tax cost may be necessary in order to induce the builder to put
the building up. Based on the figures which I have just given you and
which are also assumed in the testimony underlying Secretary
Weaver's figures, the builder in the 221 project would have only
realized a yield of about 8.1 percent. This is not enough to interest
many private enterprises in the program. Together with the added tax
saving the builder under the bill would get a yield of about 14 percent,
which is acceptable although not unreasonably high.

Senator KEix1r . I am not sure that anybody is going to get all of
those figures. I am sure you understand them. Maybe two or three
other people here do also. I think one of the great problems is insuring
that ever bod really assimilates these figures. You have a memo-
randum that deals with this in depth.

Mr. ZIEGLER. Yes.
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Senator KE.NNEDy. I think maybe you could submit that memo-
randum and it might be studied by the Treasury Department.

Mr. BARR. May I suggest that Mr. Ziegler meet with the technicians
of the Treasury and [et them get in a room and battle this out and
either come up with a joint memorandum or come up with a mem-
orandum showing where they disagree.

Senator TALMADGE. The big problem is that you are both stating
with two different assumptions.

Mir. BARR. You are right.
Senator TALMADGE. You might insert your material in the record

there but if there are imperfections in the bill I am sure the distin-
guished authors will want to know it and take corrective action ac-
cordingly and present suitable amendments, modified versions, to the
Senate Finance Committee for consideration.

Without objection we will let both the Treasury and Mr. Ziegler
submit their statements for the record.

(The committee subsequently received the following inemoran-
dums. For additional information on this matter see also p. 419.)

THE UNDER SECRETARY (W T1lE TREASLUY,
Washington, D.C., November 3, 1967.

lion. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
New #Fnate Offce Building, Washington, D.C.

DR A Ms. Cn1AIRMAN: When 1 testified before the Committee on Finance in
connection with S. 2100, I mentioned that the Treasury Department would sub-
mit a supplemental statement concerning technical problems with the bill.
However, the amendment offered by Senator Kennedy, Amendment No. 310,
have cured these problems, and the Treasury does not desire to submit such a
statement.

The Treasury was also invited to prepare an analysis of the tax and cost
features of the bill to clarify questions concerning the proper interpretation of
It and amendments offered at the hearing. The Treasury has completed this
task, and I enclose a supplemental statement which discusses the bill's tax pro-
visions, rates of return to investors, and estimates of budget costs. This analysis
was prepared after soliciting the views of others, including some who worked
with Senator Kennedy in preparing the bill, but the report is the work of the
Treasury and presents only the Treasury's conclusions on these matters.

Sincerely yours,
JOSEPH W. Bwt.

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT PRWAJE D BY TEE TREASURY DEPARTMENT IN CON-
NECmoN wiTH 8. 2100 AND AMzNDMZET No. 816

At the public hearings on 8. 2100 the Treasury Department was Invited to
submit a supplemental statement outlining the tax provisions in the bill. In
part, this invitation was extended because controversy arose over the tax bene-
fits conferred under the bill. This controversy in turn was built on confusion
surrounding the introduction of Amendment No. 316, which Is in the nature
of a substitute for S. 2100. Since the terms of that Amendment were not before
the Committee on Finance at the time of the hearings, reference to its provisions
created uncertainties as to the tax provisions of 8. 2100.

One purpose of this statment is to clarify the examples discussed at the
hearings. In doing so, the tax consequences of the bill as originally Introduced
are first considered in Part I. This analysis is followed by a short description of
the changes made by Amendment No. 316 and a brief analysis of Its most salient
features, including a sale by the initial holder to his tenants' organization, a
home management corporation. The bill as amended Is then analyzed in greater
detail In Table L

Part II of this memorandum describes the rates of return to Investors and
Part III describes the overall cost of the bill under the NIA and Administrative
budget.. These were matters In dispute at the hearings.

Part IV is a summary of the effect of the bill.
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1. TAX P'OtvII1t)NM

In evaluating and comparing tile original bill and its amendments, it Is proper
to start with the model which led to the discussion at the hearings. It was de-
strlbed by Senator Williams as a $1 million project excluding land cost (p. 152.
lines 7 and 8. and p. 152, lines 30-32),' and was fluanced without assistance tnnder
the bill (p. 152. lines 7-9). The a,suined life of the building was .% years, but the
tax benefits were calculated over only a 35 year period for a taxpayer with an
effet-tive tax ratle of 50% (p. 151, line 51).
A. 8. 2100

The benefits under the bill can itot be ascertained until the holder's "equity
investment percentage" Is first determined. This wrcentage Is the ratio of the
taxpMyer's equity to the cost of the project. Section 11191 (6).3 The taxpayer's
equity is the cost of the project less any mortgage tinaciled under the bill. Se-
tion 1391 (5). Sintve no mortgage existed in the model, the taxpmyer's (qity would
be the project's cust. The equity Investment ratio woul thus be 10be .

Under section 1.9214 a) (1), a 1O(Yl equity holder was entitled to a tax credit
equal to 22% of the project cost which included both the land and the building
cost.' In addition, under section 13!91(b) a 1OK0; equity holder would be entitled
to reduce the buildings' depreciable life to 20', of the assunetd 50 year life, or to
10 years. This Iwriod is also just equal to the taxpayer's "imaximuni holding
period" under the bill. Sec-tion 1391 (7).

In addition to tile credit and accelerated depretiation. tin original holder who
retained the property beyond his maximum holding pwrioxl and who also vertilied
that he would continue to hold such property in conformity with tile bill would
have been "treated as having sold and purchased ,such prope-rty, on the first (lay
after the end of such maximum holding period." Thereafter. the owner was treated
as it subsefluent holder. Section 1394. The lorice tit which this sale and purh:ase
occurred was the total of the original equity inve-taneiit plus tile unpaid prinlipai
amount of any mortgage financed under the bill le-ss the amount of crelits al-
lowed. Since there was no such mortgage, the fictional sale and purchase Irice
would be the original cost le.ss the credits allowed. On a $1 million project with
a 2.2% -credit, the sale and purchase would be deemed to occur at $7)AK)0. Tile
purse of the fictional sale was to provide the holder whose project would have
ben entirely depreciated, with additional basis for depreciation over another
"maximum holding period."

underr the original bill. a gain on a sale, in(lu(llng this fictional sale. was not
recognized if the taxmpayer masde a qualifil relnvestment. Section 1319(b) (1).
A qualified reinvestment was defined as an expenditure paid or accrued which
would fall within the definition of a "qualified expenditure" under tile bill.
This definition included the acquisition price to a subseqluent holder. Section
13!)1(9) (B). Hene., the fictional purchase was a qualified reinvestment, and the
fictional sale was thus exempted front tax.

With this outline, it is apparent that during the first 3 years. the builder of
a $1 million project would receive a 2Y,2% credit or $2.,.000, and would have
depreciated the building over an Initial 10 year period, a second 10 year period.
a third 10 year period, and finally five years out of a fourth 10 year period. The
basis during the first 10 years would have been $1 million and in each of the
other periods, the basis would have been $780,000, that is, the project cost less
the credit. Thus, the total depreciable amount would have been $3,123,000 on total
cost of $1 million. If the taxpayer were in a 50% tax bracket, the net after-tax
benefit of these deductions would be $1,A2,000 which when added to the credit
would total $1.782,000 of after-tax benefits. There would have been no capital
gain or other tax paid on the restoration of basis at the end of each 10 year
period.

The dispute at the hearings grew out of tin effort to adapt the foregoing to
the bill as It had apparently been amended. At that time Senator Kennedy's open-

References to pa ge numbers arp to these printed hearings, unless otherwise noted.
In thl-. dimusslon "financed without assistance under the hill" means equity investment

In the ti':unl sense plus the proceeds of a conventional mortgage not Insured under see. 2.33
of the National Housing Act.

a UnleRs otherwise noted section number references are to sections of the Internal Revenue
Code as they would be added by enactment of the hill.

4 Ilnep the land cost was excluded from the model discussed, it has been ignored In the
computation of the credit.
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lng remarks contained the only available statement of the amendments. He had
stated that the niaximuin holding period had been reduced to seven years, the
credit Increased to 305%, and a capital gain tax Imposed on the basis restoration
(p. II7, lines 25-28).

These modifications, as stated by Senator Kennedy, led Senator Williams to
believe that there could be four complete restorations (of basis in a 35-year period
(pi. 15-4, lines 42-45). Senator Williims then stated that the entire $1 million would
le depreciated during the first seveu years but that the-basis on each later reetura-
tio, would be only $7,000.5 Thus, the total depreciation during the 35 years con-
sitlered would be. $3,8(t0,000. To a taxpayer in the .50% bracket the depreciation
would amount to an after-tax benefit of $1.900,000 which when added to the
$300,000 would total $2,20,000, exactly the amount claimed by Senator Williams.
(See p. 1-4. lines 19-21. and p. 154. lines 42-4.) Under Secretary Barr stated that
these figures would be niodified by the capital gain provislonm as snended but that
flie effect of the Amendment wa. clear (p. 152, linen 50-53, and p. 154, lines
41),-70). I'hus, the total benefits of the original bill with the amcndments outlined
its Newator Kewnedy's statement were as stated by &nator William# except for a
capital vain. V ta-a of slightly les tha. $65,000.

If the building were sold at the end of each 7 year period, and If the seller
reinvested after each sale by purchasing another project of the same size, on
each purchase he would claim the credit extended to "subsequent holders".* See-
tion 1312(a) (1). This credit was assumed to be $300,000 on each purchase.'
Furthermore, he would be entitled to depreciate the cost of his purchased project
which by assumption would be $1 million. and his deprecation deductions over
the 35 year peritxl woul rise from $3,8 0,00 to $5 million. Thus, oi each
purchseoe there would have ieen a total after tax benefit of $800,000, a ',00.000
credit plus $500,000 In depreciation benefits. The total after tax benefit over a
:7i year lwriod would ie $4,000.000 less a caliltal gains tax of $65,000.

l'Uder the amendments stated by Senator Kennedy, this analysis was es-
sentially correct except It failed to take into account the reduction In credit
for "subsequent holders" and the capital gains tax, which Under Secretary Barr
noted-bloth of which were contained in amendments not then available. Later,
it was learned that a subsequent holder could not reduce his holding period to
le.u than 10 years, but that information was not available at the hearings.
Thus. the model discussed at the hearings and the analysis there made were
correct a except for the matters just noted which were changed by amendments
not yet referred to the Committee on Finance and not mentioned in Senator
Kennedy's statement.
II. Amesdment No. 318

Anendment No. 816 modified a number of the foregoing provisions. There was
no change in the definition of equity investment, however, and the hypothetical
taxpayer discussed above would be a 100% equity holder. His credit as a first
holder was raised to 30%. Subsequent holders with the same equity Investment
were lhinlted to a 23% credit, however. Section 1302(a). The amended bill also
makes clear that only the first holder may have a "maximum holding period" of
seven years. Thereafter, the period Is 10 years. These changes are Illustrated in
the example below where the taxpayer Is assumed to hold the building for 35
years.

Under the Amendment basis In restored at the end of each maximum holding
jieriod (In this ease at the beginning of the 8th, 18th, and 28th years) by the
same fictional sale and purchase technique. However, the amended bill would
Impose a capital gains tax on the fictional sale from the holder to himself
bteatse the fictional purliase would not qualify as a reinvestment under the
amended bill Section 1394(c) (2).

I This would be the $1 million project cot lw a 30% credIt of $300.000.
* At one point the buyer of the project was stated to be the holder's brother. (P. 155.

linen 29-32.) Under the bill. the brother would not have been recovnlsed as a subsequent
holder. Sectlam I49(1411). 'he buyer wan later Identifled as a "nion-relted Individual."
(P. 156. lines 51-53.) Of courp. such a ale would have to be a bona fide sale and not a
disguised exchange, e. (P. 156. Ilne 9 -10.)

IWhen the amended bill wao finally made available. It bfevne clear that the largest credit
to n aubmuent holder was 23%. not the 30% mentioned at the hearing*.
O.Mr. Ziegler was codled to state the effect of the amendments, but at no point in his

testimony does he specify the respects in which this analysis was Incorrect.
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The price at which the fictional sale and purchase occur was also changed.
It is an amount equal to the basis of the project less what would have ben
straight line depreciation deductions computed by tue of a -50 year life. Since
the project will always have a zero basis at the time of such sale, gain will
always be realized. Gain recognized is. however. limited to the amount by which
this fictional sale price would exceed the unpaid balance on a mortgage for
80% of the project cost, maturing in fifty years, bearing 2% interest, and
insured under the bill. '

On these assumptions, the total depreciation claimed during the first 35
years would be approximately $2.MI0'i0 which would amount to an after-tax
benefit of $1,480.000 to a 50% taxpayer. The credit would be $300,000, and the
total capital gain tax would be nearly $161,000. Hence, the total after-tax
benefits would be about $161.000.

If instead of retaining the building the holder were to sell it and reinvest
in a similar project, the tax benefits would be those Just mentioned plus the
additional credit on each subsequent purchase. These credits would be slightly
more than $580.04 and the after-tax benefits over the 35 year period would In-
crease to almost $2.200,000.

It should also be noted that the amendment to the bill changed the pro-
visions dealing with sales to home management corporations. Such sales can
now occur after the project has been held for two years. On such a sale there
would be no gain, and none of the credits or depreciation in excess of straight
line depreciation wouJd be recaptured. This sale provides the greatest return
to the builder and is extensively analyzed In part III of Table 1.

C. Conclulsions
First, the initial credits result in high returns in the early years of a project.

Hence, the longer a project is retained, the lower the average return becomes.
This trend is reinforced by the high accelerated depreciation in the project's
early years. This declining return is partially offset by the periodic restoration of
basis. However, the basis restored becomes progressively less, and the benefit is
considerably smaller In comparison to earlier years.

Second. the declining return to one who retains his project Is accentuated by
the extension of credits to subsequent holders. By offering a new round of
credits for the purchase of used property, the bill nearly compels the sale of a
project and the purchase of another or construction of a new one. Thus, the
credits for purchases of used property when taken with the declining return on
a retained project are an economic compulsion to sell, and the stability de-
sired by the sponsors might not be obtained.

Third, by the use of conventional financing which Is then defined as equity
under the bill, an Investor can reduce his risk substantially. For example, in
a $1,000,000 project financed by an investment of $200,000 and a conventional
mortgage for the balance of $800,000, a $300,000 Federal tax credit would be
granted. If there were no personal Hability for the financing, not uncommon in
real estate transactions, the taxpayer wotild never have any amount at actual
risk. Indeed, he Is $100,000 richer after filing his tax return for the year of
construction.

However. since the project will not produce high rents, a lender making a
conventional loan might require personal liability on the note."' Even so, the
70% taxpayer Is not risking anything other than the eost of borrowing $800,000
for two years. That is, he obtains an initial credit of $300,000, and he will have
a basis of $1 million in the project, which If abandoned, would reduce his taxes

* In order to retain the model disncued at the hearing., land costs should be ignored.
However. land Is nondeprmciable, and the amount of rain In each of the fictional sale. would
he understated if land values were entirely Ignored. Hence, for the pu" of the analysis,
a land cost of $150.000 has been assumed reasonable for a $1 million buildior. The gain on
each fictional wale has therefore been increased by $150,000 and the tax by 25% (assuming
the highest capital gain rate) or $37.500.10 Some might argue that personal liability on the mortgage in the equivalent of a cash
investment since the ability to raise funds has been depleted to the extent of personal
liability. While this contention has some merit, it overlooks the substantial benefits
accruing to the Investors, and a good part of these benefits Is suffleently immediate. e.g.,
In the first two years a 70% taxpayer rpallzes a before financing cash flow of about $600,000
to constitute a fund to which the lender can look for repayment. Also, the proJect itsell
does have some value even though It might ..ot be adequate security for the entire loan.
Consequently. the argument has not been aoeepted In stating conclusions herein, but It
should be kept In mind when reading this paper.
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by 70% of the basis or $700,000. Thus, the credit insures him against any loss.
The 50;% taxpayer, however, actually risks a loss of $200,000 plus borrowing
costs. The 30% taxpayer would risk $400,000 plus borrowing costs.

Fourth, conventional financing not only reduces the risk but also increases
the return on the actual equity. A conventionally financed project obtains the
tax benefits designed to yield a high after-tax return on the entire project cost.
Since this return is higher than the financing cost, the differential between the
return provided by the tax benefits and the financing cost adds to the return
on actual equity and increases it considerably.

Finally, the sale to a home management corporation provides the greatest
return to the investor. In Table 1 such a sale has bten analyzed for taxpayers
in the 30%,. the 50%, and the 70% effective tax brackets. The net cash returns
to an investor are startlingly favorable, running from $337,000 for the 30%
taxlyer, to $405.000 for the 50% taxpayer. to $470,000 for the 70% taxpayer.

If rates of return are stated as a percentage of the risks involved, the benefit
to high bracket taxpayers is apparent. The 70% taxpayer has a return in excess
of $470.000 while risking only financing costs of the conventional loan. The 50%
taxpayer has a return of about $405,000 on a $200,000 risk for approximately a
102% annual return. The 30% taxpayer, however, would receive only $337,000
on a $400.000 risk for about a 42% return. It must be emphasized that these
returns are on risk. not on actual cash outlay. The cash outlay was all recouped
uoln filing the first tax return.

These results are startling. As the risk increases, the return dreases. This
result will alno4 always follow from the use of tax deduction incentives as an
Inducement to investment

TABLE 1.-Fiancial benefits under S. 2100 as amended by Amendment No. 316

I. Benefits Assuming Retention for 50 years:
Assumptions:

Equity, as defined in the bill: 100%.
Mortgage: 6%, $800.000 principal for 2 years.
Cost of project: $1.000,000.
Cost of land: $200.000.
Cost of building: $800,000.
Depreciation method: 1.0% declining balance.
Life to first holder: 7 years.
Life to subsequent holder: 10 years.
Life of building: 50 years.

Under subsection (a) an electing holder's basis is restored to an amount
computed under subsection (b). Thereafter, except for credits, he is treated as
a subsequent holder. The amount of the restored basis Is the project cost less
straight-line depreciation computed on a fifty year life. (I 1394(b) of the Code
and J 101(a) (5) of the bill.) The amount to which the basis is restored is also
the "sales price" for computing gain. Gain Is recognized only to the extent that
the amount realized exceeds an amount equal to the unpaid balance on an 80%,
50 year. 2 percent interest loan under the bill, assuming no defaults,
(I1398(d) (2)).

1. COMPUTATION OF GAIN AND TAX ON RESTORATION

7 years i7yra 27 years 37 years 47 years

(a) Sales price under the bill-----------------$388,000 $128, 000 $568. 000 $403.000 248, 000
(b) Less basis .................................. 200,000 200, 000 200.000 200, 000 200,000

(c) Gain realized ............................... 688.000 528.000 368.000 208,000 48, 000

(d) Gain recognized limited to line (a) minus ....... 730.000 597, 000 465, 000 28. 000 91,000

Total .................................... 158,000 131,000 103,000 119. OW 48, OW

Tax ........................................ 39,500 32,750 25,750 29,750 12,000

1 Assumes alternative tax at 25 percenL
Note.-This computation assumes that the amount allocated to land remains $200.000 on each of th basis restorations.

Perhaps in some circumstance; a new allocation in some other ratio might have to be made.
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2. Computation of depreciation:
1st 7 years- $80),000
Next 10 years. ................ (", (04)
Next 10 years ...------------------------------------------ 528. 000
Next 10 years ------------------------------------------- 208. (00
Next 3 years. ----------------------------------------- 48,000

Total depreciation ---------------------------------- 2, 640.000

3. COMPUTATION OF TAX BENEFITS TO TAXPAYERS IN FOLLOWING BRACKETS (NOT DISCOUNTED TO PRESENT
VALUE)

70 percent 50 percent 30 percent

Credit ........................................................... 530000 $ ,000 $3. 000
Depreciation ...................................................... 1,848,000 1,320,000 792,000

Total ...................................................... 2,148,000 1,620,000 1,092,000
Less captalgain tax ............................................... 150,000 150,000 150.000

Total ...................................................... 1,998,000 1,470,000 942,000

These figures are after-tax benefits and over a 50-year period are the
equivalent of a before-tax net income of ........................... 6,660,000 2,940,000 1,346,000

4. RENTAL INCOME: ANNUAL RENTS (SEE SEC. 107(aXI) OF THE BILL) $31,500

1st 20 years Next 30 years

Net average annual income to-'
70-percent taxpayer ........................................ 52,250 $9,450
50-percent taxpayer ...................................... 3,750 15,750
30-percent taxpayer ...................................... 5,250 22,050

n Durin the 1st 20 years while amortizing the conventional loan, this assumes an average annual interest cost of $24,000,

leaving a S7,500 taxable balance.

5. NET CASH FLOW OVER 50 YEARS TO TAXPAYERS IN FOLLOWING BRACKETS

70 percent 50 percent 30 percent

Aftertax benefits of tax Incentives ....................... $1,998.000 $1,470,000 $942,000
Income after interest and taxes ......................... 328,500 547,500 766,500

Total .......................................... 2,326.500 2,017,500 1, 708,500
Lasscost of project .................................... 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000

Net cash increase ............................... 1,326,500 1,017, 500 708,500

6. Tax benefits of the bill In excess of present law: The bill's tax benefits in
excess of present law can be isolated only if the tax benefits derived in step 3
are reduced by the tax benefits available to a taxpayer who held a project not
under the bill for 50 years. Since the credits and the basis restorations would
not be available, the ordinary tax benefits would amount only to the benefit of
depreciation on $800,000. Hence, the benefits from step 3 are reduced by the tax
benefits available under present law:

70 percent 50 percent 30 percent

From step 3 ....................................................... $1,998,000 $1,470,000 $942,000
Less after-tax benefit of depreciation under present law ............... 560. 00 400,000 24,000

After-tax benefits of this bill ................................. 1,438,000 1,070,000 702,000
Note: ihese are after-tax return% and over a 50-year period are the equiva 7

lent of a before-tax net income of .................................. 4,793,000 2,140,003 1,003,000
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11. Benefits Assuming a Sale at the End of Each -Maximum Holding Period"
with Immediate Investment in a Used Project as a -Subsequent Holder":

Assumptions:
Same as above.
Sales price on each sale-The amount to which basis would have been

restored. This appears to be the effect of the amendments.
Reinvestment-Entire sales proceeds are reinvested in a certified

project. This entitles the buyer to credit specified in the bill on all except
the last purchase at the 48th year.

1. Net cash return: Net cash increase computed in the case where the building
was retained must be modified to add the credits available on each turnover.

70 percent 50 percent 30 percent

From pt I, step 5 ................................................... $1,326.500 $1.107.500 $706 500
Add credits for purchases at beginning of-

6th year ....................................................... 204,000 204,000 204,000
18th year ...................................................... 167,500 167,500 167, 500
28th year ...................................................... 130,500 130,500 130.500
30 year ...................................................... 94,000 94, 000 94.000

Total ..................................................... .. 1.922,500 1,613,500 1,304,500
Note: Then are after-tax benefits and over a 50-year period are equal to

a before-tax not cash income of ..................................... 6,408, 000 3,229,000 1.864, 000

2. Tax benefits in excess of current law: To obtain the tax benefits of this
bill over current law the results under the case where the building was retained
must be modified by adding the additional credits obtained by reinvestment
and subtracting the somewhat higher depreciation which results from each suc-
cessive owner having a higher basis for the purchased project than for the
project Just sold. However, that benefit must be reduced by the capital gains
taxes paid by a taxpayer not under this bill as compared to the amount paid
by one under the bilLL The benefits conferred by this bill then are:

70 percent 50 percent 30 percent

From p 1. stp 6 ..................................... $1.438,000 $1,070,000 $942:Additional credits ............ .. ..... 59.W 596, 000 5 ,0
Depreciation and capital gain adjustment ................ 75,000 42,000 9,000

Total ............. ............. 1,959,000 1,624,000 1,428,000
These are after-tax benefits and over a 50-year period are the

equivalent of a before-tax net income of ............... , 530,000 3,248, 000 2,153,000

IlL Sale to Home Management Corporation Two Years after Oonstruction:
Assumptions: Same as above.

1. Financial data:
Depreciation claimed ------------------------------------- $305,600
Option price (sec. 101(a) (5) (G)) --------------------------- 8, 000
Balance on conventional mortgage on sale date --------------------- 755,200
Payments which were made on conventional mortgage:

Principal -------------------------------------------- 44, 800
Interest --------------------------------------------- 93, 800

Balance on a 50 year, 2 percent mortgage for 80 percent of cost assum-
ing all payments were made ------------------------------ 780,900
2. Mechanics under the bill: The home management corporation has an option

to purchase after 2 years of operation. The price is cost less straight line de-
preciation. On the assumption above, the price would be $968,000. This amount
may not be financed under the 50 year, 2 percent mortgage provisions but may be
raised only by 50 year (or less), 0 percent financing which may then be Insured
under section 235(e) of the National Housing Act as it would be added by the bill.
Funds for amortization of this loan would be provided by increasing rents to
105 percent of those otherwise required (1 102(a) (2) of the bill, p. 11) aad the
federal subsidy to the home management corporation for this purpose (f 1o(a)
of the bill. p. 22).

1 For this purpose the recapture provisions of 1 1260 of Me Code which would apply on
a sale not under the bill but at the end of the flt seven years have been Ignored.

85-19--7-12
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3. Deductible tax los" on the project (2 years):
Rents (net of expenses other than depreciation and interest) --------- $63, 000
Expenses:

Deopreeisation: See step 1 ----------------------------------- 305, 000
Interest: See step 1 ---------------------------------------- 93, 800

399,400
Net tax loss -------------------------------------------- 336,400

4. TAX BENEFITS TO TAXPAYERS IN THE FOLLOWING BRACKETS

70 percent 50 percent 30 percent

Credit .... ....... $300. 000 $300, 00 $30. 000
Benefit of tax loss determined under step 3-...... ....... 235.500 168,200 100.900

Total ..................................... . 535. 500 468.200 400,900

5. CAS'4 RECEIVED ON SALE

70 percent 50 percent 30 percent

Option price (see step 1) ........ ....... $963,000
Less balance of conveational mortgage (see step 1) ............. ....... ........ 755. 200

Cish re:eived- ......----------------------------........-........ 22.800

6. CASH FLOW BENEFITS

70 percent 50 percent 30 percent

Tax benefits from step 4 .................................... $535. 400 $468. 200 $400. 900
Rents received...--------------------------------------- 63.000 63, 000 63.000
Cash received on sues, see step 5 ............................ 212,800 212,800 212, 800

Total - . ..------ ----------------------------------- 811,200 744,000 676,700
Less payments on mortgage -------------------------------- 138.600 138.600 138.600

Total ............................................. 672,600 605.400 538.100
Less actual cash provided by taxpayer ........................ 200. 000 200,000 200,000

Total cash ------------------------------------------ 472.600 405,400 338,100

7. TAX BENEFITS AVAILABLE UNDER THIS BILL WHICH ARE NOT AVAILABLE UNDER PRESENT LAW

Under the bill Present law Difference

Credit _... $300.000 -------------- $300,000
Depreciation (2 years) (?00 percent decining balance under

present law) -----------------.--------------------- 305,600 $78,000 227,600
Exemption of gain assuming same sale price ................... 47,200 .............. 47,200

These amount to cash benefits over and above present law to taxpayers i& the
following brackets:

70 percent 50 percent 30 percent

Credit - .- ...........-----------------------------------. $300,000 $300. 000 $300, 000
Depreciation ..........------------------------------------ 159.300 113.800 68. 300
Exemption from g&in 1 ------------------------------------ 31.500 22.600 13,700

Total ---------------------------------------------- 490.800 436,400 382.000

Thus, in a 2.year period, !he tax benefits of the bill, over and above
present law tax benefits, would equal a before-t3x not income
of ......................------------------------ -... 1,636,000 872,800 546,000

1 Under present la'v, oily 4 percent of the depreciation in excess of straight line depreciation would be tazed at capita
gain rates. In this ca.se, that is 4 percent of the gaim.

Note.-The foregamng does nat take int) account the ability to depreciate demolition and site improvement costs under
the bill This is not possible utider present law.
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8. Cost of purchase subsidy to the government: The home management cor-
poration would not be able to obtain financing without the subsidy necessry to
assure payment. The cost of that subsidy may be computed as follows:

Net rental income. $31,500
Add 5 percent increase in gross occupancy charges if purchase is made

(see see. 102(a)(2) of the bill) ----------------------------- 3,600

Total --------------------------------------------- 35,100

Amount necessary to make annual payments on-
(a) $968,000 loan-20 year, 6 percent ----------------------- 84, 0

Subsidy (difference between total rents and payments)._ 35,100

Annual subsidy --------------------------------- 49,400
Annual subsidy multiplied by 20 years --------------- 988, 000

(b) If the 6% loan is amortized over 50 years, annual payments
are ------------------------------------------ 61,400

Less rental income ------------------------------------ 35, 100

Annual subsidy --------------------------------- 26,300

$28,300 multiplied by 50 years ------------------------ 1, 315, 000
The second assumption appears the more likely under the bill.
9. Total cost of a project: Total cost to the government Is the tax benefits in

excess of those otherwise available plus the cost of the purchase subsidy. Total
cofst assuming taxpayers in the following brackets are:

70 percent 50 percent 30 percent

Cost of benefits from step 7 ------------------------------ $490,800 $436,400 $312. 000
Purchase subsidy. (Sae step 8.) ............................ 1,315,000 1,315,000 1,315,000

Total ............................................. 1,805,800 1,751,400 1,697,000

10. Total cost of project under an alternative program: Cost if Government
bought the project after construction, financed the cost at 4 %, and charged
rents lermissible:

$1,000,(0 amortized over 50 years at 4,1 percent --------------- $2, 530. 1N)
Less rents ($35,100 by 50 years) --------------------------- 1.755. ("0

Cost to Government ---------------------------------- 775, 100

IL RATES OF RETURN TO THE INVESTOR

The following analysis is offered as a way of estimating the value to the in-
vestor of the provisions of S. 2100.

A. The Loan Terms and the Local Tax Subsidy
The benefits of S. 2100 can be divided between those Intended to produce lower

rents and those intended to produce a better return to the investor. The beliefit.;
of a fifty year, 2 percent interest loan and the subsidy of covering local property
taxes are taken into the calculation of rents in such a way that the benefits of
these items are passed on to the tenant It is not clear that an equivalent amount
of rent reduction subsidy can be provided under present law. The extension of
the advantages of these loan terms and local property tax relief to a larger class
of housing projects than those now under rent supplement is a matter of housing
policy on which the Treasury Department makes no comment. But It is clear that
these benefits could be made a part of housing programs, apart from this bill,
if Congress so desired.

B. Return to Investor
1. Method of Measuring Effects of Tax Benefts.-It is argued by the sup-

porters of S. 2100 that even if rent is reduced by the local tax subsidy and the
interest subsidy the return to the investor under present law is inadequate to
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bring about substantial investment in these low-rent irojects. S. 21(0 goes oll toaddress this second problem by providing additional tax benefits to encouragethe investor. The Immediate problem is to describe what these benefits are.Whether these benefits are too large or too small is a question which is not did-
cussedi here.

To carry out this technical task of describing Just the tax benefits provided byS. 2100, we will assume that Congress enacts legislation that permits section 221(d) (3) housing projects to be financed with a fifty-year, 2 percent interest, 80percent mortgage and provides a subsidy to cover local property taxes. Actually,section ' 1(d) (3) now permits 90 percent mortgages so that the significance ofgoing from 80 percent to 90 percent mortgages will have to be shown separately.It is necessary to exhibit the section 221(d) (3) arrangement onl precisely thesame mortgage terms as the S. 2100 arrangements If we are to describe conse-quences of the tax provisions. Further to keep nontax conditions the same, weassume that the net cash rent allowed under section =1 (d) (3) is reduced from6 percent of the equity to 3 percent of the equity; since the amount of allowableequity under section 21 (d) (3) Is assumed to be 20) percent instead of 10 percent,this gives the net cash rent comlutation used on 8. 2100. Finally we need to takenote of the fact that under section 621 (d) (3) an investor must hold the proplertyfor 0 years, which is a disadvantage from the investor's standpoint. Our calcu-lations show the rate of return that could be had under section 2 21 d) (3) If itpermitted the same holding period as $. 2100. The return over a longer holdingperiod is also shown. We assume a $1 million project in each case with $&800,000spent for the building and $50,000 spent for site improvement.2. lf c'ts of Tax Benefits Prozided Under S. 2 100-Conmparison With Section221 (d) (3).-The results of our analysis are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 deal-ing with the first seven, and next ten years, of Investment respectively. The tablesindicate several calculations for the rate of return under S. 211M with equityinvestment of 20+ percent, 50+ percent, and 100 percent and for section 221(d) (3). The returns are shown on an after-tax basis for taxpayers in the 70pi-rcetit bracket, the 50 percent bracket, and the 30 percent bracket. The tablefollows the language of S. 2100 in treating as "equity" the proceeds of a con-
ventional mortgage.

Column 3 in each table indicates the average rate of return on the equityinvestment for the period that would be realized by an investor who does not sellthe property at the end of the period but continues to hold the property. Column4 shows the average rate of return after tax for an investor who sells the prop-erty at the end of the period. In the 8. 2100 examples we assume that theproperty is sold to a Home Management Corporation (HC) because HMOalways has first option to buy at a price specified in the law. An investor whowants to get out of the investment could not depend upon a better sales price
than this.

In the section 221 (d) (3) cases we assume that the property is sold at a pricebelow the original purchase price by the amount of mortgage repayment thathas taken place. This sales price permits the investor to rtcover his initialinvestment, although he will recognize a taxable gain part of which will be capitalgain and part ordinary Income. This tax reduces the rate of return. To illustrate:we assume that the section 221(d) (3) project costing $1 million is sold afterseven years for $M5,000 (which would allow a 20 percent equity investor torecover his $200,000 before tax). lie would pay a tax on his gain over adjustedbasis in the 50 percent bracket of $60,000.()lie generalization which suggests Itself Immediately is that the after-tax rateof return Is in all cases better for the 70 percent taxpayer than it Is for the ,30percent taxpayer. To take one example, an S. 2100 prols'rty with -A) lsri'-nt equityin the first seven years, assuming sale to HMC. produces a 17 percent rate ofrturi for a 70 liereent taxpayer and an 11 PIercent rate of return for :. 30 percenttaxpayer. Itotlhi of these rates of return are after tax. For the 30 perve',nt taxpayerthi. turn is the, equivalent of a 15 lw'rcent return before tax. For the 70 Is'reenttaxioynyer, however, a 17 percent after-tax rate of return is the equivalent of a 561
li,'r'int lefore-tax rate of return. This pattern of after-tax re'turni.i i'. j; st theliliositi' of what normually lhiplplnis IIn(er a ptrogressive iJvig t-ix. If a 70 per-v'.nt inivestor aid a 3 iKreint investor ea.h liuy : stis'k with a 10 li'r'1.tt divi-ded yield, the respective after-tax rates of returni are 3 pevr.tz:r if', ibe 74)im-r'ent taxpayer) and 7 ix're'int (for the "30 im-rcent taxlaYr). Evein it taxexempt, I)5(is the after-tax rate of return is 'j;l;al for high ziad lo" br:a.kv taix-
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payers. In real estate investments, however, the after-tax rate of return Is per-
verse; I.e., it is better for the high bracket taxpayer than It is for the low bracket
taxpayer. This perversity of after-tax rates of return arises because the payoff
Is in excess depreciation deductions, and it exists under prewnt tax rules on
real estate which is reftlected In the section 221 (d) (3) calculations. S. 2100 "~mply
carries this ittern out to larger equities.

There is no obvious basis for assuming a particular sales price under section
221 (d) (3). The price assumed here produces the rate of return to the second
holder shown in Table 3 which looks rather low In the 20 perett equity case but
quite satisfactory in the 10 per-nt equity case. Thus one could -say that the as-
suimed sales price on s-etion 2211 4d) (3) 20 percent equity should be somewhat
lower than $935,0(MI which would wake the return in the hypothetical 20 per-
cent equity smection "21(d ) (3) cae Ftill lower. The assumed sales price of $935,M)
se s rea.,-onible In the case of a section 221(d) (3) 10 percent equity case. The
fact that it is higher thin the sissinned 5. 21(M sales price Is simply a result of the
feature oif the bill to provide an option to piurchase for an 1IMC. It should also
be tioted that the seven year holding period was selected b-cause it is the period
sls'.ilied ill S. 21WN. By holdling lntil year 10. the section 221(d) (3) Investor can
avolil ordinary Int.tie tax on the gain, and have either a better after-tax return.
or this good a return with a lower sales jprice.

('oltun 5 and 6 which were c4Du tited for section 221 (d) (3) only indicate how
tile rate of return wotld e.ituge whet the provisions for 10 percent mortgages i-.
allowed. ('olumun 5 assumes no sale and is comparable with Column 3. ('oluinn ;
assuies sale of the prolwrty at the end of the calculation ieriod so that it should
be conilred to ('Olunin 4.

Aitither KenerIilizitihl that sugge .ts itself is that the tax provisions of S. 2100
result in aloi 'roxiiiiately conilptiralle rates (if returnt for different Ievels of equity
investwlet. Fi-r the very high bracket taxpayer a low equity investment Is it lilt
lnare ;ttr.tivt. 311141 foir the low brl-acket taxpayer larger equity investulieit Is a
hit more a 0 ra'tive : bilt the differences tire not very great. The Treasury testilieil
that thl tori.ititl bill WatS lore favorable for low equity investimtnt. The present
(.ittlirabtiility rt*s iltS front tihelt amendments introduced by Seiator Kennedy at
tilt pu'li lcthring.

A.tiotler .zttittcnt on Tahles 2 and 3 is that the tax provisiois in 5. 21(00 produce
ilot mitile tht rate of return after tax that would be ralized on a section

121 ti) 1i3 1 iortilrty if they Isoth required 20 percent equity. The rate of return
iilder i .set-tittn 221 ((d) (3) property arises prinmarily because of ti (lelrec'iatiOw
ilvititligt-4 for retl estate b ilt into present law. The )rovisions of S. 2100, as they
aliiy to a 20 prelitt equity case, julst about dollble these tax advantages by tilt
,li-'cd-iil o lit hldejricilttion anitdl the investment credit. Since section 221 (d) 13) in
faIct litriititm these loqeetitg to be realized on just half as much eqtity, 10 percentt,
tile yield after tax on S. 2100. 20 liereent equity, Is roughly clparable to tils
yield on stltin 221 (d) (3) 10 percent equity.

The additional tax benefits provided by S. 2100 for larger equity investments
are struc.nred to further Increase the tax benefits in proportion to the increase lit
equity which is necessary to produce approximately equal rates of return. Thus
tite vaiile (f the tax beteltits for a 100 lercent equity case Is about five times larger
tlhal the value of tile tax benefits for a 20 percent equity case, which are already
two times larger than the tax benefits under present law. giving a total return
Oin a 100 P-rcent equity ea.e ten times larger than present law.

This point can be clarified as follows: If one ignores the depreciation dedue-
tions (in excess of mortgage relpyments) on a se-tion 221(d) (3) project with
10 percent equity, the net rent income on! a $1 million project is only $6000 a
year or $3,M)0 a year after tax for a 50 percent investor. Tile excess depreciation
dedutihin p)risive the tax savings Of about $12,000. making the after-tax return
about $15.010 which is 15 Ipercent on an equity of $100.HA). .. 2100 as stilted
earlier is structured to proluce roughly comparable rates of return for larger
elicit is tiit are conilaraible to oh-,' on lower equities. Thus,. a $1 millil,
project with 20 percent, or $2",000 equity, would require additional tax benefits
(if nittotr .1,500 iover the $12.()) so tht the io-tuhined return will Ie ($3.00()
rert ifter tax i'" $27.0(1b tax bentetits) or $30.00) which i- 15 ) itr(n-t of the
.200MR.i1 equity. To ird(iulu'e thiki rfte of re-turn for a 100 ir'ent equity, tite tax
ls'ltt1lit" havw'e to INe 1tl.Ifit $1 I7.141 it year which Cailltiintil with the $3.11910 after-
I ix ranit prodiees $150..IM10 after tax bIetieit witich is 15 I|erett Of $1 itillimn.
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Where no sale Is involved, the rate of return provided by 1. 2100 for tile first
.even years is comparable to the rate of return that could be realized on a stetion
221(d) (3) property with a 10 percent equity. This can be een by eomlaring
Column 5 in both tables with Column 3. If we assume a sile at the end of the
seventh year. then .. 2100 generally produces better returns thaun section 2=1 (d)
(3) by anywhere from three to five points (,onpare Columns 0 and 4). In the
second holding period, from the eighth to the seventeenth year. a Seetlon 221 (d)
(3) Investment, even with sale at the end. lirtidue-s generally a better return
than A. 2100 by I or 2 points, but the (omilnarlsoIl varies greatly with the eitlly
ratio and the tax rate.

('omputattion of a rate of return for seven years without a aile uniy Ie que.1-
tioned, so Table 4 has been prepared which comiines the results of holding for
seven years without sale and holding for an additional ten years with and with-
out sale. It will be %sepn that the results in this ease tire very little affectedI by
whether there Is a sale in year 17 or not.

Both section 221(d) (3) with a 10 percent equity and . 2100 present very
high after-tax rates of return, espe ally to high bracket taxpayer where the
return is in the range of 17 pereent to 20 lercint. Typically, after-tax rates of
return on corporate tqity are about 10 percent.

Another asle't of the rate of return on an S. 2100 proJect is the ibenetit from
a very fast sellout to an HMC if this can be arranged In a period of two years.
The investment crdit over a two yeamr basis is three times as valuable as it is in
the calculations for a seven year holding period: and the depreclatiwti benefits
are about 50 peri.ent Itter over a two year basis. fiE the 100 luereent equ1ti y C,.
fo)r the 70 pircernt taxpayer. there are net tax Ibenelits of lqaprximnately $470WMI
available on a $1 million .4. 2100 investment sold to all TIMW. after two v ayeirs
that are not availalip ol a section 221 (d)13) investment. The,e benefits are
realized over two years along with the bisic taix ieneftits an1d net remt provision.
They imike the aifter-tax rate of return almost 30 Ix'reent a year onl the $1 million
investment.

TABLE S.-ANALYSIS OF YEARS I--7-RATE OF RETURN

(Dollar amounts in thousands; remainder in percent

Equivalent yield after tax

Marginal Dis- Adlusted to 10 percent equity
Provision and equity lax rate of counted With sale

investor yield No sale at end SaleNo sale
7th year loth year

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

221(dX3) (20 percent) ...... 70 $87 10.0 6.6 19.4 12. 5 15. 3
50 70 8. 1 5.7 15.7 10.8 11.9
30 52 6.0 4.3 11.5 8.1 9.5

S. 2100 (20 percent) ------- 70 171 19.7 17.2 .......... ..........
50 138 15.9 13.4 .......... .......... ......... .
30 105 12.1 9.6 .......... ..........

S. 2100 (50 percent)....... 70 398 18.4 16.8 .............................
50 335 15.4 13.9 ..........
30 272 12.6 11.0 .......... .......... ...........

S. 2100 (100 percent) ....... 70 727 16.8 15.6 .......... ......... ...........
50 643 14.8 13.7 .......... ..........
30 559 12.9 11.8 .......... .......... ....... ...

NOTES

Col. (1)-Marginal rate means the average rate applicable to the net reduction of taxable income due to the housing
protect.

Col. (2) equals the sum, discounted at 12 percent, of depreciation, plus investment credit where applicable, plus the
net rent and less the mortgage amortization, all after tax.

Col. (3)-Col. (2) multiplied by 1.615 divided by 7 divided by equity ratio, that is. 0.1154. 0.04614, 0.02307.
Cols. (4). (5). (6). and (7) obtained by adlusting col. (2) and repeating operation In col. (3).
The adlustments were:

Cil. (4)-221(dX3) $1 million Is mortgage payments. less depreciation, which produces a taxable gain of $177.000
of which $113,000 is capital and $64,000 Is ordinary taxable at 25 percent, 25 percent. 15 percent and 70 percent.
50 percent, 30 percent respectively.

Co. (4)-S. 2100 (01 million less mortgage payments less 881.000) (0.41).
Col. (5)--Secton 221(dX3) mortgage payment increased 12.5 percent and multiplier for 10 percent equity used.
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TABLE 3.--ANALYSIS OF RATES OF RETURN YEARS 8-17

JDollar amounts in thousands; other columns in percent

Provision and equity

221(dX3) (20 percent)

S. 2100 (20 percent)

S 2100 (50 percent) .

S. 2100(100 percent)

Equivalent yiel4 after tax

Marginal Discounted Adjusted to 10 percent
tax fat# of yield after No sale With sale equity
Investor tax at end . ..... .. .. ..

No sale Sale

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

5.4
4.7
4.0

10.9
7.6
58
6.5
51
4.3
5,7
4.7
4.1

NOTES
Col. (7) equals the sun, discounted at 12 percent. of depreciation, plus investment credit w:iere app;icable. plus the rel

reit, aid less tne mortgage amortization, all alter tax.
Col (3) Col (2) multiplied by (1 889 diwided by 10 divided by equity ratio), that is, 0 9445, 0 3778. 0.1889. re'pec-
lively.
Cols. (4), (5). ard (5) obtaic.ed by adjusting col. (2) arid rep.ataWg operation in col. (3) T:ie adjustme,:ts *ere:

Col. (4) 221(d)(3) ($1,000,000 less mrttgdge payments a,,d less depreciatio,) (9 25 or 0 15) (0 28)
Col (4) S 2100 ($1.0)0.000 less mortgapgo payments less $711,000) (0 ?8)
Col (5) --221(dX3) mortgage payment increased 12! , per,:e,'t dud multiplier for 10.perent equ:ty used.

TABLE 4.-COMBIN[D ANALYSIS YEARS 1 TO 7

lini perceatl

Provision and equity
Marginal

tax rate of
investor

22 1(dX3) (20 percent; 10 percent) 70
50
30

S. 2100 (20 percent) . 70
s0
30

S. 2100 (50 percent) . . .. 70
50
30

S. 2100(100 percent) ............ 70
50
30

No sale

8.3
6.8
5.2

16.4
12.8
9.7
13.9
11.6
9.5
12.7
11. 1
9.6

Equivalent yield atter tax

Ajsted to 10 percent equity
Sale

Nio sale Sale

7.6
6.1
4.8

15.3
11.7
9.6

13.6
10.8
8.6

12.1
10.5
9.0

15.8
:3
99

14.4
11.7
9.2

11. COST TO THE GOVERNMENT
A. General Analysis

The basic description of the budget cost of 8. 2100 (in Table 5) assumes
that the average equity investment is 5 percent with one-thirl at 12) iprc('It,
one-third at 50 percent, and one-third at 100 percent (Equity is used here. as
In the bill to Include the proceeds of a conventional loan.) It assumes also that
sllL of the loan authority. $0.5 billion a year, provided dlirewtly under the lill
iq utilized. This would permit projects with total cost of $1.15 billion. (Acttually,
the bill alijears to tm-rmit relendiug of loan realtyments whith it take hito,
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iaCOllat would slightly increase the scale of these estimates.) The tax cost
has been calculated in terus of the cost of depreciation In excess of what would
be allowed on an ordinary real estate Investment. The local tax subsidy assumes
that the loal rate would be 2 percent of market value and that one-fourth of
the suibiily cost is borne by State and local govermlnents. The "other cost"
includes the relocation allowance and the grants to IIMC's. These figures are only
Intended to indicate general magnitudes. They include all expenditures Incurred
by tile bill plus tile value of tax benefits in excess of those allowed by present
law. They do not Involve iny conmarlsons with the costs of alternative bous-
ing programs. The table assumes tax benefits are taken against a 5o percent
ra te.

Table 5 indicates both the National Income Account (NIA) Budget and the
Administrative Budget costs. Under the NIA concept a loan by the government
is not treated as an expenditure, so It Is proper to treat the Interest subsidy
as in expiiiture. This was calculated at ":i. percent. There is a con!iderable
opixrtunity to argue about how Interest rate differentials are to be calculated,
aiid tile rentier c'li readily change these figures to suit hi-4 predilections.

Tile case for 41% Jmrcent could be stated briefly by pointing out that If tile
housing were tinanced privately with a government guarantee the cost to the
ltrrower would be about 6 percent interest plus a jx'rcent insurance premium.
The difference between this collbindi !, ircent and the 2 percent under S.
2101) is 4. jo irvent. It is releva nt that a section 221 (d) 3) loan which Is not be-
low market intenst rate" would carry a combined interest and Insurance
jpreniun of about I1' I-KrerPnt. Thu.s. 41/j lrcent Is a valid measure of the benle-
fit offered to the borrower under S. 2100.

A lower estinmte of Interest subsidy of 31/2 percent could Ibe dtes.riibed as
the cost to the government which would be somewhat less than the value to the
borrower. It assumes that the marginal government borrowing rate is 5 joer-
cent under current conditions. It also assumes that the risk of non-ipyment is
exactly the same as it would be in a guarantee oilxration. Thus /( percent is
added as risk premium, but it would show up on this assumption as a loan
reserve. Tht table reflects a 31/2 perveint assumption. The lower bank of Table
5 shows the Administrative Budget effects if the low interest loan is made by
FNM.A. as provided by S. 2100. In this situation, since the loan is shown initial-
ly as an expenditure, it is inappqropriate to add the interest subsidy. Actually,
all Interest receipts and principal repayments should be shown as negative
expienditures 4 which is why the net expenditure on loans is shown as less than
$ZW0 million each year).

As will be sen from Table 5, the NIA Budget cost rises from about $270
million to $5.) million in year 6. It then falls back to $270 million and would
fall gradually from then on. The Administrative Budget cost rises from about
$740 million to about $850 million in year . It then falls back to about $75 mil-
lion and would tend to stay at this level.

In general these costs would be substantially lower (and there would be
less housing constructed under the bill since its loan funds would be spread over
fewer projects) if all projects were 20 percent equity. If all the projects were
at. or near, 100 lxrcent equity, the level of housing investment would be higher
and would be limited by the supply of construction facilities, the availability
of private Investment funds. the availability of sites. etc. The total cost in his
c..se Woilld detild on the anmiint of projects that could be put up. For any
given amount of housing the budget costs would be higher, on an NIA basis.
On the administrative budget basis the costs, with all projects near 100 per-
cent equity, would be lower in the short run (because of low loans) but
higher itu the long run becausee no loan repayment).

There Is itt convenient way to describe the time pattern of these budget cost.
The bill creates annual lending authority of $500 million for 6 years and requires
IhI(e t'. IW lo:ned out within 15 years. Table 5 assutes that ill of this loan
atithority i, used in the (I years. It also assunnes that the tax benefits start when
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the loan is made. If the loans are made more gradually and if tax benefits begin
with some lag after the loans, then the high costs shown for years 1-- would
be spread over more years but would be lower each year.

The figures would also be changed if sales to HMC's were assumed (which
they were not). The tax benefit cost falls when the IIMC buys In. but there may
be extra costs of financing the HMC purchase. The figures after year 8 would
also rise if new investors buy the old projects and qualify for more investment
credit. Needless to say, the costs after year 6 would stay relatively high if the
program were extended. The decline shown reflects the assumption that after
year 6 no additional housing is being produced.

(ne could estimate a multiplier effect on GNIP of these outhys under S. 2100
and then calculate the revenue "feedback" from the higher GNP which could be
carried as an offset to the cost. We do not do this for the following reasons:

(a) A multiplier calculation, since it Involves the total economy. rtqires
explicit assumptions as to reactions elsewhere in the ecotomie system.
If additional exlMvnditures take lace at a time when the econoliny is at full
emloynent. and if the oc'currence of these exlwnditures cautis s either the
monetary or fiscal authorities to take offsetting deflationary action to pre-
vent inflation, then the multiplier effect is zero. Over the near future we ex-
pe't the U.S. economy to be at full employment so that these are the (ircum-
stances in which the multiplier should lie estimitted at zero.
(b) The immediate discussion appears to le directed it one .proach

to dealing with the low rent housing program. Even in a dollar slwit on an
S. 2100 type of program had inultipler effects such as to reduce the net iudg-
et cost to, say, $.80, then approximately the same itaultijlier iff.set c,,ihl lit
attached to $1 silent on any other type of hotising prograni,. mll the teliichal
task of comparing the relative efficiency tf th,, varioi.s types (of h,,using
pIrograinis could be carried out tqlually well by cojljiring b th cls without
nultipliers as coild be done by coinliaring bot h costs with mtiitliliers.
Since the Congress generally considers exliendit tire prolposals without ijiul-
tililier effects, it is useful to describe S. 21M) in compralie terms.

!B. A ('hCck on the Eetionaltc.
It is possible to indicate on the basis fif son ildeh'idelmt f': h'lv-Itu'4 IIli

the budget cost of S. 21(K) Should 'ome olit ait ap11proxima,1itely tie level indicated
In Table 5 (given the assunlition that all the con.struction occurs iii the first
6 years).

Table 5 indlicates that the costs of the ltical tax -ubsidy and jt int:,rest sil shidy
are $40 million a1 year for each year's projects. After 5 years this vo.st oin sill of
the outstanding projects will rise to about $L(N) lilli ..on. A- was lottol ill the
discussion of the rate of return under S. 2100. the local tax suisidy :anad the ti-
terest subsidy are the elements of th bill (lirctqted lt iro tucing lower rents.
Prior calculations by III'D suggest that the effect of lhe interest amnd local tax
subsidies would be to lower monthly rents on a single housing unit in a project
by swoiething like $30. If the aversige cost of a unit was $2AN). the assumption
underlying Table. 5. with total project c.'ts of $1.150 millit,n, wouldh imiay tot l,
monthly expenditures to reduce rents in the neightiorhood of $311, nilliomn 4$3)
times 115.A00 units). On an annual bIsis this iroiduces i cost of $34) million which
is approximately the level shown in Table 5. This calculation is only offered as
a rough independent check on the general inagnitude of Table 5. Sinall differences
in results are (iue to the precise assumptions u.sed In Table 5.

The other large luirt of the budget (list has to do with the relductlon i Fedhoril
tax revenues designed to improve the rate of return. The gtnersil ias-4tilllltioll

underlying Table 5 Is that S. 2100 produces housing investitients with in average
equity of 56 percent. The after-tax rate of return, which 1. 21() attellilits toI
provide. is something like 15 percent. 'resent law real estate provisions provide
alout this inch benefit on a 10 percent equity. 4. 2140). on this (lhscrlition. iY,
designed to produce an additional 40 percent etlulity investment. Since the tax
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benefits musut produce something like a 13 percent rate of return on this 46 per-
cent additional equity. it would follow that the approximately $.330 million of
additional equity required to finance total )roJects with a cost of $1,150 million
would require Federal tax benefits of about $69 million. On this basis the (ost
(if the Fed1eral tax benefits should rise from about $69 million In the first year
to about $400 million in the sixth year. This differs somewhat from the pattern
shown in Table 5 because S. 2100 Is structured to provide a large amount of total
tax benefits In the first year. All of the investment credit falls in the first year,
and the depreciation is largest in the first year. In general the pattern in Table
5 seems realistic in that the tax benefit costs In the sixth year rise to about $340
million.

The general magnitude of the cost calculations In Table .5 appear. therefore.
to be realistic.

TABLE 5.-BUDGET COST-NIA BASIS (I.E.. NOT TREATING THE LOAN AS AN EXPENDITURE)

[in millions of dollars

Tax benefits Local tax Interest Total with
Year over present subsidy subsidy at Other Interest at

law 3 percent 3 percent

1 ................. ............. 211 13 18 30 272
2 ............................... 247 26 35 30 338
3 ............................... 276 39 52 30 397
4 ............................... 300 52 69 30 451
5 ............................ 318 65 86 30 499
6 .............................. 336 78 102 30 546
7 ............................... 143 78 101 0 322
8 ............................. 90 78 100 0 268

ADMINISTRATIVE BUDGET BASIS (I.E., IN TREATING THE LOAN AS AN EXPENDITURE)

Tax benefits Local tax Net expendi-
Year over present subsidy Other cost ture on loan Total

law

I .............................. 211 13 30 485 739
2 .............................. 247 26 30 469 772
3 ............................ 276 39 30 454 7"
4 ............................... 300 52 30 438 820
5 .............................. 318 65 30 423 836
6 ............. 336 78 30 407 851
7 ............................... 143 78 0 -93 128
8 ............................... 90 78 0 -93 75

IV. SUMMARY

As can be seen from the foregoing analysis, S. 2100 contains many features re-
quiring some attention. However, the discussion of each separate feature obscures
the overall thrust of the bill. The conclusions which follow are an effort to focus
upon the most Important provisions of the bill and state its general impact on the
low income housing problem.

I. Rent Reduction
The rent reduction features of the bill (the interest subsidy, the longer term

of the loan. and the local tax abatement) are relatively modest in annual cost.
and they could be Included in any housing program to produce rent levels com-
liarable to that which would be reached under S. 2100.
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2. 7'a Jkntcflta

Under the present section 221 (d) (3) program "net rent" is limited to 6% on
10% of the project cos-t; under S. 2100 the "net rent" is limited to 3% on 20%
of the project cost. While the "net rent" is the same absolute amount for equal-
sized projects under 8. 2100 and section 221(d) (3), It is a higher return per
dollar of equity under the section M,1 (d) (3) program. In both cases, net rent
is a before-tax return which does not by itself produce an adequate after-tax
return. In each case. therefore, the Inadequacy of the before-tax return is made
up by the value of tax benefits. Under the present section 221 (d) (3) program
the tax benefits conferred by present law convert the before-tax return rate of
61% on a 10% equity to an after-tax 15% return on 10% equity. (The 15% figure
is an average for investors in the 50% and 70% tax brackets who hold for 10
years. This rate declines as the holding period increases, and present regulations
prohibit sale during the first twenty years. This prohibition may be waived by
FHA.)

S. 2100 would change the before-tax rate of return into an after-tax rate of
return more or less comparable to the return under section 221(d) (3) by pro-
viding tax benefits that produce two results:

a. The tax benefits raise the after-tax return under the bill to the same
relative level as occurs under the section 221(d) (3) program. To accom-
plish this, the bill must provide tax benefits sufficiently large to overcome
the differential In before-tax rate of returns, as stated above.

b. The tax benefits provide this high after-tax rate of return for the whole
project cost. In contrast, the present section 221 (d) (3) program provides the
high after-tax rate of return on only 10% of the project cost-the equity por-
tion-and permits the lower rate that is normally associated with debt
financing for the balance of the project cost.

Four principal points may be noted with respect to the amount of the tax
benelit.A that are provided uder the bill to produce the above results:

(1) These tax beziefit --and the higher after-tax rates of return they
provide-do not in any way remue the level of the rent. that must be paid.
As indicated above, this function is served by other features of the bill. which
could readily be adopted under other programs having a different approach to
the rate of return problems.

(2) The after-tax rate of return provided by the tax benefits extend, to
the entire project cost, and for investors in the 0-70% tax brackets with
a 7 year holding period they average about 15%.

(3) The bill treats the proceeds of a conventional mortgage as equity.
Even if the borrower on a conventional 70% mortgage incurs wome personal
liability, which might be extremely contingent, he is in a very different posi-
tion from what he would be if he had not borrowed at all. He would, how-
ever, unler the bill obtain after-tax benefits up to 15% on the entire project
cost even though he would incur only the lower cost associated with debt on
the debt financed portion of the project cost. There is, therefore, a consider-
able increase in the after-tax rate of return on his actual equity Investment.
which will be far higher than 15%. ranging perhaps as high as 44)%.

(4) The bill, by providing a 15% after-tax rate of return on the entire
project cost in place of the far lower rates that are usually associated with
the debt-financed portion of the cost, does not permit overall costs to the
Government to be kept as low as would be possible through reliance on the
leverage obtained through debt financing. This, in turn, greatly increases tile
cost of the project to the Government as against the present section 221 (d) (3)
program or other programs that are financed largely by debt.

3. Sale to a Home Management Corporation
The bill is designed to encourage sales to tenant organizations called home

management corporations. The bill contemplates that the private investor would
sell his interest to the tenants at the end of a two-year period of ownership. Pay-
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ments by the home management corporation would be subsidized by the Federal
Government. These subsidized payments would be large enough to return about
95% of the project cost to the 100% equity private investor. The tax benefits
provided during the two-year period would yield about another 45% of the
project cost. Both of these are after-tax benefits. Thus, the Federal Government
has financed after-tax payments to the investor of about 140% of the project cost.
Yet. In effect, the private investor is merely a turnkey project organizer who is
required to hold the project only for a mnilnuni two-year period. For this he has.
however, in two years received about 140% of the project cost tax free. If 80%
of the cost were financed by a conventional mortgage. the after-tax rate of return
on the builder's equity is about 100% in each of the two years. If the private
investor were also the builder, he would have had a builder's profit in addition.

A CoMrAaIsox OF THE ANALYSis SUBMITTED BY SENAToR RoBERT KENNEDY WITH
THE ANALYSIS SUBMITTED DY THE DEPARTMENT OF TilE TREASt'Y

I. DIFFERENT RESULTS SIIOWN

At hearings before the Senate Finance Committee on S. 2100, Senator Kennedy
submitted a Menoran(ium analyzing

1. the estimated yields for owners of projects constructed under the bill
("certified projects"), as compared with the estimated yields to be realized
by investors constructing projects under the 221 (d) (3) "Below Market
Interest Rate" (BMIR) loan program or the rent supplement program. and

2. the comparative cost to the Federal Government of a certified project
as compared with the cost to the Government of a 221(d) (3) BMIR or rent
supplement project.

The Department of the Treasury has now submitted a Memorandum regarding
the bill which shows strikingly different results. In order to understand tile
difference in results between the two Memoranda it is first neces.'-ary to sum-
marize the conclusions reached in the Kennedy Supporting Memorandum.

.4. Rental Level, Intcrest and Real Estate Tax Subsidies
Under S. 2100, the rentals for a certified project are considerably below the

rentals that would be charged for a comparable ,121 (d) (3) BMIR or rent supple-
went project. It was estimated that on a typical certified project of 120 units
with an aggregate cost of $1,500,000 the aggregate rentals over 50 years
would be:

(1) $2,018,000 (approximately $28 per unit per month) lower than the
rpntals for units in a comparable project constructed under the 221(d) (3)
BMIR program.'

(2) $4,032,000 (approximately $56 per unit per month) lower than rentals
for units in a comparable project constructed under the rent supplement
program.8

S The memorandum submitted by the Senator is hereinafter referred to as the "Kennedy
Supporting Memorandum."

,The 221 (d)(3)'s units would have to be lowered to rentals achieved under the bill by
a supplement. Under the existing rent supplement program, 5% of all funds may be chan-
neled into 221 (d (3) projects.

' The rental figures for projects built under 221 (d) (3) BMIR and the rent supplement
programs were provided by the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
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To produce these low rentals under S. 2100 over a 50-year period-leaving aside
any tax incentives--would cost the Federal Government between $415,000, for
the certified project with no insured loan, to $1,327,000 for the certified project
with an 60% loan. Thus, for a typical project built under S. 2100, the 50-year
dollar saving over a comparable project built under the 2,21(d) (3) BMIR or
rent supplement programs would range from $691,000 to over $3,00,000.'

B. Tax liwentivea
It was pointed out In the Kennedy Supporting Memorandum that, under S.

2100, tile Federal Government Incurs an additional cost, above that incurred
with regard to the 221(d) (3) BMIR or rent supplement programs, as a result
of the tax Incentives granted to owners of certified projects. This additional cost
raises the owner's return on a certified project from the 3% provided directly
by rental income to a more adequate level, generally in the range of 12 to 20%.e
By contrast, the owner of a 221(d) (3) BMIR or rent supplement project iway
realize a yield of only 8 to 9%-a rate which has proved to be inadequate to
bring forth any substantial capital for the rebuilding of our urban ghettoes.

The yield to the owner of a certified project increases, and the cost to the
Federal Government in tax incentives decreases, when an early sale is made
to i home management corporation ("HMC"). Thus, the owner Is given an in-
centive to do what is best for the Government and what Is also best for the
residents of our center cities.

In the case of the typical certified project constructed with a 20r equity
Investment, It was estimated in the Kennedy Supporting Memorandum that the
additional tax cost over a 50-year period, as compared with the tax cost for a
221(d) (3) BMIR project, would range anywhere from $24,,000 to $603,000.
The comparable figures for a certified project constructed with a 100% equity
investment would range from between $640,000 to $2,127,000, but in regard to
such a project, a $912,000 subsidy on a low-interest mortgage would not be
Incurred.

The following table-
(1) sets forth, with regard to a typical S. 2100 project, the cost of the

interest and real estate tax subsidies necessary o reduce the rent levels and
the tax incentives granted to Increase the owner's yield, and

(2) compares these costs with the cost of achieving the same rent levels
for a 221(d) (3) BMIR or rent supplement project.

4 'ho hill achieves a greater reduction In rentals than the aggregate cost of interest and
real estate tax subsidies to the Federal Government because:

t a) the bill provides a 50-year term for amortization of the mortgage as against a
40-year term under 221 (d) (3) BMIR and rent supplements, and

(b) the interest rate on mortgages under the bill is 2% as against 3% under
221(d) (3) and at least 6% under the rent supplement program, and

(c) under the bill, the State and localities must provide at least 25% of the reduc-
tion In real estate taxes.

GThe Treasury estimates that the typical rate of return under the bill is from 17-20%
as compared to what It alleges to be the 10% typical yield on a corporate equity investment.
This additional yield Is necessary to attract large scale private investment into our slums.
In any event, it certainly does not constitute a "gold mine" or "windfall" return.



COMPARISON OF COST TO GOVERNMENT OVER 50 YEARSi

Certified project
20-percent equity investment 100-prcent equity nvWestment evertied pee preva saleOVNY to YOM' "Wr 50 Yoms

Private sales Private sales,Sale to HMC, Restoration of end of minimum Sale to HMC, Restoration of end of minimum 221(d2 years basiS, holdin period 2 years bass, holding period 0IR fies50 years over So; years 50 years ove 50 years pe t
Interest subsidy on loan to 1st holde................ .; 912,000 $912,000 $912,000 0 0 0 $ .000 0Rent supplement (to achieve for 221(dX3) BMIR) and rent 415,000 $415,supplement projects same rentals as are achieved under

S.2100....................................... 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2,018,000 $4,032,000Total without tax costs .......................... 1,327,000 1,327,000 1,327,000 415,000 415,000 415,000 2,477,000 4,032,000

Tax costs: = .
Credits -.

103,000 300,0N 3----- a-. 1----- 0 0
catin tax ain -- 4,000 39,000 211,000 '1,012,000 ' 1012,000 eo 018.000

0 '(42,000) '(106,000) 0 '(169,000) (169,000) '(147,000) 9(147.000)Total tax co ------------------------------ -119,00 447,00 474 5 000 1,143,000 1..M, 000 (129,000) (129,000)Total costs--------------------------------- 1,446,000 1,774,000 13801,000 926.000 1,155118000 2,413,000 2,348,000 3,903,000-I All figures not otherwise explained come from the Kennedy supporting memorandum. See the following tb:
2 See tho following table. 

O btYea:
Sale at end of year Presumed Presumed Recognized Capital Credit if 11 20.."...................................................... t-4o,000sws Pike Mertpe gain Oils tax real sale 21 to 30. .......................................................... 

54 000
s r ra it r s31 to 30--------------------------------------------------------- 

496:00020 ---- - -.--........- $1,230,000) $1,045,000 $185 $46250 $246)41to 50"----------- -------- ---------------------... 70 OW
10 - -- -------- 96,0 85.0 104,00 26,00 19,20 41 W to -------------------------------------------------- 

2.a 00
340 " 690,000 625,000 65,000 16.250 13,9800 Le:40 -__001 4,000 344.000 76,000 19,000 t into........................................ 

Kg2, o08,

Total_ ....... 
5760 Taxloses..... ~r~nlicm n.................................... ........... "k M5,ID1A d c r d i t ot a L t h o d e .... 2 , 0 0 3 . ...7 6 , .0 0 0 4 50, ae p I c e net ) ----------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- -- - - - - - ----- s o m

Addcreditto !st--o er.-- -----.- 
- 107, 500 57,600 Tax losses --------------------------------------

Total----.... ... ....- : 45,000 x,,te .. "-"]..-e"rc.--e................. )n o
Rounded to $108,000. 

"0
b Rounded to $103,000.



ISO* the floiowing table:
Depreciation Yers:

2 0 to ..."." ...................................................... $1,350,000
21 t 36--- --- --- ---- --- --- --- --- --- ---- --- --- --- --- -- 610,00037 to 4647 to 50 .........:.7...................... 0i o

*0
Lou : ToW ...--------------------------------------------------------- - - 2.5 000

Not operaing incom e ------------------------------------------------ 1,650,000
Tax loss

X rate (percent) 50oo.. .. .. ..° . . °° . .. o o oo.. .. o. ....... o50

Tax s ........................................................s a4,0
Is" the following table:

Depreciation years:
Ito 7 .................. " ............... ....................... $1,350,0008 o17 - - ----- -- ---------- ----- --- --- 1,161,00018 to 27 ........ ,1 , o
28 to 37 .891.000

38... ..... 620,000
48 to 50 .............. ............. ...... . 351,000

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 0Les a l ......... .............................................. . 4, 300

T xh m . . ...................... ...........oo......... o....... 2,2 ,0
Total ..fet per tin Incom e .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 350, 00
Tax losses--- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 2, 2300X r at s ( p e c e n t ) - - - - - - -...- - - - " - - - : -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --. . , o 2 , o o

Tax saving ........................................................ S1,011,500
Rounded to $1,012,000.

'See the following table:
Depreciation years:I to 10.. ..0to -20 ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --... ... ... ... .1 , 875

21 to30 . :393.225
31 to 40 --------------------------------- 330 41741 to50 .. ............... ....................................... 440 000

........................- 
- -170,000

TOWal - --Less: ---------------------------------------------- 1,835,517
Net operating income -----------------.-------------------------- 1,800, 000

Tax losses - - - - - - - - - - 5X tax rate (percent) -.... ------------------------------------. 35,517

Taxavlp-- --- --- --- --- --- --- ------------ 1 , 56
Tax sRn o ....................................................... .17,758

•Rounded to $18,000.

'See t* olown table:

Presumed s at Sal price M tgage g Cend e year pC taz

2 ........... $102000 $6.ooo52.000 465,000 o00 16.000
To-l ......................... 

42000

SSee the following:

Presmd Presumed Recned Capt Creditsals price mortgage aN Pus ta real sal

Sal at ead o
year-

7.........

2737 --.. ---..

Total ...... .........Add credit, 1st
IWWLIbtr

$1,311,000
1.041,000

870,000501,0W0

$1,095,000 216,000
817,000 224,000
70, 000 170, 000
435.000 66,000

Total-------------.----------------- -......... 3m ,000TOW. ...... .......................... ----- ------- 1. 5k00

56:000
42.500

16,5000

$301 000

moo ooo200,000

115, o00

Sea the following:

sawk at Old of Sale pfWO A i ~ed~ CIP" in~YeOr Sa tax

10O............o
20 ------------

30 --------. -.-

40 -- - - ---. -.---

$1, 230O 000950. 000
690,0000
420,000

$232,000123 (0
Wo, 000

170,000

$58, o0o31,000
15,000
42. 50

•146,,5W

• Rounded 
to St47,000.

Rounded to $147.000.

$M9,000837.000
630, 000
250.000
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The above table shows that in virtually all cases the coot to the Federal Govern-
ment of achieving the same rent levels Is lower uader S. 2100 than under the
"= 1(d (3) BMIR or rent supplement programs by an amount which ig greater
thia the added tax l nentives provided to the owner of an S. 21010 project. Thus.
It may be fairly batted that the aggregate co-at of producing a sprctltled rent level
project is lower under S. 2100 than uuder either of the oier two pr'ogrnnw.
31.iorover. the yields to owners of certified projects are aigntieantly higher than
under either of the other two programs. (E.g. 12%-20% as compared to 8-1%.)

C. Tr'asury AMalyo
In contrast to the above results, the Delartweut of the Treasury Memoraidlau

contends that :
( I ) In certain cases, the owuer's return with regard to a vertiled project

i not higuilivaiatly better than that achieved with regard to a Z1I(dj 13)
IIM1 or rent swilplenelt project. (Note Nihotld be taken. however. that the
Trewaury Memiorandum is not couistent and, in certain plces, the argu-
ment is made that the owner of a certitied proj-net realizes an astronmiu.cnl
yield A.famtapred to the owner of a typical housing project.)

(2) The aggregate atmt to the Federal Government 4f providing for the con-
strmtctiu..and oiwratiou of a certified project is substantially greater thau the
aggre.gate cost to the Government of providing for the coln-trutiou and otiprA-
tian of a 221 (d) (3) 11311 I or rent suplplement pnjeet.

Tlt. res.-ons for thci.e couaflicting r"tilts are hereinafter discussed.

It. uENRAL PI1I6A;.NTAT1VN OF TRIANUiT ANALYSIS

The Kenntedy Supporting Analysis estimated aggregate costs to be incurred by
the Federal Government under .. 2100 over the entire life of all the (ertified
projects which it is estimated may be censtructed under the legislation. &ach
one of the.se aggregate figures is tied to a aspeciflc -one building" exawlde wbich
nay be analyzed in detail.

In contrast, in the Treasury Memorandum, aggregate coat figures are given
wlt!out clearly relating them to a single building example. As a consequence, It is
IalMssible. on the basis of the information furnished, to check the accuracy of
certain questionable figures in the Treasury analysis.

The need for closely scrutinizing all figures and assumptions becomes more ap-
parent after certain computations in the Treasury Memorandum concerning yi(l
and per building costs are examined. For example, at one point, the Treasury
Memorandlum compares the 00-year tax cost to the government of a certifleul
project with the 00-year tax cost of a '221 (d) (3) BMIR project constructed under
existing laws. In this example, the Treasury Memorandum assumes, for the cer-
tified project, either a restoration of basis by a singis owner over 50 years, or
private sales over 50 years at the end of each owner's minimum holding period.

T'.%ew assumptions are clearly Justified since they are the courses which will
maximize the holder's return in the absence of a sale to a HMO. By contrast. in
computing the tax cost o the 221(d)(3) BMIR project, the Treasury Memo-
randum assumes that one person will bold the project over the entire ('O years.
This. of course, minlmines the tax cost to the Government ot the 221(d) (3)
BMIR project since only one dollar amount (the original Investment) is depre-
ciated. If the project were sold frequently, each invetment would produce addi-
tional depreciation.

The Treasury Memorandum'e "one owner" ainnpton for the 221(d) (3)
BMIR project Is unjustifiable. If one person held a project over 50 years, his
yield would be lower than 6%. On the other hand. if the project were sold every
ten years-as would be likely--at the prices used by the Treasury In Its yield
computations, the tax cost of the project would rise from *060,000 to about
$,000 or a difference of approximately 85%.

Moreover, at another point, the Treasury Memorandum gives a somewhat one-
sided estimate of the amount of Federal subsidy which a HMO will require In
order to enable It topurchase a certified project.

the Treasury Memorandum estimates this cost only in the ces In which the
original owner made a 100% equity Invetment. Elnce there Is no existing Gov-
emmnent-Insured mortg on the project In such a cm. the private loan that the
HMO will be required to make to finance the purchase, will be at Its maximum--
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as will the subiddy from the Government nectsary to enable the IIMC to meet
the payments on such a mortgage.0

By contrast, in the case in which the IMO purchase is made from an owner
who originally made only a 20% equity invstment, there will be no subsidy at
ll--or at mest only a nominal eubsdy.

IlL Muro or MZLaUaUtO TMXLD IN TUHi TUaSXUT ANALTasS

A. Yield WitAout S.Sa
In one strange set of computationo- -which the Treasury concedes "way be

questtoned"-The Treasury sets forth yield figures for the owners of =fl(d) (8)
BM I and rent supplement projects as high as the yield figures for the owners of
ctrtltltd project. Examination of the yields for non-ertifted projects reveals
that they were computed without regard to the price at which the owners of
such projects may eventually have to sell. Tbese computations may be likened to
a case in which an individual receives a $5 dividend each year over a 14) year
period on'a share of stock hrich he purchased for $100. The Treasury Memo-
randum would conclude that the individual's yield over this period is 5%. not-
withstanding the fact that, at the end'of the period, the iparket value of his share
of stock ay have fahvn to only $30.
R. Yilid WitA

In a se-ond MT.of computations which do assume sales, the Treasury analysis
comjlwres yield figures for t erd o projects with yields fur the
owners of =21(d) (8) and rent supplemeu rojecta. Out, again, the
yields for the owner non-iertifled projects ar rat through some unusual
calculations. Wih gard to =I1 (d) (3) BMIR projects t Treasury Meoran.
dum assumes t the sales price ihefo capital gains tax asessd) will be
su'icient to rn the builder's full I t ia 'estment. Altho h it uses these
Inflated sale prices In co , g yl ds for (d)(3 1 r the
Treasury morandum um amlee rices for rtifled proe on the con.
Nervatlve ils used I he Kenn NUp~ortlng imorandum, I.e.. price based
on the IIl coet oft(the land p! th e but an d 'tited on a
level ba over 00 yea Kennedy u tag M orandum
and the unexed schedules, a b ce tied prote t such a ile would
realse satisfactory yield. In a the b er a 221 d) (8) Br project,
even a this tlive pri ould reallen a w ret . His rdet at the
priceU lulsdInt sn A ly so ally Iw-low 6% It eems
smewt ludlero to In, e ich o Investor -ould be
willing pay. An yet thi pecli thes-l forth In th TreasuryMemor dua\ 1

Into Ingly en h. th sury emo does atate-ltb gh with-
out at ying any c und a re r of a 221(d) M 8) MIR
project ter seven will a y returns the n holding
period t the comparable owner o 8. 21 project system recurrent
credits an accelerated depree pe ode bushed & 2100 designed to
Maintain yields for haser* cri po oe eid
Similar hih icids cann maintal for p er* of (d)(3) BMIR
projects. Thb Invirtualya puree hrotof e a edproject will
ralixe a substa ally higher yield toan a comparable pure r of a 221(d) (8)
BMI project '

' It to not apoesble to the aseuracy of the T 's estimate even Is the Caseprveente..iBe ore a HUC an a a sheld t spthe building. It must inervse,Ut cents by 8%. PTh T ro w a Aure for th Increase whichappears qu te low. since thoe r's Memorandum sowhere obws the gross r metalsnome and eimae expense of the building upon which its example is based; there is no
way of checking the computation. •.Th Treasury Lemorandum cmputes yields difrslu from the Kea ney support.Ia Memorandum. Te Tmasery Memorandum discounts all future returns or tnveetmeut
at an arbitrary rat of 12% sad thee detormimes yields ftom the diaeame Asuree. Noexplanation for the, use, of a 12% bomunt rate is gives, is totstet, thoe KEgndy sup-Portiag Memorandum eomputeeds as the actual pese vate at which the presetvalue of all tuture reeipts WIll sal the amount o the owoer's Inventm t. It otherwords, the Kennedy Supprtn MemIum determlnes yields by calculating whatpercentage rturn on or s nvotment at regula Intervals would produce the samevomt t e anvesras t . atiUepated fttr"Je turas. This method does not ""tmi theuse or a _pdeternined dimout rate. The treasury method ia many la-tanwsM d tonarrow the dulerena betwum the hIer yMd oe ertilhd p eets and lower yieldsoa nl (d)(S) 199"M ps

5-100-4?----18.
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C. Windfall Yields
In one section of the Treamury Memorandum. an attemt in wade to dewon-

strate that the return under S4. 2100 is astronomical for an initial owner making
A 100% equity invetment and holding tl pno.rty for a .W-year pterloi, while
rontinually rwtoring its Iasl. The Treasury Analysis shows an aggregate protit
of $2.3;2,4.00 on an originll iin vest silent of tally $l.(',0.

(in £ir,4t glant'. it apltears that the owner han r .vived a windfall. But it n1u11t
Iw re ,aeul.red that the-* receipts are being realized gradually over to Ierlixd of
"0 year.. Even lit a savings batik, money doubles Itself over a jierlod of less than
2i) years. When the actual rate of return i computed in a regtoratlhi of misl,
.ituatioi. it iN found to lie 10% for lower. I'his is far les than the yield which
the Initial owner could have realized if he had uade an ilzunedlate sale to aIiM('.I

CERTIFIED PROJECT

lia percantl

20-ptetcerit lOGpeacent 221(dXI) SMIl
equity equity ot rent

supplement

Sale olter 2 years to HMC t | 5.12 .. 4
Sale 10 yeats of 7 years tor 1*-ptrcent equity investor to iiMC.. 12.5 13.1 i t?

Private sale At end .110 years (of 7 years lo; 100-porcent equity
investment) ..... 113, 12.7 11.2

Restoraion ol basis over 50 y"i ............... ......... ." 12.7 7.0 . .........

110 yearL,
'1 years.

D. Prirutc lortmayce and 'irld
hit several iistautos, the Treasury Mesorandiuam ilcates that tile initial

owner of a certified project would have a very high yield if ie tinaiced plart of
his cost by a private uavrtiragi' loan. itite any uich louts In treated as part of the
owner's equity for iiurosites of 2100, it would suipliosedly eiable him to aechleve
the highest credit and depr nation rates with a very low iommitmenit of personal
funds.

This proposition is founded on a series of very weak building blowks. To begin
with. it would be virtually impossible to obtain a private mortgage loan on asa
8. 21M) proJect without tile owner providing his pwrsonal eadorsesisent. No batik
or insurance company would be likely to make a nIonrtcourP mortgage lsan at is
6% or higher Interest rate on a project which-apart from the owner's tax say-
ing*-yields only three percent. Once the owner peronally siiAgns for the loan.
he has committed his own resources and the loan must be included within his
equity investment.

Once It is understood that ,oniveti tIonal inan.iting will neessitate prsmial
eldor'eusiient and liability, such seemingly start iu Treasury statements as "ii-
veslitioial finaicing iot only redules the risk but also increases the return oil tlhe
actual tquity" must be viewed as fallacious ouclus ions is.'d upon iiaccuralt,
aumptions. An investor who Is personally liable ol a private loan risks losing
the entire principal of the loan-not just the Interest ol it-and the more ain
investor borrows on his personal signature, the greater Is hil risk of loss.
R. Omieaions Rcgarding Yield

The Treasury Memorandum is further warred by statements which. perhaps
unintentionally, have a misleading effect. For example, the Treasury Memoran-

* At another point in its analysis, the Treasury Memorandum concede. that this decln.
Ing yield curve will arise. It fis to sgte however, that this curve given the owner the
motivation to make an ear le to a HXr and that n a sale rmults In a substatial
reduction In taux costs to theFederal Governo..

' At one point, the Treasury Memorandum mes to concede that this loan doe necwelttate
a commitment o personal resources. It notes that the argument cen be made ,with...some merit" that "peroolal liability oa tho, mortgg he the quivaltnt of a cash Invetmnt
since the ability to raise funds has been depleted to the extent of personal liabUity." 'Thi
Is followed, however, by a statement that despite this a Vrumest's merits 'It overlooks the
substantial benefits accruinl to the investors .... constitutlngj a fund to which the
lender can look for repayment. These benefits are not overlooked Is the Kennedy Supporting
Memorandum, but they are not raised to the status of constituting the sole basis on which
a mortgage would be granted.
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dum statt" that the after tax yield to) the owner of a tax free municipal ind.-
as eontrasted with the owner of a certifed projw.t--iP the same for an individual
in a 30)% tax bracket a' for an Individual In a 709/t tax bracket. Literally. of
.ollrs'l this is true. but as a realistic appraisal, it Is clear that the benefits from

a tax exempt bod are far greater to the Individual in the 70% tax bracker. In
,sort. the depreliation lriv ilona of 8. 21(0. like any deduction or tax free gain.
lbrivide a fur greater incentive to an upis'r bracket taxpayer than to a iower
bracket taxpayer.

Again, the Treasury Memorandtiui states that the Itital rettiru fAr art ownerr
with a 14)% eqtity inveott ent in over five times as great its tlwt fer a :0,% in.
vector. This is. of 'ouirs, true. but since the later owner is lnaking a 5 times
grta-ter investment, his net lie ertagp yield is only slightly higher.

IV. 3ICAL'k RIL NT OP'S. 2 100's COT TO TilE FEDERAL tOVIINNMINT AS CO+I'PAXI WITI[
TEHE Itt)(J) lU3llM AND KENT UtI'IL.ICNT PUMIIIAM3t

.1. keul E,,ItIe 'a Xubidy
Tite Treastry 3leliortndunai a lljrently asu we that 1he hit'.l reaul e'lIltat taxem

suihe.hliz'd under tie bill i ll i10l8ill II 11' tiu ilit to) abllitt lt 2'". tit the eritiinul
1-t14 . t the lir, JKrty. By t. tl'trt. eatrliler IN';art ei't at 4 littsilg undtnl 'rb:ilo D)e-
velwinelt llellierstllit eincerahig S. 21(X) estiniated oonil tax.-,. at 14', of gro+%q
rental ilct'ue. It Is tlltilt to see how real estate taxes could bear any sort of a
em'stant rt-lationship to tile orijginial st of the project as the Ik-Iartment of
'Treasury has hylwthesized. Clearly the irojtect's value will decline as the building
Kits older and the dhecline Inll aue will be taken into account by loei taxingx
authorities. It Is normal to assuiw3 that local property taxes will Iaear a relation-
ship to gross rental ineoule which, for a low rental project, may le in the area of
14' toe 1811r. 4)ne this Iercentge of irross' rentul is substituttd for the Treasury
M'nmorandum's constant percentages of cot, the rio-year revenue loss to the Fed-
erll G(verinmeut decreases substantially.
It. Intercut Subsidy

In eiviputlug tire tost of mortgaim ltbels under 8. 2100. the Treasury Mea.
oranduw issues an interest sublidy of 31i % based on the different* between a
5'/4 government borrowing rate iius a loss reserve on one hand. and a 2%
lending rate to the owner of a certified project on the other hand. In contrat.
when the Treasury Memorandum deals with the hybpotletical cost to the Federal
government of buying the project, it aslllmes a 4 % borrowing rate. (Table 1)
There Is no explauation given for this change in rates.

Andt it should be wade clear that any change In Government borrowing rates
which affects certified projects under 8 2100 will also affe t 221 (d) t3) BMIR
and rent supplement projects. It the Interest subsidy goes up under 8. 2100, It
must go up commensurately for a 22=(d) (3) BUIl project. Moreover. If the
(overnment borrowing rate should begin to Increase, the Interest rate to the
private builder of a rent supplement project wII increase even fa-ter. To the
extent that the private borrowing rate Increases, the rentals to be subsidized by
theq rent supplement program will constantly outstrip the increased cost of (o-
ernment borrowing.

Again, the Treasury Memorandum states that the per unit rentals achieved
under 8. 2100 are $30 a month "lower." By lower, In this context, the Treasury
aililaMrently means lower than the rental on units in a 221(d) (3) BM111 project,
sin(*e the $:0 Is approximately the gap which the Department of Housing and
Urban )evelopnent referred to in Its earlier memoranda. In the same paragraph,
the Treasury Memorandum estimates aggregate interest subsidy cost to the led-
eral Government In regard to the certified project. What ls not made clear Is
that in order to britg the rent differential down to only $30. under the 221 (d) (3)
lMII program, the Federal Government has already incurred a substantial part
of the Interest subsidy cost which would be Incurred In financing a certified
project. Nor is It mentioned that the gap In per month rental Is far higher (i.e.,
about $CA per month) under the rent suppemat program where there Is no
Interest subsidy.

V. MKAUSCMKr ' Or AUT

In terms of measuring the absolute cost of a cerified project (as oppposed to
its comparative cost in relation to a 221 (d) (8) BMIR or rent supplement
project) certain factors disregarded by the Treasury Memorandum became
Important. For example,
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(A) The' Treasury Memorandum trftte am an ulsuiute taex uiat t amun t
deterlued by multiplying the owtr's marginal tax rate by ti full umsnu t
414 deli riaton taken tin the v'rtited projett. This amiount is treated ais a umuh-
sidy to the extent that it excetta the omlwrabile figure, for a naoturtllei prJri-4t.
but, in fac, the only net cost to the Federal Uove'rnllent frum the uIe'puislition

ethiuttiow is the tax saving reealiesl by th. owuer when lie apples hi. tax lo"'t.
troil ihe project aUainlat hi other income. The 4-ut Is, in Phort, Ihe' owner's tax
rate 41 fthe cve-,t of the delret'li'itll deductlionis over the lot olerting invile
I'rcuiu ,ed by the building. To the extet' that the owner offsets the delpreviution
dedcltiontis aIgoiut ihe et ol rating laolnie arising fron ftie pr "jet, there Is no
vit 41 t Ie ' Federal Go.vernment. ile, in Ihe abiwtve of 14.4 '10, the project would
Ialve never IktV11 constructed in the first lulave.

It ih 'rl'e 'IN'n'.gry hliiilraniliini ailmo ilte Iii mile pluivi"4 (Jilmt Ilitf others)
that whenl S. 21MK) re .us ihe lscptalil gains tax imule tn fJli .Qile of a tv'rtilied
lpro.oit o,-low the amount myable uder existilag rules. a trther tiax io.t b
ic'trred by the ltelieral (ovi-rlmllt. But shie thea n l sviiws rll 414'jlfllrlI..
ItitII' halre'.adln y ie'll 4'harge l as a reveim.e liss it is fuellielmun to) Ilierptc' this
t-4'4 bly aeliluag tO It tile (t8l4l0l11 galIns not mid. The Treiistiry MeeIloriluaiulli'
vibuitlll illn be' likentln 141 te' vase 4f a l'ruon whomi itieiai $141 far a jurolli|,ie
tit lie will be repaid $5 in a year and thln t-eIitIlitl thait lie hnie suffered it
*.l h4ui wIetn the lirriwer renwues tull Iils romunlse. 'le-arly. I -le.dhr hIaes ilt
ollt-o1f-pi1ket los of only $l(--Iot $1.1.

(') In vompt' .ting atgri-t'zte tax iist. lie Trea'ury Me kortl neuuiiil exj.io'i ll$
nfups it) tlke intlo arteouillt the atlditilall UialX iNvi-lel that the l'eded'rl (1ov-
erlinielt will realile on lIe i houie geiteratiAti by tile viostrut.in of the urcje.t.
T'lm 3ii is r-jewt ion of th ll ltitulier effl t which Ikoth Ihis Atlalist ilrotitlit and
te previoa,4 Admilu rattionl1 took Intlo oeccu utt wihiien oullelting the iefit%'t oft thei
original ielveteiiet credit aud flip rw rwuritioi of the illVestllent l it. t4e.
e.g.. II.R. Rep. No. 181. 90th Colg.. 1st Se"4Aon (lihtI)-'l. t'ode C eiig. aI
Adilniiistrstitl News, p. 1073 (IIN1) ; Textiiou.y of Seteretary )illon, Ilearings
ihu,'tcre t1e, 84-'ll11te Filiutiui' CUlitte'e' nii tihe Ite.veniule At of 19N62, ilop. 373-711
(1I112).) Niorn'over, the jIrilitary re ml )l given for Ignorlling the utiltilUdier effivt
Ie that the Fiulted 14tate's tsonomhny will e at full eulunient "over the netr til-
tin'P." We would xtigget4 that the TrI-auury I elh'rlltient lm'rtt with somitije care
n°rent utulilieume niade liy the I),,lmrtnie'nt ot l.alNlr (oflcrllhlg uiipl(o1itlif In
urlun poverty agrees. The (vuebiilion of that elmeprtle'nt Is that the uiuie'nploy-

lent irolel In getting worse. There Is no indieathlm that this nation'& unem-
it.lynnt pelilean will he eliminated in the near or distant future.

As a morcondldrly reais)n for rJeetitilg the miultiplicr, the T'easury Memnrnullalul
starte- that any type of Fedenrl rm)graua would have the aa1ine multiplier ilts

. 2100 ueo thtrr is no reason to attai.h a niultiplier to that bill. Obviously, any
fi9r housing lIwogrnn calling twr nilmoximately $4 billion In new Investmnent fin

jioverty area housing will have the ame multilder effe'et. Bit the Kennedy Iup.-
porting Memorandum did not use the multildler in dlmiaueig comparative coibsts
to the Federal Government. It utilild it only when dealing with ebmalue (4tc.
Thuq. when the Treasury dl.uuws'en the absolute cost to the Federal Governieit
of . 2100. It should take the multiplier Into avrount-aa it has when supporting
the adoption of other incentive legislation.

I D) In computing aggregate oet. the Treasury Memorandum implles that
aggregate costs over the long term can be grounded on an analysis of costs over
the first six years. Thin implication Is minsleading. Costs would of course' be high
during the k1rqt ix years since the major credits provided ihy H. 2100 would all
be utillised dlutring this period. depreclation de'duetion would be at their Imluek.
and the interest subsidy would be at its highest because the maximum antvmnits
of mortgage Joans would be outstanding. After mix years, the costs of t. 21(10
would fall off. This decline In coat Is not clearly uet forth in the Treai'ury
Memorandum.

VL D1r Ad, AGAOT2S EQUITY FINANCING

At one point, the Treasury Memorandum points out that the cost of obtaining
equity capital under S. 2100 Is concededly 12% to 20%. This return is being pro-
vided by the Government through tax incentives. In contrast, the Memorandum
notes. debt financing traditionally costa only 4% to 6%. To it not cheaper, the
Treasury Memorandum asks to rely upon debt financing?

If the Treasury it talkMg about debt financing undertaken by the Federal
Government the proceeds o which are used to finance, public housing, then a
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qu"tt'l.i (It asocal rN'll"Y 10 ruilwd. Do we desire further loubilc lae'u"Ieiti lit fli
gIiette. sirewli, or, for flit,, first linac. tire we m-t-king wajor voiastriletill iteirt"e by

cc ivil enterprise? A fundliwtill lirtenaise ulkill wili1 S4. *,14Mb re~'. Is 111b11It i i
th-Arile to lorloikte private emistnato it ite glit'tto irelam 11114to I'iItlliteo
o-e11'ict stil tls by flit piats. townemi to) flipr tooietilt of thfliuid4og1. 31ireter, If
Wii11 i IlitlM 1811l tit Fed4erili tator1ig luoijey exists ite11 shotrt-run tlet'i It
woulld stwaain nev.-sairy tio jNty higher IlfrUnit estie i order it) iditta ft- nrid4-d
jorivi cIv iitl fo Ar ft- e biiiing oft tour urinam gbett I *A.

VIL. '1 1h FXA%11P0. 1KiINTIIJI SE NATRtI WILIIAhi AT lilt*. Ji IFARI6

At ft- aurliig-, Seieltor WIillia~7 inil an flit Titt'iry Ihepfl rtmn iitii lilized it
uxame tok'I. shinv %vlost flt,- rt-eteE. eti-A-4 n'a li oo11 1.ii it liitilit e-ase imider

S. 211M. ('ertlii re.alrvittimis %ere rile att thiplutt the tainmansiic4 tif v.iiritis~.
rweti.aa1otit of . 2144 Itl im owr~lclyv tubimal td. Although mianasc oft thle it-4-lacaiefl 1 Ii.. s
raked sit thiat flint, l%,re hast'dvi en rrimeti.' issumpmiiis. muanyV of fht viiveal
jprolioi.'aaa.. dteelt--44 by 1Seticittir Wiliiaim diii exist an IHit %%t li ellpful to have t' 1ia

Modae'.hcth .S4iiatoir Sjnilberie anmd I had cilse. finmut these fliaws. However. mtidt
%%t NOd hli rtietel it series- tiftvorreti lvP iutel Iititoeinr cegnals ta hemIa.

Tiaev'e land~t~itiii 1114 1t-4i itititimiial it hay ti'stion~fy INfore the 4'.'.i,lftee
imirlier that dhay aned huad also44 lw,'ua Igtrotmti lit the Seniate. Thaey--

1. elarilled that it vailtial. giims tax Is altcuya jInyaabie til ai rtsturatiiiu of

2.. Clarified thbat i a 'iiail gitin foirgivenesst etitld be nehleredl onzly If tlip
seller of At lprijeo't iavvtd In thle vibistriiet.in td a new liaw-vo-tt lihicacg
loroe. rather than lea aia existing building ; aind

3s. slitiilte' that 111e lorie sit wilite IIC iaht purchase flit ertilled
Iproiji-vt wtiiitl tilj~istny devilije, til a level linaos i 11 the project aged. midu
iomild be the saim11 deliming jorie e 14gcirlreits of thle prior owner's t'aiiity

It seems tioitisit to irilong thle debate over tilt- flawst which did wit so to) the
tusalimnise ofrw* i the bIll aiad which were corrorted prior to the thawe tt which
tiey beerinie the focall itilit oIf Comaiaitve debate. At thle Millie1 tilit.', 8a'umatr
WIillimus' e'ffcort, in cie1414'tlg fle" see1tokeaiii thie hill should be rteognized as a
deililtle conatribtioni to thce hierfetction ocf a smuoothly1 working bill.

Thle t.estiiaioiay at the Ilcearluga before the Senate 1'litance Commtittee from
in1i4ilt 414oilalixt. ieiveottieut, banukerst. taxl exlwrtg. builders busin.muem. amid
replrtlitlntative of thle ttrbain *Ksr show that Ki 2100) wasa Iitigicul and4 u'ffldt'it
aipproiach to the' problem o~f liirvdig adequiate nooele Incomae houinig for tile
resilent, of Our Center CIticus. It wits the feeling of all of tilt** witnVIsues that
lI I time for our bedleral (Iovernwcaat to break with the status quo built on Wld
waicthwoits aud loaus and to piniliie new solutions to suff t the pre*ing prub-
kns of today.

l itirtl we beleve that 14. 20100 rt.'presenls a feasible solution to thip urban
houipoblein faceed by this nation. it there are doawn In It. however, we wel.
t'0uie constructive stiggeatione. If there are wayd to Implrove the bill and achieve
the gtntii of rebuildig our supply of housing wore ellcienutly acnd effectively, we
think thant they should be pid t fuward uow. Uuir aim hats beeu to stimaulate linagi-
natiVe a11al Iccaaneduste seelutionus1 for our urban inrolews, folt the crisis of otcr eitiei
will not wait.

Mr. ZiwjGLR One further statement. Under the bill as submitted,
and even mor0le clearly under the amendments, nobody would get a tax
credit, an extra, tax incentive, just by selling it to his brother, trading
it back and forth every couple of years. Nobody can say, "I am selling
to niywlf" and all of a sudden getf a tax-free sale. This; is; cear under
thle l~ill as submitted. If it is not, I am confident that an amendment
will bes1u1)mitted makin it even more clear.

One further point. here has been a good deal of talk about how a
mann can rekt4)re. his l)Rsi$ If A man wants to restore his basis at thle
end of his holding period he has to pay a capital rains tax just as if
he sold it to a stranger. So the result is8 really no different, than if the
bWilder had sold thep proect to stranger at that point. Thle, whole point
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of the provision was to allow the same tax results to be achieved but to
allow continuity in management.

Thank you.
Senator TLxmXr. Thank you very much, Mr. Ziegler.
Thank you Mr. Secretary.
Mr. Bmtm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALMUmE. The next witness is the distinguished mayor

of the city of Atlanta, Ivan Allen Jr.
It is a pleasure to welcome a friend and constituent to the commit.

tee. Atlanta haspioneered in housing and is still doing an outstand-
ing job. We are delighted to have you before us, Mr. Mayor, and you
may proceed as you see fit.

STA E OF MAYOR IVAN ALLEN, JR., CITY OF ATLANTA, GA.

Mayor ALLEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and distin-
guished members of the Senate Finance Committee.

I am gr fateful for the opportunity to present my views to you today
on the bills introduced by ,% nator ]ennedy of New York anti Senators
Silathers and Pearson which seek to encourage investment by private
enterprise in the development of housing and industrial opportunities
in urban poverty areas.

It is especially ' pleasing to me that I can appear at this time as
the chief elected oflivial of a great Southern city Which has consistently
made a determined effort to utilize Federal programs of national
import in the past for the purpose of eliminating shameful urban
slums and providing a decent environment for all our people to live
and be gain filly and aequately employed.

May I specifically bring to your attention Atlanta's two major
efforts along these lines.

First, in the mid 1930's the city of Atlanta successfully completed
the first public housing uits in this country, the Techwood Homes.

Since that time we have continued, out of recognized necessity to
build additional public housing so that today nearly 10,000 units pro-
vide decent, comfortable, and safe housing to 40,000 citizens at rents
thel can afford to pay. Eight percent of the population in the corporate
limits of Atlanta now live in public housing.

In addition to taking major advantage of the federally assisted
housing programs passed by the Congress to help cities meet this vital
need, as early as 1956 we also began to make plans for the full utiliza-
tion of urban renewal legislation in our efforts to eliminate slums and
improve the lives of those persons trapped in them.

To date, we have cleared more than 3,000 acres of intolerable slims,
revitalized large sections of the community and I can say without
hesitation, carried out forceful and successful programs of both public
housing and urban renewal.

Senator TALXz. Will you yield at that point? I can certainly
vouch for the statement you have just made. I have seen some slums
in the heart of the city, particularly that have been cleared out, as you
know, within the last several years the skyline of Atlanta has com-
pletely changed and it is a dynamic growing area that just a few short
years ago was slums. I congratulate you.
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Mayor ALux. Thank you, Senator. I am glad to have those nice
words from you. .

To those men of vision and courage in this body who conceived and
who have supported continuation and improvement of these progranis
over the years go the blessings and thanks of many thousands of less
fortunate citizens of my cty and many millions throughout our
Nation.

In Spite of the best efforts of my city and the Federal establishments
and all that has been done in the past, we are still confronted with
depressing slum conditions on a large scale in Atlanta. So is nearly
every other major city of America.

As we have moved forward in public housing and urban renewal,
the continuing mass migration of untrained, uneducated, rural poor to
the cities, automation, and the establishment of higher and better
standards of minimum living conditions have raced aIead of our best
efforts in slum removal. Realistically, while we have moved forward
oJii step, we have slipped back in many instances two steps.

The tragic conditions of the American summer should be evidence
enough that we must do more than we have ever done before and that
we have to incorporate all resources available in the private coin-
munity to share in this task.

Probably for the first time in our history, the private sector of
American free enterprise has developed a deep and acute social con-
sciousness. The vast resources of brain power, energy and corporate
wealth are now available to help in the task of rebuilding our cities
and eliminating the slums.

There is no physical task which the American free enterprise system
cannot overcome when there is a reasonable profit motive involved.
The Government should recognize this motive and utilize tax exemp-
tions and depreciation allowances to the fullest in order to put the free
enterprise to work saving our cities.

Senator TALMADz. I share your view and I think it is your view
thatprivate enterprise with the proper incentive and encouragement
can do a better job of providing adequate housing than the Govern-
ment can. Is that your thesis I

Mayor Au w. I think that it can certainly materially step up the
present efforts that we are making. The limitations of these efforts
mean they are not going to solve the problem quickly enough which
demands that we brinFg into the forefront of the war against poverty
other able segments of the community-primarily the roe enterprise
system.

Senator TALKADzO. There is a further point that if it is built by
private enterprise it will pay ad valorem taxes to the city, will it not?

Mayor ,kLm-c These bills, Senator, provide for a dimunition in the
amount of taxes that are paid at a local level because this Is one of the
things that increases rent. But it provides for a rebate to the cities
through the Federal Government program and also for the State and
the Federal Government to make up additional sources of income at
the tax level in case-

Senator TALMADOL They would make some contribution.
Mayor Auzw. Yes, sir; it would make some contribution.
Senator TALADOZ. One of the big problems now in city government

as I understand it is the limited source of revenue und the increased and
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growing demand for services. So you have a vastly ctmpresl.ed tax
1Se. Is that not trueI
Mayor Alr.uv. That is quite correct.
Senator T ,vtU. Would this not make a greater count ribut ion to

your revenue to encourage private enterprise to build the iouliiig fa-
cilities than if you have (o1vel'lllellt t)lietl ald operated Ionlies?

Atyo)r ALLEN. I think it would make a wmiterial increase, in invonue;
yt, sir.

Senator TAt.U01. Thank you sir.
Mayor ALu.. Last year our city planning department lresenttl to

tue figures froin a stuty on housing re.sollre needs in Atlanta. 'I'lis
study showed a critical need for su hstantial new low- and intoderate-
inicon1e housing units to lhouSO families being dis)lced 1)3' ViousiU
governntental and private improvements.

We called the builders, bankers, develope'1s, amd civic leaders to-
gether at city hall, along with hwal and Federal GloVenime'llmit i1omsiing
experts aid political leaders and lamlitteld it crash effort to build 91,8t)1
new low-income units by the end of 1)68 and 16,8(H) units ini a 5-year
period.

T'lie expressions of support and cooperation fromt all segtients of the
business community were terrific. Our program )rohuced some quick
anid potsitive results in the ntolerate-incoie sector. Sot11 progress has
been inimde by the Atlanta Housing Authority and private develop jes
in the turnkey construction of public housing for low-income families.

However, virtually all attempts by private interests in the develop-
meat of private market housing have mnet with totally negative results.

Necessary bwldns requirements and land costs in central cities make
it impossible for private enterprise to develop low-income housing in
America today.

I am convinced that the answer to this problem will provide the keys
to decent housing for millions of deserving citizens in this country. .And
it is for this reason that I heartily endorse the concept embodied in the
two bills under consideration.

I am further convinced that once the profit motive of the free enter-
prise system is injected into the low-income housing program, we can
accomplish feats in Atlanta which would take us years to accomplish
utilizing only the previously established avenues of governmental
assistance.

It also is a source of gratification to me to report to you that. during
the summer just past my city was selected by a great national cor-
poration, the Celotex Corp., as the site of this company's entrance irno
the field of developing low, and moderate-income housing.

The Celotex Corp., out of a comIpetition of seven excellent proposals,
was awarded the contract to develop 208 housing units in one of our
urban renewal projects.

The main motivation for entry into the local housing field of cor.
portions like U.S. Gypsum and Celotex has not been as a result of any
anticipation of profit or as a result of any tax incentives but because
of the great possibilities which exist for finding new markets for build-
ing materials which these companies produce. Nevertheless, it demon-
strates a high sense of social responsibility on the part of a large
private enterprise.
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Also alona this encouraging line has been the activity of U.S.
Gypsum in New York and other cities.

Senator Kennedy's bills provide for special tax assistace and al-
lowances for work where it is needed most-in the slums of our cities.
They further provide for these special allowances to be used in those
fields in the slums where most nteded-housing and employment.

ihose of us wio live cloAst to these problems have long recognized
that America iiust put a nlinimunl house over every citizen ll this
country. Our program in Atlanta calls for 9,800 new low-income hious-
ig unis during the next 2 years. The success in reaching our ob-

jectives can be materially improved with the approval by you of ad-
dit ional tools of this type.

relative , productive prograulls such as tilose propod in these bills
are probably the least expensive but most 1)sitive way that the
Federal (overnment (*ill provide help to our cities in their light for
survival over the slhinis.

(Ientlemen, 1 hope that you will give tiese bills your favorable conl-
siderationU.

'Ihank you very much.
Senator 'l'.Tsmtmiuu:. Thank you, Mayor Allen. I congratulate yo oil

your statement.
Art, there any quest ions
Senator KE.NN .t.Just a couple of quest ions.
Wlhat is the shortage in Atlnta at the moment as far as low-incoene

housing units are concerned ?
Mayor ALmN.F. We have 17000 units that have been declared under

city zoning requirements and code enforcement as actually unfit for
human habitation in which people are still living. We art trying to en-
force the code and trying to move them out of them. We have 17,000
units that are really not fit for people to live in. We have an additional
6,000 or 7,000 units that are badly in need of repair. This is far be.
vond the yearly capabilities of replacement that we have been going
through.

Senator K.NNr.Dr. How much public housing do you have I
Mayor Amz, N. We actually have 9,000 units in operation now and

an additional amunomt being built that will bring it up to around 10,000
units.

Senator KZ.NNWY. Whatever the prospects are in Atlanta, it does not
seem to me that there are any Federal programs at the moment which
can deal in a major way with the problem you have.

Mayor AusxN. With the crash program that we are in to build these
17000 units it appears to me that with all the figures that can be put
behind it and with the great assistance that we are getting .from
HUD in public housing, turnkey jobs, low-income housing units, it
probably is only going to fill 50 percent of the need during dtat 5-year
period and we are not taking into consideration the 187,000 other
housing units in the city that are det.rioratin at an annual rate, let
us say, of 2 percent a year and that is an additional 3,000 units that
will go out of existence.

Senator KZNNZDY. Is the situation getting more serious I
Mayor Au"r. I think, based on tlhe standards of today which are

higher than they were 5 years ago and much higher than they were 10
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years ago and with increasingly higher standards coming, that we are
actually slipping behind faster than we are catching up.

$enator K EXNF:fr. Thank you very much. 3ayor Allen.
Mayor AI.,:x. Thank you, Senator.
Senator 'A.XALWE. The next. witness is MJr. J. Stanley Purnel. I-

dent and chairman of the board of Action-Hlousing, Pitt%hurgh, Pa.
You ma y proceed as you Ae fit.
We will insert your stateiiient in the record ill full and if you wish to

highlight it youmtay do so or proceed as you see lit.

STATEMENT OF L STANLEY PURNELI, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
AND PRESIDENT, ACTION-HOUSING, INC.

Mr. PURNIt:LL. Mr. ('hairmn.n my name i- .1. Stanley lurnell. In
business life I ain assistant to the pres.idetit of T. Mellon & Soins, ill
Pittsburgh, and I also alirtiCi pate activelv in civic affairs. In addition
to being chairinan of the ioard and president of Action-Ilousing, Inc..
a private, nonprofit civic organization actively engaged in the housing
field, I am on the executive committee of the Allegheny Conference
on Community Develo nent, tile Pittsburgh Regional Planning As.o-
ciation, tile Nationlal Urban America, Inc., the Pittsburgh area's re-

gional industrial development corporation, and chairman of the batrd
of the housing agency of the Commonwealth of Peinsylvania. I am
also secretary of the united Fund of Allegheny County, chairman of
the United Health Foundation, and a vice president of the mayor's
committee on human resources, the antipoverty organization in Pitts-
burgh.

Accompanying me are the executive director of Action-Housing,
Bernard E. o1shbough, and Seymour Baskin, our general counsel,
both of whom are considered authorities on housing. With your per-
mission, they will be glad to participate in the question-and-answer
period.

It is a pleasure to accept Senator Kennedy's invitation to me to ap-
pear before the committee to tell about Action-lousing's experience
!n providing new and rehabilitated housing for families of moderate
income in the Pittsburgh area; the broad support our organization has
received front the private sector in Pittsburgh; our plans for large-
scale rehabilitation of old housing in our aging neighborhoods: and
to provide whatever experience we can to assist you in your considera-
tion of bill S. 2100 now before you.

My statement will relate only to S. 2100-the proposed Urban 1bous.
ing Development Act of 1967. It is beyond our competency to testify
on S. 2088-the Urban Employment Opportunities Development Act
of 1967.

Our impression of the S. 2100 bill is that its aim is twofold: First, to
induce large corporations to invest in housing; second, to provide
lower cost housing for the lower, but still not the lowest, income fami-
lies in poverty areas.

We are of the opinion that the bill has been the result of thoroughly
conducted research and that highly professional skills have been
brought to bear in its preparation. In other words, it is an excellent
job of drafting.
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In addition to our new housing program, Action-Housing has re-
cunt ly completed a 221 ( d) (3) demonstrate ion prognim of reliabilittting
it group of 2 de~erionited but basically sound t0-year-ohl houses in a
lesinmaited poverty areai in Pittsburgh. Our testimony on .. .2100 will
Ie Ictd, in large part,. on that exlwricnce which, in turn, has led to a
Ijroj lst.l for the establishnesit of it litnited-prolit nuking on'orlrt ion
to be funded and operated by a number of private companies. This cor.
I)mi'tion would undlertake housing relhab ilitition oi a misajor scale
through an organization kiown us AlllC(O-the Allegheny Ilousing
ha abilitat ion Corp.

AIII('O UM MAHIIZATItON

This proposal recoimends tile formation of a new coi'l)oratioll,
capitalize tit $3 million to $4 million? to engage in the rtvliabilitatio1
of structurally sound but deteriorating housing in the Pittsburgl
metrolx)litan area on a l)rolit-motivated basis, in cooperation with
the local, State, and Federal agencies.

T lle. ittSburth. d tlensonlstratiol by the proposed Alleghensy 1[ouniii
Rehabilitation forp. would, when experience has proven it successful,
constitute a prototype which could be repeated in many cities through-
out tie Nat ion.

Participating companies would commit to purchase common stock
or debentures. Policy will be established by a board of their selection.
Professional staff and management personnel will be provided by the
newly created company (AJIRCO).

To date we have written commitments from 14 major corporations
for more than $1 million.of equity investment and loan participation
in the proposed corporation. We anticipate at least an equal amount
from other corporations within the next few weeks and ultimate
attainment of our goal of $3,100,000. The companies which so far have
agreed in writing to participate when the corporation is established
are: Aluminum Co. of America; Blaw-Knox Co.; Crane Co., Drvo
Corp.; Duquesne Light Co.; Jones & lAughlin Steel Corp.; Koppers
Co., Inc.; Liminbch Co.; Peoples Natural Gas Co.; PPG Industries,
Rockwell Manufacturing Co.; United States Steel Corp.; Westing-
house Electric Corp.

Our experience in developing the AHRCO proposal suggests that
private enterprise, is willing but cautious in becoming involved in
this type of activity. The private sector is cautious because this is an
activity not directly related to its regular course of business. It in-
voles a financial relationship generally beyond tie private enterprise
purpose for being; that of making a profit. The private sector is con-
cerned with the nature and scope of involvement with government,
labor, and race, as these affect its ability to perform in this field
efficiently and effectively. It is also concerned with the lack of man-
power sufficiently qualified in the complexities of housing rehabilita-
tion to bring about a successful end product for the consumer.

In reviewing S. 2100, we can summarize our comments generally in
two classifications: those elements which might seem attractive to ri-
vate enterprise, and those factors which might cause concern within
the private sector.

On the favorable side, there are at least three major plusses:
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(1) The objectives of S. 2100 of providing housing for lower
income families, tud the mechanics prescribed to achieve these
objectives, are good, if economically feasible within the fraime-
work of the national economy. I refer to 2-percent mnortgage
money; 50-year term and tax abatement.
(2) S. 2100 presumes profits motivation for the producer-at

prinme requisite to attract private enterprise.
(3) Tax incentives generally appeal to the private sector.

S. 2100 encountges laire corporate etitites to enter the housing field
on a major scale. Thus, it' could increase housing supply for low. and
moderate-incone fainiliem. If its objectives are successfully reached,
S. 2104 could effect a najor change in the swial and rconorac environ-
ments of our urban centers. Consequently, it could provide great bene-
fits to the people living in citieS which, incidentally, would also assist
the business community generally.

I however. t Itere are some concerns and question is relatiiig to S. 2100:
(1) We Wlie'e that a ijor industry is not anxious to hold

for long-terni investment Iurposes th le t pW of reaI estate develop -
nient anticipated in this bill. A freeze'of such investment loIs
in the inv-estor and removes flexibility.

(2) P~rivate en terprise would also b ew concerned with nanage-
nment of such p~rolerties, since this will atffect the ultimate rl,-
turn and disposition potential. In my belief, large corporations
are not now prepared to involve themselves in the field of hous-
ing operation and nianagenuent for low- and moderate-income
families. This smacks of the unpopular connotation of "company
housing.",

(3) Practical problems relating to public relations may also
provide resistance to involvement by the private sector.

(4) The tax inducements proposed provide a possible, but not
certain, profit result. The tax benefits depend upon circumstance
which may or may not be achieved or achievable after the in-
vestor has made a substantial equity investment. It *hoid be
noted here that the AHRCO proposal requires an equity in. vst.
ment for working capital, to be turned over in production,
opposed to S. 2100's required equity investment in real estat.4
for a 10-year period.

(5) Restriction to urban poverty areas, with no exceptions, is
too rigid. There are pockets of poverty in many otherwise sub-
stantial neighborhoods.

(6) The provision for tax abatement is an economic recogni.
tion of a major stumbling block in providing low-ost housing,
both new and rehabilitated. However, and without discussing its
other merits or deficiencies, most States, Pennsylvania included,
do not constitutionally permit tax abstement. As far as we are
able to determine, tax abatement for certain types of housing
is constitutionally permitted in New York, New Jersey, Mis.
souri. and Wisconsin. There is also some question as to the
practicality of local, State, and Federal relationships; also of the
procedure for the reimbursement of abated taxes from excess
tenant income.
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(7) There i% t lie quest ion of whet her big corl )rate ent it ies can
be induced to become involved, in a major way, in a new produc.
tion activity designed to serve a social need.
(8) This proposal promises, but does not assure, a profit. It

provides market insurance against operating los.-s, but none
against equity lowes.

(9) '1he retqirenient that tire "iujilder-wner" 1I)ild or relhalil-
itate lit least I(X) illits is not practical and is iinfair to the
otherwise qualified small builder.

(10) The limitation of a 3-percent nite of return to the de-
veloper should not be considered as an inducement to the private
sector to enter or continue in the housing field.

The foregoing toucels on somie highlights of S. 2100, miutly in
a1rr4s wherto tle Action-iliuiisiig exlerivnIeo inmv 1w r'leant to tile
dis.ussion. Mv statement ill no way purports to he till analysis of the
bill in all its detailed aspects.

REW)MENDATZON

We suggest that consideration be given to deternuine if inlduce-
ilelits, in addition to potential tax benelits, are rk~juired. Perim
this should include some assurance to private enterprise :against t90
loss of the origijnl equity investment in consideration of its euaerium
a new and dilicult field as a challenge to its civic responsibility in ad
dit ion to the prolit motive.

For example, if this pioposl is considered as a borrowing, in
effect, of equity from private enterprise, without interest, then with
some assurance of its relmynient, if not recaptured in tax benefits, the
tax incentives provide a "plus" factor. With a continuing ri.e in our
econoty, normal appreciation should approximate or exceed anior-
tization in the early years of a long-term loan and justify repayment
of original euity if not otherwise recaptured. Neither the return of
original eqvuty nor the "Plus" factor would adversely affect the
consumer.

In losing, I would like to expiresvs my conviction that if we are to
rebuild the slums and deteriorating areas of the cities oi this Nation,
we must find innovative ways to encourage the large, corporate en-
tities to enter this field, whether through a profit incentive or a
civic motivation, or both, using all the Federal tools now available
and to be made available.

'The problem has been defined and redefined for generations, but
this generation has the resources, the skills, and the energies to solve
it, if it has the will to do s

Senator SMAT.I'S. Thank you very much.
I understand that while I was gone Secretary Barr testified after

some questioning from Senator Williams that there was an opportu-
nity for businessmen to make considerable money in a program such
as this. Would you not agree that actually one of the purposes of this
legislation is to get businessmen interested and that thd best way to get
them interested is to hold out to thm an opportunity to make some
money I

Mr. Pumwsw. That is exactly what we have done in AHRCO.
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Senator STiamas. Is that not the reason why businessmen to this
day have not gone into the low-income housing field, because they
could not make any money I

Mr. P'uR a . I believe that is so.
Senator SMATHWS. Is it not a fact that the greater the amount of

money you hold out in front of them the more likelihood there is of
their going into it I

Mr. PuvNELL. Noquestion about that.
Senator SMATHIEJ. So the fact that somebody can make some money

out of it seems to me to be necessary. We want them to make money
out of it because that is the only way we can get them interested in it.
You agree with that philosophy, don t youl

Mr. I RNELL. We certainly do.
Senator SMATHUMS. How do you think Congress encouraged the

hunt for oil I With 27i.-percent depletion. Isn't that correct I
Mr. PuRNELL. Yes, sir.
Senator SMATHFJER. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Senator KF.NNEDY. May I express my appreciation for your coming

here I I think that some of the reservations that you have mentioned
are now covered by the amendments that I talked about today. I think
your crit icism of the restrictions which limit the bill to urban poverty
areas with no exceptions is also a good point and one that perhaps
should be studied by the committee. It has a good deal of merit to it.
Also, your suggestion that a builder be able to construct a number of
units less than 100 is worth exploring. The purpose of the 100-unit
limitation is to insure that small groups do not receive great benefits
for limited efforts. I know of the fine job you have done in Pittsburgh
and the fact that you have come here to testify is very very helpful
to us.

Thank you for your suggestion.
Senator SMATHEs. Thank you, sir.
Mr. PURN EL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SMATJEnM 'he next witness is James W. Rouse, president

of the Rouse Co., Columbia, Md.

STATEMENT OF JAMES W. ROUSE, PRESIDENT, THE ROUSE CO.,
BALTIM0E, MD.

Mr. Rousr. Thank you for giving me that change of address.
Senator SMATUEM. You have changed your address I
Mr. Rouse. You stated it as Columbia. It actually is Baltimore.
We do have a small interest in the city of Columbia.
Senator SXATHEM. They have you down here as a resident of

Columbia.
Mr. Rousr. Very sensible.
Senator SmATHERS. All right, sir. You may proceed, Mr. Rouse.
Mr. Rous- My name is James W. Rouse, pieident of the Rouse Co.,

a mortgage banking and development firm.
It is being clear at long last that the task of makinF the American

city into a fit p ace to grow our people is the No. 1 prionty of our civili-
zation. Now Rihat poverty, protest, and, finally, nots have brought us
to face the task, it is imperative that we not misunderstand it, not
overimplify it, not confuse symptoms with causes.
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Out of our impatience for quick and easy answers, there is always
the danger that we will try to settle for "solutions" that are incomplete
mi~d inadequate.

We have had too much of this for too long. For over 40 years we
have been making giant thrusts at little pieces of the urban problem,
and, yet, in all thi time we have not, in one single American city,
mounted a program seriously constructed to make that city into a
fit place to live and work and raise a family.

The problem of the American city is not just congestion, pollution,
deterioration-nor crime, disease, and rats; nor housing; nor u'Jnem-
ployment. It is all of these things, and, even more important, it is:
"flow did they happen " What has caused our cities to rot away
plvsically and socialy

It would not be enough to rebuild our cities brand new--exactly as
they are. The same causes that dragged them down in the first place
would drag them down again.

Why don't our cities consist of neighborhoods and communities that
are socially and economically dynamic, with the capacity to maintain
and renew themselves physically, and to provide an environment that
supports and nourishes t ie growth of the people who live there ?

That is the task we face in the American city: to build environment
that supports and nourishes the growth of the people who live there.

And these are not just big, round, idle words. We can have no
smaller target and be serious about our task. That must be our pur-
pose-to remake our cities into places in which a man, his wife, and

8anily--of whatever race or income level-can grow in productivity,
dignity, and love of his fellow man.

Is it possible I
I happen to believe that it is not only possible, but actually easier,

cheaper, quicker, to make over an American city into an effective place
for the growth of its people than it is to shore it up, patch it up, put
out the ires of crime, ignorance, and unemployment, as we are nowt ing to do.

.r. &in by thinking about a single family -- about what it

takes to make the husband anfather into a productive person-what
it takes to educate the mother in child rearing personal hygiene, and
nutrition, budgeting, and buying-what it tes to provide for the
education of the children from where they are into what they might
become.

Then, we add more families to our thinking. What are their com-
mon needsI In what kinds of places might they meet one another
easily, unself-consciously--share problems, ive help? What kinds
of institutions might they bring into being, if they had the oppor-
tunity ? What kinds of churches, schools, health facilities ?

How can we produce more winners-fewer losers What kinds of
stores will the people need ? Where might they work, and how might
they get there ?

We must keep on thinking about how these families, their house,
schools, churches, stores, working places, might be arranged to save
the greatest Joy, dignity, beauty, convenience--and then thre might
emerge the scheme for a health nei hborhood.

We add to it another neighborood--and another. We introduce
bigger facilities, like high schools, bigger parks, major employment



shopping and education centems that might serve a whole met of neigh-
borhtxl&

But the family rm 1ains paramount in our thinking and planning.
No one can e allowed to get lost in a masive wAkal'l, impersonal
itesh of buildings, streets, and people.

There must be physical separation of neighborhoods. 1 hey imms.
bticoline places that r%)eole can comprehend, Iie a part. of, flet ilm'rUimt
in, feel respimisihle for.

T.ay this kind of M'henme aeru.m a city. C(loti stretI*--widen others;
t'i'it0e 4ltll spaces to give Shape and definition to te colImililit ie.
Save all tle buildings that can be saved and rehabilitated, and build
new buildings ts leeded.

('rtate a Ilivsival eivirtilillt'it that works for its ieople, ticat
worke s, provide' jlavces for blsillss and indlisry to collie. Villiles will
e str'uigilent'd. The i..sess.ble bzis' will grow. Iax ri-vtnues will

1itrlll: I%

T'liey will inW.i 4 S 10 Ii1110 thlt they will prove it, to )IS a t (mr
lilendl invstnvet to lnake t city reail lit t ha1n it is to I l II heaivy

cost of eldless patlchill and replisrig that. never is able to sI iiulmthe
InewV dvnlilllic: fotr tIl cit v's lift.

Alli) llow dot s all this relate to tilt% hgislitl ioIn 6%fore this commit tee
(itearlv, no0 single bill will I)roilice the programs our cilie. lived, 111St
everll, bill should i judged in reillion to the rval task we fave ill oillr
vitie.'s, mid should be shaltld to further tile Comnpltion of ihllt l.k.
It is chmr t hat, ait ho h gli'poirasiis to lnide eln \ i-lieit an I lslll-

ing will lot a1oel solve tile prolens of our citle's, gheve (i'n iiniportait
tool in it eolliIl)rhlit'nksive lihal1l ing and devet'llliop let l)jgr nm. 'Ihe..
hills illtroidlle anl important. lnew folce with a lligh potenlial folr
e ffx-t ive work.

1 alia not (jluaifihtA to Sls'ak oil the impact of tlie bills onl (overnimeni
tax and financial policy. I must limit. my observations to ily role as a
moi(r gage banker and reltl estate developer.

From that viewpXoint, I (!till report to your conmlitteo that I hl'ieve
tile bills will accomplish the important purposes they have set. They
will st inmulate new business ainl eni loylient in lnegltctet areal.q. The'"
will attract new capital, new developers to the low-intomne housing
field, and are likely to result in a higher quality of low-inconme housing
than we have yet swtn in Anierica.

Tile tax icent ives seem to tile to be ingeiiously rit".red to elourage
it maxinum equity investment in low.cost housing. his would he, an
imlnortaitt achievement, as it would ant olnt ically 11ie41i1 the attraction
to this market of larger corlorate institutions with greater capital
rt'ollrces, greater investment patience, a longer view of the market,
and lmtelitially a more responsible attitude toward housing owners ip.
The escalating benefits for increasing equity work to stmigthen the

soundness of the project, and, at the same time, to reduce the rquire-
nient for Federal fundsI.

The emphasis on private participation removes the heavy hand of
(overnment control and Ol-,rat ion, and encourages compwt it inf' 1no-
vat ion in design and cont rnction.

The provislons of the bill encourage early trmsfer of the property
to the individual occupants as owners under eircumstanes Uat are
likely to be favorable to successful continuance of that ownership.
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It a murol a to~aing and settling downit lwritxI in flip hands of the
original developer, wvith transfer to the oeeiapaint% not likely to ()(tir
until tho prlojet. has Woen woundly pstablishied.

I rally 1*11ere that this Ie1csl at son could timnulitle imme large. ansd
0xvat stg niew projets in tho EW-4,4* feldl, that it creites ant envirn*
skesat 1111611u0lV favor-ablil to cretlie exploration wiithI new snuterisals,
1144W butsihllgi t'llh ivi1 1s snoditw hotasting design.

It shouasiit truct new eorpoirate entr- stjasvaas into thke hllsLilt g Iid4
with tirve.-c that vould pebrnit, greiitcr rvsar'l anud l)Itder
Ox ) rineuat lit ioul.

I'l'i.1 is anI eXtIVrnitlY thkouhVit fill pitee of hegislut ion. Its provisions
ar1110n ( 1 a01lex, and I viinnot datis. t4o uudeistand their full imauit. As,
it 1.4 sitld 11v tile conuuaittee, would uirge your ronsiderat jon of the
following f£luest ionls or suggtest i(lIs:

11 ) Ihm)es b ill fouas1 lit tewa ion 11Ideual onII-V4 th lweial needs nd
Spiwiil opis~tiltlit ios for very iargi'.sva pe rile I i Ilit it IoI I) poje'15

,11,161ei ii h lsit'g ii Vt'iov I111 1,It'iM-')I4. Muchh4 it. Im 15 51tZ4'eI)-
ib~is S itIUI ~ii11 which t'ai. result inl Sigiitetut e'eonllo v nut1ill-

lenlkiv~e 4)f e'liaitii1 and title, and lalillilnuni dusldk'a11ol of fn ile ow
hiv iN i in SIke vl .t'l area.i 

li tlithabiliftt lol hIzm largely failedl IM'ise it has lstIm inps.let
1uu1disitiake it oil suflivient lar scl oIvrif otters fil
dlividlull buildings 11nd to jit'rinitiiniiginat v I'lfsg of: rklil.k 11o in
8t141ati tl1'1 of lie ighl N)1-1100(..II ltitlh's

1% it ued really large-scale projects involviing areas lig enough to
Sakii in at dlozen blocks or more, and to lw'i-ikit. enat ive plamauing of
Whole ii0%V liigllLi-ooth

Is- it nlot jwmMitli% it) lurovlide Spe4ild indilivnueents in thlis. Iluava
(2 ) The hill (.tolattiahtes oil her "v~ptity" or 2.psreenit, 4'-year F1 lA

Wlkis.
lit iiaiiswv cities, thle lax inleelatives Alone are Suflivietit to ma11ke pos8-

Sahk'( low-renlt housing, Withbout tileo credit sutbsid y. Private tinaaving
lkit supljK)rtet ani enornious rental housing j)fl)gmtl in thle middle Alld
upper ineonko muarkos5 ove1' i'wt;t'i ~vem-1. Sichi fisianlig Aholid bW
enacuragyed aind sIK'ifivall3 voutenajiateol or induvlted by thke tax ince-Ql

ivej~r~r'aIi.It will save time, tax dollars, sand rvdtape.
()There i prat danger tliuit pietetal use of tilet-" jpr()gI'uIj*--

I wrticularly in induisirial development-will tend to inipnle eNnnpre-
10It'LSivt', large-stale0 conlianity planning, by proliferating saiall, im.L

relthed projctsthrUgh Wornou01t IIItS that need( extenlSive IV& Auanilag
and11 red4evc IOpulent.

It would be it dlisater to encoutrae thie rebuilding of the (,]d iutiler
city, without rveshaping it to producv lte essential imgedictnts of it
good urban environment,.

Except in rare instances, this require planning and p~rograming
over a large land area. It is not apparent to me that thle bill requires
tIl projts to be a part of any comprehensive development progrramn.

With reet to industry, this rauw another danger. It Ceouln.h
courag a mwatteration of small industries throughout resident ial areas,
with little regard for their impact on the residental communities they
are intended to ssne.

These plants ame likely to be smaL. It semnwlikel that they will
be beautiful. They may even have a temporary quality which could
become an erosive force in their neighborhood.

wi1se U---14
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It would seem vital that such development be hitched to larger
scale planning and development programing.

I thank you for inviting me to appear before your committee. You
have the opportunity, through these bills, to add important new tools
for the task of remaking our cities into places that will support and
nourish thegrowth of our people.

Senator SMATUUm. Thank you very much, Mr. Rouse. That was an
excellent statement.

Mr. Roucs Thank you.
Senator Kr.NWY. Do you think that if legislation along these lines

were passed that it would induce major investments by companies and
corporations which previously had not taken an active interest in
ghetto housing for the poor I

Mr. Rousz.I think very definitely it would, Senator.I think anyone who observes what has been happening in the cor-

porate relationship to the urban center over the past half dozen
years has to see that this relationship is puckering for some bigger
position than there has been.

GE is flirting with lar .-scale community development. Westing-
house is obviously engaged in bits and pieces of the city. Other indus-
tries are talking a lot. Litton Industries has talked about its potential
involvement in city development.

The best of this thinking is looking for very large-scale operations.
They want to move in, if at all, in a big way.

Furthermore, there are hopeful signs in housing technology. I do
not think anybody can look at what is happening in the mobile-house
field and not olserve that we are now manufacturing houses in
America.

They may not be the houses we want them to be, but if we can
manufacture kitchens and baths and living rooms and dining rooms
in the form of a trailer, we can manufacture them in other forms.

Thus there is the prospect of big industrial corporations putting
their industrial manufacturing capacity to manufacture housing coin-
ponent-S that could be hung on stnctures or supported by strictures
in the manner of habitat at Expo '67.

You can see wholly different kinds of housing in America, an en-
tirely different relationship of large corporate and industrial enter-
prise to the problems of the city than we have ever seen before.

I think this prospect tends to be missing from the questions r.nd
answers about existing programs.

This is a potentially dynamic moment in time for this kind of legis.
lat ion. I th ink it could release forces that are ready to be released for
new roles in housing in the inner city.

Senator Kz.Nwzr. It seems to me that, no matter how good some
of the programs that we have at the present time are, the fact is that
we are not going to unleash that innovation, that imagination, that
expertise which has made the private enterprise successful and effective
in this country, unless there is some incentive of some kind for a pri-
vate enterprise system to become involved in urban redevelopment.

Do you agree with that I
Mr. Rouss. I think there are adequate incentives to bring people into

housing now. I think they will come into housing, but one they have
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.eid into using, there is tl question of what place in the housing

It is extremely tight and difflcult-unreasonably so-to reach down
into tie bottom of the market.

I do not believe normally in special inducements or special incentives
or special advantages to business. I have more anxiety ttan praise about
forces that distort, the market.

I do. nevertheless, feel that there is strong justification for a special
set of incentives to get people into the low-cost, low-rent housing field.

1To put those incentives in the tax area, it seems to me, is to make them
most understandable to business. It would be difficult to find an incen-
tive more inducive to corporate enterprise than a tax incentive.

I can understand what Mr. Barr was saying, and it is hypothetically
true a buck is a buck, but it is the psychological impact of a buck, too.

Thfie fact is that receiving subsidy dollars from the Government
in direct grants is not acceptable to business, whereas business is al-
ready and naturally extensively involved in negotiating its sition
through the tax laws, not in the sense of tax evasion, but in finding
a way to arrange its operations in more judicious response to the laws
that. exist.

Therefore, what this does is to open up certain streets along which
business and industry would move. It would produce the result in.
temled.

Senator KF.TNNYDy. I think tax benefits leave the incentive element
present and entice businessman. Paying a flat figure to business to do
something is unattractive.

Moreover, subsidies take out some of the incentives where you have
the imagination and initiative to do the construction in a different
way, and( therefore save more money. Our tax-incentive system cani lead
to a cutting of costs.

Mr. RotsE. I don't think anybody knowing anthing about, the
building business would question for a minute tAm, if you starter out
with the Government to build a million dollars worth of housing that
it. was going to rent under the public housing program, or it was goiII
to provide tax inducement to business to make $1 million worth o
housing, that more and better housing would be produced by this route
than with the expenditure of a million dollars of Got eminent money.

This can induce competitive inovation and the use of new mate-
ils, design and techniques. There will be industrial corporate pride
at stake in this.

Westinghouse or General Electric or Litton or Alcoa, or whoever
it is, wouldd not want to produce an unworthy project. As a matter of
fact, to the extent they have been involved so far. the results produced
by big industry have been pretty darn good. They made a quality
contribution where they have been involved in the housing field.

Projects like Society 1flill in Philadelphia and Century City in Los
Angeles--these are outstanding projecti-and not very profitable.

Senator SmATaHS. Thank you very much, Mr. Rouse, for that ex-
cellent statement.

Mr. Rovas. Thank you.
Senator SX AtzmRS Our next witness is Philip IL Klutznick, presi-

dent of Klutanick Enterprises, Chicago, Ill.
Is that torreat
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STATETMENST OF PHILIP N. KLVUT ICK, PRESIDENT, ILUTZNICK
E-NTEUPIISEA CHICAGO, ILL

Mr. KI.Urzxicx. I intend to identify myself more adequately and
immodestly in a moment, sir, but I would like to have leave to enter
my statement in the record later. I had written one, but most of it has
been covered.

I should merely like to make some general observations after having
identified myself.

Senator Sm.vu-tns. Fine.
Mr. KiUt-nz-imcK. My namie is Phili M1. Klitzniick. of Chicago, Il.
At various tines in my life I have ie, ;d to organize local lhousillg

authorities , served oil tle State Ilousing aboard of the State of I llinois?,
arid wis at one time Federal Public housing Conunissioier here in
W1'ashingtoli.

In limy private life, Klutznick Enterprise and its related coiipailies
are elig(ged in community devehpieiit. We have built aiid coiilted
mie of the few Ilxstwar cities in iiois, and we are lflye'I, itly eligiged
ii oIperatiois in Chicago, l)enver, and on the west coast.

Now, Mr. Chairman, with reslect to tie legislation that is before
the cominittee, I should like to make a few limited observations.

The method of using the tax-incentive route is not iew. As it inatter
of fact, it. was said here today, and properly, that in the real estate field
tax incentives are a very common thing, as they are in iiany other
OrPas.

Nor is it unique to use below-iarket interest rates in stimulating
holumn'.

Yet I find that this bill has certain attractions which existilig legis-
lation does not have.

What are theyI First and foremost, in iy judgment, the bill opens
tip an area for resources which present legilation and laws do not.

I think the things that should be stressed iniost in considering housing
p roblenis is not the failure of the programs we have. They have not
been failures. Some have succeeded a little niore than others.

The isimle fact is that we have not had enough resouices for either
public or private programs to produce the results that we asked of
then.

For example, the public programs generally ask for too little, and
get even less in terins of resources.

I)iscussions here today, including those by tile Treasury, suggest
that private resources are unlimited, as far as home coitruction is
concerned. This is not true.

The simple fact is that the normal, traditional resources available
for housing construction are extremely limited, as a portion of the
gross national product. The best evidence of that was in 1966; with
the slight shift in the interest rates, projects had to drop out by the
dozens and dozens because money was not available for them.

It has never been true in postwar America that there has been enough
money available through institutions, savings and loan associations, to
meet the housing need as we define it here today, being the need of
all the people, and not just those who can afford to pay conventional
rents.
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Therefore, any legislation which opens up a new avenue is pertinent
and desirable.

In my judgment, the proposed legislation makes it possible for a-
gigates of capital which are not presently concerned or interested in
thehiousing scene to utilize their capital productively, reasonably, and
profitably, and thereby become attracted to the housing productionfield.

Now, there is another aspect of the bill that I x,lieve is very ih-
lx~rtant. I dont think it has en commented on today.

S. 210W prolpses the establishment of a new Division in the )e.
partnent of housing and Urban Development.

I think this is much more important than at first blush it may
appear.

The President yesterday in discussing the allocation of the $1 bil-
lion by the insurance firns of America toward work in the slums said
to them, in elfectt :"Now, don't wait until developers come to you. Go out
and proselytize them, sell them, do anything you have to to get them to
do this jo;"

We need that in the Government, Senator. We need a department
that is fresh and yoUIg, with no inhibitions, a division that can take
at new idea anm. ike it live by selling it.

We are accepting what is blppe'ing today as a n1orm, when we ineed
to (eate leW ,lorlls, if we intend to solve this lrollem.

This is not a criticism of the Federal housing Administration. II
1940 1 had serious doubts whether the title VI program for defen,-,e
housing, and later war housing, should have been lodged in the Federal
Slousi YAdministrat ion.
The federal Housing Administration las a mortgage-insurance

job to do. This is a painstaking job. It is a difficult job. It relates itself
to long-term patterns.

The FIIA has done a very fie job in that area. I am not certain
that the same personnel, having that kind of burden, can move into
a new area and become excited by it, and excite others by it.

Therefore, I consider this phase of the legislation quite iniportanL
Senator SMATIIEJIs. I think that is a very good point.
Mr. KLTZNICX. Yes.
Finally, Senator, assuming that the legislation is adopted and the

new unit is created, and aside from sone of the technical questions that
were raised earlier that I shall comment on in my statement which I
will file for the record, there are two things which it seems to me the
Department, and certainly the new unit if it is created, should be
considering.

In 1966, with the lowest housing production in many years, with the
except on of a few places. in New Y ork City, for the moment, and the
west coast., our construction labor force was overused in many places.

We have a severe shortage in a number of places of the skills that are
needed at the present rate of construction in this country.

Some will deny it. We who live through this problem every day
know that the recruiting program, the apprentice training program,
and the jurisdictional questions that have arisen from time to time
have made it impossible to build the kind of force that is needed to
deliver a few hundred thousand units a year more-forget I million
units a year more.
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This is a very delicate question. I am fully aware of the problems that
the construction trades have had in the past. In my new construction,
I have no problems with them. Jurisdictions work adequately. But
when you come to massive rehabilitation programs, maybe the time
has come to ask whether there is not enough construction work in
America to take the underemployed and the unemployed, and create
a new skill former that works in the slum at adequate wages and becomes
the labor force to rehabilitate the slums Additions to the construction
labor force and a new labor approach to rehabilitation need major con-
sideration. Money alone will not solve this problem.

In conclusion I would observe that while I agree entirely with Mr.
Purnell's suggestion that there should not be a limitation ol the bene-
fits to slum areas, on the other hand, I think it is very vital that we
recognize that not this year, or next year, will the new America be born,
housi'ngwise, for the 10 to 20 percent of the people who are living in
the slums. Therefore, anything that we can do to make present slum
areas better by fixing them up, making them livable, making them lem
the traps that they are tods ---even though some of our friends dis-
agree with that approach-those who live there will forever bless the
Pople who give them that chance.

Thank you.
Senator Kwwzr. That is very, very good, Mr. Klutznick. I think

that all of the points you have made ar valuable.
I)o you thin k that if we take an approach along these lines, and pass

legislation, that it will attract the private enterprise system to become
involved I Will it attract those corporations tfat have not been in-
volved before I

Mr. KLUrVzNIcx. My answer to that is very simple. We tend to over-
sell all legislation on housing. I do not want to see this oversold.

If you get a new, had-hitting division concerned with this, that
goes out and sills it, yes; it will. Because I think private enterprise,
that sector of it which has been out of touch with t is program, is, as
Jim Rouse has said, ready. But, it is going to have to be taken by the
hand.

Many of them do not have the equipment. Many of them do not have
the understanding. That is why f emphasize the importance of hay.
ing the new unit.It may not be very acceptable in Congress to say that you must sell
a public program. I used to get bawled out by Congressmen in the
old days over the same thought But this program has to be sold, and
if it is, private enterprise will buy it.

Senator KErNNED. Thank you.
I appreciate your coming before this committee. You have had a

distinguished career. Your testimony will be very helpful.
Mr.XLu-FZNICK. Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Klutznick follows:)

PAUAM STAT3rZX Os PrUN IL KLUUMIICX

My name Is Philip M. Klutsnelr. My o9e. address to 401 North Michigan Ave.
nue, Chicago, Illinois. My principal business activities are: Senior Partner,
Klutanick Enterprises; Managing Partner, KLO Venture, Ltd.; President of Old
Orchard. Oakbrook. and River Oaks regional shoplAng centers; and President of
Oak Brooks Utilty Company, al at Metropolitan Chlcago; and Chairman
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of the Board of the American Bank and Trust Company, of New York City. I
was the president of the company that planned and developed the poot-war
Village o Park Forest, Illinois (30,01M people) and a principal in the company
that planned and developed the port city of Amhdod in Israel. I participate as an
Investor. odicer, or consultant to other ventures, lncludiag the new town, Mont-
bello, Denver, Colorado, and Uuiier4ty Village In Santa BaMra, California.

It has been my privilege to serve In public life in two major spheres: housing
and international affairs. In the former my work dates back to 11X13, as counsel
to the Mayor's Housing Oommittee of Omaha, Nebraska, which later resulted in
the creation of the Omaha Housing Authority which I represented for some time.
I served In the Federal Government in a number of part-time and full-time houis-
ing pots. most notably during Woria War It. an Assistant Adnitistrator of the
.%atlonal Housilng Agency in charge of war bowug and as a Cemumluaioner .f
the F.P.H.A., whch was charged with t-ouptruL-tion and niauagement of public
war-time housing, as well as the convcntional luablie housing Irogram. I ais
served as Vice-C hairman of the Illinos housing Board during Adlal E. Steven-
son's term as Governor of our state.

In International affairs, my main Inter.sit has been the United NationA. where
I have served in one capacity or another by asplmintment of the imiat three pres-
identas. My longer full-time service in ,his connection was as V. Representative
to the k&vnomic and Social Council,. ., h rank of Ambassador and as assistant to
Governor Stevenson at the '.S. Mission, in econonle, social and financial matters.
I headed missions to other lands to investigate and recommend on matters In-
volving urban and housing affairs. 8o much for my background.

I have examined the proposd legislation that is before this Committee. Subject
to more careful analysis of certain of the details, mne of which I shall mention,
I would heartily rw-ommend enactment.

This proposed legislation involves a constantly confusing question of govern-
mental policy. There has been an ongoing struggle between the Treasury and
various proponeut'. of plans and laws involving tax Incentives. The Congrets has
not been of one mind on the utilization of this route to stimulate and achieve
social and other ends. There are ample precedents for the use of tax incentives
In other areas with which this Committee is amply conversant. I have long felt
that development and real estate operations have been treated rather badly, on
ccasions, by the Treasury and particularly the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

Whether or not this Is attributable to shif ting governmental attitudes or a fallur*
of statesmanship on the part of the Industry, is a moot question. Certainly, tM.
time is ripe for re-examinaton of this matter.

In thin Instance, the incentives have a special role since they are addressed
to metting, in part, the long-standing challenge of slums and ghettos. There would
seem to be no cogent argument against the utilization of either direct subsidy or
tax incentives, whichever achieves the most desirable end. The government has
intervened in the development and housing market through subsidy, both open
and disguised. Yet, it Is generally agreed that in spite of all that has been tried
since the early 1080's, we are still faced with a problem of such proportions that
we must find new methods and more resources to tackle it effectively. While we
van be proud of our achievements In the economic homing market, our progress
in meeting uneconomic needs has been meager and slow.

On one thing, I want to make my position very clear. There is an unfortunate
tendency to blame existing programs for the failure to eliminate alums or to
substantially improve them. I am conversant with most of these programs. I have
been actively involved in the public housing program in its beginning, and for a
conxiderable period, in the Federal government. The history should be set right
before we take on new ventures, with new hopes. When the public housing pro-
gram was formulated in this country, it had a facility not unlike that which we
now encourage in fghting poverty. It had an important social and educational
as ect. There was a feeling then, not altogether gone today, that social planning
was somehow, "communistic," even if it were done by free people, in a free
environment. Between congresalonal attitudes and administrative timidity, the
Iable housing program became more and more just another set of buildinss
not all of them good looking.

Even more Importantly. at no time did these programs receive the resourtes
which could have produced substantial results. At the very heart of our problem
must be the simple realization that we have not been persistent or determined
nor have we Induced a suflcient share of our groas national product into this
activity to produce great results.



Therefore, I welcotu. 41410 lorwraam which provides additional nowunrw and
tap: sew avenuft of caital. It is. dit-ult to predict with accuracy, what will
helaila under the prolpl leIeiiti,. t 'oaitsists and atlth'lcans nake etil.
umtom, lut there art certain tleuivats In any trogram which rvnalis hidden until
they are put nto lield operation. We always tend to over-selilruugrra, with the
result that fustration follows in Its. wake. I sall not he guilty of this in rviuw-
ui.indilng the legislation before the C'nswittev.

1.esekisag for inew 3'sou-eMa and ti'w tytl. of calital is the only hope for the
tiltiitate oolufliu of oUr hessasing problem. a e need only look back to I1ti to

recall %l whist heitpa s to hou:ing production when there Is a chang in the nione'
niwarket. This was not a uique y'ir. Niut wily dut-s wtoaey dry u1p but in ternw
of tie kinI of prgaiw'ro that are projected for the future. it has never Ioeet in
1l1u4lat .upply. It it had lveta, there would hiav. lIe.it no ne .assity for I.N.M.A.
Aly reaoIlaeble exallilitlost of flit loust anl the lumdiate prese et. will denion-
strate toliusivi ly that the Ilart of our gnos alstios al pjlotit which gets4 allo-
vatod to housiig and sluat reItedivis Iol woefully ohort. Furtheruore, it conue'
tliriiigl ujuv ex that are, by now, traditiloal. The few large cowpaulies with
litt capital Who have elate'td tile field. with one or two exc.si lionlasl did sa under
ttivere i rcu. lustancts. Therefore, tie attenipt in this legisl a tiots to itua ke ecop1iili

investUient attractive to large companies is worthy of experituentation. itp ad-
vier- effect oi tax reveliute should be lUilnal, if any. 'relserly handleil, this
lproatraa etould provide the kinadl of housing lirelinctiol which would otherwise
litt iiuv alll.ared olt the horizo In sny event. kiouse collateral tax revenues
willld IN- Ilievitable.

The ialors lelnt tf lite general prinilmsll tlu.-s iot necessarily stiutg -t lit I
ilarve with lll .it tle deailr . I heave douiot liout the 31' rturn ratle. Mntlyle it
• hlolll Ik. 4'. oar 5". It i. wit that on. or Iwo Isn-remt inske a great diflfensee.
1111t the eiffcltsgit~al i'ot et askisig lusites wi-as to Ivie'st thlr capital sit
3' ;-. irrcsix-tive oat tax ia'tte'-ti, iay lt, a deterrent.

Nor mit I .e'.rtztfn. fm Nuc silc.'tuliations as I have atale. that thert ar.- enotaai
illdliuliketlit it the original .ill for UM5'. itvcsltt'lit in 8itiy milixie lon'eli't. My
ari'setlt oloilliall would 1t. Ihat the average ettre-pretieur would get ignore adain-

tag' out (it ilivestills W", InI five (5) s-liarate lroji ts' thainl ie would (rmin it-
v'.c'titall jtM init Ia lreaJet which l ould lorosilll , I% the liggimatle (it tilt, iillits
uatlt.rwt.se- lsrtliduil, If I lint corret, milch snr- oflie ihfeeral eauthoriatuioa will
1. lited kill thul. I believe, the Isrlolwolezts estinlatIe0

Near at u1 I fully otlvuInveed that aittemptig to lsorten tlt-he period of owiterilip
by ftle origltul dc-veloler snake Itx inluch sete. While ultiineate OWlner.lill ily
tIllt tenalints In extrt-uely de.sirablo, rluchitg the period of investor etWner.hijt
(oldh i.relent obstacle.

There may be certain developers who deliberattely create Irojects with the view
of telliti/ in a hurry. li the inin, those who look at rental housill as a deasira-
le 4aljectve., do not do so with that iss. 'urtherssiore, the objective of this

Ie-ailtatiotI is to interest those who would he content with keeping their fudlsi In-
vrested and reinvested In rental housing. The plan asid difficulty, even with mhort-
4tltm envisioned bly this hill. in the creation of a houoilig development Is not emily
e'eaiailteniated for in a water of two years

There is a tetadeney to consider that the developer who Itnvests ounly his time,
anud noiie or little of his ione, has really ito ivYeAImelnt In the lrllerty. Itn our
loisiness. I Insist that our lpople examine the eholte of alternative development
irelss'al. in teri of where we can be-st supply the warce rmoure ot tralined
inasliower. The fact that a project may involve IOl one1 Y IvetmnL A aginsAt
tie which may include capital Invedeetntet, Is not the eleteriniiing factor. We
considerr our Uime, energy, and know-how as etalitil ia'eIstlietlt. Looked ullpna In
thile fashion, the holding oft a project for two (2) yenra hardly provihe-s the cow
lsnsation for the energy that ltrtelud i the project. Thtis thilngs do not get done
lby th Iemselves.
Ti ltrolwesed aisltance for local resl estate tax alhatenient will not tolerate

suiverally. tkome localities are prohibited 1by state consStitutlon or law from ex-
tenling oliecial tax I*eneflts to private corporatlonit.

There Is ainlither alslet of this legislation which. I ant Pare will be broadly
deleted. The nigetioml that a ne w division he established in H.L1.l). may i
lIked upln ato a criticism of the F.I.A. Some may Intend it as ouch. Too many
loPlo enjoy critielsing the D apartment of Housing and Urban Development. the
F.II.A.. and all of the other complez of agsencle& This Is a groat American game
tlat ought to be reoguisd as just that.



1 lend arvet doubts Ita flit,, eualy 1140'. that the dlefenscue houghag and later. wear
houxeag irograaus. under Titll# VI, could or shouliti are' 1ai'tc .'x~t'ted by tlse
1PA.A. go nay Iar..ant attitude In naut now. The, r.ItA. waits e'etAulallKIMI to do0 a
tetacit job with retluiras laaicaakiticg effort It has& generally e'ietifts itog ileai
tacasi with xreat suerit. I aell not certain that It Is mimo to burdIen the I.IIlA. wthl
prowgruinas thit lhave' faljeftives other than vAjunduI ortgalne' insucarance. Thur.'tore'.
It lot tao crltieh'aac of tlse r.II..., It a new type' tit linrtgriai lIs oraibaft-4 hilt. t14-4t act Ilse ol.cca.'.t It Is fil lecto £ajas'rrctiaa loy acew tate'-s, with siao laelc il itsitoawls
nit voigtdirtjs arsi iot (of a la~att history aned a biarge onm' 3rMlogrtagr lia. Tmer.' Is ile
lit olud ruilei gn overnmncgt that it yooec hae. it 11ew lilt-it. it Ian loo.' 41 ost ewaeo hiew
Iuc'oiae anad ac ciew ugq-'avy, toa 1at lva4 get it tog tlt,. acrocaeed. What Ii~ejapecas lbiter.
ri'aaaulli iat tt oe'ate'i.

Wlec Ete Ilri''Itltlit rtvit- cd-i tlep bll4in oltodleir itimaumweenct tit the Iacwaracatie
('taaajllalcit oan S.je lae r 13, he tiri:1d ttweae not tit %%silt for bur~~qsrs.lct tit sv
olit 111a141Pell tie leb'c. It las 1eat aIiit wim,' too a'igg.'t theat Elit% Kiart'rlle'llt (let it
Selling Job U144t It ias eslot-v'Aallyv uncwiael li ile hilh. of 4aegreo.u loult It lieedd M4.y-
laale. .Nioot naew~ latacslig iaroltraaas aire t'timluegaed and Mix is lao t'xet-lotitati. It WIIMo
noeas 'iiy to It't 1V. I I.A. ute'et'jattulein tile 1190t'sand Iiit %~ ti evela more dittvll lt ak*4ep
fit, Pllk' le hinlce rgram allctouet. wheat AM aetore, tha'ew dany. aiiy new Ailt-* tear
ievtalveaaaeat of (.11iital etc-ll'tt with iaeuy other ideas that aicetald till over tisp'
itliitini s.'ee Inl thaesue datyss tof e'inoas maletacne act ivity. A Stew untit to lastittl
tea stcil the Idea ut to develop the tervor deuaaccaeed bay tiac PAeriatsneaas totflEt-
parobelema we ot'-k to asoir. Tottis are neat et'iugl. I'ieeaI toal". Suich ai ti. I wleec lat
tills 1l1141tuc1ece, rce.'d1 to liee .'laaant'et. icite'r-Ateatoo. lirtacacett~lil la Iawbi lit.) tis'e.
Thace are, too niny other waays to keet aaaonoy % tarkise. lit thet alos.:e- tit at react
.'tloi't. the inertla eit tctoosice thip known will Ptet iii.

It the Cougrruts decide'tic t ick, this Mtel,. I wt'tctl hope'01 tit thiat 11e'W elit wac11el4
ti-oboiltr Ele,, tt'tiillity tfor tis lrtagrilca, ft use emit aastc'all oft a v1i c1at11'ac14-i11 "
rA't tie aplify: Tito FlE.A.. In tm lecca terac prt'griiiii. itee~ke tin It 'lc'ti t tlit'
ralui.' tot a lorojJ,-t wlahen tealalhettd, rvathaer tan lie t.'rius tat IMo vtout. l'lPal lice-
ertvied Imalit prileecac An tile' Ioast and At etanteeccece toc create other, Yet. I leeller.'
it to lie itnilad when're, ongnilts ftr tilt, longa tern ee'eacaile lllarktit' lecvolvecI.
It las thils tapliniotal that hlied jarotie tiee faicecaca "WINIIIAIJ. SC4AN1)A.94
andi It las thA. apalracath which ueaukest tlevetier lae'ce' Icrt'clattireIy agr.ty. wh ene
sonettoe lei aI.Il.A. sten~cteeestheir hotacc'.t eoniteoatt' ace.! their tietical vol~lg.

I't'rtio In the pralera thait Ace tenvia'lealti here It wocelu ice- wrthwIc~ale,
t's'it-a'lahlly At the lariowaase shlmimpr et lirtiiet- nre ."'titillii.I wreh-kiiawca Orinac.
tc reeet4 One tile flIettry t hat whatever t heir comlccatitr,'c their Anvr eute
acholid not Oe".4ee'.. I or 30%' tat whatever It miighet loe: they wocueld licee\c'eE
to uet certsaic jcroi-e'diresandci. whaate'ler the endet re'silt lita r.'nt wouldht Ise, 1l181t
would Il' Als own bea-st answer. Th~s are isilsidlla-tl flno whihe cianiettoe
aelverusely afftted tooati uth. loc-al eomiantit'am. where thtie'. lbro~Jct~ tire ta ie
litilt. entiait e'rtan lo ululig d.'leaaitlee ait tc.!. ne itic.ti. It would lpce
worth a test to see It tice ei'clh jareaduct ailght not tat' jivt no iooad lie lc en:rly

arwiemo.ateia icec'lerated.l with mich time moved.
Somile eijohaalas lint11 tale rchiillitatlec. I bwelie. with tiep paroeteneta. that

At ice high this' to) fat'' till tt the, tek'. Oftean tu-t'clioaey loaws ar* e'tletrlately
neetled. [tilt t hey will provie very little heacautilit caicaelate tWresas totile lt'it-
et-aollnlc nearkt Di)Auia'rsed. to) 'reate' iatt'grtt'd eeIlatceameand acidtcaleeric'a. IY.
likewise' neeotee. Hitut this will taut solve the Iprolblei tot the -4ituilcc ticeliy #ar
toiierrtw. ("twilietly, At nialte sense. Irrelc.'stltve tat oqaopoaiitane. eeit froams
Vi'Ar t Ughts advoswhees, to don tho leest Job wesan t'lcit fxing ulk clenningi ilap. micd
cajakiceg the Aehenia lial. There As, siachin ht eats lie doea.' It dace's neat all Aaulre't
thet-ahouse. whaet hier new oir tile pnaslcc.'t tat rehcablltatltan.

tat let its addireme otiraiehr tea the ltllein of rehuabilittion. Itself. I wile
healoe that a new aenc-ty igiht le tabale to face the reah bottleniecks In it ierwe *-neaip
rehiabilitatiocn prograta. There is a general olalilon that reood reiaill tat Ion will
mcae ieataeyr. I ailt not certain that this ia always possible. In stanie Ilaataliv.' It
will. In other iataaivea, goci rehablitation will coat its mch. oar nearly MA nlithl.
ait a new unit. C'ertailuy. when the acejuiceltlon cottt of the old gu'operty Is adeld.
In mimne Instances. It fuly even exceed the rostt oft a new canit.-This lirograem coln-
teciptate an accelerated rate of production of beoth rehabillitated and niew units
hn the saunas. There are other suggemtous that abotwel, at least fia the aaew'qajrsi.
that we should add at least a atflAlcn units Ina a year to our preesent scale of
howineg produactio~n. I wish we could I We are not prepared fir such figure.

In 11M111 when housing produc-tion wast down, atad except ftr apotty areas like
temporarily An New York or on the West Cott our construction manpower poch
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was substantially used or over utilised in most ciues. In Chicago, there was
a shortage.

Construction includes not only housing and public facilities, but Industrial
and commercial establibhments, which provide the employment for people who
live Ln houses and in cities. If all the money we needed were made available
today, we tculd not build several hundred thousand or a million more units and
maintain the remainder of our convruction effort at its present level. Certainly
such a sudden increase would induce a real inlationary spiral with no more
wiiltt. at higher cwt. While I believe that the materials problem can be volbetd
rather quickly, I am certain that the manpower problem cannot be solved without
some rather revolutionary steps

I ant fully s ymimthetic to the problems fated by the construction trades in the
Imt. While they have enjoyed relatively high hourly rates, there ham been sub-
stantlal seasonal unemplyqnesit. I have never found any difltultie ii working
with the construction trails. And, I can understand Whe reasons for some of the
practikea Biut, there Is and has en a rather meager appreutkctohip program and
there are restrictions on the admission of certain people. We get ao excited almut
this with unions. but. fursooth these practice also exist it business and elsewhere.

However, the scene is changing. We are projecting large Incri-s in con-
struction. We are also placing a great emphasils on rhablilitatihu. ThIls pols
two (2) problems:

M1) A large addition to our annual constructiu volume requires a sub-
stantial addition to our work force. Fortwsately. there are en gh titn-
employed and tuider-enployed In ghetto areas who have been discriminated
agtiins.t tO conclude that the W)lple are available, if only the irograis, can Ie
ptlt Into effect and the ions can c operate to train the pepit' quickly.

(2) The second probltia hss to do with rehabilitattion. lit-r.e, I tread till
delicate' ground. While lte Jurisdiction system which srevail.s iII the con-
structlonu trades prevats no grIeat problem In large-scale new development. it
lI'olnes excessively buridiensue in rehabilitation. It is time that t0ie itmi0.1s,
the govetrument. and eii)lovers fhive ip to certain qjuestiol.: I 

tos re-
habilitation rnlulre a different t.Vlw of union? ltts it require tin industrial
type union? lot.A it rtqluire a certain nuiuber of pto)lt who are ri-ally able,
advanced. handymsan types? These questions do not involie wage rzites which
are less ip rtlant than ltethud avd training.

From my experience in and about the construction industry. I would stiggest
that unless there Is a somewhat revolutionary approach to this problem, rehabill-
tation will always be too costly and will take too long to produce.

There are many other aspects of this problem which only technicians can
handle, once the broad legislation Is enacted. I am convinced that the tax incen-
tive approach is one that has been under-explored and under-utilized in the
treatment of this major problem of our day. I am oonvinced that any program
that undertakes it must recognize that there will be problems and that It will
not work to perfection; but. In Its success, we may help solve another problem
bjr augmenting capital available in the housing field. If we travel along the
present pathway, housing produced at least at the private level. will continue to
have periods of starvation and periods of relative plenty; but, at no time. will
enough capital have been Induced Into the overall sector to assure the provision
of a decent house. In a decent environment, within our lifetime. What Is true of
the economic housing market Is even more true of the housing needs of the
disadvantaged, which can only be met by subsidy--direct, Indirect, or through
the method contemplated herm,

Senator KE NEDY. Mr. Barlow.
I apologize for keeping you for such a long period of time. I appre-

eiate your patience.

STATEMENT OF JOEL BARLOW

Mr. Bmow. That is quite all right.
Mv name is Joel Barlow. I an a member of the W'ashington law firm

of Covington & Burling. I am appearing as a tax lawyer interested in
legislation, and for no one else.
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The necessity for bringing immediate solutions to the critical prob-
lems of the slum areas of our cities is recognized by every thoughful
citizen. We are all anxious to find some way that this can be done
quickly and more effectively.

Massive Government spending programs have made some progress,
but the evidence of their limitations has been graphically presented
by Senator Kennedy and others at this hearing. With a $29 billion
deficit in prospect, it seems to me we have reached the limits of Gov-
ernient speeding.

The evidence is also clear that the private sector must do more, and
that in many way's sad in inany areas it has been and can be more
etfective thani public spending. - .

Business has shown a great interest in moving into the slums and
dealing with the problems there. The example of the Warner & Swasev
Co. in renovating an apartment building in the Hough district of
('leveland, and the efforts of Smith Kline & French in Philadelphia's
Spring Garden area, are two notable examples.

The efforts of U.S. Gypsuin in developing low-cost housing con-
struction techniques are still another example of the solutions busi-
leSs can bring to this problem.

Business is clearly ready to move ahead both in the national interest
and its own interest. But these efforts will Lontinue to be isolated and
spomiadic until something is done to put slum investment on a realistic
(:oi njetitive basis with investment in other areas.

S. 2088 and S. 2100 offer the promise of large-scale participation
by the private sector.

The immediate question presented by these bills is whether a deli-
Iberate use should bemade of the tax structure to help solve these
prtsing social and economic problems. I shall deal principally with
this qut-stion.

In my testimony before this committee in the past, I have opposed
those who would regularly use the tax structure in an effort to remedy
all of our social and economic ills. I have repeatedly agreed with thewell-known views of the Treasury, expressed again today by Assistant
Secretary Barr, and of Chairman Wilbur Mills of the Ways and
Means Committee, that we must exercise gret restraint in turning to
the tax structure for solutions to all of our problems, social and
economic. I am greatly concerned, as they are, about the threatened pro.
liferation of tax credits. But it is the Treasury's introduction and
sponsorship of the credit device that has created the risk of prolifera-
tion in all the areas Assistant Secretary Barr referred to today.

In my opinion, only in the most critical situations, amounting in
effect to national emergencies, should we resort to the deliberate use
of specific tax provisions or the tax-rate structure to solve problems
wholly unrelated to revenue requirements.

However, we have learned fr6m our experience in three wars thatin national emergencies we must adopt accelerated tax amortization
of industrial facilitis not only to stimulate expansion and produc-
tion, but also to recognize the taxpayer's abnormal risk in that ex-
pansion and production.

Sixty-month tax amortization was thus clearly justified in World
War II and again during the Korean war.
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Faced as we were in 1960 with a chronically dragging economy, a
critical imbalance in international payments, and a ridiculously out-
nuled tax-depreciation structure, the adoption of an investment tax
credit was clearly necessary and justified, not only as a stimulus to
badly needed investment, but, once again, as a recognition of the
unusual risk in making this investment.

Today we again face a national emergency-this time in our slunis--
that calls for unusual investment by the private sector.

Once again it would uplIear to he inecessary to provide, through the
tax structure, the stimulus for this investment and the recognition
of the unusual risk in this investment.

The significance of this latter point.-the necesity for recognizing
the risk-must not be overlooked. It is this consideration, groiutled
in basic tax concepts, that warrants the lue of the tax struestre, and
keeps the investment credit and depreciation proposals of S. 2os8 and
S. 2100 from carr.ing the labels of outright subsidies.

For the reasons just stated, I have concluded that I can support the
tax concepts in these bills.

I think the use of credit and accelerated depreciation to &lve these
kinds of problems is inevitable, for a variety of reasons.

I have eome reservations about the complexity of the bills, certain
technical aspects, and in a number of instances the precise percentages
and figures employed which may create unintended benefits.

I should mention that later amendments to tie original draft of
S. 2100, which I have discussed with members of the staff, aplar to
take care of the principal problems of multiple rollovers and multiple
credits referred to by Senator Williams.

If the unintended benefits that Senator Williams referred to were
in this bill, I would not be in favor of it.

And I could not support any provision that would give a taxpayer
a cielit or a deduction in excess of actual cost and expenditure.

I am still of the opinion that there should be an adjustment to basis
for the investment credit now in tihe law. There may still be those who
remember that when the investment credit was first pro osed, in 1961,
I favored an equivalent depreciation deduction, instead of tile credit.

I was concerned then, as I am now, about the proliferation of credit,
and alxmt the distortion of net income when it is computed by sub-
tracting arbitrary credits instead of dedtlcting actual cost, but the
Government decided to go the credit route. We have crossed the bridge.
and the credit is now an accepted and established part and concept of
our tax structure.

The kind of investment risk we are talking about today is now
measured both by the investment credit and by depreciation. This is
also the pattern of the bills before us.

I want to emphasize that I find myself supporting these bills also
because the only alternative is more direct Givernment spending.

This, in my opinion, will not only be less effective, but it has already
reached prohiibitory limits.

The proposed legislation before us will result in some short-term
loss of revenue.

I should be very much interested in seeing the Treasury estimates
on the amended bill.
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But on the basis of present estimates, it seems clear that the long.
term gain from the multiplier effect, just as Secretary Fowler and Sec-retary Dillon have pointed out in the past, can be expected to far out-
weigh this short-term loss.

Certainly the loss will be far less than it would be if we were tofollow the alternative of a massive new Government spending
j)rogm.

In the 1950's and 1960's, the Government was repeatedly faced with
the choice between tax relief incentives and spending to provide astimulus for investment and economic expansion. In the spring of1958, the Eisenhower administration considered various proposals de-signed to stimulate the economy and eliminate the persistent recession
pressures.

Many of us at that time urged tax relief, and this was seriously
diw'issed, but in the end the administration turned instead to a $billion increase in Government expenditures. This, in my opinion, was
a mistake.

In the early 190's, the Kennedy administration was confrontedwith the same problem, and chose the tax relief route. The decision
was made to reduce the tax drag on the private sector, and to let thelatent strength of private capital generate the economic growth which
Government expenditure had not been able to stimulate.

The results, as we all know, have been impressive, both in terms ofcreating a sustained pattern of national growh and in stimulating anabsolute increase in the rate of growthbeyond that of many of our
foreign competitors.

The tax stimulus to investment in productive facilities to reducecosts and make us more competitive in the markets of the world hasgreat ly increased exports and made a real start on solving our balance.
of-payments problem.

When I testified before this committee on behalf of the Chamber ofConmerce of the United States in support of the Kenn d administra-
tion's tax-reduction program, I referred to the necessity ofa shift awayfrom Government spending, and observed that the administration a
bill presented a choice * between relying on the private sector oron the public 'pump.'"

The same observation seems to me to be appropriate todaySin.e the New Deal days of the great depression, we have been at-
tempting, principally through Government spending and publiccharity, to help those who are ill clothed ill fed, and il housed. We
have made some proo often wastefully, but we all agree that we
have not made enough.

Even the progress that has been made might well be attributed moreto the growth in the private economy tha to Government programs.
Thus, it seems clear that to solve this pressing problem we mustnow rely more on the private sector than on public spending, just as

we did in 19 4.
We achieved the desired results in 1964 by reducing taxes across tlboard because the entire economy was s g ' This time wear

dealing with a limited area of the economy which is sagnant, and the
logicacure is a localze. application of the medicine which producedsuch excellent results in the general dose: the elimination of tax
deterrents.
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Let me emphasize once again that this is not a call for Government
subsidies, any more than a call for the tax cut and related measures
in 1961 and 1968 was a call for subsidies

It is a call for recognition of the fact that a businessman opematinf
in the slums has greatly increased risks, costs, and problems whicI
make it difficult or impossible for hit to proceed under the existing
tax structure.

Industrial corporations cannot under the law be eleemosynary in-
stitutions. Most of then amr disahrging their responsibilities to
charity and education, sometimes over the protests of shareholders,
to whom they have a legal responsibility to try to operate at a profit.

They cannot assume uirasonable risks, or incur substautial losses,
or overpay their taxes.

The businessman going into the slums often cannot get insurance at
all, aind when he does, the premiums are very high. le must pay
higher taxes and higher construction costs. His labor force may be
E)t)rly trained and unreliable. lie has all the riks which make his

usintow life less certain.
Dan Thoop Smith of the Harvard Business School has observed

that:
Taxation by Itlit in represive rather than stImulating. To a greater or legger

extet, both work aud lnveotnient are undertakeu for pecuniary rewards. uu|
when tWe rewards are reduced directly or Indirectly by taxution, the bailane
is tilppte to some extent against work and investment. The speed and the ex.
tent of the reaction will vary with Individuals and with all the atteudiaag Or.
cunistanc*& (Federal Tax Reform 28 (1961).)

In America's urban slums, the attending circumstances are such
that the reaction aga ist investment is triggered much more readily
by the repressive ellect of taxation.

If the fact is accepted, as it must be, that increased investment in
the sluns is necwsitry and desirable, a maosv reasonable tax burden is
obviously necemary to enable private capital to operate effectively.

The problems which create increased risks in the slums are not
the fault of any particular segment of our society, anti the business.
man cannot be expected to assume general responsibility for eliminat-
ing them. They are general social problems for which the whole society
nU.t assume responsibility.

However, the performance of the businessman's normal functions
could have the effect of solving many of these problems, if only lie
could find a way to do so as business project.

Private business regularly builds the houses and provides the jobs
that are so dee.perately needed in the slums.

iUntil now, the approach of the Government to this dilemma has
been to rush in wherelbusiness fears to tread and institute Government
spending programs. Too often the result has been charity, with its
dobilitailng effect on the recipient, and with its tendency to whitewash
rather than find solutions,

Too often welfare is dispensed in a way that destroys the home and
family, instead of rehabi itati them . People are trained and then
there are no jobs for them. New sums are built to replace the old. Great
arms are torn down, only to remain vacant for years, while redtape
and political controversy tie up renewal plan.

Just in the nature of things, and our system, the businessman will
be more efficient. He will, of necessity, plan ahead. He will not be po-
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litical. He will not be handicapped by the uncertainties of legislation
or appropriations.

He will have continuity of organization and personnel. lie will train
people in the skills that are needed. Ho will maintain the properties
ind utilize the land in a productive way s that his investment i pro-tected. And ie will pay taxes, and so wll the newly trained employees.

It is my understanding that the efficiency of private investment has
recently been demonstrated to the Department of Housing and Urban
1)evelolmient, which found that years could be saved in the time taken
to complete public housing projects if private developers were per.
iitn ed to plan and construct the projects and turn them over to UJD
when completed.

The developers of Puerto Rico also know what private investment
cai1 do, and tlat Government spending failed to produce comparable
restults,

CongreSs has always recognized the advantages of enlisting private
capita in construction and devolopuient efforts. The Housing Act of
1949, for exwnple, dectiared that:

Tie policy to be followed in attaining the national housing objective hall be:
(1) private enterprise Whall be encouraged to ,.erre as large a part of the total
wemd as It cuts; (2) governmental asaigtance shall be utilized where feasible to

enable private enterpria to serve more of the total nteed

However, the encouragement provided thus far to corporations has
simply not been enough to justify this use of stockholders' inoney.

Ilhe failure of the section 221 (d) (3) below-iiarket-rate.of-inertct
program is a good example of what happens when a program atteni pts
to enlist private capital in the slums, without providing a reasonable
return on investment.

S. 2088 and S. 2100 accept the fact that a solution to slum problems
may be evolved as a byproduct of business activity, and they attempt
to provide adequate measures to stimulate, instead of discourage, tlumt
business activity.

In conclusion I would simply say that the" bills place principal
reliant on tried and proven tax measures to eliminate the tax deter-
rents that have prevented businessmen front making large-scale ex-
penditures in the slums.

A tax credit for new investment has worked out suctcmfully in prac.
tics and, since the temporary and unsuccessful suspension of the credit
last year, the Government h as committed itself to make the credit a
permanent anti integral part of t lie tax structure.

Blusinessnen i have learned to utilize the credit as a means of mini-
nizizig the risk of large and unanticipated capital investments suclh
as those to be incurred in renovating, reconstructing, and industrializ-
ing slin areas.

Improved and more realistic tax depreciation is also well known
to businessmen as a proper means of minimizing risks and tax costs in
justifying expenditures. Further liberalization of depreciation is an
entirely appropriate measure for recognizing the uncortainfics of busi-
ness life mn the slums.

The provisions of S. 2100 which permit an investor to roll over
investment from one project to a new one without payment of capital
gains tax is likewise consistent with traditional nonreogniqtia of gain
provisions, when mobility of capital must be encouraged.
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,s Senator Kennedy and the other sponsor* of these bills recognize,
they are not yet in final form. Further refinements in drafting are
underway, and already in these hearings changes and amendments
have been suggested that must be studied carefully.

However, the kind of tax approach proposed in the bills is warranted
by the emergency that confronts us, andi am hopeful that the distin-
guished members of the Finance Conmittee will give S. 2088 and
S. 2100 favorable consideration.

I have attached a memorandum to my statement which makes some
conuents more or less technical on the provisions of the bill, but because
of the lateness of the hour, I will not refer to them.

Senator SmATuas. We will make them part of the record, Mr.
Barlow.

(The memorandum follows:)
SumMARy MaoA.aux To AocoupAxr STATKIMKT or JoL BaE W

TAX ASPECS OIP WMEDY PROPOSALS

This memorandum briefly describes with my brief comments the tax apwets
of the proposals Introduced by Senator Kennedy on July 12 and 1M The ftrst
of these, . 208, Is entitled the "Urban Employment Opportunities Development
Act of 1907" and provide incentves for investment in depreciable property in
an urban poverty area poverty area and for the hiring of low-inome individuals
who had resided in the urban poverty area for at least ai months or bad been
unemployed. 8. 2100, the "Urban Housing Development Act of 196?" provides in.
centives for investment in new and rehabilitated housing in an urban poverty
area.
8. 2088

The principal tax provisions in this bill are the following:
1. 7 percent investment credit with respect to qualifying real property;
2. 10 percent Investment credit with respect to qualifying personal property (in

lieu of the ? percent credit otherwise allowable) ;
& Depreciation deductions with respect to qualifying property of 150 percent

of the amount otherwise allowable;
4. Salary deductions in the case of qualifying salaries equal to 125 percent

of the amount otherwise allowabla (This provides a deduction in eces of
actual expenditure.) ;

& Investment credit carryback and carryover with respect to qualifying prop.
erty of three and ten years respectively (in Ueu of the otherwise applicable three
and seven year periods) ;

& Net operating loss carryback and carryover with respect to qualifying
losses of three and ten years respectively (In lieu of the otherwise generally
applicable three and Ave year periods).

S. Vl00
The principal tax provisions In this bill are the following:
1. An investment credit with respect to qualifying housing* ranging from

3 to 22 percent in the case of an initial owner and 2 to 22 percent in the case of
a subsequent owner, such credit to depend on the percentage of the owner's
equity in the project;

2. Depreciable lives with respect to qualifying housing equal to a percentage
of the lives that otherwise would have been allowable, such percentage to vary
Inversely with the percentage of the owner's equity In the project;

& Salvage value. on qualfying housing disregarded
4. Treatment of demollUon and sit-improvement ost with reject to land

on which qualifying housing Is to be built as part of the building cost subject to
depreciation. (Under existing law, such coats fequently must be added to the
basis of the land.)

& If the quall*ft bousin is held for a certain minimum period and then
disposed of. the owner caa avoid the teon t gala by reanvett the



proceeds in other qualifying housing with certain time limits (usually oue year).If the qualifyinghousin is hold for a certain maximum period and then dispoe
of, the amount of gain subject to tax Is limited to the excess of the amount realized
from the sale over the principal balance of the mortgage on the property at that
times (There Is thus no tax on the difference between the depecation previously
claimed and the mortgage princilal amortisation.) If the qualifying housing is
held for the maximum period and the owner decides to continue to operate It.
he Is treated as having sold the property to himself and Is given a stepped-up
basis and permitted to redeprelate the property.

L The bills do not provide for statutory depreciation allowances. The de.
precaution allowable under the bills depends upon the amount of depreciation
that would have been allowed under existing law. Coosquetly, It will be
,eceesary to establish useful lfe, within the meaning of section 167, before
applying the acceleration provisions nt the legislation. This leaves much to be
desired from the administrative standpoint ince taxpayers will be forced to
Justify their depreciation either under the guidelines or on the basis of the
facts and circumstances. Revenue Aent thus could. In effect, limit the benefits
provided for in the bills by insisting upon unusually long section 16 lives.

2. The tax aspects of the bills are extremely complex principally because so
many different tax incentives are offered. It should be possible to provide the
ame overall tax benefits and incentives with fewer different provisions. For ex-

ample, the percentage credits could be increased and the depreciation provisions
eliminated, or a credit (in lieu of a deduction) could be provided for a portion
of the qualifying salaries paid, and the additional 23 percent deduction could
be eliminated. This would avoid the criticism of a deduction In excess of actual
expenditure.

& The most disturbing of the proposals from the tax standpoint is the extra
25 perch nt deduction provided for qualifying salary payments. While It Is po-
sible to Justify the depreciation proposals on the ground that the present depre-
ciation structure is inadequate, no shlar Justfication can be made for the
salaries. There is great value In imposing a tax on the basis ot net income (at
least before the allowance of credits), and we should be extremely hesistaut to
encroach upon the net income L-ecpt through the allowance of a fictional
deduction.

4. The proposals are, of course, subject to the "Pandora's box" argument.-
that If these bills are enacted, others will be proposed which will similarly make
direct use of the tax structure to achieve social ends. There is considerable risk
of this. but certainly if the risk Is to be taken at all, there would seem to be no
better place to take It than in legislation dealing with, perhaps, our most c.ritcal
domestic problem.

Senator SmATUEJ. Senator Kennedy.
Senator KENNx r. I think your testimony i very helpful.
I think that, because you have had so much experience in the tax

field, you know the problems of amending the code perhaps as well as
anyone el in the country.

Ve anglad to have the benefit of your ideas, and suggestion of
how the legislation may be refined and improved. I thiii they will
be particularly useful.

I will just say that I agree with what you have said-that it is a
national crisis Chat we are facing, and that people from all political
persuasions must agree to the fact that what we have done in the past
is not sufficient. There are things that. we can do now to improve the
situation.

And it seems to me it is time that we started seeing action in the
executive branch of the Government, in the legislative branch of the
Government and in the private sector. We must try to rectify a very
dangerous situation within our country.

Mr. B"ww. I think that is very true, Senator.
One of the things that I think has not been emphasized by those

who oppose these measures is the urgency of the situation. I think

W-AM&-4 is----l
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that is one reason why tax incentives should be used. I think they
will have an immediate effect, and they will have a very helpful
multiplier efect.

Senator S You have tatified before this committee nuy
Limes, have you not,

I know in recent year I have seen you up here often. Don't you
usually speak for the chamber of commerce

Mr. Biww. Yes, I do. I was clirman of the taxatiou committee of
the chamber of commerce for 10 yea. I resigned this year.
I am not eking for the chamber today.
1 might add, Sentor, I am not speaking for the National Associa-

tion of Manufaturers, which I understand from the clerk was a
typographical error on the agenda.

a iim speaking because I am interested in the bill. I think
it is an imiative andvery thoughtful approach to this problem.

As I said earlier, I have great reluctance in going to the tax struc-
ture every time we need some social change or economic clage, but I
think this is the time to do it.

Senator STTmum. I thoroughly agree with you.
Thank you very much.
Our next and last witness for today is Mr. Richard Hatch, execu-

tive director of the Architects' Renewal Colmnittee in Harlem, Inc.
Is Mr. Hatch here If he is, will he identify himself I
Mr. Hatch is not here, so the committee will stand in recess until

10 o'clock tomorrow morning, when we will hear the former Secre
taryof the Treasury, Mr. Dillon.

(Whereupon, at 4:45 p.m the committee recessed, to reconvene at
10 am., Friday, September 15, 1967.)



TAX INCENTIVES TO ENCOURAGE HOUSING IN URBAN
POVERTY AREAS

IPJDL~Y, S mPTZmZF 15, 1967

U.9 SENATE,
Coxmxrra ox FiXANCZ,

Wa.A ington, D.C.
The cominittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 2221, New

Senate Office Building, Hon. George A. Sinathers presiding.
Present : nators Smiathers, Williains, Carlson, and Bennett.
Also present: Senator Robert F. Kennedy of New York.
Senator SMATU-1rx. The committee will ie in order.
This is the Finance Coininittee's second day of hearings on Senate

bill 2100, offered by the distinguished junior Senator from New York,
the Senator from Kansas. tie Senator from Connecticut, and myself.

Our first witness today is the former Secretary of the U.S. Treasury,
the distinguished Douglas Dillon.

We are delighted tohlave you as our witness, Mr. Secretary. You may
proceed as you like.

STATO C. DOUGLAS DILLON, FORME SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY

Mr. DiuAox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure for me to
appear before you again.

Since leaving the Treasury, I moved to New Jersey and amn engaged
in the hivestment businem there wad in New York City. I al President
of United States & Foreign Securities Corp., a registered, closed-end
investment company.

I am also a director of the (hae Manhattan Bank and of the Anmeri-
can Telephone & Telegraph Co.

In addition to these business comections, I am chairman of the
board of the Bedford-Stuyvesant tDevelopment & Service Corp., a
nonprofit corporation organized for the purpom of stimulating the
redevelopment of the Bedford-Stuy vesant area in Brooklyn.

During my years at. the Treasury, many important tax measures
were paswd upon by this conunittee. Of these, none was more important
than the investment credit included in the Revenue Act of f962. A
stimulus to encourage the rebuilding and heighten the productivity of
our industrial plant was urgently needed at that time.

The investment credit was proposed only after careful analysis of
all the many alternative that could have been used as a means for
achieving this oal. It was chosen because our studies convinced us that
it woudprovmde the most powerful stimulant at the lowest cost in
revenues or a given incentive effect.

(219)
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There can be no doubt that the credit has proved to be a powerful
influence on investment decisions and has played a major role in
enabling our economy to enjoy an unprecedented period of uninter-
rupted expansion. "

begin my testimony by talking about the investment credit be-
cause it demonstrates the important uses that can be made of tax policy.
I am not one who believes that our tax system should be used to solve
every national problem we encounter. In the interest of uniformity,
special incentives should be held to an absolute minimum.

But as President Kennedy stated in connection with the invest-
ment credit:

Some departures from uniformity are needed to promote desirable amlal or
economic objectives or overriding Importance which can be achieved most
effectively through the tax mechanism.

In 1962, the importance of stinulating modernization and capital
expansion justified the enactment of the investment credit. Today, the
crisis we face in our cities--in insuring that all our citizens have a fair
opportunity to obtain decent housing and meaningful jobs--is no less
urgent than the state of our economy was in 1962.

We are faced with a problem of the highest priority which so fa."
as defied solution. Under such circumstances we cannot turn our
backs on the use of tax policy or of any other policy that might help us
to reach a successful solution.

Although I understand that the question of industrial development
within our urban poverty areas is not as yet before the committee, I
would like to say a few words in support of the principles contained
in S. 2088 before turning to the subject of housing.

The creation of new jobs for the unemployed in our slum areas
must have first priority in any attacks on the urban ghetto. Without
the prospect of a job, there is little or no incentive for a young person
to improve his education.

Better education and better training are central to the problem of
our cities, but additional funds spent in this area will be largely wasted
if there are too few job opportunities at the end of the road.

Better housing is unlikely to be maintained or to change the char-
acter of a community if there are no jobs for those who live in the
improved quarters. And today the plain fact is that there are nowhere
nearly enough jobs for those who live in urban poverty areas. In such
Reas, less than half the young adult men can find jobs at which they

can earn wa/essufficient to carry themselves and their families across
the poverty line.The be.t answer to this unemployment problem is to create jobs

right in the areas where these people live. Such jobs can only be
created in adequate numbers by the operations of private business on a
large scale. I do not refer simply to major investments by big business,
although these are important and very welcome. What is more likely
to do the job is the large-scale investment of funds by a multitude of
small- and medium-sized enterprises.

But investment of this nature will require sipcial inducentents that
only Government can provide. Without such inducements the risk are
just. too great and the anticipated profits too low to permit businessmen
who are responsible to their shareholders or to their families to commit
funds to the urban ghetto.



We no longer have the tinle to go case by case and determine the
exact incentives needed to attract a iticular business to a particular
area. Instead, we needed incentives ta wi apply automatically to eni-
courage a rapid increase in new businesses in poverty areas without
substantial redtape mid delays.

It is for this reason that I support the principles emodied in S.
208. Through the use of a number of tax incentives7 it would en-
courage broad categories of private business to play an important role
in red ucmg our unemployment problem. And I cannot see any other
practical means to induce the large-scale private investment that is

reuired.
I am particularly impressed by the provision for the deduction of

125 percent of the payroll cost of employees from poverty areas. This
is an imaginative suggestion that strikes at the heart of the problem. In
effect, it directly subWdizes the training said employment of the unem-
ployed, not just the use of madinery, but the training and employ-
ment of the unemployed. It gets them off the streets and into jobs with
decent pay.

I can think of no better weapon to avet the kind of rioting that
swept our land this past summer.

Turning to S. 2100, I feel less competent to speak since I am no
expert in the extremely cornplex field of housing. However, I tin con.
minced that the problem is a deadly serious one.

Although it has been recognized for many years, progress to date
has been sadly inadequate to the crying needs. New approaches are
clearly needeand every possible tool should be considered, including
the use of tax incentives.

The basis question is how can we get the job done I If it cannot be
done without special tax incentives and can be done with them, then by
all means let us have tax incentives, even though we recognize the
undesirability of creating new tax privileges.

This year has seen a number of excithig new proposals designed to
nueet the housing problem. Along with S. 2100 wIhich you are consider-
ing today, there has been the home ownership plan developed by
Senator Charles Permy, and the recent $1 billion commitment of the
life insurance industry to ghetto housing.

And we still have not given a full trial or adequate scope to the
promising rent supplement program. It is fortunate that A) lmuch in-
telligent thought atd effort is being put into this matter, since there
is not likely to be any single answer. The problem is so stupendous
and so crucial that we should attack it in every lxoewible way, instead
of trying to find one perfect solution to cover a l the various needs for
ait ion in tie housing area.

I am particularly struck by the ingenious suggestion in S. 2100 for
nnicipal tax abatement in order to achieve lower cost housing. In
Bedford-Stuyvesant we have found a reluctance on the part of many
homeowners to undertake the reh.abilitation of their homes, even if
heavily subsidized, for fear of tax increases.

The provision of S. 2100 for the abatement of local real estate taxes
seems particularly helpful in this connection and could well be an ir.
omrt ant part of any slrm housing program,
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On the other hand, I must admit to being troubled by the wording
of the provision in S. 2100 for 5>-year loans at 2 percent.This is clearly
an unrealistic rate of interest.

While I was in the Treasury, I chaired an interdepartmental task
force set up by President Kennedy to look at the problem of subsidized
interest rates. Our report, while recommending that existing programs
be left undisturbed, found that the establishment of new programs
dependent on interest rate subsidies would not be in the public interest
unless specific provision was made for the annual appropriation of
funds to cover the difference between the newly subsidized rate and the
cost of money to the Treasury.

This finding was approved by President Kennedy and still appears
to me to be good policy. It does not prevent the use of 2-percent loans if
they are found necessary, but, rather, specifies that the cost of the sub-
sidy be clearly shown as an expenses on an annual basis. I am con-
cerned because I was unable to find any such provision in S. 2100 as
presently drafted.

In conclusion, I am firmly of the opinion that we cannot solve the
urgent problem of our cities unless we tap the huge resources of our
private enterprise economy and harness its ingenuity and energy in
pursuit of a solution.

So I favor any and all approaches that are designed to accomplish
this end. Specifically, in spite of the arguments of general tax policy
against the creation of new and special exemp~)tions, and they are valid
arguments, I would favor the use of tax policy wherever other tools
cannot do the job. This seems to be clearly the case in the field of job
creation covered by S. 2088 and may well prove to be the case in the
housing area as well.

Therefore, while fully supporting the principles embodied in S.
2088, 1 also feel that S. 2100 merits your most careful and sympathetic
consideration as one of the promising new approaches to the housing
problems of our urban poverty areas.

Thankyou.
Senator SMATHE.S. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Senator Williams., have you any questions I
Senator WILLIAMS. I have just a couple of questions.
Mr. Secretary-and we still address you as "Secretary," respecting

you as such-do I understand that you are endorsing the proposal for
30-percent tax credit on this type of building property I

Mr. Dxuox. I don't, mean to endorse any specific provision for tax
credit. What I ain tryih 1o say is that I believe the use of tax credits
is a proper thing, and do endorse their use if there are not other
readily available means to accomplish an objective that is of overriding
importance.

t think our cities, rebuilding our urban poverty areas, is of over-
riding i anc. think the rebuilding of housing, the building of
new housing P i those areas, clearly has been completely inadequate
under all the programs we have had so far.

We have been successful in the suburbs but not in these urban
verty areas. I don't see any reason to expect present programs to
adequate. I think new appresches are need and it seems to me

that one of these, getting private industry in and getting the funds



is the use of tax incentives. The exact form of the tax incentive I don't
feel able to comment upon because I don't have enough knowledge or
information about the housing business.

Senator WIU.JAMS. I thinkf you underestimate your knowledge and
ability. Having known your background, I have such tremendous
respect for you, that is the reason I am interested in your answer.

Of course, a bill passed with just the flowery language for tax incen-
tive with no figures involved is zero.

Mr. DwJuoK. No, there has to be a figure involved.
Senator Wt.uAms. That is correct. What figure would you recmn-

mendI
Mr. DILLON. As I say, I don't want to make a particular recom-

mendation there, not for lack of knowledge of taxes generally, but
from lack of detailed knowledge of the housing industry to know what
is nec*sary.

I think the way to find that out is to ask the people who would be
required to put up the money what they would need. I have seen this
bil . I would think the idea that after taxes there would be profits avail-
able on equity inoney of something like 12, 15, or 16 percent would
seem to be an adequate incentive to ie. Six or 7 or 8 percent would not.

I think the way this packlage works out is probably about right,
but there may be other ways of writing the intcentive than the ways
in this bill.

Senator WILaAmst. Then basically you do endorse the package as
it is recommended with the 30 percent. Is that what I understand you
to say I

Mr. Dzw.. No, I don't wait to be put in the position of endorsing
a specific incentive. It is just the net result of allowing a profit of
roughly, say, from 12 to 15 percent.

Senator WnWAxs. The bill as it was originally drafted, in effect,
mathematically would allow a rollover at tle end of every 10 years
and set it tip for depreciation again for an amount minus the amount
of the tax credit, which in this instance would be 30 percent.

For example, a $1 million building, at the end of 7 years, could be
set up on your books again and depreciate that $700,ObO over for the
next 7-year period, and then follow that same line each years. In
other words, for the 35-year life of the building, you could depreciate
it five times.

Would you endorse that I
Mr. Duwzw. That seems a little extreme. The way you paint it it

sounds a little extreme.
Senator WUzAMs. I am not painting it. That is the way the bill is

drafted.
Mr. Dnr or. That is why I say I don't want to endorse any one

particular thing.
Senator WuiAxs. Then you are speaking more or less in favor of

doing something in this immediate area without at the same time
endorsing the principles of the bill now before us I

Mr. Dzuozr. Not the detail.
Senator Wnwxs. You are just endorsing the principle and not the

details of the bill I
Mr. Dnmwi. That is right,
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Senator Wuuaxs. Then you are not endorsing either the tax rapid
writeoff or the tax credit provisions of the bill f They are not being
endorsed by you at this time I

Mr. Dmuw. Not in deal, but I do endorse the use of tax policy and
tax credits for this purpose.

Senator WIVIJAM. You realize if we enact the bill as it is drafted
and eliminate these features and just endorse it in principle, and say
we are for it, we wouldn't have anything. You understand that 

Mr. Djuox. I understand that.
Senator WULixs. I would appreciate, because I have such tremen-

dous respect for your knowledg- of the tax law and your sound[nesw
in this area, knowing just what you would recommend in this area
as to both the extent of the writeoff that would be advisable and the
extent of the tax credit, if you would see fit to give it to us at this tune.

Mr. DuwN. I am not prepared to go into detail on that at, this time.
I am sorry, Senator. But1 do endorse the use of tax credits that would
lead to a profit potential of 12 to 15 percent.

Senator WiLLms. Thank you.
Senator SMATHs. Mr. Secretary, let we ask you this question: You

are familiar, of course1 with the legislative process.
Did you ever see a bill brought before any of the con:.ittees of Con-

gress that was not amended if it needed to be amended I
Mr. DILw.v. Certainly not; not any that I had anything to do with.
Senator SMATIIuS. Have you ever seen one in your experience that

was perfect in every detail from the outset, even though it was sound
in its concepts ?

Mr. Du w . No, not even those that wers prepared in the Treasury
Departanent.

Senator S zATHiUs So if it were true, as the Senator from Delaware
suggests, that there was in the bill a mechanism by which some very
alert, astute, and particularly technical mind could obtain some un-
warranted compensation, that ought to be repaired; you would recom-
mend it and we would recommend it. That has been your experience,
has it not ?

Mr. Duwx. That is right. That is the purpose of having these
hearings

Senator SMATuzi. But you do agres that there is something that
needs to be done in this field of eliminating slum housing and ghettos
in the bigger cities?

Mr. Dawv. Most certainly. You can't look at an area such as I am
somewhat familiar with-tie Bedford-Stuyvesant area in Brooklyn-
you can't look at that without seeing how much remains to be done
and how little these programs in the past have accomplished toward
meet ing the great need.Senator SATn And you do agree that because of this very

urgent need we must provide some tax incentive and that otherwise
private business with its great technical knowledge and capital, will
not move into this arm.

Mr. DawN. Basically, I think the most important thought I had to
give was in the senate where I mid that if tax incentives are needed
to get the job done and if it can't be done without then, then by all
means let us have tax incentives.



Senator SxATins. As a former Secretary of the Treasury and a
man who has had great experience in private business, a man of con.
siderable distinction in the business field, do you believe that private
business men-have they given you any indication-would go into this
field if there were not considerable opportunity to make money for
their companies and themselves I

Mr. Iuox. Well, they will even without that opportunity, to aconsiderable extent, because they are getting more public welfare
minded. I think the action the other day of t e insurance companies
in agreeing to put up $1 billion for this type of investment in ghetto
areas shows that.

While that is a good-sized sum, it is not anywhere near enough to do
the job. I don't think the mere desire to carry out their public welfare
duties will lead them to make investments that are anywhere near
large enough to fulfill the needs. To do something of that size they will
need to dolit profitably in competing with other investments. As these
companies said, this $1 billion was only a small part of their invest-
ment pool.

Senator SMATIMS. You said, did you not, that you felt they did need
an incentive, a minimum return on their money of around 12 to 16
percent I

Mr. Dmuw. Something in that area. I wouldn't be an absolute
expert and say that 11 percent wasn't enough. But certainly 8 or 9
percent has been proved, with the risks involved, not enough to cause
them to do it.

Senator SMAMUYais. So we have to go to that figure which will finally
bring private enterprise, with its brains and ability, into the field,
whatever that particular figure iay be.

Mr. Dnmwt. Yes, if you are going to get private enterprise in, and I
am convinced that you have to.

Senator SMATHER5. It is like going fishing. You have to get the right
kind of a lure. We have to lure thee people into d what needs to be
done. We are not exactly certain at what level it is, u if we have at
the moment erred on the side of generosity, that will be demonstrated
and we should then change it. But we must do what is needed in order
to get them in.

Do you agree with that?
Mr. DUAx. Yes. It is probably a good idea to have a specific .pro-

vision that the workings of any such scheme be reviewed at periodic
intervals with that in mind.

Senator SxAns. I might say to you, and to my distinguished
friend from Delaware, that frankly, I felt he did us a great service yes.
terday by talking about how much opportunity there was in this-bill
for businessmen to make money. It may have excited their imagination.

When we finish perfecting this bill- legisatively, if what he says is
the case, that of course, d be too big.

As the distinguished Senator from New York said when he testified
in favor of the'bill yesterday, in introducing it he recognized that it
would have to be amended in some respects and he would want the com-
mittee to work its will.

Thank you, Mr. Secretary. I will yield to the Senator from
Delaware.

8-l0 O-----11
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Senator Wnaw.Lams. The Senator from Florida, as one of the authors
of the bill, certainly knows what is in his bill, I am sure of that, both
he and the Senator from New York. However, he refers to the analysis
of the bill by the Senator from Delaware.

I point out that this is not my analysis. This is the analysis of the
Treasury Department, for which we both have a tremendous respect. I
think you do, too.

Mr. thov. Certainly.
Senator WiLLxAs. I won't ask that it be printed in the record again

as it is in yesterday's record, but there is very short colloquy, my col-
loquy with the Under Secretary of the Treasury, Secretary Barr, pages
135 to 148 of yesterday's hearings, which sets forth very clearly not
what the Senator from Delaware says can happen under this bill, but
that which the Secretary of the Treasury Department says can happen.

We can approach a solution to this much better to admit what
is in the bill rather than defend it on the basis that it is unintentional
or that maybe I am wrong and this is just sore fairly tale.

I would say this: that perhaps it is somewhat of a fairy tale because,
as was pointed out in the colloquy yesterday, by transferring this
property on a $1 million investment, two gentlemen, by exchanging
it over a period of the life of the property every 7 years, which is
permitted under this, could draw $800,000 tax credit, 80-percent tax
credit, seven times, or $2,100,000 tax credit on an initial $1 million
investment, and, in addition to that, they could depreciate this prop-
erty on the basis of $1 million seven times during this same period.

Don't think anyone would say that that is not. at least a generous
proposal and one which I think both you and I would agree would at-
tract a lot of investment even from New York banking industries.

Mr. Dwzir. I would think so.
Senator SxATizma. In fishing they chum the waters a little bit. That

might be chumming up.
Senator WiUj.x. That is correct. In fishing, I am reminded that

one of the most likely fish caught sometimes are suckers.
Senator SMAT UES. From what you say, if they go into this, they

wouldn't be suckers.
Senator WzAXs. No, I would say the suckers would be on this

end, who are financing it and voting it.
I won't continue the colloquy, but I just want to emphasize this is

not my analysis of the bill, although I ad analyzed it to that extent,
too. ut the Treasury Department confirmed it exactly as I have
said, which I am sure you are aware of.

I have one further question along another line.
I was glad to hearyou mention the fact that the banking industry and

the insurance industry got together and are going to put $1 billion
into this particular investment field. I think tiis is a step in the right
direction.

However, to get the record straight, and these are high-risk loans,
nevertheless, as the insurance companies and the banking industry
underwrites this, they are underwriting it with 100-percent Govern-
inent guarantees in back of it; is that not correct?

Mr.-Iui x. FHA guarntees; yes.
Senator WIL.UAKS. So while these are described as high-risk loans,

and they are high-risk loans originally, as the insurance companies
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and the banking industry take these over under this $1 billion venture,
they are taking them over with a Government guarantee 100 percent
in back of the repayment and interest both; is that not true I

Mr. DiLtoN. FA guarantees; yes.
Senator WuuAs.MS Thank you.
Senator SATJIERS. Senator Carlson.
Senator CANLSOs. Mr. Secretary, I just wish to state that I, too, am

delighted to have you appear before this committee. You have appeared
before us on many occasions in the past and have always been helpful
in regard to financial problems of our Government.

You appear here today interested in the expansion of industry and
housing as a whole.

I was interested in your suggest ion that you thought it might be well
to use tax incentives. This deals with housing, but what other tax
incentives do you have in mind in view of the situation confronting the
Nation I

Mr. Du.wN. I am only talking about this problem of urban ghettos.
I talked earlier about the bill, S. 2W88, which I think is highly impor-
tant in handling this problem.

It is particularly important since very little has been done in this-
area, how to get jobs created in ghetto areas. I ain quite convinced that
the best way to do it and the way it will be done eventually, is by
medium-scale private investments in light industry.

I am convinced the only way you can do that is through tax incen-
tives. I think this particular incentive that has been suggested in
this bill of a 125-percent deduction for the wages paid to people who
are hired from these areas, from the unemployed hetto areas is a very
imaginative suggestion because it does strike at problem of getting
people employed at decent wages, and from that flows, of course, multi-plier effects If they get empoyed. they are able to buy more in the
stores, and so on and so forth.

I think it is a highly important and significant suggestion.
Senator CAMLSN. I have noticed that in very recent years there has

been a great expansion in the use of tax-exempt industrial revenue
bonds I think possibly it has reached such a stage at the present time
that the Treasury is greatly concerned about the revenue.

Mr. DLwN. Personally, when I was in the Treasury, I was opposed
to that process. I though it would be self-defeating, eventually. It is
maybe moving in that direction since so many States are beginning to
use it. This is a question of raiding; of getting the business away from
one place to come and settle some other place by the use of this tax
incentive on revenue bonds.

Of course, if one State wants to counter it, it just starts doing the
same thing itself. So you have a race to do this and nobody loes but
the Federal Government in revenues.

It doesn't seem to me to be a wise procedure. I would agree with
the Treasury and hope that something can be done to limit it or
end it.

Senator CALSAN. Of course, these industrial revenue bonds are a tax
incentive.

Mr. DnWN. They are; yes.
Senator CAnWrLN. It does cost the Treasury revenue. The situation

confronting this committee in the piece of legislation before us now,
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which deals with an investment credit, would also cause a revenue loss,
would it not I

Mr. Dinwz. Yes I wouldn't worry oily about the revenue low if
this accomplished something that was a nationally desirable gol that
cannot be accomplished any other way. The way revenue bonds are
presently being used, they do not meet that objective. They simply lure
a plant away I roan one areA to a different area where labor costs may be
lower or something of that nature.

I don't think what they are accmnplishing is an overriding uitional
goal. On the other hand, the results of last sununer show that tile
amelioration of conditions in our urban poverty areas has to be ali
overriding nat ional goal. *

Senator CAtsoN. As one member of this committee, 1 heartily
favored and supported the 7-percent investment tax credit. I thought it
was a mistake when we suspended it and then later had to comie back
and restore it. I was in favor of restoring it.

But we run into one problem after another when we begin to increase
this from 7 percent to any other percent.

Mr. Dnuoxr. That is another reason why I didn't want to specifically
endorse any one of these specific provisions. All I endorse is some-
thing that will lead to the end result. I think you canl have very good
arguments against a number of these specific provisions.

senator CARLitION. I don't like to use the term "loopholes," but some.
times tile Treasury comes up Item and cwinplaius about loopholes, and
many of our citizens do. Instead of adding another, maybe we should
be taking cam of soe that we already have.

I appreciate very much your appearance.
Mr. D Lox. Thank you.
Senator SMATIiUB. Senator Kennedy.
Senator Kxxmwr. Mr. Secretary, tile question has been raised

whether it would be equally effective to seek industrial investment in
the ghettos through an appropriation or a payment to a businessman
to invest in the ghetto, to build housing in the ghetto, or build a factory
in the ghetto. This would be in place of s tax incentive.

Would you comment on that I
Mr. Ditor. Of course, if he actually received the sammne amount of

funds, the result would be the same. Bhut there is a great differeaace. I
think our national position is very heavily against subsidies to business
of that nature, and I don't think business people like them, or they
don't believe they would be able to count on thlen. They could be voted
one year and they might not be voted the next year.

Therefore, there is no certainty that they would continue. There is
more certainty that a tax incentive would'be allowed to continue be.
cause people would make the investment with that in mind. It
wouldn't be so likely that it would be drastically changed in midstream.

Of course, your bill on investment to create jobs is limited. The
credits are only available for 10 years. I think, therefore, that pay.
ment of a subsidy is impractical because it is not in our tradition and
business would not accept it in any event as a permanent thing.

Senator KENNWTf. Tie Tax Investment Credit Act of 1962 which
you had so much to do with, was that a success in stimulating busi.
nm activity I
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Mr. DiuoLW. Yes, I think it was, though it was very hard to prove
how much it stimulated business as opposed to something else. But cer-
tainly the way the business community feels about it after operating
under it is interesting. When it was first propose they weren't so
certain it would be the stimulus we heql it would be.

(,radually as it was being discusset, business opinion chnan~ed. I
think it was remarkable last year, the unaniinaity ofbusilms opinion,
that this had proved to be a very important tool and very helpful in
stimultaing investments. It clearly has been. The people who were sup-
posd to have been affected by it say so.

Senator KElqN3DY. Is it your feeling that a tax credit now to stimu-
late industry and the construction of housing would have the same
effect in the ghetto I

Mr. Diuwx. There is no reason why it wouldn't. I think it would.
Senator KzxvrIw. Do you think that, fromn your experience in the

financial field and the tax field, businem would be attracted by tax
incentive to make investments in the ghetto which they have avoided
up to the present time I

Mr. IML.Low. I think so. It is a high-risk problem, but other means
are being used to take care of some of these risks. They can be basically
countered by the opportunity of adequate profits. I am sure they would
be.

Senator KIxxrWy. There was opposit ion from tie Treasury I)emrt-
ment yesterday on the basis that this established a precedent. Would
you comment on that I

Mr. DILMON. Anything we do establishes a precedent. That is a
valid argument, but there also have to be exceptions when matters of
overriding importance are faced. I think that is the real decision and
I can't really make it. But this is something that the wisdom of Con.
gres has to decide: whether amelioration of the problems in our urban
poverty areas, which brought on the sort of situations we saw in
many cities this sumner, is a crisis that deserves high national priority
or not. I personally think it is.

If it is such a crisis, then it deserves the use of all possible ways of
putting an end to it, including tax incentives.

Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Senator SAT'usa Senator Bennett I
Senator Bwrz'rr. Mr. Chairman, I came in after the witness' state-

ment was made. He indicated that he thought the deduction of 125
percent of payroll was an imaginative approach.

I am not sure he is the one that can answer this question.
If the basis of this very unusual deduction is the area from which

the employee came, then some imaginative businesses will discharge
all of their employees except tie people frma those areas, or as many
of their employees as they can get rid of because this is a real wind.
fall. Perhaps they would say to the em ployee, "Get an apartment in
that area so I can justify the 125-percent deduction."

Isn't. this a risk in this part icular type of an approach I
Mr. Da.oN. I think it is, but I think it probably has been answered

in the way the bill has been drafted, as I understand it, which says
that this is applicable for a period of no more than 10 years and only to
those new industries that move into a ghetto area mad are approved
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th establishment of a new industry which would then have to be estab-
lished in the ghetto area, and it would presumably not have any em-
ployee to d ge because it was new and it would hire new em-

C~h incentive is to hire as many as possible of the employees from
theghetto area rather than bringing In people from oustide to do the
job n that area.

What we are trying to do is to provide jobs for these unemployed
people in the ghetto areas. They are not as well trained. It costs more
to use them. Therefore, this tax incentive seems particularly appro-
priate for that sort of thing.

If this applied to going gnee, I thin what you have mid would
betrue.

Senator Bzvwxmr. It seems to me that if I were the manager of a
business in another city, to which I had no particular and specal rea.
son to be attached, it would be a terrible temptation to become a new
business in the a hetto ares.

Mr. DrzwN. = is a provision in here to prevent movement of
runaway busnese of that' nature because there also has to be a
certification from, I understand, Washington, from the Secretary of
the Treau.

Sen&tr Brnvrr. In other words, it presents an opportunity for
politicaldetmination as to which businesses are going to be giventhaPrtcularprivil I

Mi. Dnwx. lo, i' not. I think it is spelled out clearly that
they cannot be runaway businesses. They have to actually be the estab-
lishment of new industry. I think those provisions should be very
carefully drafted and looked at to make certain it works that war.

Senator Brzrxrr. I remember our experience with ARA. Tere
was to be no movement there. But there was a lot of it. The oppor-
tunity to offer this incentive is there. Cities will take advantage of it.
Political pressures will be exerted. This is a great emotional situation.
Here is an industry that will employ 500 people. We can bring it into
our ghetto area. They don' have any unemployment problem in this
other city, and so on.

I have rave misgiving about any situation in which you permit
the deduction of more than the actual expense involved. Now we only
have two* the investment credit and the mineral depletion allowances.
We have had trouble with both of those.

I think this is even more dangerous because it attaches to so common
a thing as wages. It seems to me there is a prospect this proposal
would create theproblems to which I refer.

Mr. DnUo. 1 think what you say agrees with my feeling. You
agree that this incentive would work very well. You are afraid it would
work too well. I think certainly that is a very reasonable and very
important fear. It is a question of drafting a bill of this nature so that
woiddn't happen. If that can't be done, then maybe you shouldn't do it.

I assume from reading the bill that it has been done and could be
done, and Congresecould find ways of doing it. If they can't, then I
would tend to agree with you. Certainly we don't want to have a bill
that would just promote a lot of movement of plants from one place to
another. TW is not the purpose of the bill
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Senator BNNWfr. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SMATHZs. Mr. Secretary, I have just three quick questims.
As former Secretary and as an experienced businessman, you do

iecognize that there is a need to provide housing in thw ghettos?
Mr. DJUOwr. Certainly I recognize it. I don't see how any reason-

able person could not recognize it.
Senator SMATHzas. You do believe that one of the answers, if not

the only answer, is to get the wealth of knowledge and the wealth of
capital that is included in what we would call free enterprise inter-
ested in the solution of that problem I

Mr. DuWx. Yes, and get it interested on a large scale and not just
on a welfare basis.

Senator SxAnm&as. And you do further agree that the only way to
get them into this area is by giving them some tax incentive I

Mr. Dmuox. I think it is one of the best ways. I think it is a very
important way, possibly an essential way.

Senator SMATus. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Senator WILLIAMS. I have just one further question.
However, as I understand it, you are not endorsing the tax incen-

tives or the depreciation provision in this bill 1
Senator SMATIIEIS. I think we know he is not supporting the par-

t icular amounts. He is supporting the tax-incentive concept ..
Senator WI AMs. The language without the formula which means

nothing, as I understand it, because you have to have a Agure in there
to get any benefits.

Mr. Du.wx. You can decide whatever way you want, Senator. I am
delighted to see you supporting the Treasury so strongly these days.

Senator SNAT mRs. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Mr. William Warren, the dean of the Columbia

University Law School. from the great State of New York.
Dean Warren. we are delighted to have you and you may proceed as

you like.

TA1T FT 01 IL-AM C. WARREN, DEAN, (OLUMA
UNIVERSE LAW SCHOOL, 1EW YORK

Mr. W m. Thank you, sir.
I am William C. Warren, dean of the faculty of law of Columbia

University. I have worked in the field of taxation for the past 80 years,
and I have taught taxation in law school for a period of over 25 years.

I have published many articles, books, and reports on taxation, and,
in addition, I have servW as a tax consultant to the Secretary of the
Treasury.

I was a member of the mission that went to Japan under Gen.
Douglas MacArthur and set up the tax system in Japan. Then I went
to the Far East with Genera[ Van Fleet on one of his military and
economic muons.

This gives you some background as to what expertise I might have.
I want to say that I appreciate the privilege of appearing before this

committee, particularly to discuss the tax incentives for investment in
urban poverty areas, Swato bills 2100 and 2088.

The use of the tax laws to provide incentives in these areas of our
national development is now well established by previous tax laws en-
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acted by Coee We all know that a tax proposal can no longer be
considered ony n its efficacy as a revenue-raising measure. Any tax
law necessarily has its effects on both the economic and social well being
of the Nation.

Congress has recognized in the past that these effects include incen-
tives for the vigorous development of our economic life.

What comes to mind is, of course, the investment credit enacted into
law not too long ago.

I mi ht say that this type of law is not pecul.nr to the United
States because we find its counterparts in many parts of the world
where other systems of Government have uwd the same technique.

The use of such a measure is an obvious and effective way of en-
couraing economic growth and development. The Internal Revenue
Code bristles with provisions that affect our social policy. Additionalexemptions on the income tax return for the blind-and the aged are
obvious ones.

The deduction of medical and dental expenses, and of contributions
to charities and educational institutions, are others in a long list of the
use of the tax laws to favor desired social results.

Today I don't think anyone should quarrel with the principle of
providing a tax incentive to achieve a desired result. We are con-
cerned, rather, with, first, the policy question of what do we want
to do, and, secondly, the best method of going about it. The answer
to the policy question seems relatively simple. Obviously, something
must be done about our city slums. Slums no longer are a local urban
problem. They are a national problem which vitally affects every citi-
zen of this country. The problems of the city slums are not abating.
Each summer sees an increase in the number of riots and violent dis-
turbances, and there is nothing on the horizon that I see that indicates
that these disturbances will decreasm

We can no longer wait until the vigor and extent of these riots
reach an intolerable point beyond which control is no longer possible.

I turn now to the method of seeking a solution to the decay of our
cities. Why select a tax incentive rather than U direct Federal grant I
The members of this committee know all too well the many Federal
programs that are directly involved in the problems of this area. At
times, massive financial aid has been channeled into the slums. City,
State, and Federal programs have worked for a solution of the prob-
lems of our cities for two decades.

UnhappilT, these programs, welfare assistant, unemployment pay-
ments, training prgrams, job counseling, small loans and others, just
to name some, have been overwhelmed by the magnitude of the prob.
lem to be solved. -

What has not been tried is the most efficient industrial complex that
the world has ever seen, American private industry. To date there
seems to be no problem too big or too difficult for our modern American
industry to solve. Once private industry directs its energies to the
needs of the moment, it reaches a solution.

Our present space program is a vivid example of private industry
providing the solution to incredibly difficult technical problems. It is
certainly not too optimistic to hope that the incursion of private capi-
tal and private industry, encouraged by this bill into our city slums,
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will materially and perhaps decisively make our cities a desired place
in which to live.

Moreover, a tax incentive will not be the only operative factor in the
field. There are other factors operating vigorously in thi area. There
has been a striking surge of interest in attracting private capital to the
slums.

Many forward-looking companies have made tentative steps in that
direction in recognition of the vast market potential which exists.

The broad sponsorship of this legislation by Senators and Congress-
men of differing political persuasions and the range of favorable
opinion represented at these hearings is further convincing evidence
that this concept of incentives for private investment, is the most
powerful of all thinp-an idea whose time has come.

The support for this concept is readily understandable. Private capi-
tal is controlled by many different businesses and, therefore, has a
degree of flexibility and individual creativity which Government pro-
grams can never have and do not lave.

The investment of private capital in a project would release Govern-
ment funds for othei projects. The need for profitable return on pri-
vate investment is a powerful incentive for efficient operations. A tax
incentive is one that ap peals directly and powerfully to the private
investor. It is a factor that enlivens and multiplies economic growth.

More often than not, the economic activity generated by a tax in-
centive more than offsets any tax loss incurred as a result of the incen-
tive. Experience with the Investnent Credit Act has amply demon-
strated tihis happy result.

However, the right area of activity and the right means of interest-
ing the private sector must be found. There is reason to believe that
this hearing is addressing itself to the right means and the right area
of activity.

This points up the two general criteria that a desirable tax benefit
proposal should- satisfy. The proposal should further the public in-
terest in a broad way and not in a narrow or specialized way, and it
should reflect an efficient means of advancing that interest.

There are, in addition, several other standards for assessing the
effectiveness of incentives for investments in the area of added orhigh
risk. These standards provide a useful basis for making a specific eval-
uation of Senate bill 2100 and Senate bill 2088.

In the case of encouraging slum investment, the best incentive is
probably one which goes directly to the act of investment, as do the
tax credit and accelerated depreciation aspects of Senate bill 2100 and
Senate bill 2088. Senate bill 2100 also contains provisions which give
favorable tax treatment to the proceeds on sale of a Project if certain
conditions are met. This, too, is a rationally designed method to bring
about desired results.

Senate bill 2088 contains an unusual tax incentive in the form of an
additional 25-percent tax deduction for compensation paid to pre-
viously unemployed persons. Here, again, the incentive is rational.

Senate bill 2088 is designed to encourage not only capital investment,
but also the creation of jobs for the unemployed. If the only incentives
W'erebased on capital investment, labor intensive projects would sufferunreasonably. Hence, the desirability of the 25-percent extra de-
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Ina on creating the needed jobs.

The incentive should also be highly selective. A scattergun approach
offers too much opportunity for windfall and does not attract invest-
ments to projects of the very highest priority. The selectivity of Senate
bill 2100 and Senate bill 2088 is assumed by the local and Federal gov-
ernmental controls on certified projects. This is the right area of ac-
tivity for drawing in private capital because it involves ordinary
profitmaking projects.

The constitution and rental of housing, and the creation of jobs, are
traditional functions of the private sector. These programs, unlike a
pollution control program, do not ask a private investor to spend his
money on public projects. They offer him the opportunity to earn a
return on his capital, on his know-how, and on his experience.

The direction of the businessman's knowledge and experience to the
solution of slum problems is clearly a resource that cannot be ignored.
The Investment Credit Act is a tax-incentive program that encourages
capital investment in plant and equipment. Here are bills that literally
encourage an investment in human life and in human decency.

In urging the enactment of this legislation, I would like, however,
to add that past experience with our tax laws show that a continuing
study of their effect is desirable and indeed required. We want to en-
courage private industry to commit itself to the improvement of our
cities by reducing the impact of taxes on its operations. We know
that private industry requires a fair return for its risks and efforts.
We also know that conditions change and that a small tax savings to-
day may in a few years, or in other areas, result in an inflated profit.

For his reason, safeguards should be enacted in the law to insure
that it operates fairly and effectively

In addition, its operation should be closely monitored to insure the
timely correction of any defect that subsequent experience maydisclose.

Thank you.
Senator SATHERS. Thank you very much, Dean.
Senator Williams, have you any questions I
Senator WnIWms. Just a couple of questions, Mr. Warren.
The existing bill, S. 2100, which you have just endorsed, propoes,

in the instance where it is all private money or conventionally 1.
nanced, a 22-percent tax credit, and the minimum rollover or amorti-
zation period of 10 years.

Yesterday, the sponsor of the bill changed that provision to 30-per-
cent tax credit and a 7-year period. Woud you endorse that second
liberalization I

Mr. WAxRam. Senator, when you come to figures you are in the
political area and the economic area. I say "political" because we
must prepare certain economic data. I know some committee of Con-

must be working on the economic data here so that they will
now what should be the right percent.
But let's go back to the oi-depletion tling for a minute. If you

know the history, and I am sure you do, in the House the percentage
figure was 25 percent and in the Senate it was 30 percent.
%Tly had lunch, and in the afternoon it came out 27% percent.



Senator Wzuaxs. I thank you for that, because I have always
said there was nothing sacred about it. Maybe we better have another
lunch in that area.

Mr. WuAaRF€. When you come to this, I am not prepared, because I
have not seen the economic data. But you are in the high-risk area, and
I speak here in controlling some property right in the ghetto area.

Therefore, if you are going to do something, you are going to ha e
to give some incentive. I don't know what ti right amount is, but
I tliink there can be economic studies made that will determine what
it should be.

If you notice, at the end of my statement I said I thought you
should have some kind of mechanism in the bill that was constantly
reviewing it to see that there weren't windfalls.

Senator WzLJAX. I understand that, I think you underestimate
your own ability. I have such a tremendous respect for the dean of the
.olumbia Law School that I know you cangive us a lot of informa-

tion in this connection. That is the reason want to direct a couple
of questions to you.

We will proceed on the premise of the new formula, the 30 percent
and 7 years, assuming that is correcL

Under this bill, even though this project was built its a separate cor-
porate entity, they do have the advantage of subchapter S, which
mease that they could commingle the resu ts and carry them over on
their personal tax returns.

You understand that, do you?
Mr. WA IzUN. Yes.
Senator WLUAMS. We will proceed with the hypothetical case that

the individual is well in the 70-percent bracket. He forms this cor-
poration and he builds one of these projects. To make it easier, lie puts
all of his own1 money. He builds tis $1 million project i.nder this
proposal. He would $300,000 tax credit which lie could carry over

his person return.
-r. w"m. That is right.
Senator WuuAs.m Following that, he would be able to depreciate

this full $1 million cost in the next 7 years under this proposal. Is that
not correct ? Ten years under the bill or 7 years under the most recent
change.

Wr. WAKW . As I understand it, at each of these periods he has
to pay a capital gains tax.

Senator WiUjAms. I haven't reached the end of the period yet. I
am in the first 7 years right now.

Mr. Wxawx. You are correct on the first 7 years. That is my
understanding.

Senator WiuAxs. He can depreciate it the full $1 million. If this
individual is in the 70-percent bracket-

Mr. WAmzi. Of course, this is only the building, not the land.
Senator W .zaXs. That is correct, but we are speaking of the build-

ing just the building.
1r. Wmaazw. And land represents a fairly substantial part of the

cost.
Senator WILLIAmS. That is correct but we are speaking of the build-

ing. He doesn't get a tax credit on the land. The building costs $1 mil-
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lion. He gets $300,000 tax credit. In the next 7 years he can depre-
ciate this building in its entirety, which is a $1 million depreciation.
For a man in the 70-percent tax bracket, it is worth $700,000. Is that
correct?

Mr. WAW.x. Yes.
Senator Wiu.Luxs. At the end of 7 years he has depreciated his

building to zero but he has recovered, by tax benefit, the full $1 mil-
lion cost; is that correct I

Mr. WAm=aN. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMs. At the end of the 7 years he could roll it over on

a new basis and the base would be reduced by the amount of the tax
credit but le could set it on his books again at $700,000 for deprecia-
tion purposes for t he next 7 years; is that not correct ?

Mr. W.tRRx. I don't believe that is correct, Senator.
Senator WILWAMS. I refer you to pae-
Mr. WARR.,. Excuse me. Again, I don't profess to be an expert

on this bill.
Senator WtLLxs. I recognize you as an expert. I refer you to page

40 of this bill.
Mr. WARR.,. I think what happens is this: He can set it up on his

books at that point by paying the capital gains tax.
Senator VnL xs. That is correct.
Mr. IVaaEN. He has to pay a tax. All of that $1 million that you

just talked about, some of it fas to go. He has to pay a tax. In addi-
tion, he sets it up on his books at what it would have been if he had
taken straight line depreciation..

Senator SMATilu. He recognizes you as an expert, and I think you
are right.

Senator WUnUAMS. All right, a straight line. The bill provides
that you can depreciate it in 10 years.

M. WAw1. That is right. But when lie comes to the rollover, as
you call it, then there is another gimmick there to protect the
Government.

Of course, Senator, if you think $1 million is too much of an incen-
tive, then if this is the wisdom of Congress, the Congress would say
it ought not be that much. I can only support the principle.

Senator WILuALS. I am just try in to find out what could happen.
We have established at the end of thefirst 7-year period he has $1 mil-
lion. You say that it can be computed on what it would be at straight
line. If it is straight line 7 years, it would be 121 percent per year
straight line and it would come out to zero seven times, or if you ac-
celerated the depreciation you would come out to zero by changing
over, anyway.

So any way you get to it, at the end of the 7 years, if that is the life
of it, and that is what is set up, you are back to zero. You are back to
the zero. The Under secretaryy of the Treasury confirmed that. I think,
as dean of the law school, you know that seven times 14% is a
hundred percent on straight line.

Mr. WV umxE. Yes.
Senator WILL;. M. I would ask, Mr. Chairman, that we put section

1394(a) (1), sections I and (a), which sets up this plan that-he can roll
this over with his equity investment in such property less the amount
of any credits that were allowed under section 41.
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The equity amount is $1 million, less a $300,000 credit, which is
$700,000, and that is what lie sets it up at. He depreciates that the
second I years, and he is in the 70 percent bracket, and he has a tax
benefit of $490,000 at the end of the second 7 year.

Mr. W.%aERN. I am told that the witness wro is to follow me has
addressed himself particularly to these provisions and studied them
very carefully. I have a feeling, Senator, that inasmnuch as I have not,
it would be wiser if you addressed that same question to him instead
of to me.

Senator WiIIAMS. If I can be here, I will. It is so seldom that I
ata chalice to get educated a little bit by the dean of a law school that

would like to-have your answers, too. I have such a tremendous re-
spect for your knowledge in this field.

Now we have this property at the end of 14 years. It has been de-
preciated twice, down to zero. Under this bill, under section 1394(a),
he could set it u again at the amount of $700,000, which is $1 million,
less the $800,000.

Mr. WARREN. My understanding-and, again, I would prefer to let
someone who studied it carefully answer you-I thought it was only
one 7-year period and after that it was in 10-year periods.

I didn't come prepared, really, to discuss the intricate technical
provisions.

Senator WILaAMs. Under the bill, they were all 10-year periods.
Under the proposal yesterday, that 10-year period was reduced to 7.

Mr. WA REN. I understood in talking with sonieone this morning
that that only applied to one period. You got one bite.

Senator KzNNEDy. That is correct.
Mr. WARREr. And after that it is 10 years.
Senator WILLIAMs. All right, with that slight change.
We will proceed on that premise and see how we come out.
Mr. WNAr R. Don't forget ever time you do this to put a capital

gains tax on that fellow, will you!7
Senator WILImAs. You pay $175,000 for each $700,000 you get.

That isn't too bad.
Mr. WAmu. If they don't put it here, Senator, they will put it

in oil and they will get percentage depletion and writeoffs for intangi-
bles. There are a lot of other things that people can put money in in
the 70-percent bracket besides this. We don't have to list them. ou
know them. You list them all the time. We are not dealing with any-
thing here t list is uncommon to the 70-perent taxpayer.

Senator WnIIAMS. Perhaps not. Perhaps this may be an incentive
for some of us to try to get to the 70. 1 would like to pursue this because
I recognize your great knIowledge in this field.

We have it set up and we agree that in the first 7 years he will
recover--

Senator SMATiMEs. Excuse me. We will have Mr. Mortimer Ca lin,
the former Commissioner of Internal Revenue, who has addressed him-
self to this particular problem and who is prepared to answer it.

I know, as the Senator from Delaware sid, he has great respect
for expertise on the part of everybody. You, Dean-and-certainly he
would r cognize the onmissioner of Internal Revenue as one who is
qualified, and who at this moment happens to be prepared, which the

stated he is not, on these particular s
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Rather than have the dean, who has stated over and over again
that he is not prepared on the specifics of it, that he is merely support-
ing the concept, would the Senator not be willing to have us bring Mr.
Caplin up at this time, when the dean has concluded, and we can go
into all of these figures?

Senator WILIAXS. I would agree except for one thing. I would
hate very much for this hearing to be recessed and leave the impres-
sion that the members of this Finance Committee don't think that the
dean of the law school has the qualifications to answer the questions. I
disagree completely.

I recognize him as one of the best qualified witnesses we have had.
He has just endorsed thisprinciple. I shall also be interested in Mr.
Caplin's opinion, because would like to to get as much information
as we can on this. I will proceed on the 10 years. I would like to get
this correct.

You have endorsed this principle. After all, a principle doesn't
mean anything if we dont understand the mechanics of how it works.

In the first 7-year period-and I will be very brief on this-this
individual in the 70-percent bracket would have obtained $1 million
in tax credit. Now we will proceed with the understanding that it is 10
years. This is a 7-year-oldbuilding. For the next 7 years he can set
that up at $700,000 and depreciate that, we will say, for the next 10
years, which means he could get $490,000 tax benefit for the next 10
years, would he not ? Do you agree with that ?

Mr. WARRm. Yes. He has to PAy a capital gains tax, though.
Senator WILu.LM5. Capital gains tax on $700,000,$175,000 for each

$700,000 he gets. At the end of that period, the building is 17 years old.
He can set it up again for $700,000 and depreciate it all over again,
and by paying capital gains tax on the $700,000, and get another
$490,000, could he not ?

Mr. WARaR. That is right.
Senator WLAMS. He could do that over and over again for the

life of the building is that correct I
Mr. WAxRm. Tat is right.
Senator WLuaxs. Do you think that is a good proposal in the law I

That is, in the tax law.
Mr. WAaur. I think that some incentive along this line has to come.

Whether the figures are right is in your wisdom, not mine, because this
is a congressional decision, a political decision. I can't make that
because this is what has to come out of the legislative process.

Senator WnLAxs. I understand it is our responsibility.
Mr. W uw . But the principle here, Senator, is right. That I won't

back away from 1 inch. The principle of providing a tax incentive to
.private industry to move into the slums and to do something for
human beings is right.

Senator WILLIAXs. I understand it is our responsibility.
you said it. But to g. back again to what I am speaking of, so that I
will get it clear because as one member of the committee I value your
recommendations so highly, you endorse the principle that he get this
30-percent tax credit and then be permitted to depreciate-

Mr. WAuRrE. It was 22% yesterday. Now it has gone to 30. Maybe
it ought to be 18. I am sure that you committees are going to have
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needed. Industry is going to come in and tell you that they are
prepared to do this fyou have certain kinds of incentives.

The insurance companies, as you know the other day, said they were
prepared to put up $1 billion. There is a lot of money that can flow
into this. I hope and I know that you will be sure to review that
economic data and to know that that percentage ought not to be 30
if that is too high but that it ought to be 16 percent if that is right.

I don't know what it ought to be. But someone with a computer
feeding into it what people will or will not do, will let you come up
with an answer.

Senator WiujAxs I would still like to finish my question.
Senator SMATnIFRS. You are asking questions and then giving the

answers and wanting him to agree.
Senator WILLIAMs. I haven't had the chance to ask the question yet.
My question: Under this bill, it proposes a 30-percent tax credit and

then, im addition to this tax credit, the man that builds this property
will be allowed to depreciate this same property at least five times
during the life of the property.

Do you agree with that rinciple in our tax law I
Mr. WAWR.. I agree withthe principle. I am not sure that it may

not be too generous. I agree fully with the principle, but the generosity
is something else. I don t want to give private industry any more than
you have to give. If you can do it With a 4-percent tax credit, then do it,
as far as I am concerned. But if it takes 22, we will have to give 2"2. But
this is a problem we must meet.

I am convinced in my own mind, at last, that you will never do it
by the appropriation route. You will never do it by the appropriation
oute. It is going to have to be done so that business can move in and

be assured something.
When business people get a tax credit, they know they can depend

on it. I don't agre with Ihe Secretary that just spoke earlier. I have
great respect for him, but when he says credits are never changed, the)
are changed. You changed the investment credit before and took it
away from people, and then you put it back on. You can do the same
thing here.

You want to get the slums moving, and the slums are getting worse.
There are more people in the slums today than there were 6 months
ago, and there will be more 6 months from now. There is no sign of im-
provement. In fact, there is every sian that it is going the other way.

Briefly, when you can harness this private sector of the economy
through some means to step in and help, then we are going to be doing
something. I am tring in the educational field, Senator, to educate a
number from the slums. I have people who are given special scholar-
ships to try to educate them, to provide leadership. But we have to do
more than that. 'that is too long a process.

Senator WILUAMS I agree we need something in this area but we
still get back to the point that we have a proposal that a man can re-
cover 100 percent of his investment in the first 7 years and depreciate
it. five times thereafter in recovering it several more times.

It seems rather liberal.
Mr. WARRaN. There are other provisions in the tax law that you per-

mit to be there, that a fellow can make an investment and get it all

239
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back in 1 year. He can get it all back in 1 year. And then he can continue
to take deductions thereafter.

Senator WiLWAMS. Would you give us an example of that ? I would
like to have your support in that direction.

Mr. WArEN. Depletion.
Senator WILLIAMS. The oil depletion f
Mr. WAmixN. Yes.
Senator WLLAMs. You would endorse that being reduced I
Mr. WARREN. I think it ought to be studied, yes. I think all of these

percentages ought to be studied. I think they ought to be under con-
tinuous study.

Senator WILAMS. I welcome your support. I have been trying for
years to get more than a study, but to get action.

Mr. WA RRE. You have had my support for a long time in that.
Senator SMATHEUE. Now you all agree.
Senator Bennett.
Senator BZNNE=r. The bill recommendations, as far as I know for the

first time, that we move intq a situation where we allow an overdeduc-
tion of an out-of-pocket cash operating expense, in other words, 125-
percent deduction for wages, based on locat ion of a business.

Does that disturb you?
Mr. WARmE. No, it doesn't disturb me one bit. It wouldn't disturb

me, Senator, if you decided that you wanted to subsidize that employee
by giving 25 percent more than what the employer was paying him.

Frankly, we are dealing with people who have very few skills. If you
don't do something for them, they are not going to be hired.

Senator BzENErr. This doesn't limit it, as I understand it, to people
who have few skills. It limits it to people who live in an area.

Mr. WARREN. And have been unemployed, and the people who are
unemployed are the people who don't have the skills. Anybody with
skills today can have a ob. I don't care what color he is.

Senator BENNZTr. How long do you have to be unemployed to
qualify as unemployed detail."IWax forget the exact detail.

Senator BzrNT. So do I.
Since my little visit with the former Secretary, it seems to me it is a

beautiful setup. I operate a business in city A, and here is a chance to
get 125-percent deduction of my salaries in city B, so I open a branch
in cit and let it run along for a few months. Then I gradually tram
ferall of the manufacturing operations from city A to city B as fast
an I can get Government-trained employees, employees trained with
Government money, to be prepared to operate my various functions.
Pretty soon I discver that I didn't need city A any more. I may keep
it for a headquarters office or something.

You have a setup under which I cap get the advantage of 125-percent
deduction of out-of-pocket expenses. It is a beautiful setup.

Mr. WAmx. Senator, I would like to answer that on two levels.
First I don't think anything would be more wonderful than it hap-
pened what you say happed because .you are training people and giv-
ing them skills that they did not previously have, an the people you
are leaving behind in city A have skills and they will get jobL They
will get jobs with another person because there is still business in tl
other city.
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All of these people that we now have brought up with skills, who
are wage earners now, are going to be paying taxes. They are not
going to be taking welfare payments. But I am going to go further
with you, Senator, if I may. I am going to say to you that business
doesn t move this way.

There are a few who will do what you say, but a very few. Business
is determined on other bases, rather than by tax laws. We have done
enough investigation in the tax field, empirical studies, to know that
businesses don't move like you seem to think they do.

Senator BzzENrTT. I made the point that they could move and there
are those that do.

Mr. WARREN. There are a few that move to Puerto Rico, yes. There
are a few. But you haven't seen all of American industry go down to
Puerto Rico because there is a tax incentive in Puerto Rico, have you I

Senator BrxzTr. No. But the opportunity for American industry
to get a tax deduction or a tax relie of 25 percent of its out-of-pocket
wage cost has not been available.

You are referring to going to Puerto Rico, but the proposal would
apply to moves to vey~ attractive cities within the States, provided you

locate your plant within a designated geographical area within the
city"oIr. WAmE. Did you ever think about the secretaries who have to

work in that factory I Would they go into the ghetto? You can lose
more money by moving a business from here to there than you realize,
I am afraid.

Senator BzNsrr. I have been in business and you haven't.
Mr. WAmmW. I have, sir.
Senator BZNNETT. Have you ?
Mr. WA=Z. Yes, sir. I am chairman of the board of a company

right now.
Senator BzNzrr. I have been an operating manager of a business

that has branches and which has had to move those branches.
Mr. WARRE. We have moved them, too, but we have moved them

for business reasons and not. for tax reasons.
Senator BENxrrr. We are reaching the point in this country where

tax reasons are becoming important. The whole function of this bill
is to make tax reasons more important than any other reasons in order
to solve a particular problem.

Mr. WAmnx. That is your interpretation of it sir, and I respect it.
But that is not my interpretation of it. We can differ. Of course, that
is the fun we have in a law school class. We have students who differ
with us violently, and we try to get differences. So I have achieved my
result today with you. You and I-disagree, but I think this is a wonder-
ful thing.endorse it 100 percent.

Senator BzNzrr. It is interesting, the extent to which we are
gradually widening or breaking down the theory that cost is cost, and
you are only allowed to recover your cost.

That, is all.
Senator Sulmzs. Senator Kennedy.
Senator KzNNzDr. Thank you very much.
Senator SMATHErS. Our next witness is the former Commissioner

of Internal Revenue, Mortimer Caplin.

I0-M O-I4----4?
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SlTATEMOENT 01 ORTIX " PAPLIN, CAPLIN & DRYBDALZE
WASHINOTON, D.C., OIRKE COXXISSIONER 01 THE INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE; ACBPANIED BY ROBERT ILAYXAN

Senator SMATIIERS. In view of the fact that there is a point at
issue, of interest to the Senator from Delaware and others, would you
start off with your supplemental statement 1

Mr. CAMPN. I will be very happy to Mr. Chairman. I do appreciate
being back before this committee again, although in a different role.
My experiences here have always been very pleasant and the committee
has always received my testimony with great understanding and
cooperation.

Last night, Senator Kennedy asked me to glance over a part of yes.
terday's transcript of the hearings before this committee. My atten-
tion was particularly drawn to the colloquy between Senator Williams
and Treasury officials involving three aspects of the proposed bill.

The first was the provision stating that after the building is fully
depreciated the owner can elect to treat it as having been sold to himself
at a specified figure. He must recognize capital gain on this assumed
resale, and he is not entitled to any further tax credit. However, he
is permitted to redepreciate the reduced basis of the building.

Senator SmATrus. Can I ask you a question on this point I You say
however, he is able to redepreciate the building. You added something.

Mr. CAUx. The reduced basis of the building. In being permitted
to roll this over, you must take into account two factors: one, an
allocation to the land, which doesn't give you any depreciation benefits;
and secondly, Senator Kennedy's bill requires that the amount that
can be redepreciated must be reduced by a certain normal depreciation.

I think that has been a basic misunderstanding throughout all the
colloquies on this point.

Senator Wni xs. What section of the bill are you referring to I
Mr. Cwmmu. I don't have that in particular.
Senator WiLUAMs. Can the committee staff get him a copy of the

bill I I would like you to cite the reference.
Mr. CAPUx. I believe these provisions are in the amendments that

Senator Kennedy offered at the beginning of yesterday's hearing.
Senator Wnws.s. I would sugg t that we keep our testimony to

the bill. The bill itself, does not provide that. Is that true?
Mr. CAuux. As oriinally drafted.
Senator WzuxL So you are talking now about prospective changes

after these loopholes were discovered. The point I am making i!, I
don't question that it is going to be changed, I am sure of that. The
bill as itwas drafted and your original segment ansit was preae to
deliver to this committee, did not comment on that factor at all, but
endorsed this principle, and the rollover.

I appreciate your remarks on tim proposed changes, but let's sep-
arate your remarks about the prospective change from what is in the
bill.

Mr. Camux. I did assume that Senator Kennedy at the outset of the
hearing made an amendment.

Senator Kxxwr. I did.
Senator Sx&TInuas. To get the record straight, and I think we are

straining a little bit, the record will reflect that when the hearing
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started Senator Kewiedy already had t lies. amendments prepared and
said that lie wanted the committee to consider them. lie felt they were
good aniendnents, Ie felt that the bill should have lK'eii chailged be-
fore he had completed his testimony, before this matter was even de-
veloped in these committee hearings. because he felt there were weak-
nesse. So we all understand the legislat ive press.

What we are trying to get at now is: Is the Senator fronm I)elu %%-re
correct I Of course, if so, we will amend it. Under the rules of the Sen-
ate the Senator can go to the floor and ask perniissionl to amend his
bill at any time.

Senator WilmAme. He can amend it here.
Senator SMATnMW. Ile can amend it here. We mut consider the

bill as amended. Ile asked that it be aineriled. Under the amended bill
can a man arcom lish this windfall, as we will call it for lack of a bet-
ter term? which has been reterred to by the Senator fromn Delaware.

That is what we are trying to find. There is noisody on this com-
mittee, certainly not Senator Kennedy, certainly not the Seator from
Delaware, certainly not the Senator from Florida, who wants any-
body to have a great loophole through which he can march great
wagonloads of money. We are not trying to do that.

We are trying to answer the problens of the slums, intelligently and
reasonably.

Mr. CAMIN. Senator, I have a very brief supplemental statement.
If you will -permit me to go through that, I will be delighted to an-
swer any questions.

Senator SMATisY.r5. Go through it and then we will question you.
Mr. CAfuN. The second provision that came into play is the roll-

over provision which forgives the capital gains tax at the end of the
minimum 7- to 10-year holding period if 100 percent of the proceeds
are reinvested in new construction of another poverty housing project.

(The third provision is that which granted new investment credits
and accelerated depreciation to approved purchasers from the original
builder.

The purposes of these three provisions are clear:
The first is aimed at encouraging builders to continue to hold the

building, thus retaining stability of managermnt and stability of
ownership. To achieve this? an effort is made to maintain a rate of re-
turn to the owner which will justify his retention of the project.

Senator Kzxzrnn. I would ho e that you would emphasize t hat. We
keep talking; about the fact that this is some sinister scheme in having
people continue owning the building. The reason for these provisions
S totryto ive some stability in the ghetto and have some incentive for

the individual owner to kesp ownership of the building and not to
give it away or get rid of it.

Mr. CAuv. Senator, I have reviewed the various provisions as a
package and tried to isolate the underlying goals that are inherent inrit le-, "satOn. nelig okt

I tffi tmhe package as a whole is aimed at providing certain rates
of return whidh will attract capital; to induce investors to retain the
building, not to go out and sell after they have gotten an advantage;
and, thirdly, to st up a machinery which will encourage the tenants
thelve ultimately to purchase the project.
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Senator KENNXWY. We have talked about the figures so much I think
we have missed the xint of what the objection sought is.

Mr. CAPLINr. We are watching the trees too closely.
Senator KrNETD. That is why I was delighted you made the point.
Mr. CA.Puz. On the second point or rollover provision the bill seeks

to induce the original builder to reinvest the pjuceeds if sale of the
initial building in new construction of low-income housing.

The third, providing new investment credits and accelerated depre-
ciation for approved purchasers, attempts to maintain a reasonable re-
sale value for the project so that the original builder will not be locked
in. This is accomplished by providing adequate rate of return on in-
vestment by new purchasers.

The objective of all three of these provisions seem to be desirable.
Any questions relate to the sufficiency or insufficiency of the particular
incentives.

In the colloquy referred to above, a number of misunderstandings
seemed to arise. For one thing, account was not taken of the various
amendments which Senator Ke'nedy noted at the outset of these hear-
ings. To help clarify this record, it might be helpful if I commented
briefly on the two examples used.

The first example dealt with the rules permitting the original builder
to regard the building as "resold" to himself after the building has

The dolar figures used in this example did not reflect certain impor-
tant factors, each of which reduces the tax benefits to the builder.

First, depreciation was computed on the basis of the total investment
in the project. No allocation of purchase price was made to the land.
This had the effect of overstating the amount of depreciation, not only
during the original period of ownership but during each successive
turnover period.

Senator Wzw4 us. Mr. Caplin, to keep the record straight, the as-
sunption that we were dealing with in the hypothetical case was that
the $1 million investment was over and beyond the price of the land
involved.

tWe recognized that you cannot depreciate land. But the $1 million
figure in the hypothetical case was on the assumution that the $1 mil-
lion figure did not include any land at all.

Mr. CArtair. I didn't have that understanding. I appreciate your
comment.

Senator WuaaAms. That is in the record.
Mr. CAWar. The land cost would be far from insignificant.
Senator WzLUAx. There is no question about that. But the land

cost is not a depreciable factor. It was recognized. Therefore, it was
removed from the colloquy which we had on these

Mr. C.uux. I am glad to hear that.
The example also assumed a turnover and redepreciation every 7

years. Actually, while the first turnover is permitted after 7 years,
each of the remaining four turnovers, and there can be only four more,
are allowed under the bill after the expiration of 10 years.

Senator WUaJMs. If I might interject there, it is not clear just what
wis meant. The bill did provide 10 years. That was the assumption that
we started with. The 7-year factor came in as a result of Senator Ken-
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nedy's testimony. If lie intended just one 7-year terin, it would still
leave the principle the sitme. But if he ineat to revert to the bill and
just change it one time, you would be correct, thetn it would be 10 years
the secondtime.

Mr. CAPLUN. It saves an extra turnover by using 10 instead of 7.
Senator WiLL AMs. But the principle is still there.
Mr. CAPLIN. Third, the dollar benietits to he owner were not reduced

by the capital gains tax which would Ie payable on each turnover.
Very time the owner elects to use this provision, he hal to pay a capital
gains tax. This might run $40MM) $50,4mK), or $6o),MK) on each turnover.

Fourth, in computing the tax benefits fromi depreciation under the
bill on each turnover, the example used a dollar amount based on all
of the depreciation arsiang from the property. No adjustment wais
made for normal depreciation which would be allowable in all events
regardless of the adoption of the bill.

Fifth, on each turnover transaction, the example assunied that tie
basis for depreciation remained constant. Ini fact, the bill requires that
the basis be conitinuously reduced by straight line depreciation adjust-
ments. So each time there is a turnover there is a smaller basis. The
owner doesn't get full depreciation. Rat her, he must eliminate 10 years
depreciationa in dletenin lig the new babis for depreciation.

Senator WiuJ.Ltus. At that point, would you cite that reference in the
billI

Mr. CAPLIN. This is one of the amendments that Seiiator Kennedy
announced at. the beginning of tie hearings.

Senator WiiJALIsAU. This is one of tIe amendments introduced in the
Congressional Record yesterday after our discussion here in the Senate.

Senator KExxLwr. Senator, I brought it up in my testimony during
t he course of the morning, when you were iiut present.

Senator Wiuw.%Ms. I was present when you testified.
Senator KENNWEY. I brought it up ini that period of time and said

I was offering t he amendments, because I said people had been st udying
the bills since they were printed and they had made various reconimen-
dations, some of which I was accepting.

Senator WILLIAMs. But you haven't submitted themi yet. I will ask
that they also be printed and made a part of this record.

(S. 2100, tended, to reflect changes suggested by Senator Robert F.
Kennedy, a at p. 421.) .

Senator Vz] rJzr. That is fine. But you should not take into con-
sideration some of tle amendments and then refuse to recognize some
of the others.

Mr. CAPLix. Senator, I have one more page of testimony and then
I will be happy to come back.

When all ot the foregoing adjustments are taken into account in
example 1, the tax benefits are reduced substantially.

The second example dealt with the reinvestment or rollover pro-
visions, and the rules permitting new investment credits and accelerated
depreciation for approved purclasers from the original builder.

Concern was indicated over a situation of two brothers exchanging
properties with each other.

Senator SMA.TIIUMilt. ,Just a seCond, Mr. Commissioner.
I am very anxious that the Senator from Delaware hear tIis.
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Why don't you start at the top of page 5, the second example I
Mr. C.%it4uN. The second example dealt with the reinvestment or roll-

over provisions and the rules permitting new investment credits and
accelerated depreciation for approved purchasers front the original
builder.

I believe concern was indicated over two brothers exchanging prop-
erties with each other and trading, so to speak, on the available tax
benefits.

As Senator Kennedy has previously indicated, the rollover rules are
intended to apply only to new construction. Hence, a capital gains tax
would be i posed on at exchange of property previously used.

Senator WAUii.UAs. Could I interrupt there? I don t question as to
what the intent was. You came down here to testify on the bill.

What does the bill provideI That is what we started with. Does the
bill provide for that . Or is that something that may be taken care of
in an amendment ?

Mr, C.%rLI.v. This is. part of the anwndinent that Senator Kennedy
came in with in the morning.

Senator WiLu.%us. I want. it to be understood that 1 recognize indrafting a billyou can aike an error, atd ol will want to change it.
But. the point i am trying to make or establish is that I questioned the
Inder Secretary of the Treasury as to how the bill would be applied
its it was introduiced. There seems to be developing a considerable con-
fusion that perhaps we were all wet atid didn't know what we were
talking about because they intended something else.

I don't question the intent, not for a inoment. But the point I am
making is tat the bill, as it was introduced, as you originally planned
to testify in your original statement, which was pepared for delivery
to this committee, not your suplemental statement, so supported that.
bill.

The bill, as it was originally introduced, (lid provide the benefits as
were outlined in the colloquy yesterday, with the exception that there is
a question about the capita gains provision on the rollover provision.

Treasury said they could rule either way, but. they were sure the
intent was there.

Mr. CA LUr. Senator, again, from my experience with this great corn.
mittee, I know that these discussions are only in the best of faith to
get constructive legislation, and I think it is healthy that we consider
these matters and try to resolve them. I think the important thing is to
get to the base principles.

Senator WizwS. That is right.
Mr. Cruimr. I have a few more sentences I would like to cover because

then I touch on that fundamental issue.
In other words, it is possible that the bill doesn't go far enough in

dealing with related parties, but this can certainly be adjusted easily
by the committee.

What is important now-and I think this is the crux of the matter-
are the basic concepts embodied in the bill. They are creative and have
the vitality of fresh. imaginative thinking. If the committee decides to
move in this new direction, the various incentives in the bill can be
modified or shaped to achieve its specific goals.
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Once the policy decision is made by the committee, aliy technical
problems which might arise can easily be solved with the aid of the
able staffs of this committee as well is tie 1 reasury l)eparttment.

I think we would all agree on the capability of these two groups.
Senator SAmFs. I wonder if at this point we might have a reso-

lution of this problem by stating in general terms something like
this--and I hope it will be satisfactory to the Senator from I)ela-
ware--that the Senator from Delaware was not incorrect in his inter-
pretation of the illustration which he wanted to use as the bill was
o6ginally drafted.

However, at the time that Senator Kennedy made his presenta-
tion-and he was the first witness yesterday--there was a recognition
that there may have been an overgenerous statement of what could be
done in the legislation and he and his staff correctedthat even before
the hearings actually got underway.

But at that point, Senator Williams was not acquainted with those
amendments. So, as is usually the case, there is some adjustment on
both sides.

Senator Kennedy has stated-and certainly Senator Williams would
agree with him-that nobody connected with this is trying to create
a loophole through which you can drive great big trucks.

What we are trying to do is meet the ghetto problem. There has
never been a bill introduced before this committee-I have been on
this committee for 16 years-that didn't have to be amended sub-
stantially.

Senator Williams pointed out an area which he felt should be
tightened up. I am certain the committee would agree with him.

As a matter of fact the author of the bill recognized it at about the
same time Senator Williams did, and thereby offered amendments.

Could we at this point say that from this point on the committee
will have to work its will, and Senator Williams was generally cor-
rect and Senator Kennedy recognized it.

Let's go on and say it is already amended because the author of a
bill has the right under the rules to amend it. let's at this point say
that prior to tie hearing Senator Williams was correct, substantially
correct. When we got started, however, the bill was changed.

At this point, what the Commissioner is saying and what Senator
Kennedy i saying is correct.

Would thatbe satisfactory, John I
Senator WuAxs. I am not going to quarrel with this. The record

is clear. I don't question the intent of the sponsors of this legislation
and I never have. . 2100 was the bill upon which we were going to
hold hearing. That is the bill that we were aalyzing and upon which
we were sey

Senator Kennedy, whe he made his statement, did make some
chang. in his bill One of the changes, one of the specific changes,
was he reduced the holding period from 10 to 7 years, which made
it more liberal.

The second major change was changing it from 22-percent tax credit
to 30 percent, to make it more liberal. Those were the ones that had
em hass placed upon them.

Later, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Under Secretary, Mr. Barr,
was testifying, and we pointed out the actual mechanics of how it would
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operate. We were told it was not intended that it operate that way. In
fact, during the colloquy, we were first told that it did not operate that

ant finally the Treasury Department insisted that it did. It was

accepted as a fact that it did. The amendments were offered, and the
amendments will be considered. But let's get the sequence correct.

It is immaterial here, but I am not going to leave in this record that I
was doing a lot of shadow boxing here on some loophole that had al.
ready been recognized and corrected because that is not the case.

Senator SMATIERs. On that particular point, John-
Senator Wuiaxs. It may have been in his mind; I don't question

that. Maybe he intended to do it by amendments.
Senator SMATIERS. The amendments were prepared and introduced

as I understand it, but Senator Williams had no way of knowing it:
let's put. it that way. He was proceeding on what he knew to be part
of the record at that point.

However, %eiator Kennedy had previously had the amendments
printed. He was doing the proper thing in having them introduced in
the Senate. But there was a gap.

I think that we could goon and talk about the principal virtues of the
bill and leave this here: Senator Williams is right in his interpretation
and Senator Kennedy is right in his interpretation-

Mr. CPtMAN. Might I suggest that this communication process is very
difficult in the tax field. There are so many elements involved.

I know from my own experience in the Revenue Service we came
forward with new proposals right before hearings. After further
study, we often announced new changes. This is not meant as any
gamesmanship. It is just the natural process of a very difficult job
which ultimately you gentlemen will have to face.

Senator WiuaAms. That is correct, and I recognize that. But the
record shows we started with testimony here around 10 o'clock. Senator
Kennedy was the first witness. The amendments were not introduced
until sometime in the afternoon. I don't question for a moment that he
had those amendments in his pocket.

Senator KEINDwr. Senator, I cannot believe that you tire going to
prolong this any further. I mentioned it when I testified, and we
brought the amendments in. In any case-

Senator WIauaxs. Where is it in your testimony that you said ouwere going to correct this particular provision and eliminate it, otter
than that you were going to take the 22 percent, extend it to 30 percent,
and cut the 10-year period down to 7 years I Where in your testimony
did you say you were going to eliminate this

Senator Krxnwr. Let me say it is in the tesimony. In any cae, if
we are going to talk about am in as you su, d w ouibe talk.
"ug &'hut tye bill that is now before us. We are now at a point where
I think we are in agreement about the problems of communication.

Can we now go on and talk about the billI Would not that be

e tor WiWAms. I think it would be helpful.
Senator Kammwr. We can find out whether Commissioner Caplin

approves of the bill.
Senator SmAnms. John, if you find any other loopholes in it, bring

them out.
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Senator KzvNrg . I ho you tell me.
Senator SMAT1iUJS. In the legislative process, we have changed many

bills on your recommendation and others' recommendations.
Senator Wi uiAw. We can't make suggestions until we get the

amendments. They will be before us this morning if introduced yester-
day afternoon.

Senator SMATHER5. I am sure you will offer amendments to this
bill, as I am sure I will, and there has never been anything written
so perfectly that has been presented to this committee since I have
been here.

Mr. CA'un. I will be glad to address myself to the broader spect
which I think are important.

Senator SXAntrits. I want Senator Williams to be satisfied that we
are not trying to say he wab off on a wild goose chase. At that point,
lie had found an area which needed to be closed. That has already
been closed.

Senator WnUIMs. I know I am not on a wild goose chase because
I shot the goose yesterday morning.

Mr. CAFsix. Senator, you have made a major contribution over the
years in seeing that our tax laws are vigorously enforced and that we
don't have leakage. I know you will continue this and I think it is a
very important contribution.

senator WI.LIAMS. I will conclude this very shortly, because it is
immaterial to the question before us. I ant just trying to get the record
straight. That is exactly the way it happened.

Senator KZNNEDY. Could I say, Senator, the amendment was sub-
mitted to the clerk at the time of my testimony and I gather probably
printed up.

Senator WIwIJAm. But you didn't mention it in your testimony.
Senator KzNNEDY. Yes, I did.
Senator WIUAMS. Perhaps I missed it. I would like to refer to it.

Where is it in your testimony I I think it would be very important.
That would clear it up very quickly.

Senator SuATHms. I think it is clear. I think everybody has made a
contribution, John. Let's go on with the purposes of the bill

Senator WnxiAxs. I am going to proceed. I understand this, I
think, perhaps too well.

You will agree, Mr. Caplin, the bill as oriinally introduced did
provide these windfalls as they were outlined in e colloquy, with
this exception: that the capital gains provision on the rollover-it
could be interpreted that the capital gains could be applicable.

I am told by Treasury that they would need clarification to make
that clear. But nevertheless, proceeding on that premise, other than
that-

Mr. CAUmi. Senator, I would hesitate characterizing it as a wind.
fall. I think any tax benefit in the law can be argued to be a windfall.

Senator WILWAMs. I am spking of mechanics, of the mathematics.
Mr. CAm.IN. It was intended to provide a favorable rate of return.

Fssentially, if these builders of low-rent housing would make, with-
out tax benefits, a 3-percent rate of return, they would just not invest
private dollars in the slum areas.

So the pckage was " priced," if you will, to provide the incentives
which would bring the 3 percent up to 12 percent, as I understand it.
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If 12 percent is right-and making this type of determination comes
up with almost every type of special tax provision that the committee
considers-then I think you can devise a package which will reach
that result. If 12 percent is too low or too high, in your judgment,
the package can be modified.

Senator- WVn.tus. I just wanted to get the mechanics of tho bill
clear, on this new provision on the rollover, because the rollover is
still in the plan. The first rollover is at 7 years, and after that it
will be 10 years, each 10 years thereafter. The normal life of one of
these apartment buildings would be 35 years, wouldn't it, to be con-
servative I

Mr. CALix. Yes.
Senator W uArMS. What would be the normal depreciation I
Mr. CAnuh. I think heavy construction of this sort might even

have a life of 50 years. I believe the underlying assumption in the
bill is 50 years.

Senator WiWAMS. Let's call it 40 years for mathematical pur.
poses. Even under this proposal, the revised proposal now, an in-
dividual--even under the revised proposal-as I understand it, would
put in a $1 million investment, and we will assume it is his money
for the sake of an argument, and this individual is in the 70-percent
bracket. Whether he ile it as a separate corporate entity or not, he
gets the benefit of it.

We will proceed on that premise.
Under this revised proposal as it is now before us, he would get

$ ,000 tax credit, would he not?
Mr. CAmu. Yes, sir.
Senator WiLLiAms. He could depreciate the full $1 million in 7

years; is that correct?
Mr. CAPLIN. Yes, sir.
Senator WJLmAs. And that is worth $700,000 tax benefit to an

individual who is comfortably in the 70-percent bracket; is it not?
Mr. CAPLCn. Yes.
Senator WuuAMs. That would mean that under this revised pro.

posal, at the end of 7 years he would have recovered in tax benefits $1
million on a building that cost $1 million; is that not correct I We
disregarded the land in this. We are speaking of the building. Is that
correct?

Mr. CAr. Yes; that is correct; but, of course, if he made this
investment without the bill he would have normal depreciation any-
W""r WtzUxs. I realize that. I am speaking of the mechanics

of the bill. He would have $1 million recovered.
Now, he could set up on his books at $700,000 lor depreciation pur-

poem in the second 7-year period I
Mr. CAmx. In the second period, which is 10 years, he must deduct

what would be normal straight line depreciation if he did not have
any benefits under this bill.

Senator WnjuAxs Under what section of the bill does he have to
deduct thatI That is under one of the amendments; is it not ?

Mr. CAMN. Yes.
Senate Wujsa& That is under the amendment!
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Mr. CAfta. Yes; that he must deduct that from the depreciable
basis.

Senator Wu.w.xzs. Under the bill he did not have to deduct that I
Mr. CAILN. That is right.
Senator WujwAxs This is one of these later amendment.
What would be the figure that he would have to deduct for deprecia-

tion I The bill propom this would be termed as a sale to himself, as
though it were a sale, and he would pay capital gains. Proceeding on
the premise that this is treated as a sale to yourself and treated on
capital gains, how would you set it up on the books

Mr. CeAFL. You would set it up on the books at some figure less
than the original $1 million.

Senator WIUMs. For a hypothetical case figure it out at $600,000,
although it may be entirely out of the way. Lets use it for a moment.

Would he get a capital los from his original $1 million investment
or would' he pay the capital dins on the full $600,000 1

Mr. CA'w4. That is right. He reports capital gains under a special
method in the bill.

Senator WuuJs. That is on the premise that he had a zero cost
on that building t r

Mr. CAaLw. that is right
Senator WVALms. But using that as a figure, I expect $W000

would be closer to the correct figure than $600900v, that $500,000
would be worth a tax benefit of $8,000 at least for the next 10 years;
would it not ?

Mr. CAPIrN. Yes. In other words, the remaining basis on your as-
sumed figures would be deductible in the 70-percent bracket.

Senator WUAMS. This building, we will say, is 47 years, the life
of it, and he would roll that over four times, would he not I

Mr. CAPLz;. Except that each time that base figure gets reduced fur-
ther and further. You had it at $500,000 on your assumption and it
will come down to something leis on the second rollover because you
have to take 10 more years' depreciation. It keeps on getting reduced.

Senator WiuuxMs. But hiscapital gains likewise is lower.
Mr. Cuuw. He still is paying capital gains tax every time he rolls

it over.
Senator W Axs. But he would only pay the capital gains on the

reduced basis.
Mr. CAPux. On the reduced amount; that is right. It reduces down

to zero, but he keeps on paying capital gains tax, and gei less
depreciation.

Senator WiuAmS. But it boils down to the fact that, in effect, 3:u
are depreciating the same property without ever changing ownmr p
four to five times; is that not correct I

Mr. CAvuz. It does have the effect of getting more than your
original! investment in the property as a tax deduction which, of
course, inherent in the invetment credit as it exists today.

Senator WiLIAMS. But you only get it once there.
Mr. CAFw. You get your investment credit and then your de.

preciation.
Senator Wu"Amxa But in this instance, you would get the four

to five rallovers. In other words, you could depreciate th same prop-
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erty over and over, four or five times, during this time. I think weare agee on that.
Mr. C ar. We are agreed on the principle.
Senator Wn.Lu. Even this modified version will still do it.
As the former Commissioner of Internal Revenue, do you know of

any instance where this has ever been done prior to this; that is,
where we would allow the same owner of a building to raise his base
without a sale, without any expenditures, for depreciation purposes
in order to give him more depreciation I Maybe it is good law, but is
this a precedent I

Mr. CAmi. Well, of course, today there is extremely liberal de-
preciation in the real estate field. Some people call it a major tax haven
that we still have in the code because of the liberal depreciation the
owner has on normal commercial investment.

After buildings have been heavily depreciated the law, subject to
certain adjustments made recently, permits the sale of those buidins
at capital gains rates and then permits a new investor to go through
the entire pattern once again, and then again and again, with no
four-tims limitation, but maybe going on for 10 and 15 times.

You merely have to change the identity a little bit and sometimes
the relationship between the original owner and the later purchasers
is often intertwined.

So we do have this principle and it has been used. Of course, there
has been no congressional reaction other than the modest recapture
clauses which now apply.

Senator Wxi !s. Iagree that this is an area where they have an
extremely liberal depreciation benefit. But my quest ion is that this
goes beyond them and makes them more liberal than the existing lib-
eral law. Is that not true?

Mr. CAPwm. Yes. The question, of course, is How much of a price
is the ise willing to pay to get housing in urban poverty areas I

Senator Wu.wAxs. I am not debating the merits or demerits of it.
I am speaking of the principle. But this does do that.

Mr. CAPwr. Yes I think Dean Warren made reference to natural
resources where you have allowances over and above investment.

Senator WnjiuA. I never could get your enthusiastic support when
you were in to help change that depletion allowance, and I can't get
too much support from your successors. But I agree with you as two
who are not connected with the Treasury Department that that, too,
is a tax haven.

Mr. CArnal. Commissioners merely administer the law, Senator.
They don't make law. They must follow the statute as Congress
enacts it.

Senator WnWMs. And as interpreted by the Treasury Department.
Mr. Camx. Subject to interpretation; yes, sir.
Senator WILULAMS. Therefore, without arguing the issue, we all had

a perfect right to accept the interpretation of the Treasury Depart-
ment, as being authoritative, yesterday.

Mr. CAPLN. Of course, they have their bounds and limitations. The
joint committee certainly keeps an eye on the activities of the Treasury.

Senator SMATHm r.TCommisoner, it has been a fact, has it not,
that up to this point private business has not been willing to go into
the ghetto areas and build houses for the poor ?
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Mr. CAPuN. This is the major problem facing the Nation.
Senator SMATHEms. Is the reason that they have not done this be-

cause there apparently has not been sufficient financial incentive for
them to do it I

Mr. CAPUrI. That is right, sir. I might add that I happened to be ap-
pointed by the Federal court in New York as trustee in the reorgania
tion of WVebb & Knapp, the famous Zeckendorf enterprise. Efforts were
made in the early stages of Webb & Knapp to get them interested in
construction in ghetto areas. Webb & Knapp is in dire financial con-
dition today, but at one time was one of the great real estate ventures
of the Nation. While they did move into some of the poverty areas,
they were not able to take a major role.

Senator SXATHrS. Because there is not sufficient profitability.
Mr. CAPLIN. No profitability. Business must function for profit.
Senator SXATHzr&. After the bill is amended, and assuming every-

thing Senator Williams has said, do you think there will be enough
incentive to private business to go into the slum areas and build
houses I That is the purpose of the bill.

Is it your judgment, now that you have had your business experi-
ence, that this will be sufficient to attract businessmen t If it isn't, we
may have to make it more generous.

Mr. Cawtr. This is a judgment factor, Senator. I think the expres-
sions of the people who are sophisticated in this industry are part-
mount. I will my, as a practicing attorney, that in talking to real estate
clients and talking to businessmen they find this one of the most
imaginative, creative pieces of legislation that they have encountered
in this area, and they feel that there is room in which they could make
a profit and make a contribution.

I think that would be the ideal, to use the resources of our free en-
terp rise system.

Senator Wu.ums. I will not delay this any further. I think you
have described it. The man who created S. 21 and this idea had a
great imagination.

Mr. CAinim And a constructive one, sir.
Senator Wnu.xams. I will ask one more question.
You have examined the amendments. Do they correct, and in what

manner, the fact of the interchmnge of ownership, where you build a
building, as pointed out yesterday in the same hypothetiWi situation,
and I build a building, and at the end of the 7 years I buy your build-ing and y~ou buy my buildings I

ThTreasury Dep t said that under the measure as intro-
duced, we could each collect the $800,000 tax credit, we could each
depreciate the new purchase. In this instance you would revert to your
$1 million cost factor. You could depreciate your full $1 million the
second time around, which meant during the next 10 years we would
get $1 million in tax credit.

A provision of the bill provides that if it is reinvested in a similar
property, it would be tax exempt. Therefore, there would be no capital
gains, although I understand it is going to be amended to provide that
it must be renvested in newly constructed property. But the bill did
not so provide.

You will admit that this tax credit, will you not, was available un-
der the original draft and is it corrected under the revised draft?
1hat is the point I am asking.
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Mr. CAuLn. As I understood, the original example you were con-
cerned about involved related parties.

Senator WniLLAMu. Either related or nonrelated.
Mr. Cmaw. For one thing, only an approved purchaser would

qualify. The Secretary of HUD would be able to exercise some control
in this connection.

Senator Wxuus. I understand that.
Mr. CuN. Beyond that, there are constructive ownership rules

which cure this problem in part in dealings between related parties.
I think these constructive ownership rules might be reexamined and
perhaps expanded to take care of the types of cases you are referring
to.

On the investment credit, from my preliminary readings of the bill,
I believe the investment credit is gven again when you have a new,
qualified purchaser coming in. This prevents the original owner from
being locked in, so that if he does want to get out of the situation he
has something to sell which will provide an adequate rate of return
to the new purchaser.

Senator Wuju& And if he keeps it the full 7- or 10-year period,
whatever is determined, the original inX.stor can keep his tax credit.
There is no recapture.

Mr. CAuw . That is right.
Senator Wuuaxs It is your understanding that the second in-

vestor could get another investment credit I
Mr. CAmi. That is right, based upon his purchase price.
Senator Wnixs. And is it your understanding that he can still

get that investment credit under the revised proposal I
Mr. Cmiqw2. That is my understanding.
Senator Wujums. That he can still get it I
Mr. CAzuwt. Yes, sir.
Senator WnAAuxs. Then we haven't corrected it at all.
Mr. CAPUN. I think you might want to reexamine the bill to find

out whether or. not this credit is sufficient to induce a purchaser to
come in and continue to run this building. We certainly wouldn't want
the project abandoned.

Senator WnLAMs. I realize that.
Mr. CAPw. It is hard to get an investor to come in on a percent

rate of return. The entire pattern is to say to this man, "We will give
you a 12-percent rate of return if you will take on the project."

Senator WuIxMs. You will agree with me that even under the
revised version or the original that you wouldn't want to leave in our
tax laws or in this bill the mechanics whereby, by a half dozen changes
of this particular property over the life of it, you could collect--well,
say we transfer it five times during the life of it, and collect $1
million in tax credits on a building that only cost $1 million in the
first place, and which has been depreciated five times or 10 times.

You don't want that, do you ?
Mr. CAPWr. In the first place, the value of the building has gone

down because the original owner has held it for 7 or 10 years.
Senator WntuAxs. And the status of the taxpayer is going down

as he underwrites this.
Mr. CAPLm. The purchaser is putting in fresh dollars. He say, "I

am paying you $700,0 instead of $1 millionn"
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Senator Wmuu&s. I am speaking of sale.
Mr. CAmw. That is right, on sales. The outside man is paying

$700,000 to buy the building because it is 10 years old. Maybe he will
pa less than that.

2 ator Wxjawxs. Maybe he will pay $1 million.
Mr. CPLux. Conceivably. But wits this sort of rental, it is doubtful.
Senator Wzuuxs. I realize that, but hypothetically he could pay

$1 million.
Senator SMATmKs. Under present law you can depreciate a building

and then sell it to another individual, who might be your brother, and
he gets depreciation anyway. Under the present law we have the same
th e only difference is that we are trying to make it more attractive

to build housing for slum areas. The only way we know how to do it is
to increase the benefits to thobe who would buy it, keep it up and operate
it. It is just a matter of degree

Senator WILuIuS. It is a matter of degree, but that is quite a degree
Under existing law when you transfer, you just transfer normal

depreciation. If the original owner is using accelerated depreciation,
he gets 200 percent on a declining balance, but the new owner and each
subsequent owner can only get 150 percent. So he gets less each time.
So there is not the advantage under existing law.

Nor does the new owner each time get an investment credit of 80
percent. Maybe that is good.

Mr. CAPUNx. You don't have the locked-in requirement that the
own3r must hold it for 7 or 10 years. He has complete freedom of
action.

Senator W Ams. That is correct. I am glad I asked you the ques-
tion because I did not realize that the revised version likewise carried
over this investment credit each time this property would change hands
in subsequent years.

It may be that the sponsors would want to consider a further re-
vision. It would be mathematically possible-and maybe it would not
happen. But we write these tax laws on the basis of what couldmaematicall possible.

We in Congress Ihave to proceed on the premise that those who are
working in this field are going to hire the outstanding tax authorities,
such as yourself, to advise them.

I have great respect for your advice.
I am sure that they will be aware of this, of what can happen.

Therefore, they will take advantage. So then it is theoretically p -
ble even under the revised proposal, forgetting depreciation for a
moment, which you can't forget when you depreciate a building five
tUnes, it is theoretically possible on one of these projects, by cAg&
hands at the end of each stated period, that the man could collect 1
to 200 percent of his original investment in just tax credits alone.

That is theoretically possible; is it not I
Mr. CAPLzN. Theoretically. But on the other hand, what would it

cost if you had to pay dollar subsidies ?
Senator W IuMus. We would not get into that. I am s of

this as it is. This could happen.
Senator SMATHms. Theoretcally the same man ?
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Mr. CAPLs. No This is a new purchaser.
Senator SmAwTJI. But he didn't say that.
Senator WLuMxs. It would be a new purchaser.
Mr. CAPuN. A new approved purchaser, by HUD.
Senator WLAXMs. &But I would be a builder and you would be a

builder, and Jot Jones would be a builder. We would be buying
each other's property. It could be.

Mr. CC&ru. Senator, I think on that I would have to draw the line
becAuse, first, the constructive ownership rules would prevent related
parties front getting new credits.

Seator Wuxums. In the bill, where do they say it?
Mr. CAPtwr. And it seems to me that if there was any hanky-panky

here, the Secretary of HUD would have the obligation, through his
staff, processing the entire project, to scrutinize a building that is roll-
inzover like a whirling dervish.

Senator WIU s. s. I think they would, and I think the Treasury
and the committee would act. Nevertheless, as a former Commissioner
of Internal Revenue, you will admit that the ('ommissioner of Inter-
nal Revenue administers the law as interpreted by the Treasury De-
partment.

Mr. CAPLux. Yes, sir.
Senator WLLIAMS. And the Treasury Department has interpreted

that under the law as it was drafted, and I am not so sure under
this revisedproposal as you just described it, they would allow this
tax credit. Maybe an amendment will be offered toprevent. this, to
take care of this and an arms length transaction, but if we don't recog-
nize what could happen, you can rest assured that once we pass this
somebody is going to find out whether it would happen or not.

We will not be able to correct te measure, to plug these loopholes,
if we close our eyes to them or try to belittle them.

We have to lay them on top of the board.
Senator SM TEMs. Mr. Commissioner, I would like to ask you if you

in your judgment, having been a Commissioner, think there is any vast
loophole in here ? We as a committee would very imuch welcome and
appreciate a proposed amendment offered by you to see that there was
no ridiculous loophole.

We don't. want to do that which is ridiculous. We don't want to
encourage the corrupt. We don't believe, however, that everybody in
this business is bad, corrupt or looking for some devious way to make
a killing.

If you have some suggestion, we would very much appreciate it.
Senator WILLIAMS. I appreciate the contribut ions lie has made. I am

wondering if for the record, so we will know whether lie is testifying
asan individual or not, if you will give us a list of the real estate people
your represent.

Mr. CAPLIN. I am private attorney, sir. My firm is Ca plin & Drys-
dale in Washington, D.C. I represent no clients in testifying before
the committee.

Senator WLLIAxMS. You appear as a private citizen I
Mr. CAPaS. Yes; as a private citizen because of my interest in the

laws of our Nation.
Senator WI IMs. And as a former revenue Commissioner you are

interested in liberalizing the tax laws?
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Mr. CAMnN. I am interested in having a fair and decent law and one
that is responsive to the needs of the nation. I regard the whole ques-
tion of urban housing and uneinployinent in depressed areas as really
one of the two major problems of the day, second only to Vietnam.

I think the remnorees of the Nation should be brought together-
the best brains, the best thinking7-to solve this problem. I think this
bill is an extremely important. and constructive step in that direction.
Senator SMATIIEJI. Senator Kennedy I
Senator K.NNWDY. Could we have the whole of the Commissioner's

statement made part of the record I
Senator SNATUim.. That will be done.
(Mr. Caplin's prepared statement follows:)

I5a ZA STATCHNNT OF MonUE M. OM'uw, CAPUN & DMYIPALK
WAsuNIovoN, D.C.

It Is a privilege to appear before this Committee to testify on 8. 2100, a bill
designed to enourage private enterprise to build and rehabilitate large numbers
of low-cost housing units in urban poverty areas.

An 8. 2100 leans heavily on a system of tax Incentives to encourage this type of
investment, it raises the general question of when and how tax policy should be
used to achieve critical national goals. More particularly, we must decide what
role our tax policy should play In meeting the urgent d eands of our nation's
alum problems.

At the outset, I want to express my fundamental view that the use of the tax
mechanism to accomplish social and economic objectives should be used sparingly.
Our overall effort should be toward the development of a simpler tax system-
simpler for our citlzeus to understand, and simpler for the Internal Revenue Serv.
iee to administer. Great care should be used before adopting amendments which
will complicate the tax form or the tax audit process. We cannot expect the great
mass of our taxpayers to understand the Intricacies of complex tax laws; nor
can we ask the many thousands of Revenue agents to Interpret and carry out
highly sophisticated social concepts.

Nevertheless, to state that our tax law should never be used for social or eco-
nomic purposes Is to ignore past history and reality. The Internal Revenue Code Is
replete with instances of nontax objectives ,being sought through tax incentives.
Most recently we have examples in the investment credit and accelerated depre-
ciation. designed to encourage modernization and expansion of our Industrial
facilities. Again, we have charitable deductions to encourage philanthropy; In-
terest and tax deductions to encourage home ownership; rapid amortization
deductions to encourage construction of wartime facilities and grain storage
facilities; tax benefits to encourage private retirement programs; and many other
special tax rules to encourage everything from research and development, to
motivation of inventors and corporate executives, to the development of our farms
and natural resources.

The threshold issue before this Committee is whether, in the fall of 167, it is
appropriate to use our tax laws to help solve the urgent housing needs of our
cities. Certainly our efforts to date through nontax means have fallen far short
of the mark, and we are being pressed daily to seek other solutions. In answering
this question, President Kennedy's observation in his 1961 tax message comes to
mind: ". . . some departures from (tax) uniformity," he said. "are needed to
promote desirable social or economic Ojectives of overriding importance which
can be achieved most effectively through the tax mechanism."

In other words, before using our tax laws to achieve nontax goals, two pre-
conditions should be satisfied:

(1) The objective should be one which is of overriding importance to our
society; and

(2) It should be one which can je achieved most effectively through the tax
mechanism.

Implicit in this second condition is that tax incentives should be better able to
achieve the desired result than alternative governmental programs and that
they should be able to acomplish this result without substantially higher coats
or waste Of resources.

"-1"W -41---18
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In applying these standards to . 2100, a strong and convincing ease Is made
that it is appropriate and advlsajle to adopt a series of tax Incentives to en-
courage private businesses to construct multi-ult housing facilities In our
nation's poverty areas.

Let me describe briefly the three main prongs of this bill:
First, It would provide low rentals to the tenants through the use of long-term

low Interest mortgages and abatements of city real estate taxem. The long-term
low Interest mortgages would result In low amortization payments by the builder
and the abatement of city taxes would, of course, lower the builder's operating
expenses. Both of these benefits would be passed on to the tenants In the form of
lower rents The loss of revenues, o the city resulting from the tax abatements
would be made up by the federal and state governments.

Second, the bill would raise the investor's yield through a series of tax
incentives. Presently investors do not build housing In poverty areas because
they cannot realise an after-tax return which Is high enough to justify such an
Investment. Under S. 2100 the rentals from tenants would produce only a 8%
cash return to the builder. However, with the various tax benefits, this rate of
return would rise to levels in excess of 12%-a rate which is felt to be neteary
to entice this investment in slum areas.

Third, the bill would ,ncourage tenant ownership of the project by giving
home management corporations an option to purchase the project two years after
completion of its construction in accordance with a specified price schedule.

As can be seen, the tax incentive provisions are only one phase of S. 2100.
They can be summarised as follows:

(a) A tax credit is given ranging up to 30 percent depending upon the amount
of equity Invested in the project. The purpose of this graduated schedule Is to
encourage higher equity Investment so that less funds are removed from the low
Interest mortgage pool and a greater number of housing units can be constructed.

(b) A elerated depreciation Is provided In the form of a reduced scale of
useful lives with such reduction also being basel on the amount of equity invested
by the business.

(e) For purposes of this depreciation, the bill permits demolition cost, and
site improvements to be added to the deperclable basin of the building constructed
rather than being included In the basis of the land. This Increases the amount of
depreciation deductions which would be available.

(d) The bill would forgive capital gain on a sale where the project Is either
sold to a home management corporation owned by the tenants or where the
proceeds are rolled over Into another poverty housing project. Moreover, the
capital gain which would otherwise apply would be reduced after a minimum
holding period ranging from seven to ten years.

(e) Tax credits and accelerated depreciation are also granted to certified
purchasers from the original builder. This device insures that the building
will have a reasonable resale value and that the purchasers will also be able
to realise an adequate return on their Investments.

(f) To encourage the original builder to hold the building if he so desires and
thus retain stability of ownership, the bill provides that after the building Is
fully depreciated, the owner can elect to treat It as having been sold to himself at
a specified price. If he makes this election he will recognise capital gain on the
resale and then be entitled to redepreclate the building. He will not. however, be
entitled to any further tax credit.

(8) The bill contains protective provisions to prevent businesses from taking
the tax advantages and then turning the property over quickly. Except in the
case of a sale to a home management corporation owned by the tenants, which
can be made after two years, the original builder in required to held the proj-
ect for tea Years or return the tax benefits received.

Against this background of the provisions of 8. 2100, the propriety of using
our tax law to fulfill the end purposes of the bill can be tested.

First, there can be no doubt that the objective sought to be achieved is of
"overriding Importance". The crisis in our urban poverty areas Is second only
to the war in Vietnam among the major problems which face our country today.
To Insure that residents of these areas have an opportunity to become produc-
tive members of our society, it is essential to provide them with opportunities for
decent housing, sound education, and meaningul Jobs. 8. 2100 would help fill
the housing gap by harnessing the creativity and vitality of our business com-
munity. Its companion measure, S 2088, would encourage industrial develop-
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meat In these poverty areas and the employment of local residents through sim-
liar incentives to private businesses. In combination, these bills strike at two of the
most basic needs of our slums.

Moreover, It Is clear that the government programs adopted to date are not
sufficient to provide the needed housing and Jobs, and that some further action
is required If we are to grapple successfully with these problems.

Of the three basic purposes of S. 2100-to lower rentals, to increase the builder's
after-tax return, and to encourage tenant ownership-only the second Is accom-
plished by features affecting our tax law; that Is, the tax provisions are used
solely to increase the yield to the builder to an acceptable level, thereby making
it desirable for him to participate In this program.

This brings us face to face with the second standard to be applied In using
our tax laws for social or economic purposes: i.e.. whether this Increase In yield
to the builder can be achieved most effectively through tax Incentives.

It has been strongly urged that business participation on a broad scale could
be achieved only through the tax mechanlsm-aed that the costs of using this
approach would be little, If any, greater than using a straight subsidy approach.

For one thing, the tax mechanism seems particularly efficient for this special
building program. Generally, one of the disadvantages of using taxes for Incen-
tive purposes is that part of the incentive will be provided to taxpayers who would
have undertaken the desired action even without it. In the case of the investment
credit, for example. businesses obtain the credit for all investment in depreciable
machinery and equipment, Including that which they would have bought in any
event. All businesses purchase some machinery and equipment annually merely
to replace worn-out Items. Hence, part of the investment credit is dissipated
without achieving its goal of stimulating those investments which would other.
wise be delayed or not made at alL Under S. 2100, however, little waste of this
kind occurs. The fact of the matter is that our private businesses are just not
building in poverty areas and any construction that would be undertaken would
be primarily attributable to the benefits provided for In the bill It could not be
argued that tax dollars are being siphoned off to aid Investment that would have
been undertaken In any event.

But cven assuming no waste, It might be urged that these tax dollars could
be funneled to the investor Just as easily In the form of a direct subsidy. I think
that this ignores several important factors:

First, businessmen In general have an adverse reaction to a direct subsidy.
They chafe at the long delays and red tape that are often involved and they
are suspicious of continuing and pervasive government regulation. Establish.
ins the administrative machinery for efficient handling of a subsidy program
Is no easy matter; consequently, this alternative cannot always be considered as
an easy and ready substitute for a tax incentive program.

Second, in the cape of real estate investment In particular, businemmen ae
accustomed to examining the cash flow and tax benefits before deciding whether
to make the investment. This In the way the real estate investment market pres-
ently operates. The provisions contained in & 2100 build on the adapt to cur-
rent patterns of business behavior, and do not require the reorientation in think-
ing that a subsidy program would entail

It Is for similar reasons that the investment credit was made a part of our
tax structure. The very standards we have discussed today were clearly taken
into account In determining whether the Incentive provided by the investment
credit should be made a part of our tax cods The conclusion was reached that
the tax mechanism was the most effective way of achieving the desired results--
that is, modernization and expansion of our Industrial facilities. In that case
the administration itself reached the conclusion that a tax credit would be moat
effective because It would require ke regulation and conform more to estab-
lished business practices and patterns of thought

It Is the easy way out to object to all tax incentives merely because a wide
variety has been suggested In the past. A stance of blanket disapproval Is not
Justified; rather, the responsible course would be to examine each proposal care-
fully and rigorously to see If it meets the standards we have considered today.
In my opinion the approach of K 2100 does meet these standards and should be
given careful and thoughtful consideration by this Committee.

Mr. ('.rSdur. I have gWen a lot of thought to the question of the use
of tax policy to carry out these social and economic goals I think this
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articular project meets the standards which President Kennedy re-
rred to inhis 1961 tax message.
Senator KLNDY. You think, therefore, that use of the tax system

makes some sense, in view of the crisis that exists in our country at the
moment#

Mr. CAPUN. We have used our tax law many times-and I have listed
examples in my statement-to accomplish social and economic goals.
Very few of these goals have measured up to the high standards of
this particular project, in terms of national need.

Senator KErxNDr. We have had a good deal of talk about the cost,
Mr. Commissioner. I know you have made some studies concerning the
bill. I know also that your partner in your law firm, who used to be
in the Treasury Department, has also worked hard on a cost, analysis
of this bill, and the cost in relationship to providing low-income hous-
ing under 221(d)(3) and under the rent supplement programs.

Would you identify yourself I
Mr. KAYMAN. My name is Robert Klayman and I am a partner of

Ca plain in the law firm of Caplin & Drysdale.
Senator SNATUOM. Were you formerly connected with the Govern-

ment?
Mr. KLAYMAN. From 1960 to 1964, 1 was with the Treasury Depart-

ment, in the Office of Tax Legislative Counsel.
Senator KF.vEDY. Mr. Klayman, have you made a study of the

cost of this legislation to the Treasury Department of the U.S. Gov-
ernment, and also the cost of this bill in comparison wtth the cost of
lowering rentals under the rent supplements and 221 (d) (3) programs

Mr. KIAYXAN. Yes; I have participated in in such a study.
Senator KZNND Y. Can you tell us in the last analysis what program

is more costly ?
Mr. KtLAYMAN. The analysis that I have made, together with other

people, indicates that to achieve the same rental levels, the 221(d) (3)
program would be more expensive than this program. The 221 (d) (8)
below market interest program as it presently exists does not achieve
the same low rental levels.

To reduce the rental levels under present law would require the
use of part of the rent supplement program.

The cost of those rent supplements would make 221 (d) (3) more
expensive than the provisions of S. 2100, including the tax benefits.

Senator KzNxzrN . So when we add up the tax credits that we have
discussed-oeven up to the 30 percent-if we add to that the deprecia-
tion deductions, and the interest rate subsidy involved in providing
2 percent mortgages, if we add those three provisions together which
are the major features of the 2100-

Mr. KAYXAN. Plus the provision that provides for city tax abate-
ments.

Senator KzxrDY. If we add together those four features, the ri-
mary features of this bill, they produce less revenue cost to the dov-
ernment than 221(d) (8) or the rent supplement prog-amA?

Mr. KLAYMAN. That is right. It is less expensive than the interest
subsidy involved in 221 (d) (3) plus the rent supplement that would be
necessary to bring the rentals down to the same level.

Senator KNNEDY. Is it not a fact that it is considerably less costly
than the programs that presently exist ?
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Mr. KLArAN. It seems to run considerably les.
Senator KENNWY. I think it is important since we are talking about

these high figures, Mr. Chairman, that the committee have our exten-
sive memorandum which goes into these in great detail before it.

Senator SMAntYs. Would you like to ajke it a part of the record I
(See p. 119.)

Senator KENNEY. Yes, I an not certain if it went into the record
yesterday but I think it would be helpful for the committee to have
access to it. It is a long memorandum because it takes various cases
and compares them. I think it is quite clear that this program, despite
the figures we are talking about, not only brings the private enterprise
system into the ghetto, and achieves stability of ownership through
tax incentives but gives low rents, and costs less to the Government.

That is why I am so surprised that it should be opposed by the
Government.
Senator SMATUrts. Gentlemen, thank you very much.
Our next witness will be Mr. William Naumann, chairman, Legis-

lative Committee, the Associated General Contractors of America.

8TATEJNT OF WILLIAM E NAXANN, CHAIRMAN, GISLATIV
COMMITTEF, THE ASSOCIAnD GENERAL CONTRACT028 OF
AMERICA

Mr. NAUMAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
delighted to be here and I thank you very much for your consideration
of the change in schedule because I had to come from Arizona this
morning and I have to be back there late this evening.

My statement deals with the general merits of the bill and, in addi-
tion, with some of the practical aspects of items that might be con.
sidered as this legislation moves forward, as it would apply to what
conceivably could and will happen if the program goes forward as
regardls cost.

Since I believe there has been so much discussion as regards cost,
these particular remarks might be very appropriate.

I would like to proceed now with my statement.
Senator SManms. Go right ahead, sir.
Mr. NAUMANN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my

name is William E. Naumann. I am chairman of the Legislative Com-
mittee of the Associated General Contractors of America, a trade
association of over 8,20 of the Nation's leading general contractors
who perform the greater part of all highway, heavy engineering, and
building construction done in the United States each year.

I also serve the AGC as a member of its Executive and Labor Com-
mittees and as chairman of its heavy construction and utilities con-
tractors division.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on S. 2100. May I say
lit the outset that my remarks here will be of a general nature and will
not attempt to pass on all the specific details and technicalities con-
tained in this bill.

Our membership is made up of the Nation's leading general con-
tractors, who are normally engaged in what is termed as contract con-
struction; that is, we perform work for public and private owners
for a specific price under terms and conditions set forth in a contract.
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Public construction is awarded to the lowest qualified bidder after
public advertisement for bidders. Thus while the public housing con-
templated under S. 2100 would not normally fall in the general'cate-
gory of contract construction, there is a growing interest among our
members in this type of business venture.

In fact, a number of members have had considerable experience in
large urban renewal projects and a great many more will be interested
if this work can be made attractive from a business standpoint.

S. 2100 app rs to meet the housing and urban needs of lower
income families in a businesslike manner. This is done through suit-
able tax credits and accelerated depreciation.

We note that the bill provides inducements for business organiza-
tions to pool their talents and resources to tackle the job of rebuilding
our cities.

Any construction program of this magnitude contemplates building
in the most efficient manner. It means we must develop new methods,
new techniques of engineering, design, and construction if this housing
is to be built economically, efficiently, and well.

As Members of the Senate you can help in this regard. Today our
industry is burdened by archaic working rules and union practices
that fight progress and result in increased costs to the public. We're
making some headway in some areas in getting rid of featherbedding
and other nonproductive labor restrictions. But the progress has been
slow and often discouraging.

The industry recently received a serious setback when the U.S.
Supreme Court in a landmark case gave its approval of the worst kind
of restrictive practice-the prohibition of the use of prefabricated
material. I have reference to the Philadelphia Door case, where the
U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the Carpenter's Union could lawfully
strike an employer-contractor because he used precut doors (3,600
of them) in violation of a local Carpenter's Union working rule in-
tended to "preserve their work."

This happened to be a housing project in Philadelphia. I would like
to read part of the majority opinion of the Court which tells us our
relief is not with the Court but with Congress:

The Woodwork Manufacturers Association and amld who support Its position
advance several reasons, grounded in economic and technological factors, why
"will not handle" clauses should be invalid in all circumstances.

Those arguments are addressed to the wrong branch of government. It may
be that the time has come for re-evaluation of the base content of collective
bargaining as contemplated by the federal legislation.

But that Is for Congress. Congress has demonstrated its capacity to adjust
the Nation's labor legislation to what, In Its legislative Judgment, constitutes the
statutory pattern appropriate to the developing xtate of labor relations in the
country.

Major revisions of the basic statute were enacted in 1947 and 1950. To be sure
then Congress might be of opinion that greater stress should be put on . . .
eliminating more and more economic weapons from the... (Union's) grasp...
but Congress' policy has not yet moved to this point.

In.ur#ce Agents Isternationai v. Labor Board, 361 U.. 47. 5M.

This is from the majority opinion. Let me now quote from the words
of four members of the Nation's highest judicial body, the Supreme
Court of the United States, in their dissenting opinion:

The union's boycott of the prefitted Mohawk doors clearly falls within the
express terms of the federal labor law, which makes such conduct unlawful when
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an object thereof is forcing or requiring any person to ceam using.., te
products of any other... manufacturer... And the collective bargaining pro-
vision that authorizes such a boycott likewise stands condemned by the law's
prohibition of any agreement whereby an employer agrees to cease or refrain
from handling.., any of the products of any other employer...

The Court undertakes a protracted review of legislative and decisional history
in an effort to show that the clear words of the statue should be disregarded in
these cases. But the fact is that the relevant history fully confirms that Congress
meant what it said, and I therefore dissent...

The dissenters concluded:
An employer's decision as to the products he wishes to buy present entirely

different issues. That decision has traditionally been regarded as one within
management's discretion, and FIbreboard does not indicate that it Is a mandatory
subject of collective bargaining, much less a permissible basis for a product
boycott made Illegal by federal labor law.

The relevant legislative history confirms and reinforces the plain meaning
of the statute and establishes that the Union's product boycott in this case and
agreement authorizing It were both unfair labor practices. In deciding to the
(ontrary. here the Court has substituted its own notions of sound labor policy
for the word of Congress. There may be social and economic arguments for chang-
ing the law of product boycotts established In 8, but those changes are not for
this court to make.

I respectfully dissent.

This, gentlemen is the No. 1 problem of our country today, pro-
duct-ion and distribution of the necessities of life and making them
available to lower income people. I earnestly request that you address
yourself to this matter and correc-by legislation-what the Supreme
Court has done by decision.

If you do this, the genius of industry and science will provide the
answers in the form of low-income housing within a price obtainable
by every American.

That concludes my statement. With your permission, Mr. Chair-
man, I would like to make these further remarks with regard to the
merits of Senate bill 2100. It is the opinion of this construction indus-
try that we will be called upon to do the actual job that this bill pro-
vides the mechanics for doing.

I foresee a combination of forces of the investor and the contractor
as such. I believe, and this industry believes, that the approach in
providing incentives for action and investment in ordinary low-risk
areas is an excellent one and is the American way.

I believe that regardless of the considerable discussion that has been
had about the cost to Government, that this manner will produce the
objective of providing the low-cost urban housing at a cheaper price
than would be able to have been achieved under any other method of
direct subsidies in this sort of an approach.

I believe further and this industry believes, that regardless of the
cost that we have theproblem and that with the combined efforts of
private enterprise and the abilities of the strength of the Federal
Government to provide the incentive, that this job can be done.

In conclusion, I would urge that in the final consideration of this
legislation, in connection with the problems of cost, that this commit-
tee give some favorable consideration to a similar provision as was
contained in the demonstration cities act under section 1010.

I will read from the act. It states:
Research and studies conducted under this section shall be designed to test and

demonstrate the applcability to housing construction, rehabilitation and mainte-
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nance, and urban development activities of advances in technology relating to,
one, design concepts; two, construction and rehabilitation methods; three, manu-
facturing processes; four, materials and products, and five, building components.

So the ingenuity of our vast industrial empire and the abilities of
the construction industry can be without restriction devoted to this
task of the production of urban housing at the lowest possible cost.

Senator SxAmms. Thank you very much. That is an excellent
I thank you very much.

statement. The committee will stand in recess until 2 o'clock.
Mr. NAumAiWN. Mr. Chairman, I made a mistake in forgetting to

ask permission to file a supplemental statement.
Senator KzNNz;y. Could that include what you think the effect

would be of this legislation in providing more jobs I Do you think if
this legislation were enacted there wouldbe more jobs I

Senator S nATu Include another supplement stating whether
or not you think there will be more jobs as a result of this legislation.

Mr. NAUx x. Yes, sir.
Senator Sx zTnus. Thank ou.
Mr. NAuxAx;N. Thank ouM. Chairman.
(The document referred to follows:)

8UinzXzuiTL STATEMENT Or WILLAM . NAUMANN

First, let us state that we of the Associated General Contractors of America
are very much concerned about the employment of those persons residing in
urban poverty areas, In general, and about their possible employment in the
construction industry specifically.

Today there is serious unemployment among unskilled workers particularly
those from minority groups.

It is paradoxical that this situation exists at a time when many general con.
tractors throughout the nation are experiencing manpower shortages. A survey
now being conducted among our 133 chapters indicates that at this time the con-
tractor members of our Association conservatively need somewhere between
20,000 and 80.000 men in the basic trades alone-bricklayers, carpenters, cement
masons, ironworkers, and operating engineers This Association is also aware of a
report soon to be released by the Department of Labor, which Indicates that be-
tween now and 1975 the contract construction Industry will need approximately
I million new workers (wage and salary workers only).

The Association Is concerned over this, and other manpower problems con-
fronting the construction Industry prompted the AGO to sponsor a two-day
manpower conference in order to develop more effective manpower programs for
our industry. There were many suggestions put forth for attracting minority
groups into the industry; however, under today's apprenticeship standards,
rigidly adhered to by organised labor, and faithfully fostered by the Department
ot Labor, most unemployed urban poverty areas dwellers would be disqualified
for entrance into apprenticeship programs. They lack a high school diploma,
cannot pass the qualifying examination or aptitude test, or cannot pass a Job
Interview. We are told of a Negro apprentice applicant in Iowa who was dis-
qualified, even though he received the highest score In his group on the written
examination, because he only weighed 188 pounds. The question is often asked
how many present-day Journeymen would qualify for entrance into the con-
struction industry's apprenticeship programs under tode's standards.

We strongly believe that the Urban Housing Development Act of 1967 (9
2100) and its companion bill, the Urban Employment Opportunities Develop-
ment Act of 196? (8. 2088) will greatly improve the living and employment
conditions In our much neglected urban poverty areas, and simultaneously help
to improve the manpower situation In the construction Industry. It will create
Jobs in a construction program and will help those who need help the most.
We believe that appropriate goverrmental action could very well induce a sig-
nificant breakthrough In the employment policies of the trade unions resulting
in the 'Vpening up" of many Job opportunities in a vital industry for many



people, who through no fault of their own, presently And themselves performing
no productive function whatsoever.

In conclusion, 8. 2100 will create Job opportunities for all clase of Americans,
but we must make sure that money is not wasted by the blind adherence to
restrict labor practices and policies which prevent the use of modern methods
and prefabrication.

Senator SxAnTia. We will stand in recess until 2 o'clock.

AFTROON 83661ON

Senator SxA=nu. The committee will come to order.
Our first witness this afternoon is the distinguished former U.S.

Secretary of the Navy Dan Kimball.
Senator KENNEDy. I think the committee is very fortunate in having

Mr. Kimball's testimony. I think that around the country Mr. Kim-
ball has probably done more with his efforts than anyone else to try
to bring employment and new jobs to people living in the ghetto.

He is not just testifying from a theoretical point of view. He will
not be talking just as a bleding heart, but as a man who has actually
done something; he is a man who has a feeling for the problem, and
who has also developed a program that has hid some meaning for a
lot of people and made a difference to a great number of people.

I thin they are very grateful to him. I also want to express my
appreciation.

Senator SX aniRs With that sendoff, Mr. Kimball, please proceed.

SITA N OF DAN A. M A AEROETGENERL 001?.,
EX UTIV COXIT CHAIRMAN AND FORMER TARY
OF THE NAVY

Mr. Kzxmz.LL. Mr. Chairman, I appreciat the opportunity to appear
before your committee on the subjects of "Investment mI Housing in
Urban Poverty Areas" and "Industrial Investment in Urban Poverty
Aras."

I agree with your approach to these needs, for unless some incen-
tives can be provided to encourage private enterprise to invest or re-
invest in urban poverty areas of our Nation, then we may expect a
continuation of riots by those people who will be without jobs and
lvig in substandard homes.

Tax incentives would be a desirable means of attracting new business
investment in poverty areas. To be most effective, however investment
incentives should offer some degree of tangible benefit to the business-
man who invests in poverty areas regardles of whether his initial
period of operation is profitable. _

TaX incentives alone may be attractive to a large organization. But
for the small businessman, a tax incentive may not be enough. If he
oprates at a loss the first year or twc, a tax incentive will not provide
the type of financial relief he needs. A guaranteed return on invest-
ment for the small businessman may be an incentive worth considering.

I may say unless you make some profit the tax incentive doesn't do
you much good.

There also should be some provision or incentive for training work-
ers for jobs in poverty areas. The supply of labor is readily available,
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but even basic skills are not. Many of these people have never held
a steady job, so they don't know about timecards or the normal rou-
tines associated with the operation of a plant. They must learn about
these things at the same time they are [earning how to do a produc-
tive job and earn pay for it. Training of this type is expensive for a
businessman who locates a firm in a poverty area.

An additional incentive for the businessman could be a form of low-
cost insurance protection against loss or property destruction in pov-
ert areas should trouble occur.

Would like to mention here that when we at Aerojet-General Corp.
formed the Watts Manufacturing Co. in the Watts area of Los An-
geles, no such incentives were considered. This was a year ago.

We organized the company as a normal profitmaking enterprise,
using Watts labor and management. We have invested more than $1
million in Watts Manufacturing, and we expect to make money on our
investment.

I might say we have promised the people who work there that they
will also make a profit.

This Watts plant put us right in the midst of an urban poverty
district, so now we are operating plants in urban as well as rural
labor surplus areas.

Two years ago we invested $8 million to orgaize a manufacturing
plant at Batesville, Ark., where there was a serious labor surplus. we
trained the people native to the region to do ordnance work. They do
fine, and the cooperation with city and State agencies has been excel-
lent. Today we employ some 600 people there.

So successful has been this plant in rural Arkansas that we have
established another plant at Camden, Ark., where we employ another
400 people.

In addition to employing local residents at these plants, we have
been successful in obtaining people with skills from cities such as De-
troit and Cleveland to work in them. So we are reducing the concen-
tration of factory workers in the big industrial centers by bringing
them back to rural America to work at their skills. Twenty percent of
the management and technical people at the plant are those who left
Arkansas and who have returned to Batesville.

Our rural plants are doing well, and we expect the Watts operation
to succeed as planned.

In nearly a urban poverty areas of the Nation substandard hous-
ing and the lack of jobs are the two greatest problems. In Watts, it is
a little different. Housing is not as much of a problem as in New York
or Detroit, as mass transportation. There isn't any mass transit sys-
tem. People in Watts can't get out of the area to find a job.

In addition, few companies in the surrounding area of Watts would
hire them anyway. Many of the people we have employed have police
records, some have felony convictions, and few have any previous work
history. Certainly they had no skills. We had to train those we hired.
So we, in fact, took job to Watts, and our people are doing a good
job. Some of our employees there are working for the first time in
5 years.

Mr. Chairman, I do not want to imply that all has been easy for us
with Watts Manufacturing, but we are far enough along with this
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company to know that the concept of operating a manufacturingplant
in a poverty area will work. We know the labor supply is there. There
were nearly 5,000 applicants for the 425 jobs at Watts Manufacturing.
There are another 25,000 people in Watts who could be so employed.

I am disappointed that other industry has been reluctant to locate
plants or branches in Watts. We have, however, received maw In-
quiries from other companies regarding our experience with the watts
plant. Some of these companies have sent representatives great dis-
tances to obtain first-hand information. But it is obvious that they
are hesitant about locating in Watts at his time.

If incentives were made available, they may well do so. If the in-
centives could be applied during the fist years of operation when
risks are greatest, they would be far more attractive to business and
industry.

We established our Watts plant when Vice President Humphrey a
year ago called upon the aerospace industry to assist in providing bbs
in poverty areas. Mr. Humphrey has been unrelenting in his e
to encourage business and industry to open plants in these areas. The
incentives you propose, Mr. Chairman, wil -do much in this regard.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. A more complete report on the brief his-
tory of Watts Manufacturing has been filed with the committee.

(The document referred to follows:)

WATTS MANUrA07UINN COMPANY

The Watts Manufacturing Company, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Aerojet-
General Corporation, was organized a year ago. It has been in actual production
for approximately eight months.

Current backlog is more than $4 million. The wprk includes light manufactur-
Ing--canvas tents, woodwork and metal working. Tents are manufactured for
the Defense Supply Agency for 5,000 of field hospital sie. Ammunition crates
are produced in the woodwork section for the Aerojet plant and a competitor
as well. Metal work now centers on components for a &25-mile-long conveyor
belt system for the Oakland, Calif., Post Office.

The Watts Manufatcuring Company has a total capital investment of $1.8
million, all from Aerojet-General.

The company occupies nine buildings on a three-acre tract In the Watts area
of Los Angeles.

The labor force at Watts Manufacturing, 488 employees, Is almost entirely
from the Watts area. Most of the work force had no real previous work ex-
perience.

L LOCATION IN WATTS

Aerojet decided to open a plant in Watts to employ its residents rather than
take Watts residents to its existing plants for several reasons. Among them
was lack of public transportation. Also considered was the problem of seniority
It they Joined the labor ranks at existing plants. These unskilled Watts resi-
dents would be the first to be terminated In any work force reduction at plants
where employees have seniority. The fact that Watts Manufacturing is an
Independent operation allows It to establish Its own seniority rosters, affording
workers greater security.

In addition, a plant in Watts for residents of Watts provides a condition where
employees can feel at social and psychological ease.

An on-going plant with Informal If not formal dress, speech, and other conduct
requirements Is one In which many of the hard core residents now reach by the
Watts Manufacturing Company could not long last. It Is obvious to a visitor of
the plant that Its workers feel very much at home there. Whatever strains the
Watts employees may be able to bear after a successful work experience there,
It Is clear that the Company now represents a proper setting for their entry or
return to productive worL The significance of the atmosphere at Watts Is under-
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scored by the statistle that one of every three male employees has been con-
victed of a felony. Such men would find hard going were they set into ai. existing,
middle class factory setting. At Watts, They appear to be doing quite well.

To be sure, a discrete, Identifiable operation such as the Watts plant opens Its
parent company to charges of exploitation far more serious than the Company
would face were it merely to take on extra numbers of Negro employees. In
part to cope with that problem, the Watts Manufacturing Company has as its
president a local businessman selected by Aerojet after an elaborate screeling
procedure among many applicants for the position. Both the PreMident. James
Woods, and the General Manager and Secretary, his son, Leon Woods, have
roots within the Watts community as deep as Is possible for men making as
much money as they do. In the case of Leo!i Wood, the Company has an ex-
tremely bright and capable young man with a college background in accounting
and business administration. Although the Woods have been more dependent on
Aerojet than are the managers of operations of similar size iand scale, both have
been vested with real authority and have clearly done their share in carving
for the Company a legitimate status within the Watts community.

IL THE COMPANY'S RUSINE88

Critical to the Company in terms of the men it seeks to employ is the fact
that all contracts it takes on must be ones which can be performed by high-
repetitive, low-facility techniques. Among other reasons, the Company feels that
morale problems dictate that its workers become genuinely productive at as early
a stage of their employment as Is possible. Because many of the men taken on
have failed at most of the socially approved efforts they have undertaken, the
Company is convinced of the need for the rapid bolstering of confidence that early
mastering of work assignments ('an produce.

An additional requirement for Jobs undertaken by the Watts Manufacturing
Company is that they entail sufficient physical strength to generate a fairly high
male-female ratio. Assertions of the Moynihan Study are living facts In the
Watts area, and the Company feels that it must have a fairly high proportion of
male employees in order to insure its acceptability and stability in the Watts
community. Presently, some 65 percent of the work force Is male.

Another aspect of the Company's policy Is its conservatism in the expansion of
its operations. The Company feels that few risks are worth the effect of periodic
layoffs to a work staff in psychological as well as economic need of atcady work.
The Company was burned once, In early April, when it was forced to lay off 50
men because of its premature adoption of a night shift. It is determined to
avoid a repetition of that Incident If at all possible.

The present lack of competent managerial personnel tosstitutes another
brake on Company growth. It will take a while for the Com0)any to develop an
adequate supply of workers capable of stepping Into first level supervisory Jobs,
and until such men can both be developed and spared from the production lines,
the Company expects -to go It slow. The Company now has a few caucasian
supervisors and consultants., no more than four or five at any given time, and
hopes as rapidly as possible to be able to phase Its regular work staff into all
management position.

The Watts management Is also determined to take on contracts which have
the least possible make-work character about them. For that reason, the first
Job taken on by the Company was a Defense contract and not an "in-house"
order which Aerojet could easily have placed with Watts to set the Company
going. The Company had to wait a long while after Its Inception until its first
contract, but Its management did not succumb to the temptation to call for an
Aerojet order. Although the major wood-working contract and the conveyor
contract came from Aerojet, these Jobs were only taken on after Watts had es-
tablished its ability to make do with a rough government customer. Significantly,
even here the Aerojet contracts were awarded to Watts only as a result of
Watts' low competitive bids for the Jobs.

When Aerojet does give in-house contracts to Watts, It Is also scrupulous about
only giving work which Aerojet would have Itself subcontracted out. By being
terribly careful on this score, Aerojet avoids adverse criticism of Watts by the
principal Aerojet union., which are naturally sensitive to any "farming out" of
work--most particularly to low-wage, non-union operations such as Watts. Much
of the work which AeroJet has given and will be In a position to give to Watts



would otherwise have gone to non-union, most generally Southern, subcontracting
plants.

Though not initially done as a matter of policy choice, the Watts Manufac-
turing Company has operated largely without the assistance of the various
government programs in the poverty and worker training fields. Initially, Watts
retained a full-time man for the purpose of looking into government asistance
for its training operations. That approach was given up after Watts found
government programs unwieldy and government officials unrealistic in their
assessment of the type of work which could initially be offered to Watts em-
ployees. Watts started Itself out and bore Its worker training costs almost en-
tirely on its own.

The real "outside" assistance which the Watts Manufacturing Company has
obtained has come In the form of time and expertise provided by Aerojet-
General personnel. Watts' legal, public relations and contract administration
work Is done by Aerojet and without inter-company billing charges. Spot as-
sistance from all Aerojet personnel cun be fairly readily called upon. Some Aero-
jet accountants have been added to the Watts' accounting staff. Aerojet engineers
have helped design the production equipment In use at the Watts plant. Addi-
tionally, by reason of the major Insurance contracts It holds, Aerojet has been
able to obtain favorable insurance coverage for Watts.

HlL PROBa MS
A. Worker Productivity

More time must pass, particularly in the tent-making division, before the
Watts management can know with certainty the Company is entirely com-
petitive. Although worker productivity has increased from the beginning of
operations, the Increase must continue through the balance of the year before
the Company is fully out of the woods. Watts' management is fairly confident
that the work staff will continue to Improve. Additionally, the rising wage floor
created by the minimum wage law provides further assurance of success. As
previously Indicated, Watts' true competition comes from the low wage areas
of the rural South. Although its wages are certainly low-varying from $1.50
to $2.20 per hour for its floor operators, with an average wage of $1.66--Watts
believes that its Southern competition pays lower wage scales and that the con-
tinued rise in the adsieimii wage will narrow the competition gap.

In May, the company y lost a c, mlptitive bid for 1,000 tents to a competitor
who came lit with a winning bid of $800.00 as against Watts price of $M.00. The
Watts management believes it could have done better had it "sharpened its peni-
cils" a bit more and is also confident that its productivity has improved over
the past three outths. Notethelhs, it was faced with a competitor able to pay
an average wage which Watts believes was $.20 per hour--or $10.00 per unit-
less than it must pay. If, along with its high training costs, Watts is continually
fort-ed to pay a significant wage differential, its need for increased worker pro-
ductivity will become all the greater.

It. Union Organization
The Watts Manufacturing Company Is presently non-union and has In fact de-

feated two efforts by local, independent unions to organize its tent-making and
metalwork divisions. Left to its own choice, Watts would prefer continued freedom
from unions. As indicated, union seniority regulations in large part led Aerojet
to form the Coplny as a separate entity.

The Watts management is not dogmatic about remaining non-union, however,
and inthot'l feels that it is the anti-union sentiments of its workers, who have
long We ee systematically excluded by restrictive union practices, which more
than anything would stand in the way of plant unionization. For itself, the Watts
management feels that it has now established a pattern of wage scales and work
regulations around which any union would have to operate. As also Indicated,
Aerojet has not disturbed its own unions by scrupulous avoidance of "farming
out" any work to the Watts plant. In any event, the non-union character of Watts
presents no major problem to Aerojet or to labor. For one, no major unions have
made an effort to organize the plant. Beyond that, the Watts management could
live with and might even be helped by a sophisticated and sympathetic union.

'. Iorcrnncnt Contracts I
Under the assumption that its high training costs will always remain, either

beause worker prMuctivity levels off or-more likely-I .eause its workers will
continually leave for better Jobs, Watts Is faced with some serious problems in
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the government contracts market. The Company dilemma is as follows: On the one
hand. the "cost" of extensive Involvement with government worker training pro-
grams is too great in terms of plant efficiency and flexibility. On the other hand.
the dollar cot of the extensive worker training programs assumed toy the Con-
pany may well tend to make bid prices too high for It to be able to get edoentlal
government and defense work.

The key tent contract was only made possible by absence of other bidders for
the Job tit a time of urgent government ieed. Hinder that cinumstautv, the De-
partment of )efense was able to invokt Extception 2 of the Armed Services Pro-
curement Act of 1947. the so-called "public exigency" exception, and to let the
contract on a negotiated basis. Now that the tent market and all other defense
production has opened up considerably, Watts stands in some Jeopardy of not
being able to obtain .dditional government work.

A survey of possible modifications in defense purchasing regulations with Al-
bert Lazure, Director of the (M1ce of Small lBusinesg and E.conomnic Utilization
Policy at the Delartment of D defense, and Constantine 'inquegranna of the De-
fense Supply Agency indicates a few areas in which a neausure of compensatory
hell) might be worked out. For one, it may be lxM.'sible to extend the "mobilization
base" exception to the Procurement Act to tiome degree, palrticulart" to firms
making materiels which tend not to Ie in regular prdutl Ion at the onset of na-
tioal emergencie Additionally, and of greater promise, Is tle' INibillty that
the Department of Labor could define distinct ghetto communities within other-
wise healthy cities as it-rsistent labor surplus areas, thus qualifying firms within
them or immediately nearby for luirtial set-aside preferences tinder I-fense
Manpower Policy Number 4. Accirdilng to Cinquitgrajlai. tile labor surplus set-
aside preference ought to serve as the equtivalent of the 5-10 Per cent trailling cost
differential which Wayne Mullane' has giies.-,d Illlglht otherwise Ibe needed by
Watts-type companies in the event that s.ich companies are estahlilled on a wide-
spread basis. Ruling. of the Comptroller (emeral Ildicate that labor surplus
set-asides can be utilized to a fairly substantial degree, and with Propter direc-
tion. it mwtilcatioln by tht lhipartment of Labjr of Its regulations could make
a significant difference. What is most promising almt such al1 apprMch is that
the parent conlp:lslies would ilted ilsd receive lo direct suL-idiles, .olllethlillg which
Aerojet feels would run counter to tile very spirit in wlich the glietto subsidiaries
must be set up. The fact is, according to Aerojet, thlat with very little government
assistance, or perhaps even without it, such cotlinmilies can Ie put oi a paying
basis.

IV. CONCLUBIO?

Morale at the Watts plant appears high and Its efficiency record Is good. For ex-
simple, the Army now only engages In spot hnsliewtions of the tent. rather than the
100 per cenlt inspections it originally Insisted ttlli and , xl-ttc to ui, a fairly
long time. Although the original order of tie wmdwork division, the prilnlcipal
problem of the Company is In retaining the iemi-skilled workers who find it fairly
easy to move on to better IMAyilg Jobs.

The turnover record of the Company is low. Discounting the .-0 workers laid off
in April and disregarding the semi-skilled workers who have pre.ullalbly left to
go on to better Jobs., employee stability is apprecialbly bs'tter than management
of Watts had originally expected. The Company has not lie a systematic sur-
vey of the people who have voluntarily terminated timir employments. It may
well be that a far higher proportion than the Conpany would dream of claim-
ing have left to go on to higher paying Jobs.

While the return on capital is. of course, alprec'iably lower than AeroJet-(leneral
might otherwise have realizeAd on a $1.3 million Inv stllenlt, the Comnpany ex-
pects to do somewhat better than break even this year. AreoJet was prepared to
take an operating loan for the year.

Senator SM.ATlIERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. We do
alpreciate that statement.

ITwant to echo tie sint iniieitls exl-,sl'd ibv tilte (list ingtiislhid Senator
from New York at the outset. I don'€ kniow of anty individual who has
really eieui more Iublic spirited., niot Mlly (luri'g the timae that lie
worked here with the administration, but particularly siWe lie has
been out in private business, thali yourself.
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What you have (lone in Watts is certainly a type of a shrine and
sliould b looked ti) to by other business leaders. It certainly is appreci-
:Ited by those of us in Governient.

Senator KrxxtNwY. I have just one or two questions.
I)o you think we are goitig to have continued problems and more

troubles and (lificulties in tie country if we do not make more jobs
avatilable otlose who live in tJheughettos1

3Mr. Ku.m.z. I don't think therA is any question alout it. If you
don't give tixse people jobs, they will go out in the street and cause
trouble.

Senator KEE.OxYi)v. I)o you think we are doing enough at a national
level at the present time to provide tie jobs, the housiiig, and e(uca-
t ion ?

Mr. KtMI.%mi. lie iire not doing it at all.
Senator KxNNEI. Would you agree that in order to have a success-

ful i)n)Lrrani, we lave to involve tlie Jrivalte enterprise svsteI adt ively ?
Mr. KJi.BA.%j. You have to have better housing. Watts isn't quite

as bad as the rest of them. But the lack of jobs, the lack of getting to
jobs is very real in all of these places. Most of the people you have to
empoy in'thoe places are people who are unemployable.

We make our application for jobs very simple. We don't ask them
if they have had a felony or have been in jail. Most of then have.
The reason they have been in jail is because they haven't had a vigorous
push. If they haven't something to (io, they go out and get in trouble.
,ut they are very good workers.
Senator KENNEIm. Do you think if we pasS legislation along the

lines now being considered by th;s committee in the field of housing,
and in the field of employnen't, that it would interest the private sector
in getting involved in some of these matters?

Mr. KIMBALL. In the first place, if we don't pass something like
this and get something going like this, I think we are failing in our
leadership to do the necessary things to give those peopleopportunity.

Second, I think if you give those incentives-I have talked to,'I
guess, a hundred business firms and they all have their doubts-if
you give them a little help most of then] want to go in and will go in.
I think if we really push it, such as with these two bills, I think you
can make a real change in this in the next year.

We have talked about it during the fast 2 years. You have to get
some of the comp licat ions of Government oit of the way.

We had the plant started and running before they gave us a job
training program. You can't do business that way. The Secretary of
LAbor said this week lie has that one handled. If we waited for a job
training program, we would never get. the plant started.

You have to put the work with the skills they can do. You can't put
skills for a high-precision machine in there, because they don't know
how to do it. But they are learning and they are learning very rapidly.

Senator KENErY r. Thank you.
Senator SMATIERS. Thank you very much.
At this point in the record I want to introduce the statement of

the inayor of Philadelphia, the Honorable Janmes H. J. Tate, who had
planneai to be here in p ersoin to deliver this statement, but tue to an
unforeseen emergency find to return to Philadelphia. The statement
will be made a part of the record at this point.

(The statement referred to follows:)
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STAnUMU ix BzzALv or =a NAboPAz. LAoun or Crnus *T JAxus IL J. TAT%,

MAYOR oF PUnILVIXA, PUMN5YLVANL0, AND P5InNT, NATIONAL I, AGUsOr CIH=

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am James H. J. Tate, Mayor
of Philadelphia, and President of the National League of Cities. In both capacitlex,
I am happy #a testify before the Senate Finance Committee on Senate Bill 2100,
the Urban 1 .uaing Development Act of 1987, sponsored by Senator Kennedy and
others, including Senator Smathers of this Committee.

Two weeks have now passed .4ace Labor Day. For some reason which Is
mysterious to me and the other mayors of America whose Job it in to deal with
the problems of our cities on a day-to-day basis three hundred and sixty five days
a year, a great many Americans, incipdlng members of the press, seem to regard
Labor Day as a critical turning point in the life of our cities.

The nation's attention, which wu riveted on our cities during the summer
months of violence and destruction, seems to turn idly to other matters after
Labor Day has passed.

But, gentlemen, unless we turn our attention to the solution of summer's prob.
lems during the long cold winter months, each succeeding summer will grow
progressively worse, as it has grown worse each summer over the past years.

Although the events of this summer thrust themselves with dramatic sudden-
ness on the nation's consciousness, if the nation had been listening when the
mayors of America testified before the Committees of congress, when they
presented their problems to the executive agencies of the Federal government,
when they pleaded for assistance from the governors and state legislatures, they
would not have been surprised by the swiftness of summer's violence.

Neither the Executive Branch nor the Congress has yet become fully awar
of the needs of urban America or the priority that they require. Without a much
greater sense of national urgency, the urban crisis can only get worse. Unless
the troubled cities of America can count on the same support from the President
and Congress that other more traditional programs receive, we will not solve
the problems of the cities.

While such responsible observers of urban affairs as the Urban Coalition, the
AFL-CIO, the A. Philip Randolph Institute, and several members of Congress
have proposed new programs which would assign from $6 million to $20 billion
a year to meet urban needs, the President's recommendations call for only a
fraction of these slims. As distressing as this is, it is even more distressing that
Congrem has debated all summer over spending just a portion of the Preldent's
minimal requests for urban programs.

The Urban Coalition brought together nearly 1200 leaders from local govern-
ment, business, labor, civil rights, and religious groups on August 24 to document
their concern for urban needs following a long summer of unrest. After expressing
this concern to Congressional leaders Coalition spokesmen were unable to report
any significant Congressional recognition of the scale of the need or the urgency
for getting on with this vital Job.

In speaking for o er 14,000 mayors and other responsible leaders of American
cities-people who deal with these problems on a day-to-day basis--I can only say
that 't we do not hewin Pow to deil with the basic problems creating unrest and
discouragement which vitally affect over 70% of our population; it we do not
t"ke ..tep now to awAagn ,,ub.tantially greater public and private resources to.
meet these problems, then we must accept the fact that our troubles have only

It was my privilege to be called by the President to the White House briefing
on the announcement of the nation's insurance Industry that It will make avail.
able $1 billion for development In ghetto areas. This is a significant turn of
events but in relationship to the total private sector commitment necessary to
assure elimination of substandard urban conditions, It Is nominal.

'The appeal of 8. 2100 and its companion 8. 2088. is that they recognise the
fact that we must use all of the Imagination and initiative of the private setor
to provide massive new housing, employment and job training opportuulties
for the unemployed and the underemployed slum residents.

I want to congratulate this Committee for turning Its attention to what is.
in my opinion, one of the most crucial factors in the question of how we olve
the problems of our citle: How do we attract the vest resourt and inventive
genius of the American free enterprise system to the urgent task of cutting out
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the cancerous growth of slums, whose malinancy threatens te life of every
major city In America?

On the basic approach of the legislation before you, which Is Involving pri-
vate enterprise In the task of rebuilding our alums by providing adequate
economic Incentives, the National Municipal Policy adopted In Boston this
August by the National League of Cities had this to say:

"A closer link must be established between public and private resources.
Urban renewal and urban improvements should attract the investment of pri-
vate capital. Greater participation of the private sector can be achieved by
making rehabilitation and new construction more profitable than retention of
deerioratlug structures which contribute to an unhealthy environment. Fed-
eral, state and local policies which discourage investment of private capital
should be modified, and innovative methods should be devised which will lead
to the maximum involvement of private enterprise in programs for community
development."

The basic thrust of the legislation before you is to create the maximum
involvement of private enterprise in programs for community development which
our National Municipal Policy calls for.

Moreover, we have a program in Philadelphia. called our Vacant House Re.
habilitation Program, which demonstrates that the results which this legisla-
tion looks for. can be achieved. Our progiam is presently supported by a Federal
suboidy. but the jMpe results could be achieved without the Federal subsidy if
economic lncentJv64 were offered private developers to do the job on their own.

The situation we found ourm t wilth in Philadelphia several years
ago was that we had sou~b. ,0 propertel tered throughout the city in
our poverty area. w literally had been aba by private enterprise.

They were aban d dilapidated and unoccupied. Th were horrible eyesores
whose very pre caused further deterioration of the i hborhoods in which
they were Ic ed. They become b ac, for rats. crime, and werethreats to t very safety of tegh hothey re located. More-
over, the vi ous cycle. The more bo which b tme abandoned.
the more peles It bavslne for vate enterprise to operate In ese neighbor-
hoods, an the rate ot abandonment incrmsed. ./

My a inistration prawmed th oial Admit'tmtion t at. we take
these p perties and rebabiIltst thcu u s I decency ud convert
them I housing for low 1n: stands

In posing thJ9 to the oral Mrernu t poin out thaIt would
aehlev a great r of I bl e resu mong these we ye noted
the fo owing:r r Ip

1. B rehabili ting th r i W4 vr e *e cail halt the ralyzing
blight blic is P1.nglng t slums I f rd

2. s we wor with v tures we do not hay to throw
peo utofthe homes Iordert c e ter housing fort n. Unlike
traditlo ai sum ci nce pro tam e u rehabilitate i an instant
Inc In the total housing s Ihut any evening nod of re-locatin

. Thro I this rehabWlon program we create new ho building in-
dustry, ach ving econoiby In operatlo by b4ildin a volum of units which
enables dee pen to apiy-row p uctlon m

4. F1nally. create decent low Loeome Ing of a ty preferred by the
potential an and the neighborhoods In which It Is ted, quicker and
cheaper than trad onal high rise public housing pwj

Because of the ex mental nature of the pg took some time for the
Federal government to out all of the p o of the program, and in
the meantime a pilot program ng in Philadelphia under which
we have created 1,200 of these units.

FEarly in August the Department of Housing and Urban Development an-
nounced a grant of $70 millilonr-the largest grant for public housing ever to
be made for the creation over the next three years of 5,000 units of low income
housing under this program.

We are now in the first month of this new program. Some 85 houses are
under contract with private developers at the present time, and another 200
will be put under contract before the month Is out. Three weeks from the
time the contracts are let the rehabilitated housing will be ready for use by
low Income tenants.

w-6e0-4-19
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From analyzing last year's experimental program we know the results will
be those which I predicted from the new program. Ixst year the Philadelphia
Housing Authority produced 1.000 dwellings in les than one-half the time
it has taken to produce 500 units on the most recent elevator constructlo
site. The tvot of a three-bedroom unit under this program is $11.700. colmred
to $.0.000 per unit in elevator construction. The rent for a three-ledroo meuit
is $03.00 per month, including all utilities. liecause these units reprenwit it
different style of living for public housing. tenant applitlons have doled
since the prog i-in started.

I should like to emphasize that this program rei Mies entirely uponi p.rivate
enterprise In its rhabilitation program. I might also add that it rn]iss on
small busine"men, and recruits its labor for(e almost entirely from 114 glhetto
areas themselves,

The thing that makes this program work is a public subsidy provi',.d by the
Housing Assistantce Admnistration to our local housing authority. I lowever.
the saizue rteult% could be avihieved If suflicient economic incentives wor' offered
to private cispital to close the econmie gap now provided by tihe pubi!v subsidy.
I believe that is the bisic objeotlve, of the legislation before you. I tink our
Philadelphia prograin denionstrates that housing once iililndonieil Iy irivite
enterprise can be brought back Into the housing markt4 If private ittistry is
offered sufficient entit'ement to return to the ghetto.
As Senator Kennedy stated himself in the remarks he made on tli" Sen|ate

floor when he introduced this legislation, the provisions of his bill art. iw.ri.ate
and complex. Ite workability of .,,ome of the provisions can only lIe deittcrilned
by tax experts. However. I should like to make some direct coumnents on '. ,,tie
of the provisions of the bill.
7%e bill establishes a new Low-Income Housing Administration within the

Department of lousinig and Urlmn Ievelopment. because., as Senator Kennedy
says. FiA's primaryy Interest is in the construction of single family hones for
middle Income families, and the methods developed to deal with the suburbs
are not well suited to ghetto areas. In fact. FlIA's financing police halve oil
one hand encouraged the flight to the suburbs and on the other hand furthereqd
the deterioration of the ghetto by refusing to finance construction In the
poverty areas.

However. I am somewhat skeptical of the Idea of adding another administra-
tive unit within the N-eiartment of Iloucing and Urban Development with en-
tirely new staff. without creating serioun delays and increased internal com-
petition with other administrative units of the delmrtment.

My own suggestion Is that this program together wi4h other subsidized below-
market interest rate programs. su-h as 221-D-3. 202. 221-11. and others, be
grouped together under the Htouing Assistance Administration.

I also must express some concern with the goal of the progran-tlat of pro-
riding two and three bedroom units In multi-family buildings at "less than
$100 a month."

The bill contemplates por-unit construction costs between $10,000 and $15,000.
with rentals rnnging from $7.3 to $99 respectively. Housing experts advise me
that if we use 18% of a family's Income as the figure which should be allocated
to rent payments, an annual income of $4868 would be required for a family
paying Just $73 per month. And even figuring In a Federal subsidy of am much as
7%, an annual income of $3500 would be required for the $73 a month dwelling
unit. At 185. the income figure increases to $6600 for the $90 a month unit.

Such a program does not really strike at the heart of the low-income housing
problem, at least as It is felt in Philadelphia. Our greatest need Is for units suit-
able for large families of low income families often only able to afford rentals of
$40 to $70 a month. If they are not to be deprived of other important needs, such
an food and clothing.

Finally. with regard to the suggested reduction of local real estate taxes with
partial reimbursement by the Federal government: this would be Imlxsible in
Pennsylvania. as such tax concessions are barred by our constitution. I suspect
the same legal barriers exist In other states.

However. in spite of these relatively minor concerns, I heartily endorse the
principle of this legislation.

I should like now to address myself to another aspect of the question of federal
tax policies and private Investment in housing. since this matter also falls under
the Jurisdiction of this committee.
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The National Municipal Policy of the National League of Cities states the
following principle:

"Federal government tax policies provide both Incentives and barriers to pri-
vate investment in urban housing. Barriers must be eliminated, as well as cer-
tain policies which discourage improvement of property. Consideration should
be given t,' greater use of tax abatements, tax credits, and accelerated deprecia-
tion allowacls.

"Owners of rental prt perty may now take accelerated depreciation allowances
even though needed repairs are not made and a building's condition violates city
housing codes. Them. depreciation allowances should not be available unless rental
property owners possebu a certificate stating that the property Is in compliance
with all city codes."

I am pleased to note That Senator William Proxmire has introduced an
namendment to 8. 2100 which %vould accomplish this purpose. I heartily endorse
his amendment.

Gentlemen. I have devoted miy remarks to 8. 2100, which is the principle
concern of these hearings. lloweteir. I would also like to supply for the record a
few remarks cocernitig S. 2"(1S8. the Urban Employment Opportunities Develop-
nent Act of 1967, because I flu ctlti f!y convinced that unemployment and the
lack of adequate housing are the root ,'aties of unrest in the ghetto, resulting in
Idleness and frustration.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for exteuditig the opportunity to testify before
your di;tinguished committee.

SUPPLEME.NT TO MAY04 JA.IA 11. J. TATE'S TESTIMO S GIVEN ON SPTEMBE5 15.
1967, BIFaR(: I lit; 1. AIE FINANCE COMMITTr CONCFaNINo S. 2100

I would ipke ta) make a few remarks concerning S. 2088, the Urban Employment
0^o:Ltuiaiti(,s developmentt Act of 1967, because I am completely convinced that
tt-thiloyueltnt and the lack of adequate housing are the root causes of unrest
lit the ghetto, reulting in idleness and frustration.

When Philadelphia was threatened by the outbursts of violence which swept
so many other American cities this bummer I immediately took emergency action
to safeguard of our citizens and our community. These efforts cost our city an
additional $5 million for added police protection to avoid the devastating de-
struction which occurred in Newark, Ietroit, Milwaukee, New Haven and other
cities.

Immediately upon declaring this police emergency, however, I promptly insti-
tuted a Jobmobile Program, which cut through the red tape of a Federal employ-
mient program in order to put people in the ghettos to work immediately. But this
program offered only a limited, short-range solution to the problem of ghetto
unemployment. Long-range solutions must be found.

In November 1966, a %peclal survey of employment and unemployment in
North Ihiladelphia conducted by the Bureau of labor Statistics revealed an 11%
unemployment rate. Along side of this sub-employment: Defined as those who
were employed only part time; heads of households with incomes of less than
$60.00 a week; and those actively looking for work or unable to get it, amounted
to 34%.

I could easily continue with the sorry statistics describing the characteristics
of the unemipoyed. Suffice it to say that the loss of production Jobs within manu-
facturing, mntot of which required little skill, has in no small way contributed
to unemployment conditions which prevail at this time.

In the face of these grim facts, we have not been idle. In the period from July
31. 1 0'4 to July 31. 11K97. our Philadelphia Industrial Development Corporation
through Its special devices has mnaged to retain as well as create close to 50,-
000 Jobs for the city of Philadelphia. Without a doubt, conditions in Philadelphia
would be far more severe had this operation not reecived the full support of busl-
ness and local government.

The Urlmn renewal program of the Redevelopment Authority of the city of
l'hiladelphia in the same lprod has been directly responsible for the retention
of 17..0 Jobs.

It Is lin1wrtant for ine to Is)int out however. that these operations confined
themselves strictly to real estate operation., making Iwssible the delivery of un-
develojoed land. the construction of new buildings, or the rehabilitation and ex-
pension of existing ones.
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Through a consortium of major banking institutions In the city known as the
Southeastern Pennsylvania Development Corporation. another major gap was
closed in the effort to stimulate private enterprise, namely the provision of ven-
ture capital for product development, for equipment and for overhead operating
expenses.

While the accomplishments of these agencies are indeed Impressive, what we
are doing is still not enough. The fact remains that in Philadelphia at this very
moment as estimated 49,000 unemployed persons, one-half of whom are estimated
to be Negroes, are seeking jobs.

All of these programs have one common major shortcoming. This is the time
factor, In the sense that a project propmsed under any of these agencies might
take from one to four years to become operational. In contrast, because it oper-
ate@ through the existing private enterprise system, because it does not require
the creation of new governmental departments or agencies, because it requires no
great new outflows of government sendig and at the saame time accepts the
basic premise of our free enterprise system. namely operation for profit--it is
my conviction that quick and positive response to the Incentives provided in Sen-
ator Kennedy's bill can be anticilmted.

In addition to the attractiveness of the tax incentives provided in this bill, the
a(ded provision for specific training tailored to the Jobs that will be created
has my approval and ,upport.

However, I should like to offer additional concepts for your consideration to
to asure the .'fft-'tiveness of this bill in achieving its goal.

First, I should like to recommend that bank loans made to a business enterprise
under the provisions of this bill be covered by insurance from the Small Business
Administration.

Second, that the interest on bank loans for such businesses in depressed areas
be declared tax free. Exempting such loans could release a substantial flow of
Investment resources.

Third, we are presently aware that any number of opportunities for the cre-
ation of new enterprises exist in Philadelphia as in many other cities. By this I
mean we can demonstrate that we have the product, the market, the production
facilities and in a number of instances, willing lenders. The one ingredient that
is missing is management. Therefore. I strongly recommend an Increase in the
$20 million allocation for special training that would be directly applied to the
training of qualified or promising managerial talent.

Fourth, recognizing a connon characteristic of business enterprise to "go
slow" In any new venture, I would recommend that the minimum of 50 Jobs as a
qualification for certification be reduced to 25.

We also recommend that the minimum number of employees which must be
drawn from the poverty area be reduced from two-thirds to one-half of total
employment In order to extend the impact of the bill to Industries which use a
relatively high proportion of skilled workers.

Fifth. recognizing the inevitable fears that (an arise in the ranks of organized
labor presently employed and governed under specific union contracts that new
employment In a particular trade or skill would Jeopardize their position, I
strongly recommend that provisions be made requiring advance negotiations and
agreement with unions that are affected which would provide for moratoriums
on hiring practices, wage scales, and working conditions for a reasonably long
enough rime to permit the Infact operation to stabilize itself.

In conclusion, to quote Senator Kennedy. "This bill will not solve the problems
of poverty. But it will help. It will not educate children-but it will give their
fathers Jobs. and their families Income. and thus help create a family atmosphere
In which education can more easily take place. The bill will not cure disease-
but it will help provide the incomes to buy better food, and decent living condi-
tions, and to pay for decent medical care. It will not comfort the old. or banish
discrimination. or create by Itself a sense of community In the city. but it will
engage the energies and resources of a nation, as they have not been engaged be-
fore. in a new partnership against poverty, a partnership of government and Its
people, business and labor and the poor themselves."

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for extending me the courtesy of testifying before
your distinguished Committee.

Senator SfATIM.Rs. Our next witles.q is Mr. John C. Williamson,
director of governmental relations, National Association of Real
Estate Boards.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN 0. WILLIAMSON, DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMEN-
TAL RZIATIONS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REAL ESTATE
BOARDS ACCOMPANIED BY JACK SEXTON, SPECIAL TAX COUNSEL

Mr. W1imI.,msoN. I have with me Mr. Jack Sexton, attorney at law,
our special tax couisel.

I have a relatively brief statement I would like to present.
Mr. Chairman anil members of the committee, I am pleaded to pre-

sent the views of the National Assocituion of Real Estate Boards on
certain aspects of the bill S. 2100.

The legislation provides for certain substantive changes in our
housing raows, as well as changes in the Internal Revenue ('ode de-
sigaed to encour:age private industry to construct and rehabilitate
housing in certain administratively defined slum areas.

We are limiting this testimony to tie tax incentives proposed in the
bill. The provisions relating to more liberal housing Insurance, sub-
market interest rates, and the creation of it new constituent agency
to cope with the probleln of housing assistance for low-income families
are under study by the realtors' Washington committee of our associa-
tion and are on the agenda for consideration at our forthcoming na-
tional convention.

The proposals are very complex and our delay in formulating our
policy position i.i not indicative of the sense of urgency with which we
view the tremendlous problem of upgrading the housing standards of
millions of American families.

We address ourselves to the changes in the Internal Revenue Code
set forth in S. 2100. Some are identical to proposals made by our
association in conferences with the Treasury I epartineut. and in testi-
mony before this committee. Others are so far reaching as to require
further study by our tax committee.

On the other'hand, we will make some recommendations which have
a bearing on the objective sought by S. 2100, although not specifically
covered by the bill.

Before going into specific details, I would like to mention our mis-
givings about limiting amiy changes in the tax laws to specific geo-

ra phical areas or to specific real estate projects.
We believe that. if a change in our tax laws is warranted it should be

of general application. While housing conditions in the metropolitan
slum areas have deen dramatized by the events of the past 2 years,
let us bear in mind that most of the families of lower middle income-
those earning from $4,000 to $6,000 per year-are not in metropolitan
communities but in small towns and rural areas where they would be
less likely to be reached by measures limited to the big-city core areas.

I understand Senator Kennedy is proposing an amendment that
would extent this to rural areas. We were not aware of the amendment
when we prepared this statement.

The investment credit: S. 2100 provides for a scade of investment
credits for both first holders and subsequent holders of sectIon 1391
property, which is property constructed or rehabilitated in a defined
area and certified as eligible for the investment credit, by the Secretary
of Housing and Development.
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The 7-percent investment credit enacted in 1962 was not extended
to real estate buildings, although certain properties such an elevators
and escalators were added in the 1964 Revenue Act.

The investment credit was designed as an incentive to prIvate
industry. It was advocated with enthusiasm by the Treawury Depart-
ment, which apparently was not as concerned then with changes in
the tax laws to achieve nonrevenue objectives as it apparently is now
in appraising S. 2100.

The Treasury advocated the investment credit as a permanent part
of our tax system. Its nonrevenue objective made it an extraordinary
method for encouraging expansion of plant and equipment.

While we are not ready to coninient on the specific investment credit
recommendations in S. 2100, we do believe there is valid basis for
extending the investment c credit to residential properties under certain
extraordinary conditions.

This contradicts the statement I made earlier that changes in the tax
laws should be of general application. I think there should be an excep-
tion in the use of the investment credit because the Treasury Depart-
ment over the years has wanted to extend investment credit to real
estate buildings on the condition that the capital gains tax Oil the s0le
of real estate be terminated to the extent of the depreciation taken.

In our conferences with Treasury in 1962 and 1963, in order to save
the capital gains tax, we said that we didn't want the investment credit.
But this is an extraordinary situation and calls for extraordinary
methods. I think in this instance the investment credit would be justi-
fied in handling this particular crisis.

The Congress is now legislating in an atmosphere of crisis more
grave than that which motivated tle reconmmendation to give industry
the 7-percent investment credit. We have a number of housing and
urban subsidy programs which appear to Ie. nibbling at the edges of
the urban crisis. Our association supports several of these programs,
but their success is hampered by fiscal considerations.

Certainly at a time when we face a probable $28 billion deficit is not
the time to consider the Government expenditure route to cope with the
critical problems generated by slum areas. We can think of no more
propitious time than now to put the private sector to work through tile
same device-the investment credit-that launched the plant and
equipment. boom of the past several years.

We, therefore, endorse in principle the provisions of S. 2100 that
would extend the investment credit to construction and rehabilitation
of residential properties.

CAPITALATION OF DEMOLITION COST

The Internal Revenue Service takes the position that where a tax-
payer acquires property and demolishes existing improvements in
order to construct new inprovenient , the cost of the demolition is
treated as part of the cost of the land. (Treasury regulation, section
1.165-3(a) ).

On the other hand, the IRS allows costs of excavating, grading, and
removal, as well as costs of clearing land, to be capitalized and depre-
ciated as part of the cost of the new improvements. (Rev. Rul. 65-265,
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1965-a CB--52; Algernon Blair, Inc., 29 TC 1205 (1958), Acq. 198-2
CB-4.)

Since demolition of old improvements represents the first step in
construction of new improvements, there is no reason to treat this step
differently from later steps, such as clearing, removal, and excavation.

Our association has proposed that the net cost-actual out-of-pocket
expenses--of demolition be included in the cost of new improvements.
While the primary purpose of this proposal is to correct an illogical
inconsistency in the present position of the Internal Revenue Service,
the proposaI would also have the effect of encouraging the replacement
of old improvements with new improvements. This provision is in-
cluded in S. 2100 azid we urge its approval.

AMENDMENTS TO SUBCh1APTER S

Our as ciation has long advocated a change in subchapter S to per-
mit a corporation whose income is largely attributable to rents to elect
to be taxed not as a corporation. I (i'cr existing law, a corporation is
precluded from making the election if more than 20 percent of its in-
come is attributable to rents. We believe this was an arbitrary exclu-
sion which bears little relationship to the i)1rl)oses of subchapter S.

We support this provision in S. 2100, although we recommends it he
extended generally and not be limited to section 1391 projects.

DECCTION OF PORTION ,Or REH.ABILITATION EXPENlTURt:1,

In order to encourage the rehabilitation of old buildings, our asso-
ciation has proposed that a portion-computed on a sliding scale vary-
ing with the age of the building, from 20 percent to a maximum of
50 percent-of the cost of rehabilitating buildings at least 2.0 years
old be allowed as a current income tax deuct ion.

Under present rules, the entire cost, is deductible over the many
years of the useful life of the rehabilitated building. By providing
a more current tax benefit, taxpayers would be encouraged to improve
beiow-quality buildings.

Appropriate safeguards against abuse are included in our proposal.
For example, the deduction does not apply to expenditures which in-
creases the floor area of the property. The recapture provisions of sec-
tion 1250 would be applied to rehabilitation expenditures so deducted.

This proposal would encourage expenditures which would prevent
old structures from becoming slum, and would rehabilitate old struc-
tures which have become slums. We suggest that the committee con-
sider this proposal in its consideration of tax legislation such as S.
2100.

CoNTr1NITD TREASURY ID)SCIMIoNAION AGAINTr REAL MsTATI

In addition to the Treasury's refusal to agree to allow the invest-
ment. credit. for real estate, the Department a o discriminated against
real estate in its 1962 depreciation guidelines (Revenue procedure 62-
21, 1962-2 CR3418) in which the useful lives for prop erty other than
real estate were shortened sharply in recognition of the admittedly
unrealistically long useful lives than in use by the IRS. However,
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arbitrarily, useful lives of real property were not granted equal
treatment.

This inequality is particularly unfair because obsolescence is an es-
pecially important factor with respect to real property causing the
decline of the economic usefulness o? a property prior to the end of its
physical life.

We, therefore recommend that the Congress direct the Treasury to
revise downwarA the "useful lives" guidelines for real estate.

Mr. Chairman, we have not discussed in this testimony the changes
relating to real estate depreciation which in many respec'ts represent
the heart of this bill. The reason is that the subject is under review
b, not only our tax committee, but our Committee on Real Estate

Economics.
We are a large trade association of 86,000 realtors. We have 30()

directors and many commnittees. Somet imes it is a long process to
determine policy. however, our convention is meeting this fall in
Washington, ).C. and we hope at our convention to make a policy
determination on other aspects of this bill.

Senator SMATIits. As a general rule, your association would pre-
fer the use of free enterprise and private enterprise, rather than a
Government approach, in the meeting of any problem?

Mr. WIL.IAMSON. Yes, sir.
Senator SMATIEIS. And while you are now saying your asociation

has not yet taken a specific view as to the long-range concepts in this
particular bill, generally you are for the private enterprise appro.wh.

Mr. WIIL.IAMSo.N. That is correct.
Senator SMATJHER:z. Senator Kennedy.
Senator KENN jwr. Would you agree that our urban problems when

erupted so dramatically and unfortunately this past sunimer are so
acute and serious that we need at least this kind of an effort to bring
the private sector into the ghetto actively I

Mr. WII.LIAMSON. It calls for extraordinary methods. We have been
working for many years on the other programs, the rent. supplement
prognn, the public housing and section 221(d) (3).

As we said in our testimony, these programs just nibble at the edges.
Even a section 221(d) (3) program involves the lurchase of a mort-
gage with Treasury money. It is a public debt transaction. Every year
the Budget Bureau has to worry about how much noney can be
spent.

The rent supplement program, which is a promising program, was
almost extinguished this year. It might be revived, but if it is revived,
it is revived on a very small scale. The problem needs extraordinary
methods.

This is the first bill that we have seen that reflects some imaginative
thinking, a new approach, to put the private sector to work on a very,
very serious problem.

Senator KENNwrY. If you could, I would like to have some followup
material on how you would extend this program into some of the
smaller communities and whether you think the legislation that is now
in existence, 221(d) (3) and public housing, deals with these com-
munities satisfactorily, and, if not why not. Perhaps you could at
least furnish a memorandum to the chairman and to me.



Mr. WuAu msox. Yes. We would like to submit a supplementary
statement on this bill.

Senator KzsNzDy. That would be very helpful.
(The supplementary statement follows:)

8UPPILMENTAIT STATMAINT Or JOHN C. WILLIAMSON, IflaE TON Of 4JOVi 5MEMTAL
RiLLATIONS, NATIONAL A SoIATIO. o RI AL ESTATE BoAmos

This statement Is submitted in compliance with Seuator Robert Kennedy's
request fur suggestions as to how S. 2100 may be extended to smaller communities.

As Indicated in our testimony on September 1.1, we feel that the tax benefits
which would be accorded by M. 2100 should not be limited to any ,specific geo-
graphical area. Not only are most families In the $4.010-$0,0U0 income range not
located In metropolitan areas, but a majority of persons living in substandard
housing live in non-urban areas.

Therefore, we recommend an amendment to 8. 2100 to delete the term "urban"
from the phrase "urbun poverty area" as used in the bill. Thus section 101 of the
bill would authorize tile Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to issue
certificates of eligibility to applicants desiring to provide housing In "poverty
areas." Tile terma would be redetined by delethig from section 3(2), following
the comma after the word "area". the phrase "within a standard metropolitan
statrstl.al area containing a loq'ulattio of at least two hundred and fifty thou-
sand". Thip would have tile effect of granting Incentives to persons who build
housing in poverty areas regardless of where they are located.

Also, we urge the deletion of tile provIsio li section 101(a) (5) (A), requiring
that 100 unit's of housihig be built fr a sponsor in order to qualify for a certificate
of eligibility. We feel It is undeslr.ble to place any minimum limitations In the
bill as to the number of units a slotma,r must build.

As the bill is now written only large, high-income smponsors can take advantage
of the Incentives it would offer. We fecl it would be to the government's advantage
to encourage smaller entrepreneurs to enter the program, because the lower the
sponsor's tax bracket the less the actual cost to the government. All categories
of sponsors should be encouraged.

Senator Kennedy also requested our comment on the success of existing pro-
grams In non-urban areas. lI this regard we iiote that urban areas have absorbed
about as much public housing as they can. Because public housing units are
government-owned they are exempt from local taxation. Therefore. there are very
definite limitations on the amount of public housing any community can absorb.
Thus In recent years, the bulk of public housing projects have been in non-
metropoUtan areas.

The rent supplement program has been almost exclusively a non-metropolitan
program, and the reason for this Is that high land costs and market interest rate
make suca projects unfeasible In large cities. Even with the supplement, units
cannot be provided at required costs. Thus, some 84 per cent of the rent supple-
meat projects approved by FIA to date hRve been in cities of less than 200,000
Ipopulatlon--and a majority of these have been in cities of less than 100,000.

IlA Section 221(d) (3) projects follow the opposite pattern. With the below-
market interest rate. reductions in rent do make feasible projects renting at the
upper limits of eligibility it large metropolitan areas. The difference Is that Sec-
tion 221 (d) (3) Income limitations rise well above those for rent supplements and
public housing. FliA attributes the lack of success of Section 221(d)(3) in
smaller areas to a general lack of construction financing In non-metropolitan
areas.

S. 2100 offers a program which can be of tremendous benefit to both urban and
non-urban areas. Because of the high equity investment required and the fact
that funds can be borrowed at 2%, costs can be kept within feasibility ranges In
large anas. Moreover, the federal contributions to local governments will make
It possible for large cities to approve Section 235 projects without the fear of
loss of reventi, with which the cities must contend in the case of public housing
proJects. Ch the other hand. because 1. 2100 does not require Initial funds to be
advanced by private lenders and does not rely on Inexperienced non-profit spon-
sors, It van be utilized by smaller communities as well, if It Is amended as we
suggest.



Senator SxAmus. Thank you'very much, Mr. Williamson.
Our next witness is Mr. Leon Weiner, president of the National

Association of Home Builders.
He is to be accompanied by Dr. Nathaniel H. Rogg, executive vice

president; Herbert S. Colton, general counsel; and Leonard Silver-
stei, tax counsel.

I might say for the record that Mr. Rogg is former chief of the
Economics and Statistics Branch of the Housing and Home Finance
Agency, the predecessor of HUD. He has also been a visiting profes-
sor at Harvard University.

Before occupying his present position, he was the organization's
chief economist. H7e has a degree in economics from the University
of Michigan and a law degree from Georgetown University. He is
regarded as one of the Nation's outstanding experts in housing.

Mr. Silverstein is the senior partner in the firm of Silverstein &
Mullins of this city. He served in the Treasury Department, the Gen-
eral Counsel's office, and as a consultant to the House Ways and Means
Commitb He has been a professor of tax law at Georgetown and the
senior editor of the Bureau of National Affairs Tax Management Port-
folio. He is a graduate of Yale and the Harvard Law School.

For the other two distinguished men who are here as witnesses, I
will have to fill in later some of their accomplishments because I have
not at this moment been provided them.

Mr. Rogg, you may proceed.

STATENT OF NATHANIEL H. ROGG, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HONE BUILDERS ACCOXPA-
NIED BY HER -T S. COLTON, GENERAL COUNSEL; LEONARD
8ILVETE IN, TAX COUNSEL; AND ,OSEPH NOGRATH, LEGISLA-
TIVE COUNSEL AND STAYP VICE PRESIDENT

Mr. Roo. Mr. Weiner, whose testimony I will be presenting this
afternoon, is unavoidably detained. He cannot be with us.

We are also accompanied by the general counsel of the National As-
sociation of Home Builders on my left, Mr. Herbert Colton, and by
our legislative counsel and staff vice president, Mr. Joe McGrath.

Firs, I would like to tell you something about our organization
and explain our interest in the legislation under consideration.

We are the trade association, ahe people who build the Nation's
homes. We have 47,00 members in 441 affiliated associations in all 50
States and in Puerto Rico. Our national headquarters is in Wash-
ington, D.C., where we have approximately 150 persons engaged in
providing services and information to our members. We also maintain
areseari laboratory in nearby Bockville Md.

Over the past several ears the homebuilding industry has averaged
about $20 billion annual in new construction. We estimate thit each
new home provides at least two full man-years of employment, one
on t job and one of. Residential construction thus provides about 3.
million jobs a y . Its total economic impact, including the collateral
ruirements which it generates--such as new schools, community fa-

ciities, and services-is estimated at over $70 billion annually. This
is second only to the food and food processing industries.

I have attached to this statement, for the record, a more detailed
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discussion of the significance of homebuilding as one of the mainstays
of the American economy. (Attachment A.)

The homebuildin industry produced about 15 million new homes
and apartments in tie past 10 years and a total of about 32 million in
the past 20 years. We estimate that our members built about 7 out of
10 of those housing units or 70 percent of the total production.

This is indeed a very substantial and commendable achievement.
Yet, nevertheless, most of this housing was built for average and
above-average income families. It was directed toward the market-
place--to those families with the ability to meet the prices and rents
dictated by the economics of construction and mortgage finance.

Little of the total housing production record has met the needs of
the mass of low and very moderate income families. It has been in
fact almost impossible to meet this market need without some type
of Federal, State, or other type of subsidy for those families.

The limited monthly *payments which low-income families can
afford for new or rehabilitated housing are just not sufficient to
offset the hi h and ever-growing costs of and and land development,
the hig!n increasing' wage rates for construction work, and the
high and rising I1 etate tax

A builder s y cannot stay in busin and produce this type of
housing och an economic basis.

The er, some critic Is simply to efficiency in the
indust and thus ho dow stems f what isprobably
oneo themost ici us thsabo the hiding industry as
it ucews ho today itis ic of abygo era in terms of

fat dr ly the e lution of the
i usty hasbeenB it anutbeenath kind of dra-ic progress wie a bngkh to

r :;
Theo anthe ion and

i terest of oeou *eo t i ry in a fashion s ienttodIa eneral I Of Iusing o."i
salre. Currently ipoesin the

in y U h1miques f const and im-
p eI eflici

I submiWt your rd tab atced theeand ofthis
(attac ent B), which graphi ly the increasing

efficien of the in use o abor and teria and of newtools a I -
In putting together the str of housing, we now

use be of the totl dl gng int o the final product
than we did 20 years 74 percent in 1944 to 5 percent
today. "

Furthermore, we believe the techniques of construction will continue
to progress and change for the better at an accelerated pace in the.years
ahead.

For example, new materials, easier to handle, erept, or put in place
and,. in many cam more durable, are being created and ming into
common daily use at construction sites.

The truth is that the cost of building a house relative to all other
consumer prices has risen les rapidly during the 190's. According to
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the Department of Labor, using the 1957-59 base period as the 100
level, the housing cost index for 1966 was 111.1.

On the other hand, the consumer price index as a whole rose to the
113.1 level. Further and even more impressively, as I have already
noted, a cost study in 1964 showed that the construction cost of home-
building had actually declined during the preceding 5 years. This was
a special report of our economics department issued Se ptember 1, 1964,
wluch I have attached to this statement for the record attachment C).

These are some of the facts which we think are ignored when
criticism is voiced in terms of an asserted lack of industrial efficiency
in housing production. Ignored, too, are other inherent impediments to
large-scae application of industrial techniques-impediments such as
financing, zoning, codes, and the nature of the housing market itself.

There is also another pertinent and pervasive factor to consider:
While homebuilding in te aggregate is one of the mainstays of the
Nation's economy, the typical homebuilder is a very small business-
man. He has very limited capital compared to the substantial dollar
amount of the product which he produces and the sizable markets
which he meets.

The typical member of our association, for example, builds 17 houses
per year. Less than 1 percent of all builders build more than 500 houses
per year.

Let me emphasize again, however, it should not be assumed that
the organization of the industry into small units is synonymous with
inefficiency. The contrary is attested to by the tremendous production
job done by the industry in the postwar era.

In fact it can very well be argued cogently that the organization
of the industry into small producing units is necessary in the light of
the problems which it faces-that this kind of organization provides
greater flexibility, permits adaptation to wide local differences in
markets, and enables the industry quickly to expand or contract as
necessary to meet changes in economic conditions.

S. 2100 AND THz Housxxo INDUSTrY

Last month in testimony at hearings on general housing legisla-
tion, before the Subcommittee on Housing of the Senate Banking
Committee, we expressed our hope that the pending bill S. 2100
would be studied carefully in that subcommittee as well as in your
Committee on Finance to which it has been referred for primary
consideration.

We noted then our position that:
. 2100 may very well prove highly productive as an approach to attrcting

Industry generally to core city areas and we certainly commend this effort.
Later at the NAHB board of directors meeting in Buffalo, N.Y.,

on August 19, our board officially approved a legislative committee
report which among other matters stated that as to S. 2100:

The Industry favors tax incentives for equity investment in slum areas, which
is the baslc purpose of the bil.

Aordingly, we appear here today in support of the objectives and
purpose of S. 2100 and of its general approach in the use of tax
incentives to aid in the supply of better housing in urban poverty
areas-
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At the same time, and quite naturally, we have a number of reserva-
tions about the bill and we also have some suggestions for improve-
ment of its provisions.

The thrust of the bill is to encourage high-equity capitalization
with a minimum equity of 20 percent and with the benefits of the bill
increasing with increased equity percentages.

In so doing, as we understand it, S. 2100 is aimed frankly at large
industrial corporations and other large aggregations of capital which
can afford to invest for a lengthy period the very large cash sums
which would be involved.

To the extent that capital from such sources can thus be attracted
the proposal is certainly an experiment which should be tried. Whether
or not it. would achieve this purpose is, of course, a point on which
the opinion of the management of such industrial organizations or
capital funds is of much more force than ours.

In the construction industry, however, we think it is important
for the committee to understand that few if any homebuilders could
afford to tie up the necessary amounts of their own capital in long-
term equity investment even in consideration of the tax benefits which
the bill would provide. Members of this industry are not long-term
investors. They must, and do, turn over their cash as working capital
in their businesses.

In a typical project of 100 units (the minimum number permitted
under the bill) a minimum 20-percent equity would represent an in-
vestment of $200,000 or more in cash. Obviously, it would not take
many such investments to eliminate even the largest homebuilder as
a productive force and to convert him to a static investor.

We also caution against the tacit assumption of the bill that if
its tax benefits attract very large amounts of capital into new housing
and rehabilitation projects in urban poverty areas, this will auto-
matically achieve lower ho',ving production costs.

We don't think this is n._essarily so, for the provisions of the bill
cannot reduce land and land development costs; they do not cut labor
costs or eliminate restrictive manpower and labor practices, nor can
they correct obsolete and wasteful building codes.

We very much doubt that economies in these areas can be achieved
only through capital accumulation, as seems to be assumed by the
bill. In fact, there is no evidence that the mere accumulation of large
capital amounts will result in more efficiency.

On the basis of limited experience, it could be as well argued that big
capital-and a conemitant large organization-is less efficient in the
peculiar local nature of the homebuilding industry than an organiza-
tion of more modest size with limited but sufficient capital.

Therefore, we hope that in further considering the bill, the com-
mittee will not limit its application solely to large-scale-investor corpo-
rations or only to applicants equipped to undertake the provision of 'at
least 100 dwelling units of housing."

The bill's provisions both as to its housing amendments and its tax
code sections should be drafted flexibly so as to encompass and attract
all of the conceivable combinations of large- and small-scale investors,
businessmen, and builders.

On the housing provisions under titles I and II of this bill, we
understand there may be a further opportunity to present our views if
and when this bill is considered in the Banking Committee.
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We have no present policy with respect to the proposals for a new
section 235 in the National Housing Act, or for a new Low Income
Housing Administration in the Department of Housing and Urban
Development.

We would like further time to look at these and to run them past
our legislative policy committee.

These concepts will be given further attention, we would expect,
in the Senate Subcommittee on Housing, together with the bill's
proposals for the creation of and assistance to home management corpo-
rations, for expansion of relocation assistance, for a new special assist-
ance program in the Federal National Mortgage Association, and for
the new eligibility and ocupancy requirements pertinent to the bill's
certified projects under the proposed section 1391 properties.

.At that time, to the Subcomittee on Housing, we should be able to
give a more detailed statement.

As you know, there are a number of extensive housing bills now
under-consideration in that subcommittee and some of ,the possible
decisions there may affect our thinking with respect to the housing
amendment proposals in S. 2100.

In general, however, we strongly favor the concept of property and
homeownership toward which tlie proposed home management corpo-
rations are directed.

We also favor Federal action to help relieve the heavy and increasing
burden of local real estate taxation, which is the purpose of the grant
program under section 106 of the bill.

Throughout the bill, and especially in its housing amendment
sections, we hope that the proposals will be drafted and considered
so as to give maximum freedom to the entrepreneurial initiative and
skills of the homebuilder and real estate developer. There has been no
great rush of applicants into the existing high-risk urban renewal
and lower income housing programs of FHA.

As we see it, a general and large-scale approach such as proposed by
the provisions of S. 2100 taken as a whole needs to be framed in terms
designed to appeal to and involve the elements of private enterprise
which usually seize the initiative in originating a project and pressing
it through to a completed job.

THE TAx CoDz AMENDMENTS

We know the committee will hear testimony from Government
and other sources as to the cost of the proposed tax incentive uses
for housing purposes and that you will weigh carefully the comparison
with existing programs of housing assistance in urban poverty areas.

We do not understand that the proposals in S. 2100 are offered as
alternatives to existing programs but rather as a supplement and
expansion of them.

If S. 2100 is to attract the operating homebuilder, however, or the
outside investor, both of which we think are vital to its possibilities
of success, we recommend two types of amendments to its provisions
under the Internal Revenue Code.

I would like now to have Mr. Silverstein discuss these amendments
which we think would be effective and helpful to S. 2100.

Mr. SILVEmSTEIN. These proposals will take two directions, prin-
cipally. First, we would suggest that the bill permit a homebuild-er to
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withdraw from his existing homebuilding operations funds for invest-
ment in the so-called section 1391 property without dividend treatment
or other tax detriment; and, two, we suggest other amendments to the
bill to make their provisions more readily available to those who might
join with a homebuilder in providing the equit, investment.

As to the inducements to hoinebuilders to withdraw operating funds
from their building enterprises, typically an active homebuilder is
required to reinvest after-tax profits from sales of hioms in payment
of land purchases and other costs incident to new construction.

If his business has been operated for a period of time at a profit,
and if funds are available for investment in a section 1391 enterprise,
it is necessary that a code device be established whereby such funds
can be placed in his hands free of any income or capital gains tax.

For example, if a homebuilder desires to construct a section 1391
property as a proprietorship or with partners, and his own funds
or equity investment are "locked in" a homebuilding corporation, it

is necessary for such a homebuilder to cause that corporation to de-
clare a dividend or to borrow funds from it for construction of the
section 1391 enterprise.

Direct payment of a dividend does not normally present a feasible
means of obtaining funds because of the high individual tax rates
which would be applicable to the dividend.

While, as an alternative, it is theoretically possible for the home-
builder to "borrow" from his corporation for this purpose, such a
transaction raises the threat that, upon Internal Revenue Service
audit, the purported loan will be treated as a dividend.

There are many cases, perhaps more than any, under the code today,
about loans versus dividends. The suggestion is that inducement into
an enterprise of this nature should not carry with it the threat of next
year's tax loss.

In light of this, we recommend that a provision be added to S. 2100
which will enable a corporation engaged in homebuilding operations--
or any corporation if greater incentive is desired-to distribute funds
to be used as equity investment in section 1391 property free of ordi-
nary income or capital gains tax.

Presumably, the person receiving such a distribution for a section
1391 investment would, thereupon, have a zero basis for his invest-
ment, so that gain would ultimately be payable on the full amount
distributed--to the extent realized-when the stock in the home-
building corporation is sold.

Many homebuilders, of course, retain fresh memories of the income-
tax controversies which arose at the time of the post-World War II
section 608 housing arrangements.

We do not think it realistic to expect homebuilders to generate
equity capital at the price of a longstanding Federal income-tax con-
troversy. And this will take place unless the safeguards which I have
just described are enacted.

As to the inducement to attract outside investors: As occurs with
many high-rise construction projects, outside investors contribute
money to a partnership for that purpose, receiving cash yield to-
gether with tax ."benefits" in the form of partnership losses, prin-
cipally depreciation and interest, principally in the form of deprecia-
tion and interest.

We presume that opportunity for construction of section 1891 prop-
erties in partnership form is available to the same extent as now is
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possible with conventional construction projects, but we believe that
the opportunity to utilize the corporate form should be made as at-
tractiveas possible.

To some extent, S. 2100 achieves a measure of this objective in that
a corporation constructing and operating section 1391 property cati
qualify for subchapter S treatment even though (unlike any other
corporation) substantially all of its income is from rents.

Moreover, S. 2100, would provide that such a corporation can qual-
ify for subchapter S treatment notwithstanding that one or more of its
shareholders are corporations.

We do not believe, however, that the liberalization of subchapter S
is as complete as it should be. On many occasions it is necessary that a
builder induce more than 10 persons who would desire to contribute
funds to a corporation erecting and owning section 1391 property.

This is not possible either under the present law or under the pro-
posed amendments contained in the bill.

We therefore recommend that the provisions of the bill provide that
subchapter S be amended to cover a corporation having more than
10 shareholders and more than one class of stock.

If maximum flexibility is desired, we suggest that any corporation
constructing and owning the. designated section 1391 property 'be
treated as though it were a subchapter S'corporation.

We have made a suggestion concerning the depreciation allowance,
which appears generally to be covered in your amendment introduced
yesterday.

Next is an amendment to provide maximum inducement for equity
investments and deduction for amounts so paid.

We appreciate the bill's objective of stimulating equity investments
through the device of a grad eApercentage credit against tax de-
pending upon the amount of the equity investment. Such credit
ranges from 3 to 22 percent of the total cost of the project.

We recommend that an alternative to the above could take the form
of a direct deduction for amounts paid as equity investments. In such
event, the taxpayer's basis in the property would be reduced by the
amount of his investment.

By enabling taxpayers to utilize pretax dollars for equity invest-
ment purposes, we believe that a substantial flow of capital can be
produced for these purposes.

We recognize fully that such a provision would contradict the pro-
visions of section 263(a) of the code which deny a deduction for
amounts paid out for new buildings or for permanent improvements.

On the other hand the provision of section 263(c), permitting the
deduction of intangible drilling and development costs, also can re-
sult in a deduction for amounts paid in connection with the acquisition,
economically, of an asset.

Mr. Roo. There are other technical aspects also.
Senator KvNEDr. I think a lot of those suggestions will be helpful

and should be studied by us.
Mr. Rooo. We will be more than pleased, Senator, to make our re-

sources available to you and to the committee for any further studies
or activity to assist the legislation.

Senator KErNDz)y. I am sure the committee staff and my own staff
would like to work with you.

(The attachments referred to follow:)
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she coaruction of one and one-half @llin owisin
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of approsimaely $35 billion is geeaed.
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ATTACHMENT B

COMPARISON OF HOUSING SALE PRICE

1944 -- 1964

1944 1964

Cost of labor 29% 18%
Materials 45% 38%
Land 13% 25%
Other* 13% 19%

Source: National Housing Agency, Housing Costs (Washington, D. C.
Superintendent of Documents, 1944), pp. 24-25.
United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Labor and Material Requirements for Private One-Family House
Construction Bulletin No. 1404, 1964, pp. 4-7, Chart 2.
National Association of Home Builders, The 1964 NAHB Builder
Membership Survey, special tabulation and pp. f-37.
Note: The 1962 data contained in BLS study was updated by
using special survey of NAHB membership conducted in 1964,
reflecting changes in techniques and housing characteristics
in this period.

* The "other" category in 1944 National Housing Agency Housing
Costs study included contractor and subcontractor overhead, and
profit. The 1964 data, however, was broader and included sales
expenses, equipment expenses, profit, financing costs and services.
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SPECIAL REPORT 64-8

Rising Land Costs Are Boosting

Sale Price of Homes

By Da. MIC14AEL Sumi"sciMS

A NEW CTOSTS STUDY 'cries s0 dapel .i ccoviuin hclicf.
il Ohq~ws that the cmngruclkmi cOsof home buil-ding ha% ac-
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Tabi 1. CONSTRUCTION COST COiPARISON IN 23 METROPOLITAN AREAS, IO-MIl

Calculated Cost e
Case Cost So Ae. is Sq. F.

City 190 1964 Chapg Sq. Ft. 1964
Atlainto, Go.
eirmnghem, Ale.

Beste, Mess.
Chocaa, Ill.
Columbus. Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Deaver. Col.
Detroit, Mc4.
Hoests, Tees
Los Angeles, Calif.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis, Mine.
New Orleans, Le.
Now York, N Y.
Polml"dpt, Pa.
Pittsbog, Pa.
Plioeani, Ais.
PrvsdNc., R.I.
Secramemae, Calif.
sa Jose, Calif.
Seattle, Wash.
WshinetN, D.C.

S 9,457
7,701
9,527

13,769
9,911

12.124
I,977

10,019
10.650
7,636
8,734
9,619

10,111
7,330

11,86
7.340
9,055
7,137
9,059

10,161
9,873

10,640
10,150

S 9,267 - 20
7,734 + 0.4
9,327 - 2.1

13,615 , 0.2
1,79 -11.3

11,554 - 4.7
6,690 3.2
9,391 - 6.3

10,202 - 4.2
7,527 - 1.4
1,26S - 5.4
9,372 - 4.6

10,034 - 0.1
7.448 + 1.6

11,467 - 3.1
7,344 * 0.1
8,771 - 3.1
6,994 - 2.09.157 * 1.1

10,416 + 2.5
9,955 + 0.8

10.572 - 0.6
10,160 + 0.1

1,229
91
912

1,196
1,0061,064
1,278
1,073
1.064
1,012
1.212

936
1,005
1,014
1,099
1,120

950
1,138

912
1,256
1,224
1,141
1.116

TOW $221,075 $216,260 - 2.2 24.943
Cost per Sq. Ft. $ 8.66 $ 8.61
Souace: Federel 14

5
ustin Admanisr,ee,n and Netiawel Asseclelson

mlchin $19.100 is March. 1964.1 Itis no accuraeely
known how much of this waa dum so the avera increase is
the opai pirovied tlierone pewla~os nraose wn
price of land. etc. From he consucton cot index
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able so prow tht th* was sot s h ow for the bit
tUme. as NAI4D comparison the costrucumo cowt i the
las tve years is avaitlle. The results of this inury ise

hat happemad so lhamarhtuln ctarnutiom cam ti 2.
mow 0 Matropiolitas Area throos do counts i ohe
pio d etued is emltbesi ...

The Mparom of l9o0 and it"4 Cat ama is ad.
- for vairtiose is type oan Of hme. masedl

ale med, and digrespqecifcation. X the 25 cities. IS
mt " a daclia s hicat-as mu~ch as 11.3%; while I eli.

i hdimedl on inches i coa-as Mch a 2.5. 11w
suamary of chaow and the comentom cat foch city
Is preesAs i tab 1.

#@of at Cm NmmNo ,Sat C4&
'Com i f bem an IHA astpulshsd Cemeam m Cow Cam.

me ma esr city. FIA term 2336. Tha dMis. tariw sies
pl I as ollead is a caIm-a"ab@W Isals oo ma m ons
saermo avatsesi and i - d as Apt 1 a . T1e diarawo
sla osr variws toi types Iwco# , see Well. bamas vosea
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PHA sommis beoks to sa" city. Wbaos e s eamas as

CsNlss be empsrd s ea h saw Cm im xseuM
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a yareawt at Maa-1111of meewsura

$7.51
7.16

10.2311.55
6.72

1066
6.10
9.59
7.44
6.62

10.01
9.907.35

10.43

616
9.24
6.1510.04

6.13
9.27
9.12

Type of Constructeon

Slob. 1 story brick veneer.
Slab I.stery brick vanoer.
Full baseimon, I-stary me, sakes.
Foll besement, I-steor, m setry.
Foll bestment; I -story frame, bevel sidint.
Full basemet, I.story frame. wod sidin
Slob, I story brick v"er.
Full basemet; ltset frame, weed siding.
Full basement, I-staty brick vea .
Slob; I-stey frme.
Slab. I story frme. stucco.
Full bosement, l-sory home. wod siding.
Full basesnt, i-story frae, wel.shafis.
Slak I-tey krame.
Full basomet; $piit level, fIame, asbestos shigles.
Full bosemo , 2-steries masnry. few.
Full baseat, 2.sterits brick v*eee.
Slob, Istory masenry.
Full besement. I-stry from, shinleOs.
Slob. Istry frame, stucco.
Slob, 1-l frame, stucco.
Slab; I-stry frame.
Full baseeatj Istery masonry.

Note. Cest bead on eick s OWd padittian at se a suiale
musO. buti a sc h eses a wauslip built in svd~hvbsians. Cast ds
*of svnctud buietss oeilitead and ,.elot.

ofhese builders.

The stud) shws that on the averas it coat frm $7.33
to $9.27 per squ.re loot Io buld a frame. a. ary, do.
tachoil house on dlab. sad from $8.72 to $10-6 to buil a
frame. en-try. detdled, tull-beemewS bou The over.
Age canm par square toot for Gi slbhosaeassid w ah rs
57.79. The aveapCO foair all basameft bousa (incldin
splat-id and 2see- i s) was 59.46 Table 2 om th -vI
ag ad as 23 ciws.

Tabe 2. AVERAGE COST PER SQUARE FOOT IN
23 METROPOLITAN AREAS, 1%4

Type ofNsee"

Prm
ISck vow

Fm,Masemi

IicA V~msw
See 3t plit Leve

2s0"r brick Vassar
2.sary Me"m Row

Noaf Averag Coat
Cities Per Sq. ft,

$ $1606
3 7.46
4 6.31

1 9.60
11.15
9.9

W 043
f.24

1 &A
Average wi s161 $.19 Per lquas fow.
Avareg with bewselat 59. per squae feet.
low-rei Tabla Is
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During the period studied, some changes occurred in
jm about every major cos category.. This, of courier. was
to be expected. since the price level of most items flue.
tuats constantly. depending on the macon, demand and
supply and a general increase - the price level. Some
changes also occurred in specifications. A house is sucepti-
be to a greal many changes over a period of time. New me.
lerlal% are cont.intly introduced and new method% deel-
oped. Builders are now coo conscious. con tantly looking
foe improvements in construction techniques. These
changes tend to distort the cost comparison analysis. Each
segment of consniclion cot changes. therefore was sub-
jected to a detailed examination of the reason why it de-
creaed or increaud. This detailed analysis reealed a num.
ber of interesting items Taele 3). Sixteen selected major
construction cots grouts were compared in the 23 cities
with the rattls shown in Table 3.

Table 3. MAJOR CHANGES IN THE CONSTRUCTION
COST IN 23 METROPOLITAN AREAS, 1960-1964

hems
Windows
Interior doors
Painting
Lvmber
Carpenters' lobw
Heating
Plumbing
Electrical
Well tile
Drywall
Kitchen cabinets
Excevetion
Concrete
Herded fee
Bleck sad kick
It"8n

Cost
Declined or
Noe Change

Cast Not
Increased Comastore

In eigh cases the decrease or no change in the cost of
windows occurred because of changes in type of material
and t)po of windows used. In seven out of the eight cases
where there was no basic change in th design or type of
material used, thie unit price declined anyhow.

Only in one case was there a change in the spec-
ificatiom of interi doors and this resulted in an increase
rather than a decrease in the unit cot In 17 cases ther
was no change in specifcation and yet a reduction in at
was SIown

The unit cos for painting was lower in is cases. high.
or in four. w. 4 one case where no valid comprism could
be made. The prie of lunbr declined or was unchanged in
17 ases. The crene labor to react and finish te hous

dedined. or was unchanged in 17 cases and increased si
cases. For example, in Birmingham. Ala.. it took 0.3617
bous to build one squar fot of a brick veneer ho on
dab in 1960 and 03257 hours in 1964. In Somn in 190 it
look 0.3482 hours to build one squar footll of a ne-sky
full basmet hm and 0.4952 hours in 1964. In Loa An-
geles the same figures for a oemtory frame-tucco were
0.8869 hours in 1960 and 0.7199 bou in 1964. A ciy4O.

city comparison Is impossible. sinc the carpenter labor cot
is not defined thie same in every c y. Figures available only
show what happened to the individual or typical cot d
carpenter labor in a given city.

No information Is available as to e reasons for
changes in cot for the cities studied. But ome idea of what
happened to coo over the la iri years can be derived
from a case study included in an unpublished paper. "Prob-
abl Ecoaomic Impact of an FHA Land Insurance
Program,"' In this cae study, prepared by Gen
Merryman," an almost identical house built in 1954 and is
1964 was analyzed. The cost of construction was divided
into 25 major items and the reasons for changes in cos of
each ite (ohere applicable) was broken down to "
groups. Table 4 shows what happened to cota and why.

Table 4. INDIVIDUAL COST OF CONSTRUCTION.

1954 AND 1964 AND REASONS FOR CHANGES

lncreese Decreoase
Reason for Change Amount S Amoua %

1. Increase in specificetions
;. Decrease in specilicotons
3. More efficiency
4. Better buying power
5. More competition

Total

$156 100
$ 503 37.2

402 29.7
200 15.4
239 17.7

$156 100 $1,352 100
Source: Notonal Assoc;oe;on of Hoe Bde,m.'Poobte Eco-

noni itiaci of an FKA Land hIfsvvence Poyem.untPub.
lashed, Moch 196..

Note that more efficiency alone resulted in a saving of
40. More competition resulted in $239 saving.

The cost of construction d, of course. not the sale
prior of a house. And even though in th Table 4 case sub.
staiamal savinp were achieved (nearly S.200 or 12.2%) i
construction cost the same house sells for about S200 mor
in 1964 than in 1954. The main reason is t increase in the
price of land. The 1964 BEC Spring Survey' documented
this increase quite well. In the last ive years tbre was an
average yearly increase of 16% in the price of raw ual
land. What happened, in the cas sudmed. to all the cosu
making up the mas - of te house. is illustrated in Ta.
bhe S.

Table S. COST CHANGES 1954 AND 1964

he

1. Construction cast
2. Leot
3. Financing
4. Over eia
S. Closing costs
6. Sales expenses
7. Profit

-$1,200
+ 950
+ 570
- 120
+ 75
+ 210
- 385

(1954 Bae,)

+40

- 12
.104

-34

Seuce: tional Asociteta of Hm. Bidi.'P~sbt Ece.
notc l,,act on so FNA Led ln.sfcs Pono np, abl.
liste, Masrch 164.

'NAHu. PnA W,* Etam~ar loir o am 4A Laid Imjmainr
Proamm. Wubleshod MarLk. I%4.
Clea Merynas. Vo Presadent, Errett G. Frmmle & Cmaeiea.

C'oimdmbi,% Ohm.
'MN~S ludau 1conomic Cem4. ici, w. 10K. Lontr.
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Senator KNNEDY. I think you have obviously thought this problem
out a good deal and have as much or more knowledge about housing
than any other group in the country. After all, what we are interested
in doing is making this program most effective. Nobody is wedded to
any particular figures or to the exact approach.

But what we are trying to do-according to your testimony-what
we are all interested in doig, is developing a program which will give
greater incentives to the private sector than exist now to invest in hous-
ing in this Nation's poverty areas. Then I think there should be very
close working relationships between your group, with its wide experi-
ence in the housing filed, and any new companies or corporations that
might become interested in the field.

Mr. Roco. We would like to do that, Senator. If we have learned one
thing in these postwar years, it was the experience that given the
opportunity and the incentive, the private enterprise system can pro-
duce for everybody in this country.

The greatest spurt in housing came with the section 608 program.
It has been somewhat much maligned, but it was the one that broke the
back of the postwar housing shortage and it did this by making the
production of houses for the returning veterans a profitable enterprise.

Senator KrxNEry. Could you not foresee that we could have a close
working relationship between the investors and the builders in connec-
tion with legislation of this kind f

Mr. Rooo. We do ta!k to the mortgage bankers and saving bankers
but they are obviously not the people to which this bill is principally
addressed.

Senator KENNEDY. I mean if this legislation is passed.
Mr. COLTON. I thing the point, Senator, is that homebuilders are

entrepreneurs and they are not general contractors. The relationship
between the investor and the homebuilder, therefore, should not be
ore solely of a builder building for some corporation or aggregation
of capital which takes the benefits, and where the builder gets only the
building fee.

Our people are not of that type. We are the entrepreneurs, the busi-
nessmen, who with some participation in the inducements of the bill-
and I think that is what Mr. Silvertein's suggestions are intended to
obtain-will bring about the type collaboration that you mention. In
fact, they will initiate this relationship.

Senator KENNEDY. Would you agree that we need some kind of pro-
gram of this kind to really stimulate activity in this area which, as
you indicate in your testimony, has been so long ignored I

Mr. Rooo. Through our National Housing Center Council, we have
a council of 50 of the largest manufacturers and producers of building
materials in the country. They work very closely with us on matters
of this kind and some of these companies are even now engaged in try-
ing out some of private enterprise s answers to this problem.

I refer to companies like United States Gypsum, Owens-Coming,
U.S. Plywood, and so forth.

6nator KEsNEDr. Do you think tfiey will invest in the ghetto in any
major way if we do not have these kinds of programs I

Mr. [boo. I can't see it, Senator.
Senator KxmrEr. Are you grm to be able to do much more your-

selves if you do not have this kind of a program I
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Mr. Rooo. No; not for the group of people to whom this type of pro-
gram is directed.

Senator KraEy. Do the prograins that presently exist, 221 (d) (8)
and public housing effectively supply, in your judgment, the housing
needs of the people I

Mr. Roo. No, sir.
Senator KENNFDY. They have notI
Mr. Rooo. No, sir.
Senator KENNEDY. If we just have a continuation of those pro-

grams--and I am not against those programs or opposed to them-I
do not think they will bet the job done that we must be prepared to do.

Mr. Rooo. The job is so immense that I think we ought not think
there is a single answer to it. I think we ought to approach it with an
open mind, using a whole number of answers to a whole series of
problems.

Mr. COLTON. If I may address myself to what the Senator said, his
question was do we think investors of that type, the large corporation,
would come into this. I think what we are saying is that there must be
some interest, such as the interest of the builder, in building these
projects to begin with.

Mr. Rooo. I think the Senator's question was whether they would
come into it without this kind of a program.

Did I misunderstand you?
Senator KENNEDY. at is correct. And whether we were going to

get the job done without this sort of a program.
Mr. COLTON. I would say that even with this, it may well be that not

sufficient interest would be generated by companies. You must also
bring into it those who have an interest to begin with in tackling this
particular field, not coming into it simply from the start and looking
at it purely as an investment.

There must be some inducement other than that.
Senator KzNNEDY. I would think that by working with your people

and utilizing your expertise we can probably refine this legislation and
improve it.

Have you studied the figures sufficiently to know whether you think
it is enough of an incentive I

-Mr. Rooo. No; I haven't. I studied them with considerable interest.
I think it would be very useful, Senator, if the committee could address
that kind of question -by mail or otherwise to some of the larger corpo-
rations. You can then find out what their enconomic interest in in-
vesting funds in this kind of a deal would be.

That is the only way you are going to find out.
Senator KENMY. We have gone to them. We have visited them.

These are the figures that we came up with. As I said at the beginning
of my testimony, we are not wedded to those figures and we would
hope that by testimony and by suggestions and recommendations from
others they could be improved. I di not know whether you might have
had them.

Mr. Roo. No; we don't have them.
Senator KENNDY. Have you anything else you would like to add V
Mr. Rooo. Not at the moment.
Senator KENNEDY. I am sure that if there are other things that come

up, you will get in touch with the Committee and supplement your
testimony.
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I think all of your information is very, very useful. If any kind of
a program is going to be effective or successful in this field, it will need
your leadership and cooperation.

Mr. Rooo. And we pledge it. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator KENFNrY (presiding). Mr. Bittker.
Do you have a statement I

STATE]ENT OF BORIS L BITTER, SOUTHXAYD PROFESSOR OF
LAW, YALE LAW SCHOOL

Mr. Bxrrwx. Yes, I have, which I would like to submit. If you wish,
I will confine my oral remarks to the highlights of the statement
itself.

Senator KENNDY. That will be fine.
Mr. BrrrP. I am happy to have this opportunity to testify in sup-

port of S. 2100, to encourage and assist private investment in low-
income and lower middle-income housing in urban poverty areas. It is
my understanding tht the extent of the need for such housing, the busi-
ness and economic effectiveness of the incentives offered by S. 2100, and
the comparative merits of S. 2100 and other Federal approaches to the
problem will be discussed with you by experts in these issues. Since I
claim no expertise on these issues, I will not attempt to duplicate their
testimony, but I ought to say at the outset that I approach the tax pro-
visions of the bill, on which I shall offer my comments, with the con-
viction of an interested citizen that the need for such housing is des-
perate and that the entry of private investors into the area would pro-
vide a much-needed diversity of plans and responses to the need.

Like most academic students of the Federal income tax system,
however I tend to be skeptical of proposals to encourage specific
types oi investment or other behavior by itmending the Internal
Revenue Code; and it was in this spirit that I read S. 2100 for the first
time.

After studying it with care, however, I have come to the firm convic-
tion that its tax provisions are a reasonable as well as imaginative
way of encouraging private business enterprise to invest in this type
of housing.

Moreover, the bill contains a variety of restrictions and safeguards
that, in my opinion, ought to satisfy even those tax specialists who are
much more adamant than I in opposing tax concessions for specific
investment or other programs. I should like to return to this point
in my general comments at the end of my testimony, after I have
described and commented on the tax provisions separately.

The first incentive-
Senator KzrNEDy. Where are you going to now !
Mr. Birrum. I am on page 2.
Senator Kwr~mr. I was following down to "separately." Are you

going down into "Investment Credit"?
M. Brrmz I thought I would say something about each of the

points.
Senator Kmrzzmr. Yes, because I think that is important.
Mr. Brrrsi. Under existing law, buildings and their sructural com-

ponents (except elevators and escalators) do not qualify for the 7-
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percent investment credit that was enacted in 1962. S. 2100 grants
an investment credit, patterned on the investment credit of existing
law, in an amount that varies from 3 to 30 percent of the taxpayer a
"qualified expenditures" for section 1391 property if he is the first
investor in such property (2 to 23 percent in the case of subsequent
investors).

The amount of credit allowed varies from 3 to 30 percent depending
on the amount of the taxpayer's equity investment percentage.

Since the credit is only 3 percent for the first holder of the property
with an equity percentage of 20 to 25 percent but rises to 30 percent
in the case of 100 percent equity investment, the bill provides a signifi-
cant incentive for taxpayers to risk their own funds either in full or
to the extent necessary to obtain private financing rather than to rely
on Government guarantees.

There is no exact parallel to this sliding scale of credits in existing
law, but the reduction to three-sevenths of the regular credit appli-
cable to public utility property under section 46 (c) (3) reflects the
view that a credit is less necessary for industries whose business risks
are mitigated by an actual or virtual monopoly of the market. S. 2100
build on this principle, but applies it more consistently-so that a
taxpayer who depends on a FHA guarantee for more than 80 percent
of the cost of the property gets no investment credit, while one who
proceeds without any FHA guarantee gets the maximum credit allow-
able (30 percent).

In comparing the investment credit proposed by S. 2100 with the
widely favored investment credit of existing law, it should be noted
that the latter makes no effort to distinguish between investment that
would have been underaken by the taxpayer in any event and invest-
ment that will be undertaken only with an extra "push" in the form
of Government aid. (As originally proposed by the Treasury, the
1962 bill endeavored to make such a distinction by linking the amount
of the credit to the taxpayer's current depreciation deductions; but
this restriction was not incorporated in the bill as enacted.) S. 2100,
by contrast, offers the credit to a type of investment that is almost
totally unattractive to business under free nuirket conditions, with the
result that virtually none of the allowable credit will be "wasted" on
projects that would have been constructed in any event.

One of the reasons given by many tax scholars for opposing tax
concessions tc otherwise worthy activities is that the concession s incre-
mental effect will be slight or at least debatable if the activities can
be expected to occur to a significant extent even without the conces-
sion's encouragement. This argument, in my opinion, is not applicable
to the investment credit of S. 2100.

The second major tax concession made by S. 2100 is a reduction
in the depreciable life of section 1391 buildings. Depending on the
taxpayer's equity investment percentage, the building's useful life is
reduced to 14 to 40 percent of a 50-year normal life in the case of the
first holder of the building, and to 24 to 40 percent of a 50-year normal
life for a subsequent holder. (In no case, however, can the normal life
in the hands of a subsequent holder be cut to less than 10 years.)
A reduction under section 1393 is optional with the taxpayer; that is,
he is permitted to use the normally computed useful life if he prefers.
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If an election is made, however, the accelerated depreciation methods
authorized' by section 167(c), double declining balance, sum-of-the-
years-digits, and so forth, may not be used.

There is a recapture provision designed to prevent abuse of the
section 1393 election, as well as abuse of the investment credit per-
mitted by S. 2100.

A reduction in the useful life of depreciable assets is a familiar
method of encouraging investment in such property: examples include
the accelerated amortization of wartime and defense facilities during
World War II and the Korean war and of atomic facilities under
station 168. These provisions, of course, permitted the assets to be
written off over a much shorter period than is allowed by S. 2100.
This is also true of section 169 (amortization of grain-storage facili-
ties over 60-month period).

Moreover, I think it is recognized that the revised depreciation
guidelines issued by the Treasury in 1962 were designed in part to have
an incentive effect by giving taxpayers shortened lives over which de-
preciation on property, machinery, and equipment and so on could be
computed.

Still another example of accelerated depreciation is section 179
(additional first-year depreciation allowance for small business); al-
though it does not operate by reducing the useful life of the property,
it is a device for providing an incentive to a particular group or tax-
payers by speeding up their depreciation allowances.

Thus, in reducing the useful lives for section 1391 buildings in order
to encourage investment in this area, S. 2100 does not depart in any
significant way from a long-established legislative pattern.

Another aspect of this area is the provision that allows the builder
of qualified property to include expenditures for demolition of exist-
ing structures and for site improvements in his depreciable basis even
though these expenditures would normally be treated as part of the
nondepreciable cost of land under existing law.

Here again S. 2100 follows a familiar pattern. The Internal Revenue
Code is literally studded with provisions that allow taxpayers to de-
duct or amortize over a short period of time expenditures that would
normally be treated as permanent investments to be held in abeyance
and taken into account for tax purposes only when, as, and if sold,
abandoned, or otherwise disposed of.

Examples are the treatment of magazine and newspaper circulation
expenditures, research and experimental expenditures, expenditures
by farmers for soil and water conservation and for clearing and fer-
tilizing land, and trademark and trade name expenditures

The principal difference, in my view, between these provisions in
existing law and the power that S. 2100 would grant to include site
demolition expenses as part of the depreciable base is that S. 2100 is
more conservative. It requires the writeoff to take place over the use-
ful life of the building, whereas the examples I referred to permit the
expenditure to be written off either as incurred or else over a period
as short as 5 years.

Turning next to the bill's treatment. of sales or dispositions of section
1391 property, an important point to be noted is that home management
corporations have the power to purchase the property at a fixed price,
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the first builder's investment, less straight line depreciation computed
over a 50-year period.

That means that inflation in lind values or an increase in the replace-
ment cost of the property will not inure to the benefit of the builder or
investor if the home management corporation chooses to exercise its
option.

The point it, and this is quite si ificant to me, that the bill puts a
limit on the amount of profit that tie builder or investor in property of
this kind can realize. As against that background the limited possi-
bility of profit, one must look at the tax concessions that are given to the
builder.

First of all, the bill provides if he sells to a home management corpor-
ation after a 2-year holding period, he does not have to recognize a gain
on the sale. Now it seems to me that that tax abatement privilege should
be viewed as at least in part a way of assisting the home management
corporation by encouraging the builder to accept a lower option price
at which he will sell to the home management corporation, in exchange
in part for not having to recognize the gain on the sale.

This is a privilege inuring to the advantage of the builder, but taken
in its full context, it has a very important impact in offering an in-
centive to the home management corporation; and it ought to be
viewed therefore in that light.

Secondly, the bill provides that upon a sale and reinvestment of the
proceeds, the gain on the sale need not be recognized. This is similar to
a provision of existing law that applies in the case of property taken by
condemnation or destroyed by fire, under which the condemnation
proceeds or insurance proceeds can be invested in replacement property
without recognition of gain.

The bill also contains a provision dealing with the computation of
gain on other types of sales after the ininimum holding period that is
of a rather complicated character. Unless I am asked to specifically go
into it, I would rather rest on my statement, where I have dealt with it
in some detail and explained why it seems to be an eminently reasonable
provision.

Senator KENNFDY. Is it your judgment that anybody under this
legislation could make an extraordinary, I do not even know whether
I should use this word extraordinary, but an unnecessary windfall that
would be to the detriment of the Treasury I

Mr. BirFa. It seems to me there is a limit on the amount of profit
that can be made, resulting from the option of the home management
corporation. If the value of the property goes up very substantially,
it inures to the advantage of the lome management corporation.

Consequently, there is a limit on the total amount of profit in eco-
nomic terms that can be made. Beyond that, there are obviously im-
portant tax incentives in the bill, but it seems to me that taken in con-
text, and I include in the context the limit on the amount of profit and
the restriction on rents, they are reasonable.

I would not describe this as opening the door to loopholes. There
may be technical details that ought to le tightened up; I have made a
couple of suggestions in my statement with respect to specific points.
But in broad outline my answer to our question, Senator, is "No."
It seems to me there are sufficient safeguards 'so that in broad outline
I have no hesitancy in supporting the bill with enthusiasm.
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Something was said this morning about the provision in S. 2100 for
restoration of basic. I don't want to go over that area needlessly, but
I would like to make two points with respect to it, which I think were
not adequately developed this morning. One is that the power to de-
preciate property over a period of years and get the cost back is not
the same as the power to get your cost back the day after you buy thepro erty..

iNLt is to say, depreciation down to zero, as was described this
morning, takes place over a period of years. The current value of those
future depreciation deductions is not the full amount of the tax that
will be saved, but some discounted amount.

Secondly, under existing law, including section 1250, it is possible
for property to be sold at the capital gain rate at the end of the period
of time, recognizing no ordinary income, and the owner is then free
to use these proceeds to invest in other property with a current basis
equal to his cost, and to depreciate this newly acquired property.

I do not see any great difference between a builder who sells out.
reinvests, and then depreciates a second time and the builder who de-
preCiates the same property the second time if he holds it twice as
Ong. It seems to me as far as the Treasury is concerned the impact is

identical.
From a social point of view I can see advantages in the longer hold-

ing period, as against the switching around which is permissible un-
der current law-and which incidentally would have been permissible
within certain limits even under the Treasury's proposal in 1962, which
was somewhat altered when section 1250 was enacted.

In concluding, I should like to return to a comment I made at the
beginning of my statement.: that I aproached my first reading of
S. 2100 with some skepticism about the use of tax incentives to achieve
the ends, however desirable, of this proposal. My original skepticism
reflects a feeling that tax incentives are often "wasteful," conferring
benefits on taxpayers for activities that they would have undertaken
to a substantial extent in any event; that their incentive effect, if it
turns out to be powerful, may be unpredictably excessive; and that
once enacted, they are not. likely to be reassessed as economic or social
conditions change, but instead tend to live forever.

Some tax commentators argue that these and similar risks create
a virtually conclusive presumption against the incentive use of the
Federal tax system; for me, they are rather counsels of prudence that
require every proposal to be examined with care but which may be
outweighed i any particular case by the merits oi the proposal itself.

In my opinion, it is not necessary to choose between these attitudes
in reaching a conclusion about S. 2100, because it contains a variety of
safeguards--all to rare in such proposals--that meet the objections
I have mentioned above.

There is, to begin with, powerful evidence from experience that the
kind of investment that would be encouragr - 1 ,. 12100 is simply
not being undertaken under existing laws so that the chance of
conferring tax benefits on projects tb.& would have been built anyway
is minimal.

The benefits are dependent on a certificate of eligibility to be issued
by a Government agency with continuing responsibility for overseeing
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the programs, which need not issue a certificate for projects that do
not require this assistance. Its stewardship of the program, moreover,
serves to prevent the level from becoming excessive.

There are a number of further safeguards, in that funds must be
appropriated for a variety of purposes under S. 2100 to put it into
effect. No other provision of the Internal Revenue Code is accom-
panied by such an elaborate set of restrictions.

The closest parallel, and it was in fact a great deal less confining,
was the requirement of a certificate for the rapid amortization of
wartime facilities during World War II and the Korean war.

Because appropriations are required, it seems to me that another
objection that is often offered to the use of tax concessions is also
met-the argument that tax concessions are not as visible as appropri-
ations and are not subjected to that kind of examination that results
from going through the ordinary budgetary and appropriation pro-
cedures of the executive departments and of Congress.

This is a bill which has a combination of tax concessions and appro-
priation requirements and it seems to me, if anything, you have double
scrutiny of its enactment and operation.

I might make one more point in response to a quotation in this
morning's New York Times relating to testimony yesterday to the
effect that the tax law ought not to offer incentives for a narrow and
specialized type of investment.

I would not describe this field as "narrow and specialized"; but
even if one did, I would like to call attention to the fact that there
is pending before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee a series
of bilateral tax concessions which offer investment credits for foreign
investment to American investors, and they include such distinctions
as a credit if one builds a hotel in Israel but not if he builds one in
Thailand a credit for a gas and electric plant in Thailand but not
if one is built in Brazil; a credit if a smelting and refining plant is
built in Brazil but not if it is built in Israel.

There may be very good reasons for these specialized rules, which
vary industry by industry and geographical area by geographical
area. I am not criticizing them, because I don't know the background
out of which they grow.

It does seem to me very hard to reconcile the Treasury's support
of those geographical and industry distinctions with the view that
S. 2100 applies incentives in an excessively narrow or specialized area.

Senator SMATHEJS. While you are reciting those illustrations, could
you give us an illustration as to how frequently we have used the tax
code for social objectives IMr. Brrrxn. I think it is very difficult to disentangle economic
from social objectives. It seems to me that many of the provisions
that I mentioned are for combined social and economic objectives,
including the investment credit, shortened depreciation life, and so
on. Many of the distinctions in the investment credit itself, it seems
to me, are somewhat of that character.

The investment credit in existing law distinguishes between foreign
investment and domestic investment, between building for transients
and building residences, public utility activities, and others So that
it does seem to me that we have in existing law a great many distinc-
tions that were designed to encourage specific socioeconomic ends.
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Of course in the personal field Senator, the provisions with respect
to old-age retirement, qualified pension plans, medical expenses,
charitabe deduction an a number of other, I would say, have social
as well as economic objectives.

Senator SMA rxLs. Would you not classify the problem of the
ghettos, the crime that results thcre, tha lack of housing and whft that
means-would you not classify these within the broad term of "socio-
economic problems"?

Mr.. Brrrwn. Without any question, I certainly should.
Senator SxAwxiw. Has that not actually in many respects been

the prime objective of much of our legislation, tax and otherwise?
Mr. Brrrxmz Yes, I think that is correct, Senator. I would be hard

pressed to say whether one ought to regard this as social legislation or
economic legislation. It seems to me it is directed at an economic prob-
lem which has had enormous social consequences, which in turn have
economic costs.

Senator SxATHEPR. We could say, could we not, that if somebody
wanted to classify this as strictly a social problem, which I think
would be incorrect nevertheless it cannot be answered except by the
use of an economic benefit which is the way this bill is trying to answer
the problem. If it is only a social problem, through economic ad-
vantages you answer only the social problem.

Mr.Bxrrxu I agree with that entirely.
Senator SxATHEis. I want to take a moment to compliment you on

your statement. I don't know when I have been privileged to see a more
comprehensive and detailed and better prepared statement than this.

Mr. BrrrKF.R. Thank you very much, Senator. I hope I can take your
remarks back to my students.
Senator SKATHES. You certainly can for me. Tell them I think they

are very, very fortunate to be in your class.
Mr. Bi r .Thank you.
(Mr. Bittker's prepared statement follows:)

PEEEAIM STATEMENT OF BOWrS I. BTWKEE, SOUTHMAYD Puonsson or LAw,

YALE LAw SCHOOL
I am happy to have this opportunity to testify in support of S. 2100, to en-

courage and assist private investment in low-income and lower-middle Income
housing in urban poverty areas. It Is my understanding that the extent of the
need for such housing, the business and economic effectiveness of the incentives
offered by S. 2100, and the comparative merits of S. 2100 and other federal ap-
proaches to the problem will be discussed with you by experts in these issues.
Since I claim no expertise on these issues, I will not attempt to duplicate their
testimony, but I ought to say a the outset that I approach the tax provisions of
the bill, on which I shall offer my comments, with the conviction of an interested
citizen that the need for such housing is desperate and that the entry of private
investors into the area would provide a much-needed diversity of plans and
respond to the need.

Like most academic students of the federal Income tax system, however, I tend
to be skeptical of proposals to encourage specific types of investment or other be-
havilor by amending the Internal Revenue Code; and It was In this spirit that I
read S. 2100 for the first time. After studying It with care, however, I have come
to the firm conviction that its tax provisions ar* a remonable as well as Imagina-
tive way of encouraging private business enterprise to invest In this type of
housing." Moreover, the bill contains a variety of restrictions and safeguards that.

I As Indicated In my statement, I wish to suggs that some changes of detail be made
in specric provisions: and no doubt this Committe's e minafon of the bill, with the aid
at other wseoe will result In other revisions.
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in my opinion, ought to satisfy even those tax specialists who are much more
adamant than I in opposing tax concessions for specific investment or other pro-
grams. I should like to return to this point In my general comments at the end of
my testimony. after I have dem-ribed and commented on the tax provisions
separately.

IXV&STM5T OMI30T

Under existing law, buildings and their structural components (except ele-
vators and escalators) do not qualify for the 7% investmet credit that was
enacted in 1062. 8. 2100 grants an Investment credit. patterned on the Investment
credit of existing law, in an amount that varies from 8 to 30 percent of the
taxpayer's "qualified expenditures" for section 1391 property if he Is the first
investor in such property (2 to 23% In the case of msuvquent investors). (The
term "qualified expenditures" means, in the case of a builder, the adjusted
basis of his section 1391 property at the time that construction or substantial
rehabilitation of the building is completed; in the case of a purchaser of such
property, It means the property's cost, or other basis In the hands of the pur-
chaser at the time of purchase.) As with the investment credit of existing law,
the credit cannot exceed the taxpayer's liability for tax for the taxable year, but
unused credits can be carried back 3 years and forward 7 years. If the taxpayer
disposes of any section 1391 property before the end of its "minimum holding
period" (normally 10 years), the credit is subject to recapture, unless the dispo-
sition Is a non-recognition transaction described in I 1250(d) or a sale to a
home management corporation (owned and controlled by the residents of the
project) after a 2-year holding period.

The amount of credit allowed for the first investor's qualified expenditures
varies from 3 to 30 percent (from 2 to 23% for subsequent investors), depend-
Ing on the amount of the taxpayer's equity Investment percentage. The tera
"equity investment percentage" means the ratio of (a) the holder's adjusted
basis less the amount of any NHA-nsured mortgage, to (b) the adjusted basis;
thus, the equity investment percentage is 100% if the construction is finance d
without a NHA-insured mortgage, 25% if 75% of the cost is covered by a NHA-
insured mortgage, etc. Since the credit is only 3 percent for a first holder of the
property with an equity investment percentage of 20 to 25 percent, but rise
to 30 percent in the case of a 100 percent equity investment, the bill provides a
significant incentive for taxpayers to risk their own funds (either in full, or to
the extent necessary tt obtain private financing), rather than rely on government
guarantees. There is no exact parallel to this sliding scale of credits in existing
law, but the reduction to %thi, of the regular credit applicable to public utility
property under 146(c) (3) reflects the view that a credit is less necessary for
industries whose business risks are mitigated by an actual or virtual monopoly
of the market. S. 2100 builds on this principle, but applies It more consistently-
so that a taxpayer who depends on a NHA guarantee for more than 80 percent
of the cost of the property gets no investment credit, while one who proceeds
without any NHA guarantee gets the maximum credit allowable (30%).

In comparing the investment credit proposed by 8. 2100 with the widely-
favored investment credit of existing law, it should be noted that the latter makes
no effort to distinguish between investment that would have been undertaken
by the taxpayer in any event and Investment that will be undertaken only with
an extra "push" in the form of government aid. (As originally proposed by the
Treasury, the 1062 bill endeavored to make such a distinction by linking the
amount of the credit to the taxpayer's current depreciation deductions: but this
restriction was not incorporated in the bill as enacted.) 8. 2100, by contrast,
offers the credit to a type of Investment that is almost totally unattractive to
business under free market conditions, with the result that virtually none of the
allowable credit will be "wasted" on projects that would have been con.4ructed
in any event.

One of the reasons given by many tax scholars for opposing tax concessions
to otherwise worthy activities is that the concession's Incremental effect will be
slight or at least debatable if the activities can be expected to occur to at signifi-
cant extent even without the concession's encouragement. This argument, In my
opinion, Is not applicable to the Investment credit of S. 2100.

Isinm UnarUL LUS FOR 1 l Asi UWRNGS

The second major tax concession made by S. 2100 Is a reduction in the depre-
ciable life of 51801 buildings. Depending on the taxpayer's equity Investment
pere stage, the building's useful life Is reduced to 14 to 40 percent of a 50-year
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normal life in the case of the first holder of the building, and to 24 to 40 percent
of a 50-year normal life for a subsequent holder. (In no case, however, can the
normal life in the hands of a sujisequeut holder be cut to less than 10 years.) A
reduction under 11893 is optional with the taxpayer, i.e., he is permitted to use
the normally-computed useful life If he prefers. If an election Is made, however,
the accelerated depreciation methods authorized by I 167(c) (double declining
balance, sum-of-the-years-digits, etc.) may not be used.

To prevent abuse of the 11833 election, 1 1395(a) provides for a recapture of
"excess" depreciation If the property In disposed of before the end of Its minimum
holding period (normally 10 years). The recapture rule makes use of I 120 of
existing law, but requires 100% of the excess depreciation to be "repaid" by the
taxpayer (i.e., the percentage does not decline with the length of the holding
period, as under existing law).$ As with 8. 210(Ys recapture of the Investment
credit for 11801 property, recapture is not required If the property is sold after
a 2-year holding period to a home management corporation

A reduction In the useful life of depreciable assets Is a familiar method of en-
couraging investment in such property: examples include the accelerated amor-
tisation of wartime and defense facilities during World War 11 and the Korean
War and of atomic facilities under I 168K These provisions, of course, permitted
the assets to be written off over a much shorter period than in allowed by 8. 2100.
This Is also true of 5 10 (amortization of grain-storage facilities over G-month
period). It Is reasonably clear, moreover, that the depreciation guide-lines an-
nounced by the Treasury in 19062 provided useful lives for depreciable property
that were substantially shorter than normal for many Industries and taxpayers,
and the Incentive purpose of these shortened useful lives was widely noted.
Another example of accelerated depreciation I 1179 (additional first-year de-
preciation allowance for small business) ; although it does not operate by redue-
Ing the useful life of the property, it is a device for providing an incentive to a
particular group of taxpayers by speeding up their depreciation allowances."

This, In reducing the useful lives for section 1391 buildings in order to encour-
age investment in this area, S. 2100 does not depmrt in any significant way from a
long-established legislative pattern.

If a taxpayer makes an election under 5 1393, he is permitted to include ex-
penditures for the demolition of existing structures and for site improvements
in his depreciable basis, even though these expenditures would otherwise be
treated as part of the non-depreclable cost of the land. In granting this con-
cession, S. 2100 follows a familiar pattern: the Code is literally studded with
provisions permitting taxpayers to deduct or amortize expenditures that would
otherwise be treated as permanent investments, to be taken into account only
when, as, and If sold abandoned, or otherwise dispoWed of. Examples are: 5173
(newsspaper and magazine circulation expenditure.), 1 174 (research and experi-
mental expenditures), If 175, 180, nl 182 (expenditures lby farmers for soil
and water conservation and for clearing and fertilizing land), 1 177 (trademark
and trade name expenditures), 5248 (corporate organizational expenditures),

SThis strict rule is applied not merely to excess depreciation resulting from a 1 1393
elortion, hut nlx" to the exe' resulting from an accelerated depredation method (i.e.,
even If the building's useful 'ife is not shortened under g 1393).

l Tue n-cpdpturtp rule in buttressed by I 13905(b). treating part or all of the gain on a sale
or the corporation's stock as ordinery income. rather than capital gain. if the sale occurs
before the end of the minimum period applicable to an 13 1 property owned by the
corporation. Gain on the sale of stock to be treated as ord nary income (rather than capital
gain) to the extent of Its proportionate share of any 126 gain that would bare been
realised If the corporation had sold Its I 1391 property (unless already held for Its mini-
mum holding period) at, In the ease of a first holder, the home management corporation's
option price.

Excetions are provided for salm of stock by minority shareholders, for a orportion
whose 1 1391 properties have an aggregate net value of less than 10% of Its net worth.
and for certain dispositions of stock In non-recognition and similar transqton. In my
opinion. It would be appropriate to add aa exception for sales of stock to a home manage
meant coqoratlon parallel to the exception provided in I Ml9(a) for sales of the propertyr
itself to such buyers.

' In his statement to the Senate Small Business Committee on March 22, 1967. Secretary
Fowler pointed out that the combination of the Investment credit, the 206 first-year do-
lireclation allowance, and double declining balance depreciation in effect permits the tax-
free recovery in the year of purelae of 9ds of the cost of a $110 000 asset with a useful
life of 10 Iars. fro this, one might add that if the asset has a. 3bes guide-line life of 10
years, it Is not unreasonable to assume that its probable actual buslessl1fe to substantially

eon.er.slk-e T'ress. Ress. 11.15-3.
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and If 20(e), 615, and 616 (expenditures for exploring, drilling, and develop.
lug mineral properties).

The principal difference between these provisions of existing law and the
treatment that would be accorded by 8. 2100 to expenditures for demolition and
site improvement is that 8. 2100 In more conservative-the expenditures are to
be added to the cast of the I 18M1 building and depreciated over its useful life,
which can never be shorter than T years under the 1308 (14% of 50 years, in
the case of a 100% equity investment), and is more likely to be 10-20 years
(equity percentage, 50%to 20%). By contrast, the investments I have cited above
can be written off immediately as incurred, or over a period as short as 5 years;
and In some cases the taxpayer can select the period that will give him the great-
est tax advantage.

Section 1314 also provides that a 11391 building shall be treated as having
no salvage value If a 11393 election is made by the taxpayer. It in my under-
standing that salvage value is ordinarily quite minimal in the case of a building.
In the came of personal property with a useful life of 8 yearn or more. I 167(f)
permits salvage value to be disregarded if it is not more than 10 percent of the
property's cost. The provilon in 1 1393 for disregarding salvage value is prob-
ably not very different In its practical consequences, serving mainly to avoid
annoying disputes over trivial amounts.

RULES GovWIING SAI* or DISPOSITION OF 11391 Ponwmry

8. 2100 contains a number of special rules governim the tax treatment of
sales and other dispositions of 11801 property. Unless these rules apply, the tax
treatment o 11391 property on a sale or other dispooition Is governed by the
regular rules of theCode, the most important of which (assuming a gain on the
disposition) are:

1. Gain Is recognized in full unless one of the non-recognition rules applies
(e.g., exchange of property for like-kind property, reinvestment of proceeds
on a sale or condemnation of property, etc.).

2. The depreciation recapture rules of 11250 %ply If the taxpayer elects
to use an accelerated depreciation method and the conditloni of 1 1250 are
otherwise applicable.

& The balance of the gain would be subject to 11231 (resulting, in most
instances, In capital gain), unless the property is held for sale to customers
In the ordinary course of the taxpayer's business, in which event the gain
would be taxed as ordinary income.

Before turning to . 2100's exceptions to these rules, I call attention to the
fact that any "home management corporation" (an association of residents of
the project) established for a 1391 project Is entitled to purchase It (subject
to terms prescribed by the Secretary of HUD) at any time after a 2-year holding
period at a price equal to the first holder's aggregate qualified expenditures less
straight-line depreciation comput.Ad on a 50-year life. This option puts a ceiling
on the profit that can be realized by builders and investors in 1 1301 projects.
No outsider is likely to pay more than the option price, in view of the pomi-
bility that a home management corporation may exercise its overhanging option
against him. -If, despite this risk an outsider is willing to lay more than the
option price, it would be advantageous for the z'esidents of the project to organize
a home management corporation, acquire the property and either hold it for their
own account or reap the potential profit by selling to the third party themselves.

Thus, S. 2100's special rules for computing the tax on gain from the tale or
other disposition o a I 131 project are not "'oj ended." The option price Im-
poses a very practical limit on the amount of gain that can qualify for these
concessions, to which I now turn:

I. Sae to home aeasgement corporation.-If the property is sold or exchanged,
after a 2-yfar holding period to a home management corporation, no gain In
recognized. If the option price at which the corporation is entitled to buy the
property is es than Its fair market value, the abatement of the seller's tax on
the sale can be appropriately regarded as compensation to him for giving up the
"excess" value-compensation that is paid by the government, on behalf of the
home management corporations who benefit from the favorable option price.
It the option price Is more than the fair market value of the property, the option
will not be exercised (and there will be no tax abatement) unless the owner
accepts a lower price in order to induce the home management corporation to
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purchase. In their negotiations, moreover, it can be expected that the home man-
agement corporation will offer less than competing third party purchasers, since
a sale to It will be tax-free to the seller-with the result that at least part of the
seller's tax abatement will have to be shared with the home management cot-
poration. Here again, therefore, the tax abatement privilege can be properly
regarded as a concession to home management corporations, not merely to build-
er and owners of 11391 property.

R. Reinvetment in another 113 1 project.-f the property is sold or exchanged
after the minimum holding period, and the proceeds are reinvested promptly
(within 1 year after the sale or exchange, or within such extended period as Is
authorised by the Treasury) in another 11891 project (or In a similar project,
as approved In HUD regulations), gain is not recognized under I 196(b). This
provision in comparable to 11033 of existing law, permitting a tax-free reinvest-
ment of the proceeds of property lost by fire, condemnation, etc.; and It seems to
me to be an appropriate wal of encouraging the builder to continue his invest-
ment in this type of housn.

3. Ceiling on gain after minimum holdimp period.-If the property In sold or
exchanged after the minimum holding period (which depends on the reduced
useful life described above), and one of the special rules above Is not applicable,
the gain is computed in the normal manner applicable to other property; but the
portion thereof to be recognised in limited by a special rule. I can best explain
this rule by an example. If a building costing $1 00,000 ($200,000 cash above a
NHA-Insured mortgage of $800,000) has been depreciated down to $100,000, and
Is sold for $800,000 ($,0M0 in cash and the balance by assumption of the NHA-
Insured mortgage with a remaining principal balance of $50,000, the gain real-
ised and the amount thereof to be recognised would be computed as follows (in
thousands):

1. Amount realized:
Ia. Cash 0----------------------------------------------$0
lb. Mortgage amumed ------------------------------------- 500

800

2 Less: adjusted bas -------------------------------------- 100

& Gain realised -------------------------------------------- 700

4. Amount realized ----------------------------------------- 800
5 Mortgage ------------------------------------------- 500

a. Excess of 4 over 5 --------------------------------- 800
7. Gain recognized (lesser of line 3 and line 8) ------------------- 00
Although the limitation of I 1896(d) may seem anamolous, it Is actually of

minor Importance when placed in proper context. If I 1896(d) did not apply, the
taxpayer would be faced with the necessity of reporting $700,000 of gain (line 3)
on a transaction producing only $800,000 of cash (line la). Since the tax on Is
gain would be $175,000 (25% of line 3), the transaction would leave him with
only $125,000 (cash -received of $300,000, less tax of $175,000). Re"onising this
fact, a knowledgeable investor would probably not make the sale; but would in-
stead raise such additional cash as he wanted by inceaslng the debt on the
property. With a value of $80O00, the property might sustain an increase in
debt (in the form of a refinanced mortgage, or a second mortgage) of $100,000 or
even $200,000-without any recognition of gain. Thus, the investor would got his
additional cash, report no taxable Income, and continue to own an equity in the
property. He might continue to bold the property until death, at which time It
would acquire a new basis equal to Its fair market value; and his heirs could
then dispose of t without reporting any taxable gain.

An alternative would be a sale of the property to a charitable institution for
It adjusted basis ($100,000), a transaction that would produce no taxable gain'

'Altbu g 8. 100 does not explicitly so proved I asme that a oey~ of basts oe
such a tax-free reinvestment was intended, under 1 1083 of existing law: and I reeom-
mend the Inclusion ot a speefi provtson to this effee It would also be appropriate to
permit a tax-fre exeane of 1301 properties, s well as a .ae-rouwe6Ib-nnnvestmat.
as under 1 1083.

I Asmang be is not a dealer and that 5 1250 does not apply (.g., because the Property
has bees bold beyond the period OeyaRei'Twas. 3ess. I 1.1001-1eo ( M
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and would enttle him to a charitable contribution deduction of $200,000 (equal
to his equity in the property of $300,000 less the $100000 paid by the charity).
Adding together the cash received from the charity ($100,00) and the tax sav-
Ings resulting from the deduction ($140,000, assuming It Is applied against income
subject to the 70% rate), his "take-home" from the part-gift-part-sale would be
$240,0--almost twice the cash produced by an ordinary sale to a third party.

The special Tule of I 196(d), applied by S. 2100 to the case Just described,
limits the amount of gain to be recognized to the cash (or other property) re-
ceived by the taxpayer, above the NHA-insured mortgage, vi&, to $300,000.

In reaching this result, 11396(d) can be regarded as an accommodation to a
set of existing rules that are of general application, pwmtting the owner of
I 1891 property to obtain directly the tax advantages that owners of other types
of excessively-mortgaged property can achieve only In less expeditious fashion.
Even if the general rules were reformed (as recommended unsuccessfully by the
Treasury in 1963), 11891(d) might be reasonably proposed as a tax incentive to
encourage 11391 construction. The issue, in other words, is not whether our tax
rules governing property that is mortgaged in excess of Its basis correspond to
some ideal, but whether this incentive, for this type of construction, is a sensible,
effective, and economic way to encourage private enterprise to build urban hous-
ing for low and lower middle income groups. In my opinion, the limitation of
1 1396(d)--available only if the property is held for at least its minimum hold-
ing period, It should be noted-is a reasonable one. It simply means that the
builder may take advantage of the accelerated depreciation that is one of S. 2100's
major instruments for encouraging this type of construction, without having to
repay the deductions at a later time If a sale does not produce enough cash. Put
another way, 11396(d) merely sees to it that one of the bill's principal incentives
is not neutralized by the way gain is computed on a sale.'

The example I have used to illustrate the purpose and effect of I 1306(d) in
a project financed to the extent of 80% by a NHA-insured mortgage. In order
to encourage the private financing of projects, 5 1390(d) puts Ell investors on
a par by limiting their gain on a sale to the amount of cash they would have
received if the project had been financed with an 80% NHA-insured mortgage.
Without this parity provision, the ceiling on gain imposed by I 1396(d) would
have been totally inapplicable to a taxpayer who relied entirely on non-NHA
sources for his financing. Put another way, without the parity-rule, investors
would have been encouraged by the investment-credit and shortened-useful-life
provisions of S. 2100 to increase their equity investment percentage, and by
11396(d) to decrease it. The parity-rule serves to keep 51396(d) consistent with
these other provisionfrof S. 2100.

4. Qualification Under I 1231.-If the property is sold or exchanged after the
minimum holding period, I 1396(e) provides that gain or loss on the sale or
exchange shall be treated as derived from 5 1231(b) property. This provision
makes 1 1231 applicable (which, in turn, ordinarily means that the gain will
be taxed as capital gain) even if the 11391 property is heid for sale to customers
in the ordinary course of the taxpayer's business. In many instances, 51391
property held for as long as its minimum holding period (ordinarily 10 years)
will qualify for 11231 treatment on its merits, independently of 11396(e), since
the rapidity of turnover is an important criterion in determining whether
property is held for sale to customers in the ordinary course of business. The
use of separate corporations for each 51891 project is another way of improving
the taxpayer's chance of qualifying under 1 1231. Thus, I 1396(e) in application
may be more Important as a way of reducing litigation in disputed cases than
in converting ordinary income into capital gains in the case of clear dealers,
though It will of course reach some of the latter cases as well.

As an Incentive device, It may be compared with an exception provided by
51248(d) (3) for "le*s developed country corporations." Under 51248, part or
all of the gain on the sale or exchange of stock in a foreign corporation is taxa-
ble, under certain conditions, as ordinary income-but, as a device to encourage
investments in less developed countries, 11248(d) (8) grants a partial or com-
plete exemption for stock of a less developed country corporation, permitting
the gain thereon to be reported as capital gain.

' For a similar reason, Congrms I 1964 repealed 148 (g). which had required the basis
of Investment credit property to be reduced by the amount of the credit. In repealing it,
Congress saId that It suwttantanly reduces the Incentive erect of the credit." S. Sept. No.
880, 88th Cong., 2d sess., reprinted In 1964-1 C.3. at 545.
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3srTORATION OF SXR1S

As an Incentive to the continued holding of 5 1391 property beyond its maximum
holding period, J 1394 (a) provides that the owner may elect at the expiration
of this period to be treated as having sold and re-purchased the property at
the home management corporation's option price (or, In the case of a subse-
quent holder, the option price or his aggregate qualified expenditures less
straight-line depreciation computed on a 50-year useful life). To qualify for
the election, the owner must agree to hold the property subject to 1101 of 8. 2100,
i.e., as a regulated, limited-rental project.

The effect of the election is to give the owner a restored basis for the property,
which can be depreciated by him as though he were a subsequent holder of the
property. (A second round of investment credits, however, is not allowed.) The
price he must pay for this fresh start is a tax on the hypothetical gain realized on
the 1 1394 "sale." The amount of the gain will be the excess of the hypothetical
sales price over his adjusted basis for the property (subject to the limitation of
51396(d) ) ; and it will qualify for 1 1231 treatment except to the extent that
120 applies.
In the absence of this provision for a restored basis, the owner could achieve

a similar result by selling the project and investing in another project (avoiding
the preservation of basis under the qualified reinvestment provision of I 1396(b)
by waiting more than a year to reinvest) or by selling the property to a corpora-
tion under common control, or the shareholders could liquidate the corporation
and hold the property as partners. There are other, more esoteric ways of achiev-
Ing a similar result. Thus, 1 1394's novelty is Its direct provision for a result
that can usually be obtained in a roundabout fashion. The entire area of sale-
and-repurchase deserves legislative attention, because the existing remedies
(if 1239, 1245, and 1250) against taxpayer efforts to trade off cepital gain against
ordinary income deductions are inadequate.

These inadequacies-which result more from accident than conscious plan-
ning- are, however, no reason for objecting to 1 1394. Unlike these haphazard
and "gimmicky" ways of restoring the taxpayer's basis, restoration of basis under
1 1394 is proposed for a well-defined legislative purpose-encouraging the con-
tinued holding of 1 1391 property after its maximum holding period - and It is
entitled to be judged in terms of its aims. Viewed in this light, it is in my
opinion a reasonable way of achieving its intcaded purpose.

SUDCIHAPTES S AMENDMENTS

S. 2100 amends Subchapter 8 In several respects, in order to make it feasible to
use a Subchapter S corporation to build and hold a 1 1391 project. These amend.
ments, of a technical character, are harmonious with the underlying function of
Subchapter 5, viz., to permit taxpayers to obtain the limited liability and other
private law advantages of a corporation while reporting the income and los of
the enterprise on their individual tax returns. Under existing law, however, a
corporation owning 1 1391 property would ordinarily be unable to make a Sub-
chapter 8 election because of the "passive investment income" restriction of
I 1372(e) (5), under which the election is terminated if more than 20 percent of
the corporation's gross receipts consists of "passive investment income," a term
that Is defined to include rents. 8. 2100 would amend the definition of "passive
investment income" to exclude rents from £ 1391 property.

This change wili enable individual investors in 51391 projects to be taxed on
a non-corporate basis, so that the tax losses that are expected In the early years
of the project can be utilized on their individual returns. Although they could
obtain the same result by operating in partnership or proprietorship form, this
would entail some added private law risks for the investors without creating any
benefits for the tenants or the government. Thus, the change seems entirely rea-
sonable to me In fact, It Is arguable that the "passive investment income" re-
striction of I 1872(e) (5) should not be applied to the builder or owner of any
active rental project Such rents are ordinarily excluded from "personal hold-
ing company Income" by I 543(a) (2) In recognition of their non-passive quality,
and a similar broad exclusion from 11872(e) (5) would be not unreasonble.

W Tb. '"roana ray's 198 proposal, which as revised became 11250. set a 15-year limit on
recapt...s of real property depreciation deductions, permitting capital gain to be reported
thereaftLr regardless of the amount of depreciation deducted Ia prior yearns.
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Section 1879 (a) provides that a NBA-Insured loan to a Subchapter 8 corpora-
tion shall be treated as though It had been made to the shareholders of the corpo-
ration, followed by a loan of the proceeds by them to the corporation on the
same terms; conversely, payments by the corporation are to be treated as made
by it to the shareholders, and by them to the lender. The purpose and effect of thus
treating the shareholders as conduits between the lender and the Subehapter 8
corporation Is to increase their Investment In the corporation in applying the
limitation of J 174(c) (2), under which the shareholder's share of the corpora-
tion's net operating loss for any taxable year cannot exceed the adjusted basis
of his luveetment In the corporation. Without this change, Subchapter 8 would
be of little use to an investor in a 11391 project, because operating losses could
be passed through only to the extent of his stock Investment (plus any loans
he might make to the corporation)-whereas an investor whose 11891 project
Is owned by a proprietorship or partnership could deduct net operating losses
to the full extent Incurred.

Section 1892(e) provides that a Subchapter 8 corporation's expenditures quali-
fying for the Investment credit of 11392 are to be apportioned pro rata among
Its shareholders-thus enabling them to claim their proportionate shares of the
11392 Investment credit that would otherwise be allowed to the corporation.
This provision is substantially Identical with J 48(e) of existing law, which ap-
portions the 138 investment credit among the shareholders of a Subehapter 8
corporation.

Finally, 11871(a) (2) of existing law, which prevents a corporation from
making a Subehapter 8 election if any of its stock Is owned by another corpora-
tion or a trust, is amended to permit non-individual shareholders If the electing
corporation derives more than 90 percent of its gross receipts from the operation
or sale of 11391 property. The purpose of this amendment is to encourage cor-
porations to participate as Investors in a corporation owning a 11891 project,
by permitting a pass-through of the latter corporation's tax losses and invest-
ment credits to the Investing corporations

CONCLUSION

In concluding, I should like to return to a comment I made at the beginning
of my statement: that I approached my first reading of S. 2100 with some skepti-
cism about the use of tax incentives to achieve the ends, however desirable, of
this proposal. My original skepticism reflects a feeling that tax incentives are
often "wasteful," conferring benefits on taxpayers for activities that they would
have undertaken to a substantial extent in any event; that their incentive effect,
if It turns out to be powerful, may be unpredictably excessive; and that once
enacted, they are not likely to be reassessed as economic or social conditions
change, but instead tend to live forever.

Some tax commentators argue that these and similar risks create a virtually con-
clusive presumption against the incentive use of the federal tax system; for me,
they are rather counsels of prudence that require every proposal to be examined
with care, but which may be outweighed in any particular case by the merits of the
proposal itself.

In my opinion, It is not necessary to choose between these attitudes in reaching
a conclusion about S. 2100, because It contains a variety of safeguards-all too
rare In such proposal--that meet the objections I have mentioned above.

There is, to begin with, powerful evidence from experience that the kind of in-
vestment that would be encouraged by 8. 2100 is simply not being undertaken un-
der existing laws, so that the chance of conferring tax benefits on projects that
would have been built anyway, Is minimal. The benefits are dependent on a cer-
tificate of eligibility to be Issued by a government agency with continuing respon-
sibility for overseeing the program, which need not Issue a certificate for projects
that do not require this assistance. Its stewardship of the program, moreover,
serves to prevent the level from becoming excessive, and a similar set of con-
trols on the program's scope is to be found In the restricted sizm of the Equity
Insurance Fund, the Tax Abatement Fund, and the Home Management Assistance
Fund, the amounts appropriated for relocation allowances, and the amounts avail-

u In view of this limited purpose, which is Indicated by the catch-title of propose
S187 (e). I suggest that it be revised to permit shares of an electing corporation to be

owned by other corporations, but not by trusts, is view of the -Income-pltting" uses to
which trust ownership could be put.
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able for mortgage insurance and to purchase insured mortgages,. No other provi-
sion of the Internal Revenue Code is accompanied by such an elaborate set of
restrictions; the closest parallel,--and it was in fact far less confining, was the
requirement of a certificate for the rapid amortisation of wartime facilities during
World War II and the Korean War.

There Is still another set of restrictions, Perving to limit the aggregate eco-
nomic benefit to the builder or owner of a 1 1301 project by restricting his profit-
rents are controlled; and the residents have the power, through a home manage-
ment corporation, to purchase the project at a fixed price, regardless of inflation
In land values or building costs. These controls place a ceiling on the aggregate
amount that even the most fortunate investor can realize on a 1 1391 project Here
again, the tax concessions of S. 2100 are limited In a way that is unusual If not
unique among such proposals.

It is often argued that direct subsidies are preferable to tax concessions, be-
cause the former must pass through the ordinary budgetary and appropriations
procedures of the executive departments and of Congress and thus are more "vis-
ible" and open to public criticism than tax provisions. In the case of S. 2100, the
program is achieved by a combination of appropriations and tax concessions, per-
mitting double scrutiny; with the result that the advantages seen by some in the
subsidy route are in fact attained. Moreover, I find it difficult to visualize a sub-
sldy program that would serve the varied purposes that 8. 210Ws tax concesons
are designed to serve.

A subsidy for the building Itself Is readily visualized, of course, but how would
the subsidy program be elaborated in order to accomplish such additional ends
as encouraging sales to home management corporations, encouraging continued
holding if such a sale does not occur, encouraging reinvestment of the proceeds If
a sale is made to another Investor, encouraging subsequent purchasers to rely
on private Investment rather than NHA-lnsured mortgages, etc.? A most complex
series of bounties would have to be offered (and perhaps revised from time to
time) if this diversity of objectives were to be served by a subsidy program, rather
than by tax concessions.

It is of course true that the "value" of tax concessions depends on the taxpay-
er's tax brackets-although this argument can be overstated, since for mqny In-
vestors the rates In question would be primarily the 50% corporate rate on income
over $25,000 and the 25% capital gains rate. What Is often overlooked, however, Is
that the "value" of a subsidy also varies with the recipient's tax rate. If the sub-
sidy is taxable, then competing recipients receiving the same subsidy will not
necessarily have the same amount left after taxes And if it Is tax-free, this privi-
lege " has a different "value" to high-bracket taxpayer* than to low-bracket ones.

As I said at the outset, I do not have the expertise necessary to comment on the
the business and economic appeal of S. 2100, and hence do not know whether It will
succeed in accomplishing its objective& As an Interested citizen, however, I hope
it will; and from the professional perspective of a student of the federal tax sys-
tem, I am happy to recommend favorable action by this Committee.

Senator.SMXATHUS. Mr. Palmer Baker.
Come up, Mr. Baker, and then we will have Mr. Edward Eichler.
Mr. Baker, we are delighted to have you. We apologize for having

delayed you so long.

STATEMENT OF R. PALMER BAKER, JIL, NEW YO=K, N.Y.

Mr. BAKER. Mr. Chairman, I am privileged to be here. I have en-
joyed and learned a great deal during the day. I feel much more in-
formed on this bill now than I did when I arTived at 10 o'clock this
mornin I do appreciate the chance to comment briefly on the provi-.
sions of S. 2100. Taken with the industrial investment provisions of
S. 2088, these seem to me ingeniously designed to draw business And
private capital into our Harlem and Bedford-Stuyvesant areas.

It a subsdy is receivable tax-free, the recipient gets a combination subsldy-and-tas-
concession, though those who claim to prefer subsidies to tax concessions often fall to
acknowledge this fact.
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My interest in these bills comes both from my experience as a prac-
ticing tax lawyer in New York City and as a layman in tie voluntary
Newy ork City welfare field. I have served as chairman of the Advi-
sory Committee on Child and Family Welfare of the Federation of
Protestant Welfare Agencies and on the boards of some of its mem-
ber agencies. After about 17 years of such experience, I am dismayed
with others to find the needs of our community no less than they were
before, and the alienation of our New York City poor-and hence the
larger part of our Negro community-perhaps even greater. Maybe
legislation along the lines of S. 2100 and S. 2088 can release these peo-
ple from their dependence on government and bring them at last into
the American system where they belong.

Investment tax credits excite corporate treasurers and financial vice
presidents and private investors in the top brackets like the tax shel-
ter of fast depreciation. S. 2100 holds out these inducements in a
technically intriguing way, so effectively described by Professor Bitt-
ker before me. Their benefits would be increased as the rate of equity
investment is increased. This is contrary to what I believe to be thefinancing pattern of the homebuilding industry and, I realize, de-
liberately so. I do not know of any more promising way of bringing
capital and business energy from outside the industry into corporate
partnership with it.

In regard to industrial or commercial investment in underdeveloped
poverty areas, the effectiveness of income tax incentives has certainly
been well demonstrated both here and abroad. At one time I had
thought that the complete exemption device-for a limited period-
of the Puerto Rican Industrial Incentive Acts was worth trying in
our own cities. Administratively, however, the combination of invest-
ment and wage allowances proposed in S. 2088 is easier to deal with
and in my opinion is preferable. This bill also seems to me ingeniously
drawn to achieve its purpose.

Richard Revere in the New Yorker magazine has some interesting
things to say in support of these proposals, including the statement
that they "do not draw on any passion for justice or good works but,
instead, rest on the solid foundations of American avarice and lust for
profit." I do not think this is quite true and probably the credit and
depreciation rates should be higher, and I think your amendments,
yesterday, Senator, were in the right direction in tiiat respect. But I
do think that legislation along these lines would make it possible for
responsible leaders of American business at least to try their hand.
That hand, it may be suggested, ought not be unduly restricted by
certification requirements, particularly those which call for Federal
and local agreement. If the tax incentives for business entry into a
poverty area can be furnished with reasonable safeguards against
abuse, then business and the private investor should be-free as possible
of any Federal inhibitions to determine whether to enter the area and
how to operate there. Certainly these bills contain effective protective
devices.

I think all of us who heard Secretary Kimball's statement earlier
this afternoon were moved by it and I think that these bills, if en-
acted, may make it possible for others to testify later along the same
lines.
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Senator SMATHM. Thank you very much, Mr. Baker. That is an
excellent statement. Again we appreciate your coming down here and
your patience in waiting to be heard. This makes a re contribution.

Senator KDrVNr. May I ask one question.
Do you think the present programs that are in operation by the

Federal Government are efficient to deal with the problem?
Mr. BAxER. They surely are not.
Senator KrxNNDr. Do you think what is presently anticipated so

far as the future is sufficient to deal with the problem I
Mr. BAKxm. It seems to me it is more of the same.
Senator KmzNizw. From your experience in these areas, do you

think we are progressing or retrogressing
Mr. BAKER. I think we are doing well if we are holding our own,

Senator.
Senator KENNEDY. In your judgment are we holding our own?
Mr. BAxK I think so far as physical rehabilitation is concerned

we may barely be holding our own. This is particularly true in New
York City where the situation may be better than somewhere else.
Insofar as the general condition and state of mind of the people who
live in these areas are concerned, we are retrogressing.

Senator KENNEDY. What do you think is going to happen if we do
not pass legislation of this kind.

Mr. BAxzR. I think eventually one can only expect what is a revo-
lutionary spirit on the part of a very few to become prevalent.

Senator SxATHES. Thank you again.
Senator KzNNJY. Thank you very much. You have been very

henator SmATHzEs. Our last witness for the day is Mr. Edward

Eichler, vice president of Reston, Inc., Reston, Va.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD P. EICILZE VICE PRESIDENT,
RESTON, INC., RZTON, VA.

Mr. EXCHER. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name
is Edward P. Eichler. For 9 months I have been vice president of
Reston, Va., Inc. Prior to this I directed a study of new towns at the
Housing Commission, served on an advisory committee to HUD on
standards for the model cities program, and taught urban economics
at the Universities of Stanford and California. But perhaps the
experience most relevant to the matter before your committee, Senate
bill 2100, was my service with a family owned, residential construction
company, Eichler Homes.

During the 1950's Eichler Homes achieved national and inter-
national acclaim as a builder of detached, suburban homes of excellent
design and pioneered in its policy of selling on an open occupancy
basis in 1959, it became the first homebuilder to offer stock for sale to
the public. In the early 1960's, we decided to enter the field of down-
town urban renewal apartment construction in San Francisco. The
company, especially my father, wanted to bring its skill and resources
to bear on our city's housing problem. In the succeeding 5 years,
Eichler Homes built over 1,000 apartments in San Francis* 575 units
of which were in a 221 (d) (8) project. Although there were other con-
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tributing factors such as tight money and a dramatic downturn in the
California market, this decision to enter the field of central city hous-
ing crippled the company. Last year, after the family had relinquished
control in an attempt to strengthen the financial base of the company,
Eichler Homes was forced into a chapter 11 proceeding.

Senator SmATHz8. Chapter 11 bankruptcy?
Mr. ExcH U. That is right. The experience was chastening. But I

shall confine myself to those lessons learned, which are relevant to the
bill you are considering.

The first factor is demand. Land acquired through condemnation
and the use of market interest rate loans, insured by FHA, did not
really permit us to tap the latent demand. We were forced to charge
rents which only higher-income families could pay and for which de-
mand was extremely limited. Even with the below-market interest rate
under 221(d) (3), our rents for a 2-bedroom unit could not be cut
below $130 per month. The weight of construction costs in the central
city, of high and rising property taxes, and of operating expenses,
was simply too great. As in most American cities, San Francisco has a
significant share of its population living in overcrowded and sub-
standard housing. But even the combination of will and Federal aid
were insufficient to serve this market.

The bill before this committee addresses itself to this problem. It
contains the kinds of aids which might really make this demand effec-
tive. Through a lower interest rate, 2 percent, a longer loan, 50 years,
and payment of a meaningful share of local property tax abatement,
it provides means not merely for the promise but for the achievement
of lower rents.

I might add that I understand there has been some prior testimony
that a limited dividend 221(d) (3) project is likely to be a profitable
venture to an entrepreneur. I wouldsay that not only our experience
but that of most of the builders I know in the country goes against
this thesis.

Senator KrNNyED. Could I ask a question there?
Mr. Excm,=. Yes.
Senator KENEDY. There have been newspaper reports in the last

day or so about the billion dollars to be made available by the insur-
ance companies which is going to be utilized in the ghettos in connec-
tion with housing particularly. That, according to the testimony, is
going to have to come under the market rate program, 221(d) (3). Is
it going to be possible for that money to be available to construct hous-
ing which will be usable by residents of the ghetto.

Mr. EICIILER. Senator, I think that it might just barely be lm)Sible
that the aid provided in this bill will accomplish that. I don't doubt
the sincerity of the insurance companies in their statement. But if
they are going to use 221 (d) (3), meaning funds from the Treasury,
and make only construction loans, this is a rather minor part of the
whole business. If they mean market interest rate, permanent loans,
they will be way off on the ability to help these people. I don't ques-
tion their interest in the problem, but they cant very well borrow
money at 4 or 5 percent and lend it at 2 percent. There may be some
marginal benefits in marginal areas in that program. but in the major
cities, in the cities where the costs are high and the ability to pay
low, I don't see what they can do.
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Senator KZNlNEDY. Unless we have legislation of this kind passed
by Congress, that billion dollars is not r, lly going to be very effec-
tive or very useful.

Mr. EICHwir. I think probably it . i not find its way into use.
Senator SMATJzR. On that point is it not a fact that today most

of the type of housing needed in the g. -tto is actually not being built
in the ghettos but in lower cost areas, i., outlying areas, more toward
the suburbs? In other words, as you pointed out a moment ago what
made your company go broke was the cost of the land, the rehabilita-
tion, everything else that was so expensive because of the midtown lo-
cation that you could not come out on it and you could not charge less
than $130 a month.

Mr. EXCjLEL. That is correct.
Senator SMATMJES. It looks to me as if it does not make any differ-

ence where you borrow the money. As you say, that is not the problem.
The problem is how can you borrow the money and build houses for
rents at less than $130f

Mr. EicuLm. That is right. I think much confusion has occurred
around this. Are we going to use loans or grants, rent supplements,
or low interest rates ? There may be v-ery valid reasons to debate these
questions. But the central issue is that one way or another we are goinw
to have to commit aid to reduce those rents particularly because ill
several cities in the United States, the costs are so much higher in
the city for doing business.

Senator SMATHI S. And it is going to require government aid in some
form. It is your judgment that this type of tax credit, tax incentive, is
a better method of aid than just straight appropriations ?

Mr. EicHLER. The bill contains rcal'v both. think both are required.
Senator KENN MY. You mean the tax abatement.
Mr. Excimm. It contains a grant of tax abateuw.A, loan and tax

abatement.
Senator KENNDy. But the idea of getting the private sector involved

is through the use of tax incentives.
Mr. EIcHLER. That is right. That is a very important provision.
Senator SMATIEiu. Even under the bill, am Icorrect that the Gov-

ernment does not give that money dir..Jy to the private builder, to the
private company it just makes it available to make up the difference?
The corporation loans the money. So, we have the difference betweeen
some builder going to the Federal Government and saying, "Look, I
have built 25 apartments, they all look alike, I don't care much about
them, I have made my money give me my money and let it go at that,"
on the one hand, or on the other hand, the tax incentive such that the
hand of the Government is not directly involved. The investors can take
whatever losses they have here and apply those losses against some
other operation they have four counties away, but their name is on the
building and they want to take pride in it, just as you people wanted
to have the pride of having done a good job in building those apart-
ments. There is that difference.

Mr. EWIILz. That is right. This really is the second part of my
testimony which has to do with the question of staying power. The
difficulty with these kinds of projects, with the best intentions and skill,
is that they are fraught with uncertainties. Whatever the administra-
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tion of the program it is going to be difficult, time is going to be con-
sumed The normal developer and builder is unlikely to be able to stand
any major delays or uncertainties which come on. I think this is a great
reason for the requirement in this bill of giving a tax incentive and at
the same time requiring fairly high equities, which means that what
would otherwise be very severe problems in the first 2 or 8 years of the
program can be offset by the later benefits through the tax program.

As a matter of principle I am not normally in favor of using the
tax laws for social purposes although I understand they have-been
useed frequently for complicated purposes, but I think it is just an
inevitable requirement in this situation.

Senator SMATHnEs. All right, sir.
Mr. EICHLUR. That will lead us to the third problem which is man-

agement. Whatever your idealogy it must be admitted that public
ownership hasn't worked. In the main the submarket interest rate
programs have been based on a fiction: the existence of competent,
nonprofit, sponsors and owners. The spirit may have been willing
but the flesh has been incapable. S. 2100 proposes incentives mainly
through tax benefits, to original sponsors to retain ownership. Perhaps
this will induce management capability, which is sorely needed. Again
I confess a conflict between my usual opposition to subsidy through
the tax system and the particular problem at hand. I think the pro-
posal is worth a try.

The fourth problem is administration. The Federal Housing Ad-
ministration has played an important and laudable role in making
the long-term amortized loan respectable and in providing a mortgage
instrument which can cross State lines. At the proper behest of Con-
gress, it has done this job while behaving as a prudent insurance
company. Its officials are justly proud of their record of minimal losses
and a gigantic surplus in the fund. Such an institution should neither
be askt- nor be expected to administer a program the basic purpose
of which is social-not economic.

FHA officials are supposed to minimize risk. They are judged and
udge themselves by their ability to do business and avoid trouble.

This is not a criticism but a statement of fact. When we built the
221 (d) (3) project in San Francisco, we experienced many difficulties
which were caused or exacerbated by FHA. Local officers, quite cor-
rectly, stated that their primary concern was the safety of their in-
surance, no matter what their personal feelings. I am a supporter of
FHA as an important contributor to a more fluid mortgage struc-
ture, but programs like 221 (d) (3) and rent supplements, which are
by nature risky and innovative should be administered elsewhere.
S. 2100 properly provides that the Secretary of HUD set up a sepa-
rate group within the Department to administer these new aids. In
addition, it provides for an insurance fund, which should encourage
the administrators and developers to take the inevitable risks. I can-
not emphasize too strongly the need for this provision.

My comments so far ]have been related to the task of promoting
new construction or rehabilitation, which will really provide housing
for the poor. In addition, I would like to comment on two provisions
of the bill which have social implications after a project is in being.

The first is ownership. Hopefully governmental programs will liep
the poor gain a stake in an orderly society. It ii possible that the
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tenants of a project, created under this legislation, will want to buy
and manage the building or buildings. S. 2100 provides for grants
to assist such groups in acquiring the necessary skills for financing
of the required equity, and tax inducements to the original owner to
make such a sale. There are risks in this proposal, but I think the
risks are worth taking.

Second is the matter of tenure. To my knowledge all subsidy and
low interest rate programs have required the tenant to move when
his income rises about a certain figure. S. 2100 allows such a tenant
to remain if he pays a proportionate share of his higher income. This
principle was suggested in the California housing report in 1963 and
has been adopted in several European countries. Eviction because of
economic improvement encourages prevarication and discourages the
development of local leadership. I urge the adoption of this provision
not only in this but all subsidized programs.

(Whereupon, at 4 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at 10
a.m., Saturday, September 16, 1967.)





TAX INCENTIVES TO ENCOURAGE HOUSING IN URBAN
POVERTY AREAS

aTUVRDAY, sirPTX MU 16, lo1W

U.S. SzNATEf,COE~EoN FI.raNcU,
Wakistzgton, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 2221,
New Senate Office Building, Senator George A. Smathers presiding.

Present: Senator Smathers
Also present: Senator Robert F. Kennedy of New York.
Senator SMATHES The committee will bie in order.
We regret the necessity of having to call a meeting of this nature

this early, and on a Saturday morning, but the urgency of the prob-
lem is such that we do want to conclude the hearings and see if we
can't bring about some solution.

Our first witness this morning is Mr. Curtis Berger, a professor
of real estate law at Columbia University.

Mr. Berger, I would like to ask you this question: Of course, you
are familiar with the bill which is under consideration, but have you
made a special study of the cost of S. 2100, if enacted, in relation to
the cost of the present programs I

STATEMENT OF CURTIS 3 ZIEI PROF/OI OF LAW, COLUMBIA
UNIVE TY

Mr. Bzaoam Yes; I have, Senator Smathers. Later in my statement
I would like to make some reference to that.

Senator SXATmIs. In that case, you go ahead and make your state-
meat as you planned. I just wanted to identify that part of the sub-
ject which you are giving special attention to.

Mr. Bzaoiz. In addition to my statement, which I would like to
read, I have prepared several charts to illustrate some of my conclu-
sions about cost, and to improve the esthetics of this hearing, I have
asked Miss Miller, from Senator Kennedy's office, to act as chart
holder.

Senator Sxumms. That is the biggest favor you have done for us.
Mr. Bzimwa. I hope my wife is not watching on television.
(Chart 1 follows:)

(319)
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shelter oet-414O0 imit--l (d) (8)--Markc# rate
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Debt service r--.-----.i ce...........--- $800
Real estate taees --- -•- 375
M alntm ance ....................... 480
Owner's return 75

Annual shelter co-- - '1.780

Rent to occupant ($8,700 annual Incone). '0 W

Rent supplement-. - - -... 800

8144 a onth.11 $T a month.

Mr. BvoxR. Congress has been concerned-and actively-for more
than a generation about the physical decline of our Nation's cities.
Their difficulties are, of course, human as well as physical, but tie
mout visible sign of urban distress is the block upon block of housing
decay that erodes the central city, as well as the lives of persons who
must call this housing "home."

Notwithstanding an endless cascade of program innovations, the
wearying task of reducing the slums continues. So, too, does the search
for novel, yet untried, approaches. Having watched S. 2100 pass
through its embryo states, I am here to support the bill as a sound and
constructive new look in housing legislat ion.

The program that is to produce housing in the city slums must con-
templats three realities. The first reality is the arithmetic of shelter
costs which, like the multiplication tables, is grim and inexorable. The
$4,000-a-year family cannot afford to live in the $12,000 unit. Yet in
many of our cities, even renovated housing cannot be built for less and
new housing costs substantially more.

I would like to demonstrate that the $12,000 unit is out of reach of
the family whose income is $4,000 a year.

For my model, I have used a slightly more expensive unit, one costing
$12 500. 1 have made thee assumptions about the model:

first that it receives no subsidy; that it pays its full shelter cost;

that it is financed under the section 221(d) (3) market rate program,
which is the rent supplement program; that the mortgage is a 90-
percent mortgage, all due in 40 years, with an interest rate, including
P'HA insurance premium. of 6.5 permit, and that the investor has a
10-percent equity on whilc he earns a 6-percent return.

Whether we are talking about housing in the midst of Harlem or a
luxury apartment on New York's upper East Side, or housing in
Omaha, Nebr., the shelter cost of that housing can be broken down into
four components. They are:

First, the debt service, the principal and interest payments on the
mortgage.

Second, the real estate taxes paid to the local municipality.
Third, the aggregate of what I call maintenance expenses. These

include utilities, insurance, management, repairs.
And finally, the owner's return on his investment.



If we work out the arithmetic of this $12,500 unit whose shelter
cost is unsubsidized, we have a debt service of $800 a year, real estate
taxes of $375 a year, maintenance of $480 a year, and an owner's
return of $75 a year, or a total annual shelter cost of $1,730, which
works out to $144 a month.

If the occupant has a $3,700 annual income, just under the $4,000
figure spoken of in my statement, and is asked to pay 25 percent
of his annual income for shelter, which is the formula of rent sup-
plement, all that, he can afford to pay is $930, or $77 a month.

In order for him to afford to live in that $12,50 unit, he must
receive an annual rent supplement of $00. This is essentially the
way that the rent supplement program works.

Senator SUATHIrM. Let me ask you this: In actuality, is it working
just that way? I am unfamiliar with how it is really working.

Does the occupant of that hypothetical building ask the Govern-
ment to pay him $800, or if it is working, does the Government pay
to the owner of the building $800t Whtat are the mechanics at that
point I

Mr. BI mr.R. The developer enters into a contract with HUD prior
to undertaking the project. It is a contract for 40 years in which
the Government agrees to pay the developer the difference between
the market rental of his apartment, which would be $1,780 a year,
and 25 percent of the occupant's annual income.

Senator SMATIRHas. Is this program actually in effect in New York
now ? I recall we passed the bill and it is law, but are they doing it I

Mr. Buwy.R. I read in the paper some months ago that the first
contracts had been signed. I don't know what the present status of the
program is. My impression is that there are not a great number of
rent supplement units actually in operation.

Senator SMATHEIW. I amn advised by a member of the staff that
there are none in existence. As far as you know, there are none in
existence?

Mr. Bimm. That is right.
Senator SMATlimrS. All right.
Mr. Brmwu. I have tried to demonstrate by this chart that the

family whose income is just under $4,000 a yearI cannot -fford a
$12,500 unit, and equally the family whose income is $6,000 a year
cannot afford this $12,500 unit even if we ask it to pay 25 percent
of its income for shelter cost. its ability would be limited to $1500
and the difference between $1,500 and $1,730 would be the required
supplement.

The second reality which any new program for slum housing must
confront is the absence of responsible private investment in slum
housing.

If I may digress just a moment from my prepared remarks, I would
like to comment on the administrations announcement 2 days ago
that the life insurance companies have agreed to make available
to slum housing $1 billion.

There is a perversity in the administration's comment on that agr
meant compared with its reaction to S. 2100. In speaking of the life in.
surance companies' proposal, the administration sid that the com.
jnies were making an historic contribution to the problems of alum
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Yet in '9an of S. 2100 2 days the Secretary ofa HUD id
thapresentsep signifiant stej w backard.

Let's compare what private enterprise is being asked to do under
the two plans.

The life insurance companies have agreed to loan $1 billion. They will
get for their investment a Sect return fully guaranteed by the
FHA. There is absolutely no risk at all to that investment.

The only duties that the life insurance companies will have as mort-
ages, are the making of the initial decision as to what projects to

inve and the ending out of monthly notices to the mortgagor that
his next installment is due.
0 By contrast, the sponsors who ar asked to invest under the provi.

sons Of 8. 9100--
Senator SxiTus. Before you proceed, let me ask you a question,

in all fairness, so that we are very clear.
The announcement was made, and I must state that it was uniquely

timed. The announcement that was made with respect to the $1 billion
being made available by the insurance companies contemplated, did
it not, that builders will go and borrow this money and that private
builders will actually be responsible for the building of the so-called
housing in the slum areas, and that they, the builder,, will somehow
retain on and operation and to that extent will have some pride
in andoperate the housing I

Mr. Bzaou There is no question at all about that, Senator. But the
risk being taen-

Senator S"ituI. There is no risk, I agree.
Mr. Bxoza (continuing). Is the builder's and not the mortgagee's
Senator S%&nins. Let me ask you this further question: Actually,

isn't that very much true today, that the insurance companies hereto-
fore would lways lend money on property which they thought was
good propry if it hppened to be in suburbia, and isn't the only new
feature that the FHA is guaranteeing it I

So the insurance companies are not doing any more than they have
done in the past except that they have a guarantee for the money which
they lend. That is the only different feature in that particular proposal;
is thtnot correct I

Mr. Buso. That is so
Senator SATzo s. It really doesn't offer one single advantage to

the private enterprise getting into this field that wasn't already there
excpt that the insurance companies will lend money and be guaran-
teed for it. But it doesn't put private enterprise, in fact into this area.

Mr. BewaL It doesn't put one new producer mito tiese homes.
Given the unusual perils of a slum area investment, racial unrest,

vandalism, canceled insurance, the infection of surrounding blight,
we cannot ask the prudent private investor to risk his capital unless
we offer him an explicit, generous profit incentive.

Public and charitable agencies have been the major suppliers to
date of new alum area housing. They have done much, but they cannot
do the job alone. We must appeal also to responsible free enterprise
But if we cannot convince them that it is profitable and respect-
able to invest in the slums, the appeal will go unheeded.

The third reality is the high rate of tenancy among the urban poor,
with all the sorry byproducts of that statistic. We must clear the path



of h "--ownership for the urban family trapped or wishing to remain
in the city so that it many have some recourse from the dreary, un-
satisfying prospect of a lifetime of tenancy.

In short, the need for subsidy and profit incentive, and the potential
of huwownership for the occupants, should be the cornerstones of a
wise housing program.

What I like about S. 2100 is that each of these cornerstones has been
carefully carved and placed, and in the next few minutes, s I review
the provisions of the bill, I will indicate why.

In a certified project, a two-bedroom apartment costing $12500 to
renovate will rent or about $80 a month, within reach o the
a year family.

Now I woud like to turn to chart 2.
(Chart 2 follows:)

Car 2

C*Waum PRMoTw
80 percent mortgsae, 2 percent, 50 Yor

20 percent equity, 8 percent return
Debt service .................................................--. $880
Real estate taxes ------------------------------------------ 45
Maintenance ------------------------------------------- 480
Owners return ------------------------------------------ 5

Annual shelter cooL -------------------------------- 90
a $ month.

Mr. B.'oza. I have made these assumptions about the certified
project: That the producer will make a 20-percent equity investment
on which he will realize a 8-percent cash return; that the balance of the
financing will be 2 percent repayable over 50 years.

Once agin we have the four components of shelter cost. The main.
tenance of a certified project is the same as the maintenance of a rent
supplement project, $480 a year, and the owner's return, despite the
fact that the return on equity is only 8 percent compared with the 6-
percent return in a rent supplement project is also $75.

That they work out the same, results from the fact that the investor
in the certified project has twice as much equity as the investor in a
rent supplement project.

The two components of shelter cost that the certified project signifi-
cantly reduces are: First, the debt service, reduced from $800 to 8 a
year; second, the real estate taxes, reduced from $875 a year for the
rent anvplement project to $45 a year for the certified project. These
reductions lower the annual shelter cost of a certified project to $930
a year which, incidentally, is one-fourth of a family income of $8,700
a year.

There has been a good deal of discussion and testimony as to the
comparative cost of rent supplement and the certified project program.
I would like now to refer to chart 8 to indicate what those compaiative,
costs are.

(Chart 8 follows:)
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COoup.rtive trOeaV cpesa of rduc g sael"tr cost

Bent supplement. .................................... $800
Certified project:

Real estate taxes_ ............. 250
Debt service ....-- --------..- - 150

400
Mr. Bziior.s. Here we are Fpeaking about he comparative cost of

bringing down the shelter cost so that a family whose income is under
$4,000 a year can afford to live there. We noted that the cost of the
rent supplement program was $800 per unit per year. The comparative
codt of the ceitifiid project program is $400 per unit per year, and that
cost has two components-real estate taxes, taking the form of a Fed-
eral grant to the local municipality which may be as much as 75
percent of the normal real estate taxes on that project, and the debt
service component.

The debt service component is based on the fact that in order to
provide 2-percent mortgages the Federal Government has to borrow
at 41/2 percent and then it loans money out at 2 percent. So the debt
service component is the cost of 2/2 percent per year on the unpaid
principal balance of the mortgage that finances the construction of
this unit.

Senator SxATHEa. Let me ask you a question there. The interest
rates go much higher. You can't borrow this money at 4 percent. It
will be at 6 percent. This is also reflected, is it not, as an additional
cost in the rent supplement program .

Mr. BmEao. Yes.
Senator SMATaRmS. So they work together.
Mr. BERGoa. That is right. The cost to the Federal Government

for its money would go up as the cost generally of the mortgage
money.

Senator Kzrziwy. In the rest of your statement will you touch on
the other advantages of this program over the rent supplement ?

Mr. Bammo. I would like to make some comment on the compara-
tive advantage.

Senator KGxiWY. I do not want to interrupt the continuity of your
testimony.

Mr. BEa.Fa. Let me do so now, Senator, since you have asked me.
I think there are other advantages of the certified project program

over the rent supplement program, apart from the reduced cost. of
the certified project program.

In the first place--and I will touch on this later in my statement-
the certified project program has built into it procedures for transi-
tion from tenancy to ownership of the occupants living in the project.
The possibility of conversion from tenancy to ownership is also pres-
ent incidentally as a feature of the rent supplement program.

But in a certified project. the producer has a definite incentive to
pave the way from tenancy to ownership, and as early as 2 years after
the project is completed.

Moreover, once the conversion takes place, the new owner in a cer-
tified project will be paying mortgage interest at the rate of 2 percent
a year, whereas the new owner in a rent supplement project will be
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forced to pay interest on his debt at the rate of 6Y2 percent a year,
so the cost after conversion from tenancy to ownership of market
rate interest uider the rent supplement program is a cost that the
occupant-owner himself would have to bear.

In addition, the rent supplement program operates somewhat as a
dole. "Dole" is a loaded word, but 1 will use it here for emphasis.

The market rental of a rent supplement unit, as we have worked
out the arithmetic before, is $1,730 a year. The occupant is only able
to pay $930 a year. In effect, what the Government is saying to him
throug! the rent supplement program is, "This is a unit that is too
expensive for.you to afford, but we will make up the difference between
what you are able to pay and what this unit costs by making an annual
payment to your landlord."

Under the certified project program, the cost of the shelter is
brought down so that it is within reach of the occupant. The tradi-
tion in this country is not to price an item, a commodity, out of reach
of the consumer and then make a payment to him periodically so that
he can afford the commodity. Rather, the tradition in this country is
to try to bring down the cost of the unit so that the consumer is
paying his own way, or at least psychologically feels that he is paying
his own way.

Senator SMATHFJW. What you are saying, as I understand it, is that
there is much more incentive under S. 2100 for an occupant to pur-
chase and become the owner of his house than there is under the
rent supplement program, even though the rent supplement program
does have a provision providing for the occupant finally to become
the owner. The principal reason which you cite, and I guess there are
others, is that when the occupant becomes c wner of a certified house
under S. 2100, he has a long-term mortgage on which he has to pay
only 2 percent interest, whereas if he is under the rent supplement
program lie has to pay what amounts to the going interest rate, pre-
sumably 6y2 percent. Is that right ?

Mr. BFjw. Yes.
Senator SMATHEr . Are there any other reasons why this would be

better ? That is a good reason, but I wondered if there were others.
Senator KENEDy. I gather also from your figures, and I don't know

whether you actually stated it, that it is also much less expensive to
the Government.

Mr. BE aoE. Yes. Once the conversion takes place-
Senator K NDaY. I gather then that S. 2100, as far as providing

low rentals, is much lesp expensive to the Government.
Mr. BErmmE. Yes. I gave that as the original difference between the

two programs.
Se6ator SmATHra. You may proceed, Mr. Berger.
Mr. BEREn. If it. passes S. 2100, Congress will have said to the pri-

vate investor, "The opportunity is yours, openly, legally, and without
shaving corners, to produce and operate slum area housing, and to earn
a return commensurate with the difficulties such activity is likely to
endure."

This bill recognizes that if rents are to remain low, the investor's
return cannot be added to shelter cost, but must take the indirect form
of income tax incentive.

That advantage is the mixture of tax credit. and rapid depreciation
which results in a tax loss and which affords the producer having
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outside sources of income the equivalent of a cash return through tax
reduction, sufficiently large, I believe, to invite a serious look at the
pottial in slum area housing.

Tables already before you indicate on a 20 percent intial equity
investment a range of return from over 12 to over 19 percent a year
with the rang moving upward as the cash equity increase&

I might also say that in his testimony yesterday afternoon, Pro-
fessor W ker, in a beautifully analyzed exposition of S.2100, reasoned
that this bill is not a windfall to the producer, that the safeguards
necessary to prevent the pi-oducer from abusing the tax incentives
have been i rated into the bill.

Senator SxAam. Would you go through that again p leaseI
Mr. Bzaou In his testimony yesterday a.moon, which you con-

mended Professor Bittker made the case that S. 2100 is not a wind-
fall, and that the precautions necessary to prevent this tax incentive
from becoming a windfall have been incorporated into the legislation.

Senator SwAum~ . And do you agree with his conclusions I
Mr. Buous. Insofar as I have any competence to do so I would agree

with his conclusions. I learned taxation at the feet of Professor
Bittker, so I must defer to my mentor for the validity of the
conclusions.

Senator SxA=HFs You passed the course and you are out. So in-
dependently, can you say from your own observation and study oi the
bill whether you believe there is any windfall I

Mr. Bzaou. I do not believe there is any windfall.
It has also been argued that the 221 (d) (8) below-market interest

rate will provide a comparable return to the limited-dividend sponsor
during the first years of his investment. But do not be misled, and
certainly few potential investors will be misled, by the deceptiveness
of that return.

Like the wisp of smoke, it will eventually disappear as the mechanics
of tax accounting convert a paper loss into a paper profit, and the
property owner is taxable on more income than he actually receives.

I will not labor you with either the theory or computation which
explains this. There is already in the record a very elaborate ex ition.

What it comes to is that the investor in a BMIR 221(d) (8) project
really cannot hope for much better than an 8 percent return under the
best of circumstances.

I do not believe that this is a sufficient return to be inviting to the
private investor.

Senator SMATH s. Is it not a fact that that is not high enough to
make them invest their time and money in areas where they are liable
to be subjected sometimes to difficult tenants, riots, and violence, and
a lot of other disadvantages which they would not incur if they spent
their time and money out in suburbia I

What you are saying is that there is not enough incentive; is that
not correct

Mr. Breon. Exactly. An 8-percent return is insufficient incentive.
Let me give you an analogy. Six or 7 years ago, in the late 1950's and
early 1980's, real estate syndication became a prevalent form of in-
vestment in New York City and some other larger cities throughout
the country.
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When syndication began, the investment return to the syndicators
ranged from 19 to 15 percent. That was sufficiently high to attract
private investors.

By 1962 the rate of return on syndicate investments had been driven
down to below 10 percent and when the return got down to 8 or 9 per-
cent the flow of private money into the syndicates simply dried up.

S. 2100 does not neglect the aspirations for homeownership which
sem as indigenous to the poor as to everyone else. Yet 8. 2100 is not a
reckless tender of the responsibilities of ownership. It provides,
through the management corporation device, and custodial powers of
HUD, some assurance that project occupants will be ready for their
greater obligations if they wiih to assume them.

Still through an imaginative use of the tax incentive, the bill induces
the project sponsor to pave the way for an early transfer of ownership
to the occupants and, if need be, to provide some of the management
training that will facilitate the transfer.

This a really the dual incentive toward homeownership that the
certified project provides. On the one hand, the subsidized rent, as you
pointed out, Senitor Smathers, provides the incentive to the occupant
to ready himself for homeownership, and on the other hand the aith.
metic of the tax incentives is such that the producer will try to convert
his project to homeownership as quickly as he can.

As I have indicated already, S. 2100 opens up homeownership to
families at a considerably lower income capacity than is possible under
the rent supplement program.

Briefly Ihave tried to summarize the features of S. 2100 that seem
rponsive to the three realities of a low-income housing program: The
reduction of shelter costs, the creation of profit incentive, the transition
to homeownership. No once can predict whether free enterprise will
accept the challenge that S. 100 holds out, but the needs are too great,
our cities are too inflamed, and the consequences of failure are too great
for Cor not to lay it on the line to responsible private industry in
a wa it never done before

Thank you.
Senator SATm. Senator Kennedy, have you any questions
Senator Kzxmiyr. What are the rates of return unde S. 21001
Mr. Buou. The rate of return will vary with the producer's invest-

ment decisions: the length of time he holds the project, whether he sels
the project to, a home management corporation, or to another private
developer or operator, and if he sells privately, whether he reinvest
the roceeds in a new certifibl project.

The rate of return will also depend on the size of the producer's ini-
tial equity. Twenty percent initial equity, as I understand the depre-
ciation schedule now, permits a range of return from 12 to 19 percent.

Senator KzENzDY. In view of your description of the bill and some
of the problems of the rent supplement programs, why do you think
we have not moved in the direction that has been suggested by this
bill rather than in the direction of rent supplements !

Mr. Busou. I think we are improving our ho programsin
stages. The rent supplement program as it was enact by Congre
was really an alternative to conventional public housing. It was the
first serious effort to invite private enterprise to supplement the tradi.
tional role of the local public agencies.



I think we have begun to realize that the traditional methods of
producing housing in slum areas and the traditional incentives that
we have provided are simply insufficient. The public agencies and
the charitable agencies cannot do the job themselves.

We are just beginning to recognize the need to enlist the resources
of private enterprise.

Senator KENmwyN. Do you think that the tax cost of producing the
yields that you have discussed are higher than the cost involved in
the rent supplement program I

Mr. Breton. The subsidy that S. 2100 provides must be divided into
two components. First, the subsidy that makes possible the reduction
of shelter cost from $150 a month to under $80 a month.

As I have indicated, that subsidy is less than the equivalent subsidy
under rent supplement.

The second component of subsidy is what is needed to give the pro-
ducer a return sufficiently large to enable him to produce and operate
slum housing.

As to that subsidy the cost of the certified project program ex-
ceeds that of rent supplement. However, the increased cost of pro-
viding a decent return to a producer is more than offset by the de-
crease6d cost of reducing the rent to a level that the occupant can afford
to e3ator KENNEwDY. What we really have in this program is a me-

chanism for bringing the private enterprise system into this rebuild-
ing effort in a major way. It will allow them to invest on housing in
the ghettos in a way they have never done before. It provides for rents
that are feasible for people with low incomes, and the overall cost is
really less than the cost of any of the programs that are presently in
existence, which are unfortunately not very effective.

Mr. Brim . There is a memorandum in the record to that effect.
Senator KNEDY. Thank you.
Senator SxATHzR.. Thank you very much, Mr. Berger, for your

testimony.
Mr. Bmtoza. There are two charts I did not go through.
Senator SxAT. We will make them a part of the record.
Mr. Bzxout. The fourth and fifth charts make a similar comparison

between the 221(d) (3) BMRI program and the certified program.
They also show a lower cost of reducing the reit under the certified
project program.

(Charts 4 and 5 follow:)
CWIAW 4,
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90 percent mortgage, 3 percent, 40 years
10 percent equity, 6 percent, return

Debt service -. ----------------------------$480
Real estate taxes ------------------------------ 875
Maintenance ---------------------------------- 480
Owner's return -------------------------------- 75

Annual shelter cost ------------------------------- 1,410

Rent supplement ..------- -------------------------------- 480
Rent to occupant ($8,700 annual Income) --- ------------- '980
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C9Aar 5

BMIR

Comparative Treear esp e of reducing sheUer cost
Rent suppleumt - - - -- 80
Debt service ............... .- 7

557

Oertifled proJect:
Real estate taxes ..................... 250
Debt service ........... 1

40

Senator Kzzi.rwr. Is it going to be possible--as Secretry Weaver
suggeste-- use the $1 billion that will be made available by the
insurance companies to construct housing in the ghettos without rent
supplementsI

Mr. Bzazo. Absolutely not. It seems to me this is a critical com-
ment to make. The 6w-percent return which the mortgages will $et
produces the shelter cost set forth in chart No. 1. The only
program we have to bring down that shelter cost to the family with a$4,000 a year inoe so they can afford to live there, is through rent
supplement. We would need rent supplement to use the billion dollars.

Senator Kvi~rwr. Mr. Chairman, you will remember that Secretary
Weaver said they would use rent supplements for only a small part of
that program.

If you do not use rent supplements and you have the $1 billion
available, you will not be able to construct housing for people in the
ghettos Moreover, when you use the rent supplements, it is the most
expensive way of producing low-income housing.

Mr. Baoza. Yes.

Senator SxA'rrzaL Thank you very much.
Our next witness will be Whitney Young, the executive director,

National Urban League, from New York.

STATE OF WHITNY N. YOUNG, IL, UTIVE D
NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE% NEW YORK

Senator SMATHERS. We are delighted to have you with us as a witness
this morning. You may proceed in any way you wish.

Mr. YOUNG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is Whitney M.

Young, Jr. I am the executive director of the National Urban Imgue.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to express the appreciation of the Na-

tional Urban League for the invitation to appear before this committee
to testify on S. 2100.

The National Urban League is a nonprofit, charitable, and educa-
tional organization founded-in 1910 to secure equal opportunities for
Negro citizens. It is nonpartisan and interracial in its leadership and
staff.

The National Urban League has affiliates in 88 cities, in 83 States and
the District of Columbia. It maintains national headquarters in New
York City, regional offices in Akron, Atlanta, Los Angeles, New York,
and St. Louis, and a Washington bureau.
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A professional staff of 800, trained in the techniques and disciplines

of social work, conducts the day-to-day activities of the National Urban
League throughout the country aided by more than 8 000 volunteers
who bring expert knowledge and experience to racial matters.

SThe National Urban League is deeply grateful for the committee's
invitation to appear today and it is with pleasure that I take the
oprtunity to testify on the Urban Housing Development Act, S.

Sl00, with housing in urban poverty area.
As we are all aware, we meet now in the shadow of a summer of

conflict and crisis. It can be news to no onethat our Nation's crisis is a
dual one-a crisis both urban and racial.

It must be clearly understood that the two problems, the "criiS of
the cities," and the racial crisis are inseprabl&Neither can be resolved
while the other remains unresolved.

It is an undertatement to speak simply of the urgency of the situa-
tion. The situation is urgent almost beyond our powers to grasp it. Nor
has it ever been so clear that interracial solutions and the koals of
integration and dispersal, are at the core of any reasoned and reason-
able solution to the urban and racial problems besetting u.

The convulsions of our cities represent a far more dangerous threat
to the stability of our national life than any other problem before us-
foreign or domestic.

The first priority of a republic in torment, and a people in anguish,
must be the c of its own, and their ills-poverty, discrimination,
ignorance, and a-blighted environment. We can no o ord to
practice racial brinkianship. The future of a society that would call
itself civilized is at stake.

Amou ng the most critical of the problems to which we must addressourselves is that of housing the subject before us today. We have an
estimated million subZs Jard housing units in the slums and ghet-
toes of the Nation's cities which require rehabilitation and replace-
ment, and in addition, we are faced with an enormous need for new
low- and middle-income housing.

Ther can be nd solution to the problems of the ghettoes without
massive rebuilding, rebuilding on a scale far in excess of anything in
our experience to ate.

Whatever specific approaches are adopted, the first imperative is
that we devise pro appropriately scaled to the scope and urgency
of the housing probem we face, and the second is that we develop a
whole battery of techniques, competitive if necessary, to get the job
done.

Ther are now a multitude of housing proposals before the Congress
I do not choose to get involved in the precise details of specific bills or
in an assessment of the precise mechanics of any bill.

I will leave to men or good will in the Congrs the final determina-
tion of what the precise mechanics and details should be. But, I am pre-
paredto state, as I have stated in the past, what I think the basic issues
and necessities are.Whilio our recent history has clearly demonstrated, a nadonal tend-
eny to look to the Federal Government for the solution of major social
problems, it is now clear that the job is too big for Government alone.

Success will require the fullest possible commitment of both the pub-
lie and private sectors and must enlist the fullest cooperation o all
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institutions within the entire society. I think the recent action of the
insurance companies of contributing $1 billion, and the action of the
National Council of Churches yesterday, in which it agreed to set
aside some of its capital for rebuilding in the ghettoes, is a step in this
direction.

I would point out, Senator Smathers, that I think another advan-
tage of the $1 billion from the insurance industry is that they agreed
to do this in what are admittedly high-risk area at the same rate of
intere as they do in low-risk areas.

To me, for that body it is almost revolutionary.
Senator Sxi:us I agree, and I don't want to debate with you

about it. But we must member that they get a 100-percent guarantee
from the Government. So their risks are minimize bonsiderably. But
we still want to commend them for as you suggest this is at least move
ment in the right direction with respect to comunitting their funds.

Thank you.
Mr. Y6OUo. In devis a basic framework for scon to obtain the

fullest participation of private sector and to establsh the most
effective role for the Federal Government, the National Urban Leaue
is firmly committed to the belief that the appropriate framework wl
consist of the fullest possible use of the tax, credit, and subsidy power
of the Federal Government on a massive and coordinated bis in a
fashion designed to involve the initiative and incentives of competi-
tive free enterprise.

I would further state that the debate which r-Wes over whether to
rebuild the ghetto or disperse it is a debate withe-t substance To say
that to rebuild the ghetto is merely "glid" it and thvby institution-
aliZe it, is to overlook the steps which must necesa ily precede dis-

What are now gheto areas must be rebuilt and rebuilt without de-
lay, no matter who lives there now or 10 years from now. The ghttoes
of our cities are not at present fit for human habitation by anyone, and
we can no longer oondemn any segment of the population to continued
livmg in circumsaces that miake a mockery of human life.

In addition dispersal is a two-way street. Not only do Negroes have
to have both the opportwity and the incentive to move out of the
ghetto, if dispersal if to be scomplish, but white people must have
good reason for moving mto what are now ghetto areas and there will
be no such "good reason until the hettos are rebuilt.

Our immia.te objective must be to create an open society and to
insure that all its ciden have freedom of choice within it. There are
many iegroes wh for many years, may continue to feel more com-
fortible in a familiar ethnic neighborhood.

There are many to whom the "unknown" in unfamiliar neighbor-
hoods and in the suburbs will act as a powerful deterrent to dispesal.
What we must guarantee is the availability of options, a meaning
freedom of choie

ran of options, be it in questions of ho ui eduatki% '
or jobs, fis as important to the ghetto resident as it s to tho st middl
and upper hicom levels. One of the greatest tragedies of the ghetto
today is the lac of individual options.

As Senator Kennedy aid in introducing S. 2100 "in the long run,
it is only by a rebuil.ng process of which physical reconstruction is
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an integral part, that we can achieve the comparability of housing
which is an indispensable requirement of full integration.'

While, as I have said, I will leave it to the technicians within the
Congress to determine the final mechanics and precise formulas of
this or any other housing bill, I find much in S. 2100 to recommend it.

I believe that it is responsive to, and embodies many of the essentialprinciples I have outlinedi. It recognizes that fundamentally the job of
rebuilding the ghettos must be accomplished by private enterprise.

It creates a framework within which the tax credit and subsidy
powers of the Federal Government would be mobilized to involve the
initiative and incentives of competitive free enterprise.

It is a program which would concentrate its full authority on recog-
nized ghetto areas as identified by the Bureau of the Census for the
Office of Economic Opportunity.

It is committed to a recognition that "the immediate need is for
decent and dignified conditions where people live now." It is scaled
for the rebuilding, not of single dwellings alone, but of entire blocks
and entire neighborhoods.

It is impossible to be certain how any one proposal will work until
it is tried.But, one of the most interesting innovations in the Kennedy
bill, in addition to its system of tax incentives and dynamic mortgage
arrangements, are those provisions designed to help stabilize the con-
struction industry itself, a necessity if we as a nation are to build at
the rate required of us.

As I testified in December before the Senate Subcommittee on Exec-
utive Reorganization, one big reason for our present failure in the
housing field is the state of the housing industry itself.

The housing industry is not, in fact, an industry at all-in the sense
that we think of the steel industry or the automotive industry. It is,
instead a miscellaneous collection of small entrepreneurs, in no way
equipped, as such, to meet our national housing neds.

Oie o the first items on the Federal agenda must be a careful
consideration of steps to be taken in order to create a housing industry
worthy of the name and capable of meeting our housing needs at a
realistic and desirable level.

To date, the governmental role has been one of propping up this
faltering collection of small-scale operations, rather than exploring the
fundamental questions relating to the scale and efficiency ofoperation
necessary for us to reach a satisfactory level of production.

The Kennedy proposal, by inducing a greater equity investment on
the part of the builder, would create a situation in opposition to that
which pertains today in which the construction industry is financed
almost entirely through borrowings, and therefore stops and starts
as the interest rate goes up and down by fractions of a point.

I also testified at len th in Decenber in relation to homeownership
as a viable option for ow-income people, an option which, through
the pride of ownership constitutes the surest way to create a stake in
the communit for individual families and contributes most to the
health and stability of the community over the long haul.

While homeownership is not at the core of the Kennedy proposal,
the Kennedy proposal a lows for homeownership and, I think it does
so through an organic mechanism, that of the home management cor-
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oration in combination with incentives to tle builder to sell to the
home management corporation, thus providing tenants with apart-
ments on a cooperative or condominium basis.

The home management corporation would also be used, within the
Kennedy formula, as the vehicle for undertaking educational, cultural,
employment and health programs, which seems to me to be an ap-
proach worthy of trying.

The provisions which would require that management remain stable
for a minimum of 10 years, except where sale of the building to the
home management corporation is negoiated, strike me as strong and
important provisions. And, the provisions whereby tenants would
ma e a larger contribution in rentals upon an increase in income,
rather than being forced to move, which practice robs the community
of its successes and natural leaders, is an essential ingredient for
strengthening community life in urban poverty areas.

In short, through its system of tax incentives, mortgage arrange-
ments and by establishing a competitive rate of return, the Kennedy
proposal is designed to attract sophisticated money into the rebuilding
of the Nation's ghettos.

I am prepared to say that there will be no real breakthrough in the
solution of our urban and racial problems until the private sector rec-
ognizes the full extent of its stake in our current social crisis and until
money from major sources is attracted into the ghetto in large amounts
to do the massive job that only massive, privately generated moneys
can do.

The provisions whereby individuals and corporations would be
permitted to pool their resources and allowed to pass rental income
and tax losses through to their shareholders are important for a num-
ber of reasons.

If it is true that the American economy works because everyone
owns a share of it, then it. is fair to assume that the broader the Amer-
ican investment in the ghetto the greater the sensitization of the Amer-
ican people to what goes on in the ghetto, a development which, while
indirect in terms of the formulation of this bill, can only be good.

I see no conflict between a program instituted along the lines pro-
posed by Senator Kennedy and the administration's Turnkey and
Turnkey II approach.

I testified at length in December about the strength of the Turnkey
approach in creating public housing, citing then its advantages in
cost., timesaving, and-flexibility in design, construction techniques, and
the type of developers in comparison with traditional Government
construction.

I am no less persuaded of the virtues and strengths of the Turnkey
approach today and I applaud Secretary Weaver's decision last month
to include private management contracts within the Turnkey formula,
as recommended by the President's Committee on Urban Housing,
on which I have the honor of serving.

The President's Committee also recommended that the Turnkey
formula institute a component to encourage the selloff of public hous-
ing projects to cooperatives and to private families as a means to
materially improving conditions in many public housing projects, and
I hope that the Department of Housing and Urban Development will
respond favorably to that recommendation, too.
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The main problem at this date, however is that we need to build sms5M,000 public housng umi ts a year and we are now building only
about 81 ,000. It would seem clear that if we are going to generate
building activity commnsurate with our needs we ned a stillbroader
batted oftechiusin order to tap the full potential of the privateI participion..

We need to develop everything that can be developed within the
Tu1nkey formula bit it i essential that we move out of the pilot
project phae, and move out of it fast. What is needed are massive
appropriations in support of the Turnke formula and in addition,
the development of uny and all additional techniques which can use-
fully broaden the sp'trum of our housing approaches.

To repeat, I do not se the Kennedy propose a competitive with theTurnkey approa but smply as a m to broadening the Federal
battery of techniques in solving the housing crism.I shold also Ilk t take a moment to ometon former Senator
Paul Dougla's ugg ion that the 48,000-odd single-family houses,

Pry the su on which mortgages are foreoedeac year byi
the-HAbe used for public hom' Clients.
Inadvertently or not--and I thi it was more advertent than in-

advertent-the federall Government through both the FHA and the
old Public Housing Authority bears a hevy responsibility for present
patterns of housing discrimination both North and South.

Ealy legislation governing FHi mortgages required homogeneous
neighborhoods and from 1985 to 1950 public housing law required
only that public housing be equitably distributed among the races.

Both of these stipulations served to intensify housing segregation
in the South and the FHA's insistence upon homogeneous nei;-hbor-
hoods, Actually created widespread segr tion in housing in the
North in areas whore it had never existed before

In light of the Federal Government's historical responsibility in the
creation of segregated housing patterns, it would seem ony fitting now
that it houldtake the step sggeted by Mr. Douglas in an effort,
no matter how belated, to r segregated housing patterns.

In s ary, the housing tools we already have available must be
massively utilized, and, in addition, new tools must be added to the
Federal arsenal.

I am in favor of all creatively conceived bills which will broaden
our battery of useful techniques and which are directed toward real
solution, and I congratulate their authors as I congratulate Senator
Kennedy for the creative content of S. 2100.

The time has passed for halfway measures, token gestures, and
small-scale efforts, no matter how well meant or well designed. The
crisis of our cities defies any such simple solution. The expanding
ghettos are not only thoroughly destructive to the people who live in
them, but they threaten the welfare of every major city with stranw-
lation and dr-y rot. They are sappmW the fiscal strength of the cities
and threaten to rend the very fabric of American society.

The simple fact is that we need to utilize all available and conceiv-
able devices, and we need to do so massively. We need rebuilding, re-
habilitation, and now ccatruction. We need rent supplements and
below market interest rates We need provisions for homeownership
and provisions for self-help and sweat equity.
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We need powerful tax incentives and mortgage angments de-
signed to gavanize the private motor into massive action. We need
Turnkey housing, but we need it massively. We need immediate broad-
scale implementation of the model cities program. In short, we need
the broadest possible range of alternative approaches. This is a ti
for action, not contemplative research.

Clearly, it is up to the Congress to determine what the nature of our
solution will be, and yet, despite the indisputable urgency of the situ-
ation, dop it the compelling need for solutions to our dual
urban and racial the moo of the Congress today apparently i

rel more the urgency of the problem becomes apparent, the more
the r ord is misread. The more the real record of tm way people live
in this country's urban ghettos becomes known and understood, the
more deeply American society seems to founder in a miasma of social
confusion and tragedy.

It must now be clear to one and all that nothing less than massive
effort can produce results. As Poger Wilkins, Director of the Commu-
nty Relations Section of the Justice Department said in the wake
of the Newark riots, "Unless we can change the lives of people, it is
all band-aids and lollipops_"

In short, we must marshal all our available resources, public and
private, for the 'ob at hand and proceed on a scale commensurate with
the challenge. We are in terrible danger, and our cities in desperate
peril if any among us permit ourselves the luxury of thinkinggsmalL."

Senator Smathers, I would like to add one statement. Since this testi.
mony was petraed, I have had the opportunity to visit Vietnam.
Woile there, I had a chance to talk to many of the young men who are
making great sacrifices there, many of whom lived in the kind of
neighborhoods I am describing, and whose families continue to live in
them.

While they are doing very little complaining about the sacrifices
they are making, they are terribly upset when they read of what is hap-
pening in this field, the cutting out of rent supplements, the cutting
back on the model cities appropriation, the defeat of the rat control
bill and what they describe as an almost brutal callousness and in-
diderence. It is very difficult.

I do recall the words of former President Kennedy when he said in
his Alliance for Progess speech, that if peaceful resolution is impo-
sible, then violent revolution is inevitable.

I want to make my concern a matter of record. I don't presume to
lecture to the august body of this country, the Congress, nor the ad-
ministration, but I must confess my concern and my distress at what
appears to be too much debate around personalities and partisan poli-
tics, and too little discussion of the substantive matters that we are
talking about in this bill.

In the last 2 days, newspapers have covered the conflicts surround-
ing this bill, but they have not dealt with the very important positive,
substantive things in this bill. In effect, it looks like we are fiddling
while Rome buns.

One out of six Negro families live in substandard housing as com-
pared to one out of 82 for white citizens. We can't make slum housing
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a political football: If we do, I can tell you now what the score is
going to be. It is going to be nothing to nothing. Nobody is going to win
this one, if we make it a political football.

I would urge that whatever reasons people may have for taking
issue with this bill and that bill, that we somehow get together on the
important problem. That is housing. Take the good out of every bill,
drop the bad and let's move on with a housing bill.

Senator S--mrs. Thank you very much, Mr. Young, partic-
ularly for that last very moving and graphic statement about the needs.
Of course, that is the reason why the bill S. 2100 was introduced and
the reason we are here today.

Your statement is a very useful and helpful contribution to the solu-
tion of this problem. I particularly liked your sentence on page .7,
which I think so well describes what is the intent and purpose of this
particular bill, in which you say:

I am prepared to say that there will be no--

and you have "No" underlined-
real breakthrough in the solution of our urban and racial problems until the
private sector recognizes the full extent of its stake in our current social crisis
and until money from major sources is attracted into the ghetto in large amounts
to do the massive job that only massive, privately generated monies can do.

I think that very well summarizes what we are trying to do with
S. 2100. We recognize, as you do, the great contribution which they
can make and which they should make in this field. S. 2100 seeks to
get them involved heavily and massively in meeting this particular
problem.

Senator Kennedy, have you any questions I
Senator KrEwzz. I think Mr. Young has put it very well, Mr.

Chairman, and I think his statement is very moving and very impor-
tant in our consideration of this bill.

I just have a couple of questions. On page 9 you say that the main
problem is that we need to build some 500,000 public housing units a
year and we are now building only about 31,000.

I understand from Secretary Weaver's testimony the other day
that only a small percentage of those 31,000 units which are going for
the poor, and are obviously most worth while, are going into the ghetto
areas where the need is so tragically apparent.

Mr. YoUNG. We have been encouraging that there be some dispersal
of public housing. We do not feel it ishelpful to the ghetto community
to put housing in there that simply tends to reinforce segregation.

Senator KENNFDy. But just the small amount of units which have
been built-31,000 a year-that is not even a reasonable percentage
of what is needed in the ghetto, let alone around the rest of the country.

Mr. YOUNG. Even with the new policy decisions, there is so little
money appropriated that it will hardly scratch the surface.

Senator Ki wzFY. Secretary Weaver stated that four-fifths of the
pu b li housing program serves communities of less than 25,000 and
better than haf of those communities have populations of less than
5,000.

My point is that housing is needed in these small communities as it
is needed in the ghetto. But we are not scratching the surface at all
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when v 1 talk about 31,000 units, with only a small percentage of them
going i,.to our urban slums where the need is so apparent.

Mr. YouNG. And particularly when you consider the mobility of
this particular population, that they have moved in such large num-
bers to the city. We aren't beginning to meet that need at all.

Senator Smathers, I be:eve you took issue with a previous wit-
ness who said that this was sort of a specialized and unique kind of
population and problem.

I believe that was the language. That rebuilding the ghetto was
a narrow and specialized purpose, that slum rehabilitation was a

narrow and specialized purpose, and that it affected such a small
group of people.

That was a shocking statement to me; and I am very glad that
you took issue with it.

Senator SMAT1ES. Thank you.
Senator KENNEwY. The housing need is so desperate in this country.

As the chairman has said and as I have said, we think that the figures
we come up with are the best possible figures for depreciation and
tax credits, but if somebody else has some alternative suggestions,
certainly they would be considered. But the need is so desperate and
this is such an inexpensive way of bringing about housing and bring-
ing private enterprise into the whole effort that we must deal with
it honestly.

It seems to me, as you say, it should be embraced, refined and im-
proved, and perhaps more emphasis placed on certain points than
we have done.

But this is the approach we should take, it seems to me, when the
need is so desperate. The fact is that the programs that are presently
in operation and have been in operation, are just not adequate or
satistacto'y in dealing with the housing problem.

The problem is going to continue to get worse. Our population is
going to become more desperate. We are just not dealing satisfactorily
at a legislative level or at the executive level with the problem. It
seems to me that we are going to face a terrible situation in this
country unless there is a change in attitude.

Mr. YouNG. I concur in that.
Senator SXATJIE8. Thank you very much, Mr. Young, You have

made a fine contribution.
Mr. YOUNG. Thank you.
Senator SMATJIEI. Our next witness is Elmer Winter, the presi-

dent of Manpower, Inc., from Milwaukee.

STATM T OF ELMER WINTER, PRESIDENT, MANPOWER, INC.,
MILWAUKE WIS.

Senator SMATIMEIW. You may proceed as you like, Mr. Winter.
Mr. WiiTFR. Thank you.
My name is Elmer Winter. I am president of Manpower, Inc.

Our company is in the temporary help service field. We have over
500 offices throughout the United States and in a number of foreign
countries.

We employ, during the course of the year, over 300,000 people, who
work on temporary jobs for Manpower, Inc. Our international head-
quarters office is located in Milwaukee, Wis.

85-1N O-4T----4
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As you know, Milwaukee has had a serious racial conflict, which is
still taking.place. The main thrust of the current racial strife appears
to be to gain an open housing ordinance in Milwaukee.

In addition, there is a continuing and forceful move on the part
of the Negro community for the general improvement of living con-
ditions in our central city.

We have some 85,000 to 90,000 Negroes living in Milwaukee-
this is slightly under 10 percent of our population. There are only
600 Negro families living outside of the central city area, which
houses over 85,000 to 90,000 Negroes.

The homes in the inner-core area have deteriorated rapidly. I
submit that there is a great need for our community to provide
thousands of new living units for Negroes and for a relatively small
number of Puerto Ricans who live in Milwaukee.

Our community is seriously concerned about our central city hous-
ing problems. Recently a biracial group, called We Milwaukeeans,
organized a development corporation known as the Housing Develop-
ment Foundation for Greater Milwaukee, Inc., to build on a nonprofit
basis, 150 homes in our central city.

I have the privilege of serving as chairman of this development
corporation. We have designed ivhat I think is an important con-
cept for urban living; namely, we are attempting to bring suburbia
into our central cit

The 150 homes ta will be built will be individual, ranch-style
homes on 60-foot lots and will sell on a co-op basis for approximately
$13,000--land and buildin included. The co-op owner will pay $110
to $120 per month and wi# acquire ownership at the end of 40 years.

While I believe that the buildin of these 150 homes will help us
some in solving our housing probems, it is really a drop in the
bucket when one looks at the total number of inadequate houses that
exist in our community.

The only way that we .can remove the blight and obsolescence that
exists in the housing in our community is by a massive attack on this
problem.

I do not believe that Government alone can provide the full answers
in this regard. I believe that private industry must be brought into
this program. I believe industry has the expertise, the concern and the
desire to rebuild our central cities so that all of our citizens may have
an opportunity to live in decent homes. I believe that in order to attract
businessmen to build homes in the central city tax incentives must be
provided.

Many corporate leaders have expressed, in clear and precise terms,
that they believe that we on the business side have a responsibility
to improve the housing and social conditions that exist in our
communities.

However the economics of the situation have to be taken into con-
sideration. investments in building of homes in the central city today
do not offer an attractive return.

On the other hand, it is my belief, if incentives as provided in S. 2100
were made available to industry, the rebuilding of the central cities
would move forward at a rapid pace.

During these past 8 years, I have served as the chairman of an
organization known as the Milwaukee Voluntary Equal Employment
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Opportunity Council. This council has over 200 members. Our mem-
be6ihip is made up of the leading business firms in Milwaukee.

It is our responsibility, as a council, to open wider the employment
doors of industry to all persons regardless of race, color, religon, or
creed. It is also our responsibility to improve the training facilities for
minorities so that they can climb the corporate ladder. #

We have seen a number of our employers, who were located in our
central city, move out and open plants in the suburbs. I doubt very
much that it will be possible to attract companies today to build
plants in our inner-core area without again providing some type of
incentive.

I believe that we could make a serious dent in our unemployment
among minorities if there were jobs available to them in the areas
adjacent to where they live. Unfortunately, as a result of companies
moving to the subrubs, it becomes more difficult for minorities to get
out to the jobs.

How can we make it attractive for industry to build its plants in the
central city and, thereby, offer jobs to minorities I Isay that tax
incentives have to be given to companies that are willing tobuild their
plants in the central city. The incentives provided in-S. 2100 should
make it attractive for companies to build- plants in the central city.

I suggest that this problem must be approached from two sides--
the building of new housing by industry through proper tax incentives
and the building of new plants, again through propr tax incentives.
Unless both forces are at work, the total job cannot be done.

While 221(d) (8) Housing has its place in the rebuilding of our
communities, the sponsorship is limited to nonprofit groups and to
limited dividend corporations.

There does not a pear to be a real opportunity for private enter-
prise and, as a result, loes housing will be built than is needed, unless
incentives are provided.

-It would appear to me that we need to offer private business the
necessary incentives so that it can throw its full weight behind pro-
gram to provide better housing for the citizens of this country.If industry is given the incentive, as provided in S. 2100, I would
be reasonably certain that you would see springing up, throughout this
land, new and imainative programs to tear down our slums and pro-
vidA new and desirable housing 1or our citizens.

We would also find industry, using appropriate incentives, building
new plants and creating new productive facilities which could be
staffW by those who live in our central cities.

For these reasons, I support S. 2100 and urge the passage of this=mp rtant 11 egiaation. -
Senator Sltion. Thank you very much, Mr. Winter. We appre-

cate that statement. It is a good statement and certainly it evidences
that you have captured the flvor, intent and purpose of this bill which

is just, as you say to get private enterprise into this field.
r. m.I have a release which appeared in the Milwaukee

Journal in July which describes the program that we have developed
to build integrated housing in the central part of our city, the 150
homes that I referred to.
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I would, with your permission, like to leave it with the committee.
I thiik it is a unique program.

(The article referred to follows:)

[From the Milwaukee Journal. Thursday, July 13, 19671

Civic Ld ERS Ajjx To BUILD INTSURATED AnEA OF HoMsS

(By Vincent Baldassari)

The committee of We-Millwaukeeans. a voluntary biracial group of business-
men and civic leaders, has proposed to the city a unique plan for a racially
integrated project of single family homes in a near west side urban renewal area.

The committee has offered to form a nonprofit corporation to build about 150
homes for moderate income families in a six block area in the Kilbourntown
3 urban renewal area.

The corporation, tentatively named Parkside Village Development Corp., would
negotiate to buy from the city a site bounded by N. 20th, N. 17th. W. McKinley
and the alley south of W. Galena.

PROPERTIES ACQUIRED

The redevelopment authority has started acquiring property In the area and
expects to have title to the entire six blocks, possibly wihln a year.

The plan is to clear this blighted area and build about 150 three-bedroom homes
with 1,000 square feet of living space each on lots with 00 feet of frontage,
according to Elmer L. Winter. He developed the propsals for We--Milwaukee-
ans, Winter is president of Manpower, Inc., and chairman of the civic group's
housing committee.

SPRING START PLANNED

"The average earnings of those who will live in Parkside Village will be in
the $5,000 to $9,000 category," Winter said.

The suggested timetable is to clear the land for four model homes to be started
next spring. If at least 70 orders and deposits are received, construction of 70
more homes would be started In the fall for occulmncy in early 1969. Further
construction would depend on the success of this first stage.

The project would be run on a co-operative basis. Each homeowner would
become a member of the co-operative, would have to have an acceptable credit
history and a down payment ranging from $250 to $30.

Mortgages would be insured by the federal government and would carry a
8% Interest rate. The homes would cost about $13,500, including lot and
improvements.

"The plan has an excellent chance of succeeding," said Lawrence S. Katz,
state director of the federal housing administration office here. Katz worked
closely with Winter In developing the plan.

"It will be the first time, In my knowledge, that an entire project of single
family homes has been built to replace blighted homes In an urban renewal
area," he added.

STUDY FINDS DEMAND

FHA studies in the area show there is demand for such homes in the area,
Katz said, especially from families to be displaced by other renewal proJects.

The project area, which In populated mostly by Negroes. borders on neighbor-
hoods which are heavily white, Katz said. This offers a good opportunity for
integrating the project, he said.

"Almost 1,000 white families will be relocated by spot clearance in the Mid-
town renewal area to the west," Katz said. The area also Is served by two
integrated schools--McDowell (50% Negro) and West Division high school
(60% Negro).

Katz praised We-Milwaukeeans as "a group of civic motivated individ-
uals... bringing good housing into being and coming up with a solution of
re-use, open space and elimination of crowded housing conditions."

COULD EPAND PROJECT

Winter said that if the project proved a successful way of redeveloping the
area, the corporation would "Just keep on building." He said the project could
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be expanded since 75 acres of the 108 acre Kilbourntown 3 renewal area were
designated for residential development.

The federal government approved the Kilbourntown project In May and au-
thorized a federal grant of $8,735,000. The city will pay nearly $4,000,000 as its
share.

Kilbourntown Is bounded roughly by W. Galena, W. State, N. 20th and N. 14th.
The Parkside Corp. plans to buy the land from the redevelopment authority

at about $1,250 a lot. An eastern management firm called the 7CH Co., which
is experienced in handling privately sponsored renewal projects, would be re-
tained to plan, build and sell the homes for the corporation.

A 6% interest rate on a construction mortgage, insured by FHA, would be
arranged through a local bank for the first four model homes. The corporation
would provide $2,000 in "seed money" for the models, Winter said.

Monthly payments by the new homeowners are expected to be about $110 a
month.

The project must be approved by the redevelopment authority, the common
council and the federal department of housing and urban development.

The proloal was approved by the board of We--Milwaukeeans last week
and presented to Richard W. E. Perrin, city development director, Monday.

Winter maid 12 representatives of We--Milwaukeeans would be selected to
serve on a board of directors of the Parkside Village Development Corp A
treasurer would be selected, among other offlcers to handle the funds of the
organization which would be represented by long term loans made by Interested
parties.

Senator SNATUERS. You talk to your Senators from Wisconsin and
we will see if we can get them to support this bill.

Senator KmNEDY. If this leg action was passed, would you be-
come more actively involved in building low-income housing?

Mr. Wxxw . Very definitely.
Senator KzNNEDY. Your own company would become involved I
Mr. WITrmm. Our own company. Certainly we would.
Senator SMATHEmS. Thank you very much for a fine statement.
Our next witness is Mr. James Tobin, professor of economics, Yale

Univcrty.
Mr. Kuh, do you care to come up at this timeI

STATEMENT OF JAXES TOBIN, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS, YALE
UNIVERSITY, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Mr. TowN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I come be-
fore you as an economist and as a citizen deeply concerned about our
society.

Senator SNATHXS. Mr. Tobin, we know you have a much more il-
lustrious background and your modest does not let you make that
part of the record. We would like to have that. Would you tell us
about your previous experience with the Govermnent, if any ?

Mr. Toa. I was a member of the Council of Economic Advisers
with President Kenned in 1961 and 1962.

Senator SXATjU Sa addition to being a former member of the,
Council of Economic Advisers with President Kennedy, what other
exrdence do you have ?

Mr. TowI. In public service, I guess I can claim only having been
in the Navy in the Second World War, and in the beginningof thst,
as a very young man, in the Office of Price Administration, in civilian

Neitor 8 All right, sir. Please proceed.
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Mr. Toau. I do want to make a disclaimer now which is that I am
not a housing specialist nor am I a specialist in the intricacies of tax
law which are related to housing.

I am speaking from generalfpoint of view.
Senator Sm uxs. Atr having made that statement, you do recog-

nize that the problem of the ghettos and the slums is a general eco-
honi problems which bothers and hurts the Nation considerably, and
that it must be met as a national problem.

Mr. TomN. Yes. I can see no task of greater national priority than
a radical and speed improvement of the urban environments where
so mny of America a poor people now live.

The persistence of slums in this wealthy and ever-wealthier country
is a national disgae for which there is guilt enough for all of us,
both in public andpivate life, to share.

Obviously, private enterprise and the free market, which have ac-
complished so many other tasks for this Nation have not even begun
to transform urban slums into decent residential neighborhoods.

The Federal Government has for decades provided a variety of in-
centives and subsidies for the building of homes, but these have not
drawn private initiative and capital into supplying decent low-rent
urban housing.

Meanwhile, very little publicly owned housig has been built. Many
of the projects that have been built public andprivate, have evolved
into slums themselves. Although urban rehabilitation programs, have
greatly improved the physical appearance and economic vitality of
many central cities, the slums they destroyed have been replaced with
roads, stores, and office building rather than with residences. Too
often the reslt has been the creation of residential slums elsewhere.

The bill before you proposes incentives for private corporations
to erect or rehabilitate low-rent housing in urban poverty areas. This
new approach need not replace other Federal efforts to increase the
supply of low-rent housing. But it seems to me a vital and essential
supplement to other programs if the total effort is to be at all com-
mensurato with the need.
I propose now to comment on a few of the issues raised by this

1. I believe that governmental subsidy for low-rent housing in
urban poverty areas is thoroughly justified on economic and social
groundi As an economist, I am generally skeptical of special subei-
dies, on' the general presumption that things worth doing will pay
their own way in a free market

But we Inow that there are some undertakings with high social
value but low prospective payoff to private investors; the benefits
to the community are great but they cannot be captured in dollars-and-
cents .ro&f5

In gem cam even the most pure and doctrinaire admirer of the
free market system would recognize the need and justification for
Go meant subsidy.

From a social point of view, there can be no question that in-
vestment in low-rent urban housing is woefully iadequate. Private"mvestors do not find the profit prospects attractive, but these propects
do not, of course, includi the benefits of improved neighborhood to
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the whole community-in architecture and esthetics, in public health
and sanitation, in reduction of crime and delinquency.

Moreover, % simple investor may be discouraged b the apparent
hopelessness of the task-he cannot remake a neighborhood alone.
But if several residential investments are undertaken simultaneously
they will reinforce each other and alter the whole "tone" of the
neighborhood.

Still another reason for low private investment is reluctance to as-
sume unusual risks of property damage arrears in rental payments,
turnover, and vacancies. These risksam formidable for the individual,
but much les costly when pooled over a large number of undertakings.
It isetirely proper for Government to arrange this pooling and to
help individua investors bear the risks.
Tn addition to its intrinsic handicaps, urban low-rent hou suf.

fers in a relative sense from Government programs that tend to en.
courage suburban expensive housing. Mortgages are insured; special
financial institutions to make mortgage loans are fostered homeown-
ers are allowed to deduct mortgmae interest from taxable income,
while receivig the yield on their investments in nontaxable form.

I certainly o not favor promiscuous use of Government subsidiesof
any kind-whether outright payments, tax credits, accelerated
preciation, or interest subsidies.

There are a number of such subsidies in existence which seem to
me to have little justification and them am many plausible proposed
subsidies or tax incentives which I would recommend that you deY.

I can therefore understand the concerns of those who are trying
to defend the tax base from erosion and the public credit from ex-
cessive use on behalf of private borrowers. But if ever a cause justifiedthe suspension of these principles, we have it here and now in the over-
riding national importance or urban low-rent housIng.

2 .The forms the subsidy tae in this proposal are sevral: tax
credits, accelerated depreciation, low-interest ronterm loans, prop-
erty tax abatement, insurance aeinst low.

A major, and certainly a desrable, innovation is that the subsidies
are designed to encourage the use of private equity capital as well
as Government loans in financing projects. This is the reason for giv-
ing tax credits and favorable deprecation schedules as well as in-
terest subsidy and for ailing these tax incentives to the degree of
equity particip tion.

P ny, I would prefer to see the incentives for equity financegiven entirey bya sliding scale of tax credits. The depreiation po.
visions of the bill seem unnec ary for this purpose, and I thi it
may prove awkward to have depieiation schedules which depend
not just on the nature and lifetime of the aet but on how it isfnanced.

Let me say I don't believe these details about the manner in which
the tax inceikives are given are the important thin&. The important
this is to do 9, and I am sure techniques that are appropriate to the
task can be worked out.

Senator S nms. We may have to try three or four different tech-
niques in the fields which you just mentioned before we find the one
that is actually best.

Mr. To . The returns to the private investor from the o t
encouraged by this bill come ementially in the form of tax ay-
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wings which he can realize fully only if he has sufficient taxable income
from other operations.

This will be true of the large corporations whose expertise this bill
is designed to attract into this field. 1 think that is very desirable.

At the same time, it may be desirable to provide somewhere in the
total housinir program of the Government comparable incentives in
a form suitable for other investors. For example, if it were found feas-
ible and desirable to encourage the home management corporations
contemplated in this bill to take initiative, loss offsets against other
taxable income would not be a useful device.

3. I particularly welcome the provisions of the bill encouraging the
formation of these home management corporations by tenants and the
early sale of the buildings to these associations.

Tension and conflict Ubween tenants and landlords are an import-
ant source of discontent and strife in our cities. Most inner city resi-
dents do not have the satisfactions and responsibilities of owning their
own residential property.

It is important to increase homeownership in the cities, even when
large apartment buildings rather than single-family dwellings are
involved. The bill will accomplish this objective for the buildings con-
structed under its provisions.

Consideration might be given to extending this promising device,
the home management corporation, to existing buildings in the same
designated urban poverty areas. The contemplated home management
fund to be administered by HUD would, of course, have to belarger.

The subsidized loan provisions of the present bill could be extended
to the making of loans directly to HUC's of demonstrated compe-
tence for the purchase and rehabilitation of existing buildings.

4. I am glad to note that although the bill proposes an income test
for initial occupancy it does not force tenants to move out when their
income rises. I think this is i-mportant. We should not create any more
housing rojects or neighborhoods where residence is prsea mark of
poverty. e should be trying to build neighborhods where, eventually
at least, there will be people of various occupations, ages, levels, and
raceS.

Actually, in my opinion, we do not want "low-income" housing.
We want low-rent housing. Someday, I hope, we will have enough
of it so that it will not be necessary to ration it administratively, even
by imposing a financial test on prospective apliats.

Someday, I hope, the incomes of city dwe lers will be high enough
so that they will be able to pay economic rents for housing accommoda-
tions of their own choice. An essential prerequisite is a vast increase
in the quantity and variety of decent modern housing in urban
poverty .areas. It s because the approach of the present bill promises
to contribute greatly to this development that I endorse it.

Senator SMATms. All right, sir.
Senator Kennedy I
Senator Kziwwr. I have no questions at the moment, Mr. Chair.

man.
Senator SEATm. I have no questions at this point, but I think

your suggestions are excellent. As you can see most of those which
you make broaden the scope of the bill. It may e that we ought to do
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some legislation enacted.

Mr. ToBsi. I didn't mean that everything needs to be done in one bill
or at one time.

This bill would be an important part in a total program.
Senator SMAT1MM. We will now hear from Mr. Edwin Kuh, pro-

fessor of economics and ment at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.

Would you tell us something about your background and experi-
ence?

STATEmNT OF EDWIN ZU PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS AND
MANAGEMENT, MAS8ACIUSETT8 NSJTLTTEuT OF TEC LOY,
CAMBRIDE

Mr. Kvi. I started my Government service back in 1949 for 1 year,
working for the Marshall Aid Mission in London. This is back in the
days when the United Kingdom had a balance-of-payments problem.

I have also been a consultant to the Treasury at one time and a con-
sultant to the Council of Economic Advisers.

My main interests are in fiscal policy, forecasting problems, invest-
ment behavior, and corporation finance.

Senator SMATiriES. You may proceed.
Mr. Ku. I would like also to incorporate some remarks of a col-

league of mine at MIT Prof. Bernard Frieden. He is one of the lead-
ing students on the prolems of the cities. He has made some observa.
tions which carry the weight of an expert, while mine do not in specific
detail:

Let me read and paraphrase from Professor Frieden:
The Urban Housing Development Act of 1967 would make a valuable contri-

bution toward improving living conditions In the neglected neighborhoods of
our cities. It differ significantly from other Federal housing programs and
should help to meet the needs of people who have not yet been housed adequately
eLther by private developers or by public aid.

Further, by offering incentives to attract private Investment in the poverty
areas, It promises to provide a large volume of new and rehabilitated housing.
Many existing programs have resulted in only token amounts of housing which
fall tar short of what is needed if we are to honor the national commitment
made nearly 20 years ao in the Housing Act of 194--A decent home In a suit-
able living environment for every American family.

Professor Frieden then goes on to say that there are problems. One
problem that he points out and documents, on which -1 will not go
into detail here, was pointed out earlier by Senator Kennedy, which
is it is the upper part of the poverty group and the lower-middle.
income groups, not the lowest part of the poverty incomes which bene-
fit from this bill.

He then goes on to point out, however, that even though it will not
directly benefit the lowest part of the income distribution, it will bene-

t them indirectly. I think that is worth spelling out in some detail.
New construction will expand the supply of housing and will make

available a number of existing units as their former occupants move
to the new developments. The increased supply of vacant housing will
enlarge the choices open to people who live in poverty areaL
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Some of the vacated housing is likely to be reoccupied by lower
income residents who will improve their housing conditions by moving.
The increased supply of housing is also likely to ease housing short.
ages and inflationary pressures on rent level in crowded neighbor-
hoods

For those who can afford the new housing, the benefits will be more
direct. And there will be a chance for those who live in slums to find
good housing at rents within their means.

So even though the benefits are not direct, there are definitely some
indirect benefits.

Then Professor Frieden points out that there are some risks and
he is worried that the program might become a clearance program, a
means of rehabilitating units that are in marginal condition but avail.
able at low rents, which could cause problems. The well-known prob-
lems of urban redevelopment in cleaning too many houses is the po.
tential danger.

He points out that this program is not a substitute for low-income
p ublic housing, and that alsohas been a matter of record. Professor
Frieden suggests some positive recommendations for the considera-
tion of your committee: To limit the amount of clearance undertaken
as a result of this program, the legislation might require that a sub-
stantial proportion of each neighborhood take place on vacant land.
That is one -pible suggestion. (

Alternatively, section 101 (A)(4)(b might be modified to require
the developer to provide a substantially greater number of dwelling
units than are taken for demolition or for rehabilitation.

Finally, he suggests that this program could also be made comple-
mentary with the rent supplement pro Im.

These proam are not antithetic they are complementary. This
reinforces ifyou will, the observations that Mr. Whitney Young made
about the need for many of these programs in larger volume moving
forward in step together.

This terminates my paraphrasmig of Professor Frieden.
Senator SATHUs. All right, sir.
Mr. Kui. As far as my own remarks, let me talk in a general way

about the needs that this program will meet in a slightly different way
than others have.

If this pro m does go through, and I earnestly hope it does, I
million badlyowused individuals livin$ in the poverty areas of the
United States will live in decent housing. The housing needs of this
country, the fact of subsidizing housing which has been part of our
law since the U.S. Housing Act of 1987, will be lifted up from the token
level to a level of serious consideration. Much good work has been done,
but the gap remaining is very great.

The maim .points want to make are these: First, as far as needs
a t nrn 85 percent of the poorest third of the income distribu-

on spen morethan quarter of their income on rent.
Senator SxArnus. Eighty-five percent I
Mr. Kuu Eighty-five percent of the lower third of the income dis-

tribution spend more than a quarter. Twenty percent is considered by
many experts in the field as tolerable
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In the top third only 9. percent do. So in terms of the share of the
budget consumed by housing, it is absolutely crucial, and it becomes
more and more crucial the further you go down the income scale.

The second point I would like to make is that this has not been frit-
tered away onluxury living. The fact is, again. that someth'g like one
out of three persons in the lowest third of the income distribution live
in substandard housing.

Then you go up the income scale and then is much les substand-
ard housing.

The last point I wish to make as far as need is concerned is about
the Nego problem. I think this is worth stating in a little more detail.

In urban areas, one out of four Negroes are in overcrowded
dwellings. This was according to the 190 housing census. Negroes
have an overcrowding rate three times that of whites.

There is another expressing set of statistics I would like to call to
your attention. We know that the Negroes have been rapidly flocking
into the cities from many parts of the country. I wonder whether it
is realized that this has been accompanied by an absolute deterioration
in housing conditions in the following sense: Nonwhite families in
substandard urban housing, the number in substandard housing in the
decade of the 1950's, increased by 400,000. There were 400,000 more
urban Negro dwellings in substandard housing in 1960 than there were
in 1950.

Senator SMATHRS Can I interrupt you right there I I asked Sere-
tary Weaver when he appeared before the committee whether we were
gaining gound or losing ground with respect to ghettos and slum
housing in the city, and his response was that he thought we wre gain.
Wnground in terms of physical housing. But under additional quo.-
tiong, he finally admitted that the numbers of people who were mov-
ing into the ghettos are actually outnumbering even this improved
housing situation.

Am I to understand that from your studies it is your conclusion that
in point of absolute numbers we are losing ground rather than gain.
ingaround insofar as providing adequate housing is concerned I

Yr. Kuu. This is not ino it with Secretary Weaver's remarks.
We could be losing ground because of the very rapid population
increase.

Senator SMATmzs. After all, if we are losing ground because of the
POuation increase, you are still losing ground, as I see it.

Mr. Kua. I would be the last to d ey th mark
Senator SxTl If you had, for ample, 100 more houses built

in the city of New York, Anges, or wherever, you got a few
more houses, that is true. But if you had 200 more poverty-stricken
families, then you are actually losing ground.

Mr. Kx.I quite age
Senator Sxim And that is your conclusion I Your ooncluon

is that we ar lI ground, not gaming ground?
Mr. Ku. That is my conclusion.
I think it is useful to comment on something which has not been dis-

cussed so far as I know by the other witnesses, and that is te reation
of this bill to the 1988 budge for housing and community development.

We know by looking a the budget, thatplannedpa entsltoet
public for fica 198 w fall to 11L81 billion from p$92 ebilioza in
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the recently concluded fiscal year. This is largely for reasons connected
with a reduction in purchases of mortgages by FNMA and the Fed-
eral Home Loan Bank.

This global retrenchment has been accompanied by much fanfare
on a long overdue model cities program which, however, remains in
the planning stage.

The model cities program what I know of it could be a great thing,
if the Congress willpass it, but it is a long run program and housing
now is not a part of it as much as it should be.

According to the budget, public housing will be slightly increased.
Unfortunately, urban renewal, which has many positive attributes, has
been increased more than any other single program, but all too often
this has destroyed more low-income housing than it has created, so that
in terms of low-income housing this budget does not seem to be very
strong at all.

I think, therefore, this legislation, which is aimed at construction
now, is an admirable complement to the model cities program and other
legislation.

1 would like to make two suggestions. In fact since my complete
testimony is going into the record, to save time I would like only to
make the one that I conceive to be far and away the more important of
the two.

The more important one is that rehabilitation ought to be very
heavily encouraged if we are going to get an abundance of adequate
quality housing at the lowest cost. If we are to succeed at that, we will
need different physical and financial standards for renovating houses
than those standards we set for new construction.

Instead of the 50-year asset lives which are implied by the financing
provisions in the present bill for all projects, much shorter physical
lives and, hence, lower physical construction standards, should be
acceptable for rehabilitation projects.

Unless this is done, rehabilitation is and will remain too expensive
and unprofitable. A large volume of fair quality reconstructed housing
is much to be preferred to elegant but nonexistent rehabilitated
housing.

This seems to me to be a point that your committee could consider in
its deliberations.

Senator SmATHzES How about talking about the required rate of
return.

Mr. Kui. Let me talk briefly about the required rate of return and
then I will be able to conclude very swiftly.

According to the sample calculations presented in the bill, after-tax
rates of return should fall in the range of 10 to 20 percent, but most of
them will be in the 18 to 16 percent range. These profit rates are better
than the average in manufacturing but are of the sort available in good
manufacturing opportunities. It is hard to know the return that build-
ers will demand in order to switch their activities into this field.

We can hope that the recent riots will not hinder entry into the areas
designated by the bill and that prospective redtape will be minimized.

It is possible that the rate of return will have to be increased 2 per-
cent or so, and that easier provisions will have to be made for passing
on unavoidable cost increases to counteract these prospective problems.
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Senator SMATIrIs. Would you be in favor of having provisions in
the bill which would authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development to go up as high as 30 percent, which we have envisioned
in real terms, a 30-percent return, to get them into this ?

Mr. KtH. I find 30 percent somewhat high, personally.
Senator SMATHEMS. You thing it is too high I
Mr. Kumi. That is correct.
Senator SMATHERS. And it is your judgment that somewhere between

15 and 20 percent will be sufficient to get private enterprise to move
into this area?

Mr. KUN. I suspect it may be toward the upper end of the range.
I say that not from close personal knowledge, -but from discussions I
have had with people who are actively engaged ia this field.

I would like to emphasize a point which Professor Tobin made.
Senator Ka~mry.wWhen we talk about the 30 percent, we are talking

about the 30-percent credit.
Mr. KuH. Excuse me, I misunderstood the question.
Senator SMATHUEB. You and I understood each other, actually. What

happened is that you are talking about overall return.
Mr. KuH. I am talking about the after-tax rate of return.
Senator SMATHBrS. That is what I thought you were talking about.
In other words, what will the man finally realize. That is what you

are talking about.
Mr. KuH. Yes.
Senator SMATHEMS. So when you add all of these things up, the

credit and so on, what. will it take, if I were a private businessman, or
what would be the incentive I could see down the road that would
bring me into the field of building this kind of housing rather than
spending my time, energy, and so on in some other field?

Mr. KH. I think the point I want to emphasize is that in the vicinity
of the incentives of thisbill there is a realistic prospect of businessmen
coming in, but I want to accompany that by a warning, which is that
even if they don't come in, it won't be the last. opportunity but it will be
an excellent opportunity missed, and the initiative will then, inexora-
bly, go to the Government sector.

In other words, this is a generous bill, a very generous bill, and if
the time comes where the private sector says, "No, even this is not
enough," at that point I think the social pressures will become inexora-
ble for Government action.

I am really saying that the private enterprise economy, which talks
about its ability to meet the needs of this country, has an opportunity
now to put up or shut up. If they don't put up roughly in the vicinity
of the returns in this bill, they will have to shut up.

Senator Swrnuss. Some fellow said yesterday he got a statement
out of the New Yorker, which said this bill is not b on somebody's
geat passion for social justice, or anything- it is grounded on the
American tradition of lust for more profit and passion for moneymak-
ing--something of that character, which actually is what we think
we need in order to get private enterprise into thi field. They have to
make a profit.

As you said a moment so well, what is it that will get them in
there. We think this mixatat we have is probably the right one to
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finally got them into the areas where they are so much needed, irrespec-
tive of how well or how not well their social conscience has been attuned
or developed.

Mr. Towri. May I make a comment on this I
Senator S ATBos. Yes.
Mr. To3. The kind of after-tax rate of return that you need to in-

duce private investment in this area also depends on the degree of risk
which you are asking the private investor to take.

One aspect of this bill does create an insurance fund which prevents
actual losses, actual cash flow going below zero in any year. That is an
insurance ainst terrible things happening which should diminish
the required rate of return.

Another posibility along these lines that I alluded to briefly, and
which was raised again by-Mr. Kuh's remarks, is to the extent there
ar extraordinary r in regard to property damage and so on, or
that private insurance insurers think there are, then it might be that
a way of getting around that, or a more efficient way of gttigaround
that is not just to offer a higher after-tax rate or return indiscrimi-
nately, but to enge in some kind of reinsurance or subsidy to insur-
ance which would be similar in the bill to the abatement of property

Senator S TIms. I might say at that point that I would like to
direct your attention to a bill which I am sponsoring and which Sen-
ator K ed is in favor of, concerning small business.

It is a sma business protection bill which is now before the Bankin
and Currency Committee. It will provide Government cooperation ang
actually Government underwriting of certain losses which result from
riots, vandalism, robberies, and so forth.

The fact is that these businesmen can't get insurance today. When
they are victims of this kind of degradation they are out of busmess
forever. It may be that in time we will have to take that particular
bill and extend it to this type of an operation in the slum area, in the
ghetto area, so that the investor would know that he is not someday
going to wake up and find that his whole investment is gone by virtue
of al-fre or violence which, of course, he could not control.

You may poed, Mr. Kuh.
Mr. Ku*. l1 think in the guise of a general economist, I would like

to support the remarks of Professor Tobin on the desirability in some
circumstances to make special tax favors

I am talking now about the types of criticisms which seem most
likely to concern Treasury official and the liks. In general, these are
not liked by economists or by tax authorities but the fact is that these
tax incentives have been used when the social objectives were thought
to be of suficient importance with the approval of tax authorities andeconomists.

In an eanerency we will break the speed limit. When two reasonable
prostions conflict, resolution must be arrived at by overriding the
01pre i requirment. .
In my opinion, and clearly in the opinion of the qmsors of this

bill--d Ihope of the country-thi purpose is an overriding one
and we should not be bemused by abdact principles of fiscal equity
which, in particular cases should be overidden in the interest of
rater equity.
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I would simply like to wind up by saying this: I hope this bill
passes. I think the social agenda has been curbed much too long. I
think this is more than a lack of compassion; I think it is the worst
political and social nearsightedness

Senator SxATHER Thank you.
Would you not agree that we should not just talk about this in terms

of the social need I Although the social need is enormous, if we are not
careful, people may get the idea that this is purely a social program
to achieve a purely social end.

There are great economic benefits to the country by answering this
social problem. Is that not a fact, in terms of employment, in terms
of lea crime protection, in terms of less crime incidence ? Is that not
true?

Mr. KUH. Yes. You are sa that we will make a better society,
help to make a better society, d-we will reduce a number of costs in
this way.

Senator Sw ms. Right. In other words, there are economic bene-
fits to this, over and above the social benefit.

Mr. KUH. There are economic benefits over and above the social
benefits; yes

Senator SmATHms Senator Kennedy.
Senator KNEmDy. Did either one of you see the statement of the

Treasury Department in connection with this legislation ? If so, do
you want to make any comment on it ?

Mr. ToMN. All I saw was the newspaper account of Mr. Barr's
testimony. I haven't seen the full details I think it is an example of
what we are both talking about, to some extent; namely, the principle
which understandably tle Treasury and other tax people would try
to defend, against the erosion of the tax base by speciJ exceptions here
and special exceptions there.

T oi geeral attitude on that that I would have to have is that u
have -ve some perspective about these things. It is not an absolut
which has never been violated or never shouldbe violated. We know
it has been violated many times by legislation in the past.

I can't imagine a better cause anda more override purpose which
justdies it thi this on& I think it is quite misguided to stand on some
kind of pure principle of the inteiirty of the tax base which we
haven't respected in the past consistently anyway, and to use that
against a program of such merit, great merit.

In the last analysis, you certainly don't want to be promiscuous
about trying to accomplish all kinds of legislative obectives by shoot-

Sholesi the tax law.e canallag to that. utyou lveto
uge these n case y caps and with some weighing of the so.

call e ono advantages and priorities.
Mr. Kua. I agree completely with what Mr. Tobin said. I won-

ded, as I read the newspaper account of what Under Secretary Barr
said when he referred to the very narrow purpose for which this legia.
lation was intended.

When I think that there is disaster assistance for torno dama
and that tornadoes can hit one or two houses; how narrow can you get?
Government assistance, be it out of the tax base or out of revenues,
is often very s c
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Senator Sxa ~rs. Thank you, gentlemen, very much.
Senator KrNEmr. Mr. Chairman, we have some statements of in-

dividuals who have not come as witnesses, but whose statements and
letters to the committee I think are very useful and very helpful.

I wonder if I could read excerpts for a couple of minutes of several
of them.
Senator SmATBr.5s. All right.
Senator Kennedy is recognized for that purpose.
Senator KzNNwY. We have a statement from Mr. Lawrence Stone,
rofesor of law at the University of California, and formerly Tax

native Counsel to President Johnson.
.e has submitted a statement to the committee. He supports this

legislation. He says:
In my opinion, the urgency and monumental size of the problem that our Nation

faces and which the bill alms at, the disgrace and injustice of urban slums,
Justifies the use of all available solutions including tax incentives.

Then he goes on to discuss the legislation in greater detail
Could we ave that put intothe record I
Senator SMATHEIS. Yes.
Senator KENNEY. Next is a letter to Senator Russell B. Long from

Henry Ford, of the Ford Motor Co.
He says, "It may appear unseemly to mention costs and profits when

urgent human needs are involved, but I am convinced that any ap-
proach which ignores these basic economic factors is doomed to fail-
ure. The profit motive is an immensely powerful force and useful
guide to effective economic action. It must be maintained and brought
to bear on the urban crisis. I believe that Senator Kennedy has incor-
porated this essential approach in his proposed legislation. These bills
offer real hope of getting the business community deeply engaged in
the fight against urban blight, without great cost to the (overnment.".

Next is a letter from Mr. Harry R. White, executive director of the
Sales Executives Club of New York, who states:

"To our way of thinking, this is the most sensible program anyone
has yet come up with to solve an increasingly serious national problem."

There are a number of letters from mayors of various cities. For
example, the mayor of Columbus, Ohio, writes, "I can report to you
that the municipal officials in Columbus are greatly enthusiastic over
the potential these bills have for eliminating basic causes of urbanbligfit))b ext is a letter from the Business Development Fund, here in

Washington. The director of it writes:
"S. 2100, this is a good idea and I would be prepared to stick my neck

out and predict that it will produce new housing. It seems to me that
the job of our Government is to provide a good climate wherein the
dynamics of private enterprise and private investment can takeover
and produce results. This bill would do just that."

Next is a letter from the Metropolitan Detroit Citizens Development
Authority. The letter states:

"Both bills are imaginatively conceived and visionary, yet are prag-
matic in approach."

Next is a letter from the Bendix Corp. It states:
"While it is difficult at this time to predict the extent of any com-

pany's future plant expansion, we would certainly endeavor to channel
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a portion of our new projects, to the extent practicable, to such areas,
assuming tax incentives were substantial and that the tax requirements
were sufficiently definite to warrant approval of a particular project
on a justifiable business basis with reasonable assurance of a successful
venture."

Next is a letter from Prof. Frank I. Michelman, of the Law School
of Harvard University.

Next is a letter from General Motors Corp., which says, "There can
be no question that substantially reducing unemployment and provid-
ing better housing and transportation facilities, and improving down-
town business areas are urgent problems in many if not most of our
cities. They are of concern to all of us not only from a business but
from a human standpoint. As the leading industrial nation, enjoy-
ing the highest living standards, we must be leaders in this area as
well." The letter goes on to endorse the concepts of the bill.

Next are letters from the International Telephone & Telegraph
Corp., and the Stauffer Co.

A letter from the Dreyfus Corp. states: "Your legislative proposals
seem well conceived. You have made this seemingly ununderstandable
problem of the afflicted areas understandable. Our research group feels
the incentives offered are of sufficient proportion to stimulate the neces-
sar business activity."

letter from the Boeing Co., states: "The incentives provided in
both S. 2088 and S. 2100 should make investment in poverty areas
attractive."

A letter from the Union Carbide Corp. states: "These incentives
offered in your proposed bills are very attractive and would constitute
important considerations in making private investment decisions."

Perhaps if we could print these [etters in the record, it would be
useful to the committee. There are quite a number of other letters,
however, that are also available to the committee and which I put into
the record on the first day of h i .

Senator SATnxwS. Without objection, we will make them a part of
the record.

(The documents referred to appear in the appendix.)
nator Sx nzaS. Our next witness is Mr. Edward J. Logue,

former development administrator for the Boston Redevelopment
Authority.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD L LOGUE, OF BOSTON, FORMER DE-
VENOPXEIT ADMINISTIATOR FOR BOTN UMDEVELOPIENT
AUTHORITY

Mr. LowL Mr. Chairman, Senator Kennedy I should perhaps be-
gin by pointing out that I am a former administrator of the Boston
Redevelopment Authority.

Senator SMZTr zS. All right, sir. We are happy to have you no
matter what your present employment or occupation is

Mr. Louz. As a matter of fact, I am presently unemployed, but I
dom't expect to stay that way very long.

For the last 7 years, I have been the administrator of the Boston
Redevelopment Authority, and for 7 years before that was adminis-

85,-1 O--7--.--26
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trator of the urban renewal and development program in the city of
New Haven, Conn.

Senator SMATuns. Are you a candidate right now for mayor I
Mr. Iouz. Yes, sir; I am a candidate for mayor of Boston on Sep-

tember 26.
Senator SMATniEas. No wonder you don't expect to be unemployed

very long. You are optimistic about the race.
Mr. Loou. That is right.
Senator SMATHMS. All right, you may proceed.
Mr. Loowu. I have taken a day off from my campaign effort in an

exciting mayoralty race to come down here, at Senator Kennedy's
invitation, oo testify in behalf of what I consider to be vitally importantIlilation.it should be clear by September 1967, to all thinking Americans,

that the cities of this Nation do not have the resources themselves to
solve the urban crisis which has so dominated the headlines this
summer.

The Senator's own eloquent statement when the proposals were
submitted in July, and the other material which has been put out
which has been made available to your honorable committee, make ter-
ribly clear how serious this problem is, if anyone needs convincing.

Know that as one who has been actively engaged n a broad scale for
a dozen years in devising solutions to deal with urban problems, I
am pleased to see the attention this crisis is at long last receiving.

In all candor, however, we must admit that attention is all it has
received. The response from Washington to date on the urban crisis
has been totally inadequate.

The resources are not being made available, the sense of priority
of urgency and commitment has not vet developed to the degree that
will be required to make any dent at all. The unpleasant fact is that
the combined efforts of private enterprise and the Federal, State, and
local governments are not staying ahead of the problem-they are
not even keeping pace.

Each passing year of increasing affluence for the rest of America
widens and deepens the gap for those who are left out of the main-
stream of American society.

Our National Government is preoccupied with other problems-with
a war in Vietnam for which there is no end in sight; with a space pro-
gram that is clean, challenging, costly, and relatively noncontroversial.

We come to you thinking we understand the term "Great Society."
The rhetoric of the Great Society has, from the beginning, outrun its
performance capacity. There has been a striking and disappointing
reluctance on the part of either the Executive or tie Congress to admit

that the level of appropriations they initially sought, let alone finally
approved, was insudicient.

I think we would all be a lot better off if we would admit that the
National Government is not yet ready to make a serious cash contribu-
tion to the solution of the urban crisis. That is why I think this matter
before you is as important as it is.

If Washington was ready to say that until the war in Vietnam was
over the cities were going to have to wait and that this was a useful
time to consider new programs like the model cities program and to
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try out other experimental programs, all the people in the ghetto, and
the people outside who are also concerned, would know that Washing-
ton wasn't ready or prepared with the solution or the resources. The
American people are ready to face the facts about a crisis if the facts
are made clear to them.

We are not the kind of people who panic, but we have a lot on our
minds, a lot clamoring for our attention and we are confused when
the rhetoric and the resources are out of balance, as they are in Wash-
ingt n today.We are even more confused when responsible representatives of the

National Government insist on saying, as they did last week, that the
cities of America do not have the capacity to absorb larger sums.

I can tell you from direct knowledge of dozens of cities across this
Nation that that proposition is not true. We in Boston have the imme-
diate, I repeat, the immediate capacity to absorb a substantial addi-
tional amount of Federal funds and to use them effectively. Plans
have been approved and they are sitting in a pipeline somewhere be-
tween Washington and Boston.

Please understand that I am not complaining about Boston's share.
Compared to the rest of the Nation, we have done very well and we
have no complaint, but isn't it time that the National Government
came right out and said we can't get you the money you need and you
know how to spend because of the war in Vietnam I That they refuse
to do.

Let's look at our State government. It is quite clear that every time
two or more Governors get together they pass a resolution saying,
"Let's channel all Federal aid to cities through the States."

We at the local level might be a little more sympathetic to their
plea if we had seen any initiative in solving ghetto problems coming
from any of our Governors, but it is only since last July, when the
mayors called attention to this lack of concern on the part of the
Governors, that a few of them began to develop program.

If we are talking about Government answers, and it is true, as I
think it is, that the Federal Government is not going to put up the
money this year, next year, or until the war in Vietim is over, and
if it is true that the Stae government is not going to put up the money,
then we have to look at the city governments

I would suppose that the proposition was barely arguable, not with
your time. o, American city I know of is big enough and strong
enough and wealthy enough to resolve its urban poverty crisis out of
its own funds. You can be sure we would like to-none of us enjoy
coming down here with our hands out, but the facts are that purely
local solution is not in the cards.

But there is another way and that is what I want to talk to you
about in my testimony.

I want to pause and say that I hope that the impact of this ver(
impressive array of testimony will not be too discredit progr al.
ready on the statute bookL The urban renewal program is in my
judgment a first-rate concept, the poverty program is a first-rate
concept. I think the failures and the shortfalls in those programs are
tiot attributable to the statutory provisions but to the complete under-
funding and the resultant delays in processing, and confisions about
priorities in the expenditure of very limited resources
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So I am not here to attack urban renewal, poverty. Ur anything like
that.

I think we need the money for them. But I have come down here be-
fore other committees and said that many times. I don't think we are
going to get anywhere with that theory.

I am here to say, from my own knowledge of Boston and other
cities, that this urban crisis is worsening each year. We need to focus
attention on the extent to which the private enterprise system has
conked out. This legislation is to bring it back.

If you go through the ghetto a that this legislation is concerned
with, you see wit drawal over and over again,by all kinds and all
parts of the private sector.

If you think of this in the ghettos in your own State, if you go
around talking as I have to people, you will find a reluctance to take
risks under the present set of rules.

I think it is time we faced, as Senator Kennedy has here faced, and
as you, Mr. Chairman, in the remarks you made in July, when you
joined in sponsoring this legislation, that it is time to get the private
sector involved. It is easy to get the private sector involved in some
pilot project where there is a lot of publicity and not much risk.

It is easy, I suggest, to get the private insurance sector involved in a
billion do lar program when it is 100 percent insured. But to get

private enterprise involved on any massive scale is something else
again.e

The experience that we have had over the years in trying to get the
affluent to improve conditions among the poor in America have been
permeated with an atmosphere of righteous charity. This kind of "do-
goodism" has given a lot of well-intentioned people a lot of credit
lines for civic service but it hasn't made much of a dent in the problem.

Furthermore, when we grudgingly get around to encouraging in-
vestment in the ghettos we tend to make the profits as slender and
difficult to get as possible, and the administration of these programs,
once enacted, time and time again has attempted to make them an
unprofitable and complicated as possible.

I believe the National Government is responsible for this because
the Congress has not understood that the profit system must work
for higher profits inside the ghetto than outside; 221(d) (3) program
are goo-d examples of that.

Believe the National Government is responsible for this because
the Congress has not understood that the profit stem must work
for higher profits inside the ghetto and outside. IfN am correct, and
the record would indicate that I am, that Federal funds are not
going to be available in quantity, then we must devise ways and means
to get the private sector into the ghetto on as broad and busy a scale
as possible. This has never been tried before.

What we have to do is to ask ourselves, "What's the most effective
way to channel private money and private talent into urban poverty
areas in every way that can be useful ? How can we get the profit
big enough in urban poverty areas to make private enterprise compete
for the opportunity to do something there I" That is the approach we
must take.

I believe it is the approach which underlines S. 2100.
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I would suppose it would be clear to all, without the need for proof,
that the incentive profit margin cannot be added onto the cost of
goods or services being furnished in the urban poverty area. You
can't put it on there because there isn't any market when the price
goes up, and it just won't happen.

Therefore, we must find another way to channel this investment.
I was somewhat amused in reading Secretary Barr's reluctance to be
part of this solution.

We have found in the past in adpating the Internal Revenue Code
to serve some economic or social objective. I recognize that the
pirists-I noticed Mr. Bittker has come around. He started initially
being reluctant to see this social objective served. He considered it
carefully and came out with the idea that there was an opportunity
and a responsibility here. There are so many special interests being
served today by various provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. I
think it will do no harm, for a change, to serve the special interests
of the poor, as Senator Kennedy proposes.

We cannot write them off and we cannot forget them.
This is the timely importance of Senator Kennedy's legislation. It

proposes in the two key areas of housing and industrial development
to amend the Internal Revenue Code to make it a partner in the
effort to eliminate these urban poverty areas.

Senator Kennedy's legislation has addressed itself to two of the
major areas of concern: housing and employment.

His proposals for housing are concrete, are practical imaginative
and readily workable. I feel that, if adopted, they would make a major
contribution to the solution of the housing problem in urban poverty
areas. 4

I noted in Secretary Weaver's testimony before this committee that
there was a reluctance to have this new program. I think it is time
we had a little competition. We have public housing programs, we have
221 (d) (3) programs. I say let's have this Kennedy program and have
a competition to see which can do the fastest, the most, at the cheapest
cost to the poor toprovide decent housing. There is room for all.

The problem is big enough so that all solutions should be welcomed.
The important thing here is to give private enterprise the opportunity.
on its own initiative to get started and get something done because it
has been made profitable.

The key to this proposal is, of course, the use of low-interest loans,
tax credits, and accelerated depreciation. These are the tools that we
have used to encourage American private investment abroad in under-
developed nations. Isn't it time we used these same tools to develop the
underdeveloped urban areas of America I

A decent home is a thing that all Americans aspire to, and too many
Americans are without. I think Senator Kennedy's proposals deserve
a. try. I am confident they will work. I would welcome ten in Boston
and I am sure that they would be welcomed in hundreds of other cities
as well.

If the Department of Housing and Urban Development is hostile to
them, let's give the responsibility to somebody else-a little competi-
tion isn't the worst way in the world to get things done.

I would urge just three things for your consideration in this legisla-
tion. As you come to mark it up in committee, I would hope that every
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time you had a chance to choose for more or less profit you would
choose for more; every time you saw a control which you could drop,
you would drop it.

Three or four hundred thousands units are not enough to solve the
problem but they are enough to indicate the workability of this ap-
proach. Three or four hundred thousand units on this experimental
basis could teach us much, and if the program turns out to be the suc-
cess I think it can be and must be, then tle demand will go up and I
am confident that Congress will respond.

So I urge you to give this chance to private enterprise to show what
it can do to create low-cost housing in the parts of the Nation that need
it the most.

I would like to say you support the notion, as Whitney Young did
earlier this morning that this be focused in the poverty area, and that
this investment be channeled into the poverty areas where the need is
the greatest.

We all know that the cycle of poverty can be broken only if some-
thing is done about employment as well as housing and education, and
yet we know under the present rule private enterprise is reluctant to
invest in job opportunities and job training in urban poverty areas.

The same principles apply here as apply in housing, and Senator
Kennedy has used them well. We have our full share across America
of industrial development commissions which rapidly acquire their
own wrapping of redtape. The opportunity that exists here is to get
the Internal Revenue Code amended to encourage private enterprise
to get in the act. Again, the tools of investment tax credit and accel-
erated depreciation can make the difference.

Jobs should be brought to the gheto. We should do everything we
can, with all the imagination we can command, to make it easy to find
stable employment, because it is only when employment is available
and the training to qualify for the job is available, that we are going
to have alternative to hanging on the corner waiting for something
to happen.

I am not one of those people who believes in guaranteed incomes.
A guaranteed income system for America is an image of failure. It is
a statement on the part of most of America that there are some people
who can never fit in-for whom we can't find work-and therefore we
will hand the most painless dole possible.

I don't think that system will be healthy for the individuals who
supposedly would benefit and I don't think it would be healthy for
the rest of America.

Therefore, I applaud Senator Kennedy's efforts in his industrial
investment legislation to make it more profitable for private enter-
prise to offer employment and training inside the slums and outside.

If there is a big enough return to private enterprise for doing it,
I think private enterprise can find a way -to employ the unemployable,
and that is what this legislation is all about.

I would welcome this legislation in Boston. We could use it as soon
as it was available. It would make a difference now. Again I would
urge that if you consider the legislation, if you change it, you make
it simpler-put on less control, more postauditing if you like, but see
how simple we can make it and how much profit we can put into it.
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I am prepared, at least to some extent, to answer any questions
that you members of the committee may have about this legislation
from the point of view of someone who has worked to find solutions to
these problem in the urban poverty areas for some years.

I can tell you that these programs will work in Boston, that we
could put them to work quickly and they could do a lot of good.

We have people in the Boston community who know how to respond
to this kind of incentive and who would be eager to do so, and once
we got it rolling we would begin to get that other major benefit of
effective private enterprise, which is that one good thing follows
another.

I am confident that if we could put these programs to work in the
urban poverty areas of Boston, not only would they achieve the objec-
tives the legislation sets forth, but they would have a multiplying
and leverage effect.

If the community began to have more confidence in itself and in its
capability to solve its own problems, we would find more and more
people interested in preparing themselves for work and in taking
advantage of training opportunities to achieve a higher level of skills;
we would find city services getting spruced up and schools catching
the spirit of hope.

There is so much to be done-why have we waited so long to encour-
age our private enterprise system to get in there and pitch I In all the
rest of America when we want to get something done, we turn to pri-
vate enterprise to do it and we are not disappointed.

I have had experience with many different kilds of private enter-
prise participation in programs in urban poverty areas. I have found
a willingness to be helpful, a desire to see something accomplished,
but I have seen successful performance only when it is possible to
make a profit.

This Nation is facing a choice. We can make the urban poverty
areas a battleground where civil disorder arises out of despair and
suppression of protest is the result. That is not the way I would like
to see America go. That way will not work. Let's try to make it easy
for private enterprise to help. The Government can and must do its
share and it must do more, but let's give the private system a chance
to help, too.

We have these areas in Boston and they would be better off today
if this legislation were on the books and we were pushing for the con-
struction of this housing and the promotion of this industrial devel-
opmenL

This legislation would offer the kind of constructive alternative
America is looking for, that our cities are desperate for. Senator Ken-
nedy has become a leading student of these problems and has taken
his work into the field. He has launched impressive programs in the
major urban poverty areas of Brooklyn, and they are making a dif-
ference.

I had some small role in that work. I can say to you that this legis-
lation before you this morning will make a tremendous difference
in the ghettos of America if it is acted upon promptly, and then if
it is administered sympathetically. I hope that somehow or other
Mr. Chairman, a sense of urgency can be found, a sense of the vital
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tirely out of this problem, into it with both feet.

I don't think we want it out of patriotism, I don't think we want
it out of charity or sympathy. The private enterprise system responds
to the profit motive. The way to get that profit motive is through
the Internal Revenue Code.

Although I can understand the reluctance of Secretary Barr to get
involved In these policy decisions, he and his colleagues at the Treas-
ury are already involved in so many public policy decisions that it
wouldn't hurt to get them involved in the ghettos, too.

Thank you.
Senator SMATHmmS. Thank you very much, Mr. Logue.
Senator K NEDY. Thank you very much for your testimony. It

will be very helpful.
Senator SxATHaw. Our next witness is Mr. George C. Shattuck

from Syracuse, N.Y.

rAT .EMEt' OF GEORGE C. SHATTUCX, SYRACUSE, N.Y.

Mr. SHArcx. I am from a city with a population of about 210,000people.
Reading the material sent to me by Senator Kennedy's office in

Syracuse, I thought it would be incumbent upon me to come down
here and offer a few suivions about this bill as related to small cities
the size of Syracuse, NY.

I think in several respects some changes would be in order so that
cities the size of Syracuse can partake of the very fine benefits of Sena-
tor Kenned 's and Senator Smathers' bill.

No. 1, It ik the requirement for 100 minimum units is probably
well appropriate to New York City and other large cities, but I think
as far as Syracuse is concerned, it will not do us much good.

I think the economics that may have dictated 100 or New York
are not present in Syracuse. I think 40 to 50 units would be completely
applicable to Syracuse, N.Y.

I think you give some consideration to a flexible scale and the num-
ber of units needed to qualify.

Senator SKAmzns That is a good suggestion. We will give more
consideration to that particular point.

Mr. SHATrucK. Thank you, Senator Smathers.
My second one is as a lawyer in Syracuse, which I am I am a littlefamiliar with the procedures needed to get approval of a Federal and a

State project. If something can be found to simplify procedures, I
think it would go a great way toward helping. If an area could be
designated as a qualifying area, by Washington, of course, without
further specific Washington approval of individual projects, I think,
again, you would open the door to many investors and builders who
just can't get through all the red tape that you have to go through.

Senator SMATHERS. We concur in that also.
Mr. SHATucx. The next point is the accumulated earnings tax un.

der section 531 of the Internal Revenue Code, may, in my opinion,
bar many corporations from making this kind of an investment.
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If you have a large publicly held corporation, there is no problem.
But you can have a large privately held corporation which, if it in-
vested in an inactive business, such as we are contemplating here, the
Treasury boys would be in very shortly and say, "What are you doing
that forl You are accumulating earnings here and we are going to
slap a penalty on you."

So if some expression could be inserted, either in the committee
notes or in the law itself, that under the accumulated earnings tax this
would be considered an active business, I think you would go far to-
ward broadening out the people who could make this type of invest-
ment.

Senator SxATHRns. That is also a constructive suggestion. We will
look into that.

Mr. SHATrUCx. My final point is to commend the concept of this
type of legislation. For every lawyer or businessman who understands
FHA financing or urban renewal types of situations, there are prob-
ably 100 or 500 who understand tax concepts.

This, I think, is the greatest thing out this bill, that you may
have hundreds of businessmen, lawyers, and accountants in a city like
Syracuse who understand very well what a 10-year writeoff means
or a 20-year investment credit. They can get their clients into this.

If you start talking with concepts like urban renewal, they are out
of it before they even get started.

I would again commend the concept of this. I have respectfully been
passed, hopefully with the suggestions I have made.

Thank you very much.
(The statement referred to follows:)

PWAM STATZMRNT Or GEORGS C. SnATrucx, SatAcusx, N.Y.

UMAX HOUSING JNVcrMNT ATo

Thank you for the opportunity to address your committee. I have studied the
summary of the Urban Housing Investment Act furnished to me by Senator
Kennedy's Syracuse Office and I entirely favor its purpose and concept. As a
resident of Syracuse, New York. I can see that something extra is needed to
spark the revitalization of our downtown residential areas. This legislation may
be It!

A recent report of our Community Chest stresses our great need for low rent
housing, especially housing for large families. Aside from structural deteriora-
tion we have a Just plain shortage of such housing in Syracuse. Our innerity
area is typified more by old and over-crowded house structures than by the large
apartment tenements you find in cities like New Yrok.

I think the tax and financing incentives In the Urban Housing Investment Act
could go far In helping the people and government of Syracuse to "bring back"
this downtown area and help the people living there. As presently proposed, how-
ever, the Act would do little to help Syracuse. Here's why:

1. The 100 Uni Requirememt. For a City like New York, a 100 unit base may
be quite logical from the standpoint of site acquisition, construction and operat-
Ing costs. For Syracuse, with fewer potential investors and a different cost struc-
ture, 40 or 50 units may be entirely feasible. You might have four Investors at
50 units for every one who could take on 100 units. What we need in Syracuse
Is low cost houses, not "housing". Where one, two or three family structures are
concerned, It would be most difficult to assemble 100 units.

I suggest that the minimum of units be lowered to 40 or 50 for apartment struc-
tures and still further for house-type structures. I further suggest that house-
type structures need not be contiguous. If an investor or builder could rehabili-
tate ten two and three family houses in Syracuse and still comply with the Act,
he would be doing a lot of good in return for his tax benefits.
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. Federal Approval. Many federal programs involve complicated forms and
procedures and a long wait for approval. Why not have the Individual project
approval come locally-once overall federal approval of the area and project
was obtained. This would place on the City the burden of dealing with Washing-
ton. A small Investor might have the cash and "know how" to build and operate
the housing but not for finance planning studies and the expert counsel needed to
get the project ready.

Individual approval at the local level would make the whole procedure more
flexible, speedier, and less expensive.

8. Houeig Code Standard*. The maintenance of high upkeep standards should
be enforced by making a certificate of compliance with local standards a require-
ment to obtaining the tax benefits In any given year.

4. Subohapter 8 Provision. The use of Subchapter S of the Internal Revenue
Code to permit corporate Investment is a fine idea. I suggest that for this purpose
Subchapter 8 be modified to let trusts and other corporations be stockholders
and to permit more than ten stockholders to Join In this type of investment.

5. Investment Credit Carryovcr. The description of the Act did not mention a
carryover provision for the Initial tax credit. A carryover would greatly help the
builder who had a loss or low Income during the year of completion.

. Aemmulated BRan ftnga Taz,. A statement that such an Investment was an
active business under Section 531 I.R.C. would create a great incentive for private
corporations to make investment in low rent housing. Lack of such a provision
might make It risky for a close corporation to make such an Investment even if
its management wanted to do so. The Internal Revenue Service may well In-
terpret such an investment as evidence of an unreasonable accumulation of earned
surplus. Without an expression on this point, I fear that use of the Act will be
limited to publicly-held companies.

CONCLUSION

The best thing about the Urban Housing and Investment Act is that It employs
tax concepts which are understood by many thousands of businessmen, builders,
lawyers and accountants. By keeping it relatively "simple" you will insure broad
participation by people who could not afford to penetrate the mysteries of urban
renewal type concepts. By providing for looal approval of individual projects you
will insure speed and adaptability to local conditions.

May I suggest that further hearings on this legislation be held in several
medium-sized to small cities like Syracuse. Alternatively, public officials, builders,
and representatives of construction unions in such areas should be specifically
invited to comment In Washington.

Senator SMATHEW. Those are most constructive suggestions.
Senator KzNmY. I do not think we had focused very sharply on a

community of the size you refer to.
Mr. SHATruCK. The focus here seems to be on the large cities, as it

should be, but let's prevent the small cities from getting into the
plight of the larger ones.

Senator KNNEDY. And some of them are covered by the legislation.
You have made some very good point. We have been talking about

the bigger cities rather than our smaller communities. We must also
meet the problems of these smaller entities-especially in the housing
and unemployment areas.

Thank you for your testimony.
Senator SMATHEIS. Mr. Ziegler, would you identify yourself I

STAT ENT OF STEPEN Z LER, ATTORNEY, YOUNG, KAPLAN
& EDELS N, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. ZimGL=. I am Stephen Ziegler, an attorney in private practice,
a member of the firm of Young, Kaplan & Edelstein, in New York
City.
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Senator KxNEY. And you have had a good deal of experience and
background in the tax field

Mr. Z=Lna. Yes, sir. My firm advises business firms on the tax
consequences of various transactions. I have lectured before the Prac-
ticing Law Institute in New York City on several ocuisions.

I am the author of several articles published in tax periodicals.
I have written several letters to the Internal Revenue Service, the
Treasury Department, regarding proposed legislation and regulations
which have been acted upon.

I am the author of a chapter of the American Law Institute, Ameri-
can Bar Association book on the Revenue Act of 1964.

Senator SMATHE S. You may proceed.
Mr. ZIaEim. I would like to discuss briefly an example which was

presented to the committee earlier in the hearings concerning the sup-
posed windfalls available under the bill. The example reminded me of
the old chamber of horrors teaching method in a law school, in which
a law is extended out to its furthest extreme in order to show the
most extreme result and possibly to criticize that extreme result.

Actually, however, the results in the example read to the committee
are not extreme at all. They are rather moderate. The example involved
an investor who constructed a project at a cost of $1 million. The
funds were supplied 100 percent by this investor.

In other words, he did not get any Government loan whatsoever.
In the example it was assumed that the investor held the building
for the full 50 years of its life and that he didn't make any sale
of it. He took full advantage of all the tax provisions in the bill.

I have taken this example and made the correct computations as
to the amount of money that the builder would earn and the amount
that the Government would lose under the bill. The fact is that the
builder made a profit over the 50years of only 7.5 percent. This is
lower than the profit which a builder could have made if he had put
his money into a conventional apartment house.

Indeed, if this were the only possibility under the bill, the builder
probably wouldn't have invested at all. However as we shall see later,
the builder does have possibilities under the bill and, indeed, prob-
abilities of making a far more significant but not an unreasonable
profit.

In this hypothetical example which was presented as a case of milk-
ing or windfall, the total cost of the project to the Government over
50 years was about $960,000. If the Government were to attempt to
achieve a similar rental level for aprject constructed under the rent
supplement program, the cost would be almost three times as large, or
about $2.6 million, over 50 years.

In point of fact, the builder would not hold the project for 50
years as he did in this example. In view of the way that the builder
constructeJ his profit would be far more substantial if he makes an
early sale o1 the uilding to a cooperative consisting of the tenants of
the building h

In this case, his yield, assuming he sells after 5 years, would go up
to about 18 percent. Such a yield may be sufficient to interest private
enterprise in this program. Interestingly, as the builder's yield goes
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up the cost to the Government goes down. The earlier that the builder
88118 to a tenants' operative, the fewer years in which he will be
charging off depreciation deductions against his income.

This means that the cost to the Government is less. It is a key
feature of the bill that the investor has an incentive to sell quickly
and thereby reduce the cost to the Government.

Assumig that the builder makes such a sale after 5 years, the cost
to the Government, total, of the building goes down to about $760,000.
Once again, this is about one-third of the total cost of achieving the
same rent levels under the rent supplement program.

I would like to introduce into the record of the hearing a table
showing the 50-year cost of achieving a rent of $82 a month. The
example rests upon a building of 120 units, having aggregate costs of
$1,500,000.

This example is based upon the detailed computations in a memo-
randum submitted to these hearings, which are available for all to
check. It compares the results to the Government, what is the cost,
over 50 years of achieving a rental level of $82 a month.

An important assumption which is made in this chart is that after
10 years, the builder sells the project to a co-op consisting of the ten-
ants in the building.

Senator KENEDY. Have you copies of that ?
Mr. ZIEGLER. We have only the original, sir.
Such a sale at the end of 10 years is an avisable cost for the builder

of a certified project under the bill because he makes more money that
way than if he continues to hold it.

With regard to a 221 or rent supplement project, the builder has no
choice. If he sells at the end of 10 years he can preserve a rate of return
of about 8 to 9 percent.

On the other hand, if he waits, his rate of return will go down sub-
stantially. Indeed, after a while it will go below 8 percent.

This is one of the reasons why Professor Berger indicated this morn-
ing that a great many investors are not interested in 221. Indeed, why
an investor who carefully calculates what will happen to him in the
future, a prudent, careful investor, may shy away from the program.

On this assumption of a sale to the tenants' co-op at the end of 10
years the results in total cost, interest cost, rent supplement cost, in-
come tax cost, of achieving this rent of $82 a month are as follows:
Certified project under the bill, $1,624,000; rent supplement program,
$4,048,000. A combination of rent supplement plus a below-market
interest rate loan under 211, $2,528,000.

It is worthy of note that as between the rent supplement program
and the rent supplement plus 221, the cost to the Government is lower
if the two programs are combined.

However, under the law as it presently is on the books, this can only
be done to the extent of 5 percent of the rent supplement program.

Once again, however, the important conclusion is that the cost under
the bill is substantially lower than the cost under either of these two
programs.

(The chart referred to follows :)
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SOYEAR COST OF ACHIEVING RENT OF $ PER MONTH

PROJECT OF 120 UNITS, COSTING 51,500,00

. 2100- Ret
certified Rent supplement

equity piqu

Rte supplement ................................................. 2000000 $2,018,000
Interest s ub si-------------------- .---- 1200 ~ I
Local real estate tax abatemet .................................... 415:000
Income tax costs (assumIn sale to tenants co-op at end o 10 years).... 237,000 00 46,000

TO codt .................................................. 1.624,000 4.046,000 2, 3, 000

tNOR&

Not: Yied, S 2100-cortilled proJect 1251 Percent; mt supplemn or 221, 112 pecn

Senator SMA mis. Thank you very much, Mr. Ziegler.
Senator KzNNEY. Could I ask one question before you leave I
The combination you have discs involves a 20-percent-equity

investor and a sale to the tenants after 10 years. If you had a larger
equity investment, or the sale at a different period of time, would that
increase the expense to the Government substantially

Mr. Ziioi.ua No, sir; that would not increase the expense to the
Government substantially. The reason for that is this: Among the
expenses of the certified project in this table is an interest subsidy of
$912,000. If the builder finances the entire project by himself, the
Government saves that interest subsidy completely.

Of course we have to give the builder a larger tax incentive to make
up for the loss of the subsidy. But the two balance each other out.
This is a feature of the bill which increases tax incentives as the
builder puts up more money.

Senator KlqmY. So no matter what combination you have of
equity investment, depreciation, or sale to the tenants' cooperative,
no matter what the combination of those three elements might be, the
cost is still going to be substantially below the cost of producing
comparable low rentals under rent supplements or 221 (d) (3) plus rent
supplements!

Mr. Z=ozm Yes. No matter what the builder's equity investment,
ranging from 20 up to 100, whether he sells to a co-op of the building
shareholders or whether he holds the building for 50 years, or whether
the building remains in private hands but is sold several times over
tJi9 50 yesrs, the total cost under the bill is substantially less than
the cost under either the rent supplement program or the rent supple-
ment plus 221 (d) (8).

The detailed computations underlying this conclusion are set forth
in the memorandum submitted to the hearing.

Senator Sx&Trmas To whom did you submit that !
Mr. Ziuoizn. That was submitted on Thursday, Senator.
Senator SMATHESm. At the time Mr. Caplin teifiedf
Mr. Z~xaLU. It was submitted the day before, on Thursday.
Senator SxamIhas. We want to be sure we have it. In any event,

that has been admitted to the record.
(Seep. 119.)
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Senator SMATIERS. Senator Kennedy do you wish at this time to
make it statement, in light of the fact that we are going to conclude
tlsiee hearings at this point ?

Senator Ky:xNEn'". I will defer to the Chair.
Senator SI.TII,:its. This does conclude the hearings on S. 2100. We

iave liad witnesses testify from the Federal Government and from
other branches of government.

We have iad Senators, mayors, administrators at various levels.
We have liad a large number of witnesses from the academic world.
We have had an impressive group of witnesses from the private or
business sector of our economy.

We have had honebiilders. in that sector. We have had contractors.
'o(xiay we have had privatee citizens who are knowledgeable in this

field testifying.

W1e have had witnesses representing organizations, they and their
organizations bei ig greatly concernedin tis field of social progress.

I think it is a air statement that no oe could have sat here for
these 3 days and listened to the testimony of these witnesses without
having been enormously impressed that there is a great and growing
problem, that there is a great and urgent need to meet that problem,
and while it is primarily located in the bigger cities of the Nation,
such as New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and Los Angeles, nonethe-
less it is a problem which in point of fact exists in cities that are not
as large as the big cities. It is a nationwide problem.

It is at problem that deserves the attention of everybody throughout
the Nation, at every level.

It was made clear during these hearings that this problem is not
only a social problem but an economic problem, and that if our country
is not to rot and decay from within, to put it graphically, then some-
thing needs to be done in the very immediate future to attack this
problem which is gnawing a our vitals.

No one could sit here and listen for 3 days to the witnesses who
have testified without being impressed with the fact that our present
programs, while they are of good intention, while they are working
in some respects, are nonetheless not meeting the problems.

They are hit and miss in nature. They are spasmodic and sputter-
ing. There is not enough being done even with them. But totally, the
solutions that'hav e thus far been offered are grossly inadequate. No-
body could sit here and listen for 3 days to this great array of witnesses
which we have had without coming to the conclusion that this prob-
lem demands immediate attention by the Congress of the United
States, and yet those of us who serve in the Congress and know the
temper of the Congress cannot help but realize, as a practical matter,
that tlte Congress is not going to do a great deal with respect to appro-
priating large sums of money for additional public housing units.

It is not going to appropriate large sums of money for an expansion
of urban renewal, even though that program is needed, as a 1 these
programs are needed.

It is not, in point of fact, going to support greater Government
projects. That is not the temper of the Congress today.

We already know we are going to have a $29 billion deficit result-
ing from activities which the Government has previously undertaken,
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because of a slowed-down economy in some respects, and more particu-
larly because of the efforts which we are making in Vietnam.

It would be unrealistic to believe that the answer to the problem of
urban rot and blight, and the consequent crime and uneconomical
activity which results therefrom, is going to be answered by additional
appropriations from the Congress this year.

There is only one solution to those particular problems that these
witnesses could .see, and those of us who have listened to them can see.
That solution is that we enlist, somehow, the great capacities and the
great talents of our private sector in this particular area.

As I have said previously, this is the worth and the genius of the
bill, S. 2100. It can do the job, and it can do it much less expensively
than any of the programs we now have.

The only way we know, being realists, being pragmatic about it,
that we are going to get the private sector to come into this particular
program is to give them an incentive, a financial incentive. They have
to make money.

As one witness said today, we have to give them that kind of an
opportunity which would encourage them to take their talents and
their money out of some other field, so to speak, and put it into this
particular field of building houses in slum areas because they can make
more money in this particular field than they could in some other field.

This is what we seek to do. This is what this bill seeks to do.
As I said, I don't believe that anybody could listen to the witnesses

we have had before us, and we have invited all kinds-we could have
had many, many more-nobody could have sat here and listened
without being enormously impressed with the fact that this particular
solution is the only lution.

I am convinced that we could take hearings like this-out around
the country, go to smaller cities, such as Syracuse, to Jacksonville, Fla.,
to Omaha, Nebr.-we could go throughout the length and breadth of
this land, and I believe we would be amazed at the uniformity of

Opinion that we would get throughout this country, from every sector
o our economy.

They would say, "This is the way and the only way to approach the
problem of eliminating ghettos and slums throughout our land."

We could do that. We may have to do that, because it may be that
we do not yet have the support within the Senate of the United States
and the Congress of the I nited States to get the bill passed.

We can educate the people of the Nation as to what this bill is all
about. They know about the need, they know about the urgency of it,
but I don't. know how well they know about this solution which has been
offered.

In any event, this could have been done. It may yet have to be done.
As has been said, this is an idea whose time has come, because this

is the only idea that. offers a practical solution to this very real, urgent
problem. I cannot help but believe, however, that. time is running
out on us.

Senator Kennedy, Senator Pearson, Senator Ribicoff, and I, as
sponsors of this particular measure, will have to put our heads to-
gether to see exactly how it is that we are going to get it before the
Senate. But get it before the Senate we will. The Senate will have
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an opportunity in some fashion or another to vote upon this idea. I
cannot help but believe if all the Senators had been permitted to
hear this testimony as we have been, that they would be as convinced
as we now are that this is not just the best solution; as a matter of
fact, it is the only solution.

So we conclude these hearings. I hope that many people will have
the opportunity of reading them. It is eminently clear, if the people
read this record, if they examine the problems, and compare those
items offered as solutions or prospects of meeting the problem in the
immediate future, they can only conclude that the Senate bill, 2100,
is the only realistic, practical answer which has been offered thus far.

Senator KENiwEy. Could I associate myself with the remarks of
the chairman I I think the legislation has been supported by people
6f all political persuasions across this country. It has been supported
by people from the various economic sectors of the country--business-
men, financial figures, and bankers-and by those in the academic
field.

It seems to me that S. 2100 should be seriously considered. We
can argue and battle about the details of these matters for the next
10 years, but in the meantime, as you, Mr. Chairman, have said so
eloquently, our country will disappear from within, it simply will
rot from within. We can and must do something.

This legislation obviously makes sense. It is inexpensive. It will
get the job done. I think we should bring it to the serious considera-
tion of the Congress of the United States. I would hope that the
administration would reconsider its position and come in and sup-
port it.

Senator SMATHEJs. Thank you very much.
The committee stands adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m., the committee adjourned.)
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STAThMVNT BY WILLIAM F. MAY, OHAIRMAx, AMMAN CAN Co6

Mr. Chairman, I greatly appreciate the invitation of this distinguished Con-
mittee to express my view with respect to 8. 2088.

The approach set forth in the Bill to stimulate investment in poverty areas
thereby creating new Jobs and Income Is both Imagintive and sound. Its -hal-
lenge to private enterprise, as both an opportunity and an obligation, is one
that I would hope American business would readily accept.

I can't speak for American business in Its entirely. Ajs an individual businea-
man, however, I consider S. 2088 to be the most potentially productive approach
yet offered to this country's mounting urban problems.

The Bill obviously seeks to remedy what many American businessmen con-
sider to be a primary fault with our poverty efforts; the failure to Involve
the direct action of the ilvate enterprise system.

I subscribe to what Sehator Robert Kennedy has referred to as a new part-
nersbip against poverty involving the government and Its people, business and
labor, and the poor themselves.

I also endorse the propose that the Bill does n uire the creation
of new government depae nts or agencies; new systems o welfare handouts
nor great, new amount f government spending.

The key to Indust involvement, however, that portion o S. 2088 that
calls for tax incent es designed to e le priva terprise to ke invest-
ments In theu poverty area

The co-sponsor/of this Bil nator rsoA of Kans, has s that
the tax Incentiv i would provide d ry n attacki urban povert would
represent a lytic eleme ot co trol. f suggested th this
catalyst would be supplied at re It nse. x credit, ac-
celerated dep ation, and tax redu rd Indust , added, would
be compensa for b uced wel y ta, rev nues on h her
earnings an increa i ri

Senator arson I ed k on of priva enterprise s-
tem. He ackn wedged priva te a ar nible to ir
stockholders. They are ling t ckleh e to empl . to
train and to reduce. B t such at be con ly without
nomic return.

Specifically, as to 8. 'the Am icauL(gn would, I assu you,
be lnfluended tax credits, accelera or o special n era-
tion in choose the locations for futur atmen in plant a
extent to whih e could particjqsWen p ma Job-traini would largely
determined by effects fortse of such prog a on e
position.

In short, our nil responsfllty.to our stck61ders must balanced
against our social sibllitles In determining how much we ht spnd on
such programs. This Is n to overlook the fact that, In training en and women,
we would provide for our n future staff of qualified wor and executives.

I personally lean toward a rated depreciation a prime Incentive for
Industry to Invest In physical estab ax credits also-are attrac-
tive and effective. If made applicable to "Intangibles," such as training costs, they
certainly will provide added Incentive to industry to share in solving social
problems.

I also would suggest a possible need, not covered in 8. 2088, for some inclusion
of the governmental power of eminent domain In the total program of finding
new locations for industry In areas where social troubles demand it. The power
of the investment dollar is great, to be sure, but Its power and effectiveness can
be doubled when teamed with the Judicial application of government authority to
attain desirable ends.

(369)85-10 0-47-25
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There is something else I wish to mention, as having occurred to me in my
study of these problems. That is the need to prepare more young people from
diverse backgrounds for performance in the executive and junior executive
levels of industry. Often what is in;plied here is a college or university education
coupled with special training of oi~e kind or another. But I am sure that the
American Negro and other citizens of minority groupx4 in this country are not
interested in having more jobs made availaljle in the city dump, on the sanitation
crew, in the sculleries, or on the shoe-shine stands.

If some means could be I 'nd to offer Increatsed incentive to industry for exec-
utive-level training, as opp fd to un-skIlled or se miskilled technical training.
it is certain to fill a growing. ed for industry as well as satisfy the aspirations
of many who feel the route to the top is simply not open to them.

May I conclude by saying that the situation in many of our major cities al-
ready has degenerated to the point, I fear. where years and years will be needed
to reshape moral attitudes, the family structure, and public acceptability of
what must be done to restore the American dream to the American city. The
intent of S. 2088, however, appears to be a realistic alproach to the problem in-
volving the "results-oriented" approach of American business.

It has considerable merit, and I believe it could gain the support of the ma-
Jority of American industry.

TIIE NATIONAL PAPER TRADE ASSOCIATioN, INC.,
New York, N.Y., September 7, 1967.

Hon. ROBEsT F. KENNEDY,
U.8. Senate,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: Thank you for your August 30 letter pertaining to the

two bills which you have introduced for private investment in urban poverty
areas.

Speaking personally, and not for the members of the Association I represent,
I'm delighted that a Senate leader has come to the conclusion that the one sure
way of accomplishing objectives is to involve the business community.

It seems to me that one of the major causes of our urban difficulties and dis-
turbances is the result of too much thinking and too little planning, at both the
college faculty and governmental levels. The results of efforts to remove poverty
over the past few years have been high expectations, but extremely slow progress,
due to governmental confusion and indecisiveness.

Now, at last, you have thought of the business community, which so often is
Ignored by legislators until everything else has proved ineffective.

I thoroughly agree with you on all three of the premises which you outline in
the second paragraph of your letter, particularly the third one. If the proper
incentives and inducements are offered in private business, the extremely difficult
task of solving urban problems will be made easier.

Unfortunately, I am highly inexpert on the subject of urban housing. I wouldn't
presume to make suggestions for changing or improving your bills, because of
that fact.

The adequacy of the incentives incorporated in the bills would be best known
by those who will become directly involved, and I defer to them insofar as com-
ments and observations are concerned.

A reading of the two bills leads me to believe that for the first time, we have
a concrete approach toward at least making a start to solving urban problems.
But, of course, better housing is only a first step. What are we going to do to get
some of the poverty people, who have little or no education and apparently little
ambition, to become qualified to do something useful? The menial jobs which
these people are presently qualified to handle are going begging, and yet these
people claim that all they want is more jobs. How can they hold jobs that pay
higher wages when they aren't qualified by education or motivation?

What I'm trying to say is that I think that better education of the younger
people is an absolute requirement for improved conditions, and that better
housing is simply one phase of a most complex and difficult problem.

Please accept my best wishes for the acceptance of your programs.
Cordially yours,

GLENN LEACH,
BRecutive Vice President.
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TAx COUNCIL Or THE ALcoHouIc BEviRAG INDUSTaEs,
New York, N.Y., August 31,1967.

Hon. Ro=rm F. KEzNEDY,
U.. Seate,
Washington, D.C.
My DEAn SENATOR: The information detailing the provisions of the bill Jointly

sponsored by you and Senator Pearson is appreciated.
Certainly the blighted areas of our cities present the greatest challenge to the

ingenuity and compassion of the American people.
It is clear that the solutions to the urban problems hold the concern of most

of us who represent the business community but, frankly, many are not im-
pressed by the practicality of steps thus far taken. It is apparent that the
respective cities cannot provide the funds necessary to finance an effort coni-
mensurate with the need. As you know, the New York Constitutional Conven-
tion has debated the merits of unlimited municipal taxing authority. The
delegates overwhelmingly disapproved the proposal. I sincerely believe the
action taken by the Convention was sound. The pockets of high taxation which
would result from the exter"' of taxing power would further the serious
imbalance presently plaguing cur major ... . is imbalance, the poor vis-a-vis
the middle and high-income citizo._, IQ prompLec. .i part by tOvation which
causes an influx of the former and a withdrawal of the latter.

The major problems of the cities have n-t lwo, panAed there; they have
been brought to their prto.ut peak by the migration of the desperate under-
privileged. Therefore, financing their solutions by local governments is niot
practical.

At the same time, many of us are sincerely disturbed by the continued ex-
tension of Federal authority in areas traditionally controlled by the state and
local government. This extension obviously follows Federal financing through
grants-in-aid. We who are so disturbed would naturally look with favor on
greater Involvement of the private sector In new programs.

While I do not readily favor tax incentives, I recognize they must be con-
sidered under certain conditions. Having concerned myself with the urban
problem to some extent for the past two years, I have concluded that the incen-
tives proposed by you and Senator Pearson are warranted. Were I to undertake
a program of this nature I might possibly suggest some alterations but I am
greatly impressed by the proposals you have made.

Sincerely,
CHARLES W. BRYANT.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT INSURANCE ADJUSTERS,
Chicago, Ill., September 7. 1967.

Subject: Bills for private investment in urban poverty areas.
Hon. ROBERT. F. KENNEDY,
U.S. Senate Office Building.
Washington, D.C.

Sia: Thank you for your letter of August 31 enclosing. uf the Congres-
sional Record of July 12 and '13, 1967, wherein are contn..,.d your remarks in
presenting the subject bills and •verba ti'n ording of same.

As a registered Republicil ... A nappy to see an influential Democrat recog-
nize the need to Involve, heavily, the resources and talents of private investors,
whether they be business entities or individuals, in tLe effort to rehabilitate
urban poverty areas, which are festering sores, rapidly enlarging and spreading
an infection throughout the body of the nation.

As a matter of public policy, this approach should and must be undertaken
insofar as government cannot do it alone regardless of the amount of time
taken or the dollars spent.

Obviously the business community only can be helpful in the one instance
through additional Investment in expanding facilties but, in the second instance,
the doors will also be opened to millions of Americans via Investments In orga-
nizations designed specifically to enter the low-cost housing field.

I wish you success in this effort and thus, also, the nation as a whole.
Sincerely,

Baucs H. SMITH.
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FREJonIT FoRwm uM INsTTUTE,
W.om iton, D.C., September 8, 1967.Hon. Roauar F. Krnwnamr,

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DrAz SENATOR KzzIrny: Thank you so much for your letter of August 28, 1967,
and the enclosures with regard to the two bills, 8. 2088 and 8. 2100, which you
have introduced, designed to afford relief in the present urban crisis.

I have read both enclosures from cover to cover, and find that both propositions
have a great deal of merit and one would hope that you will find a sympathetic
Congress, as well as business community, toward an approach to the problem
as you have visuaJized It.

Inasmuch as our expertise Is mainly directed to transportation and its various
ramifications, I feel that we are not In a position to really analyze the technical
and procedural adjustments which would be necessary to Implement these
proposals. However, I shall keep in touch with these proposals with a great deal
of interest, and If I may be of service, please call upon me.

Sincere good wishes.
Yours very truly,

IL J. RmDcwx,
Executive Secretary.

FEDERAL INSURANCE CO.,
New York, N. Y., September 8,1967.

Hon. ROBERT F. KENNEDY,
U.S. Senate,
Washington-, D.C.

My DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: Your letter of August 14 concerning the two
proposals you have made providing incentives for private investment in urban
poverty areas has been received, and the specific proposals have been carefully
studied.

Federal Insurance Company Is a New Jersey Fire and Casualty company and
under New Jersey law Is restricted as to the type of investment it is permitted
to make. The ownership of real estate other than for company use Is not per-
mitted, and the purchase of equities in new companies is limited to a very small
percentage of total assets. In addition since It may become necessary to pay
large losses promptly, it is important that Federal have a liquid position to
enable it to make such payments. These considerations remove us from consider.
ing, In any major way, the type of investment your proposals suggest.

This Company, and the Fire and Casualty industry generally, have a keen
interest In the objectives you have in mind, namely the stimulation of prAvate
investment In urban poverty areas. The problems of providing appropriate
insurance protection to such new investment In these areas must be solved if
economic rehabilitation Is to be achieved. The property insurance industry is
represented on and working with the Advisory Panel on Insurance Protection
to the National Committee on Civil disorder appointed by the President In an
effort to develop a cooperative effort between private companies and the Govern-
ment to overcome these problems. and I can assure you we will do our beet to
arrive at a constructive solution.

Very truly yours,
WL.LtU REus.

E. I. DU POINT DE NEMOURs & COMPANY, INC.,
Wilmington, Del., August 29,1967.

Hon. ROBERT F. KENrEDT,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SE'NATon KENxEDY: Thank you for inviting our comments on your pro-
posals to encourage private investment in urban poverty areas. The need to ac-
celerate efforts in the housing area and to develop job opportunities is readily
apparent and deserves the attention not only of the business and industrial
community but all segments of our society.

Here in Delaware community leaders are working closely with business and
industry to accomplish this objective, and we share your view that involvement
of the private sector of the economy Is essential. Undoubtedly similar activity
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Is taking place in many other states and communities. The fact that such broad
effort Is now being concentrated on the problem Is encouraging. For example,
In addition to your proposals, Senator Percy has communicated with us In behalf
of his Housing bill, and of course the Administration has a number of ambitious
programs under way. As to whether these latter proposals are sufilient of them-
selves to achieve an adequate solution. I cannot say; but I note the concern In
your letter that they are not. It would seem to me, however, In the course of
hearings on your Housing bill, which I understand are now scheduled during
the month of September, there would be opportunity for a definitive discussion
of the whole range of undertakings in the housing field with a view to establish-
ing policies and practices likely to bring about the greatest measure of success
and achievement.

In the area of industrial investment the range is more limited, at least in so
far as the Du Pont Company is concerned. The technology of our production
simply does not lend itself to the location of new plants in cities because of the
hazards involved and because of the other requirements such as water, trans-
portation, etc. I recognize that there may be other Industries which might better
be able to locate facilities ,n urban poverty areas, but they certainly can speak
for themselves.

On the broad question of tax incittives, both for housing and industrial de-
velopment, I would raise the general question as to the likelihood of Congres-
sional approval for legislation at the present time In light of our defense expendi-
tures abroad and the fact that a tax increase is now iieuding. My understanding
is that the Treasury Department and the tax-writing committees of Congress
would be somewhat reluctant to authorize this type of legislation now, despite
its obvious worthiness. If conditions should permit a reduction in our fiscal
financial commitments abroad. particularly in Vietnam, there would undoubtedly
be greater opportunity for applying more funds to domestic needs. I Join with
you In the hope that this will come about in the early future. Meanwhile let me
again assure you that we inI Du Pont are ith aware of and deeply Interested
in whatever steps can be taken to improve and advance opportunities for edu-
cation and training and the development of realistic Job opportunities In poverty
areas.

My associates and I appreci te the Interest which you have taken in com-
municating with us and if we have further comment or suggestions I shall not
hesitate to be in touh with you again.

Sincerely,
C. H. GREENEWALT. Chairman.

METROPOLITAN 11LsiN0 AND PLANNING COUNCIL OF 'HICAGO.
.la icago, Ill...4 ugust 29, 1967.

Senator R~oHERT F'. KE.NNEI)Y.
S'enatc Ofice Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR S ENATOR KENNEIY: You were most thoughtful to send us copies of your
bills to provide tax Iln(entives for private Investment iII Industry and housing in
blighted areas.

Please bar in mind that our organization is a non-lorotit, notl-partisan citizen
group which does not have funds for Investment or construction.

We can say, however, that our organization is wholeheartedly in favor of the
tax Incentive approach. In fact, this is one recommendation we are developing
for a natioml action campaign to solve the problem of urban decay. We will send
this document to you as soon as it is in finished form.

We will appreciate receiving ten copies each of S. 2100 and S. .088 for detailed
analysis, and will be pleased to submit our comments to you as soon as possible.

Sincerely yours,
DOROTHY D. RUBEL, Director.

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR,
FJersey City, N.J.. Afigust 24. 1967.

Ilm. RosBERT F. KENNEDY,
U.S. Senate,
lW'ashington, D.C.

D)EAR SENATOR KrN.NE.IiY: Thank you for your kindness in briefing me on your
two new lroliosais to spur private Investment in urban Iawerty areas. I sUl)lrt
loth nieasures fully and without reservation.
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Your proposal of Incentives for the construction of low-income housing in urban
poverty areas Is a most welcome one. Recently, after many years of inactivity,
the New Jersey Legislature approved a somewhat similar proposal for middle.
income housing.

Your program, if adopted, and New Jersey's new program would, I believe, en-
able us to make a greater effort in the area of greatest housing need: for low
and middle-income persons.

I personally endorse your first bill, providing tax Incentives to private business
for making major investments in poverty areas, and our city would be willing-
within the limits of very restrictive state taxing policy-to provide local level
assistance.

As a practical matter, however, I feel this program has received a perhaps.
fatal setback at the bands of the urban rioters this summer. It will take some
time. I'm afraid, before private business again entertains seriously the idea of
capital investment In urlan slum areas. However, as your proposal may shorten
that time, I again endorse It.

With all best wishes, I am,
Sincerely,

TuoMAs J. WHELAN, Mayor.

Four LAUDWDALZ FLA., August 8, 1967.
Hon. RoBERT F. KirNzny,
U.S. Scnre,
Waekingto, D.C.

DrAR SENAToa KENNEY: I am In receipt of your letter of August 4th in regard
to the possibility of using private funds to assist in the redevelopment of some
of the areas in our City.

I have not had a chance to have the bills analyzed, but I wish to assure you
that, fis an individual, I would make every effort to assist private enterprise
in the construction of these projects.

I agree wth you completely that every area available should be explored. To
assist private industry to come to our City, with the aid of Federal money,
as a loan, is the best solution I can think of.

It Is my feeling if citizens have the interests of their City at heart they would
prefer to cure their ills--each and every one of us in our own City--by com-
bining your ideas re lending Federal funds to us so that we may participate
in securing the removal of all of these areas.

These are my own sentiments and I am stating them to you as my own thoughts.
Very sincerely yours,

EdMUND R. Buuar,
Maior-Commiesioner.

CITr AND COUNTY or, Dzxvzm,
Deaver, Colo., September 6, 1967.Hion. Rouawr F. KENNIWY,

Senate Ofloe Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: Thank you for writing me on August 4, requesting my
comments on your two Senate bills which would encourage private Investment
in urban poverty areas, to help create new jobs, and the construction of low-
income housing units in these areas. I am in full agreement with your objec-
tives, a feeling that I am certain is shared by every mayor of every major city
in the nation. I regret having taken so long to write, but toe subjects covered
by your measures are so critical that I wished to have members of my adminis-
tration study them with care before responding. This response encompasses the
thoughts and recommendations of my staff as well as my own.

I believe that the use of tax Incentives to private business to create jobs for
the poor is highly desirable. Having said that, I recognize that such a program
requires extensive safeguards to prevent abuses.

Unless ygur bills have been thoroughly discussed and concurred in by leaders
of organized labor, I can foresee potential problems. First In the area of cut-
backs, where union contracts with seniority provisions exist, and second, in
order to be eligible for Incentives buildings must be built in the poverty area
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and two-thirds of the contractor's work-force must come from the target area.
This would seem to me to pose some problems in obtaining the skills required,
unless some kind of waivers or extensive modification of apprenticeship programs
are obtained from the unions. This goes right to our employment problem In
poverty areas, and the need for employment statesmanship on all sides will
have to be exercised.

Your suggested 25% tax credit on wage costs would appear to pose some addi-
tional problems. On the surface it seems to give a competitive advantage over
existing businesses already operating in the poverty areas. This could conceiv-
ably exert a downward pressure on wages in established enterprises in an effrt
to overcome the labor cost disadvantage. Doubtless you have considered these
and other potential problems and have arrived at solutions. I feel that we must
have strong Labor support and participation if an employment program is to
succeed. I believe that your basic concept makes a great deal of sense, and
that a thoroughly workable program should evolve.

Your housing proposal comes to grips with local needs for new and rehabili-
tated housing for lower-middle and middle income families more realistically than
most programs I have examined. For the first time in recent years a realistic loan
fund of $3 billion over a six-year period has been proposed. The 2 per cent interest
on 50-year loans would be more effective than any other action in reducing
monthly housing costs for occupants. I wonder if you have considered a sliding
scale of interest charges from zero to the going rate based on the need of the
applicant. Such a formula would appear to have merit, if administratively
feasible.

I can readily understand your recommendations for local tax abatements, as
part of the formula for achieving low monthly costs. I am advised that a State
Constitutional amendment would be required in Colorado for such an incentive
to be legal in the ease of privately owned and operated housing. As a matter of
fact the Colorado Legislature this year withdrew tax exemption for non-profit
housing for the elderly, sponsored by churches, labor unions, and other responsi-
ble non-profit groups. Most cities are so hard-pressed for operating funds under
present archaic local tax structures, that any local tax abatement is considered
a hardship. An alternative that I have seez presented a number of times is to
assess full taxes against even low-rent public housing as well as non-profit low-
interest privately constructed housing, with Federal subsidies to the projects in-
creased to cover 80 to 90 per cent of the tax assessments, in order to maintain low
monthly charges. To be sure, this would increase Federal contributions, but the
Federal government is the only body with elastic taxing powers based on an
equitable formula of ability to pay.

I am intrigued by the several tax incentive provisions in your bill. Your sug-
gested tax credit ranging from 3% to 22% of the cost of a project, depending on
the investor's equity, should attract very large sums of equity capital. Coupled
with special depreciation incentives and capital gains tax advantages, private
developers should definitely turn their attention to providing homes for families
of relatively low income. I note that occupancy charges are to be set to yield a 8%
return on the initial equity. I would be interested in knowing the estimated re-
turns on net Investment, when the initial equity Is related to the tax credit, and
to large amounts of depreciation in excess of the income from the property which
can be offset against other income which result in significant tax savings. I am
not saying that this is too high an incentive to secure housing that is so des-
perately needed by the American people, but I feel that the public should know
what that price is

It is my understanding that under your measure rents would rnqe from ap-
proximately $70 to $100 monthly, and would be aimed lritwurily at families with
annual incomes of from $3500 to $6500. This, admittedly, Is the area of greatest
housing need. However, it does not lend itself to housing families of very low
income, or to serving as a substitute for low-rent public housing, unless it could
be used to house a substantial number of families receiving aid under a vastly
expanded rent supplement program. Which brings me to my final comment.

The bills you propose would, in my opinion, provide an effective supplement to,
and not serve as a substitute for existing housing programs. For example, I do
not subscribe to the criticism that the low-rent public housing program has failed.
With amendments that have been included in recent years it provides the best and
only effective housing tool for persons of very low income. While in some In-
stances the location, design aid administration is subject to criticism, on balance
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it has been a helpful program. Since 1950 this program has been crucified by the
Congress, and its authorizations and appropriations have been too little and too
late. Under existing laws it can be built so that It does not create ghettos of the
very poor, and it can be designed to upgrade neighborhoods where it Is built. It
meets a critical need for persons and families whose incomes are too low to
qualify for private housing built under existing or proposed programs which grant
tax incentives, tax abatements, and under-the-market financial terms with length-
ened periods of amortiation.

Recently enacted housing programs under FHA sections 221(d) (8), 221-h,
and 218 cooperatives, have been so limited by Congressional authorizations to
prevent an adequate test of their effectiveness. The Rent Supplement Program,
which I believe has great merit, will be seriously handicapped by under-financ-
Ing, even If Congress should approve the $40 million appropriation which the
President has recommended and which the Senate Committee on Appropriations
has approved.

Your proposed bills represent a call that is loud and clear for dynamic action
in the field of Jobs and housing for families of low and moderate Income. These
tools are essential If today's crisis in our cities Is to be met squarely and over-
come. You have stated the objectives, and presented a framework on which to
build. I applaud your leadership and assure you of my wish to cooperate in help-
ing to establish a public-private partnership which is essential to achieving our
mutual goals.

With personal regards and best wishes.
Very sincerely yours,

TOM CURRIoAN, Mai7or.

FaUNo, CAULF., Septcmbcr 6, 1967.
Hon. RomEr F. KEsNEDY,
U.S. Senate,
Waehington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: It Is without equivocation that I endorse the three
premises that underlie your two bills, "Industrial Investment in Urban Poverty
Areas" and "Investment in Housing in Urban Poverty Areas." Poverty is cer-
tainly no small problem, and coping with it, as we are becoming painfully aware,
has to be a total community effort with government, private enterprise and citi-
zens working together on many fronts. I applaud your approach in proposing
ways to tap the tremendous resources and energies of private enterprise in coping
with our urban problems.

A review of your two bills raises a couple of questions and uncovers some prob-
lems as they apply to Fresno and possibly to other cities, especially cities in
California. I will make no attempt to deal with the complex tax Incentive pro-
posals, as I am sure you have available more knowledgeable tax people than we
have here in Fresno. In regard to the industrial development bill, there would
probably be little difficulty in Fresno utilizing this program should It be enacted,
and we would be most happy to get some substantial industrial development
located in our slum-ridden West side. However, I question whether the require-
ment for a firm to provide 50 new Jobs is a realistic one. Fresno has a metropolitan
population of approximately 250,000 (161,000 within the city limits). A great
majority of our firms employ from 15 to 50 people. Due to the size of our metro
politan area and the greater availability of firms in the 15 to 50 employees range,
Fresno would be more able to obtain new Industrial development in its poverty
areas if the minimum was 25 new Jobs rather than 50. Perhaps chances of get-
ting involved with an unstable firm might be a bit greater, but the chances of
increased employment would be enhanced If smaller firms could benefit from the
tax incentives. Also, a number of firms employing 25 to 50 persons each would pro-
vide a more solid economic basis than Just a few employing 50 to 100.

In regard to the low income housing investment bill, the private enterprise In-
centives are certainly needed. I wonder though whether we would be encouraging
de facto segregation through this program If it is enacted, that is. if the private
low-income housing projects are constructed on as large scale as some Public
housing has been and since a great percentage of our poor are NegroeL Also,
though it is noted that the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development must
approve development plans and would have some control over not subsidizing
poor management practices, will the accelerated depreciation provisions en-
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courage shoddy construction which will last only ten or twenty years and will
good management be insured regarding property maintenance?

I was glad to see that provisions have been made not to penalize tenants who
begin to rise above their neighbors in terms of income and to train tenants in the
skills needed to operate home management corporations.

One big problem I would like to point out involves the provision which requires
local property taxes to total not more than 50 of total rents. Although the differ-
ence between the normally expected tax return on projects constructed under
this program and that received under the reduced rate can be reimbursed in part
through the tax abatement fund and in whole if the state provides matching
funds, local governments in California cannot legally establish differential tax
rates Getting legislation that would allow differential tax rates could be difficult.
Even If differential tax rates could be levied, there would be an enormous problem
in obtaining the cooperation of overlapping taxing bodies to coordinate tax rates
to achieve a 5% level. This is a unique and interesting proposal, but I wonder if
it is realistically obtainable.

Also in regard to this provision, what if the State does not supply the matching
funds to allow 100% tax reimbursement? Local governments cannot afford sub-
stantial tax losses, especially since improved housing probably requires a broader
range and higher level of urban services. California of late has not been extremely
cooperative in supplying matching funds. This can be seen in the administration's
refusal to provide the 10% matching funds for the college work study program.

I hope these comments prove of value to you. Best of luck in your efforts to
get private enterprise more involved in the war on poverty.

Yours very truly,
FLoY H. Hyijn, Mayor.

LAxCAsTEE, PA., Auguat 14, 1967.
Hon. RowaT F. KrNquzm,
U.S. Ben~e, WUahkgto^ D.C.

My DEAt SENAToR KENNY : I have reviewed your proposed bills with my staff
and I feel that, to date, they are the best proposals which have been submitted
for involving the private sector of the economy In an attack on the twin problems
of urban housing deterioration and poverty.

It has fast become part of our conventional wisdom that the problems of urban
poverty can only be solved through the active participation of our private enter-
prise system. While this Is no less true for having become something of a cliche,
I feel some of the proposals which have been made to this end are ill-conceived;
a case-in-point is Senator Percy's low-cost home ownership bill. While the legiti-
macy of the goal pursued by this bill is beyond queston, I feel certain provisions
are self-defeating and positively harmful. The autonomous nature of the quasi-
public corporations this bill would institute would, I think, work to frustrate
rather than augment a coordinated attack on the poverty cycle.

Secretary Weaver has observed that Senator Percy's bill falls to adequately
involve local government. This is a legitimate criticism. An attack on a problem
as complex as poverty demands, as both you and Senator Percy have recognized,
the utilization of the resources of both the private and public sector, but it also
demands maximum administrative coordination In this effort. Deep-rooted urban
problems have best been attacked by the integration of policy that a strong mayor
system allows. Likewise, any attempt to involve the private sector must provide
for coordination of policy with the priorities of the public sector If it is to avoid
self-defeating administrative fragmentation. This is a lengthy way of saying
that I feel that your bills achieve the necessary participation of private enter-
prise without sacrificing the ability to mount a coordinated attack on povery.

By way of commentary on the specifics of your bills, I am sure that Lancaster
would be anxious to participate were they to become law. While our unemploy-
ment rate is relatively low, both in general and among our urban poor, there
remains much room for improvement. Your bill providing tax incentives for
industrial location in urban ghettos would undoubtedly rectify to some extent
this problem. It is your housing bill, however, that would be of greatest advan-
tage to Lancster. Surveys that have been taken and direct contacts with out
urban poor consistently indicate that por housing Is the issue which evokes the
most concern.

I feel that your bill would provide a mechanism for Inducing the massive
infusions of capital that are needed to achieve the goal of decent housing for alL
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I am sure that Iancaster would be able to offer local assistance to Interested
investors. The necesary abatements in the tax laws (which must be changed by
state legislative action In Pa.) would undoubtedly cause short run fiscal hard-
ships, but It would be a price worth paying for decent housing and in the long
run It would probably result in significant savings in certain areas. Moreover,
at least some of the tax revenue would be realized by the City, whereas present
public housing programs result in a total loss of tax revenue with only slight
compensation through payments in lieu of taxes.

One provision of your bill which I feel in particularly praiseworthy is the
staggered relocation procedure. One of the most serious faults of present urban
renewal programs in the social dislocation that results from the disruption of
stable neighborhood patterns, as Newark's recent disorder has testified. By mini-
mizing this dislocation, your bill would allow for the retention of some sense of
community instead of further reinforcing the isolation and alienation of the
urban poor. Given the present impenetrability of the outlying suburts, this is a
worthy, if only stopgap, goal in relation to urban poverty.

Hopefully, it would be possible to integrate your bills with other local pro-
grams relating to poverty so as to mount a coordinated attack on the problem.

I hope to see the translation of your proposed bills into public policy. If there
is any way that I can be of further assistance, please don't hesitate to contact me.

With best regards.
Sincerely,

THOMAS J. MONAGHAN, Mayor.

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR,
St. Louis, Mo., August 14, 1967.Hon. RoBERT F. KENNEDY,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DFAR SENATOR KENNEDY: I have received the i wo bills for private investment

in urban areas which you Introduced in the Senate last month. I am very favor-
ably Impressed by both bills and am In perfect agreement with the goals of both
of them.

Unless I am mistaken about the details of the bills, I find the following
lacunae:

(1) In the bill to provide tax incentives to private businesses which would
make major new investments in the urban poverty areas, it seems that no pro'
vision is made for those businesses which would expand their present operations
in the central city. Yet 85 per cent of business expansion comes not from the
location of new Industries within the central city, but from the expanding of
existing businesses and Industries.

(2) In the bill that provides incentives for the construction of low-income
housing units, there Is no provision for the dispersal of the ghettos into the sur-
rounding suburbs or unincorporated areas. I recognize the problematics of this
desideratum, but until there is the dispersal of the ghetto through freedom of
residents and the availability of low-income housing outside the confines of the
central cities there will be the continuing dichotomization of the non-white
ghettoized central city surrounded by the white noose of the affluent suburbs.

Your emphasis upon the involvement of private enterprise Is highly appre.
ciated. Your knowledgeable and persuasive case for the use of tax credits for
private Industry locating in slum areas Is extremely pertinent.

I am very interested in the passage of these bills and assure you that if they
are passed I will do all in my power to have them implemented in the City of
Saint Louis. Your conjoining the bills with implementation through the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development seems highly Judicious.

Would you please send me ten copies of each bill? Thank you.
Sincerely yours,

A. 3. CZVANTES, Mayor.

CrTY OF Dcraorr,
August 14, 1967.

Hon. RoB=RT F. KzNNEDY,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEa SENATOn KENVDY: We In Detroit have been following with great Inter-
est the two bills which you have introduced, S. 2100 and S. 208. They strike
at the heart of the problems of any ghetto, whether it be In Detroit, New York,
Chicago or elsewhere.
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We have seen the need to introduce new Jobs in the ghetto as well as the need
for replacing or completely rehabilitaing 80,000 homes.

In a position paper dealing with our recent riots and our ghetto problem#
which we recently developed for the Michigan delegation, we put ourselves on
record as being highly in favor of your two bills. If the bills are passed, we
strongly intend to participate in the new programs they represent.

In terms of helping industrial concerns to get started in poverty areas, we
have set up the Detroit Metropolitan Investment Development Corporation which
has about $200,000 In funds available for construction loans. Once a program is
mounted, we may be able to Increase Its capital through further donations by
busines.

In terms of housing, we would be In favor of granting the necessary tax abate-
ments for which we would be reimbursed in part by the Federal government
We are, however, limited by State law to an abatement that amounts to 10

percent of shelter rent or to the taxes that were paid previous to renewal of a
site which is to be used for low or moderate income families. This law would
have to be amended unless you increase your in lieu payment of taxes from 5
to 10 percent.

The fact that you would also match State contributions to make up for the
loss of taxes may lead to our State's funding of this portion of the State Housing
Act which was passed but never funded.

If there is any weakness in your bill, It is that it was primarily designed to
promote low rentals and It does not lend itself easily to individual home
ownership.

In closing, let me say that both of these bills are Imaginative and Important
elements in combating the problem of the ghetto. I certainly will support them.

Very truly yours,
JZROME P. CAVANAGH, Mayor.

CT or DaYTON, Orno,
Omrrcz or THE 0iTY COMMISSION,

August 17, 1967.
Hon. RoBua-r F. Kxzqrwy,
Senate Offlfe Building,
Washington, D.C.

My Diaa SENATOn KENNEDY: Members of my staff and I have studied with
considerable interest your two proposals for legislation relating to the over-
whelming problem of business development and housing supply in urban centers.

I want, first to commend and hopefully encourage you for an imaginative,
yet realistic and courageous approach to some legislative help for us all.

Among my initial reactions is a strong recognition of the fact that com-
bined efforts of local and federal government with private enterprise will be
absolutely necessary to begin to solve these massive problems. It would be
my feeling that the city of Dayton would not only be interested in some such
development process, but would probably be in a position to take advantage
of it more readily than many communities. This opinion is based partially on
our knowledge of the diversity of our local industry and the increasingly difficult
task of expanding or locating any new development in the central city due to
scarcity of open space.

There have been occasions in the recent past when we have given thought
to some type of special incentive to private business and have found ourselves
somewhat stymied by statutes of the State of Ohio. Obviously national legisla-
tion would take into account such provision in the various states and ease the
way for cities to do some things that they are now unable to do.

I am likewise inclined to feel that legislation directed toward relieving the
urgent housing need in poverty areas would receive enthusiastic support from
our community. One of the major innovative proposals in our Model Cities
Application, which we hope will be one of those approved In the near future, is
a kind of program for extra long term, low cost loans for private home con-
struction and for repair.

The people in our Community Development Department have not yet had an
opportunity to study the material you sent to me but I will give them that op-
portunity and suggest that they may communicate with your staff regarding it.
I wanted, however, to respond as quickly as possible because we feel rather
strongly in Dayton that we have all of the problems of the modern American



city, but in manageable proportions; suggesting that effective solutions can
be found and shown in our city. Your companion proposals seem to have a num-
ber of ingredients that would Indicate great potential for helping solve two of
the major Ills.

Yours very truDA HA, Mayor.

OiCz or Tax MAY0,
Oaklad, t~. svt1,9

Hon. Rom F. Kuwwr,,
U.S. Se"te,
W"ektngto,% D.C.

Dzs SSzATos Kzrnur: I was most Interested in receiving copies of your
two bills relating to private investment in urban poverty areas. The approach
seems most constructive and would certainly benefit the City of Oakland. I offer
my support to your efforts to gain approval of these bills and would like to know
of their progress in the United States Senate.

As a practical reality it in necessary to provide the kind of incentives offered in
your legislation to encourage Investment in our economically depressed areas.

Sincerely,
JoHN H. E ADnqG, Malyor.

CITr or P DZIJIA,
A ug t 18,1967.

Hon. Romn, F. Kzxmmr,
U.S. Semae,
Wekd~sgto^ D.O.

Dral SmATm KNzxiIY: I have reviewed the Bills which you recently I&
troduced in the Senate to aid in the solution of two o our most pressing urban
problems, namely, jobs and housing.

In my opinion, both Bills represent excellent attempts to get at the root causes
of these problems and to mobilize the full resources of American society in eli-
minating them. The base Idea of Involving private enterprise by providing ade.
quate economic Incentives--particularly tax incentives--would appear essential
to any approach. It was out of this c on that the City o Philadelphia sug-
gested a Resolution to the recent meeting of the National League of Cities on this
very point

I am also In complete agreement with the position taken in both Bills that the
thrust o both Jobs and housing programs must be in the areas of greatest need,
those areas presently occupied by the poor. Despite our most diligent efforts to
provide equal opportunity to live and work anywhere, we must face the fact that
a large number o people will be living in their present neighborhoods for many
years, and we must help them where they are.

With specific regard to the proposed Urban Housing Investment Act, we would
applaud the emphasis on rehabilitation of housing dwellings upon which PhIla-
delpha is banking heavily in its attempt to provide adequate housing for the,
lowest Income families through our public housing program. I am concerned,
however, about the recommendation of adding yet another administrative unit
within the Department of Housing and Urban Development. While I would agree
that the i.HA. has not served the lowInCome segment of our population well, I
am not certain that an entirely new staff would be better able to administer
your program without serious delays and Inased Internal Competition with
Other --nistratve units of the Deam t.

I also must express some ern that the gal of the poram-that of provld-
in two and three bedroom units in multi-family buildings at "lIess than $100 a
month"-does not really strike at the heart ot the low-Income housing problem,
at least As it is felt here in Philadelphia. Our greatest need is for units suitable
for large families of low In0M*--ft~IM often only able to afford rentals o
$0 to $" a month, if they are not to be deprived of other equally nPtant need
such as food and clothing.

Finally, with regard to the smested eduction of local real estate taxes with
jartlal reImbursemet from th Federal Government, this would be likely to be

of little help here in Pennsylvania, where the bmntiwtuto h been
to forbid the granting of smch tax o s s This would pr-o1bly be the
caos in evera otra Ju isdletios, as welL
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Despite these relatively minor concerns, let me again congratulate you on the
legislation which you have developed, and express my full support of It. If J
can be of any further asisitance, please let me know, and I and my staff will
offer our full cooperation.

With all best wishes and kindest permal reqaii I am
sincerely yours,

JAMs H. J. TATz, Nieor.

S. S. Kass" 0.,
Deht, Mok., Aup t S819P.

Hon. Rosua r. Kgxz'm,
U.S. Senae,
W..khngton, D.C.

DrAt SzxrAToa KrzNw~y: The bills enclosed with your letter of August 10 have
been reviewed with great Interest. The constructive proposals embodied In each
bill obviously warrant the full attention of the Congress.

Since our company Is engaged solely in retailing, which Is expressly excluded
from the scope of the bills, perhaps It would not be appropriate for us to express
a Judgment as to their effectiveness, but we would endorse without qualificationtheir stated purpose.

With b rds and all good wishes,

Hexer MNNINGKAM.

Yxzz & Towifff, INC,
C , Ohi'o, August 21, 1967.

Senator Ir. KNxzNY,U.S. 8 ,

W hi 
ou f r

Di SvrAvo K uwr: a you for ding me copi of your talks on
"Ind trial Inv ent in n very "and "In ment in Housing
in U n Povert Areas."

I Cleveland, a the probl a that you a trying to solve
an perhaps I have an In on the av because of my association
wi the Cleveland Dev n Foun tio and Clevela d Foundation,
tw non-profit organimat which have n ed atles of the Avenue

p lenm ad to t cre t withon the power clear it up6
u will u doubt ly a re the ho g situation'

a involved I this si ton. r t Develo t ouda-
ti with nea ly two on do money contributed y Industry in

h area laun ed as p t garden Valley Devel eat designed
to ide low cost for VU People in area. This W
w we disco that ed on vaton go alo with and en

e the investment of large ds In cal equal and am certain that
this situaton a Hpl ou Houg area a perhaps most run-down

Swh that prva nterpripe dpa I te inlHne th your proposals
am an iedOl I n promise that Industr a"~

Hon. Romn Fr Weaugcs, DB., 8DptembcI , i
U.S.WSeisago, .

M Dun SemAws: This Is in repty to your letter of August 29th . . which you
enclod copies s of the two bills you introduoed recntly to help solve the prsent
urban erlss ,by providing tax l.tmactives to eeourage lirvate enterprhe to make,
major new Investments In business property and low Ineoe houns unlts In
the urban piverty arms You Invited monmat4 and any Aso 1ru oving
these billk
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As an association executive and as a spokesman for the paint, varnish and
lacquer industry, I concur with the basic premises underlying these two bills,
and, particularly, with the proposition that the present government programs
need to be supplemented with a maximum effort by private enterprise. I agree
that this full participation of private enterprise can be achieve much more
readily If the tax incentives you propose are made available* to the business
community.

While I have not yet had an opportunity to analyze your two bills in detail
nor to discuss these measures with any of our members, the provisions of 8. 2088
and 8. 2100 do appear to be sound public policy and a positive step forward in
our battle to halt the worsening slum conditions in our nation today. The National
Paint, Varnish and Lacquer Association is deeply concerned with. this problem
and feels strongly that slum areas can be alleviated only with proper tax Incen-
tives. Similar tax incentives to encourage Individuals to repair and maintain
their property will be highly effective in preventing countless other areas from
deteriorating to slums.

The NPVLA already has gone on record In strong support of such legislation,
i.e., a bill introduced earlier this session by Rep. Casey of Texas (H.R. 358) to
allow a tax deduction up to $750.00 to a home owner for repairs and improvement
to his property. A similar bill has been Introduced by Rep. Halpern (H.R. 11155)
and a related bill by Senator Carlson (S. 288). Enactment of this legislation
would not only benefit the depressed building industries (including painting,
papering, carpentry work, plumbing, electrical work and rooting) but also would
stimulate the economy and create new Jobs. More than twenty-five industry and
trade groups have endorsed this legislation; and, we enlist your support as
well.

In view of the foregoing, I feel confident that S. 2088 and 8. 2100 will receive
the full support of the more than one thousand members of the NPVLA located
in forty-six states throughout the country. I shall have a member of my staff
keep In touch with Mr. Curzan or Mr. Walinsky in order to keep apprised of
further developments in this matter.

Sincerely yours,
ROBERT A. ROLAND,

Rayeetive Vioe Preident.

Senator RoBW F. K&Nxzn, OAKLAND, CAL., September 13, 1967.

U.S. Semtue,
Wash4noto*, D.A.:

We strongly endorse your bills to foster private investment In urban poverty
areas. It is gratifying that last year's crisis of the cities' hearings In which
Oakland participated have been distilled into 8. 2088 and S. 2100. The bills will
cure many current defects. If a statement can assist, please advise.

JONx B. WinuAm,
Rxecutive Director, The Redevelopment Ages ot the Cit of Oakland.

CZLANW9Z
New York, N.Y., September 5,1967.Hio. Ronwr F. KENNEDY,

U.S. Senate,
Washington D.A.

My DEAa SENATOa: Thank you for your very thoughtful and provocative letter
of August 14 concerning the bills to encourage private investment in urban areas.
I am sure that business leaders throughout the nation will share a deep interest
In these proposaiL

As I believe your bills demonstrate, there is no single incentive program which
would guarantee a sufficient solution. I am therefore impressed with the many-
faceted approach you have taken. For example, I am sure many people mis.
understand why industries do not necessarily locate In areas where there are
presently hundreds of unemployed people. The plain fact is that with today's
technology there is no such thing as a general labor market. Hence, industry
must plan for manpower training and I agree with you that it in wise to include
that kind of incentive program.



There must be a national commitment to the solution of the job problem-from
labor, from business, as well as government. Hopefully, spokesmen on these mat-
ters will continue to emphasize the need for such totality.

Companies of our size have long recognized a responsibility to participate in
the affairs of the public sector, including efforts to solve social problems. Ttese
efforts, I believe, should continue to be In the context of normal business activities
and problems. While this imposes certain restrictions upon us-restrictions in.
herent because of the type of business we operate-we realize the challenges and
opportunities exist.

I hope you will continue to keep business people Informed and involved In work
toward resolving our national problems.Sincerely,

HAJowL Brcxmz

GzIlzuL Foos Cozy.,
White Plains, N.Y., September 5, 1967.

Hon. RoDErr F. KEfnNDY,
U.S. Senate, Waehington, D.O.

DEAn SrATOR KzNEr: I have reviewed with great interest the ills you
recently introduced in the Senate attacking the problems of our urban poverty
areas These are undoubtedly the most critical domestic problems facing the
nation, and their solutions demand the combined resources of government and
business. General Foods, like all business, has a vital stake in the solution of
these problems. These urban poverty areas have an impact on the homes and
families of many GF people, as the New Rochelles, Mt. Vernons and Chlcagos are
close to our major installations.

Our attack on urban poverty areas must not neglect conditions in rural Ameri-
ca. The feeling of despair that overshadows some of our rural areas forces migra-
tion to the cities. The assault on hard-core unemployment and Inadequate housing
cannot have its hard-earned gains lost by our failure to correct a part of the
problem at its sources.

The tax incentives for businesses making new investments in these urban
poverty areas should create new employment. These provisions will have a greater
Impact In certain industries than others, and I am sure this was recognized In the
drafting of this legislation. The high volume to value relationship characterizing
our products is reflected in the sizable land needs for our processing facilities
The lack of available land in our urban poverty area, and the relatively high cost
where it is available would probably lessen the lihpact of these tax incentives
on our investment decisions. The necessity for major rail and truck facilities for
the movement of large volumes of raw materials and finished product and the
demands placed on utilities and sewerage facilities would also be major con-
siderations. Labor intensive industries, where the extra tax deduction of 25%
of wages paid to previously unemployed persons would be of major significance,
would find this factor influencing their investment decisions a great deal more
than companies like OF where processing labor represents a relatively small part
of cost of goods.

The characteristics of General Foods products and facilities are such that
these tax Incentives would not influence our investment program as currently
planned. This Is due to the nature of our business, and while I cannot speak for
other industries, It does seem that these same Incentives would have a material
impact in high labor intensive businesses whose space needs could be met in our
urban areas.

Your housing bill attacks the problem of Inadequate housing. The Incentives
set forth undoubtedly reflect the thinking of leaders In this field, and neither I
nor my staff have the knowledge and experience to assess them. We have not
participated in any real estate ventures and do not have the management skills
or fiscal resources to make use of these Incentives. While I certainly endorse the
objectives of your proposed legislation, any further.comment on the specifies of
this bill would be speculation on my part.

I share your concern for the pressing problems facing our urban areas today
and agree that the combined forces of government and business must search out
solutions. I have been focusing the attention of management on these problems
and hope that our efforts in employment, training and education will have some
impact on these urgent national situation.

Sincerely, 0. W. Cool
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NEw Yoma, N.Y., September 5, 1967.
Hon. Rowr F. KENNEDY,
U.S. senee,
Wa*eltnSoon, D.C.

DEAs SENATOR KNNZwY: In response to your request for comments on 8. 2100
and S. 2068, I would like to indicate strong support for the principles contained
in both of these bills. The private enterprise system has long been neglected in
government spending efforts to the detriment of the tax payers. If education
is the key to the solution of poverty In the long run, then jobs certainly are a
solution in the short run.

S. 2088, while necessarily complicated, may contain a serious deficiency by
requiring that two-thirds of the employees reside in the poverty area or be un-
employed. If this factor were reduced to one-half or less, there would be a
greater possibility of success for the employment venture.

The retraining feature is an excellent one, and coupled with the "multiplier"
effect, this legislation is most commendable and we wish you success in its
passage.

Sincerely,
PVrR W. SMITH.

THz CHASE MANHATTAN BANK,
New York, N.Y., August 23,1967.

Hon. RosEr F. KENNzDY,
U.S. Senae,
Washington, D.C.

DFA BOB: Thank you very much for your letter and the copies of the two
bills you have introduced in the Senate for private investment in urban poverty
areas.

The principles you point out as underlying these bills are certainly of vital
importance, and I think you have some very useful and interesting ideas for
implementing these principles. A number of associates and I are presently study-
ing a broad range of related concepts and proposals. Until I have had an oppor-
tunity to arrive at a clearer overall view from these examinations, I feel it would
be very difficult to offer the sort of meaningful commentary I know you would
want on your own bills. I will, however, give very close attention to your proposals
and let you know if I have any observations that might be of assistance.

Meanwhile, I greatly appreciate your thoughtfulness in writing and in giving
me this opportunity to comment on these important bills.

With kind regards,
Sincerely,

DAviD RonLLE

Gajwxm INC.,
New York, N.Y., September 1, 1967.

Senator RoErT P. KzNEDY,
Senate Ojc Building,
Waskington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: I was pleased to receive your letter of August 10
dealing with the two bills for private investment in urban poverty areas which
you introduced in the Senate.

Our Company, Grolier Incorporated, is in the field of publishing encyclopedias
and reference works, and unfortunately the business we are engaged In does not
fit In the program envisaged by your bills. Despite this fact, I am keenly in-
terested in the approach you are taking, since it is my firm belief that any healthy
solution to the urban poverty problem is through the initiative, help and resource-
fulness of private business.

There is In my opinion no substitute for the seal and enthusiasm that the
businessmen can instill in the individual. In my experience this has been
markedly absent in government projects. Self-help is the key and core of any
rescue effort, and this is precisely what you are proposing in these bills.

It may be that when we go the way of the government project group the in-
dividual surrenders himself to complete reliance and dependence on what is to
him an all-knowing power, without the realization that the aggregate judgment
of the many small people, when stimulated, Is vastly superior to opinions and
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conclusions of the bureaucrat who, through sheer necessity, operates In a re-
stricted area lacking breadth and scope. I have seen many examples of this
situation in dealing with the governmental regulatory agencies

Let me commend and congratulate you on your vision and wisdom in pioneer-
ing In this present approach. You can count on my wholehearted support.

Sincerely,
FRaED P. MUaRPHY,

Chairman of the Executive Committee.

AGWAY, INC.,
Syracue, N.Y., August 25, 1967.

Hon. RoDarT F. KENNEDY,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

Dza" SE.NATOR KENNEDY: The following comments are in response to your
letter of August 14 to Harold G. Soper, Chairman of the Board of Agway Inc.
In that letter, you requested comments on two bills you recently introduced in
the Senate, both of which are designed to encourage private investment in urban
poverty Preaq.

Agway is a regional farmer cooperative and as such has a central objective
of improving the lot of farm people in the area It serves. The nature of its busi-
ness precludes investment in urban areas except in very rare Instances where
such investment contributes to Its ability to serve Its farmer patrons. This, how-
ever, does not mean we are not vitally interested in urban problems and measures
designed to alleviate those problems. All of us--farm oriented and city oriented
alike-must be interested in the problems of both the farm and the city. The
country cannot afford narrow farm or city partisanship.

The bills you introduced to give incentives to private businesses to make Job-
creating investments In urban poverty areas and to invest in new housing In these
areas are a step in the right direction. The emphasis on use of private business
is well placed. The goal of improving the Job situation and living conditions of
our urban poor is commendable and the proposed legislation should provide a
relatively economical contribution to progress toward that goal.

These bills should be enacted, but only as a part of a more comprehensive
attack on the problems you seek to solve. I submit that the problems of urban
poverty and rural poverty should not be considered independently. Our urban
poor often can be traced to rural areas and this involves Interregional migration.
If the lot of the present inhabitants of urban slums Is significantly Improved,
you can be sure there will be others to take their places. It is Just as important
that Investment in Job creation and living conditions be encouraged In relatively
rural areas as In the highly urbanized areas. Only if the rapid migration Is
slowed will the urban areas be able to make lasting progress in solving their
slum area problems.

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views on these Important ques-
tions and hope you will find them helpful.

Sincerely,
C. C. Dzwxus,

Director of iosomio .

Tim. Nav YoRK BANK FoR SAvINos,
Neto York, N.Y., Augut 25, 1967.

Hon. RoBER F. KENNEDY,
U.S. Senate Ofce,
Waehisgtou^ D.C.

DrA &aNATOR KENNEDY: You recently forwarded to me copies of your bills
which would encourage private investment in urban property and requested my
reaction to these proposals. I realize that you have probably received a great
number of comments in response to your letter but the following observations,
made from the point of view of a mutual financial Institution, nmy be constructive.

First, I strongly concur with your belief that the resources of private enter-
prise must be employed, if urban arms are to be adequately upgraded. Such
private efforts should supplement the maximum program which the government
itself can put forth.

85-19 O--47-20
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Second, I believe that you are correct that low rental housing can be produced
only by a combination of a low mortgage rate and real estate tax abatement.

Third, I am impressed by other provisions of the bill which are imaginative-
such as the concept of "Home Management Corporations", "relocation assistance"
in well defined ternu eligibility requirements, e(c. One question with respect to
the latter: Can a private owner effectively police the earnings of tenants and
enforce rent increases based on income improvement?

Fourth, one of the most interesting parts of your proposal is the concept that
an investor would be required to accept a return of 3% on his equity and in return
would receive tax credits ranging upward from 8%. Essentially, there are four
major groups who might wish to participate in this work- (1) Charitable or-
ganizations (including limited dividend companies). (2) Financial institutions
such as insurance companies, savings basks and pension funds, (3) Business cor-
porations, and (4) Professional builders.

It seems to me that neither charitable organizations nor mutual financial in.
stitutions would benefit from a tax deduction. The ufortuate fact is that such
financial Institutions have relatively little taxable income under today's conditions
of high interest rates for depositors and policyholders.

It is, of course, all to the good if the large business corporation c.a be Induced
to enter the low cost housing field. But. us the President of a large mutual savings
bank, which is vitally interested in the whole problem, I find myself asking "How
can we do our part?"

If It is true that we seem unable to fill a role as builders and owners, could we
assist as mortgage lenders?

May I make a suggestion?
The bill now provides that the Federal National Mortgage Association is author.

ized to purchase the 2% mortgages in an initial amount of $500,000,000. This
naturally means that the Treasury must raise this very substantial sum. Would
it be advantageous to provide that the mortgage could be sold to a private lender
and ,that the Treasury would be authorized to mupplenient the interest payments?
In other words, the Treasury could determine the going interest rate on mort-
gages and thereupon add to the 2% paid by the owner. If the Treasury added 4%
the resulting 8% mortgage could be sold to private lenders through normal chan-
nels. The drain on the Treamsury would be very much reduced.

An alternative, which would be similar to the tax incentive proposal In your
bill. would be to make the mortgage interest tax-exempt, similar to a municipal
bond. There Seems to be some precedent for this in tax-exempt Housing Authority
bonds. This arrangement would permit the Treasury supplement to be substan-
tially less.

If the foregoing suggestions are of any interest, I would be glad to set them
forth In further detail and would be happy to respond to any request that you
may have.

Sincerely yours,
AFuIm S. MILLS, President.

PITrSBUMGH PLATES GLASS Co..
Plttbrgh, Pa., Scptember 1, 1967.Hon. Boamr IF. KENNEDY,

U.& 8euate, WashiegtopN D.C.
My Duna 8ENATOa Kwmzim: This Is In reply to your letter of August 11. We

have conducted an initial review of the two Senate bills which you introduced
having to do with private investment In urban poverty areas. We certainly oncur
that there is a great need Aboth for government action and for private action in
seeking solutions to our present urban crisis. Recognition of the role that business
must play in this area is constructive.

Incentives such as tax credits, accelerated depreciation, and special deduc-
tions could affect investment decisions. As location decisions are made in the devel-
opment of a company's capital Investment program, consideration should of
course be given to numerous factors, Including the ideas embodied in S. 2088 and
5. 2100, along with other proposals that may be advanced.

As you have probably already noted from the Congressional Record PPG In-
dustries, along with a few other major Pittsburgh companion, recently announced
a decision to assist substantially in financing a new, limited profit development
corporation which will purchase, rehabilitate and either rent or sell hundreds
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of residences per year in the Pittsburgh area. We feel that there Is a great poten-
tial In this type of development corporation for a fruitful cooperation between
private interests and government at all levels, In the attack on the problems of
deteriorating housing In our urban areas.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to comment on your proposed
legislation.

Sincerely yours,
R. F. llAixa, Chairman of the Board.

Tim MUIMIIANTS ASSoCIATION or KANSAS CITY,
September 8,1967.

Hon. Ronmrr F. KgxEDY,
t.8. $etatc, Waahington, D.C.

Mr Dws a SNATOR K"rs.kwy: I have read with considerable interest sections of
your bills which intend to provide an increase n construction of housing in
poverty areas.

First, I am primarily Interested In the proposal that provides for the participa-
tion of private enterprise in these efforts. I think most of the plans In the past
have not utillied this most important function.

Secondly, for ten years I have been preaching the theory that the central area
of cities needed new housing if they were going to compete with the explosion
to the suburbs an the tremendous Increase in shopping centers. To have our
central cities be put In the position of being second-grade to high-grade shopping
centers is like throwing your assets away.

From these two factors alone I am certain that your bills will receive support
from the majority of business men who believe in the private enterprise theory.
I want to commend you for thinking of these factors when you produce these two
measures.

If I can be of help to you In promoting these interests, it will be a pleasure.
Yours sincerely,

W. 0. AUSTIN, Maager.

Tif 01Lxm CO.,
Boston, Ma., September 8, 1967.

Hon. Rosw F. Knzqiwr,
U.S. Senate, WaehEig on D.O.

My Duaa SWAIs KEmiaDy: Reference Is made to your letter to Vincent C.
Ziegler In regard to Senate Bills 2088 and 2100. Mr. Ziegler will be out of the
country for an extended period of time and has asked me to respond to your
letter.

The bills that you propose recognize the need for further national commitment
of public resources to operate In conjunction with an attractive Investment
climate for private capital. If we are to resolve the complex urban problem, It
must be within a framework that stimulates Investment In the nterore city or
ghetto because It Is "good business." In the final analysis, it Is the private sector
and a healthy buainewclimate that will provide the Job and the job training
necemary to reduce the numbers of urban poor, and then sustain an economy in
which they can prges

We commend you for this creative and imaginative approach, but would lilk
to point out that the application of your legislation (8 2088) does not appear
to relate to our particular type of operation. We have Invested many years of
technical talent and experience to nms produce quality cosumer products. It
has been necessay to concentrate large numbers of employees and equipment
into an integral complex of fabrication, assembly and the many supporting
auxiliary services necessary In a mass production program. We could not possibly,
fragment our production programs at this time, and space requirements have
restricted warehouse expansion in a concentrated urban area.

The recognition that the Federal Government must play a more meaningful
role cannot be deed, and we as a company will continue to be muttive to our
community needs by active participaton and nvestmet in the rsolution o
social and civic problems in each area In which we function.

Both of your bills warrant further study not only by this company, but by all
business activity, In order that a broad national awaress can be developd.
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The methods suggested could stimulate business investment and Involvement
heretofore considered to be outside the scope of normal business activity. I have
requested the Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce, with whom we work very
closely, to examine your proposals further.

We appreciate your interest in seeking the views of our company.
Sincerely yours,

D. M. DE HART.

Uaa.x lousiNG ASSOCIATL8,
Colmtbus, Ohio, Septem ber 12, 1967.

Re: 8. 2100.
Pixance Committee,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

GETxTmur: After s complete examination of the subject proposed Senate
bill, I respectfully submit my unqualified endorsement.

The essence of this bill is to motivate larger corporations to assist in the
development of low-income housing.

We need private industry to help solve the pro blem of low-income shelter in
our country. Private industry needs profits in order to survive, profits either in
taxable dollars or in tax shelters. It has been demonstrated that the existing
programs in low-income housing have not been sufficiently attractive to cause
great amounts of risk capital to be invested by private enterprise.

In the course of our activities as Real Estate Consultants, we are repeatedly
encountered with this problem. The non-profit sector, such as churches, civic
groups, which are organized to develop low-income housing, have little or no
capital to invest; and, as a result, what begins with strong enthusiasm typically
results in disappointment, only for the lack of capital. In each case where we
have been able to attract larger corporations (builders and developers) to par-
ticipate in the low-income housing field, where capital is expended, where
administrators with proper economic orientation have been involved in a project,
it has been brought to a successful fruition. Clearly, we need the larger entities
to become involved, to expend capital, to provide either technical personnel or
funds for the payment of technical personnel and to adequately research, plan,
and coordinate low-income housing projects.

The investment credits, the ten-year accelerated depreciation, the waiver of
capital gains when the project Is held for ten or more years, the long-term
amortization, and the provisions for the conversion of building tenants into man-
agement corporations, are inducements to the development of safe, decent, and
sanitary housing for low-income families.

The concept is imaginative, progressive, economically and socially justified;
and, if properly applied, could serve as a mechanism for private enterprise with
government assistance to make some progress to alleviate the major problems
of our cities.

We are firmly convinced that private enterprise, without incentives as set
forth in S. 2100, will not answer the challenge that low-income housing present&
We are further convinced that it is government's obligation to provide these
incentives so that private enterprise, while receiving reasonable and competitive
profits on investment, can help alleviate an ever-pressing and omnibus social
condition.

To crystallize my endorsement of this type of government and private sector
participation in solving a problem, I respectfully present that low-income housing
is the greatest unfilled market of any part of the economic needs of our country.
This need is not being filled by private enterprise because there is not sufficient
economic Justification for risks in capital investments. If provisions are made
by such far-reaching legislation as those which 8. 2100 can provide, then I
believe that private enterprise will become vigorously involved in meeting the
demands of this market.

The tax abatement section of the bill is a major ,tep to involve the cities and
states, by underwriting a portion of real estate tax cost. This feature can reduce
rents, making good housing available at a cost many can afford.

low income housing is a social problem. However, 8. 2100 can do much to
attract the private sectors' help, as well as an opportunity to earn profits while
performing a service for the common good.
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The present need for low-income housing has reached its present proportion,
not entirely because of a lack of funds or programs, but largely to a lack of
motivation on the part of those who could ImpleUeiit the programs. When private
enterprise it motivated by a reasonable and competitive profit, all facets of any
given industry will Impel with great forte. "a get the Job done" attitude.

Give private enterprise the "tools" and the incentives to apply their proven
ability. These "tools" and Incentives are incorporated In S. 2100.

Respectfully submitted.
ANTHONY F. MoLLrcA, A.S.A.
JAMES P. 8MnT.

NATIONAL Assooudxor or BaoADcAsTzas,
Washi qton, D.C., September 12,1967.

Hon. Ros~r F. KNNYmT,
U.S. Senate,
Wofhingto D.C.

DrA SzxATou KzswmY: Our Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Revercomb, has re-
quested me to respond to your letter to him of August 2th. I appreciate this
opportunity to comment on the proposals which you have made recently for the
encouragement of private Investment In urban poverty areas.

In my opinion the three premises underlying the measures which you have
introduced are sound. Certainly unemployment must be eliminated and full
participation of private enterprise Is essential to a solution of the urban crisis.

Your proposals are very imaginative and appear to have great merit. Tax
Incentives and low interest loans should offer very realistic encouragement to
business enterprise to create new Jobs and to construct new housing in low Income
areas.

Although our Association has taken no position on legislation concerning these
subjects, I shall call the attention of our members to It.

Again I want to thank you for your consideration in writing to the National
Association of Broadcasters

Sinlcerelfv
PAvL B. CousToox.

UNVmUsrrr Cwi DzvOpmtxrT FovunATioN,
Olevelmd, Ohk, Augw* #9, 1967.

Hon. ROn=T F. KmNNEDY,
U.S. Senate,
W.aingtos, D.C.

DErA SENAT: You were thoughtful to send me the two Senate bills that you
have introduced to induce private investment in urban poverty areas. I have read
sketchy news media reports on these measures previously and appreciate the op-
portunity to examine them carefully.

While we are a non-proft corporation chartered to the development of Cleve-
land's cultural center it is not possible for us to invest directly in the poverty
areas. This is not to say however that we do not have a substantial interest The
Cleveland Hough area abut& University Circle on our northwestern boundary,
and we strongly feel that our cultural hub can only reach its full potential if the
neighborhoods that surround it are strong and viable. We feel that what strength
we have should be shared with these neighborhoods. As evidence of this con-
viction we have for years been acquiring lands for educational and medical
purposes. These acquisitions qualify the City of Cleveland for $2.00 matching
Federal credits for each $1.00 we spend. This is under the Section 112 provision
of the Housing Bill.

To date we have generated $15,000,000 in such credits for use in the Hough
community under the Unverslty-Nuclid urban renewal project. We have been
appalled at how little has been accomplished with these funds. Barely a dent
has been made in the eradication of poverty neighborhood conditions.

We feel that straight traditional government action on this front has failed
and a new approach, such as the type you propose must be tried.

It has been demonstrated in Cleveland that the industrial and commercial
community does have an interest In these problems, and I believe the incentives
that you propose will cause them to become involved, and on a large and mean.
Ingfule
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We will watch with interest the progress of your proposal. Should more in-
formation on our experiences be helpful please let me know.

Sincerely,
NLx 3. OAboruaa, Prc~deo.

EAsTRN GAs & nua.L AssocATu,
Ilston, Mass., Septdcoor 14, 1967.

11on. RoMrET P. Kr.NNxz,
U.. Swttc. Walaingtom, D.C.

1)rAX SrVAToS KNxmv": I was very inprtw-td with tilt information you senlt
ine on the two bills which provide hnentives for business Investment in urmn
poverty area& There is no question in my mind that your prpouals will add a
unique and needed dimension to the txols which ar. available for solving the
tragic plight of our cities.

As you point out it your speech, private enterprise builds almost all houslng,
but the vast need for housing in the Inner city is .nt I.bing met siply because
the economics tif housing develolrnelt there io not attractive to business. The
federal programs now available, such as 201-d3, have not begun to fill the neel
and, in many instances without rent supplements or other rent cost abatements,
(annot be offered at rates to aceomnodate the really poor.

I have been involved in housing and urban renewal matters for a number of
years now, and have found that the problem, as you so adequately state. is that
we are unable to pIduce the (.ubelge of residential sections neessary for housing
the linr at a (otot they can afford. There PAenis to be two reasons for this.

In the first placeN tho finaimelul carrying coats put the units out of range of the
poor. Here y)ur 2 Percent Interest rate. with 50-year financing to give a 3.2 Ier-
cent conistant, and your abatement of taxes go a long way toward solving this
problem. As a matter of fact, our financial people looked at the figures on a nui-
her of 221-43 housing projects in the Boston area and found that with only these
two changes--the financing and abatement of taxes-rents would be $20 to $30
cheaper per month. Or to put it another way. rents would to $244 to $30 less per
unit per year.

Secondly. as I pointed out earlier, most businessmen have felt it not advan-
tageous to invest in such ventures because they promise, at best, an extremely
low rate of return and quite psswlbly no profit at all. Here I find that the provi-
sins In your bill-tax credits, a fast depreciation write off, the "corporation
conduit" change In sub-Chapter S, the capital gains provision on all resales, and
particularly the insurance fund--should substantially answer business' hesita-
tion In becoming involved in urban housing for the poor.

J'urthermore. the home management fund is a novel and needed instrument.
More often than not, sponsor. of 221-3 housing have not fully understood the
management cmta

Your proposal sensibly recognized that management and maintenance are major
problems of all rental properties, particularly in the case of tenants whose ex.
perience has only been with landlords who provide little of each.

The homo management fund, which would allow for organizing the tenants into
management corporations to provide management and maintenante functions at a
fee to the project. it a self-help effort, which should cut down considerably on
management costs as well as assisting In the economic& Also, It would develop
pride among the tenants in their living quarters and surroundhns fontios of
221-d3 in the Boston area with whom we have dlseumed the proposal are quite
enthused with this aspect of the bill.

In comnetion with upkeep of the project and surrounding areas, you might
consider sponsorship of a program for federal-state Incentives for municipal
services. For example, each time a city had received approval from BUD for a
housing project It would then be eligible for a direct grant from the state and
federal government to support extra municipal services for the project and sur-
rounding areas. Of course, here one would have to Include the standard govern-
ment maintenance of effort clause, and the proportion of federal-state funds
would have to be determined. In any event, this would provide direct assistance
to cities for needed municipal services--police, garbage and trash collection.
maintenance, street cleaning, lighting, beautification, recreation, eta.-which, with
a declining tax base. all cities are in dire need. Also It would act as a buffer to
decay and an enhancement to neighborhmod pride.

I was pleased to read that both the industrial development and housing pro.
posals call for the tapping of various federal funding sources to concert services
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and programs, I hope that the administrators of this program, If approved, will
make the coordinathm of various services one of their major tncerns since It Is
a very important aslwvt of the program.

I think our fin would be seriously interested in broiing involved in the pro-
grams. Of course, no two inveshrs calculate profitability of potential investments
in exactly the same manner. However, the time value of money, that is the length
of timu' between Initial investments ant return ash flow, is significant. When
simlne rates of return and time values are equated. prospects built under the
housing proloal would be equal to our rate of return for new projects If the
Investment crnlit were raised from 3 enr-,nt to 7 Imretnt for the first step. Pro-
gresalvely, I might suggest that the credit could be raised an additional 1 percent
for each 5 ipenent increase In equity. The final percentage for a 100 percent equity
Investment would be ".1 percent. The 7 percent starting figure for the first holder
would e the same as the propoed credit allowance on all expenditures for con-
structing industrial prti~rty under the Industrial investment bill.

It might also be advantageous to allow a ten-year Investment credit carry
over in the housing bill Instead of the regular seven-year carry over. This too Is
allowed for in the industrial investment bill and would act as an additional
minor incentive to businesses which require high capital expenditures to keep
up with automation or technological improvements and who may not be able to
utilize such credits within the regular carry over period.

One question that will probably come up during the bills' discussion Is whether
adding more complexities to our tax code is the proper way of going about a pro-
grain such as this. Some might say that a more facile way would be to grant out-
right subsidies similar to a grant program through OEO or other domestic agen-
ties. I would opt for the former since we have a long history, since Wilson at
least, of bringing about social change through alteration of our tax structure.
While It would be an important and useful process to evaluate thoroughly our
terribly complex tax structure and make it less complicated, the problem we
are now facing In our cities calls for immediate action. We can't delay. Further-
more, the alienation which we are now witnessing, albeit the result of centuries

of prejudice, comes down In the final analysis to the fact that all our citizens
are not sharing in the blessings of our economic and social system. One way, and a
way which you explain so well In your summaries of the bills, in to bring private
enterprise Into the ghetto. It's a tool that hasn't been used enough and It should
be. I congratulate you on your progressive legislation.

In connection with this, you may be interested In the extremely favorable and
successful response to a first-of-Its-kind project just set in motion jointly by
Boston Gas Company and the Boston Redevelopment Authority. This Is a Home
Improvement Center In the Charlestown section of Boston where Boston Gas
Company supplies not only gas but electricity. At this BRA center, the Gas
Company has designed and Installed, with the cooperation of some companies
in the home building field, a "house within a house" displaying a variety of
ways of home improvement Inside and out. In the same Center are BRA rehabili-
tation and financing Information personnel available to Charlestown residents
wishing to rehabilitate their homes under the federal program. This provides
an attractive, all-embracing. ,ne-stop facility where a home owner can get aU
the specific information and help he needs to go forward with the project. So
far as we know, and In the belief of Edward J. losgue, former Bostou Redevelop-
ment Administrator here, It In the first example of Joint publleeprivate effort of
this kind.

I enclose some editorial comment on this from the Boston Herald Travler and
Christian Science Monitor.

With best of personal regards.
Cordially yours,

Eu Goulay.

8TATKMENT Or SSNATOI WILUAM PaOxMUias on BauAzr or AMunu rax 812vav

8. 2100, Buoa=a SwA Cou urm on FNACnc

DI'5aC3AU0O Or LUM PfOIIT

I appreciate the opportunity to submit this statement In support of Amendment
312 to 8. 2100. The amendment, which I Introduced on September 18. would deny
the benefits of depreciation on Federal income taxes to property owners who
fall to maintain their property In accordance with local housing codes.
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This proposal was recently advanced by the Mayor of Boston, John F. Collins,
when he testified before the Banking and Currency Committee on housing
legislation. Mayor Collins testified on behalf of the National League of Cities.
The suggestion to deny tax benefits ot slum landlords was also made by the
Architects Renewal Committee in Harlem, Inc., in testimony presented to the
House Banking and Currency Committee in 1966.

I believe the denial of tax benefits to slumlords who persistently violate
housing codes can be an effective inducement to better housing in the urban
ghettos. The Senate Banking and Currency Committee has been striving for
ycars to insure that Federal housing program are not rendered Ineffective by
lax code enforcement. In 1964 the Committee inserted a provision in the Housing
Act which required an effective code enforcement program to be a part of the
community's workable program. Beginning In July 1967, the Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development, in certifying a community's workable program, must also
determine the community has an adequate program of local code enforcement.

It is, therefore, national policy on the part of the Federal government to en-
courage adequate code enforcement activities on the part of local governments.
I believe that the proposal to deny Federal tax benefits to code violators is in
keeping with this national policy. It would strengthen the hands of local officials
and provide for a more effective program of local code enforcement.

I have, therefore, introduced this amendment to S. 2100, Senator Kennedy's
tax incentive housing bill. The amendment would amend section 167 of the
Internal Revenue Act requiring that before any deductions for depreciation of
any real property could be allowed, the owner of the property would have to
certify the property is not in violation of any law, code, or regulation which is
required to be in effect as part of the community's workable program. Thus, this
amendment to the Internal Revenue Act would strengthen the provision con-
tained in section 101(c) (2) (A) of the Housing Act of 1949.

In order to illustrate the working of this proposal, assume a slum building is
purchased for $200,000. Of this amount, the owner may pay $80,000 In cash and
finance the other $120,000 by a mortgage. Let us further assume that the inter-
est on the mortgage, taxes, utilities and other expenses come to $25,000 per year,
and that the yearly rentals come to $45,000 per year. Thus, the owner would
earn $20,000 per year on his original cash investment of $80,000. If the useful life
of the building is 20 years, under the straight line depreciation method he could
deduct $10,000 against his income and pay taxes on only $10,000. Thus, depend.
ing upon the owner's tax bracket, he could save from $2,200 to $4,800 on his tax
bill through the depredation deduction. Thus, the denial of this benefit could be
a material inducement in persuading the owner to spend the $1,000 to $2,00
needed to maintain the property adequately.

Very otten local penalties range from $50 to $100 for code violations, These are
the quicker the write-off. Thus a landlord who regularly makes needed repairs
consequently ignored. However, the denial of Federal tax benefits is a much more
powerful potential loss. It would make an owner think twice before he would
let his property run down.

It might be argued that it is improper to use the tax system to accomglish
social or economic objectives. This argument might be valid If the existing
Internal Revenue Code was neutral In its effect. However, a good case can be
made that the Federal tax code Itself provides a built In incentive to the con-
tinued operation of slum property. One careful student of the effect of our Fed-
eral tax laws on slums has concluded that our tax laws increase the profitability
of operating slum housing, encourage Inadequate maintenance expenditures, and
discriminate against new construction as an alternative real estate investment
In developing a case for a thorough reform of our real estate tax laws, the same
author concluded: "The case is one in which the tax itself is actively contribut.
ing, in the operation of certain of its provisions, to the propagation and persist.
ence of socially obnoxious conditions. If that is so, the logically compelling place
for remedial action Is with the tax Itself."'

How do Federal taxes breed slums?
first of all, the dep-eciatlon policies of the tax code encourage Irresponsible

maintenance. A real estate investor normally seeks to write off his investment
as rapidly as possible. The shorter the remaining economic life of the structure,

I Artbur D. Sporn, Iocm Ta1e and the Growth of Uilme, 5o Columbia Law Review
102,, 1065 (ia).
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the quicker the write-off. Thus a landlord who regularly makes needed repairsundermines his case for a shorter estimated building life and a faster write-off.
There is a built in incentive not to make repairs.

Second, the accelerated depreciation provisions of the Code permit an investorto write off a property much faster than the actual decline in market value.
However, It Is then possible to sell the property to another investor who canobtain an additional round of liberal depreciation deductions. Moreover, the
profit to the original Investor is taxed at favorable capital gain rates. These taxprovisions encourage a perpetual series of short term investors who seek only tomilk the property of its tax benefits. A tax system which encourages short termownership and prompt disposal is hardly conducive to sound maintenance policies.

Third, the tax provisions favor Investments in used buildings as opposed to newconstruction. The shorter estimated life on used property permits more rapidtax write off of the initial investment. Thus the depreciation provisions weaken
the incentive to increase the total supply of housing through new construction.

Fourth, the code prohibits depreciation deductions for the cost of land and landclearance expenses. Such costs are a substantial and growing percentage of totalnew construction cost. Although the same provisions apply to used property,
the Investor has much wider latitude to allocate the cost of the investment be.teen the land and the structure. Naturally the more he can allocate to thestructure, the greater his depreciation deduction. Land acquisition and prepara-tion costs are a matter of record on new construction projects, but are a matterof judgment on used property. Thus a real estate investor seeking to maximize
his tax advantages is given one more incentive to Invest in used property rather
than new construction.

In view of the biases in the tax code which work to perpetuate slums, I believeit is entirely reasonable to use the same tax code to help correct a problem which
it, in part, has helped to create. By conditioning depreciation tax benefits upon
adequate maintenance practices, we would merely remove one of the incentivesto irresponsible maintenance which the tax code itself fosters. My proposedamendment would thus neutralize and offset a pernicious effect of the code.

My amendment would also bring the tax code into harmony with the Housing
Act of 1949, as amended: It Is somewhat anamolous for the Federal governmentto require effective local housing code enforcement as a condition of Federal aid,while at the same time, undercutting such enforcement through the Internal
Revenue Code.

I believe our entire real estate tax policies need to be thoroughly reexamined
and updated. I am hopeful that the Department of the Treasury will give ade-quate consideration to this problem when It prepares its recommendations fortax reform to be submitted later in the session. But in the meantime, I believemy proposal would do much to redress the imbalance our tax laws have created.

STATEMET Or LAwRNcE M. STONE, TAx L ISLATVz CouxzL UNDM PRESIDENT
JoHNSoN, Paorssoa or LAw, UNrv=srr or CALraomi, BRxzr, CAUF.
I am glad to support S. 2100, The Urban Housing Act of 196? and to offersuggestions for Improvement of its tax incentive provisions. Through a variety

of means, S. 2100 seeks to engage the resources and energies of private nve-tor In the construction and rehabilitation of low and moderate income housingin urban poverty areas. One of the principal incentives would be a series of
federal Income tax benefits aimed at allowing such investment to earn com-petitive rates of return. My comments deal only with these tax Incentives andare directed at three principal questions: (1) Is it appropriate to use tax incen-tives to accomplish the aims of the bill? (2) Are the tax incentives used inS. 2100 the best tax concessions that can be used to attain its goals? (3) Dothese tax incentives avoid the serious defects and dangers normally associated
with tax incentives?

In my opinion the urgency and monumental sie of the problem that our
nation faces and which the bill alms at, the disgrace and injustice of urbanslums, Justifes the use of all available solutions Including tax Incentives pro-
vided that:

(a) Such tax incentives will be effective to accomplish the goals;
(b) Will not be wasteful or less efficient than other po#ibe approaches;
(e) Will not result In unnecessary windfalls to private investors and
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(d) Will be limited in time and measurable in terms of cost so that they will
continue in existence only after Congressioal review.

While tax incentives are frequently proposed as the solution to many of our
social and economic problem, rarely do the proposals satisfy tests such as these.
The numerous tax incentives and preferences already in the Internal Revenue
Code are often neflfcient, ineffective, and the cause of misallocation of resources
in our economy. However, this does not mean that we should adopt an inflexible
rule that would rule out use of our tax system to accomplish those goals for
which It is the beet available tool and where the tax Incentive can be tailored
to avoid waste or windfalls and is limited in time and measurable in cost.

I believe 8. 2100 meets most ot these tests and can be modified to meet all
of them. I therefore support the bill. I am, howevei, assuming that adequate
es tdence in s4pt of the bill will be presented that will demonstrate its effective
news in attracting private investors, its financial feasibility and the absence
of other methods equally feasible but less costly.

The tax incentives offered by 8. 2100 would be available only to those who are
certified by the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
This is an Important safeguard usually absent from most tax incentives proposed
or existing. Furthermore, the construction or rehabilitation must take place In
urban poverty areas. Private enterprise does not normally invest in these areas.
This Is an additional safeguard to Insure that these tax benefits go only to those
who are acting as a result of the bill. The bill is therefore not wasteful In the
sense of benefiting unintended recipients.

The bill has a limited life, namely 15 years. This plus the fact that the Con.
gress will have to provide other necessary direct Federal funds that are part of
the program, Insures that 8. 2100's system of tax incentives will not endure in
our tax system long after they have ceased to be required or to serve any pur-
pose. If the tax incentives are extended to projects after the first 15 years, It
will be because Congress has reviewed the program and decided that It warrants
extension.

The tendency for tax Incentives once enacted to endure without review is one
of the most serious defects of the use of the tax system for incentive purposes.
S. 2100 avoids this defect.

Finally, the bill effectively limits profits of private Investors through control
over both rental charges and possible gain through sale or exchange of the
property. The latter is achieved through the option granted to home management
corporations owned by tenants to purchase each of the properties at a price equal
to the remaining mortgage plus the investors' original equity. This to a large
extent eliminates possibilities of windfall profits and therefore further safeguards
against windfall tax savings.

SUGGESTED MOOIFMCATIONS

However, I do have suggestions for changes which I believe might make the
tax incentives more effective in achieving the goal of attracting private invest-
ment while at the same time making them more acceptable from the viev point
of sound tax policy.

The bill provides three basic tax incentives which I will not describe in any
detail. The first is a sliding scale Investment tax credit against the cost of
qualified projects. This provides the investors with a credit against their tax
liabilities in the year in which they acquire the property ranging from 3 to 22%
of cost In the case of the first holder and 2 to 22% for subsequent holders. Second,
drastically shortened lives can be used for tax depreciation purposes. This would
result in extremely rapid tax writeoffs of the properties and produce tax losses
to be deducted from other incomes of the Investors. Finally, potential gains
realized on sale of such properties would either be exempt from tax In the case
of sales to a home management corporation or subjected to only a capital gains
tax on the excess of the sales price over remaining loan which could be substan-
tially less than the true gain on the sale where the property has been depre-
ciated below the amount of the remaining loans outstanding. (There are also
other provisions designed to make the use of so-called Subchapter 8 corporations
possible for investments in qualified housing. These are of lesser importance and
raise no problems.)

It is unlikely that these projects will earn taxable income In view of the rental
charge limitations. The tax benefits are therefore Intended to offset tax liabilities
of the investors attributable to Income from other sources. This is certainly
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true of the Investment tax credit and the losses that will result from the rapid
depreciation. The exemption of (or very limited taxation of) gain on sale of
such properties is merely designed to prevent the loss or reduction .of the
previous depreciation benefits.

The bills, therefore, encourages only those taxpayers who have substantial
tax liabilities from other sources. Thus, exempt organizations, such as founds.
tons, pension trusts, churches or universities would find the tax incentives of
no Interest. These possibly important sources of private funds would be beyond
the attractions of the bill.

In the case of the depreciation benefits, the value of the depreciation losses
will vary with the tax bracket of the investor. Thus, to an individual In the 70%
bracke, the tax saving would be worth 70 cents for each dollar of los; 48
cents to a corporation with income above the $25,000 level and no Investment
credits; and possible as little as 24 cents to a large corporation with heavy
investment credits available (the corporation would be in the 48% bracket but
could use its investment credit to offset up to one-half of its tax liabilty,
thereby reducing Its effective rate of tax to 24%). The effective tax rates of
many other industries also vary from the norm-commercial banks, insurance
companies, oil producers and so forth.

Two conclusions emerge from these differences In the value of the depreciation
losses to different taxpayers. First, if the incentives of the bill are made
sufficiently attractive to lure Investors whose effective rates are low, windfalls
will probably be produced for those with higher marginal rates. Second, the
costs of the bill (revenues lost) will be very difficult to measure. Therefore it
would be ulflicult to ever evaluate or review the program and to Judge its
efficiency. Both of these are serious defects.

Many of these problems might be reduced or eliminated if it were feasible
to mouii'y the tax -incentives of the bill as follows:

a. Provide annual tax credits in lieu of the depreciation benefits. These annual
tax credits could be based on the equity of the investors and the remaining
loan and geared to bring the rate of return on the investment to any desired
level after loan amortization payments.

b. In order to make the tax Incentives available equally to all poteptial
investors regardless of whether they are exempt from taxation or not, or
regardless of their effective rate of tax, the tax credits offered, both the Initial
and annual credits, should be available either to offset existing tax liabilities
or, If none, they should serve as the basis for a tax refund. Thus If an exempt
pension plan invested In qualified housing, it should receive a tax refund in the
amount of the available investment credit. Since all investors would receive the
credit regardless o tax liabilities, the precise revenue costs of the bill would
be determinable quite easily.

c. Since the properties will most likely never produce taxable profits, lttle,
if anything, woulu be lost If the profits from the operation of qualified properties
were simply made tax exempt. With regard to gain or sale, rules simllar to those
contaled in the bill could probably be adapted to this approach.

If an approach such as that outlined wete feasible, it would, I' addition,. to
alleviating problems already mentioned, have the tremendous advantage of
simplicity. The tax provisions of the bill while imaginative and skillfully drawn,
are extremely sophisticated and complicated. A simple tax credit system designed
to bring the rate of return up to desired uniform levels would be easier to'
comprehend, easier to take account of and therefore likely to attract more
Investors-especially thi-.e not having the benefit of highly sophisticated tax
advisors.

I hope that these comments and suggestions will be of help to the Committee,

FoaD Moroz Co.,
lion E~sL YAG, -Dee.$eon, Nich., September IS~1(197.- Sept .,.,.Rom. Rus=Lz LoNa, ".  •

Ohirman, BeSte FPiame Oomm#tee,
Weisgtotsj D.C. .'

Dza Ma LoNo: I am writing this letter for 'submission In the record ot the
hearings by the Senate Minance Committee on tWo bills Introduced by Senator
Robert Kennedy and a Yiuanber of co-sponsors: . 208, the Urban Employment
Opportunities Development Act; andS. 2100, the Urban Housing. Developmmt

Act Doh p~poalsare In'tended A0 prove, Jcentlyes Xor pdirteiduay o.
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get fully engaged in the fight against urban poverty, a goal to which I am deeply
committed.

In meeting our nation's problems, there are some things government can do
best, some things Industry can do best and some things that can best be accom-
plished through partnership between government and Industry. Expanding urban
employment opportunities and increasing the supply of low-cost urban housing
are two areas where partnerships Is obviously the most effective approach.

As a member of the steering committee of the Urban Coalition, I have endorsed
that organization's Statement of Principles, Goals and Commitments (copy
attached). This Statement recognizes that American cities are now facing a grave
crisis, and calls for the dedication of all necessary resources, both by the govern-
ment and the private sector, to meet the challenge as rapidly and effectively as
possible.

The businessmen who have endorsed the Statement of the Urban Coalition,
have committed themselves to help deprived citizens to become productive mem-
bers of the nation's work force. We have pledged to provide expanded Job-
training and employment for urban residents and managerial assistance and
basic investment in urban development.

Fulfilling this commitment will necessarily involve additional costs to busi-
ness. In my judgment, however, business will not and cannot make its maximum
contribution to the fight against poverty if its role is viewed as primarily a
charitable one. The primary role of business in reducing poverty is to provide
Jobs, and in order to do this it must stay In business and prosper. We cannot
expect broad business response to this challenge unless .,, rams are developed
that are consistent with the basic responsibility of business. tnagement to control
costs and earn profits.

It may appear unseemly to mention costs and profits when urgent human needs
are Involved, but I am convinced that any approach which Ignores these basic
economic factors is doomed to failure. The profit motive is an immensely powerful
force and useful guide to effective economic action. It must be maintained and
brought to bear on the urban crisis. I believe that Senator Kennedy has In-
corporated this essential approach in his proposed legislation. These bills offer
real hope of getting the business community deeply engaged In the fight against
urban blight, without great cost to the government.

The enormous task of rehabilitating depressed urban areas will require a
reordering of our national goals and a major commitment of resources. Large
new programs undoubtedly will have to be undertaken by the Federal, state and
local government& However, if private industry becomes more fully engaged in
this effort, governmental spending can be somewhat reduced. Furthermore, the
cost of tax Incentives would be offset by the reduced welfare payments and in-
creased tax collections resulting from the creation of more and better Jobs,
increased construction activity and stabilized land values in depressed areas.

I am not an expert in housing and therefore cannot discuss S. 2100, the Urban
Housing Development Act, in detail. I believe, however, that the bill Is headed
in the right direction when It proposes to give private industry adequate finan-
cial inducements to move vigorously Into the law-cost housing field. I understand
that other proposals before the Congress have this same objective, and some of
them may also have merit. Whichever approach is chosen, I feel strongly that
prompt action must be taken to motivate the private housing Industry to build
more low-cost housing In depressed urban areas.

In this connection, I hope the Congress will also review current policies and
practices which make It difficult for private Industry to respond to the housing
needs of the poor. For example, outmoded building codes and union restrictions
on new techniques and equipment rhise building costs and often make it Impos-
sible to build low-cost housing at a profit. To the extent that these obstacles
are overcome, the need for tax Incentives would be reduced.

Another merit of this approach Is that It would encourage private construc-
tion of low-cost housing wherever it is needed. Although the housing needs of
the cities are urgent, most of the poor do not live In citles. Moreover, If low-
cost housing I. confined mainly to blighted city areas, one result will be to en-
courage the growth and perpetuation of urban ghetto For these reasons, I hope
the 0ongrbss will try to find ways of encouraging private construction of low-
cost housing not only in cities but throughout the country.

With regard to R. 2088, my endorsement of Senator Kennedy's approach can
be more specific. Ford Motor Company has, of course, broad experience In plant
site selection, hiring and Job training. I believe that 8. 2088 takes a most promis-
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Ing approach towards the problem of Improving Job opportunities for thb urban
poor.

The key to the success of any program to create Jobs In depressed urban areas
is to establish incentives which are sufficlent-but only sufficlent-to compensate
businesses for the special risks and costs of locating within those areas. Senator
Kennedy's proposal for tax Incentives appears to me to create an appropriate in-
ducement to business, at minimal cost to the government. I believe it will en-
courage a large number of employers to locate facilities and provide more jobs
in depressed urban areas.

There are, however, a number of specific problems in connection with S. 208&
Among the most troublesome is the bill's limitation of tax incentives to employers
who will hire a minimum of fifty workers. In my opinion, smaller facilities will
frequently offer the best opportunities for employment In depressed areas; in-
deed, the establishment of large plants may not be feasible because of lack of
acreage, high land cost, high local taxes, inadequate transportation, etc. On
the other hand, our experience shows that there are large opportunities for the
establishment of automotive diagnostic centers and repair facilities, television
repair shops, and other job-creating businesses that would not ordinarily em-
ploy as many as fifty worker.

We reeognise that the minimum employment requirement, along with the ban
on aid for retail establishments, was inserted in order to avoid giving new fa-
cilities an unfair competitive advantage over stores already in the area. In
our opinion, however, this worthwhile objective should be achieved through
other techniques that would not seriously limit the creation of new Job
opportunities.

Some other difficulties with S. 2088 include the following points:
1. Further thought should be given to the bill's requirement that the

companies must employ a high percentage of people who live in the depressed
area. This could encourage people to move into such areas, which are al-
ready overpopulated, or could discourage somo employes from moving to
homes in other parts of the community.

2. It is obviously undesirable for the tax benefits to be continued beyond
the point when they are justified. Indefinite continuation of employment
incentives could lead to artificial economic communities and to the kind of
economic and social separation between poor people and others that the bill
is intended to eliminate. Perhaps the period of inducement in each area or
to each new business operation should be limited.

8. For the same reason, and also to provide needed help for the poor who
do not live in cities, the Congress should consider limited-duration tax in-
centives for employers to hire and train disadvantaged persons without re-
gard to the location of the business.

4. The program should contain Incentives to upgrade the skills of workers
within a reasonable period of time.

5. Consistent with important features of S. 2100, consideration should be
given to the abatement of local real and personal property taxes, and pro-
vision should be made for recovery of demolition and site clearance costs
through depreciation. Otherwise, the high cost of land in urban renewal
areas, combined with the high tax rates in most cities, could be a major
obstacle to the location of plants in blighted areas, especially since less ex-
pensive land, subject to lower tax rates, Is usually available In suburban
areas.

In listing these difficulties with 8. 2088, I by no means intend to quality my
enthusiasm for the bill's basic approach. I believe It offers real promise of meet-
ing one of the nation's most critical needs.

By taking time for these hearings, in the midst of an extremely busy schedule,
your committee has demonstrated its recognition that America can no longer
delay effective action to solve the critical problems of its depressed urban areas.
I hope that legislation in this field will be enacted promptly.

Very sincerely,
Hmy FoRD II.

STATMZK (W Pamcmas, G"ohs A"D CMMrr rrs-BMZBWCY COxVOCATON:
TaU U=Air Q&LmoN

We are experiencing our third summer of widespread civil disorder. In 1965 It
ws Harlem, and the disaster of Watts. In 1966, It was the Hough area of Cleve-
land, Omaha, Atlanta, Dayton, San Francisco and 2 other cities. This summer,
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Newark and Detroit were only the most tragic of 80 explosions of violence In the
streets.

Confronted by these catastrophic events, we, as representatives of business,
labor, religion, civil rights, and local government, have Joined in this Convoca-
tion to create a sense of national urgency on the need for positive action for all
the people of our citiesL

We are united in the following convictions:
We believe the tangible effects of the urban riots in terms of death, Injury, and

property damage, horrifying though they are, are less to be feared than the in-
tangible damage to men's minds.

We believe it Is the government's duty to maintain law and order.
We believe that our thoughts and actions should be directed to the deep-rooted

and historic problems of the cities.
We believe that we, as a nation, must clearly and positively demonstrate our

belief that Justice, social progress, and equality of opportunity are rights of every
citizen.

We believe the American people and the Congress must reorder national pri-
orities, with a commitment of resources equal to the magnitude of the problems
we face, The crisis requires a new dimension of effort in both the public and
private sections, working together to provide Jobs, housing, education, and the
other needs of our cities.

We believe the Congress must move without delay on urban programs. The
country can wait no longer for measures that have too long been denied the peo-
ple of the cities and the nation as a whole-additional civil rights legislation,
adequately funded model cities, anti-poverty, housing, education, and Job-train-
Ing programs, and a most of others.

We believe the private sector of America must directly and vigorously Involve
Itself in the crisis of the cities by a commitment to investment, Job-training, and
hiring, and all that is necessary to the full enjoyment of the free enterprise sys-
tem-and also to its survival

We believe the sickness of the cities, including civic disorder within them, Is
the responsibility of the whole of America. Therefore, it Is the responsibility of
every American to Join In the creation of a new political, social, economic, and
moral climate that will make possible the breaking of the vicious cycle of the
ghetto. Efforts must be made to Insure the broadest possible opportunity for all
citizens and groups, including those in the ghetto, to participate fully In shaping
and directing the society of which they are a part.

This Convocation calls upon the nation to end once and for all the shame of
poverty amid general affluence. Government and business must accept responsi-
bility to provide all Americans with opportunity to earn an adequate income.
Private industry must greatly accelerate Its efforts to recruit, train, and hire the
hard-core unemployed. When the private sector is unable to provide employment
to those who are both able and willing to work. then in a free society the govern-
ment must of necessity assume the responsibility and act as the employer of last
resort or must assure adequate Income levels for those who are unable to work.

EMERGENCT WORK PROGRAM

This Convocation calls upon the Federal Government to develop an emergency
work program to provide Jobs and new training opportunities for the unem-
ployed and underemployed consistent with the following principles:

The Federal Government must enlist the cooperation of government at all
levels and of private Industry to assure that meaningful, productive work Is
available to everyone willing and able to work.

To create socially useful Jobs, the emergency work program should
concentrate on the huge backlog of employment needs in parks, streets,
slums, countryside, schools, colleges, libraries, and hospitals. To this end
an emergency work program should be initiated and should have as its first
goal putting at least one million of the presently unemployed Into produc-
tive work at the earliest possible moment.

The program must provide meaningful Jobs--not dead-end, make work
projects-so that the employment experience gained adds to the capabilities
and broadens the opportunities of the employees to become productive
members of the permanent work force of our nation.

Basic education, training, and counseling must be an Integral part of the
program to assure extended opportunities for upward Job mobility and
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to improve employee productivity. Funds for training, education, and counsel-
ing should be made available to private industry as well as to public and
private nonprofit agencies.

Funds for employment should be made available to local and state govern-
ments nonprofit institutions, and Federal agencies able to demonstrate
their PblUty to use labor productively without reducing existing levels of
employment or undercutting existing labor standards or wages which prevail
for comparable work or services In the area but are not less than the Federal
minimum wage

Such a program should seek to qualify new employees to become part of the
regular work force and that normal performance standards are met.

The operation of the program should be keyed to specific, localized unem-
ployment problems and focused initially on those areas where the need Is
most apparent.

PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT, ASSISTANCE, AND INVESTMENT

All representatives of the private sector in this Urban Coalition decisively com-
mit themselves to assist the deprived among us to achieve full participation in
the economy as self-supporting citizens. We pledge full-scale private endeavor
through creative Job-training and employment, managerial assistance, and basic
Investment In all phases of urban development.

The alternatives to a massive and concerted drive by the private sector are clear.
They Include the burden o/ wasted human and physical potential, the deteriora-
tion of the healthy environment basic to the successful operation of any business,
and the dangers of permanent alienation from our society of millions of citizens.

We proposed to initiate an all-out attack on the unemployment problem through
the following steps:

In cooperation with government, to move systematically and directly into
the ghettos and barrios to seek out the unemployed and underemployed and
enlist them in basic and positive private training and employment pro-
grams. We will re-evaluate our current testing procedures and employ-
ment standards so as to modify or eliminate those practices and require-
ments that unnecessarily bar many persons from gainful employment by
business or access to union membership.

To create a closer relationship between private employers and public train-
Ing and emergency employment programs to widen career opportunities for
our disadvantaged citizens. To this end, we will proceed immediately to pro-
mote "Earn and Learn Centers" in depressed urban areas that might well
be the joint venture of business, labor and local government.

To develop new training and related programs to facilitate the early entry
of under-qualified persons into industrial and commercial employment.

To develop large-scale programs to motivate the young to continue their
education. Working closely with educators, we will redouble our efforts to
provide part-time employment, training, and other Incentives for young men
and women. We also pledge our active support to making quality education
readily accessible to deprived as well as advantaged young people.

To expand on-the-job training programs to enhance the career advance-
ment prospects of all employees, with particular emphasis on those who now
must work at the lowest level of Job classifications because of educational
and skill deficiencies.

We pledge to mobilize the managerial resources and experience of the private
sector in every way possible. We will expand part-time and full-time assistance
to small business development. We will strive to help residents of these areas
both to raise their level of managerial know-how and to obtain private and pub-
lic investment funds for development. We will work more closely with public
agencies to assist In the management of public projects. We will encourage more
leaders in the private sector to get directly and personally involved in urban
problems so that they may gain a deeper understanding of these problems and be
of greater assistance.

We pledge our best efforts to develop means by which major private invest
ment may be attracted to the renovation of deteriorating neighborhoods In our
cities. We will explore and encourage governmental incentives to expedite private
investment. We will develop new methods of combining investment and mana-
gerial assistance so that the residents may achieve a leadership position in the
development of their areas.
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HOUSING, CONSTRUCTION, AND WUCATION

This Convocation calls upon the nation to take bold and immediate action to
fulfill the national need to provide "a decent home and a suitable living environ-
ment for every American family" with guwrantees of equal access to all housing,
new and existing. The Urban Coalition shall, as its next order of business, ad-
dress Itself to the development of a broad program of urban reconstruction and
advocacy of appropriate public and private action to move toward these objec-
tives, including the goal of rehabilitation and construction of at least a million
housing units for lower-income families annually.

This Convocation calls upon the nation to create educational programs that
will equip all young Americans for full and productive participation in our so-
ciety to the full potential of their abilities. This will require concentrated coin-
pensatory programs to equalize opportunities for achievement. Early childhood
education must be made universal. Work and study programs must be greatly
expanded to enlist those young people who now drop out of school. Financial
barriers that now deny to youngsters from low-income families the opportunity
for higher education must be eliminated. Current programs must be increased
sufficiently to wipe out adult illiteracy within five years.

This Convocation calls upon local government, business, labor, religions, and
civil rights groups to create counterpart local coalitions where they do not exist
to support and supplement this declaration of principles.

This Convocation calls upon all Americans to apply the same determination
to these programs that they have to past emergencies. We are confident that,
given this commitment, our society has the ingenuity to allocate Its resources
and devise the techniques necessary to rebuild cities and still meet our other
national obligations without impairing our financial integrity. Out of past emer-
gencies, we have drawn strength and progress. Out of the present urban crisis
we can build cities that are places, not of disorder and despair, but of hope and
opportunity. The task we set for ourselves will not be easy, but the needs are
massive and urgent, and the hour is late. We pledge ourselves to this goal for
as long as it takes to accomplish it. We ask the help of the Congress and the
Nation.

This statement was unanimously adopted by members of the Steering Corn-
mittee and their representatives at a meeting Wednesday, August 23, 1967. Mr.
Roy Ash and Mr. Theodore Schlesinger were unable to attend or to be represented.

SAxLzs ExmcuTxvz CLUB or Nzw Vosx,
New York, September 7, 1967.

Hon RozzaT F. KzINzDY,
U.S. Senate,
Wukiton, D.C.

Dr.& StATm KNNzD y: We were delighted to receive your letter of August
30 concerning the two bills you have proposed for private investment in urban
poverty areas.

To our way of thinking, this is the most sensible program anyone has yet
come up with to solve an increasingly serious national problem.

As a matter of fact, we are considering shelving a project to provide consumer
information for residents of ghetto areas In order to give our full support to
your bills.

Your program recognizes a fundamental fact of American history-that
when private enterprise is properly motivated, it can perform wonders. It has
made America the great economic power It Is today. It can build a greater
America for tomorrow by removing our greatest national blight and adding
productive new producers to our economic mainstream.

With ,500 members, ours is the largest business organization in your con-
stituency holding regular luncheon meetings. Our members are the top manage-
ment executives of companies that would benefit from your bills. And, being
master salesmen and communicators, they could add the weight of their Influence
to passage and implementation of your bills.

Sincerely yours,
HAM IL WHrM,

B#eostive Director.
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Cir or COLUMBUS, OHo,
Ormen or THE MAYo,

August 18, 1067.
Hon. Roma F. Kzxmozr,
U.S. Seae,
Waeeihpton, D.O.

DzAa SzNATO KWlIEDY: I have read your two bills which are designed to
Increase investment in urban poverty areas. I have also circulated these bills
to members of my staff for their review.

I can report to you that the municipal officials In Columbus are greatly
enthusiastic over the potential these bills have for eliminating basic causes
of urban blight. We have in Columbus for years had a vigorous urban renewal
program. However, your bills would stimulate privately built low-income housing
and the creation of new Industrial jobs which would make our program many
times more effective.

Sincerely,
I. 12. SzxszaimNiqz, Mayor.

BusINEsS DzvELopmZNT FUND, INC.,
Wa hington, D.C., September 7,1967.

Subject: S. 2088 and S. 2100.
SENATOa RosExr F. KENNEDY,
Senate Ofce Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dr& SzNATOR KENNEDY: This will acknowledge receipt of your letter dated
August 28, together with the enclosures covering the subject Bills that you have
introduced.

First, I want to commend you and your colleagues for the very excellent intro-
ductory statements that were made and reported In the Congressional Record.
Most of my activities are in the field of foreign economic affairs and all I can
say Is we could use this refreshing type of new approach In our foreign aid pro-
gram. The role of private enterprise ha. been neglected far too long. Far too
many of our policy makers seem to have forgotten that private enterprise has been
the keystone of our economic progress and development.

I offer the following comments on the two Bills that you hare introduced.
S. 2088, this is a dynamic approach to a major problem that is facing our

country. I am certainly not qualified to make any specific prediction as to what
results will be attained by S. 208& There are many intangibles Involved in this
program and I would certainly endorse its adoption If, for no other reason than to
give the businessman an opportunity to play a role that has been traditionally
effective and is the heart of our democratic system.

5. 2100, this is a good idea and I would be prepared to "stick my neck out" and
predict that it will produce new housing. It seems to me that the Job of our gor.
ernment Is to provide a good climate wherein the dynamics of private enterprise
and private investment can take over and produce results. This Bill would do
Just that, although the degree to which It would be effective Is of course, difcult
to access in advance. Undoubtedly, results will differ by area and no one can
predict at this stage, that 5. 2100 would clear up slum conditions but this bill is
certainly pointed in the right direction.

Sincerely,
JoHN K. EvANs.

METBoP0LrTAN Dmorr CrrITINs DzEPMEN'T AUTHoRI,
Detroit, Mkck., September 11, 1967.Hon. Rosarr F. KENNEDY,

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DE"s SENATOR KENNEDY: Attached per your request are my views on your bills
seeking to bring the resources of private Industry to bear on the urban crlsi&

Both bills are imaginatively conceived and visionary, yet are pragmatic in
approach. The profit Incentive reaches out of these bills in a fashion to foster

,-i199 O-OT-2
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human development, just as ol depletion allowances foster natural resources
development. Walter Reuther often says, "that the problem in solving our ghettos
Is that those who have the commitment do not have the resources and those who
have the resources do not have the commitment." Your package of legislation is a
major step forward in overcoming that problem.

Please forgive my delay in responding to your letter of August 30, 1967, but
I believed the legislation required more than just a cursory look.

Sincerely,
EDWARD J. ROBINSOx,

EacCutive Director.

Viuws oN SiATO KizsNizY's LGIaSLATION

THU URBAN HOUSING DZEZLPUNNT ACT

In Detroit, it is estimated that at the current rate of total government invest-
ment, it will take conservatively 40 years to rebuild our blighted neighborhoods.
It may take 0 years.

Urban America estimates that 215,000 dwelling units will be needed in Metro-
polltan Detroit by 1930. The current rate of dwelling unit starts will produce
140,000 by 1980.

In Detroit, men of vision like Walter Reuther, Mayor Jerome Cavanagh, Walker
Cisler, Henry, Ford, James Roche, Archbishop John Dearden together with the
other leaders of the community formed the Metropolitan Detroit Citizens
Development Authority with the primary purpose of increasing the supply of
low and moderate cost housing by creating an effective partnership with govern-
ment for nonprofit and profit sponsors of housing. Current Federal law regulating
both areas is inadequate to the task.

In the City of Detroit there have been no developers who have taken advantage
of the turn-key approach to 221-D3 projects. Senate Bill 2100, the Urban Housing
Development Act, provides a legislative breakthrough in bringing the resources
of the private sector to bear on the urban housing crisis.

It provides a basis for involvement that no responsible capital group or orga-
nization can dismiss lightly. If, in the Detroit area, this legislation only provided
an additional 500 low and moderate cost units a year, it would be Immensely
successful, and I believe it will do at least that

The legislation strikes a balance between a development for profit incentive and
a development of a community with individual ownership as a desirable result.
Further, the legislation insures that local residents will have a voice in the
structures that will be built in their area, which I believe not only accrues a bene-
fit to the public at large but to the private developer as well. The provision for a
new Low-Income Housing Administration is particularly noteworthy and I can
cite a few examples of what we do not know about this segment of the housing
market.

Without wishing to jeopardize the legislation, there is one area that may be
worth some thought and that is the area of technological advance. Here again,
if we are to successfully overcome our housing problem, massive amounts of
money must be expended on research and development The federal budget for
low-income demonstrations, I believe, In about 1.6 million a year. Greater invest-
ment is needed by the government, but an even greater InvestmeLt is needed by
the private sector. While this bill provides some incentive for technological ad-
vance by virtue of the fact that if the developer can reduce his costs he may be
able to increase his equity and thus receive the greater tax benefits, It is not
enough. Rents of from $70 to $100 are still too high and when added to utilities
consume too great a percentage of low-income families yearly income.

As an added Incentive for private business to invest in Research and Develop-
ment, I would suggest a 25 percent tax credit for every dollar expended for
housing technological research in addition to the existing deduction. And with
the pa.sage of this and other housing legislation, the market will develop to allow
business to tool up, with this resulting new technology, for mass production on
a scale that will insure our ability to produce low cost, quality dwelling units.

The Urban Housing Development Act is a dynamic piece of legislation and
we cannot affed to let it gather dust in the burial place of scrapped legislation.
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URZSA EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITlJ5 AM

In 1900 ,the Economic Advisory Committee stated that urban centers are
primarily employment centers. In the past decade in the Detroit area the very
care of our urban center has witnessed an erosion in employment opportunities
as businesses fled to the suburbs to expand and to avoid the high taxes of the
center city of the metropolitan complex or as businesses failed and were not
replaced. The retail businesses remain a shabby visage of their once proud
images as the amount of disposable dollars in the neighborhoods dwindled.
The people who remain, who do so because of some handicap or simply because
of lack of good employment opportunities, border on the poverty lne-if not
economic poverty then environmental poverty.

A group of young businessmen In Detroit who call themselves the Urban
Dynamics Instiute have been working with a team of graduate sociologists from
Michigan State University under the leadership of Dr. Christopher Sower,
sociologist. They have spent over a year studying and analysing a poverty area
In the central city. Their findings thus far, indicate that blight is a mental atti-
tude before it is a physical reality-that a negative perception on the part of
residents of the area leads to deterioration of the area. The first negative reac-
tLion begins when plants and employment profit centers begin moving out of the
area. The rest Is downhill.

This bill, while providing jobs for previously unemployed Individuals-a salu-
tory feature-does more than that. It will bring about a positive attitude that
things are going to improve and in so doing overcome the most compelling fact of
poverty--despair.

Several features of the bill are exceptional in their concept. The first is the
meaningful training which trains an individual for a specific, guaranteed Job.
The second is the special deduction of an additional 25 percent of the salaries
paid to all workers hired as a result of this act I have always believed that tax
incentives were a proper method for stimulating employment. For example.
what would be the employment gain and economic benefit to the nation, if
individuals, who employed domestic workers, gardeners and chauffeurs at satis-
factory salaries could deduct the salaries and fringe benefits of these workers
from their income?

What would be the Immediate employment gain if all employers could deduct
an additional 25 percent of salaries and wages of net new employees hired in the
fiscal year?

This feature in Senator Kennedy's bill is long overdue as an employment
stimulation.

The bill is sound legislation and provides another answer to the urban problems
confronting us.

Tuan BrxDix Cow.,
Detroit, Mich., Augut SS. 1967.

Hon. Roam F. KrxNzDyE,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

Dn SENATOR KZNNEDY: This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of Au-
gust 14, 1967 relative to the bills which you have introduced In the Senate to
provide business with tax incentives to encourage industrial investment in urban
poverty areas.

We share your concern as to the necessity of finding solutions to the critical
problem of creating new Jobs In the urban poverty nreas. As a Detroit based
company, the management of The Bendix Corporation Is especially aware of
the necessity of Industry and government Joining together promptly to find an-
swers to this urgent problem.

With respect to 8. 2100, inasmuch as The Bendix Corporation is not engaged
In any phase of the housing or construction industry, it would seem inappropriate
and not helpful to you for us to comment specifically on this bill. In general,
however, we do Indeed subscribe to the necessity of enlisting the resources of
American private enterprise In the physical reconstruction and rehabilitation of
housing in urban poverty areas

S. 2088 utilizes a system of tax credits, Increased deductions for wages paid,
and rapid depreciation to encourage industrial Investments in the poverty areas.
We agree that If new jobs are to be created and thousands of workers trained
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for employment in poverty areas, private industry must share in the effort. We
also agree that because of the high economic costs Involveii In locating in such
areas, industry must be given substantial incentives to Justify management In
approving such projects. Certainly the utilisation of the tax Incentive mecha-
nism could provide a most effective tool to this end.

In our judgment, 8. 2088 In principle represents a highly commendable proposal
for attacking a most serious problem. We believe that every effort should be
made to encourage construction of new plant facilities in, or perhaps reasonably
adjacent to, urban poverty areas. Proximity to employment is, as you suggest,
a basic factor In the equation. While It In difficult at this time to predict the
extent of any company's future plant expansion, we would certainly endeavor
to channel a portion of our new projects, to the extent practicable, to such areas,
assuming tax Incentives were substantial and that the tax requirements were
sufficiently definite to warrant approval of a particular project on a Justifiable
business basis with reasonable assurance of a successful venture.

Therefore, in the event that legislation i enacted providing for substantial tax
Incentives for industrial investments in urban poverty areas, we will certainly
give very serious consideration to such projects and encourage our divisions and
subsidiaries to participate, where practicable. We would trust, however, that the
legislation as finally enacted would be as definite and as tree from latent inter.
pretative ambiguities in later administrative implementation as possible. An
outstanding example of a successful tax incentive program of this nature is, of
course, the depletion allowance for the oil industry: here all the requirements
are laid down clearly in advance and are definitely understood by all concerned.

While we concur In the basic purposes of S. 2 O, we are concerned that the
value of the program might Ie lessened for tis as a practical matter by certain
of the restrictions and limitations involved. We have in mind, for example, such
things as the mandatory requirement for public hearings; the ten year condi-
tion: the various standards to be prescribed in the future: the generality as to
the scope of the reports to be filed; and the apparent rigidity of the legislative
requirements in certain respects, irrespective of the particular factual circum-
stances which may be present in a given case.

Section 2 of the bill, for example, appears to be susceptible to a number of
varying Interpretations. Thus, Section 2 prohibits the granting of any incentives
in the case of any enterprise "relocating from one area to another". Section 2
permits incentives "for expansion" through the establishment of a "new" In-
dustrial facility if it will not result "in an increase in unemployment" in the
area of original location. However, as a practical matter, a satellite facility Is
often established by a manufacturer to handle a lack of plant capacity at the
original location. In such cases the usual efftt would not be to Increase un-
employment over a reasonable period although it might do so temporarily. Sec-
tion 2 contains such general language that a management might properly be
concerned that subsequent Interpretative implementations as to Its particular
situation might raise doubt as to the propriety of particular eligibility cer-
tificates. We would suggest that Section 2 be reworded to simplify the language
and to remove the possibility of any interpretation that might appear to conflict
with the fundamental objectives of the bill.

The definitions in Section 3 appear generally workable. However, we feel
that limiting the term "qualified Jobs" to mean "new employment positions
which did not exist prior to the time of requesting certification from the Secre-
tary, either at the industrial or commercial facility or in any other part of an
enterprise operated by the person receiving a certificate of eligibility" may cause
problems. For example, in the case of a large corporation with numerous divi-
sions and subsidiaries, it is difficult to envision "new employment positions which
did not exist" somewhere In the enterprise, particularly In the case of new
satellite plants, for example mentioned above. Certainly a skeleton cadre of
workers and supervisors is normally transferred from their current work to
begin operations at any new location at least for a limited period.

With respect to reports, Section 102 states that the Secretary may by regula-
tion require any corporation to whom a certificate of eligibility is issued "to file
such reports from time to time as he may deem necesary" in order to carry out
his functions under the law. It is possible that the burden of complying with
such regulations, not otherwise specified, could be costly and burdensome on a
corporation in view of the already very specific limitations and provisions of
the blU itself.
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Section 101(f) requires the Seretary to keep Interested and participating
federal, state and local agencies fully apprised of any action taken by him under
this Section. In this general connection, it would seem to us that there should
be some provision relative to handling of condidential disclosures made by the
participtng enterprise with respect to trade secrets and other confidential In-
formation involved, particularly as to the products to be manufactured and
the marketing plans

We very much appreciate the opportunity to comment on these legislative
proposals which, we believe, constitute a substantial step forward In the solution
of this urgent problem.

Sincerely,
A. P. FosTAtNm.

LAW 8caooL or HARVARD UNvsrry,
Casmbridge, Meas., Scplember 11, 1I.

Hon. Roa= F. KBgNrzoi,
U.S. Sset, Waskngtol, D.C.

DrAn SVIAToa Karzcrnr: I would like to offer my support for S. .100, the
bill you have introduced for the purpose of stimulating private investment in
low-cost housing in urban poverty areas.

Although I cannot claim any expert understanding of the economics of the
housing industry, it does seem clear to me that you are right to conclude that
drastic Improvement of housing conditions in our city slum and ghetto areas
I critical in any serious effort to break the grip of urban deprivation; that the
proportions of this task far exceed the capabilities of Government programs
except on a scale which all would find unacceptable; and that the job, therefore,
will remain undone unless private enterprise can be stimulated to undertake it
and particularly unless government supports and Incentives are forthcoming
which correct the bias, Introduced by past and present government housing pro-
grams and Income-tax laws, favoring investment of private capital In suburban
and luxury-type urban construction. It seems to ihe that your bill Is well de-
signed to accomplish thee objectives.

Some features of 8. 2100 which seen especially good to wne are those which
(1) encourage rehabilitation as well as new construction; (2) require that hous-
ing be constructed within the slums and ghettos, so that occupants need not be
torn from their neighborhoods, and those neighborhoods can receive the economic
and community-building boost associated with new housing construction; (3)
require co-ordination through consultation with local offclals and neighborhood
residents, without granting either group an absolute veto (except In the unlikely
event that the city decides to refrain from ail participation) : (4) permit eco-
nomically successfd tenants to retain their housing in the neighborhood; and (5)
accommodate the economic necessity of property-tax concessions with the city
urgent need to preserve and expand its tax base. A particularly creative and
promising feature, I think, is the strong support for tenant-controlled manage
meant groups.

Yours very truly, P)UN . MIcttUt.

Profceaor of Low.

GENUaAL Mooa Coat.,
Detrtit, Septembcr 8,1f?.

Hon. RoamT F. Kranyim,
U.S. S c es, Weeadqto s, D.C.

Dus SETATOS KNNrsT: Thank you for the opportunity to review your pro-
posed bills directed to the problem of urban renewal.

There can be no question that substantially reducing unemployment and pro-
viding better housing and transportation facilities, and Improving downtown
business areas are urgent problems In many If not most of our ciUes. They are
of concern to all of us not only from a business but from a human standpoint.
As the leading Industrial nation, enjoying the hlShest living standards, we must
be leaders In this area as well Renewal of our cities and their faclHUtes where
necessary, must be planned and developed so that our urban areas will mrve.
as standards for the world. You will understand that we In Detroit feel this
keenly and I am serving as a member of the New Detroit Committee recently
formed, , Governor tomney and Mayor Cavanaugh. The purpm of this Com-
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mittee Is to plan and coordinate the reconstruction of Detroit's riot-damaged
areas and from a long-range standpoint to provide improvements in education,
low-income housing, job-training, employment and other underlying causes of
disturbance.

As I understand your proposals, S. 2088 would provide tax incentives for in-
vestment In new Industry established in slum areas designated by the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development, as well as assistance for training
employes from these areas. S. 2100 would provide mortgage capital through the
Federal National Mortgage Association, as well as tax incentives, for construc-
tion of slum housing units. The tax incentives would include tax credits, ac-
celerated depreciation, and othet' special allowances.

We have reviewed your proposed legislation with interest. The proposals re-
flect a detailed study of the problem and advance many thought-provoking ideas.
Investments of this type have not been a part of our program in the past.
Whether or not the proposals would provide some avenue for the Corporation
to participate would, of course, require a careful examination after enactment.

We would certainly agree with the three premises set forth in your letter and
in particular feel that private enterprise has a role in the maintenance and
development of our urban centers. In this connection, what we In General Motors
have been doing has and will have an important favorable influence on urban
problems. For example, our recent nation-wide plant expansion program has
resulted in an estimated increase In employment of 50,000. In some cases these
new or expanded plants were located in central areas of Detroit, Pontiac, Flint,
Lansing, Kalamazoo, Dayton, Baltimore and Buffalo. In this connection, the tax
proposals you advance could present a strong incentive to industry in general In
carrying forward your purposes. However, they are not the sole consideration as
Is evidenced by our plant expansions in the areas noted which were dictated by
business considerations when such incentives were not available.

Further, regarding the role of private enterprises, as an "equal opportunity"
employer we are hiring large numbers of persons from minority groups, provid-
ing them with training programs and offering promotion opportunities. Our
on-the-job training programs have permitted employee to obtain new of addi-
tional skills and our employe-in-training program affords a non-high school
graduate the opportunity to attain journeyman status in a skilled trade. The
policy of the Corporation is to extend these opportunities to qualified applicants
and employee on a nondiscriminatory basis and without regard to an individual's
age, race, color, sex. creed, or national origin. We are actively recruiting those
willing to work and learn, and will continue to do so as long as vacancies exist.
However, as you know, the greatest demand will always be for people with
skills and aptitude for training.

In connection with the immediate situation in Detroit arising out of the recent
riots, as I noted above, I am currently on the New Detroit Committee. Our
people are actively assisting this Committee's efforts to rebuild the damaged
areas, developing new housing facilities, and alleviate hard-core unemployment.
The Committee will work through existing agencies and groups and where pos-
sible lend its assistance when it is deemed advisable. It is interesting to note one
of the first conclusions arrived at by a task force of this Committee was that
rather than various governmental agencies providing ready made plans for
various localities, the local areas residents must have some participation in the
planning, execution and administration of plans that affect their immediate local
area.

You may also have heard about the Metropolitan Citizens Development
Authority. This non-profit non-governmental organization was formed in Novem-
ber, 1966, for the primary purpose of substantially increasing in the six-county
Detroit metropolitan area the supply and availability of low and moderate cost
housing on a scale suffielent to realize the benefits of modern management and
technology. I am a vice-chairman of the organization and General Motors has
offered to participate and contribute toward Its operating budget. We also now
have under consideration a proposal designed to provide funds in the form of a
five-year loan to the organization to acquire land for site development and
construction.

You also asked Mr. Do:.ner for his comments, and I am speaking for him as
well as myself In this letter. I want to thank you again for giving us an oppor-
tunity to review your legislative proposals in these Important areas of social
concern.

With kind regards, M. RooD:
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INTERNATiOxAL Tzh*pjioN & TLGtW o ' Coue.,
New York, N.Y., 8cptember 1, 1967.

Hon. Roa=r F. KzEmWy,
U.. Sexate,
Wahigo D.O.

DEAR SaNATos Kzxzqsvn: Thank you for your courtesy in writing about the
urban improvement bills which you introduced in the Senate. I read both of them
with interest

The creation of more Jobs and better housing in slums and ghettos goes to the
heart of the matter in this complex question of combatting city poverty.

Your coupling of a chance for a decent Job and a chance for a decent home with
R meaningful participation by private enterprise Is, in my Judgment, a sensible
approach to the problem. It Is one which deserves careful consideration by that
segment of the private sector which can surely make a significant contribution.

Our company, as you may be aware, has been Interested for some time in
Implementing programs to strike poverty at its roots. One of these, the operation
of the Job Corps Center at Camp Kilmer, N.J., is a worthwhile example. The
commendations which it has received have been a source of great personal
satisfaction to me, and an Indication of how industry can help nurture our
nation's human resources.

Your bills have great merit. I assure you that I will diacuss them in detail
with ITT company officials who are particularly concerned with poverty pro-
grams and pass on their recommendations to you. Meanwhile, I will follow with
interest the ideas you have proposed.

Sincerely,
HAowL S. Gzrg=N,

Chairman and President.

STAUmA CHEMICAL CO.,
New York, N.Y., August 23,1967.

Hon. RoB=T F. KENNIIY,
Senator from New York,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR S&To* KENNEDznY: Thank you for your Augus 17 letter and the copies
of your remarks to the Senate about private investment in urban areas.

Both of your proposals are excellent. They go to the heart of the problem-
urban unemployment. They utilize a vastly powerful economic force-the free
enterprise system. They eliminate the "government intervention" argument by
placing private capital in the lead role.

I favor the legislation which you have proposed and hope that the Senate will
hold hearings on it during this session. The hearings themselves will answer in
particular those questions relating to the sufficiency of the Incenives.

The most Important and the most difficult question you ask is whether a given
company might be induced to invest in a poverty area under the conditions pro-
posed. I am certain you understand thut many considerations bear on the selec-
tion of a site for a new capital Inveetment--avallabillty of skilled labor, raw ma-
terial supply, transportation, to mention a few. The incentives contemplated by
your bills would simply add one more factor to the overall package to be consid-
ered by a management group. I can coneive of circumstance, however, in which
the incentives might well tip the scales In favor of locating in a poverty area.

I will continue to follow your proposals with great interest and want you to
know that I stand ready to help.

Sincerely yours,
A. B. Axaa xr,

BEesttve Vice President.

Ta Duzymus Coat.,
MANAGERS & UNDawansw or THE Dairrus FUND, INc.,

New York, August *8,1967.Ho. Iloam F. KENNEDY,
U.8. 8exateA
Wahkington, D.T.

DEr SENAToS KzNmym: Thank you for your interesting letter of August 1th.
Your legislative propomls seem well conceived. You have made thIs seemingly

un-understandable problem of the afflicted areas understandable. Our research
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group feels the Incentives offered are (,f sufficient proportion to stimulate the nee.
essary business activity.

If we can be of any practical assistance to you please do not hesitate to call
upon us.

With best wishes,
Sincerely,

HowAa STm.

Tun BoEUG Co.,
Seattle, Wee., September 7,1967.Hon. Roazrr F. KENNEDY,

Sem*e 0/OAc Bu lding,
Waehstom6 D.C.

DrAz SmAToz Kzrziir : I am pleased to respond to your letter of August 10,
197 concerning S. 2100 and 8. 2088.

We share your concern for the problems of hard core unemployment and the
decay of our urban centers. Certainly, private enterprise has a deep Interest In
the solution of these problems. Responding directly to the questions contained
in your letter, we would offer the following comments.

The incentives provided In both S. 2088 and S. 2100 should make investment
In poverty areas attractive. Our experience with existing federal programs for
the hard core unemployed suggests to us that the approval procedure contained
in both of these proposals would be unwieldy and possibly unworkable. The
requirement to coordinate with and secure approval from three separate depart-
ments of the Federal Government and a number of local or regional agencies
would be frustrating and discouraging to participants In the program. We recog-
nize the need for governmental control and coordination, but we believe this
approval procedure should be streamlined.

We are also somewhat concerned that local building codes across the country
would be a deterrent to Implementing S. 2100. Many of these building codes
preclude the application of modern construction, materials and methods which
are needed to achieve low-cost housing.

Our only possible area of interest under S. 2088 would be In those locations
where we have expansion requirements. However, even in those areas, I doubt
that we could meet the requirement for two-thirds of the employees of our facility
to be from the urban poverty area. Our industry has an unusually high skill
level requirement, and I cannot conceive of one of our operations in which two-
thirds of the employees could be newly hired and trained people.

We have an obvious interest in the development of good housing In the com-
munities where we have plant operations. However, the actual construction of
housing is outside our field of experience. We do work closely with the construc-
tion Industry and would continue to do so to meet the purposes of the Urban
Housing Development Act of 1967.

It is obvious that .. ) sectors of our nation must take aggressive steps to remedy
the problems that cause urban poverty areas. The attainment of higher educa-
tional levels, the development of skills and a much higher degree of attachment of
the people In these areas to the labor market Is essential to the continued growth
of our country. Working with others in our communities, we have had some
success in reducing the hard core unemployment. It Is obvious that much more
needs to be done, and we will pursue the problem with means at our disposal.
We commend your suggestion that a higher degree of cooperation between the
private sector and government will help. In the few Instances where we have been
able to work in this environment, there have been rewarding results.

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on your proposals and sincerely hope
their objectives can be met.

Respectfully,
W=UAM M. ALLzm.

UNION CARiD CoRP.,
New York, N.Y., September 8, 1967.Hon. ROBERT F. KENNEDY,

U.S. se'ute,
Wakinglo, D.C.

Dr-A SENATOR K iE Y: Thank you for your letter of August 16 and for the
copies of your two bills covering private investment in urban poverty areas. I
have studied these bills with much interest and am In thorough accord with the
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objectives and intent of the proposed legislation. Rehabilitation and revitaliza-
tion of urban areas is essential to our society, and this cannot be accomplished
If left entirely to public administration and management. Your proposed legisla-
tion recognizes this by offering realistic economic incentives to private Industry.

These Incentives offered in your proposed bills are very attractive and would
constitute Important considerations In making private investment decisions.
However, as you know, there are many other factors involved in the selection
of sites for new capital facilities. In some cases, such as in the case of petro-
chemical plants, proximity to raw materials can be an overriding consideration.
In others, such as a tonnage oxygen plant designed primarily to supply the
steel Industry, proximity to the customer may be the primary determinant.
Many other factors may also be Involved in the selection of plant or commercial
sites, such as, to mention only a few, availability of skilled labor, availability
of water, cost of transportation, cost of electric power, local taxes, and local
political climate. Each new facility must be examined in the light of its individual
needs. Therefore, In the event your proposed legislation should be adopted, It
would be an important but not necessarily decisive consideration to be taken
into account with regard to the location of the particular facility to be installed.
Unless all factors pertinent to the selection of a facility site are given due
weight, there is danger that, In some case, capital investments might be made
in urban poverty areas which, even with the Incentives offered In your bills,
would not be competitive. In such event, the facility, of course, would In time
be a financial failure and rather than being an asset in Improving the urban
poverty area would be a distinct liability.

May I point out that, while I am in favor of the general objectives and intent
of your proposed bills, we have not as yet studied them in detail. There may
be various items which we think should be changed or various omissions from
the bills which we think should be Included. After we have made a detailed
study, If we have further suggestions, I shall be pleased to forward them to you.

Sincerely yours,
KrmfTa RusH.

Crrr or ALELLRD, VA.,
September 11, 1967.

Hon. Ro=arr F. KzNNEDr,
U7.. Senwe,
Woahingto, D.C.

Mr DrAs SrXATon KEZiKEDY: We have noted with considerable interest two
bills, 82088 and 82100, co-sponsored by you and Senators Pearson and Smathers,
in the Senate and presented in the House by Representative Boggs concerning
housing and Industrial Investment in urban poverty areas. We heartily support
the intent of these bills and trust that they will become law as soon as possible.

Two questions raised by these bills, however, do cause us concern. These
involve the designation and definition of urban poverty areas provided by the
Census Bureau for the Office of Economic Opportunity and to which thee bills
are related, subject to some modification by the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development.

First, the poverty areas to be assisted are limited to metropolitan areas with
more than 250,000 people In 1960. This initially eliminates entire states such
as Alaska, Mississippi, Montana and Wyoming; limits many states to only one
metropolitan area; and excludes major cities which probably have poverty areas.
Examples of the latter are Elmira, Niagara Falls, Schenectady and Yonkers,
New York; Hutchinson, Salina and Topeka, Kansas; Pensacola and Tallahassee,
Florida; Baton Rouge, Lake Charles and Monroe, Louisiana; Charleston, South
Carolina; and Savannah, Georgia. It would also eliminate the "typical" area of
230,000 people used In your Introductory speech for 82088.

Second, by using the Urban Poverty Area definition, the number of qualified
census tracts in the Nation Is limited to 198 of 20,911 or less than 19 of the
total. Alexandria has three census tracts which were eliminated from quallca-
tion by application of the Urban Poverty Area definition and which contain sub.
stantial evidence of poverty. We are sure that many other poverty areas through-
out the United States were also eliminated simply because they did not meet the
questionable artificial criteria used in the Urban Poverty Area definition.

Adherence to the recommended procedure will abort the real Intent of the
legislation, will promote unnecemary competition among localities for designa-
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tion by the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, may cause detri-
mental redirection of funds from areas now included on the poverty maps to
other deserving areas designated by the Secretary and will cause delay in pro-
gram execution due to compounding admiulsttive review and investigation.

We strongly urge that these bills be amended to require identlfication by the
Census Bureau through the Oflice of Economic Opportunity of all census tracts
falling in the poverty category without arbitrary elimination because of number,
population, contiguity, or other reasons such as those in the Poverty Area Defini-
tion. Only in this way can the legislation be applied equally throughout the coun-
try and Congress be fully aware of the extent of urban poverty needs and the
success of Its anti-poverty programs

I have taken the liberty of forwarding copies of this letter to Senators
Pearson and Bmatheri, Representative Boggs and the Senate Finance Committee
for their information. I have also called this matter to the attention of Secretary
Weaver.

Sincerely,
ALsmU MI. HAM, Jr.,

CtUV Manager.

Naw Yoax Unnwurrr ScHooL or LAw,
New York, N.Y., September 15, 1967.

Senator Guoae & SmATnUmh
Semnte Ftimwc ComesUtee,
Washept^, D.C.

D&Aa SuMATO SMATnazw: According to this morning's edition of the New
York Times, Under Secretary of the Treasury Joseph W. Barr, on behalf of the
Administration, has objected to the provisions of 82100 mainly on the grounds
that the Treasury has long opposed use of tax incentives for "narrow amid spe-
ciallized purposes."

In view of the Treasury Initiative over the last three years in proposing amend-
ment of the Internal Revenue Code, I find this position astonishing.

In particular, It was not a year ago that the Administration vigorously
supported the enactment of the Foreign Investors Tax Act, which added to the
Code a conglomeration of provisions dealing with the income, estate and gift
tax treatment of foreign Investment and business In the United States.

As stated by the House Ways and Means Committee In H.R. Report No. 1450.
89th Congress-Second Session (April 26, 1966), the purpose of that Act was
"to provide more equitable tax treatment for foreign investment In the United
States." Although the Committee Report does state the Act Is part of the Presi-
dent's program to Improve the U.S. balance of payments, the report continues,
"the bill.., sought, as Its primary objective, the equitable tax treatment by the
United States of non-resident aliens and foreign corporations." To remove any
doubts about the Committee's Intent, with which the Administration fully con-
curred, the Committee summarized the purpose and background of the bill as
follows:

"The legislation is designed to increase the equity of the tax treatment accorded
foreign Investment in the United States."

In addition, since 1964 numerous Code provisions have been added or amended
on the initiative of the Treasury or without its objection benefitting, among
others, (a) stockholders of collapsible corporations (Sec. 841 (f)) ; (b) dealers In
property who are contingently liable on debt obligations (Sec. 166(g)) ; (c)
shareholders who redeem their shares In corporations with substantial accumu-
lated earnings and profits (See. 318); and (d) shareholders in corporations
combining with other corporations (Sec. 868 (a) (1) (B)).

In light of this recent history, it is the height of hypocrisy to find the Treasury
now saying It has long been opposed to provisions "with narrow or specialized
purposes." The number of Individuals or businesses affected by the Foreign
Investors Tax Act and the other provisions cited above is infinitesimal compared
to the number of U.S. citizens and businesses who would assuredly benefit from
the enactment of 82100 and its companion 82088. The social and economic bene-
fits to be derived from providing more equitable treatment for nonresident alien
Investors or shareholders of collapsible corporations can hardly be anything but
a small fraction of the long overdue social and economic improvement 82100
would help bring to the many needy citizens of the United States living in our
urban areas.
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82100 and 82088 are the most meaningful provisions yet introduced to en-
courage private industry to do its share in eliminating the human suffering and
degradation so many of our citizens are forced to endure because of inadequate
Job opportunities and housing.

The sponsors of these bills correctly gauge the present temper of prudent
businessmen. Incentives, particularly tax incentives, are indispensable to the
meaningful participation in these programs by business enterprises with adequate
capital and experience. It we are ever to convert rat-filled alums into decent
housing accommodations, Jobless men into dignified taxpayers, now is the time
to act. The bill under consideration by your Committee should be favorably
acted upon promptly.

Although times does not now permit an extended discussion of the technical
provisions of the bill. I find it exceptionally well drafted, more comprehensible
than most existing provisions of the Code and structured to provide taxpayers
qualifying thereunder with the intended benefits without opening up glaring
loopholes.

In stnmary, the Treasury's objections to the tar reaching and imaginative
proposals embodied in 82100 are without substance. Unfortunately. the suspicion
persists that the Administration's objections would be muted, if not nonexistent,
if the names of the sponsors of this bill were different.

I wish to thank the Committee in advance for permitting me to express my
views on this matter.

Yours very truly,
NOMA19 SINaIcH,

Prokeaor of Law.

M fopoLiTAN DaVEiLOPMINT ASSOCIATION
Or SYRACUSE & ONONDAGA COUNTY, INC.,

September J, 1967.
Senator RosuT F. K mznir y,
U.8. esate,
Washington, D.C.

DzAa SNATOn KzNNJDY: Many thanks for your letter ot August 22nd. I have
been on my vacation and therefore am apologetic about being late in answering
you.

We had known about the two bills which you introduced in the Senate and have
been most impressed with both. I have been in the housing and urban renewal
field for quite a number of years and have found that private enterprise Incen-
tives have generally been so circumscribed that, after the initial attraction has
worn off, few Investors remain interested, unless there is a hidden bonus. Ex-
ampies of this are Sections 2 and 008 of the Housing Act. The current section
221d3 program current appears close to being regulated to a state of relative
ineffectiveness.

The interest rate and income tax incentives in your proposals should, I believe,
provide a considerable attraction to private investment in an open and above
board way which has not hitherto been possible.

Mr. Bruno mentioned to my assistant and myself that we might visit your
office in Washington to discuss the proposed legislation further with either Mr.
Curzan or Mr. Wallnsky. I trust that we may do this sometime in the near future
at their convenience.

If by any chance Syracuse is fortunate enough to be designated as a Model City
under the new program, we would have an opportunity to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of your two proposals in our run-down central area.

With best wishes,
Sincerely,

Jonix R. 8rAns, Jr,
Baoutive vioe Presdent.

Orwr or 8" Joa, GAULr.,
August 81, 1967.

Roam F. KTxxmr,
U.S Sefte,
Washeingtm, D.C.

DrA SErAToR Ktssqny: Mayor Ronald R. James has referred your letter of
August 4. to me for reply. We appreciated receiving the two Senate Bills you
recently introduced In the Senate covering "'Industrial Investment in Urban
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Poverty Areas," and "Investment In Housing In Urban Poverty Areas." We think
that both of these bills are excellent, and will be happy to contact you should we
require further Information relative to them.

Thank you kindly for sending them to us.
Sincerely,

A. P. HAmA ir, C yi M1maer.

Annx Co s.,
New York, N.Y., September 12, 197.

Hon. Roonu F. KnmrnT,
U.N. &Sate,
WsbMngton, D.C.

Dua 8=AToa Kzxxziz: Thank you for your letter of August 14, 1967 enclosing
copies of the Congressional Record containing speeches and bills Introduced by
you and Senator Pearson of Kansas on Investment In Industrial development and
housing in urban poverty areas

I have read your enclosures with interest and compliment you on what ap-
pears on first reading to be a reasonable and practical approach to a problem
which has seemed to almost defy practical solution.

I have passed this Information on to other officers of Abex, and If we can
develop any constructive criticism or suggestions, we shall pass them along to
your staff in Washington.

Sincerely,
KEurroN DUNN, Chairman.

THz FLOAIDA SAVINGS AND LOAN LEAGUE,
Orlando, Fla., September 12, 1967.

Hon. Roam= F. KzNNDY,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DuA SzATm KENxEDY: Thank you very much for your letter of August 31,
regarding the two very significant bills you have Introduced to encourage private
Investment In our older neighborhoods and urban poverty areas We are very
flattered that you would ask for the views of the Florida Savings and Loan
League.

We are in ihe process of studying the details of your legislation but are already
In a position to endorse the objectives as you have outlined them. Although our
business is only an Indirect force in combating Joblessness, we certainly share
your belief that a very high level of employment Is essential to our urban and
national well-being. In spite of tight money, our associations have done their level
best to maximize the level of home building and since home building is one of the
largest Industries in the country, this has a definitely favorable effect on
employment.

We also share your belief that the present government programs are not ade-
quate to the task and that no wholly governmental effort can be the complete
answer. In tact, we have always had strong reservations about the present amount
of emphasis on government programs. It Is also apparent that the existing system
of private enterprise is not going to carry us to the goal of a decent American
home for every American family in the near future. We don't know all the an-
swer, but we do feel that some combination of government and private enterprise
offers the best hope.

Our two national trade associations, the United States Savings and Loan
League and the National League of Insured Savings Associations have submitted
papers to the Senate Housing Subcommittee (May 1--Study of Mortgage Credit)
suggesting Important ways In which savings and loan associations could play a
steped-up role in financing home ownership and making a larger contribution to
the solution of the problems you cite.

In this connection, the U.S. Savings and Loan League recently held a special
clinic attended by many Floridians devoted entirely to the special types of
financng outside of the typical single family home. There Is national recognition
In our business that savings and loan associations must reshape their thinking
and policies with respect to the very special and urgent needs of our urban
areas.
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I realize that this does not present detailed and concrete suggestions, but I
did want you to know that your letter and your programs to rejuvenate our urban
areas strikes a very responsive note with the savings and loan people of Florida.

Sincerely,
W n um D. Hussar,
Ruecutlve Vice PrOlde.tO.

Tits STANDAID OL Co,
OlevelaxE, Ohio, September11, 19i7.

Hon. Rowan P. Kmrxmir,
Sexael O1kw B*Udeg
We klgtoll D.C.

Dzs SzzfA&~ Kv'zfray: Adding to my letter of August 21, I am happy to
report my favorable interest in both 8-2088 and 8-2100.

To answer the specific questions raised In your letter of August 16 the incen-
tives certainly make investment in poverty areas more attractive and would be
considered in investment decisions.

As to my company making investments In an urban poverty area under the
conditions specified, many opportunities are eliminated by the elimination of
retail outlets from qualification. However, we will continue to study the implica-
tions of the bills you have proposed.

Sincerely yours,
CHA=a= L SrAx, Praedeut.

OXvw CXN2= RuVmoiPxur CoW.,
St. Loule, Mo., September 14, 10.

Hon. Roa=r F. KENNEDY,
U.S. Senate,
Wathfnto s D.C.

Dz~z SzNAT O K&r.zuazr: Thank you for seeding me copies of the two bills you
introduced for stimulating private Investment" In urban poverty areas.

I certainly agree that joblessness together with inadequate housing are root
causes of our present urban crisis--and that private enterprise must take a
major participating role In the ultimate solution to these problems.

Our corporation is not chartered to engage In housing construction. However,
it Is not beyond the realm of possibility that this corporation might, at some
future time, come under the provisions of your bill for stimulating Industrial
Investment in urban poverty areas.

Whether or not the tax incentives are sufficient I think no one can tell, but
certainly it Is a step In the right direction. The answer to this would be the
arithmetic on individual projects on a case by case basis. In this connection it
would seem important that some assurance be given that the tax incentLves
would prevail for the life of the project and not be subject to changes as was
the case in the recent suspension of the investment tax credit provision.

Sincerely yours,
0. 0. M'CaAowM,

Executive Vice Prsident.

Thu AxuazoaN AssoM oW Or
FunzRosi'N 0ou~am INwo.,

New York, .Y., September15, 1967.
Senator Roszen '. Kmxn y,
U.S. Senate, WaethuFton, D.C.
Dzu SENATOs KE Nssay: In reference to your letter of Augst 30th, I appreci-

ate receiving copies of the two Bills you have Introduced In the Senate to stimu-.
late private investment In urban poverty areas. While It is not within the range
of this office's competence to be able to analyze the structure of such legislation
the member firms of this Association work so closely with the resources made
available by private enterprise to Institutions involved in the betterment of
society, that we would like to commit our wholehearted endorsement to the nature
and spirit of theme Bills
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It In obvious to most concerned citizens that present government programs
for housing and employment in urban poverty areas are making bearly mean-
urable progress.

In the field of philanthropy, we have seen again and again the remarkable re-
sults of the stimulus of private enterprise toward solving problems of social
improvement. Therefore, we hope that the approach contained in your Bills will
meet with the full endorsement of your colleague&

Sincerely,
JOHN J. SCUWARTs.

CHEMICAL BANK NEW YOsK TaUST Co.,
New York, N.Y., September 15, 1967.

Hon. RoaT F. KvamwT,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DIs.a SzxaToa KENNEDTy: We have reviewed with a great deal of Interest your
two bills, S. 2088 and S. 2100 for private Investment in slum areas--one pro-
viding for Incentives to attract new business and the other providing Incentives
for housing construction. We strongly encourage a private enterprise approach
for housing and private industry in the poverty areas.

Attracting Industry to these areas may be limited to those businesses using
unskilled labor. Then, too, other factors affect decisions In selecting plant loca-
tions, e.g., local taxes, transportation, etc. Relative to your housing bill we
believe encouragement of ownership on a condominium or cooperative basis
would be preferable to the rental approach because people with a pride of owner-
ship will respect and take care of property more than those who occupy on a
rental basis. Government guaranteed loans may even be necessary to assist
purchasers In making the down payment. Home owners should be given the
opportunity to profit on the resale of their homes and, where possible, emphasis
should be placed on Individual and group effort at the community and neighbor-
hood level.

Chemical, as a commercial bank, cannot make equity Investments contemplated
by your two bills; however, we are actively working with other banks as well as
several large corporations and real estate developers to assist in financing of
housing developments in slum areas.

Sincerely,
WILUAM S. RzNCHAwN, Chairman.

SvmY RAND 0o3.,
New York, N.Y., September 15,1967.

Hon. RO R F. KmZorN,
U.S. Semte,
WOaAEhgtos, D.O.

Dra 8ENATon KzNNoY: Thank you for your letter of August 17, 1967. I am
glad to give you my comments on the bill for promoting private investment in
urban poverty areas to which you refer.

I agree with the objectives of the proposed law. Sperry Rand Corporation was
one of the first large corporations to participate in Puerto Rico's '"Operation Boot-
strap" which you referred to In your speech of July 12, 1967, before the United
States Senate. "Operation Bootstrap" offered substantial tax incentives which
evidently induced many other corporations to establish manufacturing plants in
Puerto Rico with the resulting great improvement in economic conditions there.

Insofar as our policies as to investment in plant and equipment are concerned,
the location of a new facility Is normally determined by considering many factors,
such as proximity to markets and to suppliers, availability of transportation,
labor supply, real property taxes, other taxes and other local conditions. We
believe that similar factors govern decisions by other companies. The proposed
legislation would introduce another factor that would have an Important bear-
ing on the consideration of locations that would qualify for the benefits of the
proposed legislation.

Asyou request, I submit the following comments on the proposed legislations:
(a) I suggest that those cities and states that would benefit from the pro-

gram be required to extend their co-operation. Among other methods, such
co-operation would Include provision for stabilizing, for a stated number of
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years, taxes levied on reel and personal property subject to the program.
Obviously, lack of such co-operation could offset the incentives offered in the
proposed legislation.(b) I sugest that the bill set forth the additional investment tax credit in

terms of a ratio of the present investment tax credit, rather than a fiat rate.
Then, as the amount of the present credit Is changed, the additional credit
would be changed.

(c) I suggest that greater fdexibility in the number of poverty area
employees required to be hired might result in an increase In the number
of companies that would participate in the Program. A business that re-
quires an unusual proportion of highly skilled employees might feel that its
efficiency would suffer too much from the proposed requirement of a large
percentage of presumably unskilled employees

I hope my comments will be of distance to you and that Congress will give
the proposed legislation the careful consideration that It deserves. I share
your interest, as I believe responsible citizens do, in finding a constructive solu-
tion to the serious problems of our urban areas.

Sincerely,
J. pla"uX FoRST=

AamoxI, N.Y., September 12, 197.
Hon. Ros= F. Kcssinw,
Now York, N.Y.

Dza SENAos: Thank you for sending me copies of 8. 2088 and 8. 2100, which
you have introduced to encourage investment by private business and .he con-
struction of low-cost housing in urban poverty areas.

I regret that a long-scheduled business trip makes it impossible for me to attend
the hearings on these bills to be held later this week before the COmnmittee on
Pinance. However, I am delighted to give you my comments on the proposals.

Both bills, of course, start from the premise that It Is essential to bring the
resources of private industry to bear upon conditions in these urban areas. I
have no doubt that this approach is correct. Whatever the short-run utility of
government-financed projects in urban areas, there is none that I have seen pro-
posed that could be expected to provide as a permanent matter the signiicant
job opportunities and decent housing that are needed. The whole history of this
country's development from the railroads to the space effort, shows that it will
be necessary to give the private sector a compelling motive to engage Itself in
the redevelopment of poverty areas

While I am confident that your basic approach Is sound in the case of both
bills, I feel better qualified to speak to the thrust of S. 2088 which Is designed
to stimulate business investments in these urban areas

It seems to me that there can be no quarrel with the end you have in mind.
Everyone will agree that new business ventures in the poverty areas are neces-
sary and desirable. The question is whether such ventures will follow simply
from public exhortations to businessmen to become involved in urban problems,
or whether more is needed.

I think virtually all businessmen would agree with me that more is needed.
This Is not to say that American business does not have a vital interest in the re-
development of urban poverty areas. They do, not only as responsible citisens,
but also because we are poised as a nation on the brink of such a disastrous and
prolonged crisis If conditions are not improved that our national development is
at stake, economic as well as social.

American business realizes this increasingly. The problem, however, is that
each business manager individually has a primary, Immediate responsibility to
his stockholders and employees, and that the usual profit-motivated considerations
relating to the location of investment sites--an available trained labor force;
acceptable tax rates; predictable, prosperous and peaceful living conditions;
good law enforcement; good schools and recreation; and so forth--are all deeply
affected in an adverse way by the very conditions that we must correct. Accord-
ingly. If anything other than sporadic and relatively Insignificant investment
decisions are to be turned toward the inner cities, we must devise incentives that
are realistic and lasting, and that % ill motivate not only the top business leaders,
but many thousands of business managers in small businesses as well as large,
who are inevitably going to make decisions based ultimately on cost and profit
factors
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1 believe that S. 2068 takes a realistic and workable step in this direction,
and that It merits most careful and thoughtful conildration by the ommittee
and the Congress The basic incentives used In tL bill-te increased aud ex-
tended Investment tax credit, rapid depreciation, special deductions--are en-
tirely appropriate and would undoubtedly affect many business decisions.

As you know, I am acquainted with the efforts to attract business investment
to the Bedford-Stuyvesant area of Brooklyn; I am sure they would be measurably
helped by the passage ot such legislation as S 2068. In a business I know some-
thing about, for instance, which is very attractive to new small business ventures,
I can conceive of new computer card printing plants being located in urban
areas where they would otherwise be placed In outlying regions.

In short, I agree that It Is vital to take steps to attract business to the re-
development of our cities, and to do so Immediately. If a cost is involved over the
short run, it Is a necemry one, and certainly far short of the massive ex-
penditures that will be required If conditions are not visibly and shortly im-
proved. It Is also obviously far short of the costs we are paying now for our past
neglect of our cities and our racial minorities in them. Even In the short run,
however, I am not sure but what the costs would be more than balanced by the
revenue benefits from increased employment and business capital Investment
that Is contemplated.

Sincerely yours
THOMAS J. WATsoN, Jr.

GENIZAL ELECtRo Co.,
New York, N.Y., August 80, 1967.

Hon. JAZOu B. PZasoN,
U.. Sete,
Wehiesgtn, D.O.

Dias SmrAloa PEARsolY: It was most thoughtful of you to invite me to testify
before the Senate Finance Committee on the urban housing and employment
legislation which you and Senator Kennedy of New York are sponsoring, and I
deeply wish I could accept.

However, as you have no doubt already learned from your staff assistant who
telephoned me, I find to my great regret that It Is Impossible to do so.

I do want you to know, however, that I share fully with you and Senator
Kennedy your concern for the plight of the people In our urban slums and your
determination that this be alleviated as quickly and thoroughly as may be
possible. I believe, too, that private corporations like General Electric have a
very substantial role to play In both the human and physical renewal of our
cities, and I am gratified that the legislation you propose well recognizes that
the entire task cannot be reasonably left exclusively to the government.

Thanking you for your Invitation, may I wish you all success in your efforts
to cope with these aspects of our national urban problems.

Sincerely yours,
Fmm L. Boca.

STATzMET my AmiAoaN FDXZATIoN Os LAWS AND CoNouzss or INDUSTRIAL
OWaaNzATzos, SUnxmz y ANnDmw J. BmMiLLZ, Das=orN, DrAnrrMENT
or Linzs.&Ox

The AFL-CIO welcomes this opportunity to comment on S. 2100. We would
like to begin by making clear our general position with respect to this bilL

We agree with the stated objectives of the bill; we have been, over the years,
perhaps the most vigorous advocate of stronger and more effective programs to
meet the steadily-increasing housing needs of the nation.

Moreover, we have heartily endorsed the Idea that a coordinated housing
effort should enlist, to the fullest feasible extent, the resources of private capital
from appropriate sources.

It Is Just here that we part company with S. 2100--the point at which Its ends
give way to Its means. For we do not believe that the ways in which S. 2100
proposes to involve private capital meet the tests of feasibility or appropriateness

In essence, S 2100 seeks to stimulate investment in housing by private corpo-
rations established solely for the purpose of making the highest possible profit.
It would strive toward this end by various tax incentlve--extraordinary credits,
depreciation allowances, loan subsidies and the like-which according to the
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estimates of at least one sponsor of the bill, would insure a return of 18% to
15% with virtually no rsk.

Now it it were true that only through such risk inducements could a desperate
nation find funds to house its people-if It were a choice between 8. 2100 on the
one hand and the perpetuation of the housing crisis on the other-we would find
the choice a dimcult one But fortunately no such choice is necessary.

In the first place, real estate already can hold its own as an investment, for
It already offers tax advantages and federal guarantees against loss.

In the second place, the structure of present housing law could provide better
results, from every viewpoint, If the costly Incentives of 8. 2100 were translated
into direct appropriations. What ails the present housing legislation is not so
much ito form but the miserliness of its appropriations. The same cost to the
Treasury contemplated by S. 2100 could, in our opinion, yield greater returns
if applied through existing statutes.

In addition, we find something basically objectionable in offering a reward-
almost a bribe-to the kind ,of private enterprise which too often was responsible
for the slums which we, along with the sponsors of S. 2100 and all clear-thinking
Americans, realize must be eliminated. We doubt that corporations whose sole
interest in housing is a 15% return at no risk would be deeply concerned with
the relative social value of their investment, yet this should surely be a factor.
While It is true that America needs all kinds of housing, over a wide range of
sale and rental levels, the most desperate need is for low and low-middle income
housing. We do not believe that tax gimmicks for the enrichment of private
capital will build that housing; nor do we believe such an approach should be
used.

This point was made with great cogency by an editorial in the New York
Times on September 2. Here in what the Times said:

"To Rzauw TBZ SLUMS

"In the task of rebuilding the urban sirms neither Oongress nor the nation
itself has looked squarely at the housing problem.

"The underlying truth remains what It was twenty years ago when the late
Senator Robert A. Taft became a convert to public housing and set out to per-
suade the real estate industry to relax its doctrinaire opposition. There Is no
way, Mr. Taft often said, that private enterprise can build housing for the very
poor at a profit. But Congress has never been willing to appropriate sufficent
money for a large-scale public housing program.

"Federal housing officials and city mayors have complicated the problem by
pursuing unrelated objectives. They have pushed for so-called "middle-income
housing" to persuade a remnant of the middle class not to lee to the suburbs.
They have promoted urban renewal programs to revitalize the rotting down-
town commercial areas and lure shoppers back into the centers of cities. These
are both worthwhile purposes, but they do nothing to rehouse alum-dwellers
and may actually reduce the supply of housing available to them.

"The political Impasse which has long existed in the housing field, now made
more visible by the budget stringency of the Vietnam war, has stimulated en-
terprising politicians In both parties to devise ways of luring private business
into this unpromising activity. President Johnson has a committee at work
studying the possibility of a mixed public-and-private Commat-type corporation.
Senator Percy, Republican of Illinois, and Senator Robert Kennedy have in-
troduced ambitious, complex bills to encourage the entry of private capital into
the field.

"None of these plans will directly help the people in the slums who are
worst-off--the 32 million Americans, or one person in every six, who live In
families where the bread-winner is unemployed, on welfare or whose income
hovers at or slightly above minimum wage levels.

"Senator Kennedy concedes that under his bill apartments would rent for
$70 to $100 a month, which Is more than the really poor can afford to pay.
The same Is true of Senator Percy's bill, which is nominally Intended to
convert slum residents into homeowners. As with most existin# Government
housing programs, except public housing, these pror-tls would d most help
white-collar and blue-collar workers in the $4,000 to $7.000 bracket.

"Private capital's involvement, however, is not a substitute for public housing,
much less a panacea. The subsidized Interest rates, tax concessions, and other

"-l O--47------28
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inducements of the Percy and Kennedy plans are a roundabout way of doing what
the Government could do straightforwardly if the public understood that decent
housing for the poor cannot be a goldmlne for private profit."

We agree. And to the extent that private capital can be effectively used, we
believe It should be from other sources than 8. 2100 proposes

Any number of private, non-profit organIzatIons-Including trade union orga-
nizations--are already engspWe In housing operations, and there would be more of
them If existing programs were expanded. To them, the tax Incentives of 8. 2100
would be meaningless; yet their primary interest in housing is based upon social
purpose rather than greed for profit. Is It really a service to the nation to sub-
ordinate their role to that of the money-changers?

To be sure, It is argued that 8 2100 represents a "new approach" designed to
tap new sources of private funds for the public good. As we have indicated, we
feel strongly that the same amount of money would be vastly more useful if
applied to the only slightly older approaches which have never had this kind of
backing.

Moreover, 8. 2100 hardly represents a plan for the involvement of undiluted
private enterprise; depending upon the nature of the project, from 3% to 22%
of the total co,*i of a project would be borne by the federal government, and
thus by the taxpayers as a whole, In order to assure the safe, 18% to 15% return
described earlier.

We have not attempted In this statement to analyse S. 2100 In detail It Is not
necessary to go that far to demonstrate that his bill, so well Intended, can only
divide the available resources of the nation when their greatest unity is needed.

In essence, we stand on the position on housing needs restated only two weeks
ago by the AFli-CIO Executive Council at Its meeting in New York. That state-
ment urged:

"Two and a half million new housing units each year including:
"A. Public housing through new and rehabilitated low-rent homes for the

2D% of city families whose Incomes are below requirements for a minimum
decent standard of living. New public housing construction, now at a 36,000-to-
40,000 annual level, should be immediately Increased to 200,000 to 300,OO for
each of the next two years and 500,000 a year thereafter. Adequate appro.xia-
tions for the rent supplement program are a necessity.

"B. Housing for lower middle-income families, not eligible for public housing
and unable to afford decent dwellings In the standard, privately financed housing
market. Federally subsidized Interest rate loans and a federal subsidy for the
partial abatement of local taxes on such properties are needed to Increase con-
struction of such housing by cooperatives, non-profit and limited dividend cor-
porations. In addition, federal legislation should make It possible for such groups
to acquire existing properties, with government insurance of long-term and low-
interest loans

"C. Moderate-income housing, already operating with government-insured mort-
gages, stepped up through measures to Increase involvement of pension funds,
college endowment funds and private trusts.

"D. Open housing, in suburbs as well as In cities, an essential part of a mean-
ing effort to rebuild our metropolitan areas.

". Urban renewal no longer is confined to commercial and expensive high-rise
construction. The focus instead must be on homes in balanced neighborhoods, with
families displaced by slin clearance given assistance in finding decent dwellings
at rents they can afford.

"F. Model Cities program, with adequate appropriations."
This quotation Is from a longer statement entitled "America's Urban Crisi"

In order that our housing position can be understood in the context of the total
problem, I am appmding a copy of the full statement as welL

In short, we must oppose 8. 2100 in its present form and urge instead the alter-
native spelled out In the statement above.
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TRSURY COMMENTS ON A COMPARISON OW THE ANALYSI SUiMsu BY
SENATOR Ron= KENz-xDY Wrr THE ANALYSIS SusMrrm sY Ti Dz-
FARTMENT O THE TaAsuny

The Comparison submited by Senator Kennedy apparently misunderstands
several points In the Treasury analysis so that a brief comment is appropriate

1. We have serious doubt about the thrust of Section B of the Comparison
which seems to argue that under S. 2100 rents are lower, rates of return better,
and in general costs to the Federal Government lower than other programs. This
result seems to rest upon a number of special assumptions underlying the table
in Section B, which assumptions, however, amount to different treatment of the
situations under S 2100 as compared with Sec. 221(d) (8) cases. Apparently the
See. 221 (d) (3) projects assumed in the table are based on a shorter loan repay.
ment schedule than S. 2100. (This requires a larger rent supplement to cover
the cost of higher debt amortization, but the faster government receipt from this
loan amortization Is apparently not counted.) Apparently the table also leaves
out of account the cost of the property tax subsidy which is shifted to State and
local government under S. 2100. Ala) the table apparently does not count the
revenue loss from making the project-income tax free. (We comment on this below,
number 6.)

The Treasury analysis of the tax provisions under &' 2100 argued that the
rent reducing aspects of S. 2100 could be added to any housing program, and
thus the efficient way of analysing the t provisions is to asume that they
are added to housing programs that are slmiar in the nonfederal-tax feahae.
(In any event, measures that reduce rent without reducing the rate of return
on the investment would seem to have a cost proportional to the degree of
rent reduction achieved. The real cost is higher If the technique of guaranteed
private loans (as under Sec. 221(d) (8) rent sl/ men) Is used rather than
direct loans (as in S. 2100) ; but the decision to use guaranteed loans or direct
loans presumably would be dictated not by housing considerations but by the
general financial and budgetary situation, especially the debt liit.)

2. The Comparison in Section I-C miss our point when it characterism as
conflicting du" contentions that (1) rates of return on equity are not much
different under See. 221(d) (8) type programs and under S. 2100; and (2) the
aggregate cost under S. 2100 is higher. The point is simply that equity capital
costs more than debt capital, and thus the stress In S. 2100 toward inducing
higher equities (and lower debt) requires more Federal cost. If a project is
financed with 10 percent equity (earning, after tax, 15 percent) and 90 per-

went debt (carrying 5 percent betore-tax interest), the cost is Increased when
the financing is changed to 50 percent equity and 50 perant debt. If we specify
that the rent paid is the same in the two projects, the jpvernment In one way or
another must finance the increased return on the 40 parent of the cost shifted
to equity financing. (It Is still a separate question whether higher equities would
produce better housing. Our analysis simply contended that higher equities are
expensive and there should be more evidence as to their value before one can
evaluate the 5. 2100 approach.)

& The Comparison in Section I contends that S. 2100 provides a better rate
of return than the hypothetical Sec. 221(d) (8) model used In our analysis. The
difference depends largely on forecasting the resale price. The reader can eboose
his own price forecast. The difference is not, however, fundamental. If one
believes the rate of return under See. 221(d (8) is too low, this can be corrected
without Introducing a structure of tax benefits designed to increase the amount
of return proportionately for higher equity ratios.

4. The argument in Section III D of the Comparison overlooks our point that,
while a borrower who has personal liability on a conventional mortgage has
made some commitment over and above his Investment, his commitment Is still
not as much of a commitment an If be had not borrowed but used instead his
own funds There is, therefore, some significance In looking at the return on his
real equity.

5.. Section III E of the Comparison completely misunderstands us. A tax-
exempt bond produces the ame after-tax rate of return for a- 70 percent Investor
as for a 80 percent investor, but this is equivalent to a arger beforetax rate of
return for the 70 percent Investor than for the 80 percent investor as the Cor-
parson contends. But what we added was that in a plan involving excem
deduetlons-as distinct from a plan that provides a certain amount of tax-
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exempt inAme-the after-tax rate at return Is much h4ger for the high bracket
taxpayw. The discrepancy In equivalent before-tax yields will be even more
favorable for high bracket taxpayers where excess deductions are allowed.
Thns, the particular devie of excess deductions to provide tax benefits nerates
windfalls; 'and wo could expect this to be eft*cient in the sense that much of
do bsmsft would, be wanted (as it Is In the tax-exempt interest) because, to
aeieev a given, housing result, the benefit must be expanded to attract margnoal
Invsor I.e., thos who get lew beneft than the very top rate Investors who get
mm ftm the -rovison.
-& Th statement under Section V (A) that revenue losses from excess depreia.

time oboud be counted only when It reduces non-project Income but not when it
redums project 1ncoem (on the ground that the project would not exist without
the excm dep aton) Is incorret. Ifthe resources did not go to housing,
the resources would go elsewhere In the econmy and pay some income ta= If
the resources are induced into new activity which generates tax-free Income, we
loss the revenue that we would have gotten from those resmuces used elsewhere.

7. The most IP imun In the Comparison arises In Section
VX Our propoition that loan capital is cheaper than equity capital does not
mean that we want public housing rather than an encouragement to private
investors. We make the point simply to raise the Issue of how much equity In
desirable to be Invested in Iow- omme housing. Increasing the equity share with
a given high rate of return on equity is expensive-the question .remains of what
benefits are expected to be obtained from such an Increase In the equity share

& Some other dierenes we have with particular points in the Comparismn
can be passed as not particularly imp t to the basic mes raised by the tax
provisions of S. 2100.

9. The basic isues might be summarized as follows:
(1) Arrangi-g tax benedfts which increase with the equity proportion In the

housing proJect (including equity financed by conventional loans) Is expensive.
Does this yield an adequate payoff In term of more or better housing than could
be achieved by alternatively less expensive programs which work through high
loan ratios?

(2) Tax benefits structured as excess deductions to be used against other In-
comes are a relatively Inedficient devie

Finally the fact that there Is so much difficulty In specifying Just what the tax
benedts are suggests that Investors might have simlar- dificulties This would
argue In favor of more explicit measures to Improve inveabors returns.

Offke ot the Secretary of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis
(S. 2100 amended to reflect changes suggested by Senator Robert F.

Kennedy, Ioows:)
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Referred to the Committee on Finanoe and ordered to be printed

Intended

nc. 2. It the purpose of thisAct to assist ivats

enterprise in providing and substan* rehabilitated

housing in urban poverty areas in order to enhae the living

conditions of such aras and to meet aw immediate .and

pressing need for deoent, safe, and sanitary housing for low-

"I1
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2

1 income and lower middle income persons at rentals which

2 they can afford.

3 DEFINITIONS

4 Sc. 3. As used in this Act-

5 (1) The term "Secretary" (for purposes of title I and

6 title H) means the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-

7 opmeJnt.

8 (2) The term "urban poverty area" means an area,

9 within a standard metropolitan statistical area containing a

10 population of at least two hundred and fifty thousand, which

11 the Bureau of the Census has determined, at the request of,

12 and under procedures approved by, the Office of Economic

13 Opportunity, to be a poverty area, subject to such modifica-

14 tions, exceptions, or additions as the Secretary, in consulta-

15 tion with the Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity,

16 may determine to be appropriate for the purposes of this Act.

17 (3) The term "city" means any municipality, county,

18 parish, or other political subdi vision of a State having general

19 governmental powers.

20 (4) The term "certified project" means a housing proj-

21 ect, which may consist of one or more buildings, with respect

22 to which an unrevoked certificate of eligibility has been issued

23 by the Secretary under section 101 of diis Act.

24 (5) The term "certified operation- period" means with

25 regard to a certified project-
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8

1 (A) in the case of a project financed in part by a

2 mortgage insured under section 235 (d) of the National

3 Housing Act, the term of such mortgage, or

4 (B) in the case of a project not financed in part by

5 a mortgage insured under section 235 (d) of the National

6 IIoLsing Act, fifty years front the date of completion of

7 construction or rehabilitation of the project which is

8 certified under section 101 of this Act.

9 (6) The term "net return" means with respect to any

10 fiscal year, the net operating in(omie of a certified project,

11 before any deductions for depreciation, interest, United States

12 income tax, and State or local income or franchise taxes com-

13 puted with reference to net income, but less the amount of the

14 amortization payment (including both the amount thereof

15 attributabie to interest and the amount thereof attributable to

16 retirement of principal) payable on a mortgage on the project

17 insured tinder section 235 (d) of the National Housing Act.

18 (7) The term "home management corporation" means

19 a public or private nonl)rofit corporation or association which

20 is organized under State or local law by the residents of one

21 or more certified projees. in an urban poverty area, and of

22 which such residents are. the sole members for the purpose

23 of managing and pwefonning maintenance, tasks on each

24 project, for developing and carrying out programs for

25 iniprovitg thet lsliysicti, eeonotnic, and social conditions pre-
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4

1 vailing in the urban poverty area where such project is con-

2 structed, and ultimately for purchasing such project to take

3 ownership either in the name of the corporation or in the

4 name of each resident of such project.

5 (8) The term "holder" means any individual, firm, or

6 corporation possessing an unrevoked certificate of eligibility

7 issued by the Secretary under section 101 of this Act.

8 (9) The term "initial equity" means, with respect to

9 the holder of a certified project, the difference between the

10 total cost of the project to the holder as determined under

11 section 235 (d) (3) of the National Housing Act and the

12 principal amount of any mortgage on the project, insured

13 under section 235 (d) of the National Housing Act, at the

14 particular time in question.

15 (10) The term "occupancy charge" means the rental

16 or other payment made by the occupants of dwelling units

17 in a certified project to any holder of such project including

18 a home management corporation composed of such occupants.

19 TITLE I-ELIGIBILITY FOR ASSISTANCE

CERTIFICATES OF ELIGIB LITY

21 S'c. 101. (a) The Secretary shall issue a certificate of

22 eligibility to any applicant desiring to provide housing in an

23 urban poverty area for low-income and lower middle income

24 persons, if-

25 (1) the governing body of the city in which the
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1 project is to be primary located and which, under locil

2 law, has the primary authority to act in rem to the

3 construction or substantial rehabilitation of such project,

4 has given written notice to the Se tary that it wishes

5 to participate in the program authorized by this Act;

6 (2) the city and, when necessary, the State in

.1 which the project is to be located,have-

s (A) given written a dsmmes, deemed satis-

9 factory to the Secretary, that the aggregate of State

10 and city real estate taxes and assessments levied

11 against any project, during any year in the certified

12 operation period (less any direct subsidies given

13 by the State and city to the project, including but

14 not limited to any reductions in land cost) will not

15 exceed 5 per centum of the occupancy charges of
16 the project during such period; or

17 (B) submitted a written opinion of the highest

18 legal officer of the State that the furnishing of such

19 assurances is barred, or barred to the extent not

20 furnished, by a provision in the constitution of such

21 State in force on Jity 13, 1967;

22t (3) the Secretary, after consultation with such

23 governing body or an agency or instrumentality of such

24 city designated by such body, and after consultation

2 with the residents of such urban poverty are& deter-
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1 mines that such project will contribute to the overall

2 economic and social welfare of the area and will be

coordinated with all other govenuuental programs for

4 community development;

5 (4) the Secretary determines that the applicant

6 meets such requirements with respect to business and

7 financial responsibility as he may prescribe; and

8 (5) the applicant agrees, in such form and manner
9 as the Secretary may prescribe-

10 (A) to provide at least one hundred dwelling

11 units of housing (through new construction or the,

12 substantial rehabilitation of existing structures) in

13 conformity with standards prescribed by the Secre-

14 ' tary under subsection (d) within such period of

15 time, and at such site i'ithin an urban poverty area,

16 as may be specified or agreed to by the approving

17 agency under paragraph (2);

18 (B) to provide at least as nany dwelling units

19 of housing (through new construction or the sub-

20 stantial rehabilitation of existing structures) its are

21 eliminated in the course of such constnction or sub-
22 stantial relmbifitatioh ;s

23 (C) to hold and manage the certified project

24in accordance with the provision of this Act, and

25 any regulations issued pursuant thereto;
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1 (D) to establish, during the certified operation

2 period, occupancy charges for dwelling units in the

3 project which are not in excess of the levels pre-

4 scribed by the Secretary pursuant to section 102;

5 (E) to lease, during the certified operation

6 period, dwelling units in the project to eligible imdi-

7 viduals and families in accordance with regulations

8 prescribed by the Secretary under section 103;

9 (F) to utilize, during the certified operation

10 period, the services of a home ninagement corpora-

11 tion whenever such services are available; and

12 (G) to sell, transfer, or otherwise dispose of the

13 certified project only to the holder of a certificate of

14 eligibility issued pursuant to subsection (b), during

15 the certified operation period: Providd, That any

16 home management eorporatioq established for the

17 certified project shall have an option to purchase

18 such project from the applicant at any time after the

19 expiration of two years of the applicant's minimum

20 holdhig period. Such option shall be exercised only

21 upon the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the mem-

22 bers of the home management corporation and,

23 during the first seven years of such corporation's

24 existence shall require the approval of the Seo-

25 retary. The Secretary shall, in cases where his
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I approval for an exercise of such option is required,

2 grant such approval only if the home manage-

3 meant corporation demonstrates to his satisfaction

4 that it is capable of managing the building on an

efficient and financially sound basis. Such option

6 shall be a right to purchase the project for a price

7 equal to the excess of:

8 (i) the aggregate qualified expenditures

9 (as defined in section 1391 (9) of the Internal

10 Revenue Code) of the first holder thereof (as

11 defined in section 1391 (10) of the Internal

12 Revenue Code) over

13 (ii) the aggregate amount of depreciation

14 deductions that would have been allowable to

15 such holder under section 167 of the Internal

16 Revenue Code if he had held the project

17 through the date of exercise of the option and

18 depreciation deductions were computed under

19 the straight line method of depreciation over a

20 useful life of fifty years. A purchase pursuant

21 to any such option shall be subject to such other

22 terms and conditions as may be specified by

23 the Secretary;

24, (6) the Secretary determines that the cost of the

25 project, estimated operating costs of the project, and
0
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1 other factors relating thereto, will permit the establish-

2 meant of occupancy charges, under the standards set

3 forth in section 102, which will not be in excess of those

4 suitable for low-income or lower middle income individ-

5 uals and families. The Secretary shall issue, from time to

6 time, bulletins setting forth maximum occupancy charge

7 levels suitable for low-income or lower middle income

8 individuals and families in various urban poverty areas

9 throughout the country; and

10 (7) the Secretary determines that the approving

11 agency under paragraph (2), or such other agency or

12 instnunentality as the governing body of the city m

13 designate, will carry out an adequate relocation program,

14 in accordance with section 105, for any persons disphlced

15 from their homes or business establishments by the

16 project.

17 (b) The Secretary shall issue a certificate of eligibility

18 for benefits tinder this Act to any applicant who is or Wil

19 be the successor in interest to the ownership of any project

20 with respect to which a certificate was ismed under subsection

21 (a), if-

22 (1) the Secretary determines that the applicant

23 meets such requirements with respect to business and

24 financial responsibility as he may prescribe; and
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1 (2). the applicant agrees to conform to the require-

2 ments of subsection (a) (5).

3 (c) The Secretary shall terminate a certificate of eligi-

4 bility issued toany holder under this section whenever he

5 determines after a hearing that such holder has failed, after

6 due notice and a reasonable opportunity to correct the failure

7 has been given, to carry out its agreement under subsection

8 (a)(5) or (b) (2) .

9 (d) Any certified project with respect to which a cer-

10 tificate of eligibility is issued under this section shall conform

11 to such standards of design, construction, and operation as

1 the Secretary shall by regulation require. Such regulations
13 shal- ., ,

14 (1) giving due effect to any action taken by the

16. locality in which such project is located, insure that the

16 project is so designed, constructed, and operated as to

17 provide decent, safe, and sanitary dwellings in estheti-

18 ally pleasing structures, and

19 (2) establish maximum cost limitations for te

20 project and for dwelling -units in the project having

21 regard for-

22 (A) the provisions of subsection (a) (5),

23 (B) the size and nature of the unit,

24 (0) whether the unit is provided by new con-

25 struction or substantial rehabilitation, and
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(D) building costs in the particular locality.

.2 (e) The Secretary shall keep interested and participat-

.3 ing Federal, State, and local agencies fully apprised of any

4 action taken by him under this section.

5 (f) The Secretary may by regulation require the holder

6 of a certificate of eligibility issued under this section to file

I such reports from time to time as he may deem necessary in

8 order to carry out his functions under this title.

9 (g) No certificate of eligibility shall be issued under

10 this section, unless application therefor is received by the

1 Secretary prior to the expiration of fifteen years after the
12 date of enactment of this Act.

14 OCCUPANCY CHARGE FOR DWELLING UNIT IN 0 sr

19m. 102. (a) The maximum occupancy charges for

16 dwelling units in any certified project shall be fixed in

17 accordance with schedules to be submitted by the holder

is to the Secretary, from time to time, and approved by the
19 Secretary. In approving any such schedule for any such
20 project, the Secretary shall be guided by the following

criteria:

(1) The gross occupancy charges for a certified
project shall be established at a level which (assuming

24
a vacancy factor of not more than 7 per centum of

2 the available dwelling units in the project) would be
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1 . sufficient to produce, for a holder having the minimum

2, initial equity in the project, a net return bqul to 3 per

13% 'centuin of such equity in each fiscal year of the holder

4 commencing or ending during the certified operation

& * period. The fact that a holder has a greater equity in

6 a certified project than the minimum required equity

,7 shall not affect -the gross occupancy charge of the

8 project.

.9... (2) The gross occupancy. charges for a certified

10 project held by a home management corporation n&i

1 . include any. additional amount needed to cover the pay.

12 ments on any mortgage. placed on such project by the

13 home management corporation to finance the purchase

14 of such project: Provided, That such charges will not

15 ,be increased to a level in excess of 105 per centum of

16 that otherwise permissible under paragraph (1).

1.7-t (3) The occupancy charge for each dwelling unit

18 shll bear its reasonable and proportionate share havingg

19 regard to the type and size of the accommodations

20,. ! provided) of the gross occupancy charge for the project.

21 (b) The Secretary may, at the request of the owner of

W a certified project or upon his own initiative, authorize '6i

23: requie, sph changes or modifications in any occupancy

2 cadge scJedule, approved for such project under subsection

,1 r(a), as ha determinesto be necessary (1) to allow for
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I muntenance costs or a vacancy factor above or below those

2 upon which suoh schedule was previously predicted and

3 approved, or (2) to insure compliance with the require-

4 ments set forth in subsection (a) of section 101 (a) (5).

5 (c) The Secretary is authorized, upon such terms and

6 conditions as he shall by regulation prescribe, to nmke com-

7 mitments to insure, and to insure, the owner of a certified

8 project against a negative annual net return from such

9 project in a particular fiscal year. For the purposes of this

10 subsection there is hereby created an Equity Insurance Fund

11 which shall be used by the Secretary as a reolving fund

12 with respect to insurance provided hereunder, and there is

13 authorized to be appropriated (1) the sum of $10,000,000

14 to provide initial capital for such fund, and (2) such addi-

15 tional. snus as may from time to time be required, in the

16 event the balance in such fund becomes less than $5,000,000,

17 to restore such balance to an amount equal to $10,000,000.

18 For insurance granted under this subsection the Secretahy

19 shall fix and collect a preinium charge in such amount""

20 he determines to be necessary to maintain the fund od"a

21 sound basis: Provided, That any charges so established shall

22 be reduced during any period in which the balance in such

23 fund exceeds $11,000,000: Provided further, That no sums

24 shall be paid from such fund to the owner of a certified

85.-190 0-4G-
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projeM* who willfully causes his annual net return from his

investment to; f below 0 per oentum.

BoIuT R RQ7-8 FOB OBTAINING OOOUPAMCY

INV PBOJEOS

8w. 108. The Secretary shall prescribe regulations with

respect- to the eligibility of individuals and families for occu-

pancy in a certified project. In prescribing such regulations,

the Secretary sall, be guided by the following criteria:

(1) No person shall be ineligible for occupancy in

the project because of race, creed, color, or national

orig

(2) A first priority shall be granted to individuals

and families who were displaced from their homes as a

result of property acquiitions made in connection with

the establishment of such project or an industrial or

commerce faculty under the provisions of the Urban

Employment Opportunities Development Act of 1967.

(8) Except as rovided in paragraph (2),noindi-

vidual or family shall be eligible to obtain occupany in

a dwelling unit of the project if the annual occulmncy

charge established and approved for such unit is less

than 18 per centum of the average annual adjusted

grow annual income (as defined in ection 6 of the

Internal Revenue Code) of such individual or the adults

in such family taken in the aggregate, over a period to
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1 be specified by the Secretary: Provided, That the Secre-

2 tary may waive the foregoing requirement whenever he

3 determines that there are no prospective tenants avail-

4 able for such dwelling unit, at the established occupancy

5 charge rate, who are eligible individuals and families.

6 ELIGIBITY REQUIM FOR MAINTAINING OCCU-

7 PANOY IN CE=TIFVED PROJECTS

8 8w. 104. (a) No individual or family shail be required

9 to move from a certified project as a result of an increase in

10 his or its income: Proided, That if the annual occupancy

11 charge for the dwelling unit occupied by the individual or

12 family is less than 15 per oentum of such individual's aver-

13 age annual adjusted gross income, or the aggregate average

14 adjusted gross income of the adults in such faiy, in such

15 period as may be specified by the Secretary, such individual

16 or family shall prospectively be required to pay to the

17 holder of the project an annual occupancy charge equal

18 to 18 per centum of the average adjusted gross income of

19 such individual, or the aggregte'average adjusted gross in-

20 come of the adults of such family, in such period as the
21 Secretary specified. Any such additional amounts received

22 by the owner of the project shall be used to make payments
23 to the Secretary for deposit in the Tax Abatement Fund,
24 established under section 106, to reduce the costs to the
25 Federal Government of making grants under such section.
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1 (b) The Secretary may by regulation require each in-

2 dividual or family occupying a unit in a certified project -to

3 file such copies of income tax returns or other income state-

4 ments from time to time as he may dtm necessary in order

5 to carry out his functions under this section.

6 RELOCATION AS8I8TANCE

7 Sw,. 105. (a) In determining whether, for the purposes

8 of section 1.01 (a) (6), an adequate relocation program exists

9 in any city to assist in the relocation of persons, businesses,

10 and nonprofit organizations displaced as the result of property

11 acquisitions made in connection with a certified project, the

12 Secretary shall be guided by the following criteria:

13 (1) Any persons so displaced shall be assured wider

14 the program obtaining decent, safe, and sanitary hous-

15 ing at rentals which they .cau afford and at locationt4

16 which are reasonably accessible to their places of em-

17 ployment. 4

18 (2) As lart of the program, a local group of resi-

19 dents of the area in which the project will be situated

20 may receive training and compensation, in accordance

21 with regulations prescribed by the Secretary, in pro-

22 viding moving and resettlement assistance to persons -so

23 displaced.

24 (3) (A) There will be paid to any person or family

25 so disphed-
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1 (i) a moving expense allowance, determined

2 according to a schedule approved by the Secretary,

3 not to exceed $200;

4 (ii) a dislocation allowance equal to the amount

5 under (i) or $100, whichever is the lesser;

6 (iii) an additional payment of $300, if such

7 person or family purchases a dwelling for the pur-

8 pose of residence within one year from the date of

9 actual displacement, and the dwelling so purchased

10 is situated upon real estate in which such person or

11 family acquires a fee title or a life estate, or which is

12 held under a ninety-nine-year lease or other type of

13 long-term lease equivalent to fee ownership.

14 (B) In addition to the amounts payable under sub-

15 paragraph (A), there will be paid to any family, any

16 individual (not a member of a family) who is sixty-two

17 years of age or over, or any individual (not a member

18 of a family) who is handicapped within the meaning of

19 section 202 of the Housing Act of 1959, monthly pay-

20 ments over a period not to exceed twenty-four months

21 in an amount not to exceed 500 in the first twelve

22 months and $500 in the second twelve months to

23 assist such family or individual to secure a decent,

24 safe, and sanitary dwelling. Subject to the limitation
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1 imposed by the preceding sentence, the additional pay-

2 merts shall be an amount which, when added to 20

3 per centum of the average adjusted gross income of such

4 individual or the average aggregate adjusted gross in-

5 come of the adults in such family, over a period to be

6 specified by the Secretary, equals the average annual

7 rental required for such a decent, safe, and sanitary

8 dwelling of modest 'standards adequate in size to accom-

9 modate such family or individual in areas not generally

10 less desirable in regard to public utilities and public and

11 commercial facilities: Pmided, That such payments

12 shall be made only to a family or individual who is un-

13 able to secure a dwelling unit in a low-rent housing

14 project assisted under the United States Housing Act of

15 1937, or under a State or local program having the same

16 general purposes as the Federal program under such

17 Act, or a dwelling unit assisted under section 101 of the

18 Housing and Urban Development Act of 1965.

19 (4) There will be paid to any business concern or

20 nonprofit organtion so displaed-

21 (A) its eaonable sad n eemary moving ex-

22 pens and any actual direct losses of property

23 (except goodwill or profit) for which reimburse-

24 ment or compnstion is not otherwise made; and

25 (B) an additional $2,500 in the case o a pri-
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1 vate business concern with average annual taxable

2 income, over a period to be specified by the Secre-

3 tary, of less than $10,000 per year, if such concern

4 is not part of a larger enterprise (as defined under

5 regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary) hav-

6 ing establishments other than the one with respect

7 to which the displacement ocune

8 (b) The Secretary is authrized to enter into ontracts

9 to make, and to make grant to any city carrying out an

1o approved relocation program under this section, or to any

1 agency or instrumentality of such city designated by the gov-

12 earning body thereof, to defray tha part of the cost of carry-

13 ing out such program which is required under paragraphs

14 (2), (3), and (4) of subsection (a).

15 (c) There are authorized to be appropriated such sums

16 as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this seetiqa.

17 Any sums so appropriated shall rmain available until

18 expended. .1 .

19 0 NTS TO CTIW PBOVIDING TAX, BNFITS WITH RESPECT

20 TO CBT PIE)WBCT

21 Suc. 100. (a) The Seretry is auth sed to enter intp

22 contracts to make, and to ak=, auanl gmuts to States and

23 cities participating in the progmmuthoe by this Act

24 The amount of any such grnmt shbll not exceed a sum equa

2 to-
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1 (1) to a State or city, 50 per centum of the amount

2 by which the real estate tax revenues and assessments

3 received or receivable by such StaWe or city in any tax-

4 able year were reduced by reason of assurances granted

5 under section 101 (a) (2), plus

6 (2) to a city,*an amount equal to any contribution

7 paid or payable to such city by a State to defray any

8 pat o the reduction of tax revenues incurred or in-

9 curable by such city during such year as the result

10 of such assurances: Provided, That in no case shall the

.11 amount payable under this paasgraph exceed 25 per

1 centum of the amount by which the tax revenues receiv-

13 able by any such city during any year were reduced by

14 reason of such asuaces.

15 (b) In any case in which assurances under section 101

.16 (a) (2) were not furnished, or were furnished only in part,

17 the Secretary is authorized to enter into contracAs to make,

18 and to make, afinual grants to the holder of a certified proj-

19 ect in such city equal to 50 per centum of the excess of-

20 (1) the amount of State and city real estate taxes

21 and assessment paid or payable by such holder for each

22 year, after subtracting any reductions in such taxes

23 as a result of ay over

24 (2) 5 per cetumn of the occupancy charges for such

2 year.

26 (c) For purposes of subsections (a) and (b), a reduo-
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1 tion in tax revenues shall include any subsidies given by

2 a State or city to, or for, a certified project for the purpose

3 of reducing the local real estate tax assessnents pursuant to

4 granted under section 101 (a) (2).

5 (d) No payments sha be made under subsections (a)

6 or (b) with respect to State or city real estate taxes and

7 assessments which constitute a higher percentage of the

8 occupancy charges of a certified project than the percentage

9 which such taxes and assessment bear to the grown rental

10 income of conventional apartment houses in the same city.

11 (e) For the purpose of this section, there is hereby

12 created a Tax Abatement Fund which shall be used by the

13 Secretary for grants hereunder. Such funds shall consist of

14 (1) the sum of $30,000,000 to be appropriated by the Con-

15 gre to provide initial capital to such fund, (2) such addi-

16 tional sums as may be appropriated thereto by the Congress

17 in the event the balance in such fund becomes less than $20,-

28 000,000 to restore such balance to an amount equal to $30.-

19 000,000, and (3) suca simis as nmay be deposited therein by

2o the Secretary from receipts under section 104 (a).

21 ABSISTANOB FOR HO %&HAGBMXN OOBBATIONS

22 Se. 107. (a) The Secretary, in consultation with the

28 Director of the Offke of Economic Opportunity, is authorized

26 to undertake such activities as he determines to be appro-

25 priate to assist the residents of urba poverty areas to org.-

26 nize and make use of home management corporations. Such
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1 artivities may inpldo'grants to defray reasonable and neces-

2 samry.e.peilses incident to the organization of such corpo-

3 tions. Such activities may also include the issuance of model

4 forms of constitutions for home management corporations and

5 of mfiodel forms of mnagement agreements which may be

6 entered into between holders and such corporations.

7 • (b) For the purposes of this section, there is hereby

8 created a Home Management Assistance Fund, and there is

9 authorized to be appropriated (1) the sum of $5,000,000 to

10 provide initial capital for suoh fund, and (2) such addi-

11 tional sums as may from time to time be required to make all

12 necessary grants to home management corporations. Any

13 ium so appropriated shall remain available until expended.

14 o) After its organization, a home management corpora-

15 tion shall receive funds from the Home Management Fund

16 and from any other Federal agency only if the Secretary, in

17 consultation with the Director of the Office of Economic

18 Opportunity, determines that the members of such corpor,

19 tion are contributing sufficient time and funds to inure that

20 the corporation is operating efficiently and effectively.

21 OWNERSHIP SUBSIDY FOR HOMR MANAGBMBNT

22 COORATIONS

23: Sac. 108# (a) A home management corporation whioh,

24 pursuant to section 101 (a) (5) (0) has exercised its option

25 to purchase a certified project shidl be entitled to receive as
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1 a subsidy, for each of its fiscal years ending after the exer-

2 cise of such option, but within the certified operation period,

3 the amount needed to meet the payments on any mortgage

4 placed on such project by such corporation to finaioe the

5 purchase of such project, but only to the extent such mount

6 cannot be obtained by such corporation through gross ocu-

7 lnucy charges because of the limitation on such charges

8 provided in section 102 (a) (2).

9 (b) For purposes of this section, there is hereby created

10 a Home Management Purchase Fund, and there is author-

11 ized to be appropriated (I) the sum of $5,000,000 to pro-

12. vide initial capital for such fund, and (2) such additional

13 suns as may from time to time be required to make all

14 necesmiry subsidy payments to home nuwagement corpora-

15 tious pursuant to subsection (a). Any sum so appropriated

16 shall remain available until expended.

17 ADMLNISTRATION

18 Sw. 109. The provisions of this title shall be admin-

19 istered by the Secretary through a Low-Income Housing

20 Administration to be established by the Secretay in the

21 Department of Housing and Urban Development.

22 PNiMALTBS

23 SC. 110. Whoever, in any report or income statement

24 required to be filed under this title, or any regulation issued

25 pursuant thereto, knowingly makes a false statement of a
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1 material fat, shall be fined not more than $ or

2 imprisoned not more than , or both.

3 TITLE II-HOUSING ACTS AMENDMENTS

4 MORTGAGE INSUWACB

5 SB. 201. Title H of the National Housing Act is

6 amended by adding at the end thereof a new section as

Ir follows:

8 "MORTGAGB IN8URANOB FOR UR BN HOUSING

9 "Sm. 235. (a) This section is designed to assist private

10 industry to provide housing in urban poverty areas for low-

11 income and lower middle income persons, and to assist home

12 management corporations to purchase housing, in further-

13 ance of the purposes of, and under a program authorized by,

14 the Urban Housing and Development Act of 1967.

15 "(b) The Secretary is authorized, upon application by

16 the mortgagee (1) to insure in accordance with the pro-

17 visions of this section any mortgage (including advances dur-

18 ing construction) which meets the requirements of subsection

19 (d) or (e) of this section, and which is otherwise eligible

20 for insurance as herein provided; and (2) upon such terms

21 and conditions as the Seretary may prescribe, to make

22 commitments for the * of such mortgages prior to

23 -their execution or disbursement thereon.

24 ." (a) As used in " iseion exceptt as otherwise herein

25 provided), the terms 'mortgage', 'mortage', 'mortagor',
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1 and 'maturity date' shall have the same meaning as in sec-

2 tion 201 of this Act.

3 "(d) A mortgage shall be eligible for insurance under

4 this section if it shall-

5 " (1) have been executed by a mortgagor to whom

6 has been issued, under section 101 (a) of the Urban

7 Housing Development Act of 1967, an unrevoked cer-

8 tificate of eligibility;

9 "(2) have been made to and be held by a mort-

10 gagee approved by the Secretary as responsible and able

11 to service the mortgage properly;

12 "(3) not exceed in principal amount $

13 "(4) not exceed 80 per centam of the total cost of

14 the project when the proposed new construction or sub-

15 stantial rehabilitation is completed. For purposes of this

16 paragraph, the total cost of a certified project shall be

i7 the sum of (A) the mortgagor's adjusted basis for the

18 project (including both the land and the buildings) for

19 Federal income tax purposes, at the time that the new

20 construction, or substantial rehabilitation, certified under

21 section 101 of the Urban Housing Development Act of

22 1967, is completed, and (B) the amount of crying

23 charges allocable to the certified project, which were

24 incurred during such construction or rehabilitation there-
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1 of and deducted by the mortgagor but which could

2 have been capitalized by the mortgagor under section

3 266 of the Internal Revenue Code. Subject to regula-

4 tions to be prescribed by the Secretary, there may be

5 included in the total cost of the lRroject, a net profit for

6 the builder (who, for this purpose, shall include all

7 parties related to the builder under section 267 of the

8 Internal Revenue Code), of up to, but not more than,

9 10 per centum of the total cost of the project less such

10 profit;

11 "(5) bear interest (exclusive of premium charges

12 for insurance and service charge, if any) at not to

13 exceed 2 per centum per annum on the amount of the

14 principal obligation outstanding at any time; and contain

15 such terms and provisions with respect to the application

16 of the mortgagor's periodic payment to amortization of

17 the principal of the mortgage, insurance, repahi, altera-

18 tions, payment of taxes, default reserves, delinquency

19 charges, foreclosure proceedings, anticipation of matu-

20 rity, and such other matters as iL'.e Secretary may

21 prescribe; and

22 "(6) provide for complete amoi station by periodic

23 payments, upon such terms as the Mecretary may pre-

24 scribe, over a period of fifty years.

25 "(e) A mortgage shall be eligible for insunce under

26 this section if it shall--
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1 "(1) have been executed by a home manage-

2 ment corporation which has purchased a certified proj-

3. ect;

4 "(2)" have been made to, and be held by, a mort-

5 gagee approved by the Secretary as responsible and able

6 to service the mortgage properly;

7 "(3) not exceed in principal amount "

8 "(4) not exceed in principal amount the excess,

9 if any, of:

10 "(A) the price at which the home manage.

i1 ment corporation purchased the property, over

12 "(B) the sum of:

13 "(i) the amount of any mortgage insured

14 under section 235 (d) of the National Housing

15 Act to which such project is subject at the

16 time of the. purchase by the home mahage-

17 meant corporation, plus

18 "lii) an amount equal to the number of

19 units in such project multiplied by $100; *

20 "(5) bear interest (exclusive of premium charge.
21 for insurance and service charge, if any) at a rate not

2 to exceed 6 per centum per annum on the amount of the

23 principal obligation outstanding at any time; and coa-

24 ain such terms and provisions with respect to the ap-

plication of the mortgagor's periodic payment to amorti-
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zation of the principal of the mortgage, insurance, re-

2 pairs, alterations, payment of taxes, default reserves,

3 delinquency charges, foreclosure proceedings, anticipa-

4 tion of maturity, and such other matters as the Secretary

5 may prescribe; and

6 "(6) provide for complete amortization by periodic

7 payments, upon such terms as the Secretary may pre-

8 scribe, over a period of fifty years less the period which

9 has elapsed since the completion of construction or

10 substantial rehabilitation of such project pursuant to a

11 certificate granted under section 101 (a) of the Urban

12 Housing Development Act of 1967.

13 "(f) A project covered by a mortgage insured under

14 the provisions of this section shall comply with the require-

15 ments of the Urban Housing Development Act of 1967, and

16 regulations prescribed thereunder, and for such purpose the

17 Secretary may make such contracts with, and acquire for

18 not to exceed $100 such stock or interest in the mortgagor,

19 as he deems necessary to render effective any such require-

20 ments. Such stock or interest shall be paid for out of the

21 General Inance Fund and shall be redeemed by the mort-

22 gagor at par upon the termination of all obligations of the

23 Secretary under the inurance.

24 "(g) Notwithstanding any provision of this Act, the

25 Secretary may, whenever he determines that such action is
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1 • necessary or desirable in furtherance of the purposes of this

2 section, insure a mortgage under this section with no premium

3 charge, with a reduced premium charge, or with a premium

4 charge for such period or periods during the time the insur-

5 ane is in effect, a the Seetary may duternine, and there

6 is authorized to be appropriated such amounts as may be

7 necessary to reimburse the General Insurance Fund for any

8 net losses in connection with such insurance.

9 "(h) The mortgagee shall be entitled to receive the

10 benefits of insurance issued under this section as provided

11 in section 207(g) of this Act with respect o mortgage in-

12 sured under such section 207, and the provisions of subsec-

13 tions (h), (i), (j), (k), and (1) of such section 207 shall

14 be applicable to mortgages insured under this "etion."

15 ,, .- OOST OiBTIFICA6TION

16 Ssc. 202. Section 227 (a) of the Natioual. Housing

17 Act is amended by striking out "or (viii) tader section 234

18 (d)" and inserting in lieu thereof "(viii) under section 234

19 (d), or (ix) under section 235".

2-0 PUOHAMS BY IrDEh NAMIOHAL QBO AGB

21 ,lsoo .o.

22 Sao.,.200. Section 305 of the Natioa Housing Act is

23 amended by adding at the end thereof a new suboection as

24 follows:

2 , "() otwithstn Any other povi'qn of this Act,

86-19 o-----wO
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the Assciation is authorized to make commitments to Fur-1
chase and to purchase, service, or sell, any mortgage insured

2
under section 235 of this Act, subject to the following limi-3

tations:
4

"(1) The total amount of such purchases and con-

mitments outstanding at any one time as. to mortgages6
subject to section 235 (d) shal not exceed $500,000,-

8 000, which amount shall be increased by $500,000,000

on July 1 in each of the years 1968, 1969, 1970, 1971,9

and 1972.
10
11 "(2) Not more than 20 per centum of the total

amount of such purchases and commitments outstanding12

13 at any one time, after the issuance of purchases and corn-

14 mitments totaling at least $ , shall relate to

15 mortgages secured by properties situated in any one

16 city."

17 CTID PUO TS IN UR"BN RBBWAL AUAS

18 Sno. 204. Section 107 (a) of the Housing Act of 1949

19 is amended-

20 (1) by striking out "or (2)" andinserting "(2)";

21 (2) by adding after "Act," the following: "or (8)

22 a purchaser having an unrevoked certificate of eligibility

23 issued under section 101 of the Urban Housing Develop-

24 meant Act of 1967,"; and

25 (8) by in'erting "low or" before "moderate

26 income".
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1 TITLE I1-INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

2 AMENDMENTS

3 TAX TAX ATM T OF CRUTWIE PEOJUM

4 Sw. 301. (a) Subpart A of part IV of subchapter A of

5 chapter I of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to

6 credits allowable) is amended by renumbering section 40 as

7 42, and by inserting the following new section:

8 OSEC. 4L INVESTMENT IN CERTAIN HOUSING PROJECTS

9 IN URBAN POVERTY AREAS.

10 "(a) GENRaA RuLm.-There shall be allowed, as a

11 credit against the tax imposed by this chapter, the amount

12 determined under section 1392.

13 '(b) REuLATIoS.-The Becretay or his delegate

14 shall prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to carry

15 out the purpo es of this section and section 1892."

16 (b) Subchapter S of chapter I of the Internal Revenue

17 Code of 1954 (relating to the taxable status of small business

18 corporations) is amended by inserting after section 1378 the

19 following new section:

20 "SEC. I=7 INSURED INDEBTEDNES S OF SMALL BUSINESS

21 CORPORATION.

22 "(a) INsum Lo.&.-In the ease of an electing small

23 business corporation which has been granted an insured loan

24 (as defined in subsection (c)) or which has purchased a

25 section 1391 property (as defined in subsection 1391 (3))

26 subject to an insured loan (as defined in subsection (c) )-
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1"(1) the insured loan hall be deemed to have been

2 made by the lender to the shareholders of such corpora-

3 tion, in proportion to their holdings of stock at the time

4 that the loan is made,

5 "(2) the proceeds of the insured loan shall be

6 deemed to have been loaned by such shareholders to the

7 electing corporation, on the same terms as those of the

8 insured loan, and

9 "(3) payments by the corporation on the insured

10 loan shall be treated as payments on the loan deemed

11 made to the corporation by its shareholders under sub-

12 section (b) hereto, which are, in turn, paid by. the

13 shareholders on the insured loan.

14 "(b) SALM OF SToc.-A sale or exchange of shares

15 of stock in an electing small business corporation, in propor-

16 tion to which an allocation of an insured loan was at any time

17 made under subsection (a) (1), shall be deemed-

18 "(1 ) to include a sale or exchange of the unpaid

19 portion, if any, of the loan to the corporation which was

20 deemed made by the holder of such stock under subsec-
21 tion (a) (2), and

22"(2) to have been made subjet to the portion of

the insured loan deemed owing by tlh holder of such

stock under subsection (a)"(1).
25 "(c) DmI NIIoNs.-For purposes of this section the
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1 term 'insured loan' means a loan made to an electing small

2 business corporation which is insured under section 235 (d)

3 of the National Housing Act."

4 (o) Chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

5 (relating to normal taxes and surtaxes) is amended by add-

6 ing at the end thereof the following new sabchapter:

7 "Subehapter U-Tax Treatment of Certain Hous-

8 lng Projects in Urban Poverty Areas

"See. 1891. Definitios
"See. 189 Investment credit.
"See. 1398. Depreciation of section 1391 buildings
"See. 1894. Restoration of basis.
"Sm 1895. Dispositions before end of minimum holding

period.
"Sec. 1896. Nonrecognition of gain on certain dispositions of

section 1891 property.

9 *SZ. 1l1. DFIIUqTION&

10 "For purpose of this subehapter--

11 "(1) Smc i so 18 1 ownFiOAT.-The term

12 'section 1391 certificate' means a certificate of eligibility

13 issued by the Secretary of Housing and Urban- De-

14 velopment-

15 "(A) under section 101 (a) of the Urban

16 Housing Development Act of 1967, authorizing the

17 grant of certain income tax and other incentives

18 to a person constructing, or substantially rehabili

19 taking, a certified project, or

20 "(B) under section 101 (b) of such Act, an-
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thoruing certain income tax and other incentives

to a person who is a successor in interest to such

a project.

"(2) Sm=iN a91 BUILDmN.-The term 'section

1891 building' means any building which has been con-

structed, or substantially rehabilitated, pursuant to a

section 1391 certificate. The term includes--

"(A) the structure of the building and all

components of such building constituting section

1250 property (as defined in section 1250 (c) ), and

"(B) elevators and escalators in die building

but no other equipment used in' the operation of

the building which constitutes section 1245 property

(as defined in section 1245 (a) (3)). t.

"(3) SwTboN i91 PMoPmuTY.-The ten 'section

1391 property' means real property consisting of-

"(A) a section 1.391 building, and

"(B) the land on which any such section 1391

building is located.

For purposes of this subsection, the land on which a sec-
tion 1391 building is located shall include reasonable

grounds for the building, encompassing gardens, play-

grounds, and other qualities. k & ase in which such

grounds constitute Jess than all of a tract of land owned

by the taxpayer (whether or not any other building not
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I constituting a section 1391 building is located on such a

2 tract), an apportionment of the total tract as between

3 the section 1391 property and other property, shall Ibe

4 made pursuant to regulations to be prescribed by the

5 Secretary or his delegate.

6 "(4) SwboN 13 9 1 oo RTioN.-The term

7 'section 1391 corporation' means a corporation which is

8 holding one or more section 1391 properties.

9 "(5) EQUITY INVTMHNT.-The term 'equity

10 investment' means--

11 "(A) with respect to the first holder of a sW

12 tion 1391 property, the amount by which (i) the

13 holder's adjusted basis for such property at the time

14 of the completion of the construction or substantial

15 rehabilitation undertaken punt to the section

16 1391 certificate exceeds (ii) the initial principal

17 amount of any mortgp on such property which is

18 inoued under the provisions of section 285 (d) of

19 the National Housing Act, and

20 "(B) with respect to a ubsequent holder of a

21 section 1891 property, the amount by which (i)

22 such holders adjusted bass for such property at the

28 time of acquisition exceeds (ii) the unpaid principal

24 amount of any mortgage insured under the provisions

25 of section 285 (d) of the National Housing Act to
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1 which the property is subject at the time of its

2 acquisition.

3 "(6) EQUITY INVE8TMKNT PswRUBNTAO.-The

4 term 'equity investment percentage' means, with respect

5 to the holder of a section 1391 property, the ratio of-

6 "(A) the holder's equity investment in such

7 property, to

8 "(B) the holder's adjusted basis for such prop-

9 erty at the applicable time specified in subsection

10 (5).

11 "(7) MAXIMUM HOLDINO PimioD.-The term

12 'maximum holding period' means with respect to a sec-

13 tion 1391 property the lesser of (A) the useful life of

14 the section 1391 building, constituting part of such prop-

15 erty, as determined under section 1393 (whether or not

16 an election with respect to such building has been made

17 under such section), or (B) the useful life of such

18 building for purposes of section 167, determined without

19 regard to section 1893.

20 "(8) MiNIMuM HOLDING PBBOD.--The term 'min-

21 imum holding period' mean with respect to a section

22 1391 property the lesser of (A) ten years, (B) the

23 useful life of the section 1391 building, constituting part

24 of such property, as determined under section 1393

25 (whether or not an election with respect to such build-

26 ing has been made under such section), or (C) the use-
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1 ful life of such section 1391 building for purposes of

2 section 167, determined without regard to section 1398.

3 "(9) QUALIFD iXPzNDiruRmS-The term 'qual-

4 ified expenditures' means, with respect to any taxable

5 year-

6 "(A) as to a taxpayer who, during the taxable

7 year, completed the construction or substantial reha-

8 bilitation of a section 1391 building, pursuant to a

9 section 1391 certificate, the adjusted basis of the

10 section 1391 property of which such building con-

11 stitutes & part, at the time of the completion of such

12 construction or substantial rehabilitation, and

13 "(B) as to a taxpayer who purchases a section

14 1391 property during the taxable year, as a subs.-

15 quent holder thereof, the basis of such property at

16 the time of purchase.

17 "(10) FIWT uowa.-The term 'first holder'

18 meams with respect to any section 1391 building, or seo

19 tion 1391 property, the person to whom a section 1391

20 certifitvte is issued authorizing the construction or sub-

21 stantial rehabilitation of a se"tior. 1391 building as part

22 of such property.

23 "(11) SUMEUBNT HoLD.-The term 'subs.e-

24 quent holder' means, with respect to any stion 1891

25 property, a person to whom a section 1391 certificate
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has been issued with respect to such property uider see-

tion 101 (b) of the Urban Housing Development Act

of 1967, but only if-

"(A) such person acquires such property by

purchase (as defined in section 179 (d) (2)) from

a person who, at the time of the purchase, was a first

holder or subsequent holder of the property,

"(B) the acquisition is made after the end of

the minimum holding period applicable to such prop-

erty in the lands of suoh first or subsequent holder.

"SEC. M -/INVKSTMBNT CREDIT.

"(a) DnTUvxXaTwoN oF AMOUNT.-

"(1) GENBRAL RUJ.--The amount of the credit

allowed by section 41 for the taxable year with respect

to any section 1391 property (as defined in section

1391 (3)) shall be the following percentage of the quali-

fled expenditures (as defined in section 1391 (7)) made

by the taxpayer with respect to such property:
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1 A subsequent holder .shall receive -a credit under this

2 paragraph with respect to any section 1391 property

3 only if he acquires such property within 40 years after

4 the completion of construction or substantial rehabifita-

5 tion of a section 1991 building thereon.

.6 "(2) LIMJTATrO.-Notwithstanding. paragraph

7 (1), the credit allowed by section 41 for the taxable

8 year shall not exceed the taxpayer's liability for tix

9 for the, taxable year.

10 "(3) LTABILITY FOR TAx.-For purposes of this

U section, the liability for tax for the taxable year shall be

12 the tax imposed by this chapter for such year, reduced

13 by the sum of the credits allowable uner-

14 "(A) section 33 (relating to foreign tax

15 credit),

16 "(B) section 36 (relating to partially tax-ex-

17 empt interest),

18 "(0) section 37 (relating to retirement in-

19 come), and

20 "(D) section 88 (relating to investment in
21 certain depreciable property).

22 For purposes of this pangraph, aby tax imposed for
23 the taxable year by section 531 (relating to aocumu-

24 lated earnings tax), section 541 ratingg to personal
25 holding company tax), or setion 1378 (relating to tax
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1 on certain capital gain of subchapter 8 corporations),

2 and any additional tax imposed for the taxable year by

8 setion 1851 (d) (1) (relating to recoveries of foreign

4 expropriation losses), shall not be considered tax im-

5 posed by this chapter for such year.

6 "(b) CMMYaox & OA MYovU oF UNUSED

y. C E TS.-

8 "(1) ALwWANoB o omDT.-If the amount of

9 the credit determined under subsection (a) (1) for any

10 taxable year exceeds the limitation provided by subseo-

11 tion (a) (2) for such taxable year (hereafter in this

12 subsection referred to as the 'unused credit year'), such

1 excess shall be-

14 "(A) a section 41 credit carryback to each of

15 the 8 taxable years preceding the unused credit

16 year, and

17 "(B) a section 41 credit cmryover to each of

18 the 7 taxable years following the unused credit year,

19 and shall be added to the amount allowable as a credit

20 by section 41 for such years, except that such excess

21 may be a carryback only to a taxable year ending after

22 the date of the enactment of the Urban Housing De-
23 velopment Act of 1967, The entire amount of the

2 unused credit for an unused credit year shall be carried
25 to the earliest of the 10 taxable years to which (by
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1 reason of subparagraphs (A) and (B)), such credit

2 may be crdd &A then to awh of the other 9 taxable

3 yean, to the extent that, because of the limitation con-

tMed in paragraph (2). such unused credit may not be

5 added for a prior taxable year to which such unused

6 credit may be cared.

7 "(2) Idxfn ON.--The amount of the unused

8 credit which may be added under paragraph (1) for

9 any preceding or succeeding taxable year shall noc ex-

10 ceed the amount by which the limitation provided by

11 subsection (a) (2) for such taxable year exceeds the

12 sum of-

13 "(A) the credit allowable under subsection

14 (a) (1) for such taxable year, and

15 "(B) the amounts which, by reason of this

16 subsection, are added to the amount allowable for

17 such taxable year and attribuale to taxable years

18 preceding the unused credit year.

19 "(c) 8unoaA M 8 OoPoMONL.-In the ca of

20 an electing small business corporation (as defined in section

21 1371)-

22 "(1) the qualified expenditures for each taxable

23 year shall be apportioned pro rata among the persons

24 who are shareholders of such corporation on the last day

25 of such taxable year, and
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1 *" (2) any person to whom any expenditures have

2 beenapportioned under pargraph (1) shall be treated

3, (for purposes of this subchapter) as the taxpayer with

4.. spect to such expenditures, and such expenditures shall

5 .not (by reasonof such apportionment) lose their char-

6 acter as qualified expenditures.

7 "(d) ESTATES AND TBUSTs..-In the case of an estate

8 or trust-

9 "(1) the qualified expenditures for any taxable year

10 shall be apportioned between the estate or trust and the

11 • beneficiaries on We basis of the income of the estate or

12 trust allocable to each, and

13 ... " (2) any beneficiary to whom any expenditures

14 have been apportioned under pargraph (1) shall be

15 .. treated. (-for purposes of this subchapter) as the taxpayer

16 with respect to such expenditures, and such expenditures

17 shall not (by reason of such apportionment) lose their

18 character as qualified expenditures.

19 "(e) CuoSe BBU~n

"(1) For.the effect of a diaptsion of section 1391 prop.
erty before the end of the minimum holding period appli.
cable to a certified housing project, see section 1396,

"(2) For application of this subchapter to certain
acquiring corporations, see section 381(g)(24).
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1 "OSBC. 13L DEPRECIATION OF SECTION 131 BUJWING&

2 "(a) ELU-TIoN BY TAXPAYEB.-f an election is made

3 under this subsection with respect to a section 1391 building

4 (as defined in section 1391 (2))--

5 "(1) expenditures paid or accrued in the course of

6 the construction, or substantial rehabilitation of such

7 building, pursuant to a section 1391 certificate (as de-

8 fined in section 1391 (1)), for the demolition of exist-

9 ing structures and for site improvement, which would,

10 apart from this subsection, be added to the taxpayer's

11 basis for the land, shall instead be added to the taxpay-

12 er's basis for the section 1391 building;

13 "(2) the useful life of such section 1391 building,

14 for purposes of section 167 shall be determined under

15 subsection (b) ; and

16 "(3) for purposes of section 167, such building shall

17 be treated as having no salvage value.

18 An election under this subsection with respect to any prop-

19 erty shall be made at such time and in such manner as the

20 Secretary or his delegate prescribes by regulations. Any such
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I election may be revoked only with the consent of the Secre-

2 tary or his delete

s "(b) UszuLr Wi--

4 (1) For purposes of subsection (a)-

ol the blawer Is the Ad It the too I a teheeeen
helder (as -defteo in me-. hMler (a omd" .s
gtt 1 t rese .t.lien 13S (11)) with respect.

|0 Wcteaermor t y letmet bettanh0IsmrL ..... en 1................ the. secton 14 hld

les~~~ele WCtheeON"elhee t tiuefl l= theh
1% shall be a lp n hl be4O ilw"

Las tme 1 perm ...................... Now n...................75 pierce.
0 pnt wor e bt les then20pomnL ........ Ne ................. PoernL

Sperce w mr but lm tha nZS 25p,,L ........ percent. ........... 40 percent
percent or wm hut loes then 30percent- ... 3 percent............ 31 percent.

pormt w more hrt I than 35 parent ....... 3 2I porl ............ 38 peCtcet.
p ort w mere bt loe than 40 per et ....... 23 perc t ......... ... 3 percent.

40 percent or mee but is than 45 pmnt ....... percent- ................ x3 percent.
45 percet mere bt les ett n t ........ pont ............... percent.
w3 percent or more but lms tWa 5 Pn. ........ percent.......... percent
is pect w mwe hat ee thn 60 perce....Is prcet............33 per t.
Wpm t r m iveat tan percent- ....... i 18p ret ..... ....... 32 pereiL
65 pecn " Met ion than 70 prcent....7e IT percent .......... 3 percent.
70 Percent or mae Not les th en the perc..1 Percent ............. Percent
75 percent or Ore bet la than 60 pert.... 13 ~pcnet...........23 Percent.
10 percent as mere bet lean ta 35 percent. if pew ............. 23 percent.
1 pece 1w me be t Oea thn g 0 percent. 5 perot ....... 27 percent.

0 Peeo am*ear nd ltm Um o e..irt5 pert............. rcent.
96 (3)ertsme Io thee usee detL e14.3 prcl n.........25 erc
l~eIS~ ............................. 34! pren.......... :: 241 perent

5 "(2) For purposes of ap ying the percentages set

6 forthinpugraph (1), the usefullife of a section 1391

7 building shall be-

8 " (A) In the case of the first holder, 50 years,

9 and

10 "(B) In the case of any subsequent holder, the

11 remaning useful life of the seotion 1391 building

12 at the time of its acquisition, assumn a useful life

13 of 50 years in the hands of the first holder.

14 " (3) If the useful life determined under paragraph

15 (1) includes a fraction of a year, such useful life shall

16 be computed in years and months and any fraction of

17 a month shall be rounded to the nearest month.
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1 "(c) MBJuoD oi DBPxOwATIoN.--f an election is

.2 made under subsection (a) with respect to any section 1391

..3 building, the methods of depreciation specified in section

4 167 (c) may not be used.

5 "(d) CWM REFERENCE.-

"For the effect of any early disposition of a section 1391
building with respect to which an election is made under
subsection (a), see section 1395.

6 "SEC. 1394. RESTORATION OF BASIS.

7 "(a) ELECTIo..-Under regulations pre.cribcd by the

8 Secretary or his delegate, if a holder of a section 1391 prop-

9 erty (as defined in subsection 1391 (3)) holds such prop-

10 erty for the iaxiintun holding period applicable thereto (as

1,1 defined in section 1391 (7)), and at the end of such period

12 elects to continue to hold such property in conformity with

13 the requirements of section 101 of the Urban Housing Dc-

14 velolpnent Act of 1967, such holder shall, for lrposes of

15 dhis chapter (except as provided in subsection (b)), be

16 treated as having sold and liurchased such prolcrty, on the

17 lirst day after the end of such maximum holding period, for

18 an amount detenined under subsection (b).

19 "(b) RESTORlTION PiacE.-The price at which a hold-

20 er making an election under subsection (a). shall be treated

2.. as having sold and purchased the section 1391 property,

22, shall be an amount equal to:

23 "(1) in the ease of the first holder of such property,

85-199 0--67----31
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1 . the. price at which a home management, corporation

2 : could have exercised its option to purchase such prop-

S., erty, on the date of such sale and purchase, under section

4 101 (a) (5) of the Urban Housing Development Act of

5 1967; and

6 "(2) in the case of a subsequent holder of such

7 property, the lesser of:

8 "(A) the option price for a home management

9 corporation under section 101 (a) (5) of the Urban

10 Housing Development Act of 1967, on the date of
A

11 such sale and purchase, or

12 "(B) the excess, if any, of-

13 "(i) the aggregate qualified'expenditures

14 (as defined in section 1391 (9) of such holder,

15 over

16 "(ii) the aggregate amount of depreciation

17 deductions that would have been allowable to

18 such holder under section 167 to the date 'of

19 the purchase assuming depreciation deductions

20 were computed under the straight line method

21 of depreciation over the remaiuiing. useful life

22 of the section 1391 building at the time of its

23 acquisition by such holder, assuming a useful life

24 of 50 years in the hands of the first holder.

25 "(c) TREATMENT AS SUBSI-QLtENT HOLE.-A tax-
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1 payer who makes aa election under subseion (a) hereof

2 shall be treated as of the date of the purchase under such

3 election as a subsequent holder of the section 1391 property

4 for all purposes under this chapter, except that--

5 "(1) such election shall not affect the taxpayer's

6 status as a holder or subsequent holder for purposes of

7 subsection (b),

8 "(2) such purchase shall not be a qualified reinvest-

9 ment for the purpose of applying section 1396 (b) (1),

10 "(S) such taxpayer shall not be entitled to any

11 credit on such purchase under section 1392.

12 "SEC. 139. DISPOSITIONS BEFORE END OF MINIMUM

13 HOLDING PERIOD.

14 "(a) DISPO8ITIONS OF SECTION.V 1391 PRoPER.-If

15 any section 1391 property (as defined in section 1391 (3))

16 is disposed of before the end of the minimmn holding period

17 applicable to such property (as defined in section 1391 (8))

18 except in a disposition subject to section 1396(c)-

19 "(1) in applying section 1250 (relating to gain

20 from disposition of certain depreciable realty) to such

21 disposition-

22 "(A) the applicable percentage shall be 100

23 percent, and

24 "(B) the term 'additional depreciation' in sub-

25 section 1250 (a) (1) (A) shall mean (in lieu of the
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S1...,, muaai set forth in subseetiou 1250(b)-Jk) the

2 , depreciation adjustments with respect to such prop-

3 ! erty, to the extent they exceed the aua ol :

4 "(i) the depreciation adjustna&tts which

.5 would have resulted if such adjustments had

6 been determined for each taxable year tinder

7 the straight-line niethod of. depreciation, but

8 without regard to section 13ti3, and

9 "(ii) any amounts elimiuatod front addi-

10 tional depreciation under paragraph (b) (5).

11 "(2) the tax under this chapter for the taxable year

,2 .,hi which the disposition occurs shall be iwcated 4y aA

13 amount equal to the credits allowed under section 41 or

14 prior taxable years which are attributable to such prop'

15 erty, and any cvrrybucks and carryovers under section

16 1:3t2 (1)) shall lie adjusted: Providedi, That this para-

17 gnph shall not apply to any disposition upon which glih

18 otherwise subject to section 1250 (a) is not recognized

19 in whole or in part by virtue of any of the provisions bf

20, . section 1250 (c).

21 For purposes of this subsection, if the section 1391 certifitue

22 (as defined in section 1391 (1)), issued with respect to

23 any section 1391 property, is terminated by the Seem-

24 tary of Housing and Urban Development under section 101

25 (c) of the Urban Housing Development Act of 1967, or if
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1 any property otherwise cea.es to qualify as section 1:101

2 property with respect to the taxpayer, such property shill

3 he treated as having been disposed of on the day on which

4 such tenuination becomes effective or such cessation occurs.

5 "(h) DIsPoSITION OF STOK.- k.

6 " (I) 6.nwYi.YAh iUJ.-If stock in a sectionI 1391

7 corlntion (as defined in section 1391 (4)) is (16-

8 posed of before the end of the mininium holding period

9 applicable to any section 1391 property held by the

10 corporation issuing such stock, gain on such disposition

-11 which is not subject to the provision of section :141 (a),

12 shall be considered as gain from the sale or exchange

13 of property which is not a capital asset, to the extent

14 of the amount determined under paragrmph (2).

15 "(2) AMOUNT OF OmINARY iNcoM.-The

16 amount of gain subject to paragraph (1) shall be the

17 amount allocable to the stock sold (as determined by

18 the regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary or his

19 delegato f tdie aggregate gain subject to section

20 1250 (a) that would have been recognized by the see-

21 tioi 1:91 corporation, if at the time of such disposition

22 oIf stock, the corporation sod, at a price determined

2.3 under section 1394 (b) ; each section 1391 property (as

24 defined in subsection 1391 (3) ) which it had not, at

25 such tinte, held for its minimum holding period. i
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1 applying paragraph (1) to a sale or exchange under

2 section 302, 303, or 346, any gain subject to subsection

3 (a) realized by the section 1391 corporation on such

4 sale or exchange shall not be included in the potential

5 income of the corporation subject to section 1250,

6 referred to in the preceding sentence. ,

7 "(3) MINORITY SHARHOLDF.tS-Paragraph (1)

8 of this subsection shall not apply if-

9 "(A) at no time during the 5 years preced-

10 ing the sale or exchange, the taxpayer owned di-

11 rectly or indirectly over 10 percent of either the

12 common stock or the voting stock of the section 1391

13 corporation, or

14 "(B) at the time of the sale or exchange, the

15 aggregate fair market value of the section 1391

16 properties held by the section 1391 corporation, less

17 the liabilities to which such properties are subject or

18 which are otherwise related thereto, represented less

19 than 10 percent of the fair market value. of such cor-

20 poration's assets less the amount of all its liabilities.

21 "(4) EXCEPTED TRANSFEB.- 1

22 "(A) Paragraph (1) shall not apply to a dis-

23 position upon death or by gift.

24 "(B) Paragraph (1) shall not apply to a sale

25 or exchange of stock in complete liquidation of the

26 corporation under section 331.
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1 "(C) If the basis of stock in a section 1391

2 corporation in the hands of a transferee is deter-

3 mined by reference'to its basis in the hands of the

4 transferor thereof in a disposition otherwise subject

5 to paragraph (1), by reason of the application of

6 section 332, 351, 361, 371 (a), 721, or 731, the

7 amount of gain taken into account by the transferor

8 on such disposition under paragraph (1) of this

9 subsection shall not exceed the amount of gain reo-

10 ognized on the disposition, determined without ref-

11 erence to this section.

12 "(5) ELIMINATION FROM ADDITIONAL DEPRECIA-

13 TION.-The amount of gain subject to paragraph (1)

14 on a disposition of stock in a section 1391 corporation

15 shall, as of the (ate of such disposition, be eliminated

16 from the additional depreciation as to the section 1391

17 properties held by such corporation under subparagraph

18 1395 (a) (1) (B) (i).

19 "SEC. 130. NONRECOGNITION OF GAINS ON CERTAIN DIS-

20 POSITIONS OF SECTION 131 PROPERTY.

21 "(a) NoKwxoNfIToK oF GAIN.-Upon a disposi-

22 tion of section 1391 property (as defined in section 1391

23 (3)), gain shall not be recognized to the extent set forth in

24 subsection (b), (c); or (d).

25 "(b) QUALIFIm RsiNVESTMENT.-

26 " (1) GENERA, RUL.-If action 1391 property
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1 iis sold or exchanged at any time after the end of the

2 minimum holding period applicable to such property (as

3 defined in subsection 1391 (8) ), no gain shall be reccig-

4 nizod if, within I year after the date of s.ch sae or

5 exchange, or within suich longer period of time as may

6 he authorized by the Secretary or his delegate, upoi all

7 application of the taxpayer showing reasonable groiuds

8 for an extension, the taxpayer makes a qualified reinvest-

9 meant (as defined in paragraph (2)) of an amount dt

10 less than: #!

11 "(A) the amount realized on xich sale or e6

12 change, over

13 . if(B) the amount of any mortgage on such

14 property insured under section 235 (d) of th

15 National Housing Act (as of the date of mich sale

16 or exchange). "

17 "(2) AMOUNT OF QUALIFIED REINVESTMENT. -k "

18 For purposes of this subsection, a qualified reinvestment

19 shall mean:

"(A) an expenditure paid or accrued -by the
21 taxpayer which will constitute, part of a qualified

22 expenditure (as defined in wetion 1391 (9) (A)),
23 or 4
24 "(B) any other expenditure paid or accrued hy

25 the taxpayer for the construction or sulstnntial fie
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t habilitation 9f housing, the retal levels of whieh

2 insure that they will be suitable for occupancy by

3 low-income or lower middle income families or indi-

4 viduals. The typcs of expenditures which shall con-

05 stitate, qualified reinrestments under this subpam-

6 graph .hal be specified in regulations to be pre-

7, scribed by the Secretary- of Housing and Urban

8 Development.

9. .' (c) D m vosION -To HoME 31ANAGBMENT CoRPoRA-

10 TION--If section ,1391 property is sold' or exchanged at

11 any time after .tho expirntioe. of two years of the taxpayer's

12 holding period applicable tosuch property, no gain shall be

13 recognized if such sale or exchange is made to a home

14 management corporation (as defined in section 3 (7) of the

15 Urban Housing Development Act of 1967).

16 M"(d) DmemTIois Arrim END oF MINIMUM How.

17 WO PEMO .-

18 "(1). GIUNBAL RULE.-If section 1391 property is

19 sold or exchanged at any time after the end of the mini-

20 imum holding period applicable to such property (as
21 defined in section 1391 (7)) and subsection (b) or

2- (e) do not apply to such sale or exchange, then the gain

23 to be recognized on such sale or exchange shall not ex-

24 ceed the amount determined under paragraph (2).

25 "(2) AMOUNT Or oAI1.--The amount of gain to
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1 be recoguized on a sale or exchange described in para-

2 graph (1) slall not be greater than die excess of-

8 . ' "(A) the anioutt realized on such sale or ex-

4 change, over

5 ' "(B) the amount of the mortgage insured under

6-- section 235 (d) of the National Housing Act that

.7 would have been on such property, as of the date of

8 such sale or exchange, on the assumption that-

9 "(i) the equity investment percentage (as

10 defined in section 1391 (5)) of the first holder

11 of the property (as defined in section 1391

12 (10)) was 20 percent, and

13 "(ii) all payments on such mortgage had

14 been timely made through the date of such sale

15 or exchange.

16 "(e)' CILARACTrIZATION OF GAI ,.-If section 1391

17 property is sold or exchanged after the expiration of the

18 ntiniumtholdin~g period applicable to such property, any

19. gain or loss recognized on such sale or exchange shall be

20 treated as gain or loss on the sale or-exchange of property

21 described in section 1231 (b)."

22 ,"SBC 1307. AUTHORITY OF PRESIDENT TO CHANGE RATES

23 AND USEFUL LIFE.

24 "(a) CHA.wGJ BY FxcuUTIv.-The President shall

25 have the power at any time and from time to time to increase

26 or decrease by Executive order any or all of the:
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" "(1) rates of credits specified in section 1392

2 (a) (1),

3 "(2) the percentages utilized in computing useful

4 lives under section 1393 (b) (1), and

5 ".(3) the useful life specified in sectivu 1392 (b) (2)

6 as the basis for the application of the perceniages

7 specified in section 1392 (b) (1).

8 "(b) MAXIMUM Ciunr-.-No increase or. decrease in

9 the rate, percentage, or useful life prescribed in an Executive

10 order issued tinder subsection (a) shall cmuse such rate,

11 percentage, or -useful life to be higher than 1 i5 percent or

12 lower 'than 85 percent of the comparable rate; percentage,

13 or useful life specified in Obtion 1S92 (a), (1) ;section 139b

14 (b) (1'), or section 1393 (b) (2). on the date of enactment

15. of the Urbn Housing Development Act of 1967.

16 "(c) DIFFIMENT PuopErrY.-The power of the Presi-

17 dent tinder subsection (a), shall include, but not be limited

18 to, the power to prescribe different rates of erdit, percenPJ

19 ages, and useful lives for different classes of section 1391

20 property and for different areas of the country."

2 TE('IINICAL, CONFORMING. AND CLERICAL AMENDMENTS

22 SEC. 302. (a) The table of subchapters for chapter 1'

23 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is amended by adding

24, at the end thereof the following new item:

"Svocumrrn U. Tax treatment of certain housing projects in urban
poverty areas."
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1 (b) The table of sections for subpat A of part IV of

2 subchapter A of chapter 1 of such Code is amended by

,3 inserting the following:

"See, 41. Invdtme.nt i vqrtain housing projects in urben
poverty ares."

4- (c) Section 167(j) of such Code ii amended to read

6 as follows:

6 "(j) CRos REFERENCES.-

"(1) For additional rule applicable to depreciation of
improvements in the case of mines, oil and gas wells,
other natural deposits, and timber, we section 611.

"(2) For additional rules applicable to depreciation of
section 1391 property, see section 1393.

7 (d) Section 381 (c) of such Code is amended by adding

8 at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

S" (24) CREDIT UNDER SECTION 41 FOB INVEST-

10, MENT IN CERTAIN HOUSING PROJECTS IN UBAN

11 POVERTY AREA--The acquiring corporation shall take

12 into account (to the extent proper to carry out the pur-

13 poses of this section and section 41, and under such regu-

14 lations as may be prescribed by the Secretary or his

15 delegate) the items required to be taken into account for

16 purposes of section 41 in respect to the distributor or

17 transferor corporation."

18 (e) Section 501 (c) of such Code is amended by adding

19 at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

20 "(18) A home management corporation. as defined
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1 in section 3(7) of the Urban Housing Development

2 Act of 1967."

3 (f) Section 1250 of such Code is amended by adding

4 at the end thereof the following new subsection:

5 " (i) CERTIFIED HOUSING PROJECT.-For special rules

6 for applying this section in the case of real property corn-

7 prising section 1391 property, see section 1395."

8 (g) Subsection 1250 (d) is amended by adding at the

9 end thereof the following new paragraph:

10 "(9) TRANSFER TO HOME MANAGEMENT CORPO-

11 RATIO.-Subsection (a) shall not apply to a disposition

12 of section 1391 property (as defined in section 1391

13 (3)) which is subject to section 1396 (c) ."

14 (h) Section 1371 of such Code is amended by adding

15 at the end thereof the following new subsection:

16 "(e) CORPORATE SHARE3 1IOLDERS.--Subparagraph (a)

17 (2) of this section shall not apply to a corporation during

18 any taxable year in which over 90 percent of its gross re-

19 ceipts are realized in the operation, sale, or exchange of sec-

20 tion 1391 property."

21 (i) Section 1372 (e) (5) of such Code is amended hy"

22 inserting after "rents" the following: "(other than rents

23 from section 1391 property) ".

24 (j) The table of sections for subchapter S of chapter I
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1, of M& Cod ismnamded by adding a the end thereof the

2 foowing new item:

"mso 1T. Indtedness to shrueholdez of m=U businm
corporation holding section 1391 property."

3 EFFECTIVE DATE

4" SE. 303. The amendments made by this titde shall

apl jy 'to taxable years ending after the date of the emnctnient

( of this Act.




